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PROCEEDINGS

AMERICAl^ PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

Vol. XIV. 1874. No. 93.

Stated 3Ieeting, January 2r/, 1874,

Present, 14 members.

Yiee-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chain

A letter announcing the death of Dr. Carl F. Naumann
was received from Dr. Ernst Naumann, dated Dresden,

Dec. 4th, 1873.

A letter requesting information was received from Capt.

J. Hersche], dated 21 Sumner place, Brompton, London, W.
A letter respecting copies of Mr. Henry Dexter's bust of

Agassiz was received, dated Cambridge, Dec. 18th, 1873.

A letter requesting the completion of series of the Trans-

actions and Proceedings was received from the Secretary of

the K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt, dated Vienna, Sept.

20th, 1873.

On motion, the request of the Institute was granted, and

the missing parts of the series ordered to be sent.

Letters of envoy were received from the Prince Jablon-

owski Society at Leipsig, dated Aug. 12th, 1873, and from

the Department of the Interior at Washington, dated Dec.

22d, 1873.

Donations for the Library were received from the Academia
dei Lineei ; the Geological Institute at Vienna ; the Prince

Jablonowski Society ; the German Geological Society ; the

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. A



Revue Politique; London Kature; the Royal Geographical

Society ; the Nova Scotian Institute ; the Boston N. H. Society

;

Cambridge Museum ; Prof. O. C. Marsh ; the Connecticut

Academy; Commissioners of Fisheries of New Jersey; Penn

Monthly ; Medical News ; Mr. Geo. W. Childs ; the U. S,

Chief of Engineers ; Librarian of Congress ; and Wisconsin

Historical Society.

The death of Prof. Carl Naumann, at Leipsig, on the 26tli

November, 1873, was announced.

Prof. Cope stated that the species figured and described

by Prof. 0. C. Marsh, in a paper received for the Library

to-night, under the name of Brontotheriwn ingens, is the

• one described by himself under the name of Symhorodon

'i.rigonoceras, in the Synopsis of Extinct Vertebrata of Colo-

. rado, issued in October, 1873, by the U. S. Geological Survey

of the Territories.

P]'ofessor Frazer said :
" A few meetings ago I referred to

the fact that the white color ot the moon by day was due

to the fact that the dispersed blue light of the sun just

supplied the dispersed blue light of the mioon, and I suggested

that the solar origin of these otherwise missing rays might

he demonstrated by choosing the first or third quartering of

the moon (when lines joining the sun and earth, and the

earth and moon, meet nearly at right angles), and regarding

the moon through the Nicols prism. As under these circum-

stances the solar light would be polarized, a change between

white and yellow ought to be perceived. The experiment

bore out this hypothesis, although, owing to the perfect

reflection from suspended particles of greater size than those

which reflect the blue light, the color was not a perfect

yellow."

Professor Lesley exhibited a recently executed large manu-

script map of a hundred square miles of the surface of Centre,

Huntingdon, and Blair Counties, in Middle Pennsylvania,

with three vertical sections crossing the district—one along

the Little Juniata River ; another two miles further east,

along Warrior Run ; and a third five miles further east,



along Half Moon Run. These sections extend across the

Valley of Lower Silurian Limestone, with beds of brown
hematite iron-ore, and across the bounding mountains of the

Middle Silurian Sandstone, Bald Eagle Mountain on the

west, and Tussey Mountain on the east, the great anticlinal

upthrow of Bellefont being seen in all three sections at the

east foot of Bald Eagle Mountain, the Limestones dipping

east away from the fault at a uniform dip of about 54°.

He then explained the theoretical difficulties which have

hitherto beset the dynamic questions raised by a phenomenon
of this kind, an overthrown and faulted anticlinal ; especi-

ally the question why a dip of just above 64° should follow

one side of the fault for many miles, when the rocks on the

other side of the fault stood vertical.

This question he thought he had just succeeded in settling

by a discovery which resulted from the construction of a

fourth section, which he exhibited, extending from the Bald
Eagle Mountain westward to the summit of the Alleghany

Mountain, taking in the vertical Middle Silurian rocks, the

steeply inclined Upper Silurians, the Devonians dipping

regularly less and less (from 28° to 8° where observed at

different points along the section), and the almost horizontal

Lower Coal Measures at the summit of the Alleghany
Mountain.

By a system of co-ordinates, the exact curve of the up-

throw on the western side of the Great Fault w^as displayed,

using the observed dips along the line of section as elements

of construction. The country west of the dip of 15° was as-

sumed to be in its original condition. East of this point, or

of the " hypothetical limit of stability," the steeply upturned

strata were supposed to slide upon each other with a shear-

ing motion. The basset edges of the vertical strata must be

considered as rising in steps above each other westward at

the plane of fault, the slope thus obtained facing the east,

many thousand feet in the air, over the Bald Eagle Mountain.

On calculating the angle of this slope, which is not a per-

fect plane, but a slightly curved surface, it turned out to be
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an angle of 51° high up, 52° lower down, 53° just over the

the mountain, and still steeper where it descended to the

present surface of the country, that is, along the line where

the vertical rocks are covered by the limestones dipping

uniformly about 54°.

It seems impossible to resist the conclusion that this dip

of 54° shows that the whole mass of Palaeozoic formations

on the east, about 20,000 feet thick, rose and rode up the

plane formed by the basset edges of the mass upturned

vertically on the western side of the fault, and rested thereon

at an angle due to the bevel of the western mass, a bevel

geometrically determined by the shearing movement among
the members of the upcurved western mass.

Mr. Lesley considered the discovery of much importance

for structural geology, and that it may prove to be the first

real step towards a satisfactory conclusion respecting the

slope, or underground (and in the air) angle, of great faults
;

also proving the negative against a common belief that the

great anticlinals of disturbed regions must be reconstructed

in air sections as if gaping. It lends great support also to

the doctrine of vast erosions, a doctrine taught by Pennsyl-

vanian geologists for many years, and more recently contended

for by Jukes, Ramsay, Geikie, and other advanced geolo-

gists abroad, on unimpeachable and irresistible evidence.

The report of the Judges and Clerks of the Annual

Election was read, by which it appeared that the following

officers and members of Council had been elected

:

President^

George B. Wood.

Vice-Presidents^

John C. Cresson, Isaac Lea, Frederick Fraley.

Secreta7'ies^

Charles B. Trego^ E. Otis Kendall, John L. LeConte,

J. P. Lesley.



Councillors to serve three years^

Isaac Hays, Eobert E. Rogers, Henry C. Carey, Robert

Bridges.

Curators,

Joseph Carson, Hector Tyndale, Charles M. Cresson.

Treasurer,

Charles B. Trego.

Mr. Lesley was nominated Librarian for the ensuing year.

Pending nominations E"os. 740, 741, 742, 743, 744 were

read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, January IQth, 1874.

Present, 15 members.

Secretary, Prof. Trego, in the Chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Dr.

Franz Joseph Lauth, Prof. Accad. Conservator, dated

Munich, Blumenstrasse, ¥0. 2413 rechts, Dec. 16th, 1878

(see printed Proceedings).

Letters of envoy were received from the Greenwich Ob-

servatory, Dec. 31st, Royal Institution, Liverpool, Dec. Ist,

and the Societe ISTationale des Sciences Naturelles de Cher-

bourg, Sept., 1873.

On motion, the last-named society was placed on the list

of corresponding societies to receive the Proceedings.

Donations for the Library were announced from the Royal

Prussian Academy ; the Geographical and Anthropological

Societies of Paris ; Ecole des Mines ; Revue Politique ; San

Fernando Observatory ; ISTational Society of Science at Cher-

bourg ; and Mr. Le Jolis ; the Society of Physics at Bordeaux

;
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R. Astronomical, Geographical, and Antiquarian Societies in

London ; the editors of Nature ; the Geological Society in

Glasgow ; Boston S. K H. ; Mr. W. E. Dubois ;
American

Academy of A. and S. ; American Journal of A. and S.

;

Prof. F. L. 0. Roehrig ; American Journal of Pharmacy
;

Mr. J. W. iTystrom ; and the Chief of Engineers, U. S. A.

The Committee appointed to draft a minute of the death

of Professor Agassiz presented the following report, which

was adopted

:

The Committee to whom was intrusted the duty of pre-

paring resolutions expressive of the sorrow felt by the mem-
bers of this Society for the death of their distinguished

fellow-member, Louis John Rudolph Agassiz, respectfully

report the following minute to be placed upon the records :

In removing the name of Professor Agassiz from its list

of living members, the American Philosophical Society loses

one of its most valued connections with the active world of

science. But this name, transferred to the list of the departed,

will always stand upon its records to its honor as an associ-

ation of men of many nationalities for the promotion of

useful knowledge.
Of such men Louis Agassiz was a conspicuous leader, a

powerful coadjutor, a genial and inspiring companion. The
loss lamented by this Society is keenly felt in every part

of Christendom, His investigations have been pursued in

80 many regions of modern research, that scientific men in

all branches sympathize with one another at his death.

Great as a Comparative Zoologist, he was specially unrivaled

as an Ichthyologist. He was profoundly versed in the science

of the beginnings of life He was the accepted expositor of

glacial phenomena in their geological connections. His
collections were made on an unprecedented scale of grandeur,

and studied with boundless ardor, wisdom and success. He
knew how to induce civilians and legislators to a noble dis-

charge of their obligations to physical science. He knew
how to train original investigators in their youth, brighten

their hopes, and enliven their aspirations in riper years; tiding

them safely over the shoals of literary vanity and scientific

ambition, and inspiring them with a loftier enthusiasm for

truth itself. Coming to a new world as an Apostle of

Original Investigation, every man of science in America
sooner or later felt the influence of his presence. He charmed



all by Ills manners; lie endeared himself to all by his frank
and genial spirit ; he awed the rash and fortified the timid ; he
bound the leaders together, and gave laws to their followers

;

he spread the love of nature through classes of society which
had been insensible to its influence before ; and as he lived,

so he died, devising and executing new measures for laying

a solid foundation for American science in the heart of the
American people. His death is, therefore, a national bereave-

ment.
This Society would tender for the acceptance of the family

and intimate friends of Professor Agassiz this solace : the
conviction that his fame will stand with that of the great
discoverers, investigators, teachers and inspirers of past and
future generations, and the assurance which we here express,

that, in our belief, no man of science could have lived a

more noble and useful life.

Professor Houston communicated a ]!^ote on a Supposed

Allotropic Modification of Phosphorus. (See Proceedings).

Professor Cope illustrated with drawings aod specimens

his views of the comparative osteology of the camel and

other artiodactyles, living and extinct, and concluded his

remarks with a discussion of the Cretaceous age of the

lignite and coal formations of the Pocky Mountains. (See

Proceedings.)

Dr. LeConte expressed his gratification that his own
views of the age of this formation, published some years ago,

were now receiving such powerful support.

Mr. Lesley was appointed Librarian for the ensuing year.

The Standing Committees for the 3'ear were voted as

follows

:

Finance^

Messrs. F. Praley, E. K. Price, and B. V. Marsh.

Publication^

Messrs. Trego, Carson, W. M. Tilghman, H. C. Baird,

and C. M. Cresson.

Hall,

Messrs. Tyndale, Hopper, and S. W. Eoberts.
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Library,

Messrs. Coates, E. K. Price, Carson, Krautli, and Whitman.

On motion, the reading of the list of surviving members

was postponed.

Pending nominations Nos. 740, 741, 742, 743, 744 were

read, spoken to, and balloted for, and the following declared

duly elected members of the Society :

Mr. Joseph M. Wilson, C. E., of Philadelphia.

Dr. Wm. II. Wahl, Sec. Franklin Inst., Philadelphia.

Mr. I. A. Lapham, State Geologist of Wisconsin.

Dr. Hermann Kolbe, of Leipsig, Prof. Chem. University.

Mr. J. E. Wootten, M. E., of Reading, Pa.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, February 6th, 1874.

Present, 10 members.

Dr. Le Conte, Secretary, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Mr.

I. A. Lapham, dated Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 27th, 1874
;

Mr. Jos. M. Wilson, dated Philadelphia, Jan. 21st, 1874
;

and Dr. Wm. PL Wahl, dated Philadelphia, Jan. 22d, 1874.

A letter enclosing a photograph was received from Dr.

Ed. Jarvis, dated Dorchester, Mass., Jan. 28th, 1874.

Letters of envoy were received from Mrs. Isabella James,

dated Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 6th, 1874, and Boston 'N&t.

Hist. Society, dated Boston, Jan. 22d, 1874. (88, 89, 80.)

Donations were received from the R. Academies at Turin

and Brussels ; the Geographical Society in Paris ; the R.

Astronomical Society, and London ISTature ; the Essex Insti-

tute ; the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge
;

Mrs. Isabella James, of Cambridge ; the Boston Public

Library ; Dr. Jarvis, of Dorchester ; the American Journal

of Arts and Sciences ; the American Chemist ; American

Journal of the Medical Sciences ; Med. News and Library
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Franklin Institute ; American Journal of Pharmacy ; Penn

Monthly ; the Department of the Interior ; the California

Academy of Natural Sciences ; and Prof. S. S. Ilaldeman.

Prof. Cope offered for publication in the Transactions a

paper entitled, " A Su|)plement to the Extinct Batrachia

and Reptilia of North America."

On motion, the paper was referred to a Committee, con-

sisting of Prof. Leidy, Dr. ISTewberry, and Mr. Lesley.

Dr. Genth communicated some valuable results of recent

analyses of limonites and limestones of the Lower Silurian

district of Centre, Blair, and Huntino-don Counties, Penn-

sylvania. (See page 84.)

Mr. Lesley communicated the results of his recent topo-

graphical and structural study of the same district.

Prof. Chase developed some views of the relationships

existing between the velocity of light waves in ether, and

the velocities of the sun and planets, entitled, " A note on

the Origin of Attractive force, Identifying the Velocity of

Primitive Grravitating Impulse with the Velocity of Light."

New nominations Nos. 745, 746, and 747 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, February 20th, 1874.

Present, 18 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Mr. "Wootten, a newly elected member, was introduced to

the presiding officer, and took his seat.

A letter of envoy was received from the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, dated Feb. 12th, 1874.

Donations for the Library were received from the R.

Prussian Academy ; Revue Politique ; London Nature ; Mr.

A, J. Packard, Jr. ; Boston Soc. N. H, ; New York Lyceum

;

A. p. 8.—VOL. XIV. B
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Franklin Institute; Anierican Chemist; American Institute

of Mining Engineers ; Department of the Interior, U.S. ; and

Mr. G. R. Crotch, of Cambridge, Eng.

The Committee to which was referred the paper of Prof.

Cope, entitled, "Supplement to the Extinct Batracbia," &c.,

reported in favor of its publication in the Transactions

;

which, on motion, was so ordered.

The death of Dr. Wm. Proctor, February 10th, at Phila-

delphia, aged 57, was announced by the Secretary.

Dr. Cresson exhibited the action of Thompson's Calori-

meter, and stated the close coincidence of its results with

those obtained by trial trips on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Dr. Cresson exhibited the triangular piece of galvanized

iron, once the pinnacle of a cowl on the roof of a building

struck with lightning. The point had been melted and

elongated upwards and inclined towards an approaching

cloud, into which the discharge from the earth through the

building took place.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers

and Members in Council were read.

Pending nominations IsTos. 745, 746, 747 were then read.

Mr. Fraley reported that he had received the last quarterly

interest on the Michaux legacy, due January 1st, through

Drexel and Co.

Mr. Price reminded the Society that half of the interest

is appropriated by act of the Society to the planting of the

Michaux grove. During 1873 about $300 has been spent in

setting out about 100 foreign varieties of oak procured by

Prof. Cresson.

Dr. LeConte suggested the future planting of such trees

within the Zoological Grounds.

Dr. Horn stated that many of the foreign trees had already

succumbed to the attacks of native parasites, two varieties

of larvee having been submitted to his inspection by the

Chief of Park Police.

Dr. LeConte, referring to the well known fate of our

foreign sycamores and lindens, urged the necessity of plant-
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ing trees witli the side to the sun which had heen so situated

in their native sites, and under similar conditions of growth

otherwise, so as to reinforce their resisting powers.

Prof. Cope informed the meeting that Prof. Orton's

expedition to the Upper Amazon, organized at Vassar Col-

lege, j^ew York, had returned with copious collections,

zoological, botanical, mineralogical and archaeological, hav-

ing reached 17° S. latitude.

The meeting was then adjourned.

Stated Meeting, March 6th, 1874,

Present, 11 members.

Secretary, Prof. Kendall, in the Chair.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Societies

at Moscow, Upsal, Gorlitz, Emden, Erfart, Frankfort on

Main, Chemnitz, Bonn, Geneva, Liverpool, Bath, and

Madison, Wis. ; from the Academies at Berlin, Vienna,

Brussels ; from the Observatories at St. Petersburg and

Upsal ; from the Geological Institute at Vienna ; School of

Mines, and Revue Politique at Paris ; Society of Arts and

Institutions in Union, Astronomical Society, and Meteoro-

logical Office in London, London ITature ; Prof. Cooke, of

Cambridge ; Public Library of New Bedford ; Silliman's

Journal ; Journal of Pharmacy ; Penn Monthly, Deaf and

Dumb Institute, Hospital for the Insane, House of Pefuge

in Philadelphia ; U. S. War Department ; and Mr. George

Davidson.

Dr. Allen offered for publication in the Transactions a

memoir entitled " Life Forms in Art," with many illustra-

tions, and described the subject and its treatment.

On motion, the paper was referred to a Committee con-

sisting of Mr. Whitman, Prof. P. E. Chase, and Dr. Brinton.
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The Secretary exhibited a round bar of cast phosphorus-

bronze, left for that purpose in his care by Mr. Hector Orr,

who reported it broken under a tensile strain of 63,000 lbs.

to the square inch. Its diameter at the place of fracture

was slightly diminished.*

Mr. Marsh read a communication, illustrated by diagrams,

entitled, " The Luminosity of Meteors due to Latent Heat."

Pending nominations I^Tos. 745 to 747, and new nomina-

tions 748, 749, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, March 20th, 1874.

Present, 12 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Dr.

Hermann Kolbe, dated Leii3sig, Feb. 16th, 1874.

Letters acknowledging the receipt of Proceedings were

received from Dr. Renard and the Public Museum at Moscow,

June 26, 1672, Jan. 1, 1871 (86); Dr. Stralkowski, St.

Petersburgh, July 1st, 1872 (86) ; Prof. A. Braun, :tTeuschon-

bron, Berlin, Oct. 12th, 1873 (88, 89) ; the R. S. Upsal, Nov.,

1873 (86, 87, 88, 89); the K H. S., Emden, Oct. 15, 1873

(88) ; Prof. Sandberger, 'Wiirtzburg, N"ov. 12th, 1873 (88,

89) ; the Mlinich Observatory, Dr. "W. V. Lament, Dec. 6,

1873 (88, 88) ; R. Library, Miinich, Jos. Aumer, Dec, 1873

(88, 89) ; R. Soc, Gottengen, Oct. 4th, 1873 (88, 89) ; N". H.

Ass., Bremen, Oct. 31, 1873 (88, 89); Prof. Loomis, K
Haven, March 14th, 1874 (90, 91) ; N. Y. Hist. Soc, G. H.

* Original diameter of bolt (circular) .75 inch ; original area, .4417 in.; reduced area

at breaking point, .3067 in.; strain on bolt at breaking, 19,550 lbs. =63,100 lbs. per

square incli. Alloy of tin 10, copper 90, less phosphorus, which is found to give useful

properties within the limits of 2.6 and 0.1 per cent.



Moore, March 14th, 1874 (91) ; and many postal card receipts

for 91, the number recently published.

Letters of envoy were received from the R. S., Upsal,

Kov., 1873 ; the I. Acad., Vienna, Oct. 21st, 1873 ;
the R.

Library at Mlinich, Dec, 1873 ; the S. P. et H. K., Geneva,

Sept. 15th, 1873 ; U. S. Naval Obs., B. F. Sands, Feb. 21st,

1874 ; C. P. Obs., St. Petersburg, Jan., 1874.

A letter requesting a set of Proceedings was received from

the Silesian Society for Fatherland Culture, Breslau, March

5th, 1873.

A letter with three photographic pictures of Lidian

sculpture was received from Dr. C. H. Stubbs, Wakefield
^

Pa., purchased by the Society.

" These pictures are taken from the northern face of a rock

in the Susquehanna River, near Bald Friar, Md., on which

are more than a hundred characters, diagrams, or figures,

supposed to have been carved during the stone age. The

rock is of quartz, mica, and anthophyllite. Dimensions of

figures 12 X 6 and 10 X 6 inches. Photographed in July,

1871. Sets in the Maryland Academy of Science, Lancaster

Linnsean Society, and Philadelphia Academy of i^atural

Sciences."

Donations for the Library were received from the R. Obs.,

Turin; Mun. Govt, at Linz ; R. Acad, and Obs., Mlinich;

J. Acad., Berlin ; R. S. Melbourne ; Geog. S., Paris ; Revue

Pol. ; London ISTature ; Mr. W. J. Henwood, Truro ; the

American Acad., Boston ; Franklin Institute ; Acad., l!^. S.

;

Am. Chemist ; Medical IsTews ; U. S. K. Obs. ; "Wisconsin

Acad. Sciences ; and Minnesota Historical Society.

The death of Charles Sumner, Senator U. S., at Washing-

ton, March 12th, aged 63, was announced hy the Secretary.

The death of M. C. Quetelet, pere, at Brussels, Monday,

Feb. 16th, 1873, aged 77, was announced by the Secretary.

Prof. Cope communicated some facts revealed by Lieut.

Wheeler's last year's explorations on the 100th meridian, in

the valley of the great Colorado, and described some new
types of living fish belonging to the fresh-water family of

Cyprinidse, and characterized by a great development of the
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predorsal fin spine, a double spine, not co-ossified. Three new

types were described, two of them naked of scales, and the

third covered only with rudimentary scales.

Prof. Cope communicated a short note entitled, " On the

Zoology of a Temporary Pool on the Plain of Colorado."

Mr. Blasius, of Philadelphia, present by invitation, exhi-

bited maps and pictures of the tornado of August 22d, 1851,

in Cambridge and Medford, Mass., and described his survey

and study of the same, the impossibility of applying Red-

field's theory except to its central, and Espy's to its ultimate

track ; for the initial division another explanation was

requisite. This led him to the study of the general pheno-

mena attendant upon the meeting of the equatorial and

boreal currents, the determination of the shape of land and

ocean gales, the use of clouds and their shapes and positions

for indicating the nature and position of approaching storms,

and the construction of practical sailing directions for vessels

in danger.

Mr. Briggs said that he happened to see the tornado

referred to, and gave an account of its aspect, efiects, and

the part of the track which he afterwards examined, by

which he was led to the conviction that it was locally deter-

mined, like other similar storms, by the low ground of

Charles River, heated to an unusually high temperature in

a calm day.

Mr. Lesley replied that the constant eastward movement

of these tornados, and their sometimes immense length,

together with their well known repeated occurrence along

the same lines of country, proved them items of an extensive

system of phj^sical conditions in the atmosphere on the shift-

ing line of meeting of the equatorial and polar currents, as

Mr. Blasius had so well described, and that he hoped the

acknowledged defects of the present tornado sailing direc-

tions would be corrected by those indicated by the theory

of Mr. Blasius.

Pending nominations 'Nos. 745 to 749, and new nomina-

tions 750, 751, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meetmg April, M, 1874.

Present, 14 members.

Mr. Eli K. Price in the Chair.

Mr. Snowden, a recently elected member, was presented

to the presiding officer, and took his seat.

A letter was received from Samuel Y. Summers, M.D.,

dated New Orleans, March 26th, 1874.

A letter was received from Erastus W. Everson, Sec. and

Lib. Un. S. Carolina, acknowledging receipt of Proc. N'o. 91.

A lithographed letter was received from Gr. Beck,Munchen,

March 22d, respecting Gemminger and Harold's Cat, Coleop-

teorum.

A letter inviting discussion of J. R. Meyer's doctrine of

heat applied to gravity, at the ensuing meeting of the D, IN".

Yersammlung, was received from five commissioners ap-

pointed at the last meeting, dated Breslau, March 6th, 1874.

Donations for the Library were received from the Societies

at Erlangen and St. Gall ; the E.. Acad, at Brussels ; Paris

Geog. Soc. and Revue Politique ; London Ast. Soc. and

CobdenClub; Essex Institute; Silliman's Journal; Prof. W.
P. Trowbridge ; IsTew England Soc, N. Y. ; Penn Monthly

;

Am. Jour. Pharmacy; Dr. P. J. Levis; Mr. Isaac Lea; Mc-

Calla & Stavely ; Maryland Hist. Society ; U. S. Dep. of the

Interior ; University of S. Carolina ; Minnesota Academy
;

]Sr. S. ; and Mercantile Lib. Ass., San Francisco.

The Committee to which was referred the memoir of Dr.

Allen on Art Forms, reported in favor of its publication in

the Transactions.

On motion, the paper was referred to the Publication

Committee to report on the propriety of publishing it with

its numerous illustrations.

The death of Mr. Joseph Harrison in Philadelphia, March

27, aged 64, was announced by the Secretary, and on motion,

Mr. Coleman Sellers was appointed to prepare an obituary

notice of the deceased.
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Prof. Chase communicated a plan of Life Insurance Com-

panies, which would relieve them of the burden of canvassers.

Dr. LeConte expressed the wishes of the officers of the

IT. S. Mint to have the council and advice of men of science as

to the best device for a commemorative medal of Agassiz.

The subject was, on motion, referred to Dr. LeConte, Dr.

Wilcox, and Mr. Fairman Rogers.

Prof. Haldeman exhibited a coin of Sumatra, found in a

bag of coffee in Philadelphia. On one side was the legend,

" Island of Sumatra, 1804," on the other, in Malay, " sa teng

wang," one-half piece, and used it to illustrate the difficulties

encountered by decipherers, and the methods of overcoming

them. The coin he gave to the Museum of the Mint.

Prof. Houston exhibited specimens of an apparently

igneous rock from the banks of the Schuylkill, above the

Serpentine quarries.

Pending nominations JSTo. 745 to 752 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, April 17th, 1874.

Present, 14 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Mr. Wilson, a lately elected member of the Society, was

presented to the presiding officer, and took his seat.

A letter was received from Mr. Coleman Sellers, accepting

his appointment to prepare an obituary notice of the late

Mr. Joseph Harrison.

Letters of acknowledgment for ISTo. 92 of the Proceedings

were received from the l^ew York Lyceum and Salem

Institute.

Letters of envoy were received from the Poyal Saxon

Society, dated Leipsig, November ISth and 29th, 1873.
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Donations for the Library were received from the E.

Asiatic Society of Japan, at Yokohama ; the Royal Acad-

emies at Copenhagen, Berlin, Leipsig, Gottengen ; the

Societies at Basil, Salem, Montreal ; the Royal Bavarian

Library, the Revue Politique; and London N"ature; the

London Royal S. Meteorological Committee ; Geographical,

Chemical, and Zoological Societies ; Amherst College ; State

Geologist of New Jersey ; Franklin Institute ; American

Journal of the Medical Sciences ; Medical JsTews and Library

;

American Pharmaceutical Society; Prof. E. J). Cope; U. S.

Department of the Interior ; and Prof J. Lawrence Smith.

The R. Asiatic Society of Japan, at Yokohama, was

ordered to be placed on the list of correspondents to receive

the Proceedings.

The Committee to which was referred the subject of a

proper device for the Agassiz medal, reported through Dr.

LeConte that thej^had considered the subject, and suggested

a device to the officers of the U. S. Mint.

At Prof. Cope's request, the Secretary exhibited parts of

a scull of Eobasileus galeatus^ one of several specimens

obtained by Prof. Cope last year, on the Bitter Creek,

"Wyoming. The posterior wall of the cranium is in this

specimen very perfect, and retains one of its horns. The

two middle pair of horns were in separate fragments, as also

the two nasal horn-cores.

A walrus fossil cranium from Accomac Harbor, in Vir-

ginia, was also exhibited. The fragment was about nine

inches long. Three well-worn teeth remained in their

sockets on the side, and two on the other; one socket

was vacant on one side, and two on the other. The front

margin of the roof of the mouth was perfect, and both sockets

for the tusks. The nasal cavities, separated behind and

united in front with the partition, were well shown. The

fragment terminated with the front wall of the brain cavity.

The whole was thoroughly fossilized.

This is the most southern specimen of walrus yet dis-

covered on the Atlantic coast, and must have been washed

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. c
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asliore from glacial drift bedded beneatli the actual sea

sands of the Virginia coast. A specimen in the Museum of

the Academy of Natural Sciences, at Philadelphia, was

found much further north, on the IsTew Jersey shore. The
discovery of fossil walrus in Virginia is important, as indicat-

ing the extension of the drift deposits further southward

l^than was supposed.

Prof. Cliase read a note relative to Meyer's theory of heat

in its application to theories of gravitation, and explained

the present attitude of the discussion.

. Prof. Praser explained a possible improved method of

notation for classifying organic compounds in chemistry,

taking the compounds of carbon as a theme for illustration.

Pending nominations Nos. 745, to 752 were read, spoken

to, and balloted for, and on scrutiny of the ballot-boxes the

following were declared to be duly elected members of the

Society

:

Dr. William Camac, of Philadelphia.

Mr. John Coates Brown, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Frank Thomson, of Altoona, Pa.

Rev. Robert Ellis Thompson, of the University of Penn-

sylvania.

Mr. J. I^orman Lockyer, of England.

Mr. Richard A. Proctor, of England.

Mr. Raphael Pumpelly, State Geologist of Missouri.

Prof. Charles A. Young, of Dartmouth College, Hanover,

IsTew Hampshire.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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The Brown Hematite Ore Banks op Spruce Creek, Warrior's

Mark Run, and Half Moon Run, in Huntingdon and Centre

Counties, Pennsylvania, along the line of the Lewisburg,

Centre County and Tyrone Railroad.

By J. P. Lesley, Professor Geology, University of Penna.

{Bead before the American PJiilosopMcal Society, Jan. 2 and Feb.Q, 1874.)

Preliminary Chapter.

The district under examination, with an aiea of about one hundred

square miles, is bounded on the west by the Bald Eagle Mountain, on

the east by Tussey Mountain, and on the south by the Little Juniata

River, and the Pennsylvania Central Railroad.

The Huntingdon-Centre County-line crosses it transversely from moun-

tain to mountain. The Hunthigdon-Blair County-line follows the river.

Spruce Creek flows southward along the foot of Tussey Mountain. Its

branches. Warrior's Mark Run and Half Moon Run, cross the country

from Bald Eagle Mountain, along the foot of which their head waters

flow. Logan's Run flows at the foot of Bald Eagle Mountain into the

Little Juniata River near Tyrone. See large Map.

The river and the two runs afford fine opportunities for three cross-

sections, represented in figs. 1, 2 and 3. These sections have been photo-

lithographed (like the map) to a very reduced scale for convenience of

publication, but were carefully constructed on the same vertical and

horizontal large scale, so that their geology may be relied on.

The map was plotted with great care from the survey notes of Mr.

Franklin Piatt,* (as were also all the reduced local maps of the Ore

Banks, figs. 8 to 44) and adjusted with almost no variation to the rail-

road survey maps in the office of that experienced and most reliable Civil

Engineer, Mr. Leuffer, who located, constructed and has in charge the

completion of the L, C. C. and T. R. R., to whose courtesy I am in this

as in other cases, so largely and gladly indebted.

The map is drawn in ten foot contour lines, determined by aneroid ob-

servations, based on the spirit levels of the railway lines, preliminary

and adopted. One set of aneroid observations was carried to the top of

Tussey from Pennsylvania Furnace; the rest of the mountain being drawn
in by rough trigonometi'ical observations from the Spruce Creek road. The
gaps in its terrace are all properly placed and their characteristic features

given : but slight variations in the almost dead level crest of the moun-
tain could only be indicated. The survey of the Spruce Creek Valley

was made rapidly and only for the purpose of assigning a proper value to

its topographical features, a new township survey by a corps of odometer

surveyors being the basis. Here a considerable adjustment had to be

made, which renders this part of the map of no authority, as against

*Formerly an Assistant on the U. S. Coast Survey.
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careful future surveys. The adjustment affects the whole southeast

corner of the map, viz. : the interval between the mouth of Warrior's Run
and the river. It is none of it accurate. The rest of the map is very

accurate and reliable.

Various former surveys of the Juniata were compared in plotting Mr.

Piatt's survey along the Pennsylvania Railroad, and all were found to be

discordant in details, but the topographical features of the deeply eroded

bed of the Little Juniata are porti-ayed with sufficient precision.

Time failed for a careful survey of the mouths of Canoe and Sinking

Valleys south of the river, I leave these and the interesting synclinal

mountain (Canoe Mountain) which separates them, for a future oppor-

tunity. Canoe Valley leads south into Morrison's Cove, a reconnoissance

survey of which I made some years ago for the Pennsylvania R. R, Co.,

to determine the economical value and geological attitude of its brown
hematite iron ores, the analogues of those to be described in this report.

Three sets of anex'oid levels were carried to the top of the Bald Eagle

Mountain, and two of these were continued to its western base, along

which flows the Big and Little Bald Eagle Creeks, and runs the Bald

Eagle (Tyrone, Bellefonte and Lockhaven) Railroad. A much more care-

ful study of Bald Eagle Mountain than of Tussey Mountain had to be

made ; first, on account of the Great (Bellefonte or Tyrone Forge) Fault

which runs along its east foot; secondly, on account of the vertical attitude

of its rocks and the very irregular erosion to which it has therefore

yielded ; thirdly, on account of a deflection of trend, due to the little

synclinal crimple shown in two of the Cross Sections ; and fourthly, on

account of the outcrops of fossil ore on its western slope. Yet, I should be

glad to make a complete hypsometric projection of this very interesting

mountain, with its dentated double crest, for scientific purposes. Its

character is, however, well portrayed in my map and will tell the whole

story to any geologist.

A second map (also reduced by photolithography from its original scale

of 100 perches to the inch,) is appended to this report. It is a copy, cor-

rected to date, of the land line map* of Lyon, Shorb & Co.'s ore and other

lands in Huntingdon, Blair and Centre Counties, covering about 200,000

acres in the valley and on its two bounding mountains, and stretching

westward beyond the Bald Eagle Creek to the coal measures on the crest

of the Alleghany Mountain. It was impossible to transfer the numerous

and complicated land lines of this map to my topographical map without

concealing its features beneath a net work of irrelevant indications. I have

gone even farther in my anxiety to show with unobstructed clearness

the geology by the topography ; I have abstained from introducing local

names upon my map, trusting to the intelligei)ce of those who consult it,

guided by a small key map in its southeast corner, and by the descriptions

I give of localities with reference to the numerous ore banks which are

numbered. The key to the numbers will be found in the northeast corner

* TJje original is in the office of Mr. Lowrie, at Warrior's Creek, Huntingdon Co., Pa.
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of the map. The numbers follow rudely the ore belts, but not on any

strictly scientific principle ; they are arranged for the convenience of the

reader.

A third map, heliotyped from a large original study of Brush Moun-
tain (Bald Eagle Mountain continued soutliward across the Little Juniata

River) is also appended, to show the outcrop of the Fossil Ore on that

part of the property which extends in that direction. But the descrip-

tion of these Upper Silurian Fossil Ores must be kept separate from my
discussion of the Lower Silurian Brown Hematites, or Limonites of the

Nittany Valley.

GENERAL GEOLOGICAL CONSIDEKATIONS.

The country specially examined in this report covers outcrops of the

following geological formations, designated by the numbers of the old

Pennsylvania State Survey, and the names given them by English and

by New York Geologists.

No, V. Upper Silurian. \ Clinton Red Shale,

.,.
( Upper, white, I Medina Sandstone.

No, IV. I Middle, red, )

( Lower, grey, Oneida Conglomerate.

No, III, Lower Silurian. \ Hudson River Slate.

No. IL Lower Silurian.

Trenton Limestone.

Black River Limestone.

Birdseye Limestone.

Chazy Limestone.

Calciferous Sandstone.

No. I. Lower Silurian. \ Potsdam Sandstone.

The Iron ore horisons described in this report ai-e as follows

:

In No. V. The upper or soft fossil ores.

The lower or hard fossil ore.

In No. II. The first horison at the bottom of the Trenton Limestone :

Pennsylvania Furnace and Spruce Creek ores, and ores of Cale Hollow.

In No. II. The second horison : the whole Dry Hollow Range of ore

banks, including Huntingdon Furnace and Dorsey Bank.

In No. II, The lowest horison, far above the top of the Calciferous :

the "Warrior's Mark and Lovetown Range and the Pennington Range.

The dip of the rock, of the whole country exhibited on the map, from

the foot of Bald Eagle Mountain to the crest of Tussey, is towards the

S, S, E., with one or two undulations of no great moment. This is plainly

shown by the three cross sections, figs, 1, 2, 3.
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A great fault runs along the foot of Bald Eagle Mountain, and on the

west side of this fault the same formations are seen descending vertically.

They then curve sharply, and pass horizontally N. Northwestward under

the Alleghany Mountains, as shown in diagram section fig. 4.

This diagram section is constructed from the dips of the Upper

Silurian, Devonian and Coal Measure rocks, observed on a survey of the

road from Bald Eagle Furnace up Emigh's run and Laurel Creek to the

crest of the Alleghany Mountain. The measurement of the curves of

the different layers of this upturned mass, taken at every thousand feet,

as shown in the diagram, result in giving a slope of 50° to 54° to the

bassett edges of the broken mass.

It is evident that the upslide of the other section of the broken mass

has conformed to this slope, and that the uniform dip of 54^ =b observ-

able for miles along the S. S. East foot of Bald Eagle Mountain (as repre-

sented in Juniata Section, and Sections AB and CD) is perfectly ex-

plained by the diagram.

This is the first time, I believe, a solution of this difficult problem in

structural geology has been reached ; and its bearings upon similar phe-

nomena attending upthrow-faults and broken anticlinals in other regions

will be noticed by geologists.

The theoretical deductions from this solution are important.

It proves that the original fault was in a vertical plane, and not on a

slant.

It proves that the lower Silurian Limestone mass has ridden upon this

slope to a considerable height, probably several miles, in the air above

the present surface.

It illustrates the grea,t erosion of the country, amounting to thousands

of cubic miles of earth crust, inckidiug the coal measures (which are

preserved on Broad Top, 20 miles to the southeast,) and gives us the

source of the Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits of New Jersey and

Delaware.

It leads me even to suspect the existence of a subterranean range of

Laurentian Mountains (with their usual magnetic iron ores) at the bottom

of the fault ; this range determining the line of fractvire.

It accounts for the general S. S. E. dip across the whole valley, Tussey

Mountain, and as far as Huntingdon.

It assures us that the brown hematite ore beds of the district studied

in this report belong to rocks of different ages, and are ranged in parallel

belts according as the formations which carry them descend successively

(S. S. Eastward,) beneath the present surface.

It confirms the opinion that the quantity of ore in these belts is not a

local accident at each of the ore banks, but bears a fixed relation and

proportion to the oiitcrop run of the ore-bearing limestones, lengthwise

of the valley ; and, therefore, that any estimate of the quantity of ore we

may make by examining the diggings, must fall short of the actual

quantity of ore to be mined in future years in this valley.
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The original source of the brown hematite iron ores of our Lower
Silurian limestone valleys has been speculatively sought for vrithout

sufficient investigation in the field ; and much practical mischief has re-

sulted from the errors promulgated. Most persons have looked upon

them as accidental and local inwashes from unknown sites. Some have

more systematically defined them as a residual precipitate from the dis-

seminated iron-sand grains of the surrounding Middle Silurian mountain

rocks during their erosion.

All such vague speculations might have been avoided had the results of

Dr. R. M. S. Jackson's survey of the Nittany Valley ore beds in 1838 or

1839 been published by himself. As assistant on the geological survey ot

Pennsylvania he obtained the data necessary for concluding, at that early

»day, that they were deposits in loco originali, of the iron (as hydrated

;peroxide) set free from the limestone or dolomite rocks during their

:gradual erosion and dissolution.

I have myself, during the last twenty years, had ample opportunities

for arriving independently at the same conclusion ; and an intelligent

study and comparison of the aspects of the ores and rocks in our iron ore

banks will, I think, satisfy any good geologist in the same sense.

The precise modtos operandi of the process is not yet well understood
;

for it involves chemical considerations not thoroughly worked out. But

a general statement of the operation can be made without I'isk of serious

error.

The rocks of the Lower Silurian Age were originally sea-muds, com-

posed of rounded grains of dolomite (derived fi-om previously existing

Laurentian Land), cemented togeiher with a paste of carbonate of lime*

Some of the beds consisted also of rounded grains of quartz. Some of

the layers were nearly pure carbonate of lime. All contained a larger or

smaller percentage of iron, lead, .zinc and other metals, precipitated

either chemically, or by the agency of organic beings, from the solutions

of their carbonates, chlorides, &c., in the river-and sea-waters. The
orderly explanation of all the chemical and organic features of this

complicated operation is still to be given to the scientific world. But all

will agree that the general character of the calcareo-ferruginous muds,

the sediments of that early geological age must have been much as

above desciibed.

During the long Upper Silurian, Devonian and Carbiniferous Ages,

these Lower Silurian sediments were buried to a depth of over 16,000 feet,

beneath the later sediments. They remained wet. Their great depth

raised their temperature 16,000 ^- 50 = 320° Farenheit's thermometer
;

which added to the mean temperature of the surface, would keep them
under the influence of a moist heat of nearly 400° P. through what to

man is a small eternity of time.

Dr. Genth's discovery of the amorphous or gelatinous condition of a

part of their silica is thus explainable. Varied reactions must have

ensued. The carbonates of lime and magnesia combined as dolomites,
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which in part crystallized in rhombohedral crystals, the forms of which

we now see, in the outcrops, emptied by dissolution. The silica hardened

(without crystallizing) around these rhombs, so that we see the same

cavities in it. The iron became peroxydised as fibrous hematite and the

silica can be obtained by dilute nitric acid also in the same fibrous form.

All this points to the first formation of the iron ore while the rocks were

still at a great depth, wet and soft and warm.

But at the end of the coal era the Middle States rose from the waves

and have never been covered by the ocean since that time. The edges of

the Bellefonte Fault stood as a mountain range as high as the Alps (see

Fig. 4), and the backs of some of the great anticlinals of Pennsylvania

must have formed plateaus then as high as Thibet and Bootan are now.

Fig. 5.

Erosion commenced and has continued through the Permian, Jurassic,

Cretaceous and Tertiary Aj^es to the present day, and still goes on. The

high plateau was gradually worn down to . the present surface. Moun-

tains once 30,000 or 40,000 feet high are now but 2,000 or 3,000 above

sea level. The valleys were excavated as the mountains lowered, and

the outcrops of the Lower Silurian limestones of Nittany Valley are but

800 to 1300 feet above tide (see the contour lines of the map).

This slow erosion gives us the second part of our explanation of the

brown hematite iron ores. It explains the innumerable caverns and sink

holes and dry hollows of this Nittany and other limestone valleys. It

leads us to expect to find traces of such caverns and widened fissures

and sink holes of the last preceding age, filled up with a wash of clay,

sand, and iron ore from outcrops lately existing not far above the out-

crops which run along the present surface.

The erosion now still going on, and the special activity of the last
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or glacial age, may very well explain that outspread of surface wash-ore

which makes so large a feature of the case. It may also exjjlain the

corrugations of the clay and ore strata in these sui^erflcial wash-ore de-

posits as repi-esented in Figures 5, 6, 7 ; the localities pictured being on

the line of the railroad near the East Pennington Ore Banks.

Thus the different theories in vogue among our iron men are harmo-

nised. Each theory has its own basis of truth, its own set of facts, but

does not embrace all the phenomena.

Those who contend that the brown hematites lie in pockets are cor-

rect ; but they must confine the assertion to that part of the ore which

now occupies former caverns and fissures and sink-holes.

Those who contend that the brown hematites are surface washes caught

by the accidental variations of the earth's surface, are correct ; but they

Fig. 6.

SwmnuJb (Jitt, in, sietvoLColervd yViish-Ore ^ cxhihitin^

etc:Si4)7v(.yi^ dc6rtd ofpulveri'^ed Calccf; S.S.

must limit the application of their theory to banks which show rolled

gravel and rolled ore, and a confused and mingled mass of ore and

sand and clay.

A third view is equally correct and much more important. It must be

accepted as probable, that in spite of later movements, and in addition

to cavern-deposit ores, and surface-wash ores, there are interstratified

beds of brown hematite, still in their original places, although not in

their original condition, descending with the general slope of the forma-

tions between undissolved limestone, dolomite and sandstone rocks to

undetermined depths, and ranging lengthwise of the district, so that

rows of ore-banks can be and have been opened in continuous belts of
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many miles length, and on continuous outcrops of ore ground of every

conceivable variety of character, quality and quantity.

It is provable by reference to sections Figures 1, 2, 3, and other illus-

trative drawings in this report, that there exists several of these belts

;

representing different geological horisons ; and due to an extra charge of

iron given, we know not how, to sediments of different ages. As, on a

grand scale iron-bearing rocks occur at various stages of the column of

palaeozoic rocks from No. I, Potsdam S. S., to No. XII, Coal Measures,

—so, within the narrower limits of one subdivision of this column, viz.,

in the Lower Silurian system, iron bearing rocks occur at various stages,

separated by from 500 to 2000 feet. These have already been stated.

Fig. 7.

Jumna cutin iiJash,ore Pi^ifA Ores^reaArs Onejhoff^iet.

The measurements will be given in my Detailed Description of the Ore

Banks, and no repetition of them is here necessary.* I will only give in

tabular form the thickness of the Lower Silurian Limestone formation

so far as visible and as measured along Warrior's Mark Run :

—

Hudson River Slates feet.

Trenton Limestone, &c 2500

Pennsylvania Furnace and Gale Hollow Ore Banks :

Interval of Limestones 700

Huntingdon Furnace Ore Banks :

Interval of Limestones 550

Pipe-ore Range near Toll-gate :

Interval of Limestones. 1500

Pennington, Town, Lovetown Banks :

Interval of Limestones 3000

The edge of the Fault stops further measurement downwards : .

Total visible thickness of Limestones 7750

* See No. 31, Huntingdon l^urnace Banks.
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Practical Value op the Ores.

The experience of sixty years has demonstrated the exact values of the

brown hematite iron ores of all the Lower Silurian Valleys of Pennsyl-

vania : on the Lehigh ; in the Great or Cumberland Valley ; in Kishico-

quilis Valley ; in Morrison's Cove, Canoe and Nittany Valleys.

The general resemblance of ores from all the Banks is striking. The
local variations are still more striking. The key to those variations was
only got when the true geological theory of structure was studied out.

But it is still a perplexing question why red-short, cold-short and neutral

ores should lie so near each other. There is scarcely an ore bank in

Pennsylvania in which the chemist will not find some infusion of sulphur

and phosphorus. But some ores have teen so slightly charged with one

or other, or both of these elements, that they rank in the first class.

Others are so heavily charged, that they are useless for Bessemer work

;

take a low rank as anthracite or coke iron ores ; and only make good pig-

metal when smelted in small quantities, with charcoal and a feeble cold-

blast.

This is especially true of those of the lowest geological horison or

oldest in age, belonging to rocks of Pitsdam age, rocks which rise upon
the flanks of the South Mountain. Fortunately, these ores nowhere reach

the surface in Nittany Valley, being buried in the jaws of the Bellefonte

Fault. Even the Pennington horison is too high for these ores.

The consequence is, that most of the ores of the district under notice

here yield a practically neutral oi-e and make the best possible iron in

cold blast charcoal furnaces, and good iron with the hot blast, and'min-

eral fuel. The appended analyses of Dr. Genth will make this fact evi-

dent.

Phosphorus, however, is found in all known Silurian Brown Hematite

ores (with some rare exceptions) in quantity enough to prevent the man-
ufacture of steel. But in some cases mixture with other ores will rectify

the ore. In other respects the per centage of phosphorus is too small

to do hurt. Dr. Genth's analyses will give the figures in this case also.

The reputation of Pennsylvania iron was greatly made at Pennsylvania

Furnace. Its quality could not be surpassed. Neither the older Swedish,

nor the best English, when English iron was still good, nor the more
recent magnetite pig-metal of Lake Champlain and Missouri, have ex-

celled it ; and it shared this reputation with furnaces smelting similar

ores.

There are parts of the deposit in almost every Bank, which are sandy

and lean. These have been hitherto fastidiously rejec'^ed by the charcoal

coal blast furnaces of the district. Such ores are, however, in demand
for our anthracite and coke furnaces, and the ever-increasing market for

them will require the mining of the whole. I believe that carefully se-

lected ore from these banks will even furnish iron fit for Bessemer use.
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Probable Quantity ok Ore.

Estimates of the quantity of Brown Hematite Ores are among the

most uncertain of all earthly things. Hence I give special statements of

the size of excavation and prisms of ore ground in sight for each of the

ore banks, in the chapter of this Report devoted to their local description.

The surface ore v^ash is of various depths from 1 to 30 feet. The
breadth of surface covered is sometimes but a few yards ; sometimes

several hundred yards. Intervals occur where all traces of surface ore

vanish fro n the belt.

The thickness of the underlying clays varies from a few feet to a hundred

and more. Sometimes these clays ai'e loaded with scattered pieces of

ore, fine or coarse ; at others they do not show a trace of ore. Some-

times the mass of clay is interstratified with layers of rock ore yielding

richly.

The rock-ores and pipe-ores, bedded or in packets, under the clays are

also excessively irregular, and nothing but actual mining can teach us

the quantities concealed.

But any one who reads carefully the following descriptions of the ore

banks taken up in succession, must arrive at the conclusion, that the

Railway line connecting the ore deposits of Nittany Valley with Western

Pennsylvania over Tyrone, and with Eastern Pennsylvania over Lewis

burg, will have within the limits of my map, at its command for freight

to distant iron works, many millions of tons of prepared ore of the

choicest character.

One of the most noticeable features in the iron history of this district

(and of others similar) has been denials of the existence of any ore just

where the deposits were proved by subsequent diggings to be most copi-

ous, and predictions of the speedy exhaustion of ore banks which

steadily grew in magnitude and richness as the excavations spread. The
history of Pennsylvania Furnace Bank affords a notable instance, and

not an isolated one.

There are not less than 100,000 linear yards of ore belt on my map. If

the ore were continuous, and only 50 yards wide by 10 deep, we should

have 50,000,000 cubic yards of ore ground. If only one-tenth of this

were ore, we have 5,000,000 cubic yards of ore. It only needs to look at

the number, breadth and depth of the diggings, and their disti-ibution

on the map, and to remember that none are noted there but the princi-

pal cuts ; that large spaces of ore belt have for various reasons never

been explored ; that in some the ore is seen going down to unknown
depths ; and that in all the banks water has stopped work—to appreciate

the inadequacy of the above calculation.

Special Descriptions.

I postpone further economical considerations to introduce here the data

upon which what I have written above is founded. The situation and

character of the principal mines, ai-e given succinctly, but sufficiently in

detail to permit others to form their own opinions.
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THE PENNINGTON RANGE.

Crass section A B, fig. 2, shows the ore-bearing limestones at the Pen-

nington Banks dipping northicest, and the hard limestones in the quarries

on Logan's Creek dipping also nortMcest 23° to 27°, increasing (as we

descend the creek) to 90°, and in some places overturned; then, rising at

53°, 54° (S. E. dip), to shoot over the Bald Eagle Mountain.

Cross section A B shows the same ore-bearing limestones at a point on

the road to Huntingdon Furnace, a mile and a quarter southeast of the

Fig. 8.
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Banks, and on the opposite side of the Ridge, dipping gently southeast,

and making a strong outcrop of ore ground.

These are our elements of structure. Taken in connection with those

of the Little Juniata River section, fig. 1, the geology is evident. There

is a low anticlinal arch in the Pennington Ridge, and a sharply plicated

little synclinal trough in the Valley of Logan's Creek.

A. P. S.—^VOL. XIV. E
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The Pennington ore rocks descend into and beneath Logan's Creek

Valley, at first slowly, then steeply, at last vertically, and before reaching

the surface again on the other side of the little synclinalj are cut off by
the great fault, and are sent down by it to a depth of many thousand

feet beneath Bald Eagle Mountain.

On section line C D, fig. 3, no such structure appeal's ; consequently

the little Logan's Creek synclinal does not range away northeastward

along the foot, but cuts across more northward into the flank of Bald

Eagle Mountain.*

As for the Pennington Ridge anticlinal, it loses itself in the hill north

of Warrior Mark Village, and in the great fault further on. Obscure

dipsf of 750 to 8OO (N. W.) are seen in calc. sandstone at 500 yards north-

west of the village, and 80° (N. W.) in blue limestone, at 450 yards

further up Warrior Run ; but the universal slant in the country, from

hei-e onwards, is southeast ; all the outcrops beyond or northeastward of

Warrior Mark Village belong to the southeast side of Pennington Ridge. %

The Pennington Bank ore range is therefore a short one, whereas the

juext ore-range to the south of it runs continuously through Warrior

^Mark Village and Love Town for ten miles within the limits of our

;Map.

The Pennington ore rocks are also of an older age than those of many
other banks in the Valley, as the sections show. They belong rather to

.the lower than to the middle division of the Great Limestone Formation.

The Pennsylvania, Hostler, and other banks on the Spruce Creek side

belong to the middle division. Any constant diff'erence of qiiality ob-

servable between the ores is of course to be ascribed principally to this

> fact, viz. : that the ore bearing rocks being deposited in two successive

.ages, and therefore under different conditions, their present dissolubility

-and receptivity (as regards soluble salts of phosphorus, sulphur, &c.},

. have bestowed on them peculiarities of individual character.

I consider it possib e that the Pennington Range corresponds in age
with the Bloomfield ore range, in Morrison's Cove, thirty miles to the

south.

The Pennington Range proper consists of a line of outcrops commenc-
ing about two miles from the Juniata River, and extending two miles to

the railroad, a mile west of Warrior's Mark Village. The northwest face

of Pennington Ridge is covered with wash-ore to a variable depth, below
wliich lie sheets, belts, and masses of rock ore, between ribs of still un-
dissolved siliceous limerock. The more argillaceous lime beds have left

intercalated sheets of white clay.

* The Map shows how it swings the mountain a little out of its otherwise straight
course, and also how Logan's Creek takes its head just where its synclinal terminates in
the mountain slope.

t The cross cleavage of the rocks near the fault makes the direction and strength ol

these dips doubtful. They look like 30° to 60° (S. E.)

X As -will be abundantly evident to any one travelling along the road from Warrior
Mark to Love Town.
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No. 1. The Old or East Pennington Bank, supplied Bald Eagle

Furnace with stock for many years. The ore was hauled about four miles

over the mountain. It was chiefly got from the large open-cut shown in

Local Map, fig. 8 ; but also from underground gangways following the

ore down the dip (N. W.) beneath a clay covering ; and from shafts sunk

on that side, tunnels or rooms being driven from the bottoms of the shafts

irregularly in every direction at the caprice of uneducated miners, who
groped always in the dark, without correct geological ideas to guide them,

following what they imagined to be the thickest beds and belts of the

Fig. 9.

PENNINGTON ORE BANK
1851 .1866^ 'bl .

best ore, and leaving all the rest to stand and be covered up again by the

annual tumbling in of their shallow works. Most of these miners were

Irish laborers paid by the ton. Water invariably stopped them, and

limited the range of workings to a comparatively narrow belt down hill.

The great deposits of ore unquestionably lying to the deep (N. W.) are

Tinexplored. Neither maps nor notes of the old works exist.
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Fig. 9 is a reduced copy of maps made by Mr. H. V. Booking, mining

manager of the Company, to show the position of shafts and direction of

tunnels executed under his direction, in a more systematic way.

At the east end of the Old Bank, Mr. Booking did much sinking on

lower ground. One old shaft which had been abandoned at the depth

of 30 feet on account of water, he sunk 30 feet deeper to the sandstone

floor of the ore, which drained the mine. A cross-cut froin this shaft 75

feet long struck the ore descending (N. W.) but where it was nearly

level. Galleries were then driven and much ore won in an irregular way.

But the heavy spring rains of 1857 filled the works to the top of the

shaft. At this time the large deposit at McAtear's (West Pennington)

Bank was discovered. In 1865 a new shaft was sunk, in a dry season, a

little north of the caved-in works, reaching the bottom of the ore at 45

feet. The shaft was 60 feet deep, and a steam-pump kept it dry by two
or three hours work per day. A good vein of ore had been abandoned (on

account of water) in a smaller open cut, near the last mentioned shaft,

with only 3 or 4 feet of dirt covering to the ore.

That the rich deposits of ore in the old open cut pass down northwest-

ward, in irregular but continuous floors and layei's between the clays,

was proven by galleries driven by Mr. Booking west from the pump-shaft,

see fig. 9. He describes these galleries as driven in wavy ore, meeting

several good bodies of ore. No pillar mining was done, as the sinkings

were merely tentative.

In all this no account is made of anything but the better streaks of

hard lump or rock ore, which alone a small charcoal furnace is willing to

smelt. Great quantities of saleable ore and wash-ore are ignored.

My assistant, Mr. Franklin Piatt, obtained the following imformation

on the ground while making his map :

—

Beginning at the Railroad, the first and smaller jjit (now filled with

water) 70 yards long, by 15 wide and 5 deep, yielded about 5000 cubic

yards of wash- ore, without any solid lump ore. Shaft No. 1, sunk near

it, (N. W.) is said to have passed through

1. Top wash-ore 15 feet.

2. Rich lump-ore 5 "

3. Clay with little or no ore 25 "

4. Good lump-ore 15 "

the bottom not reported. Shaft No. 2, (W.) had lean wash-ore on top
;

clay to 40 feet
;
good lump-ore thence to bottom at 50 feet.

The main open cut is 230 yards long, with an average width of 35

yards, as shown in fig. 8 ; depth from 5 to 8 yards. Wash-ore, sometimes

lean, forms the wall of the pit, from the surface to an apparent depth of

15 feet. A shaft midway of the eastern edge, "struck a layer of feri'o-

manganese ore, 5 feet thick, at a depth of 15 feet."

Two-thirds of the distance from the southern to the northern end of

the pit, a massive crop of half decomposed caloiferous sandrock charged

with moie or less of ore, juts from the wall, dipping gently northwest.
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Some of this rock is genuine iron ore ; the rest ferriferous or mei-ely

ferruginous sandrock. The excavated ore lay over, under and around

tliis rock, having been freed from other similarly di])ping, but more

ferriferous and more dissoluble strata.* It is a place where the genesis

of our brown hematites may be studied to advantage.

Ore was found in some of the shafts to the south-west of the main open

cut.

The whole N. E. and S. "W. extent of this uninterrupted expanse of

wash ore, from the railway track to the shafts last mentioned, is about

500 yards, and its width, say, 100 yards. A considerable percentage may
be too lean to wash.f Estimating the depth of soft and hard ore at

10 yards, we have 500,000 cubic yards. Rejecting one half for leanness,

we are safe in supposing 250,000 cubic yards of ore in sight.

Fig. 10.
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Wo. 2. The West Pennington Banks. An interval of half a mile

separates this open cut from the East Pennington Banks last described, f

The railroad, curving across a slight hollow in the side of the ridge,

see local map, fig. 3, approaches within two hundred yards of the north

* The strike of this rock is across the open cut, here very narrow. The ore of the

northern end of tlie cut is therefore above these rocks, and that of the southern portion

of the cut belongs below these rocks.

•f
The " black ore,' which is very rich, is in some jjlaees abundant ; in other places it

becomes very thin.

J Mr. Backing, speaking of this interval, says that after passing a low place at Mc-
Atear's, the main body of good ore was discovered in 1857, at the surface, on ground into

which old pits had been sunk, the miners having previously condemned the whole local-

ity. The very rich deposit then discovered lay higher up the slope of the ridge, and

had thus been entirely missed.

Mr. Piatt remarks :
" What the original shape of the ore on the face of this ridge was,

it is now hard to say ; but the two Pennington ore deposits are at present separate and
distinct, not necessarily connected in any way. I presume that the original limits

embraced them both, and much of the ore lying between them which is now gone."

This agrees with what is seen at the Pennsylvania Ore Banks, to be described here-

after, and it is a strong argument in favor of the wholly outcrop character of these

brown hematite deposits. On the other hand, the ore has never been properly followed

to the deep, and the distance in that direction to which the dissolution of the ferriferous

limestones and the precipitation of peroxide of iron has extended is unknown.
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wall of the excavation, see fig. 11, which is 180 yards long, by 40 wide on

an average, and shows nothing but wash ore in its banks. Its very ir-

regular depth may be called 10 yards ; water standing in the floor.

This cut was worked to a depth of 40 feet during seven years, and

yielded richly. The first maps are lost. Mr. Bocking's underground

works on the north wall, commenced in 1865, are represented by his

Local Map, fig. 12, and thus described by him :

—

An old whin shaft was pumped out, and pillars robbed. The galleries

then caved in, and work stopped. Ore can still be reached from other

shafts, two of which are timbered. One body of ore lies between the old

cut and the underground works. It is not very rich, but is "good
natured, '

' and mixes well with more refractory ores. Another body of

good rich ore remains standing to the deep of the works, and has a heavy

covering. Another body of very good ore, fifteen feet thick, occupies a

trough below the level of the pump-shaft, estimated at say 500 tons.

Shaft 5 has ore around it. Shaft 4 is in a fair vein of rock ore. The
deposit at shaft 3 is variable, and part of it stands. Old cvits and pits

show that the deposit runs on southwestward.

That the ore extends northwards is shown by the late railway cutting

200 yards north of the open cut (see fig. 10), where ten feet of wash ore

is seen overlying white and red clays.

Seventy yards southwest of the main open cut is another, 110 yards

long, 15 wide, and 8 deep (13,200 cubic yards), nothing now showing but

wash-ore in the side walls. It was originally much deeper, slides having

partially filled it.

Three hundred yards west of the main open cut is the Old Phillips

Bank, 100 X 30 X 6 yards (18,000 cable yards), full of water. It was

once deep, and drained by a tunnel, the mouth of which is shown on the

Map (fig. 10), 140 yards from its west end.

Calling the length of ground occupied by these three open cuts, with

their imperfect underground workings, 400 yards, and its breadth 100

yards, and assigning an average depth of ten yards for wash and lump-

ore, we get an original mass of 400,000 cubic yards, one-half of which

may be considered rich and accessible enough to work to advantage.

But it must be considered that this Pennington Range of deposits

shows a much stronger tendency to develop lean layers and sandy masses

than the Dry hollow, Red, or Gratesburg Ranges, hereafter to be described.

Estimates of workable quantities are, therefore, hazardous. We are here

geologically at the bottom of the limestones, and close on the top of the

" calciferous sand-rock " formation, which accounts for the tendency to

sand-rock and sandy ore exhibited in these banks.

Of the old Phillips bank Mr. Bocking says that it holds purplish easy

smelting ore, mixed with clay, and without discernible regular veins.

Quantities of wash-ore can be got here ; but dry screening is impractica-

ble.

This gives the key to the problem of the future. The near presence of
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the railway makes systematic mining along this range a veiy different

affair from the "ground hogging" of the surface hitherto pursued, un-

FiG. 11.

systematic, wasteful and costly as it of course was. A regular stoping

of the deposit on a large scale and the washing of all the ore ground

must yield a profitable revenue.
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Mr. John W. Harden, an experienced Superintendent of mines, con-

siders the extensive dry tailings, which cover the slope to the north of

the cuts, oipable of beiug profitably washed, while being got out of the

way of future open cuts.

Traditional accounts of such old ore mines as these are to be credited

with due caution and large allowances. But they have their value. It is

of great importance, then, that shafts of over a hundred feet have been

repeatedly sunk along this range ; for they are proofs that experience has

justified them
;
proofs that bodies of ore had been found lying very deep

beneath the surface. The open cuts exhibited by the maps (figs. 8 and 10)

were once very deep and were stopped by water, as has been the case

with all the ore banks of these valleys. The miners were always driven from

fine beds of rich rock-ore by the influx of water which they had no ade-

quate machinery to keep under. We can easily believe it therefore, when
we are told that in the Old Pennington Bank a floor of massive rock-ore

from 8 to 16 feet deep underlies 50 feet of a covering, consisting of wash
ore and scattered lump ore intercalated between white variegated sandy

clays ; and that in the West or New Pennington banks the deposij; con-

sists of a surface soil with a little ore 5 to 10 feet thick ; then wash ore in-

terstratified with layers and masses of white, brown and red tight clays

and loose sands from 50 to 80 feet, and a floor of red rock ore underlying

all.

My own belief is that when pumping machinery of adequate power
comes to be applied to these deposits, and an approved system of mining

adopted, many hundred thousand tons of ore will be raised, and sent to

the eastern furnaces at a living profit.

The southwestward extent of the deposits is unknown. But on the

southwest of the ravine and hill spur beyond it a pipe-ore and a good

deal of "barren ore" mark the continuation of the Pennington outcrop

through D. Bronstetter's fields, and then across Gyer's farm. It is cut

by a gap ; and then is again visible crossing Weight's farm, and (on the

west land line) reaching to the hill-top. Hence to the Juniata it is hard

to trace ; but becomes visible again west of the river in Sinking Valley.

No. 3. Beck Bank (marked "nameless" by mistake in the Key
List on the large map).

The eastward extent of the Pennington deposit has not been carefully

explored ; but at the entrance of a R. R. cut, half a mile east of the Old

Pennington Bank, Huntingdon furnace mined ore 10 years ago. This

Bank shows 40x30X5=4000 cubic yards of excavation, with water in

the tloor, and wash ore walls, rather lean in quality and quantity, as now
visible.

No. 4. New Town Bank, also called Beck's (and so designated on

the large map), lies If mile east of Old Pennington Bank, and was
worked for Bald Eagle furnace, and abandoned for want of pumps to
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keep down water, " good ore being left standing in the floor." In the

woods behind Beck's and Aul's fields, north of it, small shafts were
once sunk on fine sized ore. In Beck's Bank wash ore is seen in the

walls, showing rather lean. At present there is not much evidence of

the presence of a considerable deposit, and no encouragement is felt for

looking for it.

The road to Warrior's Mark Village descends to Warrior's Run, past

New Town Bank, which seems to be the I'emains of a surface deposit

once covering the fiat top of the Pennington Ridge Anticlinal. It is the

only mine on this southeast dipping outcrop that has ever been opened

west of Warrior's Run. But, that the ore belt extends in that direction,

towards the Juniata, is proved by the heavy outcrop of ore ground, shown
on the large map and on Cross Section A B, fig. 2, 1^ miles due south of

the Old (east) Pennington Bank.

The vein of ore pursued by those who worked the New Town Bank is

described as small and irregular in thickness, and not traced successfully

downhill and westward ; but much coarse ore covers the ground in Jer.

Berk's fields, on which the Furnace had no right to enter ; slight shaft-

ings showed small veins of ore. Further west also, in Adelberger's fields,

some ore was raised ; and outcroppings occur on P. Cooken's farm.

Warrior's Mark and Lovetown Range.

From Warrior's Run, north-eastward we have almost a continuous

series of shafts and open cuts for a good many miles ; viz :

Old Town Bank (V) is ^ mile east of Warrior Run ; Romberger's Bank
(VI) li miles ; Hannah Bank (VII) If miles ; Waite's Bank, 2^ miles

;

Lloyd Braunstetter's Bank (IX) 2§ miles (with pipe ore outcrops

to the south of it) ; Disputed Bank, 4f miles, (X) ; Hannah Furnace

Bank, 5 miles ; Hannah Furnace and Beck Banks half a mile north of

the last two, and less than a mile west of Lovetown ; the pipe ore out-

crops half a mile south of Lovetown ; croppings near the sawmill, 2

miles east of Lovetown ; Hannah Furnace Bank and Bryan Bank, 2|

miles east of Lovetown, and the Curtin Bank 5 miles east of Lovetown,

and 11 miles from Warrior's Run.

The ores of these Banks, when rich, are black or dark colored, much of

it of a pitch-like lustre, and often inclining to cold- short in quality. Dr.

Genth's analyses in my appendix will give their chemical constitution.

When lean, they are of a lighter color, brown, or liver colored ; clay pre-

dominating over sand in the deposit, as compared with the Pennington

ores proper. Some of them may occupy a slightly higher geological posi-

tion, being still further removed from the upper layers of the Calciferous

Sandrock, and lying, therefore, still more in the body of the Trenton

Group* of Limestones.

* See sections A B and D. The Trenton Limestone proper, of the New York

Geologists is considered to be the top member of the Trenton group. Our ores are far

below it, and in the lower members oi the group, vii. the Ohazy, Bird's Eye and Black

River Limestones.
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No. 5. Old Town * Banks, are shown on Local Map, (fig. 13,) ;

two old open cuts, one on each side of the main road, and groups of

shafts, principally north of the road. Tliere is a decided ore-sliow on

the surface for 470 yards. Opposite the new church, an old shaft reached

a maximum depth of 110 feet, touching "a vein of ore." (Booking.)

Contradictory accounts are now given of this work. Some say, that

the quantity of ore was enormous, timbers 30 feetf long being used to

support the chambers, the ore dipping steeply N. W. ; and that massive

Figs. 13, 14. Fig. 17.

la-^a.

ore stands in the sides and at the bottom of the deserted mine. Others

say, that the ore mass, 25 feet thick, descended vertically with undimin-

ished size when the shaft was abandoned. It is may be a deposit in

one of the ancient caverns or cross fissures of the Limestone Formation.

Shafts sunk to depths of 30 and 50 feet sometimes went through clays

without ore. Mr. Bocking sunk one 80 feet deep to find a mass of ore

said to exist between three old shafts, but found nothing. The surface

wash ore is sometimes only 2 or 3 feet deep ; in other places 20 feet. No

* Called Town Bank, on the Local Map.

t The rocks of the neighborhood dip 25° to 35° S. E.
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estimate of quantify is possible with such information. The visible area

measures about 67, 500 square yards.*

A little pipe ore has been found higher up the hill north of the road.

Regular and progressive stoping from the south-west, along the belt,

may produce large results in the future. But the oreless clay of great

thickness intervening between the surface wash and the deep hard ore

will make mining expensive.

Wo. 6. Hambarger's Bank, (Local Map, fig. 14,) is an open cut in

the south bank of the east branch of Warrior's Run, the surface of the

ground only rising 6 feet above the bed of the stream.

A cross-road separates the excavation into two ; that on the southwest,

40 X 40 X 10 yards deep ; that on the northeast, 30^ X 30 X 10 yards

deep ; 25,000 (ubic yards in all. These pits reached a depth of 40 feet,

wholly in wash-ores and clays, without striking solid limestone. The
rock ore left in the bottom when the work was drowned out, is reported

to be less abundant than that found above it. But as the ore streaks

"dipped fast to the southeast," and the limestone out-crops of the

neighborhood dip from 22° to 34° in that same direction, (see Large Map,)

good mining will probably yield well. Plenty of good ore has been won
here, and nothing but the lack of pumping machinery stopped the win-

ning. Thos. Funk worlced the Banks at one time for the Milesburg

Company.
The ore belt passes on eastward under Is. Buck's (now Smith's) lands,

where Messrs. Green of Barree raised ore, but took no sufficient means
for establishing a mine.

Thence it enters and underlies S. Hanna's farm, with its numerous

ponds and sink holes, full of promise for the future.

'A mine for Bellefonte Iron Works has just been opened (August, 1873,

)

at a point 300 yards northeast of Rumbarger's Banks, (see Local Map,

fig 14,) where a very heavy outcrop exists. Every cubic yard is washed

profitably. The cut is yet only 4 or 5 feet deep.

As a heavy surface show extends 150 yards beyond Hannah Bank, we
have here an area of 450 X 50 = 2250 yards of wash ore of undetei'mined

depth ; besides the rock ore undoubtedly existing further down.

Mining and washing will here be cheap, and the railway runs along the

hillside at a distance of 200 yards, and at an elevation of 35 feet, (fig. 14).

Further on, the surface show is slight, or wholly wanting,f until we
reach the next excavation.

No. 8. Waite Banks, shown in Local Map, fig. 15, consist of two

pits, 100 X 20 X 7, and 90 X 20 X 7 = 26,000 cubic yards, in size,

* Ore is found in the soil of PetersholTs farm on the south of the Town Banks. There

is an old digging on the Hyskel (B. M. Thompson) farm; and further west outcroppings

on Thom. G-ano's, whose trial pit on a small vein near his orchard was stopped by water;

lively outcroppings show in several fields up the slope of Dry Hollow ridge.

f A shallow pit 14 mile from Hannah Bank yielded some ore. The Waite Bank is

400 yards northeast of this shaft.
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more than 20 feet depth of good-looking wash ore being seen in the sides,

and much lump-ore having been won by still deeper shafts in the inter-

vening ground. The entire ore prism must therefore exceed 150,000

cubic yards. The Eailroad is a mile distant.

No. 9. Braunstetter's, or the McGlathery Bank, is situated

about 1200 yards beyond (N. E. of) theWaite Banks, and the interval

shows little on the surface; yielded only some lean ore to one or two trial

Figs. 15, 16. Figs. 18, 19.

pits. This Bank, (see Local Map, fig. 18, ) is only 30 X 30 X 10 = 6000

cubic yards large. It is said to have been worked to a depth of 40 or 50

feet, but is now fallen in and full of water, and no one seems to know
much about it. Overlying Limestones crop out 150 yards southeast of

it, dipping 27° S. 43° E.

Further on is the old Disputed Bank, on the high divide, between
Warrior and Half Moon waters. Here are several small shallow open-

cuts and shafts in surface ore ; but no deep mining has ever been attempted.

The ore seems to dip south, and is sandy. The crop traced westward,

becomes good and plenty on Jos. Bronstetter's farm, who has never made
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judicious trials of tlie deposit, and through the hollow leading to Patton's

(now Waite's) and the Lloyd Bank, above mentioned.

No. 10. The Lovetown Banks, consist of numerous open-cuts

and shafts from which large quantities of ore have been extracted

and extensive preparations are in progress for regular mining of this

important part of the ore field. The principal outcrop occupies a

vale watered by a small branch of Half-moon. The old shafts of

Abram Love were stojjped by the influx of water. Pipe ore is visible near

Love's barn. Haifa mile west is an old "exhausted" Hannah Furnace

Bank. On the north slope of the ridge west of Love's, ponds and sink-

holes abound. Hannah Furnace had a Bank in David Berk's fields, and

abandoned a good deposit of ore in its floor, merely on account of water.

Surrounding shafts were also sunk, but no pumps were ever planted. A
few hundred yards west of the open-cut, some of these shafts went

through a pretty good "top vein " into a regular deposit 20 feet beneath

the surface. Southwest of this other shafts were sunk for the Milesburg

Company, in Abed. Stevens' fields, in good rich, sandy, black ore, close

under the sod, the poorer clay ores lying down on the limestone foot of

the hill. South of this, John Stine gathered much loose heavy ore from

his fields, and hauled it to Bald Eagle Furnace, many years ago ; but

no sinkings were done. The outcrop is noticeable in Jos. Bronstetter's

lane (leading to Wrye Bank) and in his fields on Cronister's line.

The Lovetown Banks are shown on Local Map, fig. 20, occupying two

vales, descending eastward to the Half Moon Run, at the mill-dam.

A rib of solid blue limestone strata, dipping S. 30° E. > 56° to 57°,

forms a low hill, up the south slope of woich the wash-ore rides on to the

flat summit. Natural ponds occupy, at points, the beds of the two vales.

The north line of the Love property commences near the Beck Banks,

and runs down the northern vale to the corner of the mill-dam. The ore

has been open-cut at Station 37, 165 yards west of where this line crosses

the road. This once deeper old cut is now only ten feet deep, showing in its

walls liver-colored, somewhat lean, wash-ore. West of it is a series of

shafts for 450 yards, formerly sunk 60 or 80 feet (without timbering) until

water was reached, and after a little side-drifting, abandoned. Hannah
Funace ran for some time entirely on the ore got in this primitive fashion

from these holes. In one of them (St. 39) pipe-ore was found. Nothing

more is now known of them. They are evidently on a continuation of

the Beck Bank deposit, the result of decomposition of ore-bearing strata

underlying the rib of blue limestone at Station 56.

The rest of the ore on the property belongs to the series of rocks above

the blue limestone, and to the southern vale.

The first shafts are sunk near Love's house. Shaft A struck ore at 35

feet ; B, pipe-ore at 35 feet. Ore has recently been found southeast of A,

on the foot of the opposite hill.

From Station 44 there extends east and southeast down across the



Fig. 20.
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bottom of the vale, and west and southwest along the hill-slopes and hill-

top, a unirersal surface deposit of wash-ore. In this area are numerous
old shafts, pits, and open- cuts, and some new shafts sunk this summer
and fall. The old works were always abandoned on striking water at

various depths down to 80 feet, and are now filled up, and no recoi'ds

preserved. Much ore was certainly mined from them.

The new shafts show that from 8 to 15 feet of wash-ore in clay under-

lies the surface at the depth of a few feet, and that under the yellow and

white clays there lie separate deposits of ore-lumps, the geographical in-

tervals being baiTen. There seems to be no regularity of the ore layers.

The old shaft at Station 48 is said to have passed through twelve feet

of surface wash, then (ore-bearing?) clays to a depth of 80 feet, into

lump-ore, which was mined for several feet, and left in the bottom when
water stopped the works. The new shaft, only ten yards southwest of

the old shaft, is down 80 feet, and found no ore in the clays. The ore

got seems rich and rounded, as if water-worn.

It may be safe to give twelve feet of wash-ore to the whole area, under

which are hard ores, yielding sometimes richly and sometimes nothing.

The surface ore extends 850 yards along the top of the hill. Most of

the pits were shallow, but one at Station 59 is said to have been 115 feet

deep through wash- and lump-ore, with ore left in the bottom.

The general appearance of the deposit is the same as at the Dry Hollow

and Wrye Banks.* No regularly interstratified ore is noticeable. No
estimate of quantity can be relied on. Taking only the area of heavy

surface show, and calling it 850 X 300 yards, and the depth twelve feet,

we have 1,020,000 cubic yards of seemingly good wash stuff, which, at 3

cubic yards to the ton, gives 340,000 tons.

To this must be added the very uncertain quantities here and there

scattered through the under clays. As these have been sometimes locally

considerable, it is possible that one or two or even three hundred thou-

sand may thus be obtained. As the principal part of the lump-ore is

evidently at the bottom of the clays, no knowledge of the quantity can

be got until systematic mining reveals the truth.

Wash-ore ground here must be considei'ed as the main reliance for the

present. Washing here is easy ; abundance of water is struck at 50 or 60

feet, and there is plenty of room for settling dams. The railroad line,

adopted for a branch to the main railroad, rises one mile on a 92 feet

gradient, and descends one mile on a 46 feet gradient.

The ore has a much more extensive range than that above described,

for Mr. Fisher has opened three small pits on ore just beyond the north-

eastern property line ; and the Beck Banks show that it passes south-

westward into the adjoining propei'ties in that direction also.

An analysis of Lovetown ore, from the large pit at Station 49, fig. 20,

made at my instance by Mr. Persifor Frazer, Jr., Professor of Chemistry in

the University of Pennsylvania, shows a percentage of phosphorus low

* Hereafter to be described.
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enougli to bring this ore within the limits of safe use in the manufacture

of iron for the Bessemer process. The specific gravity of the specimens

was 3 52, The calculated percentage of metallic iron was 45,36 ; alumina

16.53 ; silica 6.63 ; lime 0.58 ; sulphur 0,04 ; and phosphoric acid 0.05.

Between Lovetown and Stormstown (a distance of 3j miles) no ore is

visible near Bald Eagle mountain, although considerable quantities of

ore lie in the fields just northeast of Lovetown ; but on a line parallel

with the mountain, and about a mile from its base, in a hollow leading

from one branch to the other of Half MoOn Run, a very fine outcrop

Figs, 21, Figs, 23, 34.

^^y^^ \
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McKinney's Bank, worked for Pennsylvania Furnace, is much smaller,

say 25 X 30 X 10 = 5,000 cubic yards, and exhibits the same aspect.

Shafts sunk between the two excavations on both sides of the road,

leading south from Stormstown to Gatesburg and Pennsylvania Furnace,

always struck good ore, dipping to the southeast ; as do the limestone

outcrops of the neighborhood. We have here a prism of ore deposit at

least 350 X "100 X. 10 = 350,000 cubic yards in size
;
probably, after all

due allowances, quite that many tons of ore.

The Curtin Bank, a long, narrow open-cut on a prolongation of this

outcrop, beyond the limits of the map, 2^ miles N. E. of the McKinney,
and the Lamborne Bank, 1| miles further in the same direction, have

yielded cold short ores, similar in appearance to the Pennington. These
and other works of less importance show the persistent straightness ,of

the outcrop of the ore-carrying strata, parallel with the Bald Eagle

Mountain, at the foot of which flows the east or main branch of Half

Moon Run, with a limestone ridge* between the Valley of the Run and
the ore. The Valley of the Run marks, of course, the line of the Great

Bellefonte Fault.

At McKinney Bank we are three miles from the railway, where it strikes

and beghis to descend Half Moon Run. The Lovetown Banks require a rail-

way two miles long, descending the west branch of Half Moon, with a

grade of 40 feet to the mile, or else a railway across the ridge If miles

long, with gradients 90 feet to the mile, as described. The line of the

road was originally located to Lovetown, and thence down Half Moon
;

but it was considered more desirable to carry it across the Dry Hollow,

among the ore-banks to be hereafter mentioned.

Before returning to these banks and the neighborhood of the railway,

I will describe a group of banks lying south of the Lytle and McKinney
Banks, at the east edge of the map, and on outcrops somewhat higher

in the Lower Silurian Series.

Dry Hollow Range.

No. 13. Hannah Purnace Bank No. 2. Two hundred yards east

•of the Gatesburg road is a hole 40 X 20 X 10 ^^ 8,000 cubic yards in

size, excavated on the broad, flat top of a ridge, as shown in Local Map,

fig 25. It was long ago abandoned. The ore seems good and abundant,

15 to 20 feet of wash-ore showing in the side walls, and coming close to

the surface. All the down-slid stuff may be washed. Massive sandy

limestones, 180 yards N. W. of it, dip S. 80° E. > 28 ; 150 yards further

N. W., massive white sandrocks dip the same.

No. 14, Bull Banks, half a mile east of the last, and in line with it,

consist of two excavations on the south brow of the ridge ; see A and

B, local map, fig. 27. Much sandy ore was formerly taken out before

these banks were abandoned, 20 years ago. A=60X50X10^=30,000, and

* This ridge, by an oversiglit, is not represented on the Map, no surveying having

been done north of the McKinney Banks.
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B=80X40XlO-=32,000 cubic yards. A shows wash ore in the side, which

is 30 feet high above the water in the bottom. B shows about 30 feet

of reddish wash ore, with very little lump ore, from the water to the sur-

face of the hill. A neighbor who had worked in the pits, reports that

several feet of deep brown richer ore was found lying everywhere in

Fig. 25.

J/a:tu.i:aLponx£ , ^ ix
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both banks beneath the mass of reddish leaner ore. All this awaits the

time of improved mining with pumps and washers.

Fig. 27 shows other old workings in the same deposit from 600 to 800

yards to the south-west of A and B. From two of these there have been
taken about 15,000 cubic yards of wash-ore, which still exhibits itself 20

feet deep in the walls ; the one furthest to the north-west in fig. 27, has
been deep, say 40 feet, but now, like all the larger cuts, has standing
water and mud in its bottom. Numerous shafts, all yielding ore, give
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US data for calculating an ore prism in sight of, say 150X200X10 ?=300,-

000 cubic yards.

No. 15, Pond Bank, No. 1, worked for Pennsylvania Furnace, lies

in the hollow at the foot of the ridge, f mile south of the Bull Bank, see

local map, fig. 30. Its honeycombed, rather light, easy smelting ore,

(mixing well with the more sandy ores of the Bull Bank Hill, ) dips also

south-east, and therefore belongs to a limestone out-crop still higher

in the series, which is sufficient to account for its different quality. A
great deal has been removed from this Bank ; but much still remains to

be won, and water to wash it is abundant. This is included in the prism

of ore calculated last above.

No. 16, Red Bank, (Floyd's Old Bank) at the road side, half a mile

south-west of the Pond Bank, (see Local Map, fig. 25,) is a cut in the

same out-crop. The amount of ore is therefore very great ; for the con-

tinuity of the deposits has been fully proven. The red rock-ore (35 or 40

per cent.) descends in a solid stratum from 8 to 10 feet thick, at a dip of

about 25° to the S. E. Over this lies a stratum of white clay, 3 feet

thick. Over this black ore in solid masses and great lumps scattered

thickly or thinly through several yards of wash ore, to the surface. Some
of these lumps are 2 feet long by 1^ feet thick.

This Old Gatesburg Bank, as it is sometimes called, was worked 40

years ago, and' has been re-opened now to show its character.

The red ore was too siliceous, and hard to work in the small cold blast

charcoal furnaces of the region ; but it will be eagerly sought by modern
hot blast coke or anthracite furnaces.

The black ore masses were selected for charcoal cold blast use, having

50 to 55 per cent, of iron and being fusible ore.

It is impossible to say how deep these strata descend on their 25° dip

in a peroxide condition. But allowing only 100 feet, we have in a mile

of outcrop 150,000 cubic yards of red rock ore ; and as the wash ore

ground holding the black lump ore descends with it, and spreads over

a belt of surface more than 100 yards wide, there must a be half million

cubic yards of it at the lowest computation.*

The old cuts at the elbow of the road west of the two ponds in fig. 27,

have had about 8000 cubic yards excavated and are now filled with water

to within 10 feet of the urface, showing that much wash ore without

lumps. The two larger cuts 150 yards north-west of them, measure about

* I have described above only what I aaw. Mr. Piatt was Informed that under 12. feet

of clay holding black lump ore, lay 4 feet of white clay without ore, under which lay 14

feet of red rock ore in red clay, and ore was still underfoot. I give this report for what
it is worth.

Mr. Booking speaks of red rock ore only 6 feet thick, " and another fair layer In the

clays above, all workable ; red ore not very rich ; silicious, but with visible sand ; rich

black ore in the top vein, [the word he always uses for a stratum of ore] ; on the whole,

proper for coke furnace use ; mining requiring pumps ; deep workings at hand ; an im-

portant locality."
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15,000 cubic yards, with 21 to 25 feet of wash and lump ore in the walls
;

abandoned 20 years ago.

No. 17. California Bank, 200 yards west of the Red Bank, and on the

same slope and outcrop (see Local Map, fig. 25, (received its name from

Fig. 26. Fig. 27.
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.

the richness of its ore, before it was abandoned 20 or 25 years ago, on ac-

count of its distance from Pennsylvania furnace, the abundance of

water and lack of pumping apparatus, the refractory quality of its

mineral in the cold blast charcoal stack, and especially the abundance of
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good ore at the Furnace itself. Pits of standing water show 20 feet of

wash ore in their walls.

This completes my sketch of this "dry hollow" outcrop east of Half

Moon Run. It is a dry hollow because the whole limestone underground is

cavernous, and water springs up abundantly in every excavation, but

does not flow over the surface. This is a prime factor in the problem of

he genesis of these ores, and must be taken into consideration in all

speculations respecting the depths to which the brown hematite ores

descend in a minable form.

The outcrop belt of surface wash ore and regular rock ores in which

the Hannah Fvu-nace, Bull, Pond, Red and California Banks are excavated,

passes on north-eastward into the untried wilderness of the Barrens,

where we find upon it the Floyd Bank, an open cut on highland ; ore

very sandy for charcoal furnace use, but good and abundant for hot blast

coke or anthracite ; and good charcoal ore could be selected from it

still.

No. 18. Reider's Bank, half mile east of Gatesburg, is a small sur-

face opening of 30X20X5 = BOOO cubic yards extent. On trial at Cen-

tre and Hannah Furnaces it was refused. The surface of the broad

low hill north of the village is a sheet of wash ore. The roads north to

Stormstown and west to Warrior Mark expose ore ground at the surface,

on the slopes of the dry hollow in which the village stands, and to the

north and south of the village. The old opening on the roadside 250

yards south of the village, is entirely filled up. Considerable quantities

of very rich lump ore were taken out here many years ago, mostly from

underground galleries. Much ore ground occupies the surface for more

than 100 yards north-eastward. Limestone crops out 300 yards west

of it dipping S. 30^ E. > 20°, and 300 yards north of it dipping S. 30OE

>18o.*

No. 19, Whorrel Bank, (see Local Map, fig. 17,) is a continuation

south-west across HalfMoon Run of the Gatesburg outcrop, which is here

nearly 500 yards bx'oad. The open cut on the noi'th side of the Gates-

burg road is about 40X13X5 = 2600 cubic yards ; that on the south side

30X20X3 => 1800 cubic yards. Both have standing water in the botlom,

and wash ore in the walls, while very heavy outcrops appear along the

road, as well as along the cross-road leading up the ridge north to Love-

town, beyond which an old shaft has struck the underlying sand

rocks.

The double excavation in fig. 10, 110X40X7 = 30,800 cubic yards large,

is separated by a stratum of limestone dipping S. 30OE.,>26O, (one expo-

sure looking like>50O,) the ore underlying, overlying and surrounding

one end of it. The wash ore in the sidewalls does not look rich. It is

reported that these holes were dry 40 feet deep and yielded good ore.

* The horizon of this and the Whorrel bank is still higher in the series than the last,

as Section O D (fig. 3) will make evident.
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The length of the surface show i. e., S. W.—N. E. is only 50 yards, to be

terminated by the erosion of Half Moon Creek Valley. The railroad is

only 400 yards distant.

Fig. 28.

No. 20. Pond Bank, K"o. 2. is a small excavation 3)X10X5 = 1750
cubic yards, at the head of the hollow, or rather on the divide where the
south branch of the long Dry Hollow proper begins to descend towards
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Warrior's Run ; and along side of one of the summit cuts of the railroad.

Grood wash and lump ore show in the walls. No sandy ore is seen. The

R. R.cut shows 10 feet of wash ore for a length of 100 yards. Altogether

we have here say, 40,000 cubic yards of ore in sight.

No. 21. Wrye Bank. The local map, fig. 33, shows this extensive group

of shafts commencing 450 yards northwest of the railway track, at an eleva-

tion of 40 feet above it, and continuing along the road up the slope to an

elevation of 100 feet above the R. R., a distance of 400 yards. Over most

of this surface the show amounts to little, proving how little we can rely on

the surface indications as negative testimony. For, these works were ex-

tensively driven from 1852 to 1857, and yielded some very rich ore, while

the surface showed only poor sandy ore.

There is one open cut, 25X20X10=5,000 cubicyards large, showing wash

ore in the walls from top to bottom, none of it rich, decidedly sandy, holding

ironstained calc. sandstone masses, as at the east Pennington Banks. Very

good open ore, bluish, and heavily charged with manganese occupied the

west end of this open cut (Rocking). An old miner reports, that in the

shafts they went through 26 feet of pretty worthless loose stuff and then

worked 18 feet of good lump ore, without getting through ; that the shafts

up the hill were dry ; those lower down quickly filled with water, and were

therefore abandoned, one after the other, before they could get out more

than 10 or 12 feet of lump ore. What the charcoal furnace miners called

worthless is now valuable for hot blast, especially anthracite furnaces, and

the whole of this great deposit will be washed and sold. The breadth of the

belt of shafted ground is about 100 yards, but must be considered as in-

definitely greater along the strike.

I am informed that in these old diggings the body of ore sank to 50

feet beneath the surface and thinned away, but came in thick again lower

down, and approached the surface. Two good pillars are known to be

left standing in the old works, under a top covering of sand, one at the

lower end, the other at the upper end of the works. In the last, solid

rich rock ore lies 45 feet beneath the surface. All the shafts are now

caved in. The ore layers were traced for several hundred yards east-

ward by trial shafts.

The appearance of this ore differs from that of the Pond Bank No. 2 so

much that we should suspect them to belong to a different geological hori-

zon. This suspicion is almost confirmed by the general southeast dip of

the outcropping rocks here and there exposed at the surface. This import-

ant structural question is clearly expressed by my Section C D (fig. 3),

which passes through these banks. It is quite certain that the rocks which

on dissolution delivered these ores, are the mother rocks also of the Kerr

and Bredin, Hostler and Pennsylvania Furnace ores to be described here-

after. The great breadth of the Dry Hollow Outcrop belt corresponds

with that of the localities just named, and I think it pretty evident that

we have here two horizons of Lower Silurian ore-bearing limestones

close together.

The old Sandy Bank is a group of small shallow pits, in very sandy
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surface ore, but ricli and good when washed, on the hill slope a few

hundred yards northeast of the Wrye Bank, showing the continuation of

the outcrop in the direction of Half Moon Run.

In the other direction, the outcrop has been exploited at the old Pond
Bank of Bald Eagle Furnace, 500 yards southwest of Wrye Bank, and

nearly in the bottom of the vale, which deepens rapidly.* It lies close to

the foot of Hickory ridge ; ore light but good, not sandy, and easy to

smelt. A pond, dry in dry seasons, covers some of the old diggings.

Much sui'face ore covers the neighborhood, and it will hereafter be an im-

portant mining ground, with heavy clay cover to the ore, requiring hard

pumping.

Top ore of large size abounds around a sink-hole in Isaac Gano's fields,

on the north slope of Hickory Ridge, a mile S. W. of the pond. The
pieces seemed rolled from an outcrop of good ore seen half-way up the

hill, in the Huntingdon Furnace woods.

At Simpson's Bank (f mile further west) the wash-ore is good and

easy to smelt. Whereas at Andrew's Bank, adjoining, (the Warrior's

Mark and Pennsylvania Furnace Road separating them,) sandy ore only

has been taken from the open cuts, but no shafting done.

Tos. Krider's fields are covered with very rich scattered pieces of ore,

some lumps weighing 400 pounds. Attempts to find a bed at a little gap

near by, have failed thus far. The shafts were tried in thick woods
;

others were too low on the hill slope, and encountered only wash ore.

There is undoubtedly a heavy rock-ore deposit somewhere. Similar

shows are again seen half a mile further on (west) opposite the old wash-

machine, and Huntingdon Furnace has picked off the surface much of

this loose block-ore. A small layer was found in two or three shafts, but

never followed up to see what would come of it.

No. 22. Dixon's Banks are only a few small holes, fallen shut, with

a slight sandy ore surface show, 100 yards west of the road, where it

crosses the head of the middle branch of the Dry Hollow. Here "a
small inegular vein yielded good oi'e a little west of it, on a detached

knoll, a thicker vein of poorer, flinty ore was found, at the edge of a

pond, and was thought not to pay for pumping, to get for charcoal fur-

nace use.f

* This and the following named Banks are not exhibited on the Large Map, because

not accurately located. Their descriptions I got from Mr. BOcking's notes.

t Mr. Booking thinks he remembers that this vein had a decided northern pitch,

and distinguishes it thus fi-om all the other veins of this range. This must be either a

mistake or a mere local accident. Mr. Piatt's field notes also mark a doubtful

N. 30° W. ^ 34° dip of the limestones in the through-cut 240 yards northwest of Railroad

section stake 81-80. But 100 yards N. E. of the same stake, soft rotten limestone strata dip

S. 30° E. ^ 20°. Other Railroad exposures show that the S. E. dip dominates the struc-

ture. Thus at Railroad station 4145, is a thorough-cut in blue limestone, dipping S. 30°

E. ^ 34° with regular cleavage planes N. 60° W. ^ 70°; at 4151, a good exposure of

limestone gives S. 30° E. ^ 26°. In Railroad cut at 4164, sandy and blue limestones the

layers seem to dipS. 60° E.> 31°; in the cut 180 yards S.W. of Railroad 4180 hard, sandy

limestones dipS. 45° to 50° E. > 26°.

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. H
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The old Kelsey Bank yielded much good ore, years ago, in funnel

shaped pockets, not continuous.

No. 23. Little Dry Hollow Banks (see Local Map, fig. 14) are near

the crest of the low hill dividing the middle from the north branch of the

Dry Hollow. No. 1, is a small hole on a small outcrop reported to have

yielded six to eight feet of sandy lump-ore, soon running out No. 2

consists of a group of small pits and trial shafts on a slight outcrop.

Some ore was got from shafts A., B, and C. The appearances here are

not favorable for future mining prospects.*

No. 24. The Dry Hollow Banks are the central figure in the

broad expanse of outcrop which seems to fill the hollow and its three

head branches, and to cover the dividing slopes, in many places if not

continuously, north of the Railway. They are shown in map, fig. 29.

Fig. 29.
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In the south-east corner of this map, the railroad (iurve ought to have

been designated, the distance of the track from the principal excava-

tion A, being less than 400 yards.

The cut on the south side of the township road is pictured by Mr.

Harden, in fig. 28 ; that on the north of the road in fig. 30 ; and the

road itself in fig. 31 ; the wash-ore in the R. R. cutting at the curve,

south of the banks, is shown in fig. 32.

The Dry Hollow Bank, \ mile north of the R. R., 2i miles E. of

* Mr. Booking reported some years ago that these works merely won small veins and

top ore, while the body of ore is undoubtedly left under the little ponds, &c., at the foot

of the hill. Good ore used to be raised from the Little Dry Hollow Bank, but efforts to

" recover the vein " some few years ago failed, although the ore here rides to the top of

the hill, where it is pipe-ore (as it also is pipe-ore on the northern side of the hill).
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Warrior's Mark Village, is an extensive system of open cut excavations,

from v?hich great quantities of excellent ore have been got in past times.

The term "system" is however inapplicable to the process of mining

here employed, for it resembles rallier the burrowing of animals. No

Fig. 30.
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one can estimate how much of the precious ore has been left untouched,

for there are neither maps, nor records, nor traditions of the work.

The old miners merely say that the ore runs out against a bank of clay.

But such reports are good for nothing ; and even if literally true teach

Fig. 31.

nothing, for they are sure to relate to single points, and fail of applica-

tion at others. Fifteen years or so ago, some of the old pillars of ore

were taken out by sinking shafts and driving short galleries at a few

points. The ore is mostly wash-ore, that is fine ore disseminated through
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clay. The dip is southward (towards the great central synclinal) and

deep workings and powerful pumps are needed, in future, south of the

old shallow surface workings.

From Dry Hollow Summit Cut for the Railroad to the first shafts, a dis-

tance of about 400 yards, there is a decided outcrop. The shafts extend

over 200 yards to the edge of the big open cut A, fig. 29. They seem to

have gone down* through wash and lump ore 60 feet to water, which in

all cases stopped the works. The lumps alone were carried to the fur-

nace. The wash-ore was not valued then ; now it is merchantable. The
sinking was done at random and ore was always got.

Mr, Piatt's estimates on the ground are as follows :

110X40X10 =
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yards. The worked depth (to water) varies from 20 feet at Red Bank to

100 feet at Dry Hollow Bank. Taking an average of 10 yards, we have 1000

X150X10=1, 500,000 cubic yards of wash and lump ore. Discard one-

half of the leaner interval between, and allow one ton to the yard in con-

sideration of the size and quantity oflump ore, and we have 750,000 tons.

Fig. 33.

In our ignorance of the condition of things where the water stopped the

old fashioned rude mining, it is impossible to say how near this estimate

approximates accuracy.

No. 25, Bean Bank lies a mile to the S. West of the Dry Hollow

Bank, where many tons of surface lump ore were scratched out and
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sent to Huntingdon Furnace ; as was done in other places along this

part of the range on the South Slope of Dry Hollow Ridge. No atten-

tion was paid to the great body of wash ore forming the deposit, and no

eifort to mine to the deep. A vast body of ore. ground awaits future ex-

ploration and excavation, within a mile of the railroad. Quartz occurs

in this ore bank.

No. 26, Bressler Bank, (see fig. 16) is a collection of small holes,

on the north-west side of the ridge, in a ravine descending to the east

branch of Warrior's Run, and distant from the railway, half a mile.

About 2500 cubic yards of excavation seems to have been made in past

years. The pits are fallen in, showing sandy wash ore in their sides.

Eight feet of lump ore is reported as mined in this locality. No geo-

logical indications of the structure appear.

This completes all I have to say here of the Dry Hollow outcrop. For,

although ore has been found further south-west along the south side of

the ridge towards Warrior's Run, no mining has been done ; and the Old

Seat Bank, (No. 37,) is so out of line with the Banks above described,

that it may be left for notice in connection with the ores west of Warrior's

Run. But I shall describe, further on, the continuation of this range

where it crosses Warrior's Mark Run and at the Huntingdon Furnace

and Dorsey Banks.

I pass over, therefore, to the Gale Hollow (Kerr & Bredin, Hostler and

Pipe-ore) Banks further south-east.

The Gale Hollow Range.

Gale-Hollow is divided from Dry Hollow by Hickory Ridge, as shown

in the Large Map ; and its ores lie ia a deeper and narrower synclinal

than the ores in the gentle and wide synclinal of the Dry Hollow as shown

by section CD. They are, however, ores once carried by the same lime-

stone strata, and ought therefore to be of the same general character. It

is therefore remarkable that so little pipe ore has been found in Dry
Hollow, while an abundance of pipe ore characterises the Gale Hollow

Banks.

No. 27. Kerr & Bredin Bank, (see local map, fig. 24, and wood
cuts 33, 34, 35,) is a small excavation of about 5000 cubic yards, show-

ing in its walls lump and wash ore, 25 feet deep. Much of the wash ore

seems leaner than in other Banks. A shaft has been sunk for explora-

tion in the bottom of the old cut, and the report of it is favorable to future

mining on a systematic scale. (See wood cut, fig. 35.)

The ore from this bank won for itself a high reputation at the furnace.

It was called -'gun metal ore," and was said to bear a striking resem-

blance to the Bloomfield ore of Morrison's Cove, south of Holidaysburg in
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Blair Co., from which was made by preference the ordnance of the U.

S. Army during the civil war

Fig. 33.

Dr.Genth's analysis of the Kerr & Bredin ore, given below, when com-

pared with Dr. Otto Wuth's analysis of Bloomfield ore, made June 9,

1871, compare as follows :
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Kerr & Bredin. Bloomfield.

Ferric Oxide 70. 67 Perox. Iron 78 .63

Manganese Oxide 0.36 Manganese 0.29

Cobaltic Oxide trace

Alumina 3.91 2.50

Magnesia 0.26 0.38

Lime trace 0.34

Pliosphoric Acid 0.19 0.134

Silicic Acid 5.48 7.02

Quartz 6.80

Water .12.33 10.71

The extra quartz determined by Dr. Genth, diminishes the percentage

of iron oxide in his specimens, and reduces the percentage of iron from

55.04 (Wuth) to 49.47 (Genth). Otherwise the ores are strikingly alike.

The Kerr & Bredin Bank lies at the foot of the south slope of Hick-

ory Ridge, one mile W. N. W., of the Hostler Bank. In a dry autumn

Mr. Booking was directed to sink south of the old cut, and to mount

a pump. He reported a 12 inch "vein of ore" at 40 feet, and water

at 44 feet. A tunnel-way was commenced in the direction of the old

cut,which caved in, and the works were stopped.

The continuation of these ores along the foot of Hickory Ridge, on the

north side of Gale Hollow, is proven by a range of " lively outcroppings."

In some places the surface is sufficiently rich wash-ore. One or two pits

(Bronstetter's) were worked, for Huntingdon Furnace, 1| miles west of

the Kerr & Bredin Bank, in "an irregular vein."

Northeastward the ores continue to show themselves to Half-moon

Run, where "pipe-ore" is mai'ked upon the large map. See Little Bank,

below.

From a small cut at Eyer's, on the east side of Half-Moon Run,

pipe-ore was raised many years ago. The limestone rocks at Eyer's

house, 100 yards south of the spot, dip to the S. 30°, E. > 21°.

Another old pipe-ore locality shows now fair ore on the surface, near

two small trial pits.

No. 28. Ho&tler Bank (see local map, fig. 26, and wood-cut fig. 36).

This excavation occupies the northern slope of the Spruce Creek anti-

clinal ridge, as a large open cut, from which the ore was in old times

hauled to Pennsylvania Furnace, two miles due east of it.

The recorded history of this important mine reveals the following fea-

tures. Wherever the diggings were made they went down through

"pipe " wash-oi'e which was occasionally mixed with lump-ore, to depths

of 60 and 65 feet, in all the shafts.

One of these shafts passed through this wash-ore 65 feet, and then

passed through a stratum of solid limerock, varying in thickness from 10

inches to 2 feet. Below this limestone lay lump "pipe " ore, into which
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the shaft was sunk 6 feet further and then the flow of water stopped its

further descent.

From the bottom of the shaft a five inch auger hole was then drilled

through a continuous bed of pipe ore to an additional depth of 39 feet.

Fig. 34.

The percentage of iron in the pipe ore is uniform ; or varied only by

the chemist's including in his analysis adherent or enclosed clay.

It is a constant feature of the Pipe ore banks of the southern range

that they do not furnish the "lean ores," so-called, which are met with

A. p. S.—VOL.. XIT. I
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in the Banks opened along the more northerly and geologically lower

outcrops of the "Barrens" in this valley. It has been the uniform ex-

perience at the Pennsylvania, Hostler, and other Pipe ore banks that

shafts and borings have always passed through lump-ore, after having

been sunk or drilled below water level. But as pumping apparatus on a

sufficient scale has never been applied to such deep shafts and borings, they

have in no case passed through the dejoosit of lump ore, the thickness of

which i- therefore still a matter of conjecture.

I give the history of these operations as an evidence of the insufficient

extent to which the development of this iron-ore district has been car-

ried; to show that only its surface has been scratched, but its deposits

not mined. Regular, systematic, efficient operations are yet to be begun.

They await the completion of the railroad and that demand for large

quantities of ore from distant furnaces which is already become so urgent.

The underground drainage all through the Valley is immense, and the

largest bodies of ore, and especially of pipe-ore, can only be won witk

heavy pumping and systematic stoping.

The Hostler open-cut Bank must be sunk in air to the lower ores, and

through them to the bottom floor of all ; then with powerful pumps to

keep the water down, the clay stripping above can be washed, and the

heavy face of ore below can be stoped and the top stuff thrown back into

the abandoned ground as the ore-face advances. As Mr. Bocking justly

I'emarks, "35 feet of ore will well pay for stripping 65 to 75 feet" of

• clays above it. He adds, and I agree with him heartily :
" The time for

shallow digging and ground-hogging is pretty well past in these ban-ens,

and the exploration of the richer banks may require in future prepara-

tions that will take some capital, and may need in some cases two or

more years before yielding a return."

The Hostler Bank excavations measure about 120 X 50 X 10 ^ 60,000

cubic yards. The ore lies like that to be described in Pennsylvania Fur-

nace Banks, as a mass of clay and v/ash-ore separated by ribs of un-

decomposed limestone. The walls are about 30 feet high, but the high

northwest dip of the measures prevents this figure from being used as a

datum of calculation. It only shows in a general way the depth below

•the sod to which the weathering action had gone, as exposed by the minei's.

IThe late sunk shafts passed alternate soft beds of ore and hard ribs of

limestone, all on a steep dip ; 38° to the N. 35° W. In a shaft at the

' northwest end of the open cut one shaft went down through 75 feet of

wash-oi'fc ground before striking the solid limestone rocks and water.

It is impossible from such data to estimate the future yield at this

locality, but the amount of ore to be won must be very great. Nor is it

confined to the neighborhood of the old works. The ore-belt runs on

southwestward for at least five miles.
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At the distance of 1,900 feet there are somewhat less than twenty old

shafts in one group, quite forgotten until recently discovered by Mr.

George Lyon. They were mostly shallow pits in the surface of the pipe-

ore bearing clays ; but some of them look as if they had been sunk to

a considerable depth ; and their number proves that the search for ore

was remunerative even at that day.

This part of Cale Hollow is a wide, flat, slightly undulating, dry vale,

every part of which shows a top-dressing of fine ore. It is a virgin

district. Mr. Lyon sunk one trial-shaft in it, and struck an "ore-

FiG. 35.

Jb SectioTb al j(£m ^^^redim Ore ^rnih.

vein," There was a similar accidental discovery of another group of

five or six pits from which some top-ore had been scraped. I have no

doubt that a continuous belt of mining ground runs the entire length of

Cale Hollow.

The Red Bank, 1| miles from the Hostler, on the same slope of the

Spruce Creek Ridge, is old and disused, the ore in the top clays was
stripped, but no attempt at deep mining was made. Another old bank
in line with it, but across a little ravine issuing from the ridge, furnished

some pipe-ore \o Huntingdon Furnace. Still further west,* in a similarly

*
^/a, miles from Hostler Bank.
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situated bank, near Huntingdon Furnace, a vein of good, red-short ore

was struck, and abandoned on account of water. On working one part

of this pit the ore became too sulphureous to use. It will be again re-

ferred to after describing Bank No. 29.

The belt of Cale Hollow Ores may be traced northeastward with the

same general character.

Little Bank, for instance, lies two-thirds of a mile northeast (near

the Warrior Mark Pennsylvania Furnace Eoad), If miles west of Penn-

sylvania Furnace. Here very rich top-washings cover a high flat

area connected with Hickory Ridge. Seams of the ore penetrated the

limestone rocks all the way down a 40 feet shaft, under which the main

body of ore dips northward.

The Eyer Bank (already mentioned) is an old excavation one mile

still further east, on the east side of Half-Moon Run.

Going on northeastward across a dividing ridge, the ore appears again

along Tadpole Run, in Sleepy Hollow, and at the head of the Beaver-

dams, for a distance of more than a mile. Years ago, some pipe-ore was

raised, for Centre Furnace, east of B. Crane's, but the surface was merely

scratched. At the Pennsylvania Furnace old surface-pits, sunk at the

beaver-dams, the body of ore probably lies under the bed of the run and

would require heavy pumping.

The "dry hollow " which carries the Valley of Tadpole Run on in a

straight line northeastward, and is a geological prolongation of Cale

Hollow shows plenty of out-croppings of ore, just as Cale Hollow

does, and the ore is of the same kind—pipe-ore. In fact the ore

belt continues to McAllister's and the School House cross-roads, eight

miles northeast of the Hostler Bank, and far beyond the limits of my
large map.

Between McAllister's and Pinegrove Mills, the country spreads out into

a plateau two or three miles wide, through which runs the Brush Valley

Anticlinal. Here, far beyond the east limit of my map, are the

Old Weaver Banks; two open-cuts and several shafts near

them, abandoned years ago. No systematic mining was attempted in

that early day, the work being done by the farmers. Tradition speaks

of "ore veins" being reached, but probably too well watered for the

natives to cope with them. "The ore lying around the holes is not a

regular pipe-ore, but is mixed with liver-colored ore, and reported red-

short." We have here, then, ores not belonging to the Hostler and Penn-

sylvania Pipe-Ore Bank system connected with the sandstones of the

anticlinal, that is, ores belonging to the under-lying limestone.

Spruce Creek Range.

No. 29, Pennsylvania Furnace Ore Bank. For about fifty-eight

(58) years Pennsylvania Furnace has been supplied with its stock from
the extensive excavations on the gently-sloping south side of the anti-
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clinal ridge facing Tussey IMountaiu ; Spruce Creek, above the Furnace,

flowing between the ridge and the mountain.

See local map, fig. 37, in lieu of further description ; and the landscape

sketches of the excavations, to illustrate their extent and character : fig-

ures 39, 40, 41, 42, 43.

The geologist can here study the theory of the formation of the Lower
Silurian Brown-Hematite ores of Pennsylvania to great advantage. I

know no better place, and few so good.

The ores are evidently not washings from a distance ; neither from Tus-

sey Mountain, nor from the present surface of the anticlinal ridge ; nor

from any formerly existing surface in past geological ages, when the sur-

face stood at a much higher elevation above sea level. They are evi-

dently and visibly interstratified with the soft clay and solid limestone

Fig. 36.

TUB. HOi>Tk.eR ORE. SANK

layers, and obey the strike and dip of the country ; the strike being along

the valley, and the dip about 40° towards the southeast.

Thousands of minor irregularities prevail ; the streaks of ore and
masses of clay, are wrinkled and bunched, and thin out and thicken

again in various directions. But all this irregularity is owing to the

chemical changes of the strata, and to the changes in bulk of the differ-

ent layers during the protracted process of solution and dissolution, during

which the looser calciferous and ferriferous sandstone layers have lost their

lime constituent, packed their sand and clay more solidly, and perhydrated

their iron. In this long process cleavage-planes have been widened into

crevices ; caverns have been excavated
;
pools or vats have been created

;

precipitates of massive (rock and pipe) ore have been thrown down ; and

a general creeping and wrinkling of the country been effected. But the

original general arrangement or stratification has been preserved ; and

those portions of the whole formation, which had but little lime, have
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been left standing as sandstone strata ; while others having but little

sand remain as solid and massive limestone strata ;
those which had an

excess of alumina are now in the condition of streaks, masses, or layers

of white or mottled clays ; and only such as were properly constituted

clay-sand-lime-iron deposits originally have so completely dissolved as to

permit the lime to flow off", and the iron to consolidate into ore.

Every stage of this interesting operation, and every phase which it

presents in other parts of the Appalachian belt of the United States, from

Canada to Alabama, may be seen and studied in these old and extensive

ore banks of Pennsylvania Furnace.

At first sight of the bank the ore deposit looks as if it were a grand wash

or swash of mingled clay and fine and coarse ore grains and balls, occupying

hollows, caverns and crevices in the surface of the earth and between the

8oli«d limestone rock ; and some of it undoubtedly has been thus carried

down into the enlarged cleavage partings of the limestones ; and into sink

holes and caverns formed by water courses ; where it now lies, or lay when
excavated, banked up against walls or faces of the undecomposed lime

rocks. But as a whole the ore streaks and "main vein" of ore must oc-

cupy nearly the same position originally occvipied by the more ferrugin-

ous strata after they had got their dip and strike. See fig. 40.

The ore is taken out with the clay, and hauled up an incline, by means

of a stationary steam engine at its head, and dumped into a large wash-

ing machine, with revolving screens ; whence after the flints and sand

stones have been picked out, it is carried on an ironed tramway, to the

bridge house of the Furnace. See fig. 43.

The ore forms from 10 to 50 per cent, of the mass excavated, and the

small amount of handling makes the ore cheap.

The floor of the excavation is about sixty (60) feet below the level of

the wash machine.

Shafts sunk from 30 to 35 feet deeper, in the floor, to a permanent

water level, have shown that other and even better ore deposits underlie

the workings, covered by the slanting undecomposed lime rocks. This

is an additional demonstration of the correctness of the theory above

stated.

The upper ores will furnish stock for yet many years. After that, or in

case more furnaces be erected, or distant markets call for the shipment

of ore by railway, deep shafts or bore holes must be sunk to drain the un-

derground, and the lower ores may then be lifted to an extent which can

hardly be estimated now.

The prism of ore in sight, technically speaking, if calculated roughly

from the areas exposed by the old and new open cuts, and by shafts sunk

at various times and in various parts of the floor, gives several millions

of wash-ore, lump-ore and pipe or rock ore. Thus taking the area exposed

at say 550 X 450 yards, and the depth at only 15 yards, we have 3,612,500

cubic yards, which on washing would yield 602,000 tons of prepared ore.
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Of this, about 100,000 tons have been passed through the furnace, yield-

ing nearly 50,000 tons of neutral cold blast charcoal iron of the best

quality, leaving 500,000 tons of ore to be excavated.

But this is only a portion of the deposit ; for the ore ranges away
beyond the high walls of the open cuts into the surrounding laud an un-

known distance. The large area stripped last year towards the north-

east shows how extensive the deposit is in that direction.

Add to this the great depths to which the ore is known to descend, and

it seems to me certain that a million of tons is as probable an estimate as

a half a million. Large quantities of ore are left standing between

the hard limestone ledges exhibited in figure 40 (taken from a in local map
fis:. 38), and in figure 34, which is an enlar.ijed view of the sharp promontory

seen in fig. 33, sketched to show its geological structure. The dip of

these limestones is to the S. 35°, E. > 35° to 40° ; and they are exactly

on range with the limestone outcrop along the road, at the quarry, and

Fig. 38.

^e4/t/n^>/^G/n^'ci. ^i,t/i'na.ae^!^it>%tfr a*>e/ ,/^fuaciac&. j/x<SE^irr- aL,f^^£tJ/-y

past the Furnace, as shown in fig. 37. Slight crumplings of the limestone

vary the dip from 18° to 65°; but these are due either to movements in

the yielding ore mass or to a deception caused by mistaking cleavage

planes for bed plates. No such variations are appai-ent at a distance

from the banks, the whole limestone formation descending uniformly

beneath the foot of Tussey Mountain with a dip of something under 40°.

The pictures figs, 41 and 42 are views of the deep cut looking east from

a in local map fig. 37. The view in fig. 43 is taken looking northward

into the main ore banlc, from near a ; and it shows the new incline, the

washing house, and the ridge above it, along the crest of which the

aqueduct is carried on tressels, for 2000 feet. Fig. 38 shows the end of

the aqueduct where it is mounted by the pipe leading up the hill-side

from the double Worthington pump in the engine-house, fed by another

pipe from the dam. Behind the hill seen in fig. 43, in a hollow on a level

with the northeast end of the banks, is the settling-dam.
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The height of the walls of the various excavations may be seen by

reference to the ten foot contovir lines in fig. 37. These also show that

the ground now so deeply excavated once formed a high divide between

a vale descending southwest to Spruce Creek, and a corresponding but

shallower vale descending northeast to the settling-dam hollow. It looks

as if the ore once filled both these vales, but has been excavated by the

natural drainage into Spruce Creek, from the one which descends

in that direction, and, perhaps from the valley of Spruce Creek itself,

down to and beyond the Furnace.

The entire walls of the cuts are of wash ore, and it is all torn down
and taken to the washing machine. But the tops of pyramids of solid

pipe ore are exposed in the floor, and some reached to, or nearly to the

sod above. At one of the deepest places in the floor, 60 feet below the

sod a shaft was sunk 40 feet further through solid pipe ore, and then

limestone, and was stopped by water. Water does not stand in the

present floors on account of the free circulation, at a still lower depth,

through crevices and caverns communicating with Spruce Creek, which

itself issues from a cave.

The books at the Furnace show as an average for some years, 6 tons

of wash ore to 1 ton of ore ; 2 tons 1 cwt. of ore to 1 ton of iron ; and

$2.35 per ton of ore delivered at the Furnace, represents the cost of min-

ing, inclusive of all expenses.

I shall give in an appendix, the opinion of Mr. Harden on some prac-

tical points which I requested him to study, for which purpose he visited

some of the Banks described above.

Outcroppings of ore occur east and west of the Pennsylvania Furnace

Banks on the southei-n slope of the anticlinal ridge facing Spruce Creek

and- the Tussey Mountain ; but no excavations have been made, because

sufiicient stock was always procurable at the Banks near the Furnace. It

is not to be supposed, therefore, that equally large and important de-

posits may not be exposed by future systematic mining operations, when

the completed railway shall make demands on this ore belt for supplying

the furnaces of Eastern and Western Pennsylvania.

Some of these surface-shows of ore are near the top, others near the

bottom of the hill slope. The ore surface is commonly high up on the

slope, or on the flat rolling back of the anticlinal ridge.

John Ross has in his fields, north of Pinegrove Mills, ( miles east

of Pennsylvania Furnace,) an old funnel shaped hole, from which very

rich pipe ore was taken, and more can be seen in its sides, but no surface-

show ; and I have no data on which to base an estimate of quantity. The

ore was sent to Monroe Furnace ; was rich ; but very red short : lumps

of pyrites being visible in the bombshell ore lying about the hole ; which

is also coated with white sulphates.

Surface ore can be traced all the way from Ross' to Pennsylvania Fur-

nace, but no search underground seems ever to have been made or called

for.
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In the other direction, down Spruce Creek, south-west of the Furnace,

a few outcroppings on the surface appear, but lie neglected for the same
reason. A few trial- pits seem to have been sunk near the school house,

Fig. 40.

and near Mr. Geo. Lyon's mansion, south of the turnpike. Large pieces

of pipe ore lie in the east corner of Mr. Thos. Lyon's fields, at the foot

of Tussey Mountain. Ore has also been noticed in Mr. Stewart Lyon's

north fields.
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All the above are on the south slope of the anticlinal of Brush Valley,

facing Tussey Mountain. The anticlinal may be studied where the lime-

stone rocks are seen dipping both ways (N. W. and S. E.) in the end of

the hill at the Furnace, and in the railway rock-cuts as the line makes its

semicircle down Half Moon Run and up Spruce Creek and Tadpole Run.
Three miles further down Spruce Run a pipe ore bank was commenced

on the south slope of the Anticlinal, to supply works erected at the

mouth of Spruce Creek, for a patent process to convert the ore dii'ectly

into wrought iron ; but the patent process failed and the mine was never

worked. It sufficed to show that the ore belt or outci-op follows the

ridge along the north side of Spruce Creek towards the Juniata, but
coalesces with that of the Cale Hollow, or north dip, beyond Huntingdon
Furnace, and sinks beneath the surface, for no trace of it is found in the

Little Juniata River section, where the Canoe Valley anticlinal may be
seen replacing this of Brush Valley.

Returning thus to Warrior's Mark Run, and the neighborhood of

Huntingdon Furnace, I have little to add to finish this report, except
concerning an ore belt, west of the Run, on the south slope of the ridge

in line with the Dry Hollow Banks. But before speaking of it, I shall

give the following section up Warrior's Mark Run :

—

At the mouth of Cale Hollow, in the north dipping rocks of the Spruce
Creek Ridge anticlinal, and 150 yards east of the mill-dam, or a mile

east of Huntingdon Furnace, there is marked on the map an old pipe-ore

bank, now fallen in. Lime rocks here dip N. 30° W. > 50°; but, by the

road-side, 300 yards to the west-southwest only 38°; and in the hill-side,

G50 yards to the west-northwest, 12° in the other direction S. 30° E. The
Old Seat Bank, No. 30, is 1,100 yards distant (up Warrior's Run towards
the N. N. W.) from this old bank. The Cale Hollow is thus seen to be
synclinal, and, allowing for the different strength of dips observed there

can be no reasonable doubt that the same ferriferous limerocks out-crop-

ping here outcrop also at the Old Seat Bank ; and I have so drawn the

Section A.B.

The ore at this old bank is reported to have been extraordinarily

charged with sulphur ; but I could not learn exactly in what form.

No. 30. The Old Seat Bank, on the east bank of Warrior's Run,

2^ miles below where the railway crosses the run (at Warrior's Mark), is

an old open cut with ore in its floor, abandoned many years ago for want
of pumping machinery of adequate power. What little liver-colored ore

is visible, looks lean, and much flint lies about. The area of the cut may
be 4000 square yards. Water stands in it to within 10 or 12 feet of the

top. It has been worked to a depth of 40 feet. About 30,000 cubic yards

of ore-ground has been taken out. Although much liver colored ore

like Pennington ore lies about, no pieces of sandstone are visible ; but a

good deal of flint is among the ore, as at Pennsylvania Furnace Bank.

Not much surface-ore shows in the neighborhood.
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In the gap of the Dry Hollow Ridge, six hundred yards higher up the

Fig. 41.

run, limerocks crop out, dipping also S. 30° E. > 9°
; and 300 yards fur-
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ther, sandy limestones, S. 30° E. > 10°. 500 yards further up the run,

pipe-ore is reported, ploughed up in the fields. This belongs to an ore-

bearing strata about 700 feet lower in the formation than the ore horison

at the Old Seat Bank. The dip is continuous and equable ; there can be

no mistake. 500 hundred yards still further up the run, at the forks of

the road, still lower sandy limerocks are seen dipping the same way, S.

30^ E. > 13°. Other exposures occur in this interval dipping also S. 30°

E. > 13°. No dips are noticed in the next 1000 yards, to the toll-gate

and cross-roads and forks of the Creek ; but there is no reason no doubt

that a southeast dip fills the interval, becoming ever more gentle.

Five hundred yards southwest from the toll-gate, and 50 yards off the

road (tawards the northwest) on land 70 feet above the water, is an old

deserted pipe ore bank 50 >< 10 yards. This lies just 1000 yards due
northwest of t^e pipe ore last mentioned as ploughed up iu the fields

;

and if a continuous southeast dip of 10° be supposed, we should find in

it an evidence of a third and still lower pipe ore horison, 550 feet below

the second and 1250 feet below the first, or Old Seat ore horison. But it

would be very unsafe to consider this the simple state of the case. The
place where ore was "ploughed up over a space of 600 yards " is worthy

of a thorough investigation, but the surface show is slight. The other

locality where lumps and pipes of solid ore were got 25 years ago from the

open cut and undergi-ound works, is reported to be rich still. None of

its wash ore was taken away.

This place is very important. It proves conclusively that pipe ores

occupy a geological range of at least 1250 feet of the Lower Silurian

Formation. And these exhibitions on Warrior's Run connect the rich

Dry Hollow Group of Banks already described, with the Huntingdon
Furnace and Dorsey Group next to be described.

The toll-gate is only 800 yards down the run from where the railway

crosses it. And the southeast dipping Beck and Town Bank ores (Nos.

4 and 5) are only 400 yards further up. The Beck and Town ore horison

therefore underlies the toll-gate ore rocks (unless there be some concealed

disturbance in the interval), at a geological depth of at least 1200 feet, and

probably 1500 feet. For there are 20° dips (to the southeast) in the rail-

way cut, and 35° dips in Warrior's Mark Village. If I am anywhere

near the truth, the Pennington Range ore horison (Becks, Town, &c.)

underlies the Gale Hollow Pipe Ore horison at a geological depth of 2500

to 3000 feet ; which may well explain their different qualities. And this

result is in harmony with features of my cross-sections AB and CD.*
* The Pennington and Lovetown ores being on the same geological horison, and there

being a breadth of limestone outcrop (dipping S. 30° E. ^ 50°), between Lovetown and

the Bellefonte fault at the foot of Bald Eagle Mountain, at least 700 yards broad, we
have about 5000 feet of Lower Silurian measures visibly exposed underneath the Oale
Hollow ( = Pennsylvania Furnace Bank) ore horison. Adding to this the 2500 feet of
limestones between Pennsylvania Furnace bank and the foot of Tussey, and we have a
total thickness of Lower Silurian Limestones from the bottom of No. Ill (the Hudson
River Slate) down to the jaw of the Bellefonte Fault, of 7750 feet ; a very great thick-
ness ; but quite in harmony with all that we know of the Trenton, Black River, Bird's
Eye, Ohazy and Calciferous in the Great Valley of Reading, Harrisburg, Chambers-
burg, Winchester and Knoxville. This, so far as I know, is the first approximately ac-
curate measurement of these formations in mass south of their New York outcrops,
which are very thin in comparison with these.
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No. 31, Huntingdon Furnace Banks. These lie alon^ the south-

erly slope of a prolongation of Dry Hollow Ridge, west of Warrior's

Fig. 42.

Run, and within a circle swept around Huntingdon Furnace with a radius

of two miles, as shown on the land-map. The Dorsey Banks are outside
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this circle, but are excavated in the same belt of outcrop. The outcrop

is very broad because, as we have just seen along Warrior's Run, the

southeast dip is very gentle, about 10°. This has allowed a very large

dissolution of the ore-bearing rocks.

The Wilson Bank is two miles west of Warrior's Run ; no ore has

been found in this interval, the slopes being sandy. Here limestone begins

to come in, overlying the sandstone, and ore-bearing clays take posses-

sion of the surface. This sandstone has been mistaken for the Calciferous

Sandrock ; but must be one of the numerous intercalations of sand in the

great limestone series.

The Keefer Banks follow, in the next half mile, and, although ex-

hausted as to the wash ore of the outcrop, can be mined to the deep if

proper pumping apparatus be mounted to keep the underground water

down.

Fig. 44 gives a local map of these excavations, which severally measure,

as they come in order along the line of Mr. Piatt's survey :

—

a. * 130 X SO X 8



;
Lesley.
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From the northeasternmost Hvintingdou Furnace Diggings to the last

Dorsey Digging is a stretch of about 2000 yards, with ore shows filling

up the intervals between the banks. There is a maximum breadth of

500 yards. But if half that be adopted for an estimate, we have an area

of wash ore here equal to 100,000 square yards, in all respects like that

of the Dry Hollow Bank district (on the same range) described above,

and representing, at least, one or two millions of cubic yards of ore

ground, besides whatever deeper deposits of pipe ore exist.

As in Dry Hollow, so here much lean ore is mingled with the rich, and

-much dead stripping will be required in places.

There is this distinction : the ore of the barrens, that is the liver-

colored and more sandy ore ranges along the northwestern side of the

belt of outcrop, up the hill-side
;
pipe ore characterises the down hill, or

southeastern side of the outcrop. The main bank is wholly iu the top or

v-wash ore covering, and has merely revealed the principal deposit of rich

irock ore and pipe underlying it. Those who worked the pit describe a

llayer of ore 6 to 8 feet thick as apparently creeping downhill, overturned,

; and .covering itself. What this description means I do not know, .he

« ore makes excellent iron.

It is vinneeessaryfor me to say that the ferriferous limestones described

in the above details, and crossing the river (S. W.) into Sinking Valley,

carry the ore ground outcrops with them, and that these have been mined

to some extent at various places south of Barre Forge, yielding both rich

and lean wash ore, and rock and pipe ore, of the same general character.

The same statement holds good as to Canoe Valley, although its nar-

rowness does not permit its anticlinal to bring the lowest horison of ore

to the surface.

In Sinking Valley the two sides of its dying anticlinal bring the ore-

outcrops together about three miles south of the river. The following

are some of the ore banks : on the south side, Pine Hill Bank (^ mile

from the river) ; Moore's Pipe Ore Diggings (1 mile) ; Galbraith's Pipe

Ores (1^ mile) ; Robinson''s Bank (2j miles). On the northwest side are

Grentzhammer's and other outcrops.

It is a serious question why mines of Brown Hematite Iron Ore have

5 not been opened on the Juniata River above the mou!!h of Spruce Creek.

This question seems to be answered by my section along the river, fig. 1.

I It is evident that the horison of the Pennsylvania Furnace or Cale Hol-

i low ores scarcely rises on the back on the Canoe Valley axis to the level

of the valley bed, and is . immediately carried down again by the syncli-
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nal of Canoe mountain. It is then visible in Sinking Creek Valley, as

just stated. Whether any large quantities of ore underlie the river bed

Fig. 44.

v1°

^Ctod. JdaM^ <^ tine

0*i^rv<JAfc<i- ^j i* *Ai%<v^AX*»^ V*lixM;

below Union Furnace and above Spruce Creek Station remains to be de-

termined by future trial shafts along the line of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road.
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INVESTIGATION OF IRON ORES AND LIMESTONES FROM
MESSRS. LYON, SHORE & GO'S IRON ORE BANKS ON SPRUCE
CREEK, HALF MOON RUN AND WARRIOR'S MARK RUN, IN
CENTRE, BLAIR AND HUNTINGDON COUNTIES, PA.

By F. a. Genth.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, February Qth, 1874.)

NO. 1. EAST PENNINGTON BANK.

The greater portion of thirteen specimens, received for examination,

was compact, dull, of various shades of brown and had liket^To. 1 an ad-

mixture of dark brown pitchy ore ; other portions were porous and had
the cavities lined with botryoidal fibrous brown limonite, others were

stalactitic. Some of the ore had lost a part of its water of hydration

and had changed into turgite and even into hematite. Many of the

pieces showed a considerable admixture of manganese minerals, such as

wad, minute quantities of pyrolusite and perhaps psilomelane, some con-

tained a large quantity of rounded grains of quartz.

An average of the whole showed the following composition :

Ferric oxide =
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An average of the live specimens contained :

Ferric oxide
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Phosplioric acid
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No. 15. Pond Bank No. 1.

Two of the four specimens received were of a dark brown porous amor-

phous ore with very little lustre, more or less mixed with yellowish and

reddish ochreous ore ; the third piece was of a paler brown and con-

tained small quantities of fibrous ore, the fourth was an ochreous ore of

a pale brown and yellowish color. An average of the four samples con-

tained :

= 55.08 Metallic Iron.Ferric oxide -
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No. 19. Whorell Bank.

Two pieces of a fine brown porous amorphous ore of various shades,

between yellowish and dark-brown ; some portions showing a slight

pitchy lustre ; the greater part is dull. Has a strong argillaceous odor

when breathed upon.

The analysis of an average samj^le gave :

48.80 Metallic Iron.Ferric oxide =
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length, also divergent and radiating ; color dark brown, lustre silky ;
the

other ores were both compact and porous amorphous brown limonites,

some with the cavities lined with fibrous ore, others having thorn filled

with ochreous clayish ores. Some of the pieces give a strong argillace-

ous odor, when breathed upon.

a. Pure Fibrous Limonite.

Ferric oxide =
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Cobaltic oxide
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Silicic acid

Quartz

Water

4.25

3.60

12.41

100.00

100 Iron contain 0.28 Phosphorus.

No. 29. Pennsylvania Bank.

a. Two samples received for examination.

Amorphous brown compact ore mixed with ochreous yellowish or red-

dish ore ; Porous, some of the cavities lined with a very fine coating of

fibrous ore.

h. So-called Pipe ore.

Amorphous porous ore, in columnar masses, the cavities filled with fer-

ruginous clay.

c. Quartz grains, cemented by brown amorphous limonite, and dis-

seminated through it, patches of hydrous manganic oxide and perhaj)s of

psilomelane.

= 57.10 Metallic Iron.

a. Average of two Samples.
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c. Sandrock.



No.
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sufficient state of purity to throw light upon their constitution, as they

were crystalline, and free from visible impurities. For this reason they

wei'e examined separately.

Taking into consideration only their principal constituents, viz : Ferric

oxide, Silicic acid and water, the question arises, in which form the

silicic acid is present, as it is undoubtedly in chemical combination with

the ferric oxide and not in the form of a mechanical admixture of sand.

If pieces of these fibrous limonites are placed into strong chlorhydric

acid, all the ferric oxide will be extracted, and the silicic acid will remain
in the shape of the original pieces, of a snow-white color and fibrous

structure. The only hydrous ferric silicates, which are known, are An-

thosiderite and Degeroeite. The former is a crystalized mineral, which
has a composition, represented by the formula 2Fe203, OSiOj+BHjO.
It is very probable that, although observed in its pure state only at one

locality, it occurs frequently as an admixture with other iron ores.—If

we calculate for the 3.98 per cent, of silicic acid in the fibrous mineral

from Bull Mine, the requisite quantities of ferric oxide and water, we
find 3. 36 per cent . of ferric oxide and 0. 26 per cent, of water, making an

admixture of 6.60 per pent, of anthosiderite. The atomic ratio between

the remaining 79.12 per cent, of ferric oxide and 13.64 per cent, of water

is 1 : 1.53 or very near 2 : 3, showing the hydrous ferric oxide to belimo-

nite = 2 Fe, 0.„ 3 Hj O.

If in the same manner we examine into the composition of the fibrous

mineral from the Dry Hollow, the 2.47 silicic acid require 1.46 per cent,

ferric oxide and 0.17 water, giving an admixture of 4. 10 per cent, of

anthosiderite.—The atomic ratio between the remaining 81 .67 per cent of

ferric oxide and 12.75 per cent, of water is 1: 1.4, which also shows the

ferric hydrate to be limonite, which, however, has already lost a small

part of its water.

The above analyses show besides the mechanically admixed rounded

grains of sand, which I distinguish as "quartz," a considerable quantity

of silicic acid, which is in chemical combination, probably as a hydrous

ferric oxide. But as it is impossible to say what the true character of

this mineral may be, whether anthosiderite, or degeroeite a silicate of

the composition Fe.^ O.^, 2Si02+3H20 or a species not yet known in its

pure state, suffice it to say that all these ores are mechanical mixtures

of limonite with hydrous ferric silicate and minute quantities of hydrous

ferric phosphate, perhaps dufrenite or cacoxenite ; some of the ores con-

tain besides these, small quantities of manganese ores, mostly the so-

called "bog-manganese" or wad, but also pyrolusite and psilomelane.

It is a very remarkable fact that, although these iron ores are to a great

extent at least, the result of the decomposition of limestones and by them
precipitated, that almost the entire amount of lime has been washed
out of them and only traces are remaining ; of the second constituent of

the limestones, the magnesia, a somewhat larger quantity is left be-

hind, owing undoubtedly to the lesser solubility of its carbonate in car-

bonic acid water.
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Of the limestones only a few typical varieties have been more fully in-

vestigated, especially those from the Hostler and Pennsylvania Banks.

Limestone at head op Hostler Bank.

It has a fine crystalline granular structure and is mottled, whitish and

grey ; the surface is coated with ochreous argillaceous iron ore.

A pure specimen from which the iron had been carefully removed, con-

tained :

Carbonate of Iron =
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Limestone in the Pennsylvania Bank.

Pale asli grey, very finely crystalline, rough to the touch like rotteu

stone, very friable and easily falling to powder.

Its composition was found to be :

Carbonate of Iron = 0.45 = 0.22 Metalliclron.

" " Manganese = 0.06

" "Magnesia 42.39 = 20.19 Magnesia.

" " Lime 51.25 = 28.70 Lime.

Quartz and Silicic Acid 5.03

Alumina 0.82

100.00

The atomic ratio between Magnesia and Lime^l : 1, shows it to be a

true dolomite.

Another Variety of Limestone in the Pennsylvania Bank.

Yellowish grey, soft, rotten, feels rough to the touch, sandy ;
crystal-

line ; has a laminated structure. Its analysis gave :

0.57 Metallic Iron.Carbonate of Iron
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Analyses* of Pennsylvania Pipe, and Pennington Ore.

3, Devonshire Terrace, Kensington, London, AV.,

January 5th, 1871.

Dear Sir:—Herewith I beg to forward you the results of my analysis

of the two samples of ore, marked, respectively, "Pipe Ore " and "Pen-
nington Bank."
The whole of the samples were intimately pulverized together in each

case ; they contain
PIPE ORE. PENNINGTON BANK.

Silica 10.84 5.42

Peroxide of Iron 73.18 79.05

Protoxide of Iron .75

Aluminia. 2.51 1.29

Oxide of Manganese traces. .11

Carbonate of Lime 20

Carbonate of Magnesia 1.30 Magnesia. .11

Phosphoric Acid 17 .04

Combined Water 9.09 10.57

Moisture 1.81 3.55

Sulphur 05

99.80 100.14

Metallic Iron ... 51.81 55.34
" " exclusive of Water ,.58.25 64.35

Both these samples are rich iron ores, sample "Pennington Bank"
being nearly pure brown hematite. The pipe ore is a harder ore than
" Pennington Bank " ore.

I consider both samples of ore adapted for the manufacture of Besse-

Hner Pig.

Believe me to remain, yours, very faithfully,

Edw^ard Riley, F. C. S.,

Metallurgist, Analytical and Consultiny Chemist.

I

Analysis op "Pipe Ore," "Kerr & Bredin" and Pennington
Bank Ores, by Ch. Aldendorf, Sub-Director of the George-
Marien Hutte High Furnaces, March 9, 1872.

PIPE ORE. KERR & BEEDIN, PBNNIN«TOH.

Water 11.190 10.540 12.340

Insoluble Residue, %^% } • • 5.120 13.400 5.450

Oxide of Iron, F^O' 82.050 73.560 79.450

* These analysed by an English chemist of well known reputation, especially en-

trusted by Mr. Bessemer with his numerous and important analyses, are here added for

comparison.

A. P. S,—VOL. XIV. M
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Alumina, APO^
Oxide Manganese, Mn^O^
Chalk, CaO...

Magnesia, MgO..

Phos. Acid, F.OK.

Sulphuric Acid, S.O.^.

?IPE ORE.
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Gray Crystalline Stone, sou h side of road from Half Moon Run to

Hostler Bank, near the Half Moon Run.

Silicic Acid 2.71

Alumina 11

Carbonate of Iron 1.80
" "Lime 83.91

" Magnesia 11.14

Sulphate of Lime 12

Organic Matter 31

Smooth Grey Stone from north side of road near the foregoing :

Silicic Acid... 6.87

Alumina 1.35

Carbonate of Iron 75
" " Lime 86.42
" " Magnesia 4.24

Sulphate of Lime 21

Organic Matter 16

Mining Methods.

It will be seen from the above descriptions, that mining operations

have been mostly carried on in this region in an irregular and primitive

style. I requested Mr. John "VY. Harden to give me the benefit of his

large and varied experience as a mining engineer and superintendent,

both in the English and in the American collieries and iron mines, in

stating what ought to be the most economical mode of entering on and

exhausting the Nittany Valley limestone deposits. His recent success in

increasing the export of limonite from Pinegrove Furnace banks south of

Carlisle, by a judicious application of a system of regular approaches,

justifies me in placing a high value on any practical suggestions he has

to offer respecting similar deposits.

He therefore visited the Pennington, Dry Hollow, Kerr & Bredin,

Pennsylvania Furnace, and other Banks above described; and the follow-

ing extracts from his report will show that there is but one conclusion to

arrive at, and that a very simple one ; viz., that the system to be almost

universally adopted is that by open-cuts, approached from the direc-

tion of the railway, at the lowest possible levels, and worked to the

right and left, in advancing slopes, one above the other ; that the deep

rich-ores should be worked at the same time with the upper wash-ores,

or not greatly in arrear of them, so that the wash-ore thus won may pay

the expenses of uncovering the richer lower ores; and that where surface

water is scarce, bore-holes should be sunk to serve the double purpose of

exploration and water supply.

Whether additional and larger furnaces be erected in the Valley, or

whether the ores be sent by rail to the Iron Works in Eastern and
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Western Pennsylvania, in both contingencies an exploitation of ore must
be provided for, amounting annually to many hundred thousand tons

per annum.

The largest mining operation in the Valley being that of the Pennsyl-

vania Furnace, Mr. Harden takes the account book of the works at that

point for a practical basis of calculation of the cost of exploitation. It

is evident that mining conditions through the Valley are very similar.

No system of between-rock mining will be required for many years. But
exploring drifts and shafts will be necessary, and vmder-cutting where the

clays are destitute of ore and too thick to remove. Most of the -work

however must be done in open cuts of great extent, with simple

machinery for obtaining water and washing the entire mass of ore-

ground to the very bottom, or to the deep rock-ores, which can be quarried

and used without washing. Ln many cases the rock-ore, and in some

cases the clay-ore, can be followed downward between solid masses of

limestone rock ; but this must be done in connection with the open-cuts.

At the Pennington Banks there appear to be from 50 to 80 feet of

wash-oi-e and clays overlying from 8 to 16 feet of rock-ore.

At the Dry Hollow Banks there is a stripping at the surface from 5 to

15 feet deep containing but little ore ; theu wash-ore with sands and

sandy clays to a depth of 20 or 30 feet before reaching I'ock-ore.

At the Hostler Banks a top stripping of 5 feet or more, covers 50 to

60 feet of wash-ore in clay, under which lie the pipe-ores, which are re-

ported as having been in one place over 40 feet deep ; limestone layers

covering and dividing the mass. The miner who sunk the last shaft in-

formed Mr. Harden that it went down 60 feet through wash-ore, 5 feet

through solid limestone, and 7 feet in pipe-ore on one side of it, and

wash-ore on the other side ; water stopping further sinking.

At the Pennsylvania Furnace Banks, the entire mass from the surface

to the floor of the quarry is wash-ore mixed with clay and sand. The
whole of this mass has been washed. "In one place a 13 feet face of

excavation gave 3 to 4 feet of surface soil and sienna-colored sandy-wash,

the remainder below it being a sandy, whitish ochre, and sienna colored

clay, streaked and marbled with red and brown, and some, not large

lumps of ore. Scattered through the whole, in considerable quantity

in some places, are small pieces of quartz which are picked out after the

ore has passed over the trays. In another part of the diggings this quartz,

from the size of shot to lumps 3 or 4 inches thick, is scattered through

the mass.* Some masses of this quartz, of one or two cubic feet in size,

lie about the quarry.

"In a deeper part of the diggings where the face of ii-on and work

measures 45 or 50 feet, in two heights of 15 and 30 to 35 feet, now being

moved to the inclined plane for washing, the face is made up of sand and

various colored clays holding ore, all of which is washed. Limestone

appears at the bottom and pipe-ore has been found underneath it."

* Mr. Harden gives an analysis of this quartz : Water, 0.50, Silica, 96.00, Iron and

alumina, 1.76, undetermined, 1 68.
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Mr. Harden advises that the stripping of wash-ore be not carried on

far in advance of the lifting of the rock and pipe-ore at the bottom ;
be-

cause, even where tlie farming interest does not interfere, such a plan

"disturbs the equal distribution of dead work" and prevents the re-

jection of those parts of the stripping which do not pay well for washing.

Ample room ought to be got early for lifting the entire mass of rich

bottom ores.

"With a good roomy open cutting the mass of wash ore should cost no

more to move than so much ordinary excavation." "The ore-earth is

loaded into cars carrying 29^ cubic feet, led by horses to the foot of the

incline, 300 to 500 feet, whence it is lifted 37 feet on a grade of 14°, to a

level with the washers, by a 13 inch cylinder steam engine, 2 foot stroke,

a^d pair of 8 foot drums. The car load is again dragged 150 feet and

dumped into the washing troughs, in which revolve three Archimedian

screw-propeller shafts 20, 26, and 26 feet long respectively. The shafts

are of decagonial timber, 15 inches in diameter on the facets of which

are screwed cast iron blades. The ore travels 72 feet, and is dropped into

two classifying screens, the sand and mud being floated off to the settling

dam. The screens have j inch and ^V inch meshes. The ore falls on sheet

iron trays where the quartz is picked out. The washers are driven by a

16 inch cylinder engine, 54 inch stroke ; the steam being generated in

two double flue boilers 30 feet long and 40 inches in diameter. The water

arrives by an aqueduct 2000 feet long mounted on tressels arranged along

the top of the hill. It is fed by a pipe of 12 inch diameter laid up the

hill side to a vertical height of 110 feet above a double Worthington

pump with 20 inch steam and 15 inch water cylenders ; the fall of reser-

voir is 1 foot in 250. The steam boilers for the pump are also 30 feet long

by 40 inches diameter, driving also a Blake stone-crusher, used for the

flux.

The digging of the ore is said to be done by contract at half the price

of ordinary earth.

Six cubic yards of earth has been found to produce an average of one

ton of washed ore, the diggers being paid 16 cents per car-load of 29.58

cubic feet — 23.67 of solid earth. A cubic yard will therefore cost 18

i

cents and a ton of ore $1.09. The ore delivered at the furnace costing

$2, there remains 91 cents for leading, raising, washing, picking and

delivery.

But the great economy of this operation can be duly realized only by
remembering that the earth washed and ore utilized is that which under

any other circumstances would be dumped on one side as "spoil," and as

such chai-geable against the lower and better ore. " Seeing also that in so

utilizing this (otherwise) refuse just so much dead charge is removed, we
are led to anticipate a less costly production of the ore which follows it

;

a'ld we have ground for contemplating equally favorable results at other

banks, the same course being pursued."

The Furnace stands under the high bank of Spnice Creek, with its
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village occupying tlie upper slopes on both sides of the Creek, and the

farms sti-etching south and east to the foot of the mountain. It is a stack

43 feet high, 9i feet across the boshes, 48 inch tunnel, slope of boshes 68'^',

hearth 5^ feet high, 48 inches wide at top and 30 inches at the bottom, with

two cold air tuyeres, fed from blowing- tubs 6.4 long, driven by a 16 inch

cylinder engine, 4^ feet stroke. A Cameron blast 32 inch steam cylinder

and 6X5 feet blowing-tub is held in reserve. Steam is generated in three

30 feet cylinders, 43 inches in diameter, fed with Creek water by a No. 4

Cameron steam pump, with a No. 8 Earl steam pump in reserve. Another

steam-engine drives three lathes.

The uniform yield of the furnace has been 100 tons per week. It is

now changed to hotblast, by the recent erection of a Pleyer oven lTXo'X.2^

feet, with six tiers of pipes, in a building 17 X 12.

THE FOSSIL ORE BELT.

On the north-west flank of the Bald Eagle Mountain the Medina Red
Sand-stone and the Clinton Red Shales and Marls, all standing vertical

at the out-crop, (see figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, ) bring up to the surface the Upper

Soft and Lower Plird Fossil Ore Beds, long and extensively worked at

Frankstown in Blair County, 15 miles south of Tyrone City.

One or other of these out-crops may be noticed at three points marked
on the west flank of the Bald Eagle Mountain in the Large Topographi-

cal Map accompanying this report.

On a separate and smaller Map of the same Mountain, continued to the

south of Tyrone under the local name of Brush Mountain, both out-crops

may be seen in the same relative positions.

On the sheet containing this smaller Map are three geological cross

sections, two of which show the vertical attitude of the fossil ore-beds at

Tyrone City Gap, and the third their more inclined attitude at Dysarts

Mine, at the south limit of Lyon, Shorb & Co. 's lands, four miles south

of Tyrone City Gap. By the time the beds reach Frankstown they get

to be nearly horisontal. Beyond HoUidaysburg they become vertical

again, owing to the Morrison's Cove fault (which exactly simulates the

Bellefonte fault), and a^ain they die away to the horisontalon Dunnings

Creek. At Bedford they are again vertical ; and so they alternately

stand and fall through Virginia and Tennessee.

In the other direction from Tyrone City, north-eagtward, the vertical

attitude of the fossil ore-beds is pretty well maintained for forty miles
;

past Bellefonte, Lock Haven and Wilkesbarre, to Muncy, where they fold

almost horisontally around the east end of the Bald Eagle (Muncy)

Mountain.

Wherever the out-crops of the fossil ore-beds of No. V. have been ex-

amined, alonjf their out-crops to the north-east of the Tyrone neighbor-

hood, they have been found too thin to work ; at least, for cold blast
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charcoal furnace use, in the presence of the magnificent deposits of brown
hematite in the Lower Silurian Limestones (No. II).

But from the neighborhood of Tyrone City Gap southward, past

Frankstown, Holidaysburg and Bedford, they have paid well for mining,

and continiie to furnish an apparently inexhaustible fund of 30 per cent,

to 40 per cent, ore to the large coke-furnaces of Blair and Cambria
Counties.

By comparing my larger topographical Map with Mr. Lowrie's Land
Map it will be seen that the out- crops of Fossil Ore on Lyon, Shorb &
Co.'s lands range in an unbroken line from the AbnerWebb tract to the

Shippen tract, a distance of ten and a half (10^) miles, and always in an

attitude nearly or quite vertical ; failing off at the south end to 60° W.
N.W.
The geological order of the beds at Frankstown, where they are exten-

sively mined, is by careful measurement as follows :

Red Shale of No. V. (Clinton Group.)

e. Soft fossil ore, small single bed, 3 to 8 inches.

Red Shale, 100 feet.

d. Soft fossil ore-bed. \

Yellow ochre, 10 feet. [ In all 25 to 40 inches,
c. Soft fossil double ore-bed. J

Red shales and some thin sand stones, 400 feet.

Chocolate slates, 20 feet.

6. Frankstown main soft ore-bed, 14 to 16 inches.

Grey and dove colored slates, 17 feet.

Red sand stones and shales, 155 feet.

a. Hard fossil ore-bed, about 10 feet.

Red and grey sand stones of IV, to the crest of the Mountain, say 700

feet.

a. HARD FOSSIL ORE BED.

This is a layer of sand charged with peroxide of iron and full of minute
fossil shells and encrinal discs the calcareous parts of which are dissolved

away. It forms a bed of ore yielding by analysis about 30 per cent, of

iron ; and in the furnace %\ to ^\ tons of it make a ton of metal, always
cold-short, and therefore chiefly valuable when mixed in proper propor-

tions with other ores.

Prof. Persifor Frazer's analysis of specimens taken from the middle
bench in Dysart's Mine recently opened (see smaller Map), made for me
in his laboratory in the University of Pennsylvania, is as follows :

Specific gravity : 3.26.

Sesquioxide of iron 38.48 ) Metallic iron
Protoxide of iron 4.37 ) 30.34

Silica 37.99

Alumina 9.56

Lime 1.08
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Magnesia a trace.

Alkalies 2.54

Phosphoric Acid 1.48

Sulphur 0.05 (trace.)

Loss by ignition 4.50

Total 100.00

At Howard Furnace the ore was analysed, &c., some years ago and

found to contain 28 per cent, of iron.

The bed was here found standing at 80° towards the N. N. W. ard

only 22 inches thick.

In the end of the Mountain south of Tyrone City this bed has been re-

cently opened at a height of 260 feet (by barometer ) above the Juniata

River, the slope of the surface being 40°, and the pitch of the bed at the

out-crop 60^ into the mountain (S. E). But this is due to the creep of

the out-crop down hill. The body of the bed stands vertical.

There is 6^ feet of rock-ore between overlying sandy shales and under-

lying foot shales ; only the upper 22 inches of the bed in six plies is here

workable.

At Dysart's, 4 miles south of Tyrone city, a tunnel 20 feet long, 575

feet (bar.) above the level of the Juniata, strikes the bed pitching 50° to

603 (at the two headings, right and left)* towards the N. 50° W. About
six feet of ore is hei'e mined and sent to Pittsburgh, via. Tipton Station

on the Pennsylvania Railroad at the foot of the mountain opposite the

mine.

At the heading in Oct. 1873 was seen the following order of layers :

Fossil ore, at mouth of tunnel in soft rotten shale 6 inches.

Rock in tunnel 16 feet.

Hard lean fossil ore 1 " 5 inches.

Hard fossil ore 2 " 10 "

Clay parting 2 "

Hard fossil ore , 2 " "

Soft shale floor rotted into compact mud, the water bearing stratum.

In October 1873 a Pittsburgh furnace was doing good work mixing ^ of

this Tipton (Dysart) ore with ^ of a very pure ore, deficient in silica and
alumina, which deficiency the hard fossil ore supplied ; and that, without

any marked prejudice to the run of the furnace as to quantity, although

two-thirds of the Tipton ore went below 40 per cent, and one-third below

30 per cent, of iron ; the Tipton ore making good cinder, and thus re-

lieving a part of the pure ore from that duty. The quality of the pig-

metal produced after the mixture was adopted remained unchanged.

This aspect of the future utility of this lowest deposit a of the fossil

ore series of N. V. is important.

At Frankstown the bed sometimes reaches a thickness of ten feet.

* Higher up, red sandstone at the surface dips 78°.
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On the southeast flank of Tussey Mountain at R. IT. Powell's mines,

ten miles southeast of Frankstown, the same bed varies from 15 to 25

feet in thickness, and shows three well-marked benches, an upper and a

lower of sandy rock ore, and a middle bench, 5 or 6 feet thick, of soft

rich fossil ore, which is mined by the Cambria Iron Co. and transported

in large quantities ninety (90) miles by railroad via. Huntiogdon and

Tyrone city across the Alleghany Mountain to the Company's furnaces

at Johnstown in Cambria County, for mixing with coal-measure ores

(mined back of the furnaces) and high grade ores from Lake Superior

and Missouri.

This is another practical evidence of the importance of this deposit to

the pig-metal make in America.

The bed is absolutely continuous and uninterrupted. Its outcrop can

always be found at a well-defined elevation on the flank of the Upper
Silurian Mountain, and about two-thirds of the distance from the base

towards the summit. But the bed is very variable in thickness even in

distances of a few hundred yards, and ought to be opened in many places

along its run of nearly eleven miles through Lyon, Shorb & Company's

lands, before any extensive mining plant is made.

Its solid contents above water lei>el is very large. Southwest of the

Tyrone gap it contains above water level from one to three million cubic

yards of ore, according as its thickness varies from three to nine feet.

Northeast of the gap, it contains one to two millions more, allowing for

the probable general thinning of the bed in that direction ; but as ex-

perience has taught vis that sections of its outcrop are very likely to show
an exceptionally great thickness, the estimate may be indefinitely in-

creased.

Along the whole 10^ miles of outcrop it runs parallel to and within less

than a mile of first-class railways, (the Pennsylvania Railway, and the

Bald Eagle Valley Railway,) which ofier facilities for distributing it to

furnaces in northern, eastern, and western Pennsylvania. It is also

exposed on both sides of the Tyrone Gap, on the line of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, so that a main gangway a mile long can be driven in just high

enough above grade to allow of shutes on a siding.

This bed in its descent beneath the surface and water level i)robably

suffers no such change as that which the soft fossil ores (to be next

described) sufler, and it can therefore be mined hereafter to an indefinite

distance downwards by shafts and slopes. This fact adds many millions

of tons of available ore to the estimate given above.

Soft Fossil Ore Beds.

About 40 inches of this ore may be looked for along its outcrop where-

ever the deposit c, d, is in good order. Sometimes its three beds are near

enough to mine in one gallery. Oftentimes one or another of them is want-

ing. Often they lie ten, twelve or more feet asunder. The variations are

frequent and rapid. Several hundred feet beneath the triple bed c, d,

A. p. S.—VOL. xiv. N
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occurs at Frankstown bed b, so thick as to be called tJiere the main bed.

A hundred feet above the triple bed c, d, at Frankstown is still another

layer a few inches thick.

It is ioaportant to note the order in which these deposits occur to the

explorer descending the mountain side from the outcrop of the hard

fossil ore, because it is very evident, that the occasional openings made
along the range on one or other of the three principal soft fossil ore out-

crops, viz. b;—c, d;—e;—are very misleading. The Bald Eagle Moun-
tain was for many years condemned by geologists as destitute of workable

fossil ore, because the number of beds was not known ; no comparison

of localities was made ; no complete section down the mountain slope, at

any one place. Since the different beds vary in thickness constantly

and rapidly, and apparently under a law which may be rudely stated

thus : when one bed thickens it is at the expense of the others, as if there

was but a certain quantity of iron at command and sometimes one bed

would get more than its share, and sometimes another,—it follows that

the value of any tract on the mountain side can be determined only after

a thorough trial of all three (five) outcrops of soft fossil ore has been

made ; and in no instance has this been done, in the range of 10^ miles

upon the Lyon, Shorb & Co. 's lands, nor between them and Frankstown,

nor east of them.

Every road decending the west face of the mountain exposes one or

more of these outcrops ; the highest (lowest geologically) being always

50 or 60 yards below the hard fossil outcrop, where the sandstones of the

crest commence.

The red sandstones of the crest and first steep pitch of mountain side

between the crest and the hard fossil outcrop, send a multitude of frag-

ments down over the soft yellow and red shales forming the middle slope

of the mountain, and under th«se the soft fossil outcrops lie concealed.

The gentle foot-slopes of the mountain are occupied by limestones,

marls and red shales.

One of the soft fossil beds has been opened 1,300 yards northeast of

Tyrone city, as shown on the Brush Mountain map accompanying this

report, at an elevation of 370 feet above Railroad grade. A limestone

bed crops out 70 yards down the slope (above it geographically) at 320

feet above railroad grade. The ore-bed is opened by a tunnel and "is 18

inches thick," including some thin layers of ferriferous fossil limestone.

It stands " vertical," or overturned slightly so as to dip into the moun-
tain in a direction S. 48° E.

Nothing is known of the other beds.

Experience at Danville and Bloomsburg in Eastern Pennsylvania has

proved that the soft fossil ore can be extensively mined when only 16 or

18 inches thick (on a general average of the workings) as may be seen

by reference to the very important chapter written on this subject by
Prof. H. D. Rogers at page 440 and onward in the first volume of the

Final Report of the Geology of Pennsylvania. Experience at Franks-
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town lias been similar. But at these localities tlie gentle dip has its

bearing upon the economy of miaing, and perhaps upon the question of

depth to which the softening of the fossil limestone into soft fossil ore has

gone. I say perhaps, because it was Mr. Rogers' fixed opinion that the

fossil ore would not be found fit for mining operations along those runs

of outcrop where the beds stood at a steep angle, or vertical. This

opinion must be set aside, since the long horisontal gangways, at water

level, at Bedford, have yielded the soft ore in a perfect condition at a

depth of several hundred feet vertically beneath the outcrop.

It is safe therefore to expect, iu the ten or eleven miles of ore-range

to find one or more of the beds at other place, of workable thickness

and in good condition, with an average breast above water level of from

200 to 400 feet. If only 18 inches of proper ore can be got from all five

beds, along the whole 10|- miles, there exists practically 925,000 cubic

yards of the ore above water level. If the average thicknesses mined
at Frankstown extend to Tyrone city, then there exists in the four

miles of mountain side along the Pennsylvania Railway alone, and above
water level alone, 42 to 64 inches X '7,040 x 100 = 2,464,000 to 3,731,-

200, = say three millions of cubic yards of ore.*

It is not to be expected that all the beds can be mined at anyone place
;

but a million of tons of good merchantable soft fossil ore to be won from
the southwest division of the Lyon, Shorb & Co.'s lands, abone water level

cannot be an unreasonable estimate.

This ore is greatly esteemed and extensively used by all the furnaces

of Pennsylvania which can get it. as an enriching flux for leaner iron-

stones, and as a fusable mixture for refractory highgrade magnetites.

At Frankstown and elsewhere it has furnished the greater part of the

bui'den ; and at other furnaces it is mixed in large proportions with
brown hematites. It always holds lime in the condition of undissolved

fossil shells, and works kindly with the sandy rock fossil (a) of the same
(Upper Silurian) formation.

Note. March 4, 1874. Mr. Stewart has just made the important dis-

covery, by running-in horisontally a monkey-drift, west of Tyrone Sta-

tion, that four layers of soft fossil ore occur there in a space of seven

feet, measuring respectively 18, 10, 5 and 2 inches. This affords nearly

the normal quantity of 40 inches, and more than the quantity required

for profitable exploitation. It is an especially important trial work, in-

asmuch as it casts an encouraging light on the untested and hitherto

despised range of outcrop east of Tyrone. J. P. L.

* Mr. Rogers' formula of 50,000 tons of ore from each running' mile of outcrop was
based upon his then assumed maximum depth of no more than 30 yards for the soft ore

in a stratum 18 inches thick, two tons of ore going to a cubic yard.
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ON A SUPPOSED ALLOTROPIC MODIFICATION OF
PHOSPHORUS.

By Prop. Edwin J. Houston.

{Read before the American PhUosopMcal Soeisty, January 16, 1874.)

In connection with Prof. Elihu Thomson, of the Aitizan's Night
School, the author his undertaken a series of experiments, resulting, it

is believed, in the discovery of a new allotropic modification of phos-

phorus.

It is well known that when phosphorus is boiled in strong solution of

potassium hydrate, and then allowed to cool slowly, it retains its liquid

state for some time ; but that if shaken, or touched with a sharp point

it instantly solidifies.

We believe that in the cases heretofore observed, the property of

retaining the liquid state is probably owing to the admixture with the

ordinary phosphorus of an allotropic modification, having the property

of retaining its liquid state indefinitely, and that, therefore, if this

modification were obtained sufficiently pure, it would exhibit properties

strikingly distinct from the common variety. We have undertaken the

experiments, with the following results :

Good stick phosphorus is taken, and boiled for some time in strong

solatiou of potassium hydrate, and water occasionally added to replace

that lost by evaporation. Care must be exercised, by cautious stirring,

to pi-event the melted phosphorus from being carried to the surface by
bubbles of disengaged gas. After boiling for five or ten minutes, the

liquid phosphorus is carefully washed by replacing the alkaline solution

by a stream of cold water. In this way the hypo-phosphates are removed,

as well as the liquid and gaseous hydrides of phosphorus. The liquid

modification thus obtained jjossesses the following peculiarities, which

we believe entitle it to a place as one of the allotropic states of phos-

phorus :

1st. That of retaining for an apparently indefinite time its liquid con-

dition, at temperatures far below the melting-point of the ordinary

material. A carefully prepared specimen has been kept by us beneath a

water surface for the past four months. It is still in the liquid state, at

the time of making this communication and seems to proinise to keep

this state for an indefinite time. To make the retention of its liquidity

still more striking, it maybe remarked that the room in which the speci-

men is presei-ved has been for several weeks without a fire, the tempera-

ture probably reaching 40° F., a point far below the melting-point of

ordinary phosphorus. The specimen in question was poured into a. small

test tube, and covered with about an inch of water. The test tube was
then hung by a string in a place where it was secure from sudden jars or

shaking. We have every reason for believing that this specimen, in

common with numerous others experimented upon, will instantly solidify

upon being touched.

A specimen of the liquid modification was placed beneath a water

surface, and exposed to artificial cold produced by the evaporation of
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ether. It solidified at about 38° F. With larji^er specimens and under

more favorable conditions, the reduction may possibly be carried still

further.

2d. Another peculiarity of the liquid modification is that of its non-

oxidation when exposed to direct contact of air.

3d. As a result of this last mentioned property, the Tquid does not

shine in the dark. Ordinary and liquid phosphorus were exposed under

the same circumstances to the air in a dark room. The common variety

emitted the well known light, the other was entirely non-luminous.

There result apparently two distinct varieties of solid phosphorus from

the solidification of the liquid modification. One is tough and waxy, like

the ordinary material, the other is quite brittle and crystalline. We have

noticed that in all cases well prepared specimens of the liquid produced

on solidification the second variety, while poor or indifferent ones the

first. We, therefore, regard that from which the second is produced as

the true liquid modification.

The brittle crystalline solid thus produced conports itself somewhat

differently from the ordinary variety. It oxidizes rapidly in the air, and

raises its temperature so rapidly as to melt down into a liquid state, in

which it is very easily inflammable.

In order to test whether the liquid modification underwent any change

of volume at the moment of solidification, the following experiment was

made : A small specimen was placed in a test tube, a,nd covered with

water. A stout glass tube, having one ead drawn out into a capillarj^,

was inserted into a cork, and tightly placed in the tube. The whole

apparatus was then filled with water to within an inch of the top of the

cipillary. No appreciable change of volume could be detected at the

moment of solidification, though it is possible that the dimioution of

bulk consequent on the passage from the liquid to the solid state, was

exactly neutralized by the expansion produced through the heat developed

by solidification.

To test whether the temperature of the boiling point had any effect in

producing the liquid modification, stick phosphorus was boiled in a con-

centrated solution of zinc chloride. The result was a variety which with

difiiculty retained its liquidity, and on cooling, exhibited the waxy texture

of the ordinary material. A high boiling point cannot, therefore, be the

cause of the change.

Experiments were also made to ascertain whether the new modifica-

tion were some compound of phosphorus with hydrogen. The result

seemed to show this not to be the case. It may be mentioned incident-

ally, that during the conduct of some of these experiments a fact not

generally known wa^ observed. In a bulb blown in the middle of a glass

tube small pieces of stick phosphorus were placed, and the ends of the

tube were drawn out. One of these was placed in connection with a small

hydrogen gasoaeter, and the phosphorus in the bulb melted by cautiously

applied heat. Combination of course ensued, and there escaped from the

free end of the tube a spontaneously inflammable hydride, whose tempera-
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ture was so low as to render it incapable of igniting tlie free hydrogen

issuing with it. After a lew moments' heating, the tube was hermetically

sealed. A liquid phosphorus was produced differing markedly from that

obtained by boiling with caustic potash. It was very mobile, of a clear

amber color, and on solidifying, assumed the tough, waxy state.

The physical peculiarities exhibited by the modification which we have

studied seem fairly to entitle it to a place as one of the allotropic condi-

tions of phosphorus. Indeed, they are much more strongly marked than

those upon which the elastic variety of sulphur are based.

ABSTRACT OF THE REMARKS OF PROF. COPE AT THE
MEETING OF THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL

SOCIETY, JANUARY 16, 1874.

An analysis of the osteotology of the extinct ruminant Poebrotlierium

(Leidy), from the Miocene of the Western territories, determines some

interesting relations to the living and extinct members of the order. The

cervical vertebrae indicate aflfinity to the Gamelidce, and there is nothing

in the remainder of the structure to contradict such relation. The separa-

tion of the OS trapezoides is found in the camels, and very few others only

among Ruminantia, but in the presence of the trapezium, Po'ebrotheriuin

shows relationships to more ancient types, as Anoplotheriidce', &c. The
reduction of the digits to two, and the separation of the metacarpals,

point in the same direction ; indeed, the number of carpals and meta-

carpals is precisely as in Xiphodon. But the mutual relations of these

bones are quite different from what exists in that genus, and is rather

that of the Gamelidoi and other Ruminants, or what Kowalevsky has

called tlie " adaptive type." This author has seen in the genus Gelocus,

Aym., from the lowest Miocene or upper Eocene the ancestor of a number
of the types of the order, but among these he does not include the Game-

lidce. The present genus is a more generalized type than Gelocus, in its

separate trapezoid and distinct metacarpals, and represents an early stage

in the developmental history of that genus. It also presents affinity to

an earlier type than the TraguUdce, which sometimes have the divided

metacarpals, but the trapezoides and magnum co-ossified. In fact, Po'e-

brotherium as direct ancestor of the camels, indicates that the existing

Ruminantia were derived from three lines, represented by the genera

Gelocus for the typical forms, Poebrotlierium for the camels, and Ilyae-

moscJius for the Tragulidm. The first of these genera cannot have been

derived from the second, on account of the cameloid cervical vertebrae of

the latter, and all three must be traced to the source whence wei'e derived

also the AnoploiheriidcB, perhaps the little known DicJiodontidce,

The two distinct metacarpals, separate trapezium and trapezoides,

cameloid cervical vertebrae, and dentition characterize this type as a

peculiar family, which may be called Poebrother iidcn. The genus from

which it takes its name was originally referred by Leidy to the Gamelidoi.

The genera Hypertragulus, Cope ; Leptomeryx, Leidy ; and Hypisodus

Cope, are probably TraguUdcB.
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OKIGIN OF ATTRACTIVE FORCE.

By Prof. Pliny Eakle Chase.

{Read before the American PhilosopJiical Society, February QtJi, 1874.)

The theoretical cycles and epicycles of Ptolemy and his predecessors,

the vortices of Descartes, the sether of Newton, were all suggested by an

instinctive search for some simple primitive form or cause of motion.

Gravitation is supposed to act under uniform laws in all parts of the

universe, and many attempts have been made to refer it to some form of

sethereal undulation. Its proportionality, directly to the mass and in-

versely to the square of the distance, maybe readily accounted for on
the hypothesis that it is the resultant of infinitesimal impulses, moving
with a uniform velocity.

Prof. Stephen Alexander has supposed that the Star System, of which
our Sun is a member, is a spiral with several branches. The logarithmic

parabola between a Centauri and the Sun, which I have pointed

out as controlling the positions of the planets,* confirms this hypothesis,

and also furnishes evidence of a material, elastic, slightly compressible

Esther.

In the spherical undulatious of such an aether, propagated like the

waves of light, the perimetral disturbance must be r times as great as

the synchronous diametral disturbance.

Under the action of central forces, in consequence of the synchronism

in all orbits of the same major axis :—
1. A body would describe a circular orbit in the same time that it would

oscillate through the centre, over a space equivalent to two diameters.

The velocity of the circular oscillation would therefore be ^ of the mean

velocity of the radial oscillation.

2. A body would oscillate from a circumference to the centre and re-
3

turn, in {^)^ of the time of orbital revolution.

3. A body would oscillate through a diameter and return in (|^)"-' of

the time of orbital revolution, or in the time which would be required

for revolution through the same orbit, with the velocity acquired by in -

finite impulsion to the circumference.

4. If the velocity of orbital approach to a focus of central force is so

retarded, by collisions or otherwise, as to change the orbit from a para-

bola to a circle, the velocity of the circular oscillation will be ~ of the

mean velocity of the retarded radial oscillation.

Let us suppose that the planetary groupings, as well as the velocities

of planetary revolution, solar and planetary rotation, and solar motion in

space, are all resultants of successive infinitesimal impulses, moving with
a uniform velocity, and propagated through the medium of a universal

aether.

*Proc. A. P. S., Sept. 20, 1872.
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If, in consequence of points of inertia, centripetal undulations are es-

tablished, resulting in a motion of ajthereal particles around the centres

of inertia, and an accompanying impulsion of denser particles towards

the centres, the mean velocity of the circular motion would be one-half

as great as that of the originating impulse, and ^ as great as the mean

velocity of centripetal impulsion.

If a homogeneous rotating globe were aggregated under such centri-

petal imj)ulsion, the angular orbital velocities of all the particles of the

globe would be equally retarded. Rotation is, therefore, merely retarded

revolution, and in endeavoring to trace them both to their source, we
should compare them at the point of equality.

"We know that the hypothetical universal medium is susceptible of

undulations, which are propagated with the velocity of light. Therefore

let—

V ''' =^ velocity of light, ^ 2 X hypothetical mean velocity of sethereal

primary rotation, the velocity communicable by the infinitesi-

mal impulses varying between and Y^.

^J ^ 2 V^_ _- X --_ mean velocity of a perpetual radial oscillation, syn-
TT 71-2

chronous with a circular orbital oscillation having a velocity

= 1^

y =: ~ r= velocity of planetary revolution at the Sun's equator, under

the volume due to internal work.

_!, = velocity of solar equatorial rotation, under the volume due
^ = -n'

to internal work, = mean velocity of an oscillation through

Jupiter's radius vector synchronous with Jupiter's revolution

around the Sun ; Sun and Jupiter being regarded as constitu-

ting a binary Star.

y/// __ 4Y// :^ mean velocity of a perpetual I'adial, or infinitely eccen-

tric oscillation, synchronous with the revolution of the binary

Star around its centre of gravity (374335329 seconds) = mean
velocity of the binary Star in space.

T',T" = time of revolution, rotation, for V, V".

t', t" = " " " Earth.

^', T-'/ z= " " *' Jupiter.

o "y-^ 2V 2V
, ; __.. =^ equatorial g, at Sun, Earth, Jupiter.

T" t" t"
V

^ = ratio of the integral of infinitesimal impulses during revolution in

a circular orbit, tt'"^, to the integral of similar impulses during

fall from circumference to centre of same orbit.
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_6

^^ = Neptune's mean heliocentric distance, in units of Earth's mean

distance.

jj = Saturn's mean distance.

'^^ = Asteroidal mean distance, or twice the mean distance of Mars.

^j = Earth's secular mean perihelion distance.

^V = Mercury's " " "

J J = Major axis of Sun's orbit about centre of gravity of binary Star.

j^ = Heliocentric distance of linear centre of oscillation of secular mean

perihelion centre of gravity of the binary Star.

The ritio of Y' to V" was determined by supposing Sun's radius to

vary from r to n'^r. In such case, V oc j^] Y" cc ~ 2.

In the following table, A represents the theoretical values of T" and

V" = -^-^^- \ ; C,

the observed values. For T", C is the mean of the six several estimates

by Bianchi and Laugier, Lelambre, Petersen, Sporer, Carrington, and

Faye. The Sun's annual motion is given in units of Earth's radius

vector, C being Struve's estimate. For V, A, B, C, are respectively

deduced from g at Sun, Earth, Jupiter.

A B. C
T" 2203645 sec. 2163907 sec. 2162802 sec.

y 265.66 mi. . 261.79 mi. 261.56 mi.

4V"X 1 yr 1.678 r.v. 1.754 r.v. 1.623 r.v.

The slight discrepancies in these values seem to be attributable to the

mean orbital eccentricity of the binary Star, but they are all within the

limits of uncertainty of observation. The heliocentric distance of the

mean perihelion centre of gravity of the binary Star, is 1.0188 X solar

radius ; Jupiter's mean orbital eccentricity is .04316.

The correspendence betweea the theoretical and observed values of the

~ series is given below, in units of Sun's radius. It is specially notice-

able that the series groups the principal planets into pairs. The values

of the secular mean apsides are taken from Stockwell's " Memoir on the

secular variations of the orbits of the eight principal planets."

Theoretical. Observed.

Neptune, mean 6450.776 6453.731

Saturn " 2053.346 2049.514

Asteroid " 653.600 654.760

Earth, perihelion 208.048 207.583

Mercury, " 66.224 68.483

Sun, major axis 2.136 * 2.132

Primary centre oscillation .679 .679

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. o
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ON THE LATENT HEAT OF EXPANSION IN CONNECTION
WITH THE LUMINOSITY OF METEORS, ETC.

By B. V. Marsh.

{Bead before tlie American Philosophical Society, March 6, 1874.)

Ill 18G3, in a paper published in Silliman's Journal (vol. xxvi. p 92),

I attempted to show that the luminosity of meteors is probably due to

the effects of latent heat.

An abstract of my results was made by the "Luminous Meteor" Com-
mittee of the British Association, and published in 1864 with their

report. The paper was also favorably referred to by Haidinger ;* but

it evidently has not been accepted as furnishing a satisfactory solution

of the problem.

My explanation was based upon the assumption that when air is heated

"under a constant pressure," the heat required to produce a given

elevation of temperature, in excess of that required to produce the same
change of temperature "under a constant volume," remains latent in the

expanded air. But according to the dynamical theory of heat, the most
of this excess is employed in lifting tlie weight of the atmosphere ; a

glance, however, at the tabular statement in my paper, shows that a very

-small fraction only of this excess is actually required to produce all the

effects which I attributed to it. Hence, although "latent heat of

expansion" seems to be generally ignored, I have always—in view of

the remarkable correspondence of the observed phenomena with what
might be expected to occur, supposing my explanation to be correct

—

; felt an assurance that it must have some foundation in truth. The fire-

balls of December 24th and January 2d having prompted me to re-examine

the question, I find this impression strongly confirmed, and therefore

venture again to call attention to the subject, hoping to make it appear

probable, not only that "latent heat of expansion" is a reality, but that

. it plays a leading part in all the luminous phenomena of the upper

. regions of the atmosphere.

Tyndall, in his treatise on "Heat as a Mode of Motion" (New York,

-* M«moire sur les relations qui existent entre les etoiles fllantes, les bolides, et les

essaims des m^t^orites
; par M. Haidinger, Associ(5 de rAcad(5mic— Bulletins da

1'A.cadeinie Royale de Bruxelles, 2e series, T. XVIL, 1884. p. 133 "M. Quetelet, dam
son important ouvrage sur \si Physique du GZo6e, publi(3 en 1861 (p. 5), d(5signe ces

couches par les noms cfatmosphere mobile ou dynamique, et d^atmosphere immobile

ou stable.
,
Les considerations publie^s par M. Benjamin V. Marsh dans le journal

americain du Professeui* Silliman ont grande importance relativement a I'existance de

deux couches atmospheriques de nature difT^rente."
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1863, p. 83), says : "Let C be a cylindrical vessel, with a base one square
foot in area. Let P P mark the upper surface of
a cubic foot of air at a temperature of 32° P,

The height A P will then be a foot. Let the air

be heated till the volume is doubled. To effect

this it must, as before explained, be raised 490° F,

in temperature, and, when expanded, its upper
surface will stand at pi P^, one foot above its

initial position. But in rising from P P to Pi F\
it has forced back the atmosphere, which exerts

a pressure of 15 lbs. on every square inch of its

upper surface ; in other words, it has lifted a

weight of 144 X 15 = 3,160 lbs. to a height of

one foot.

The capacity for heat of the air thus expanding
is 0.24 ; water being unity. The weight of our
cubic foot of air is 1:29 oz., hence the quantity

of heat required to raise 1.29 oz. of air 490° F.

would raise a little less than one fourth of that

weight of water 490°. The exact quantity of

water equivalent to our 1-29 oz. of air is 1.29 X
0.24 = 0.31 oz. But 0.31 oz. of water heated to
490O is equal to 152 oz., or 9^ lbs heated 1°.

Thus the heat imparted to our cubic foot of air,

in order to double its volume and enable it to lift a weight of 2,160 lbs.

one foot high, would be competent to raise 9^ lbs. of water one degree in

temperature.

The air has been heated itnder a constant pressure, and we have learned
that the quantity of heat necessary to raise the temperature of a gas
under constant pressure a certain number of degrees, is to that required to

raise the gas to the same temperatui-e loJien its volitme is kept constant,

in proportion of 1.42 :1; hence we have the statement 1.42 : 1=9.5 lbs. : 6.7

lbs., which shows that the quantity of heat necessary to augment the

temperature of one cubic foot of air, at a constant volume, 490°, would
heat 6.7 lbs. of water one degree.

Deducting 6.7 lbs. from 9.5 lbs., we find that the excess of beat im-
parted to the air, in the case when it is permitted to expand, is com-
petent to raise 2.8 lbs. of water one degree in temperature.

As explained already, this excess is employed to lift the weight of

2,160 lbs. one foot high. Dividing 2,160 lbs. by 2.8, we find that a
quantity of heat sufficient to raise one pound of water one degree F. in

temperature, is competent to raise a weight of 771.4 lbs. a foo£ high.

This method of calculating the mechanical equivalent of heat was
followed by Dr. Mayer, a physician of Heilbron, Germany, in the spring
of 1842."

Now, since equal additions of heatmake equal additions of volume, this
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process of heating and expanding might be continued indefinitely, with

like results. That is to say, P^ P^, P^ &c., being at intervals of one

foot, the upper surface of the air will stand at P^ when the temperature

has risen twice 490°
; at P^ when it has risen three times 490° F., and so

on ; one volume being added for each rise of 490° in temperature, and

the expenditure of heat being the same for each.

If we take for our unit, the heat required to raise the temperature of

one volume of air 1° under constant volume, the total expenditure of

heat whilst one volume is added to the bulk, will be 490OXl-4=686O; and

the heat expended, in excess of that required to produce the elevation of

temperature alone, will be 686°—490O=196o.

This expenditure has enabled the air to accomplish two results ; to lift

2160 lbs. one foot high, and to fill an additi>nal volume. Pro^ Tyndall

assumes that the space-filling was accomplished without the expenditure

of any force whatever, and that the whole 196° were employed in lifting

the weight. But, inasmuch as this may be considered an open question,

we will take x to represent the heat, if any, employed in producing and

maintaining the change of bulk ; that is to say, the "latent heat of ex-

pansion ;" and proceed to consider what must be the relation of latent

heat to volume, independently of any particular value of x.

Since both the expenditure of heat, and the weight lifted, are precisely

the same, during the addition of each volume, the remainder,— repre-

sented by x—must also be the same. Hence, when one volume has ex-

panded so as to fill

2 vols.—these contain x degrees of latent heat, the No. in each being |x

3 " " 2x " " " " fx

4 " " 3x " " " ** |x

100 " " 99x " " " " xViyX

and so on.

Whence it appears that the less the density of the air, the greater will

be the amount of latent heat, in a given volume ; although, for air of

considerable rarity, the change is so slight that the latent heat per

volume may be considered as sensibly constant. We have treated only

of the heat rendered latent during the expansion of air of standard

density, which must already contain latent heat. If, however, we start

from the liquid condition of air, a similar train of reasoning leads to the

conclusion, that the total amount of latent heat per volume is absolutely

the same for air of all densities. It must also be the same for all tempera-

tures. For if, when the surface of the air is at P^ we suppose the top of

the vessel to be prevented from moving, and the whole to be cooled down

until the temperature of the air returns to 32°—the specific heat under

constant volume being the same for all temperatures—the heat given out

during each degree of cooling will be the same ; bf ing exactly equal to

that which, under constant volume, would be required to raise the tem-

perature one degree. Consequently, the latent heat must remain un-
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changed during the process. In other words, the latent heat is inde-

pendent of temperature, and is therefore the same per volume for air of

any given density, whatever may be its temperature or previous history.

Hence, as this heat reijresents the force which is employed in main-

taining the volume of the air, and as its amount depends upon the volume
alone, it may perhaps more properly be termed the "latent heat of

volume"—or briefly, the "volume lieaV of air.

It is evident that we may readily determine, in terms of x, the amount
of latent heat (in excess of that rendered latent between the liquid condi-

tion and the standard pressure) contained in a given volume, or in a given

weight, of the atmosphere at any height. The known law of variation of

density is such that at the height of 3.43 miles the density is half that

at the level of the sea.—at twice that height, \—at three times, §-, and so

on—the density diminishing in a geometric, as the height increases in an

arithmetic ratio. Whence we see that one volume at sea-level, at the

height of

3.43 miles becomes 2 vols.—containing x deg. of latent heat the No.

in each vol, being Jx
6.86 " 4 " " 3x " " " fx

10.29 " 8 " " 7x " " " |x

34.30 " 1024 " " 1023x " " " \%\\yi

68.60 " 1,048,576 " l,048,575x "
J'SJwe^

and so on.

The volume, and consequently the latent heat, of a given weight of air

being doubled by each addition of 3.43 miles to the height, it is evident

that each molecule of air, near the upper limits of the atmosphere, has,

associated with it, an enormous amount of latent heat. But this need

not excite great surprise : for when we consider that ^ of a grain of air at

the surface of the earth occupies only one cubic inch, whilst at the height

of one hundred miles the same occupies one thousand millions of cubic

inches, every part filled completely and equably, each molecule being held

in its place; at a certain definite distance from its fellows, we cannot

doubt that it has abundant use for all its stores of energy, in constructing

and maintaining the framework of this vast edifice ; unless, indeed, we
conclude that space-filling is a kind of work which—unlike every other

—

does itself.

We may form some idea of the value of x, by comparing the heat ex-

pended with the work done, in the experiment already quoted from Tyn-

dall. He shows that the expediture of heat, in excess of that required

to raise the temperature under constant volume, is competent to raise 1°

the temperature of 2.8 lbs. of water. If we take 772 foot-pounds as the

mechanical equivalent, the same would be competent to raise 2.8 X 772

= 2161.6 lbs. one foot high, showing an excess of 1.6 lbs. over the weight

actually lifted. The amount of heat applicable to the work of expan-

sion or space-filling, for this value of the equivalent, is therefore very
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small. But there is some evidence in favor of a larger value of Joule's

equivalent, and, consequently, in favor of a larger value of x.

In his final paper,* Joule announces the following results from his

experiments

:

From 1st Series, consisting of 40 experiments from friction of

water, vaAue of equivalent. 772.692

"2 " " 20 "mercury " 772,814
" -8 " " 30 " " " 775.352

" 4 " *' 10 "cast-iron " 77G.045

" 5 " " 10 " " " 773.930

Whence we see that the mean result from the whole 110 ex-

periments was 773.857

Joule adds, "I consider that 772.692, the equivalent derived from the

friction of water, is the most correct, both on account of the number of

experiments tried, and the great capacity of the apparatus for heat ; and

since, even in the friction of fluids, it was impossible entirely to

avoid vibration, and the production of a slight sound, it is probable that

the above number is slightly in excess ;" and he concludes by adopting

772 as the most probable value.

Now, inasmuch as, in the case of cast-iron, he had made an experimental

determination of the heat expended in the production of sound, and had

allowed for it ; and since no further explanation is given, we must look

upon his final conclusion as based upon the 40 experiments with water

alone ; the fractional part being rejected in consideration of probable

loss from the noise produced in that series of experiments.

Although Joule thus ignored nearly two-thirds of a series of experi-

ments, all of which had been conducted with equal care, and each of which

would therefore seem to be entitled to some weight, he placed their results

upon record ; and we may certainly be permitted to inquire what conse-

quences would have followed the adoption of the purely experimental

value which the whole series indicated—773.857.

Adopting this as the mechanical equivalent of heat, we find the force

competent to lift 2.8 X 773.857 = 2166.8 lbs. one foot. But the weight

actually lifted was 2160.0 lbs. one foot. Hence, a force competent to lift

6.8 lbs. one foot has become latent, having been employed in producing

and maintaining the expansion ; but, inasmuch as the quantity of heat

necessary to augment the temperature of one cubic foot of air (weighiug

1.29 oz.) at a constant volume, 490°, would heat 6.7 lbs. of water 1°, it

would be competent to lift 6.7 X 773.857 = 5184.8 lbs. one foot high
;

whence we have the statement

:

Foot-pounds. Foot-pounds.

as 5184.8 : 6.8 : :
490O

: 0.642° = x, showing that

sufficient heat was rendered latent, to raise the temperature of the whole

mass of air (1.29 oz.) at a constant volume, 0.642 degrees.

» Philosophical Transactions 1850.
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Owing to the uncertainty as to the exact ratio of the two specific heats

of airj and as to the exact value of the mechanical equivalent of heat,

an accurate determination of the value of x cannot yet be reached ; but

since the above value is based upon the complete series of experiments

made by Joule in 1849, it must be entitled to consideration as a fiist ap-

proximation, and may be used to illustrate the action of latent heat in

the production of luminous phenomena.

But we are here met by the assertion of several standard writers, that

the existence of latent heat of expansion was positively disproved by a

certain experiment performed by Joule, who announced in the Philos-

ophical Magazine for May, 1845, that "no change of temperature occurs

when air is allowed to expand in such a manner as not to develop me-
chanical power."

Although the interpretation thus put upon Joule's words seems to be

perfectly natural and legitimate, an examination of the memoir in

which he describes his experiments, and announces this conclusion, seems

to show that he did not intend them to be so interpreted.

Prof. Balfour Stewart, in his " Treatise on Heat " (1871, p. 317) says :

"Many familiar experiments show that when a gas is suddenly com-
pressed, there is a production of heat, and that when suddenly exi:»anded

there is an absorption of heat.

Seguin and Mayer had already suggested the use of gases and vapors

for the purpose of determining the mechanical equivalent of heat ; and

air, the substance chosen by Mayer, was no doubt very good for such a

purpose ; nevertheless, the suggestions of these philosophers do not seem
to have been accompanied with a clear appreciation of all the data

necessary to a complete proof.

Joule, however, in his experiments, supplied what was wanting in

order to derive a good determination of the mechanical equivalent of heat

from the known gaseous laws. By compressing air forcibly into a re-

ceiver surrounded by water he found that the water was considerably

heated. It is not, however, correct to infer without further experiment

that the amount of heat produced in this case is the exact equivalent of

the energy expended in compressing the air. A familiar instance will

make this clear. By a blow of a hammer upon a small quantity of fulmi-

nating mercury, it is exploded, and produces a consideiable amount of

heated gas, but we are not at liberty to suppose that all the heat thus

developed is merely the mechanical equivalent of the energy of the blow,

as will be evident by supposing such an extreme case as a ton of fulmina-

ting powder.

Evidently the substance is in a different molecular condition at the end

of the experiment and at the beginning, audit may be supposed with

much truth that the heat produced is nearly all due to the conversion

into a kinetic form of a certain potential energy present in the compound

.

Now in the experiment above described, in which air is compressed, the

air is evidently in a different molecular condition after compression, for
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the particles are much nearer together. The first thing, therefore, is to

determine how much, if any, of the heat produced may be due to this

change of the molecular condition of the air, and how much to the work

expended in compressing the air.

The following very ingenious experiment performed by Joule is con-

clusive in showing that the mere change of distance of the molecules

of a permanent gas neither produces nor absorbs heat to an apprecia-

ble extent. In the figure, we have two strong vessels, of which A
contains compressed air, say under the pressure of 20 atmospheres ; B,

on the other hand, is a vacuum. The two vessels are connected with each

other by a tube having a stop-cock, which we may suppose to be shuk
The whole apparatus is plunged into a vessel of water. After the tem-

perature of the water has been very accurately ascertained, open the

stop-cock, and thus allow both vessels to have the same pressure.

When the experiment is finished it will be found that there is no change

in the temperature of the water. The prevalent idea is that when air

expands it becomes colder, and that when condensed it becomes hotter
;

but Joule, by this experiment, has shown that no appreciable change of

temperature occurs when air is allowed to expand in such a manner as

not to develop mechanical power."

Prof. Tyndall (" Heat considered as a Mode of Motion"—1863, p. 88,) in

introducing this experiment, says :
" Is it not possible to allow a gas to

expand, without performing work? This question is answered by the

following important experiment, which was first made by Gay-Lussac,"

and, after describing it, he says "We are taught by this experiment that

mere rarefaction is not of itself sufficient to produce a lowering of the

mean temperature of a mass of air. It was, and is still, a current notion,

that the mere expansion of a gas produced refrigeration, no matter how
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that expansion was effected. The coldness of the higher atmospheric

regions was accounted for by reference to the expansion of the air. It

was thought that what we have called the "capacity for heat" was

greater in the case of rarefied than of unrarefied gas. But the refrigera-

tion which accompanies expansion is, in reality, due to the consumption

of heat in the performance of work by the expanding gas. Where no

work is performed there is no absolute refrigeration."

A sufficient answer to both these would seem to be found in the fact

that the " vacuum " spoken of is stated by Joule to have been obtained

by means of an air pump ; whence it appears that both vessels \feve filled

with air ; that in the exhausted receiver having already, during the pro-

cess of exhaustion, absorbed and rendered latent, all the heat necessary

for its expansion ; and since we have already seen that the amount of

latent heat in a given volume of air is almost entirely independent of

density, we have no reason to look for any loss or gain of latent heat by

the operation. The mixing of the two is quite as much a process of con-

densation as of rarefaction ; in one receiver the air in expanding absoi'bs

heat, whilst in the other the air being compressed gives out the heat which

it had absorbed during the process of exhaustion—the two effects counter-

balancing each other. The air, as a whole, just tilled the two receivers

at the beginning of the experiment, and it filled the same at the end
;

so that the effects of expansion and of condensation were completely

eliminated : even more so than those of mechanical power, which Joule

had especially in view when contriving this experiment.

Whilst the above seems to show that this experiment ^Droved nothing

as to the existence or non-existence of latent heat of expansion, any one

who will read Joule's paper will probably be convinced that he never in-

tended to claim that it did. He makes no allusion to any such question
;

and the limit which he gives of the sensitiveness of his thermometer

shows that an amount of heat seventy-five times as great as that which

could be expected to be rendered latent by doubling the volume of only

two quarts of air, of any density, would be required to produce any

appreciable change in the temperature of the 16^ lbs. of water through

which, he tells us, it was distributed. He was dealing with mechanical

power, and took care to have it in quantities large enough to be traced
;

his aim seeming to be, to solve the general question of their convertibility

into heat, rather than to determine whether the results might, or might

not, have been modified in some degree, by latent heat or other disturbing

cause

.

These considerations seem to justify us in concluding that the question

of the existence of "latent heat of expansion" has not been experiment-

ally decided in the negative, and that we may therefore proceed to

inquire into its applicability to the explanation of meteoric phenomena,*

* When this paper was read, I was not aware of the language of Joule himself on this

subject. Part II. of the article " On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion," by J. P.

.Toule and Prof W. Thomson, (Transactions of the Roj'al Society, 1854, vol. 144 p. 337)

speaking of the " Relations between the Heat evolved and the Work spent In Compressing
A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. F
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using the above value of x. But, the kiminosity of meteors is usually

attributed to atmospheric resistance. Kirkwoocl, in his Meteoric Astro-

nomy (Philadelphia, 1867, p. 81), says: "Several hundred detonating

meteors have been observed, and their average height at the instant of

their first appearance has been found to exceed 90 miles. The great

meteor of February 3d, 1856, seen at Brussels, Geneva, Paris, and else-

where, was 150 miles high when first seen, and a few apparently well

authenticated instances are known of a still greater elevation. We con-

clude, therefore, from the evidence afforded by meteoric phenomena,

that the height of the atmosphere is certainly not less than 200 miles.

It might be supposed, however, that the resistance of the air at such

altitudes would not develop a sufficient amount of heat to give meteorites

their brilliant appearance. This question has been discussed by Joule,

Thomson, Haidinger, and Reichenbach, and may now be regarded as

definitively settled. When the velocity of a meteorite is known, the

quantity of heat produced by its motion through air of a given density

is readily determined. The temperature acqviired is the equivalent of the

force with which the atmospheric molecules are met by the moving body.

This is about one degree F. for a velocity of 100 feet per second, and it

varies directly as the square of the velocity. A velocity, therefore, of

30 miles in a second would produce a temperature of 2,500,000°. The
weight of 5,280 cubic feet of air at the earth's surface is about 2,830,000

grains. This, consequently, is the weight of a column one mile in length,

and whose base or cross section is one square foot. The weight of a

eolumn of the same dimensions at a height of 140 miles would be about

a G-as kept at a constant temperature," says, ' This relation is not a relation of simple

mechanical equivalence, as was supposed by Mayer. * * * The first attempt to determine

the relation in quesiion for the case of air established an approximate equivalence with-

out deciding how close it might be, or the direction of the discrepancy, if any. Thus ex-

periments "On the Changes of temperature produced by the Rarefaction and Condensa-

tion of Air," (Philosophical Magazine, May, 1845, showed an approximate agreement
between the heat evolved by compressing air into a strong copper vessel under water,

and the heat generated by an equal expenditure of work in stirring a liquid ; and again

conversely an approximate compensation of the cold of expansion when air in expanding

spent all its work in stirring its own mass, by rushing through the narrow passage of a

slightly opened stop-cock."

Whilst this language fully confirms my interpretation of Joule's experiment, the

inference drawn by the authors from their subsequent experiments upon air forced

through a " porous plug," composed of compressed cotton-wool or silk, is incompatible

with the theory which I have advanced. They showed that when air was forced through

such a plug, its temperature was lowered ; and that the cooling effect was in proportion

to the difference in the pressure of the air, on the two sides of the plug. For reasons

previously stated by Prof. Thomson, (Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

vol. XX., 1851) they assumed that this cooling effect represented the amount of heat

rendered latent by expansion ; and hence concluded that this, also, varied directly as

the difterence of pressure.

It is, however, by no means self-evident, that the mechanical energy of the condensed

air would be exactly balanced—neither more nor less—by the work done in overcoming

the friction of the plug, and thus completely isolate the effects of latent heat of expan-

sion This being only a theoretical deduction, cught not to have the weight of a direct

result from experiment. Hence, perhaps, the omission of Tyndall and of Stewart to

allude to it. If standard writers thus fail to recognize it aa conclusive, we may fair'y

consider the subject as still open to discussion.
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soTjVuitli of a grain. Hence, the heat acquired by a meteoric mass whose
cross section is one square foot, in moving one mile, wovild be one grain

raised 7i degrees, or one-fifth of a grain 2,500° in 70 miles. This

temperature would undoubtedly be suificient to render meteoric bodies

brilliantly luminous,"

The above is a very clear statement of the resistance theory, which is

the only one which seems to have met with general acceptance. But
when we consider that the heat resulting from the collision of the atmos-

pheric molecules with the surface of the meteorite, being developed at

that surface, must be to a great extent absorbed by the meteorite ; and
that, in the case supposed above, a body more than one foot in diameter

had to travel seventy miles, to develop heat competent to raise one-fifth

of a grain to a temperature less than that of melting iron, we must con-

clude that, at the height of 140 miles, the resistance theory utterly fails

to account for any luminosity whatever.

In order to give some definite form to the discussion of the compara-

tive effects of resistance and of latent heat in the production of meteoric

luminosity, let us, with Kirkwood, suppose a globular meteor of one

square foot section to enter the atmosphere with a velocity of thirty

miles per second.

In traveling one mile, it will sweep a cylindrical space one mile long

containing 5280 cubic feet, all the air in which will be compressed to a

density at least as great as that of air at the surface of the earth, and be

carried forward in front of the meteor. When in approaching the earth

denser strata are reached, some portion of the air will of course be

merely pushed aside and left behind, the air piled up in a conical mass in

front of the meteor, dividing the atmosphere, just as the sharp bow of a

vessel divides the water and thus diminishes the resistance ; but at great

heights, if the velocity be great, this effect may be neglected.

Heat will be develoijed at the forward surface of the meteor, firstly—
from the resistance of the air, which converts into heat a portion of the ki-

netic energy or motive power of the meteor ; its amount, at any given velo-

city, depending upon the weiglit of the air met ; secondly—from the release

of latent heat, the amount of which depends only on the hulk of the air met.

The mere mention of the fact that the heating power of "resistance''

depends upon the weight ; and that of "latent heat" upon the bulk of

the air encountered, shows the great advantage which the latter has at

extreme heights. "Latent heat" is at its maximum at the extreme
upper limit of the atmosphere, where there is no appreciable weight of

air to absorb the heat developed at the surface of the meteor. Its whole
energies are therefore expended on the meteor, the surface layer of which
may be so heated as to cause it to burst out in full splendor very soon

after entering the atmosphere, and at a height where the weight of air

encountered is so infinitesimally small that the effects of "resistance"

are not perceptible : but no luminosity can be expected from either source

until the heat developed is sufficient to produce incandescence, both in

the surface layer of the meteor, and in its atmospheric envelope.
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The comparative, as well as the absolute effects of "resistance" and

of "latent heat" are illustrated in the accompanying tabular statement
;

from which we see that at the height of 103 miles, the latent heat is suffi-

cient to raise the temperature of all the air met, six hundred millions

of degrees ; at sixty-eight miles, six hundred thousand degrees ; at fifty-

one miles, twenty thousand degrees ; at thirty-four miles, six hundred

HBIGHT
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degrees (about the temperature of melting lead) ; whilst at the height of

seventeen miles, the whole of the latent heat would be required to raise

the temperature of the air only twenty degrees. From this it is evident

that "latent heat " fails entirely as a source of luminosity at all heights

below forty miles. On the other hand, whilst at great heights the effect

of "resistance" is insignificant and altogether inadequate to the pro-

duction of any splendor, its power at the height of forty, or even of fifty

miles, seems almost unlimited. "Latent heat" and "resistance" to-

gether cover the whole field. Luminosity from "resistance" would
commence at a height of eighty-five miles, more or less, according to

velocity, and would increase rapidly with decrease of height, so that at

the height of thirty-four miles it would be more than thirty thousand

times as great as at eighty-five miles ; whilst "latent heat" would cause

the meteor to burst out in full splendor as soon as it had penetrated the

atmosphere far enough to develop an amount of heat competent to vapor-

ize its outer layer : and to disappear entirely, at a height of more than

forty miles.

It is a significant fact, that very few meteors have been known to re-

tain their luminosity below that point. Indeed, whilst some of the

observed phenomena are such that "resistance" alone cannot afford any
explanation whatever, they are all in perfect accord with the require-

ments of the "latent heat" theory. Hence we seem to be justified in

concluding that "latent heat" is the frincipal source of meteoric lu-

minosii y.

The second column in the table gives the heating power of a unit of

weight of air at different heights : showing, that one grain at the height

of three and a-half miles, if compressed until its density equals that of

air at the sea-level, will give out only enough heat to raise the tempera-
ture of one grain of air under constant volume about two-thirds of one
degree ; but that at the height of eighty-five miles the heat given out will

t^uffice to raise the temperature of one grain twenty millions of degrees
;

at one hundred and thirty-seven miles, seven hundred thousand millions

of degrees ; whilst at the height of two hundred and five miles the
number would exceed seven hundred thousand millions of millions.

This implies a condition of things somewhat similar to that suggested
by Mr. Birks in his chapter on the ^^ Igneous condition of matter,'''' - when
he says, " There will thus, according to the present theory of the laws of
matter, be more truth than has latterly been recognized, in the old

arrangement of the four elements, which placed a fourth region of fire,

above the solid, liquid, and gaseous constituents of our globe. In fact

above the region where the aij, though greatly rarefied, is still elastic,

there must be a still higher stratum where elasticity has wholly ceased,

and where the particles of matter, being very widely separated, condense
around them the largest amount of ether. All sensible heat, in the

* On Matter and Ether or the Secret Laws of Physical Change, by Thomas Kawson
Birks, M. A., Cambridge, (England) 1862.
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collision or oscillation of neighboring atoms of matter, will thus have

disappeared : but latent heat, in the quantity of condensed ether or re-

pulsive force, ready to be developed on the renewed approach of the

atoms, will have reached its maximum, and may be capable of producing

the most splendid igneous phenomena, like the northern lights or tropi-

cal thunder storms."

Quetelet, in view of the phenomena peculiar to the upper air, proposed

to consider it as a distinct atmosphere, and says* "This upper atmos-

phere, favorable to the combustion and brilliance of shooting stars, would
not necessarily be of the same nature and the same composition, as the

lower atmosphere in which we live."

Sir John Herschel also seems to recognize something not unlike what
I have suggested, when, in writing to Quetelet of shooting stars, in

August, 1863, he says,f "As to their great elevation above the earth, it

leads us to suspect the existence of d kind of atmosphere higher up than

the aerial atmosphere, lighter, and, so to s^Deak, more igneous than our

own."
The train of reasoning which I have suggested leads to the conclusion

that this "more igneous " condition commences at a height of forty or

fifty miles, and extends to the utmost limit of the atmosphere ; its in-

tensity increasing with the height in a geometric ratio—the outer shell

of air being so completely saturated with heat, that, like a sponge filled

with water, it responds to the slightest pressure. It is evident that this

fiery envelope may prove a most efficient shield to protect us from the

effects of collision with all sorts of fragmentary missiles which the earth

may encounter in its journeys around the sun ; and the proof of its

efficiency is found in the fact that of the immense number of meteors

visible, only a very few have been known to reach the earth.

Fortunately, the enormous velocity^—vastly exceeding that of the

swiftest cannon ball—with which these missiles are hurled at us, usually

causes their almost instantaneous destruction.

Were they simply dropped from |^ or ^ of the height, falling with the

velocity due to the earth's attraction only, it is probable that every one of

any appreciable weight, would reach the earth. Without this protecting

envelope, we might well dread the effects of such a bombardment as was
witnessed in Italy on the 27th November, 1873, wben we encountered

some of the debris of Biela's Comet, and when the number of meteors

seen by the Italian Astronomers in the course of a few hours was estima-

ted by them at near forty thousand.

The fact seems to be, that the planetary velocity with which a meteor
enters our atmosphere, soon causes it to develop, by compressing the air

before it—heat sufticient to vaporize its surface layer, and, to communi-
cate to it the most dazzling brightness. Time not being allowed for the

Meteors, Aerolites, Storms and Atmospheric Phenomena. From the French of

Zilrcher and Margolle, by Wm. Liickland. New York, 1870, p. 229.

tBulletins of the Royal Academy of Brussels, vol. XVI., p. 320.
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heat to distribute itself through the body of the meteor, the whole of its

effect is confined to the surface ; extremely thia layers of which are, in

succession, heated, rendered intensely incandescent, and vapoiized, how-

ever refractory the material.

The black "crust," of the thickness of letter paper, with which the

stony meteorites are coated, shows the limits for any one instant, of the

melting process ; and the fact, that beneath the crust there is no trace of

the action of fire, is proof, both of the extreme intensity of the heat, and

of its entirely superficial distribution.

Another disintegrating process may, perhaps, be mainly confined to the

smaller meteorites and to the ordinary shooting stars, which are so com-

pletely.dissipated that no trace of them reaches the earth. Ahhough, in

any individual layer, the three states—solid, liquid, and vapor—exist al-

most at the same instant, they must in reality succeed each other in the

order named ; so that there must always be a layer in which the material,

although not melted, is so intensely heated as to exert an expansive

energy tending to split the mass into Iragments. The amount of de-

crepitation thus produced must, of course, depend upon the brittleness

and other peculiarities of the meteor, as well as ui)on its velocity and

upon the density of the air encountered ; but the efl^ect must be similar

in character to that which takes place when coal being thrown upon the

fire of a locomotive, minute fragments split off by the sudden expansion,

are carried up the chimney and fall upon the car-roof in such numbers

as to reaiind passengers of the rattle of a shower of hail.

It can scarcely be supposed that combu'<tion has much to do with the

splendor of meteors, or with th^ir destruction, since these mainly occur

at heights at which there is not air enough to maintain combustion to

any considerable extent. Their disintegration must therefore be mainly

effected by heat alone, unaided by chemical action.

Frequently, after the disappearance of a meteor of extraordinary

splendor, a luminous train or cloud remains for a few seconds, sometimes

for several minutes, and in some very rare instances they have remained

visible for an hour or more. A remarkable example of this occurred on

the 14th of November, 1868, when, shortly after midnight, a meteor ap-

pearing over Kortheasterh Pennsylvania, left a cloud which remained

visible to observers at Washington and New Haven and at all interme-

diate points, for about three-quarters of an hour. According to Prof.

Newton,* the observations indicatpd for this cloud "a real diameter of

one mile, and a volume of a dozen or a score of cubic miles," and that

whilst visible it moved about forty miles, showing an average velocity

relatively to the earth of nearly a mile per minute. What was its velocity

relatively to the air is not known. This cloud was, no doubt, the debris

of the meteor, a cloud of meteoi'ic dust, moving rapidly through the air,

compressing the air before it ; and, .of course, if the above views be cor-

rect, developing heat and light, just as, on a grander scale, heat and light

* Silliman's Journal, vol. 47, p. 406.
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had before been developed by the motion of the meteor itself. The
intensity of the light must of course, diminish with the loss of rela-

tive velocity, and altogether cease whenever the cloud and the air are

relatively at rest, or nearly so.*

The motion of a meteoiic cloud, relatively to the air, m^y result either

from its own momentum, from atmospheric currents, or from the diur-

nal rotation of the atmosphere, in which the meteor, of course, had not

participated ; or from any or all of these causes combined, so that it

must in almost all instances be very considerable.

The light of the aurora may perhaps in like manner be due to latent

heat; for although rarefied air is a very good conductor, it probably offers

resistance to the passage of electric currents sufficient to produce a

momentary condensation quite competent to illuminate their paths.

It is evident that if the upper air be in the condition suggested, the

track of ev&ry mechanical impulse, traversing it with considerable velocity,

must become luminous.

This igneous condition of rarefied air necessarily implies a definite limit

to the atmosphere of each member of the solar system : otherwise, meteors

—being constantly subjected to the action of latent heat—would b'e lumi-

nous, not merely when within one or two hundred miles of the earth,

but at all distances.

The depth of highly rarefied air which a meteor can traverse before

becoming luminous, must of course, depend upon its velocity, tempera-

ture, and conducting power ; but the height at which their luminosity is

seen to commence must afi'ord some clue to the determination of the

height to which the atmosphere extends.

The great comet of 1843, when in perihelion, Feb. 27, passed within

sixty thousand miles of the surface of the sun, at a velocity of about 850

miles per second, and the next day was seen " as a brilliant body within

less than two degrees of the sun."f

It was not seen again until about seven o'clock on the evening of March

7, when although the tail was a very conspicuous object, the brilliancy of

the nucleus did not exceed that of a star of the third magnitude.

This change, so much greater than could reasonably be expected to re-

sult from increased distance from the sun, occasioned great surprise, and

has not been satisfactorily accounted for.

Is it not possible that its splendor was temporarily increased by the

latent heat developed during its passage through the solar atmosphere ?

The great day-light meteor of Nov. 15, 1859, was seen at 9 o'clock in

the morning, in full sunshine, by persons who wei'e not within two

hundred and fifty miles of any portion of its path, appearing so very

bright that they thought it close at hand. Comparing the probable size

*Prof. Newton remarks (Silliman's Journal, vol. 47, p. 407,) ""What kind of matter It

is which remains visible in the cold upper air for three-fourths of an hour until, by

gradual dissipation, the light fades out, I leave for others to say."

tKirkwood'8 Oomets and Meteors, Phila.,1873, p. 17.
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of the comet with that of the meteor, and remembering the prodigious

velocity of the former, may we not well imagine that its collision with

the highly attenuated upper atmosphere of the sun might develop latent

heat sufficient to enable it to rival the sun itself in splendor ?

Although much of the evidence presented in favor of the existence of

"latent heat of expansion," and of its agency in the production of lumi-

nous phenomena, may be said to be circumstantial only,—I trust that it

will be found sufficiently cumulative, and accordant throughout, to enti-

tle it to examination.

Philadelphia, March 25th, 1874.

ON THE PLAGOPTERIN^E AND THE ICHTHYOLOGY OF
UTAH.

By Edward D. Cope, A.M.

Bead iefore the American PMlosopliical Society, March 20th, 1874,

The observations recorded below are based on the collections made by

the naturalists attached to the United States Geological and Topographical

Survey west of the 100th meridian, under direction of Lieutenant Geo.

M. Wheeler, and are published by permission of that officer. To Dr.

Henry C . Yarrow, in charge of the department of zoology, and to A. W.
Henshaw, assistant, the survey is indebted for matejial more fully

illustrating the character and distribution of the cold blooded vertebrata

of the valleys of the Colorado River and of Utah than any heretofore

brought together. As one of the results derived from a study of it, it

appears that the basin of the Colorado River is the habitat of a small

group of fishes of the family Cyprinidse, which may be called the Plagop-

terincB, which embraces three genera

—

Plagopterus, Cope; Lepidomeda,

Cope; and Meda, Girard. The group differs from others of the family in

the possession of two strong osseous rays of the dorsal fin, the posterior

of which is let into a groove in the hinder face of the anterior without

being coossified with it, thus constituting a compound defensive spine.

The rays of the ventral fin, excepting the first and second, are similarly

modified. The greater pai-t of their length consists of an osseous dagger-

shaped spine, with grooved posterior edge, which overlaps the border of

the succeeding ray, when the fin, like a fan, is closed up. The articulated

portion of the ray either emerges from the groove below the free acute

apex of the spine, or appears as a continuation of the apex itself. It is

worth observing that the only other instance 'of this ossification of the

ventral rays is to be seen in the extinct family of the Saurodontidce, of the

cretaceous period, the nearest approach among recent fishes being the

internal spine in the ventral fin of Amphacanthus. The dentition and
intestine of these fishes show them to be of carnivorous habits. Interest

A, p. S.—VOL. XIV. Q
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attaches to the Plagopterince as the only type of fishes not known from
other waters than those of the Colorado basin,

PLAGOPTERUS, gen. nov.

Pharyngeal teeth, 2.5—4.2, raptorial uncinate, without masticatory

surface. A terminal maxillary barbel. Scales, none; lateral line well

developed. Dorsal fin with a strong spine composed of two, the posterior

I'eceived into a longitudinal groove of the anterior. Ventral fins origin-

ating (in the type species) a little anterior to the line of the dorsal,

attached to the abdomen by a wide basis and length of inner radius.

Superior labial fold continued round the end of the muzzle.

This genus resembles Meda, Girard, in the presence of the dorsal spine,

the adhesion of the inner border of the ventral fin, and the absence of

scales, and differs in the presence of bai-bels, and the inner dental series

being 5—4 instead of 4—4. Physiognomy of BMnielitliys.

Plagopterus argentissimus, sp. nov.

This is a small fish of slender proportions, with a rather broad head,

with slightly depressed muzzle overhanging by a little a horizontal

mouth of moderate size. The caudal peduncle is of medium depth, and

the caudal fin is deeply forked. The eye is somewhat oval, and enters

the length of the side of the head 4.2 times, and the interorbital width

1.5 times. The greatest depth (near the ventral fin) enters the total

length nearly six times, or five and three quarters, exclusive of the caudal

fin. The latter measurement is four times the length of the head. The
origin of the dorsal is entirely behind the proper basis of the ventral ; its

first spine is curved and longer than the second, and its basis is inter,

mediate between the base of the caudal and the end of the muzzle. The
dorsal rays behind the spine have the basal two-thirds to one-half

thickened and completely ossified, the articulated portions issuing from

the apices of the spines. Radial formula, D. II. 7 ; C. 19 ; A. I 10—9
;

V. 2. V ; P. 16. The first or osseous ray of the anal is rudimental ; the

fifth spinous ray of the ventral is bound by nearly its entire length to the

abdomen by a membrane. The pectoral rays from the second to the

sixth exhibit a basal osseous spinous portion, which is not nearly so

marked as in the ventrals. The pectorals reach the basis of the latter.

The lateral line is complete and is slightly deflexed oj^posite the dorsal

fin. The lips are thin, and the end of the maxillary bone extends to the

line of the front of the orbit. Total length M. 0.071 ; ditto to middle of

basis of caudal fin .0565 ; ditto to anterior basis of anal fin .040 ; ditto

to basis ventral .021 ; ditto of head .0145 ; of muzzle .004; width at

posterior nares .006 ; at middle of pterotic .0078. Color, pure silver

for a considerable width above the lateral line. Dorsal region somewhat
dusky from minute chromatophorse.

Numerous specimens from the San Luis Valley, Western Colorado.
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MEDA, Giraid.

Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1858, 192; U. S. aud Mexican Bound. Survey,

Iclithyoloo^y, p. 50.

This genus resembles Plagopterus in the absence of scales, while it

differs in the absence of barbels and the reduction of the number of teeth

of the larger pharyngeal series to 4—4. Girard also asserts twice that

the dorsal spine is " articulated," a character not observed by me in any

species of the group. His figure of 31. fulgida represents tlie ventral

radii as articulated; but as there are other points in which it diffdrs

from the description, it is probably inaccurate.

Meda fulgida, Girard.

A small species from the Rio San Pedro, a tributary of the Gila, in

Southern Arizona.

LEPIDOMEDA, gen. nov.

Dorsal fin originating behind the line of the ventral s, which adhere to

the belly by the inner ray. Body scaled, lateral line present. Pharyngeal

teeth 4—4 in the inner row. No barbels, premaxillary series complete.

This genus has the physiognomy of GUnostomus. The presence of

scales distinguishes it from Meda. The spinous rays are not articulated.

Lepidomeda vittata, sp. nov.

Form moderately stout, the greatest depth (at the first dorsal ray)

entering the length to the basis of the ciudal fin four and a quarter to a

third times. The head is wide and flat above, with decurved pterotics,

—and slightly depressed behind the interorbital region. Muzzle obtusely

descending, not prominent ; mouth terminal and descending to a point

below the anterior line of the pupil. Length of head, 3.75 times in total

length to basis of caudal fin. Orbit round, 3.75 times in length of head,

and 1.3 times in interorbital width. The latter is not uniform, but the

middle plane is elevated a little above the superciliary ridges, and
separated from them by a shallow groove. Nares sublateral. Teeth,

2.4—4.2. Preorbital tra]3ezoid.

Scales small, covering the whole body, except a space behind the
pectoral fin, in twenty-six series above the lateral line, and fifty-six

transverse in front of the dorsal fin. Iladial formula, D. II. 7; C. 10-

A. I. 8 ; V. 1. VI.; P. 15. There are several peculiarities in the consti-

tution of the spines of the fins in which the species differs from Plagop-

terus argentissimus. Thus the second dorsal spine is wider than the first,

and so deeply grooved behind as to represent a V in section; it also

extends to the extremity of the first, while it is shorter in P. argentissimus^

The remaining dorsal spines are less distinctly enlarged and ossified
;

those of the veutrals are less developed, and their apices, instead of being
free, continue into the terminal articulated portion. The pectaral radii
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are scarcely enlarged at all. The base of D. I. is nearer the basis of the

caudal iin than the end of the muzzle, by the length of the latter to

the posterior nares. Caudal fin deeply/ forked. Total length M. 0.085
;

ditto to basis caudal fin .0685 ; ditto to basis aual .047 ; ditto to basis

ventral .0325 ; ditto of head .018 ; to orbit .043 ; width at posterior

nares .006 ; at middle of pterotic .009. Color, silver to half Avay between

lateral and dorsal lines, the upper part of it underlaid by a lead-colored

band ; a median dorsal black band from front to caudal fin.

Numerous specimens from the Colorado Chiquito river, Arizona, col-

lected by Dr. Newberry, Jr., (5x). The largest species of the group.

Lepidojieda jarrovii, sp. nov.

A species resembling the last in many respects, but differs in a

greater elongation of form, weakness of squamation and peculiarity of

coloration. The fin radii are similar in number and character, but the

dorsal is furnished with more slender spines. The chin projects a little

beyond the upper lip when the mouth is closed. The depth of the body

at the ventral fins enters the length to the basis of the caudal 5 to 5.25

• times, and the head enters the same four times. The eye is larger than

in L, vittata, entering the length of the head 3.25 times and equalling the

interorbital width. The end of the maxillary bone reaches the line of

the anterior border of the orbit. The pectoral fin reaches the ventral,

but the latter does not attain the vent. The scales are difficult to detect

;

there are 51 transverse series between the head and the dorsal fin. Total

length, M. 0.081 ; do. to caudal fin .065 ; do. to anal .0465 ; do. to ven-

tral .032; do. of head .0165; do. to orbit .0048 ; width between orbits

.005 ; do. between middle of pfcerotics .008. Color olivaceous above

with a median black vertebral band ; sides to above lateral line silvery,

. leaden edged above. Bases of ventral fins red.

From the Coloi-ado Chiquito river, Arizona. Dedicated to Dr. Henry

C. Yarrow, Zoologist of the survey under Lieut. Wheeler (TSTo. 505).

The following species were also obtained by the expedition from Utah

Lake, the largest body of pure fresh water in the basin of the Utah,

others of equal size being alkaline or salt.

Salmo vieginalis, Girard,

- Maintains its distinctness from 8. pleuriticiis, Cope, from the streams

which flow from the mountains on both sides, in its more slender form of

' head and body. The depth enters the length 5.75 and 6 times, and

equals the length of the head to the preoperculum. In 8. pleuriticus

of equal size, it enters the leagth 4.66 times, and nearly equals the

length of the head.

CoREGONUs viiiLiAMSONii, Girard.

SiBOMA ATRARiA, Girard.

The largest of the lake Cyprinidge, specimens procured weighing one

and two lbs.
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AlBUKNEIjLUS ? sp.

Scales if. Anal radii I. 8—7. Teeth 2.4—4.2 without grindiug face.

From Beaver River, Lake Utah, and the Rio Grande, in Colorado.

Albxjrnellus rhinichthyoides, Cope.

Tigoma I'liinichtliyoides, Cope. Hayden's Ann. Report U. S. Geolo.

Survey, 1871, p. 1473.

Teeth 1 . 4—4. 1 . Scales -if-

Abundant at Provo.

Clinostomus hydeopblox, Cope.

In Hayden's Geol. Survey Terrs., 1871, p. 475. Abundant.

Clinostomus taenia, sp. nov.

A smaller species than the last, distinguished by the smaller number
of anal radii, the elegant coloration and other characters. Body of

average proportions, its depth entering the length without caudal fin four

and one-third times, and exactly equal to the length of the head. The
head is compressed and the lips equal : the mouth is oblique, the

end of the maxillary attaining the anterior line of the orbit. The orbit

is large, entering the head three times and a fifth, and equalling the

width of the convex interorbital space. Scales At, t hirty-three in front

of dorsal fin ; lateral line complete, deflexed between pectoral and ven-

tral fins. Radial formula D. I. 9 . A. I. 10 ; V. 9 ; P. 11 ; reaching

ventrals, which reach vent. Dorsal first ray equidistant between the

basis of the caudal and the anterior nostril.

Total length .073 ; do. to anal fin .042 ; do. to ventral .031 ; do. of head

.014 ; do. to orbit .0036 ; width to posterior nostrils .004 ; do. at middle

of pterotio .0062. The sides are pure silvery to the lateral line of pores,

above which a blackish vitta extends from the end of the muzzle to the

caudal fin. Above this is a narrow very white line which extends to the

base of the caudal fin, and above this the entire dorsal region is blackish.

Fins unspotted.

Numerous specimens from Provo, near the Lake, (No. 666, S.)

Rhinichthys henshavii, sp. nov.

An elongate species with small scales and overhanging but obtuse

muzzle, resembling a Gerdtichthys of the group of G. nuhilus {Ehini'cJ:-

thys,) Girard. The depth enters the total length 5.5 to 6 times, the

head entering the same five times. Eye 4.3 times in length of hear"

1.5 times in interorbital width. The base of the D. I. is intermediate

between the base of the caudal fin and the anterior nostril. The veutial

fins reach the anal, but are not reached by the pectoral. Dorsal fin

originating behind the base of the ventrals. Radii, D. I. 9; A. I. 7; V. 8;

P. 12. Scales st. Color white with a few dark clouJs on the caudal
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peduncle. Inferior fins reddish. The more anterior position of the

dorsal fin is one point of difference from B. maxillosus.

From Provo ; No. 48, a.

Var. II, back dark ; a dark band from end of muzzle to caudal fin. Fins

and lips red. D. I. 8 Provo ; 204 a ; 281 a ; Colorado Chiquito, 5x., 240

Twin Lake, Colorado. Var. III. Back dusky ; numerous large black

spots all over the sides and head ; fins and lips crimson, D. I. 8,

No. 754, from Apache, Arizona.

Htbopsis timpanogensis, sp. nov.

A rather compressed species with mouth obliquely descending, and

teetb 2.4—4.2, with strongly developed masticatory surfaces. The lateral

line of tubules is imperfect in all the specimens, often only repre-

resented by a short series in front of the dorsal fin. In larger specimens

it is better developed, and in still larger it may be complete, a point

which remains as yet uncertain. In the smaller specimens of Myloleucus

parovanus, the series is imperfect for a short distance in front of the

caudal fin, while it is complete in adults. I have observed the same in

the MypsiUpis anolostanus, Givai'd. Scales small tj. The dorsal fin

originates a little in front of a line drawn from the base of the first ven-

tral ray. The pectorals do not reach the ventrals, while the latter attain

the vent. Radii D. I. 9 ; A. I. 8 ; V. 8.

The depth is one-fourth the length, less that of the caudal fin, and the

length of the head enters the same 3.66 times. Orbit 3 3 times in length

of head, 1.2 times in interorbital width ; longer than muzzle. Preorbital

bone trapezoid. Total length M .047 ; do. to basis of dorsal .0315 ; of

head .011 ; width at pterotics .005.

There is a narrow leaden line from the pterotic region to the base of

the caudal, below which the color is yellowish, and above brownish, all

dusted with black points. Cheeks silvery. Fins dusky.

Numerous specimens were taken at Provo by Messrs. Yarrow & Hen-

shaw, and at Gunnison (No. 668) by Mr. Klett.

MiXOMUS PLATYRHYNCHUS, Sp. nOV.

This Catostomoid belongs to the genus Minomus, Girard, as defined by

the writer in Hayden's Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey for

1870, p. 434. It is of very elongate form, the depth of the body at the

dorsal fin entering the total length seven and two-fifths times. The head

is short and wide, with expanded and depx-essed muzzle ; its length en-

ters the total five and three-quarter times. The scales are materially

lai'ger on the caudal peduncle than on the post-scapular region, and the

dorsal fin originates considerably nearer the end of the muzzle than the

basis of the caudal fin. Radial formula, D. I. 11 ; C. 18, openly emar-

ginate ; A. I. 7 ; V. 9 not reaching vent
;
pectoral reaching half-way to

ventral. Scales sf. The orbits are excavated at their superciliary border.
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and their diameter enters their frontal interspace 1.66 times, and the

length of the head 4.6 times, twice in the length of the muzzle in front

of its border. The muzzle considerably overhangs the mouth. The lip

folds are tubercular and largely developed, forming a discoidal funnel.

The posterior is deeply incised behind ; and there is a notch where it

joins the anterior lip. The commisure is transverse and abruptly angn-

late to the canthus, and covered with a cartilaginous sheath as in GJton-

drostoma. Isthmus very wide.

Total length M. 0.168 ; do. to basis caudal .149 ; do. to basis ventral

.082; do. to basis of dorsal .070 ; do. of head .029 ; width of muzzle
at mouth .0115 ; with head at pterotics .0156. Color blackish, belly and
ventral fins yellowish (? pink). This species resembles the Gatostomus

discobolus, Cope, but has lai-ger scales, besides presenting generic diifei-

ences. Several specimens from near Provo. Messrs. Yarrow and Hen-
shaw.

MiNOMUS JAKROVii, sp. nov.

A less elongate species than the last, with a much less enlarged muzzle.

The anterior scales are smaller than the posterioi', and the first dorsal ray

is nearly intermediate between the end of the muzzle and the basis of

the caudal fin. Radii D. 9 ; C. 18 ; A. I. 7 ; V. 9, well removed from
both vent and pectoral fin. Depth at dorsal fin 5.75 times in total length,

into which the length of the head enters 5.3 times ; orbit small, 4.6 times

in length of head ; twice in interorbital width, and 1.75 times in muzzle,

the latter projecting a little beyond mouth, not depressed, but nar-

rowed viewed from above. Labial folds well developed, tubercular, the

anterior rather narrow, the posterior deeply incised. Commissure with

acute cartilaginous edge, regularly convex forwards.

Scales js.
14

Total length M. .107 ; do. to basis of caudal .0933 ; do. to basis ver-

tral .052 ; do. to basis dorsal .047 ; do. of head .0205 ; width muzzle at

mouth .075 ; of head at pterotics .011.

Color light brown with numerous dusky spots and clouds ; a narrow
abdominal band light ; fins and chin ? red.

Two specimens (204a) obtained by Messrs. Yarrow and Henshaw at

Provo. Dedicated to Dr. Yarrow, whose zoological explorations in vari-

ous portions of the United States have been productive of many inter-

esting results.

Catostomtts ? GENEROSUs, Girard.

U. S. Pacific R. R. Surv. X, p. 221.

From Provo, Utah, specimens of two and a-half pounds weight.
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Becapiiulation :

The fishes of the Utah Lake above enumerated, number twelve species,

as follows

:

Salmonidm.

Salmo virginalis, Girard.

Coregonidm.

Coregonus villlamsonii, Girard.

Gyprimdm.

yiboma atraria, Girard.

Alburnellus, sp.

Alburnellus rhinichthyoides, Cope.

Clinostomus hydrophlox, Cope,.

Clinostomus taenia, Cope.

Hybopsis timpauogensis, Cope,

Rhinichthys henshavii, Cope.

Catostomidix.

Minomu's platyrhynchus, Cope.

Minomus jarrovii. Cope.

Catostomus ? generosus, Girard.

The following species were obtained at other localities in Utah and

Arizona.

Ceratichthys biguttatus, Kirtland.

Baird, Girard, Cope Cypriuidas of Pennsylvania, p. 366, Tab. xi., fig.

5, var. cyclotis, Cope, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sciences, 1864, p. 278.

Dr. Yarrow obtained a number of specimens of this abundant eastern

fish at Harmony, in Southern Utah. This is an unexpected discovery,

giving the species the greatest known range of any of our Cyprinidse,

the Seviotilus corporalis accompanying it to the eastern slope of the

Rocky Mountains. The Smoky Hill River was the most western locality

for the G. biguttatus up to the present time.

Ceratichthys ventricosxjs, sp. nov.

Allied to G. lienshavii, Cope, but distinguished by its deeper body and

more numerous scales below the lateral line, which exceed in number

those above it, contrary to the rule usual in Gyprinidce. Depth at ven-

tral fin one-fourth length exclusive of caudal fin, and a little less than

length of head, orbit a little less than one-fourth length of head and 1.33

times in length of muzzle and interorbital width. Muzzle compressed,

projecting beyond the horizontal mouth ; maxillary bone reaching the

line of the anterior nostril. Radii D. I. 7 ; A. I. 7 ; V. 7. Dorsal origi-

nating behind line of ventrals. Scales if. The specimens are bleached

by the action of spirits, but they appear to have been of uniform color,

excepting an irregular dark band from the end of the muzzle to the caud-

al fin. Length of a specimen to base of caudal M. .061 ; do. to base

of anal .043 ; do. to base ventral .033 ; do. to base dorsal .035 ; length

head .0162 ; width do. between orbits .0045 ; do. at middle of ptero-

tics .0073. Number cccl ; from Arizona.

MyLOLEUCUS PAROVANUS, Sp. nOV.

With a general similarity to Glinostomus montanus, this fish maybe
readily determined by the generic characters of the teeth and fins, as
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well as by the reduced number of radii of the anal fin. The genus

Myloleucus was established by the writer in 1871* for species resembling

Siboma, in having the pharyngeal teeth of the longer row 4—5, and the

origin of the dorsal fin situated in advance of the ventral, but differing in

the possession of well-defined masticatory surfaces on the teeth. The
typical species is M. pulverulentus, Cope, from the warm springs of Utah,

a fish which differs from the present one in the greater stoutness of form

and smaller and more numerous scales.

Form moderately stout ; muzzle short, conical, lips even, mouth very

oblique, maxillary bone reaching anterior line of orbit. Profile of head

and back gently arched. Depth of body equal length of caudal fin and

measxiring 4.25 in the total length less that fin ; length of head, 3.5 or 6

in the same. Orbit large 3.1 times in length of head; greater than muzzle,

equal interorbital width. Scales u, the lateral line decurved in front,

and continued to base of caudal fin. Radii, D. I. 9 ; A. I. 8 ; Y. 9. The
pectorals reach little more than half way to the ventrals ; the latter just

attain the vent. Caudal well forked. The color is transparent, with a

plumbeous lateral band, the ventral and pectoral fins dusky, the dorsal

and caudal shaded with the same. Total length M. 0648 ; ditto to base

caudal, .053 ; ditto to anal, .038 ; to ventral, .0288 ; of head, .014 ; to

orbit, .003 ; width at middle pterotics, .0064.

Numerous specimens were obtained by Dr. Yarrow from Beaver River,

in Southwestern Utah. This stream flows into the Sevier Lake, a very

alkaline body of water, in which no fishes were found by the naturalists

of the survey.

Clinostomus phlegethontis, sp. nov.

Teeth, 1.5—4.2 ; body, deep, short ; scales larger than in any other

species of the genus, viz.: eleven longitudinal and thirty-seven transverse

series. There is no lateral line, which may be due to the immature state

of the only specimen at my disposal. The depth enters the length with-

out the caudal fin 3.5 times, while the length of the head is counted in

the same four times. The orbit is large, entering the head 2.75 times,

and .2 greater than interorbital width ; in older fishes the orbit will be
found as usual relatively smaller. The lips are even, and the mouth
quite oblique, the end of the maxillary reaching the line of the orbit.

Radii, D. I. 7 ; A.I. 8 ; the ventrals originate in front of the line of the

dorsal, and extend to the vent, and are not nearly reached by the

pectorals. Length without caudal fin, .034 ; ditto to basis of dorsal,

.0186 ; length of head, .008 ; width ditto at pterotics, .0038. A broad
plumbeous band on the side, below which the color is golden, above it

probably translucent in life, with a dusky median dorsal line.

Discovered in Beaver River, Utah, with the Myloleucus parovanus, by
Dr. Yarrow.

* In Hayden's annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey, p. 475.

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. R
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CATOSTOMUS ALTICOLTJS, sp . IIOV.

A stout, rather short species of sucker, with elongate head and narrowed

muzzle. The scales are larger behind than anteriorly, and number sixty

transverse, and nineteen longitudinal rows. The radial formula is,

D. 10 ; C. 18 ; A. 7 ; Y. 10, originating below the middle of the dorsal

fin, and neither extending to the vent nor reached by the pectoral fin.

Caudal with shallow emargination. The depth enters the length with

caudal five times, which is three and two-thirds the length of the head.

Orbit 4.33 times in head, 1.66 times in interorbital width. The muzzle

is long (1.66 times orbit), but is not produced much beyond the mouth,

but is truncate and narrowed viewed from above . Lip-folds well developed;

the superior pendant, the inferior full but incised to the symphysis, the

surfaces tubercular. Vertex flat.

Total length M., .0863 ; ditto to origin caudal fin, .070 ; ditto to origin

anal, .0546 ; ditto to origin of dorsal, 0365 ; width head at posterior

nares, .008 ; ditto at middle of pterotics, .010 ; color silvery, upper part

of sides and back dusky. In specimens of this size the lateral line is in-

visible, but in adults of eight inches obtained by my friend, J. S. Lip-

pincott, it extends to the basis of the caudle fin.

Numerous specimens from Twin Lake, Colorado, obtained by Dr. J. T.

Rothrook, botanist of the survey. This lake is situated in the South

Park, at an elevation of 9,500 feet above the sea (no. 120).

Catostomus discobolus, Cope.

(Hayden's Annual Report, TJ. S. Geological Survey, 1870, p. 435).

Numerous specimens fi-om the Zuni River, Arizona, and from another

not specified locality in Arizona, (No. 504), obtained by Messrs. Henshaw
and Newberry.

Haplochilus floripinnis, sp. nov.

First dorsal ray standing above the second or third anal ; formula, D.

10—11 ; A. 18—14 ; Y. 7. Scales large in ten longitudinal and 29 trans-

verse series. First dorsal ray half as far from base of caudal as from

end of muzzle. Length of head 4.66 times in total, a little less than 4

times to basis of caudal fin. Orbit large, 3.2 times in length of head and

1.6 times in interorbital width. Mandible projecting a little beyond pre-

maxillary ; one external series of teeth in both jaws larger than the

others.

Total length M. .0595 ; do. to anal fin .0335 ; do. to basis of ventral fin

.027 ; do. of head .0138 ; width of head at pterotics .008. Color olive

gray, the scales with ochre borders. Fins yellow, broadly edged with

crimson.

Numerous specimens from the Platte River, near Denver, Colorado.

No. 65. A species with large scales.

TJrakidea wheeleri, sp. nov.

The only Physoclystous or spinous rayed fish as yet found in the Great

Basin of Utah.
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Radial formula, D. YII. 17 ; A. 12 ; P. 15 all simple ; Br. VI. The
liead is depressed and enters the length minus the caudal fin, three

times. Orbit large one-fifth length of head, and twice the width of

the fi'ontal interspace. Greatest depth (at first anal ray) 6.75 times in

length less caudal fin. Anal commencing opposite the third ray of the

second dorsal. Lateral Hue deflexed opposite last ray of second dorsal-

The recurved preopercular spine strong, the decurved small and obtuse.

Palatine teeth present ; end of maxillary reaching line of pupil. Isthmus

as wide as length of muzzle and orbit to front line of pupil. Skin every-

where smooth.

Total length .084 ; do. less caudal fin .069 ; do. to anal .042; do. to

first dorsal .031 ; of head .022 ; width at maxillaries distally .0125 ; at

preopercular spines .0185.

From Beaver river S. W. Utah. The other species of the Rocky
Mou.nt2iins, IK punctulata, Gill, has, according to that zoologist a much
wider head, especially in the frontal region. This character is well ex-

hibited by specimens in Dr. Hayden's collections.

Dedicated to Lieut. Wheeler, Director of the U. S. Survey west of the

100th Meridian.

ON THE ZOOLOGY OF A TEMPORARY POOL ON THE PLAINS
OF COLORADO.

By Prof. E. D. Cope.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMeal Society, Marcli 20th, 1874.)

Some years ago, Thomas Kite, of Cincinnati, observed an Entomostra-

cous crustacean swimming in a temporary pool of I'ain-water. A species

no larger than a pin's head is abundant in horse-troughs, springs, &c.,

and belongs to the genus Cypris. That observed by Mr. Kite is much
larger, and is not known to occur in flowing water. It was named
Limnadella Kitei by Girard. I have since observed it in Pennsylvania,

in rain puddles standing in the ruts of roads in woods ; and in New
Jersey Dr. Knieskern found it in similar pools alongside of roads

in the open country. The wonder naturally is, how strictly aquatic

branchiferous animals can be propagated under the circumstances, and

how they can be distributed from place to place. A similar species has been

recently observed by M. Tissandier in pools in the valley of the Seine.

These were left by a flood of the river, and before drying up became

populous with a species of the Cyprididaa.

The most remarkable examples of this kind are, however, to be ob-

served on the plains of Kansas and Colorado.

Here rains create temporary pools in depressions of the surface, which

may remain for a few days or weeks, but are all dried up by the end of

September. Nevertheless, some of them at least swarm with a population

of branchiferous crustaceans, worms and larvaj of insects, with the adults,

which, in their developed state, come to the surface for air, or live on
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the adjacent banks. Observations on a pool of this kind determined

sixteen species which lived in or on the water, which had an area of

thirty feet by fifteen,' and a depth not exceeding a foot. Three of the

sjiecies were worms, six insects, one arachnid, and eight crustaceans.

The insects were a bluish fly, with a pale bloom, which ran rapidly

over the surface, aiding its progress by its wings ; a slender beetle, that

clung to the submerged stems ; two species of actively swimming water-

beetles, one beautifully varied with white ; and a sluggish, pale-green

species, which swam readily. There was also that cosmopolitan boatman

who swims on his back, the hemipterous notonecta. One of the worms

was delicately striped with lines and rows of dots, another was soft and

jointless, and could contract itself into a mere lump or extend itself to

considerable length. It was no doubt a planarian, and was of a pea-green

color. Aiiother planarian was white, and some of its internal organs

showed as a milk-white zigzag figure through the body walls. It swam
freely through the water. Of the crustaceans, four were the shelled Gy-

prides. One was very small, short oval, and green ; another, still small,

was a long oval, straw-colored, and covered with hair ; a third was large

as a small pea, almost globular, and brilliant green. It was very abund-

ant, swimming in twos and threes among the grass-stems or near the sur-

face. The fourth was a gigantic species, large as the thumb-nail, and of

a pale-reddish orange color. It was frequently observed in encounters with

others of its species. The water was alive with shoals of what appeared

to be at first sight the translucent fry of some fish. On closer examination

they proved to be elongate crustaceans allied to the Branchipus, their

delicately-fringed gills hanging suspended from the hinder segments of

the body. They were covered with a jointed coat of mail, and darted

about with great activity. They were elegant creatures, with a crimson

tail setting off the glass-like clearness of the body. The most singular

of these forms is the Cyclops. It resembles superficially the king crab

of our sea-shores, truly, indeed, in the great buckler or shield covering

the head and thorax. It has a single elevation on the middle of the top

of the head for two eye windows or cornese, and an inferior pair of widely-

separated eyes look downward to the bottom of the water. The tail or

body is soft, jointed, and worm-like, and bears a pair of feelers at the

end. These curious creatures swim on the bottom, chasing each other

here and there, resembling in their motions and form diminutive cat

fishes. Some other forms were minute crimson, and strangely formed

creatures. The common arachnid was a round-bodied Hydraelina, or

water- tick, of a bright red color.

This population evidently has a short life, and it is probable that their

existence is only secured by the long preservation of the eggs in the

bottom of the dry ponds, which may be readily carried from place to

place by winds during the dry season.
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COSMICAL THERMODYNAMICS.

By Proi<\ Pliky Earle Chase.

{Read before the American PhilosopJcical Society, AjJi'il lltJi, 1874.)

A committee* has been appointed to invite tlie participation of

Students in the discussion of a paper 'whicli will be presented at the

coming autumn meeting of the Association of German Naturalists and

Physicians. Tlie paper is entitled ^^ Losung des Problems ilber Silz und
Wesen der Ansiehung,^'^ its object being the identification of gravitating

force with thermo-dynamics, by means of the thermal equivalent and

Carnot's law of thermo-dynamic energy.

In compliance with the invitation, and as a conti-ibution to the general

theory of unitary force, I submit the following Theses, together with

references to portions of my communications to the American Philo-

sophical Society during the past eleven years, in which some of them
are practically exemplified and verified.

1. If Force is unitary in its origin, it should be omnipresent in its

manifestations.

3^. In a supposed universal, material, elastic and therefore slightly

compressible, luminiferous sether, we may reasonably look for such

omnipresent, primitive manifestations.

3. In a universally undulating aether, any gross inertia of points or

particles, must establish special systems of both centripetal and centri-

fugal undulations.

4. The gross, ioert particles, in an asthereal ocean, would be impelled

towards each other with velocities varying directly as the sum of their

inertias and inversely as the square of their distance.

5. As soon as a revolution is established around the common centre of

gravity of three nearly equal particles, under the influence of asthereal

undulations, there should be a tendency to discoid aggregation with a

central spheroidal nucleus.

G. On account of asthereal elasticity, there should also be a subordi-

nate tendency to aggregation along lines of logarithmic parabolas or

spirals.

7. In an infinitely diffused nebulous mass, all work would be internal.

8. In a finite, condensing, nebulous mass, there would be external

work, especially manifested in attraction, revolution, and rotation.

9. As condensation progresses, v' (the velocity of revolution of a fi'ee

equatorial particle) oc -y/,^. ; v" (the velocity of rotation of a constrained

i_

equatorial particle) oc ^ oc («')^
; ff

(the velocity of centripetal imiDul-

2

siou) oc (^) oc {'D"f oc («')*•

*Aurel Anderssolin, President ; E. Fritsch ; Dr. med. Magnus, privat-docent, Univ.

of Breslau ; von Schmidt, 1st Lieut, in Bth Eegt. Artillery ; Dr. med. Lul-wig Hey-
mann.
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10. The foregoing postulates are all equally true, whether the centri-

petal impulse originate in a thrust, or in a pull.

11. We have no direct evidence of any primitive pull, but we have

evidences of radiating thrusts of light and heat from stellar centres.

12. In all known cosmical motions, the centrifugal and centripetal

forces act under such laws of equ.ilibrium, that the apparent pull of

gravity may be explained by the difference between external and inter-

mediate radiating thrusts.

13. We know of oscillations in the ajthereal sea, propagated with v

'

(the velocity of light). The communication of an exceedingly minute

portion of that velocity to inert particles, would be sufficient to produce

all the phenomena of gravitation.

14. The greatest manifestation of gravitating force in our system

{g at Sun's surface) = 875.618 ft. = 875.618 X 584,400 = 511,711,159

mean light- waves per second. There being 592 (10) mean light-waves

511,711,159 1

per second, that force could be produced by -,7
=

Ts^ -^
-^ 592 (10)'' 1157 (10)''

of the mean velocity of each light-wave.

15. If gravity were propagated with infinite velocity, and any inert

mass were concentrated in a point, a body falling to that point would
obtain an infinite velocity.

16. If gravity is the resultant of oscillations of finite velocity, and if

solar rotation, planetary revolution, and solar motion in space, are all

resultants of gravitating action, their velocities should'all be limited by

v' (the velocity of the primary efficient oscillation).

17. In a homogeneous circular disc, of infinitesimal thickness, g ex dis-

tance from centre.

18. If such a disc were revolving in a circular orbit, under the

combined influence of tangential and centripetal thrusts, in a slightly

compressible tethereal ocean, it should rotate as well as revolve, the

limit of possible rotating velocity being «'
.

19. If the supposed disc should acquire such a velocity that at the

periphery «' = v" ^= -[/gr, the same equations would be true for every

particle in the disc.

20. In a sphere or spheroid, the superficial centripetal thrusts should

produce an increase of density at and towards the centre.

31. The ratio of the rotating action of an sethei'eal stream on the

equatorial plane of a nebulous sphere, to the propelling force of the same

stream acting on the spherical surface, is tt?' : 4,t?'", or 1 : 4.

22. In a rotating and revolving sbar, planet, or satellite, each equa-

torial particle oscillates in waves which have a height equivalent to

twice the distance of the particle from the centre of gravity of the rota-

ting body.
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23. If t" = time of rotation, the integral of the impulses communica-

ted durinnr each rise or fall of the rotation-wave, is ^— .

2

34. If the rotating body were to expand or contract uniformly,

1}" oc ^, and t" QC r^ o: -, 9i[' is .-. a constant quantity for each par-

ticle.

25. At the trough of the rotation-wave, the accumulated retrograde
velocity is exactly equal to the originating velocity of tangential orbital

impulsion. In other words, ^^ = ^•^•

2

26. The velocity of rotation would become equal to the velocity of

gt" gV ,,x
revolution, when the sphere had contracted so that ^r- = — r= ^'

. The
2~ '>— ~

limiting velocity of inertial aggregation is, therefore, such as would

carry a body through the equatorial diameter of a spheroid, while v^
would describe its equatorial circumference.

27. The elasticity of the aether should give rise to harmonic vibrations,

and especially to vibrations which involve multiples of y2,*3,f i,/.4, |

and -§.

28. In consequence of the harmonic vibrations, there should be a

tendency to the establishment of points of inertia, and the consequent
aggregation of planets and satellites, at harmonic nodes. Such a ten-

dency is illustrated by the Chladni plates, and the 14th Thesis shows
that the supposed cause of aggregation is more than adequate for the

production of the su]3posed effects.

29. The blending of different harmonic vibrations should produce
secondary vibrations of a lower order, giving rise to varying orbital ec-

centricities.

30. The influence of harmonic vibrations should be traceable, not only
in planetary positions, but also in their masses, momenta, and moments
of inertia.

31. The sethereal action upon inert masses or particles, should be
followed by a reaction of the particles upon the fether. Subordinate
rotating impulsions should thus be established among the planets, and
satellites, and particles.

32. The same harmonic laws which introduce order among the various

bodies of the macrocosmic system, should also be operative in various
forms of orderly arrangement, within each of those bodies.

*The velocity of fall from infinite distance^ y'2 gr.

tCentre of linear oscillation = f Z.

li
Centre of spherical oscillation = y^^ r.

§See Thesis 26.
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33. The superiority of the wave-theory over the equilibrium theory of

tides, demonstrates the importance of considering the cumulative effect

of successive impulses, both in molar and in molecular investigations.

34. The height of the atmosphere is sufficient to give the total vrave

tide a position identical with the equilibrium-tide, with the crest verti-

cally under the disturbing body.

35. The stratification of the atmosphere, indicated by the various

current.*, should often pi-oduce tides in the lower couches of the air

identical in position with the ocean tides, with the trough vertically

under the disturbing body.

36. The resultant of the tangential and radial orbital impulses upou the

elastic atmosphere, combined with the resistance of the earth's surface,

should produce daily barometric fluctuations, of such general form and

magnitude as have been observed.

37. All tidal influences upon the atmosphere, whether thermal or

gravitating in their immediate dependence, should be modified in accord-

ance with Ferrel's laws.

38. There should be cumulative annual as well as daily barometric

tides, and in consequence of the tendency to mahitain "equality of

areas," the two should be so connected as to furnish data for approxi-

mate estimates of the Sun's distance.

39. Local temperature should be a measure of the work accomplished

by the various local sethereal impulses. The average temperature of

different latitudes should, therefore, be determinable by a priori mathe-

matical calculation.

40. The barometric tides, if they are dependent upon elastic ethereal

waves, should furnish some indications of the elasticity and resistance of

the asther.

41. If the disturbances of the moon and planets upon the atmosphere,

are produced through the intervention of undulations, and therefore

cumulative, evidences of such disturbances should be found in the cycles

of meteorological phenomena. The disturbances should be of a greater

magnitude than any that are attributable to mere differential-tidal

attraction.

42. The velocity and length of sound waves should bear some definite

harmonic relation to the mean velocity of the atmosphere, as well as to

the velocity and length of the waves in the primary efficient undulation.

43. The daily and annual variations of magnetic needles, should be

similar to those which would be produced by mechanical vibrations simu-

lating the thermal currents in the atmosphere.

44. Harmonic analogies should afford probable bases for astronomical,

physical, and chemical anticipations.

45. Harmonic relations should be traceable, between gaseous oscilla-

tions relatively to the Sun and any given planet, which are dependent

ui)on the relative masses of the disturbing bodies.

46. If gaseous particles are uniformly distributed along a given line
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in consequence of an explosion, a secondary centre of linear oscillation

should be established between the primary centre and the centre of

gravity, [| — | of (| - i) = f].

47. Planets and satellites, oscillating under the combined action of

centrifugal and centripetal forces, and subject to disturbances from

mutual interaction, should tend to arrangements analogous to those of

the particles in an exploded gas.

48. The force of superficial gravity, at the Sun and at the principal

planets, should be in simple harmonic relations to other elements of

planetary motion.

49. The laws of mechanical arrangement, in the particles of a homo-
geneous elastic aether, should give rise to polar forces.

50. The velocity of primary oscillation (Theses 16, 25, &c.,) which

satisfies theforegoing theses, by explaining all velocities which are the result-

ants of gravitating force, is the velocity of light.

These Theses seem to me to be all rigorously and mathematically

connected vyith the hypothesis of a universal elastic aether. In my
accounts of the successive tentative steps, inductive, deductive, and

anticipative, by which I have been brought to their recognition, there has

necessarily been much that was crude, and some things that were

perhaps merely visionary, but the steps have all led towards the same
goal. While endeavoring to learn caution from my mistakes, I

have never ceased for a moment to believe that the many harmonies and

coincidences which I have pointed out, were indicative of iinportant but

unknawn laws.

X )The identification of v and v ', (Thesis 50), is perhaps the most
important conclusiou of the whole, and its importance may render some-

what fuller details desirable. The common explanation of planetary

motions, assumes a primitive tangential impulse and a constant gravi-

tating pull, the resultant of the two forces determining the path at every

instant. But it should be remembered that the efficient tangential im-

pulse is by no means the one which was originally communicated ; that

it, as well as the pull of gravity, is continually shifting its direction, and
continually renewed ; and that all the known cosmical motions can be as

readily accounted for by the impulse of waves upon particles differing

in their relative amounts of inertia, as in any other way.

In any case of free orbital revolution around a centre of gravity, every

infinitesimal pull of gravitation is assumed to be efficient, in some way

or other. If the orbit is circular, the orbital velocity (y'gr) is renewed,

as often as a portion of the orbit, equivalent to radius, has been described.

This fact is, of itself, suggestive of equal oscillations, either alternately

or simultaneously centripetal and tangential, and it may well justify us

in looking for some equally simple relationship to an invariable velocity

of primitive and continual impulsion.

The only presumably invariable velocity that we know, being that of

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. S
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light, aucl the only mode of viewing gravitating action, under an inva-

riable relation to a uniform velocity, being the one which I have pointed

out in Theses 23 and 24, there seems to be an a 'priori probability that v

may be represented by some simple function of the constant velocity

gi", and that gravitating motion, as vs^ell as light motion, may be undu-

latory. Since gravitating fall acts, in orbital motion, until the sum of

successive gravitating impulses has communicated a tangential velocity

equal to \ gr, thus renewing the orbital velocity, it seems natural enough

to suppose that the same fall may also act, in rotary motion, until the

sum of successive impulses has communicated a centripetal velocity

= -y' = « , thus renewing the velocity of primary impulsion. If the

gravitating thrusts or pulls are supiaosed to be all efficient, it is not only

right, but it is even our duty, as earnest truth-seekers, to try to trace

their efficiency as far as possible.

In the oscillation described in Thesis 22, each equatorial particle is al-

ternately approaching to, and receding from, the orbital centre of gravity,

during intervals of a half rotation. The integral of gravitating im-

pulses, at the centre of our system, during each wave rise or fall, is,

perhaps, as closely identified with the velocity of light, as is the integral

of gravitating impulses, during the orbital description of radius, with

the orbital velocity. For, from the equation^ =: «' =: «''', we deduce^

for the time of solar rotation, t" = ^^g^ygg-^ X (sH^SG
j'" ^^'^

value differs, by less than | of one per cent., from the estimate of

Bianchi, Laugier, and Herschel, and by less than 3^ per cent, from that

of Sporer, which is the lowest estimate hitherto published. From the

constant solar equation, "i— ^ v\ we i-eadily obtain, by introducing the

variable r, the general equation for planetary velocity, ygr = /^^'^

'

\ t"
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SA7IXG-FUND LIFE-INSURANCE.

By Pliny Earle Chase.

(Bead before Ihe American Philosophical Society, April ?>d, 1874.)

Elizur Wright, the eminent Actuary and formeiiy Scats Commissiouer

of Life Insurance for Massachusetts, has proposed a combination of

Saving Fund and Life Insurance, to dispense with the extravagant com-

missions of canvas lers, and with other enormous expenses incident to

the present competitive system. If sufficient business could be secured,

there caii be no doubt that such a combination would work admirably.

In order to float a company until a paying business is established, Mr.

Wright proposes to start with a capital of $500,000.

But capitalists are timid in regard to untried enterprises, especially

when it is proposed to enter a business field without resorting to any

of the customary methods for inviting business. It may, therefore, be

well to inquire if there be no other way, in which some analogous ex-

periment may be tried safely, cheaply, fairly, beneficially, and in every

way satisfactorily.

Life Insurance is the safest of all kinds of underwriting. The risks

are known with greater certainty, the contingencies of extraordinary

misfortune are fewer, the naargin reserved for unforeseen calamities is

moi'e liberal, and the interest of the beneficiary in guarding the risk is

greater, than in any other of the many forms of ijrotective insurance.

The only case in which a guarantee capital would be of any advantage,

is when heavy losses occur before sufficient accumulations have been

provided to meet them.

Saving Funds, notwithstanding their occasional failure, have long

been, and will doubtless continue to be, more popular than Life Insu-

rance Companies. They require no ex^jensive corps of agents or can-

vasser?, and but little advertising, especially if the interest of the benevo-

lent can be enlisted in their behalf. This may be easily done if other

advantages are added to those of an ordinary Savings Bank, and es-

pecially if the depositors and friends of the Institution can be brought to

feel that the money can be withdrawn in case of pressing personal

necessity, while, in case of early and unexpected death, the bereft family

will be specially benefited. The proper way, therefore, to inaugurate

the proposed experiment, would seem to be, to add new inducements to

a system that is already cheap and popular, rather than to enter into the

field of direct competition with the cumbrous and expensive organizations

and appliances which have been thought necessary for the successful

working of a system that is costly, and, in many respects, unpopular.

In order to secure such added advantages as I have suggested, I submit

the following outline of a plan, which may, perhaps, be so modified by

hints dei'ived from the study or experience of others, as to be deemed
worthy of practical trial.

1. Credit all depositors with four per cent, simple interest, and give

them the right to draw upon their accounts, either under the usual re-
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strictions, or subject'to such regulations as may from time to time seem

desirable.

2. Credit all profits to a general fund for the benefit of the family, or

other specified persons, at the death of each depositor, the interest of

each contributor, in the common fund, being proportional to the amount
of his average deposits.

3. Encourage beneficial contribution ships, of stated sums per week,

month, or year, for the payment of fixed sums at the time of death, the

payments being further guaranteed by a sufiicient stipulated tax upon
all the survivors.

4. Open accounts in accordance vrith the ordinary principles of Life

Insurance, crediting each deposite with the amount of a fully-paid

policy to which it would be entitled. These accounts will facilitate the

determination, at the death of each depositor, of his interest in the com-

mon fund, and they will prepare the way for a final safe assumption of all

the risks of specific Life Insurance, Endowments, Annuities, Tontines, &c.

5. Allow the beneficiaries, if they desire it, to continue their partici-

pation in the accumulated profits, for ten years after the death which
gives them an interest in those profits.

6. Convince merchants, manufacturers, clei'gymen, and benevolent

individuals generally, that the depositors in the proposed institution

will receive a greater return, in case of early death or other unforeseen

calamity, than they could obtain from any other source. Tha voluntary,

unpaid recommendations, thus secured, would soon command a large and
profitable business.

7. Enlist the co-operation, in the Board of Directors, of men whose
reputation for tried integrity and dishiterested philanthroi^y, will be a

sufficient guarantee of wise and equitable administrations.

8. Invite an examination, by the wealthy and charitable, of the claims

of the Institution for their coiasideration, and for a participation in their

bounty. Contributions thus obtained should be added to a permanent
fund, the income being used for the benefit of all the depositors.

After a sufficient capital has been accumulated, all the specific under-

takings of Life Insurance and Annuity Companies could be assumed
with perfect safety, and with the assurance of larger returns than any
Company can now afford. A. large amount of the best class of business

would come from intelligent, careful men, who ax-e influenced more by
their own judgment of the merits of a system, than by the representa-

tions of canvassers. There would be no forfeiture, no anxiety from fear

of inability to meet the yearly increasing burden of a large yearly pi-e-

miura, no doubtful hesitation about investing the unusu^al profits of pros-

perous years, no fears of pettifogging attempts to evade payment in case

of death. The young, strong, industrious and prudent, whose risks are

least, while their need of insurance, in case of unexpected calamity, is

greatest, would contribute so large a part of the deposits, that the
accumulations of the benificiary fund would be unusually great, and all

the participants would be proportionately helped thereby.
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A DOWNWARD ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION, AS ONE
CAUSE OF EXTREMES OF COLD.

By Lorin Blodget.

{Read hefoi^e the American Philosophical S-^ciety, May 1st, 1874).

The system of atmospheric circulation which gives us a general easterly-

movement in temperate latitudes, scarcely needs further explanation, yet

the recent establishment of observatories on Mount Washington and on

Pike's Peak, are found to afford positive evidence in verification of such

movement that is full of interest. The easterly current on the top of

Mount Washingon, at least, is almost constant and with extreme velocity,

iu a direction the resultant of which is almost due east, and there are no

conditions apparent to throw doubt on the general assumption that this

is the returning current of a vast system of atmospheric circulation to

and from the tropics, primarily, through which the heat and humidity

of the tropics are widely diffused at both the northern and southern tem-

perate belts.

But I propose only to refer to some deductions that have for some time

past impressed me with great force, as to the origin of certain almost in-

explicable facts of our climate, at points near the northern border of this

system of circulation ; and particularly in the colder parts of the United

States, east of the Rocky Mountains, in winter, and indeed, in all the

cold months. I had the honor to lay before this Society on a former oc-

casion, sf>me suggestions as to the origin of the extremes of cold observed

at vai-ious points, chiefly of the northwestern interior, and to express the

conviction that these extremes were not propagated, or transferred along

the surface, as a part of what is usually thoirght to be the surface circu-

lation from the west ; and also that they do not move down—that is,

along the surface—from the north, or from any other point of the com-

pass. On the contrary, they appear to be instituted or established at the

point of their most extreme existence, as if brought down from the upper

atmosphere, or as if the result of the action of causes extraneous to the

earth's atmosphere.

The recent extension of observations to the territories of the plains,

and to posts on both sides of the Rocky Mountains, has given us a new
basis of facts for the discussion of the symmetrical climates of the eastern

United States, as I may call them, since their principal changes are

usually quite symmetrical ;—and it has disclosed the fact that no sym-

metry or cori-espondence of phenomena can be traced across the Rocky

Mountains, connecting any great storm, or any area of excessive heat, or

excessive cold, with any like condition at the east. I have been particu-

larly observant of such facts as I could obtain in regard to this point

along the northern belt, for the purpose, first, of tracing, if possible, the

origin of the remarkable extremes of cold occurring in Dakota and Min-

nesota ; and have spent much time in examining these cases, with the

result of coming to the conclusion that there is absolutely no connection
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or movement from Oregon or Washington Territories eastward to tlie

country of the Upper Missouri, or to the line of Red River of the north.

There is no progressive march of a i-efrigerated area, or of a barometric

depression, along that line from west to east across the mountains. And
the line of separation is far east of the mountains themselves, apparently

as far as the Yellowstone, nearly , though of course, there is some partial

correspondence of phenomena west of this line, and some general relation

of the principal conditions. And here I anticipate the more precise re-

sults I hope to obtain, in explanation and corroboration of these positions,

in order to put forth a view of the causes of these phenomena which ap-

pear to me new, and which I hope others will examine also. It is that

in the system of atmospheric circulation before referred to, thei-e must

be a general descent of atmospheric volumes to the surface at or near

the northern border of the belt ;—that this descent may be of masses

sometimes large, and depleted of both heat and moisture before they de-

scend ;—that descending volumes may come also from the adjacent at-

mosphere on the north, not containing heat or moisture brought from the

tropics ;—and that, as a general fact these cold, dry masses of air, sink-

ing quietly, or poured down with force and violence, to spread over the

surface as cold and violent winds, do cause many otherwise inexplicable

extremes of cold in the winter and spring particularly.

The descent of masses of heavy, cold air, must often be induced simply

to fill the void caused by contraction of the volume of air from which rain

and snow fall. All along the belt of westerly winds this contraction is

going on, and this very rapidly during all the colder months. Moving
with a constant motion toward the earth, as well as along the surface, it

is only a natural vicissitude of this condition, that the descending mass

should, at intervals, be poured, like a mass of cold water, over the border

of the humid belt, producing the extremes that so often appear to strike

down from above.

I do not remember seeing much reference, hitherto, to descending vol-

umes of air on the northern border of this belt of circulation, yet as the

trade "winds steadily withdraw the air beneath, toward the tropics, it

must necessarily return above ; and it must descend as it returns. If all

these movements were perfectly regular, we should see no spasms of se-

verity, but as, in fact, there are many days of steadily expanding heat in

spring, the days on which the contraction occurs are only the more vio -

lent. Hence those heavy pouring winds, that bring such severity of cold

during the spiring months ; winds which are neither winds of propulsion,

nor of aspiration, but merely the forcing down of cold masses of air from

the upper atmosphere, to spread along the surface to some extent, but to

be perpetually recruited and renewed from above. An easy experiment

will illustrate the condition, by dropping the upper sashes of high win-

dows in a heated room on a cold day,—the downward movement will

prove unexpectedly tangible and heavy, and as conspicuously marked,

almost, as if water were poured through the windows.
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On several occasions during the present month of April, the weather in

tlie seaboard States has exhibited this phenomenon. All of the severely-

cold weather, for the season, has been initiated at the point where its

greatest severity was experienced ; not being transferred along the sur-

face from any point at the west, or at the north. For many days of the

present month (April) these cold and heavy winds have been felt in the

country east of the Alleghanies, when in no single instance that I can

trace, has there been any connection or conformity of movement from the

western or northern interior. Like severity has often existed there, but

the fact, and all its relations, was local in this sense, or was not connected

or continuous with other districts.

When the enormous friction of atmospheric contact with the surface is

taken into account, it must be apparent that there can be few winds of

propulsion. I think it may be fairly assumed that the greater number of

winds in cold weather particularly, are winds that descend, and that to

this descent most of their continued force is due. On Saturday, April 11,

and Sunday, April 12, the thermometer fell at Washington under the in-

fluence of these obviously descending winds until in the night of the 12th

it reached a minimum of 19°, while for three days previous no place west

of the Alleghanies in the same latitude was below 50°, and the average

temperature at Fort Sully, on the Missouri, 1200 feet above the sea, and

in latitude 45^ north, was as warm as at Philadelphia, at sea level, in

latitude 42° N. This remarkable depression of temperature could not

have been due to radiation, since all the areas west and north were even

more exposed to radiation, being clear and calm ; nor was it diie to north

or northwest winds propagated along the surface, for there had been no

cold winds from these points at the west or north for several days. Nor
was there any general storm to effect a displacement or shrinkage, at

least no storm on the continent. There may have been some general

storm, or shrinkage at sea, however, facilitating or inducing a descent of

heavy masses of cold air from above to supply the partial vacvium.

I venture to assume, therefore, a large measure of influence in causing

extremes of cold in these latitudes to the descending volume of air inci-

dent to the shrinking and wasting of heat and moisture from the atmos-

pheric current eastward in the course of traversing the continent. Its

northern border is perpetually invaded by fitful alternations of displace-

ment ; sometimes getting calm and intensely cold, to reduce the tempera-

ture in winter to 10°, 20° or 30° below zero ; and in spring, when the

general accession of heat gives a more free play of the forces, a frequent

recurrence of heavy northwest dry winds potired from above, and from

the north, displacing and condensing the local, or surface atmosphere
;

and this overflow is almost constantly repeated until the whole system of

circulation has been swept beyond our limits at the north, by the advance

of summer. During most of the summer months the rarifying and ex-

panding forces prevail so completely, as to remove all these phenomena

far to the north, or possibly to another hemisphere.
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We shall undoubtedly be compelled to revise our views as to the pri-

mary or leading condition of general storms. The barometer is by no

means a certain guide, and instances of severe storms with continuing

high pressure throughout are frequently recurring. The recent severe

storm of Saturday and Sunday, April 25th and 26th. This storm began

with the barometer .15 above the mean, and scarcely fell below the mean
(of 30. inches) after ten or twelve hours of continued severity, and when
at its height here, on Saturday evening. At Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Louisville, &c., there was also no perceptible depression below the mean,

the barometer being generally at almost exactly 30 inches. No storm

was anticipated by the signal office, nor were there any evidences such

as usually appear, justifying anticipations of a severe storm. Yet few

storms have been as severe, the N. E. wind of Saturday night being ex-

tremely heavy here, while northeastward, to Nova Scotia, the slow but

certain progress continued throughout the day and night of Sunday. On
Monday morning, it is true, a considerable barometric depression appears

in Maine and Nova Scotia, of half an inch, or more, in places, but this

appears to have set in eastward of New York, almost exclusively. The
storm was violent and long continued at New York and southward, with

very little barometric depression, not enough to warrant expectations of

a storm, or any severity of winds. There have been several conspicuous

instances of a similar character since the Signal Service observations gave

us such excellent opportunities for observation.

I repeat, that the evidence is cumulative in support of the position that

the atmospheric movement in the colder seasons in these latitudes is one

of constant descent of volumes ; that the cold gales of the spring months,

strike in at areas east of the Alleghanies from the northwest, when they

are unknown west of that line ; and occur in repeated instances not only

when by no possibility they could be continuous, or connected with like

movements propagated from the northwest, but also when the winds,

even so near as Pittsburgh, blew all the time in an opposite direction.

The almost inexplicable phenomena presented by the severity, the per-

sistence and force of these winds, with the low temperature they bring,

become easy of solution, under the view that their volume is perpetually

renewed at all points where they prevail, by constant pouring from above,

as if a current of cold water was renewed and enforced in its movement
by so pouring a stream downward, as well as along the sm-face. On each

of the last three days the facts of such forcible descending winds were

experienced here, and during the full period of ten days preceding there

-was, as the Signal Office charts will show, a marked absence of west or

northwest winds at all points of the western or northwestern interior,

from which it is usually supposed these high cold winds are derived, and
propagated eastward along the sui'face to the Atlantic Coast. In fact,

for a week from April 25th to May 1st, the weather was warmer at Pem-
bina, lat. 490 N., than at Philadelphia, in 42° N., being 44° for the 1 a.

M. observation at Pembina, to 42° for the same at Philadelphia.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. T
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METEOROLOGICAL PECULIARITIES OF NEW ENGLAND.

By William F. Channing, M. D.

{Bead before tJie American Philosophical Society/, Map 1st, 1874.)

For twenty years I have noticed an invariable coincidence between
the appearance of ice in quantity on the Newfoundland Banks or neigh-

borhood, and an unusual, often constant rainfall in New England. This

rainfall appears to be in proportion generally to the amount of ice, and

it is followed, I think always, by a dry period, perhap? a drought of

several weeks, the drought apparently having some proportion to the ex-

cess of previous rainfall.

The appearance of ice on the Banks or neighborhood varies in differ-

ent years, from April to .June, and the wet spring and summer drought

are early or late accordingly. Many years the quantity of ice is sn&all

and the disturbance of the rainfall is hardly noticeable. I am aware how
many observations are'required to establish a meteorological law for any

part of the earth's surface. I therefore only venture to a«k attention to

these coincidences.

There is another obvious peculiarity in the meteorology of the New
England coast, due to its geographical position. The projection of

Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island into the Ocean may be com-

pared to a nose on the Atlantic profile of the country. It happens hence

that stoi'ms following a course parallel with the coast, but either just

inside or outside the coast line, will in the one case pass entirely inside

the projecting shore of New England, and in the other, sweep over

Eastern New England, without warning, while the rest of the country

enjoys average clear weather. From these two proceedings, Imd storms

passing inside, and sea storms extending over the coast from Cape Ann
to New London, it results that the weather predictions are more fre-

quently falsified over this region than perhaps on any other part of the

coast or interior. And yet no part of the American Coast is more densely

thronged with vessels in both the coasting and foreign trade.

It would seem desirable, for the study of the ocean storms, which

sometimes thus touch New England, (as well probably as Hatteras), to

extend the Signal Service to the Bermudas (by a special cable) and also

to Nantucket, and generally to extreme outlaying points on the coast.
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NOTE ON THE COLUR OF THE MOON.

By Pkof. Persifer Frazer, Jr.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, May, \st, 1874.)

Ou tlie 19th of September, 1873, I presented to the Society certain

views which as it seemed to me offered a satisfactory explanation of the

change of color undergone by the moon during the jjassage of the

twilight circle over her disc. I stated at that time that since what light

we get from the moon is reflected solar light, which so far as we can

discover has suffered no change on the surface of the moo , it would be

natural to suppose that the color of the light would be the same as that

of the Sun's light.

The Sun's light is well known to be orange, and the Moon's in the day

time white, while at night the latter exhibits the same color as the Sun,

though the light is vastly more feeble. «

That this change of color in the Moon depends upon the position of

the observer relative to the Sun there can be no doubt, and it is equally

certain that the phenomenon is of atmospheric origin, for the moon still

remains white for some time after the Sun has set.

If, as Tyndall supposes, the blue color of the sky be due to the scat-

tering of the smaller waves of light by the inlinitessimal particles or

motes of the upper atmosphere ; and if the paths pursued by these re-

flected blue waves be, as experiment proves, in all directions from all

parts of this attenuated matter, the change of color may be easily ex-

plained.*

Thus the Sun appears to us orange or yellow, because, of the waves

constituting white light, which impinge upon our atmosphere, a greater

proportion of blue than of red and yellow waves are scattered. Of these

waves thus scattered, a large proportion is thrown out again into sj^ace,

while what remain are sent in all directions—even directly towards the

Sun.

This is 07ie cause of the blueness of the sky, if not the only one.

When the Moon is shining at night the same conditions are fulfilled.

A small fraction of the Sun's light is thrown unchanged into our atmos-

phere and suffers the same filtering which his beams in daylight undergo;

with this diffei'ence, that as the blue rays are very inferior to the yellow

in luminousness, the more the amount of light is diminished, the brighter

relatively to the whole amount will appear these scattered rays ; and

*The objection that if the waves of light were thus sifted by tenuous matter, those

of least length (or the ultra violet) would impart their color to the sky is invalid be-

cause Tyndall has shown, and every one can demonstrate for himself, that the earliest

appearance of color in a medium in which inflnitessimally fine particles of matter are

suspended is blue. Vide " Blue color of sky," &c., Tyndall,
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tlius it happens that in a clear moon-light night the sky is much more
strikingly blue than the same sky would be at mid-day.

When the Moon shines in the day-time we must suppose that the rays

she sends to us are affected in precisely the same way as at night. If

she appear white (as is the case) it must be owing to an addition to this

light of the constituents v/hich it has lost, viz., blue. We know that

these waves are coming to the eye from every part of the sky, and there-

fore from that part occupied by the disc of the Moon, and hence the in-

ference is natural that this contribution from the store of the Sun's light

just makes up what was necessary to produce white light, and that as

this accession can go on after the setting of the Sun, and until the

twilight circle has passed over the Moon, the whiteness of the latter will

commence to fade as the thickness of shell of direct rays diminishes, and
the maximum of deviation from the color (under given conditions of the

atmosphere) will be reached just after the Sun has reached a point in the

heavens whence the last direct ray tangent to the earth's surface falls in

l^ie upper limits of the atmosphere on a line joining the Moon with the

eye of the observer.

But there is a practical mode of testing this hypothesis, which is de-

pendent upon the polarization of the sky light in directions perpendicu-

lar to the Sun's rays.

When the Moon is in her first quarter she lies in just this direction

from the observer ; and since the blue light from the Sun, which, added
to her OAvn, causes her to appear white, is polarized, the Moou when
viewed through a Njcols' prism by day ought to appear orange.

This observation has been many times repeated by me, and the results

are precisely those anticipated.

Owing to the fact that there is always some unpolarized light received

in this direction the change of color is not quite so marked as is that

from day to night, still the change is very striking and unmistakable.

There is another cause for the blue color of the sky which is the effect

of contrast in the eye. If all the light which was reflected was white
light and very generally diffused over the firmament, the effect of the

bright yellow orb of the Sun or Moon would be to tinge this light with
blue so far as the subjective phenomenon was concerned. But that this

does not explain the whole of the phenomenon is evident from the fact

that the blue light obtained by Tyndall from his decomposition tubes

was also polarized in a direction perpendicular to the path of the beam.
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NOTE ON THE SOMERSET COUNTY COAL BEDS IN PB.NfN-

SYLVANIA.

By JoriN Fulton.

{Lead before the American PhilosopJiical Society/, May 1st,, 1874.)

In a receut professional visit to Somerset county, I obtained a vertical

section of a portion of the Lower Coal Measures. As this part of the

State has been, until quite recently, shut out from investigation, I pi-e-

sumed that this scale would be interesting, and I respectfully submit it.

The section was obtained from recent coal exploratians, near the

village of Garrett, on the Pittsburg and Connellsville Railroad . At this

place, the Serai Conglomerate is very clearly developed, rising gently

westward on the eastern flank of Negro Mountain.

Negro Mountain, or rather the Anticlinal bearing this name, plows up
the middle of the first great basin, dividing it, at this place, into two
shallow troughs having their greatest dei3th of coal measures near

Meyer's Mills and Bear Creek—the whole lying between the Alleghany

Mountain on the east, and Laurel Hill on the west.

Over the back of Negro Mountain, the coal measures and conglomerate

have been swept away, leaving uncovered the red back of this large anti-

clinal.

Castleman's River cuts deeply across the Negro Mountain anticlinal,

unfolding a natural geological section, which has been farther elabora-

ted by the railroad cuttings along its northern bank—the whole affording

unusual facilities for studying Formations XI and XII, with the posture

and stratigrai>hy of the coal measures shoreing on either flank.

Beginning in the railroad cutting, immediately west of Garrett Sta-

tion, the Serai Conglomerate can be studied up to its floor. In this cut-

ting, a thin seam of impure coal has been brought to light. It also ex-

hibits a rather unusual plunge of the strata eastward, carrying the

measures down 300 feet in three quarters of a mile—with this exception,

the measures exist under very gentle dips.

The Conglomerate, in its mechanical structure and general appearance,

resembles very closely Broad Top and Clearfield.

I did not obtain its total thickness but examined over 300 feet of it,

which indicates a greater depth than at Broad Top.

The floor line is distinctly marked in a bold cliff outcrop, 10 feet deep,

of rather massive Conglomerate, slashed with clearage planes.

On this rests a belt composed, at its base, of thin plates of sandstone

graduating into shales and blackslate as it approaches the (A) coal seam.
The division has been terraced with a flat slope, from the brow of the

Conglomerate to the coal seam, profiling the two horizons very dis-

tinctly.

The first coal seam rests on a thin floor of fireclay. The coal bed has
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two benches, the lower, 18 inches thick, is an impure cannel coal inclin-

ing to block structure—the u^jper is a medium quality of semi-bitumi-

nous coal with the well marked columnar structure peculiar to the

Alleghany coals.

The interval between this and the next small coal seam is composed
of thin plates of sandstones with olive colored shales.

The second workable seam (B) is pre-eminently the bed of the Lower
system of coal measures. Not perhaps so much from its size and good

quality of coal, as from its ready and sure identification, wherever it

exists, by the massive bed of limestone on which it rests. The farmers

tra«e it from hillside to hillside, regarding it with peculiar affection as a

doiMe gift—not only supplying fuel for domestic use, but also lime to en-

rich the "glades" in their mountain farms.

The coal in this bed is columnar in structure with plates of mineral

charcoal disseminated.

In structure and quality it is closely associated with the best Clearfield

coal. It will be found a superior fuel for iron working.

The third seam (C) is all pure coal of an excellent quality, but as the

bed is high in the measures and does not occupy a wide area in this

portion of the field, it has as yet received little attention.

From seam B to the top of the scale the measures are composed of

very soft flesh and olive colored shales, which have been loundtd and

softened into easy rolling slopes and rounded hills.

Some pieces of the blue and drab colored carbonate iron ores of the

coal measures were shown me, but their places in the &cale were not

clearly made out.

The coals from the Lower Measures have thus far only found a local

demand. Evidently the time has not come, or the right channel been

opened to this great ocean of mineral fuel. It is yet like the Dead Sea,

it has no outlet. True, the Pittsburgh and Connellsville railroad has

opened channels to the markets east and west, but the law of supply

from the large and excellent "Pittsburgh seam," west and east, is found

as inexorable as the law of gravity, in holding back the Somerset lower

coals, for the i^resent at least.

There is one channel to market which is being discussed, that is, by

the opening of a railroad connection of 35 miles from Berlin to Mann's

Choice on the Bedford Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad. This

would furnish a channel for these coals to flow into market side by side

with the Broad Top, Clearfield and Cumberland Coals.

Saxton, Bedford Co., Pa., April 17, 1874.
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COSMICAL EVOLUTION.
By Pi.isy Earle Chase,

Professor of Physics in Haverford College.

{Bead before the American PMlosopJiical Society, May 15, 1874.)

We may reasonably assume, that natural laws which are the most

general and the most constant are also the oldest, and that increasing

specialization is an indication of increasing, and comparatively recent,

development.

The relation of luminous undulation to gravity may, i)erhaps, be

most satisfactorily formulated in the following tei'ms :

At any point in space, perihelion velocity in a parabolic orbit (or its

equivalent, the velocity communicated by infinite gravitating appulsion

to the same point) is a mean proportional, between the variable mean
velocity of tlie vector-radial oscillation due to solar rotation,* and the con-

stant velocity of light. In other words, if t" = time of solar rotation

under a volume of any assumed radius, r,

4'' A 9,yA

In V^gr :: y'^gr : ® .-.g^---

Since this formula, with the modifications indicited by Thesis 31, f is

applicable to all possible orbital motions about the Sun, as well as 1 1 solar

rotation and solar motion in space, it seems to represent the most gene-

ral, and, therefore, the oldest physical law yet discovered.
:|:

Next in point of generality, appears to be the relationship of orbital

belts to the point, towards or about which every particle of our system
is perpetually oscillating or tending to oscillate, viz., the mean-peri-

helion centre of gravity of our binary star§ (Sun-Jupiter). The
"-series of multiples of the primary radius which is determined by that

centre, § fixes the major axis of solar revolution about the stellar centre

of gravity, decides the relative masses of the Jovian and Telluric

systems,
||
and groups the planets into pairs, the points of division corres-

ponding with such apsides of Mercury, Earth, and Saturn, as recent in-

vestigations have shown to be actually correlated, through mutual plan-

etary interaction.

The next steps in the development of planetary order, were, perhaps,

the fixing of an outer limit to the system, at such distance that the

passage of a light-wave, from its linear centre of oscillation to the sun,

is synchronous with the time of planetary revolution at the Sun's sur-

face ;** the establishment of new centres of inertia at harmonic nodes
;

* The Sun's volume being supposed to expand or contract, homogeneously, to the

given point.

t Proc. Amer. Philo. Soc, April 17, 1?74.

% n\^ "H'l IIN TI' D'HS.^ n3N"V Genesis, i. 3.

§ xiii. 471, sqq.

II
xiii. 240, (3).

** xiii. 248, et ante.
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and the determination of orbital eccentricities by the blending iufinence

of linear, circular, spherical, and harmonic undulations.

§

It is evident that every planet, satellite, or other rotating and revolv-

ing globe, may have its principal motions formulated by the continued

proportion,

— : i/2gr : : \/2gr : (v — ^ ) •, v^ being constant for each body,

under every possible variation of g, r, and i". The various primary

cosmical velocities having been determined by the general aethereal undu-

lations, and the arrangement of the planets being dependent on subor-

dinate harmonic undulations, we may reasonably look for various second-

ary values of v^ having a similar dependence, indicating a relation-

ship to solar centrifugal impulsion, analogous to that of the primary

velocities to tethereal centripetal impulsion, and marking a further pro-

gress in development.

The equilibrium of solar centrifugal and centripetal forces, indicated

by the equation v = -\/gr, is a maximum at the Sun's surface. This

maximum velocity is equivalent to the constant determining velocity

(»*) for Jupiter and Earth, the controlling j)lanets of the extra-aster-

oidal and intra-asteroidal belts.

There is still some uncertainty about the value of f for any planet

but the Earth. But Proctor's discussions seem to leave no room for

any important error in the case of Mars, and the lengths of days at

Jupiter, Saturn, Venus and Mercury, are known accurately enough to

furnish data for satisfactory comparisons. If we compute the values

at" *

of v^ = "^ from the commonly accepted elements, and regard dimin-

ishing velocity as an evidence of increasing inertia and lapse of time, the

order of planetary development, after the two principal planetary

centres had been fixed, appears to have been Venus, Mercury, Saturn,

Mars, the inner system, as a whole, being older than the outer.

Evidences of increasing complexity are found, not only in the varied

simple relationships to the primary radiiis,f but also in mutual planetary

associations. The points at whi jh the reactionary centrifugal undula-

tions would have communicated velocities equivalent to y^ for Jupiter,

Earth, Venus, and Mercury, are all within the asteroidal belt. The car-

dinal point, that for Jnpiter and Earth, is near the outer asteroidal limit,

nearly midway between the orbits of those two controlling planets, and

at nearly a mean proportionate distance between the Sun's surface and

Saturn, as well as between Mercury's perihelion and Neptune's aphelion.

Venus and the Moon are related to the Earth, nearly as Neptune and

* If m = mass of any planet or satellite, in units of Sun's mass, we have the gene-

ral formula g = -py- , t" being time of solar rotation for radius r.

t xiii. 246-8. § xiii. 471, sqq.
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Mercury to the Sun,* and their geocentric motions, as well as the

terrestrial value of gt', (t' being the time of orbital revolution), are in

simple relationships to the velocity of light.f The determining point for

Saturn is in the orbit of Mars ; that for Mars, near Earth's perihelion.

My discussions of explosive oscillationg have indicated a probable de-

pendence of the chemical laws of combination and dissociation, upon the

same forces which have determined planetary mass, motion, and arrange-

ment. They may, therefore, help toward the further extension of

the study of universal evolution.

The almost inconceivably minute portion of the mean light-wave velo-

city
( ii57( io'ii5'

Thesis 14 j which suffices to explain all the gravitating

motions of our system, seems to confirm the theory of M. Lecoq de

Boisbaudran, who attributed weight to the longitudinal vibrations of the

aBther. The views of Cauchy and Moigno, who find in those vibrations

the origin of heat, point to a still more complete identification of ther-

modynamic and cosmical laws, while the enormous excess of apparently

unused velocity, may account for Laplace's conclusion that the propaga-

tion of attractive force is at least six or eight million times as rapid as

that of light.

I am indebted to Abbe Moigno for a copy of Father Leray's "Con-
stitution de la Matiere et Ses Mouvements," with a valuable historical

Preface by the Abbe himself. This very interesting essay, like the some-

what earlier dynamic discussions of Challis and Norton,:!: demonstrates

the plausibility and the adequacy of Newton's sethereal hypothesis. I

hope that the accordance of that hypothesis with the facts of Nature,

which I have pointed out, and the simple mathematical basis upon which
I have rested that accordance, may lead other competent analysts to labor

in the same field.

Even while ending this note, I find some new and interesting correla-

tions of mass, density, time, and harmonic undulation, which may prove
to be important. If we call the distance, at which a satellite would re-

volve about a planet in the time of the planet's orbital revolution, the
isochronal radius, we have :

1. The mass of the Sun, is to the mass of any planet, as the cube of the

planet's radius vector, is to the cube of its isochronal radius.

2. The perihelion radius vector of Jupiter, is nearly equivalent to r^

times its isochronal radius.

3. Jupiter's radius, is to its isochronal radius, as its mass, is to Sun's
mass.

4. Earth's isochronal radius is a mean proportional between its own
radius and Jupiter's perihelion radius vector.

* xii. 398, (1), 409 ; xiii. 246-7.

t xii. 392-417, &c.

X xiii. 246.

A. P. S.—TOL. XIV. tJ
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ELECTRICAL SPECTRA OF METALS.

Results of an Examination as to the Practicability of Assay-
ing Metals used in Coinage, by means of Spectrum Analysis,
MADE in and for THE AsSAY DEPARTMENT OF THE U. S. MiNT AT
Philadelphia.

By Alex. E. Outerbridge, Jr.

Communicated to the American PMlosopJdcal Society, 5y Mr. W. E. Du
Bois, Assayer of the Mint, May 15th, 1874.

It must have occurred to many, when this brilliant method of scientific

research succeeded in detecting the presence of metals, in any given sub-

stance, even to an infinitesimal nicety, that the next step must be to de-

termine the proportion of such presence ; in other vrords, the qualitative

must certainly lead to the quantitative, as in other chemical processes.

The Annual Report of the Royal Mint at London, for 1872, (dated 15th

of April, 1873,) contains an official memorandum of Mr. W. Chandler

Hoberts, Chemist of the Mint, from w^hich it appears that he was engaged

An examining this subject, at the suggestion of, and in connection with,

the distinguished spectroscopist and astronomer, Mr. J. Norman Lockyer.

No decided results had been reached ; but Mr. Roberts concluded by ex-

pressing the belief "that every effort should be made to render the in-

strument serviceable in the operations of minting."

The present modes of assaying gold and silver, both in alloys and in

ores, have been brought to such perfection, such_ accuracy, delicacy and

dispatch, that it seemed almost a matter of regret to have them super-

seded or disturbed. And yet, there is something captivating in the idea of

a determination, as it were by a flash of lightning, or in the twinkling uf

an eye, what proportion of gold or silver is present, in any bar, or coin,

or native ore. It therefore seemed desirable that our own Mint should

maintain its character for examining and adopting real improvements,

and not to wait indolently to hear what might be done abroad.

One of the assistants in the Assay Department, Mr. Alexander E. Out-

erbridge, Jr., had for several years given special attention to spectrosco-

pic studies, both in theory and in practice ; and to him therefore, the

subject was committed ; with what propriety, and what success, will

sufficiently appear from what he has written. This will be found in the

two following communications addressed to the Assayer.

The details he has given are well worth a careful study ; but we can-

not help noticing, in a few words, the astonishing paradox at which his

experiments arrive ; namely, that this method is, in one respect, by far

too sensitive and minute ; and in another respect, far from being minute

enough, to serve the uses of assay. It was worth all his patient labor

many times over, to come to this conclasion ; as we miist come in the

present state of this branch of science. And it is likely, that the natural

and necessary imperfections of metallurgy, the want of complete atomic

homogeneity in the mixing of metals, will forever prevent the spectro-

scope from taking the place of the present methods of assay.

As Mr. Outerbridge has been careful to give facts rather than suppo-
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sitions, he has omitted any explanation of the anomalous results in the

final part of his report. And yet it seems evident that where two metals

are present, the spark will to some extent elect for its vehicle the one

which is roost rapidly vaporized. This is notably shown in alloys of

gold with copper. It is also very striking in the alloy of nickel and cop-

per, of which our five-cent piece is made. The nickel, which constitutes

one-fourth, controls the color of the alloy entirely ; and yet, being far

more difficult of fusion than the copper, scarcely shows a trace in spec-

trum analysis. This resvilt is pai'ticularly regretted, because a shorter

way of assaying this mixture for coinage is very desirable.

These experiments, it is believed, will be of use to show what may, and

what may not, be expected from the spectroscope in the way of analysis

where several metals are components. They may also be of use in other

departments of investigation. D.

Philadelphia, October 30, 1873.

Wm. E. Du Bois, Esq.,

Assayer U. S. Mint.

Sir :—In pvirsuance of instructions received from you, to examine the

subject of the " Electrical Spectra of Metals" with a view to its possible

application to assaying, I beg respectfully to report, as follows :

"With a small induction coil, and with a two-prism Browning Spectro-

scope, I tried some experiments to obtain the effects recently discovered

by Mr. J. Norman Lockyer, of England, viz., the discernment of differ-

ences in the lines of the Spectra of different Alloys of Gold and Silver.

In other words, to utilize the Spectroscope as a means of quantitative, as

well as of qualitative analysis.

I had several interviews with Professor Barker, of the University of

Pennsylvania, (a recognized authority on the Spectroscope), who had re-

cently met Mr. Lockyer in England, and to whom I am indebted for

valuable information pertaining to the subject.

I soon found that although I was able to distinguish clearly between
the spectra of pure gold, 1000 fine, and of an alloy of gold and copper

900 fine, inasmuch as the copper lines appeared in the one case, and not

in the other, the induction coil was quite inadequate in its length of spark

to exhibit any appreciable differences between two alloys of gold and
copper. I then applied for, and was accorded by my friend President

Morton, of the Stevens Institute of Technology at Hoboken, the privi-

lege of conducting my experiments at that Institution.

Professor Morton most kindly placed at my service the elaborate

apparatus in his collection
; and I visited New York on Monday last, the

27th inst., returning this evening.

During these four days, I experimented very critically with known
alloys of gold, silver and copper, previously prepared for this purpose,

and I obtained some very interesting results. Many practical difficulties
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presented themselves in the outset, and it was some time before I succeed-

ed in obtaining a special adjustment of the apparatus appropriate to my
purpose.

Using one-half of the largest Kitchie induction coil, throwing a spark

of eleven inches, (fed by a powerful battery and reinforced by four large

condensers) in connection with a two-prism Browning Spectroscope, I

found that upon gradually separating the metallic electrodes, certain of

the lines broke in the middle ; and, upon further increasing the distance

between the electrodes, the hiatuses in the spectral lines increased pro-

portionately, hut unequally with different alloys.

This, as I am informed, is the novelty in spectroscopic research, dis-

covered by Mr. Lockyer, upon which the theory of possible quantitative

analysis is founded, and I was much gratified at having verified the ex-

periment.

Repeated trials with various alloys, gave similar effects. Having proved

this general incident, a systematic series of experiments with alloys

enabled me to map the difference of fineness between specimens 500 and

750 fine and even to recognize the variation between ingot-slips 895 and

903 fine. These results were observed by Mr. Andrew Mason, of the New
York Assay Office, and by several members of the National Academy of

Sciences, then on a visit to the Stevens Institute, as also by other

gentlemen, to whom some of the experiments were shown. The varia-

tion within seven thousandths above referred to, was by no means

marked—indeed, over-cautiousness prevents my relying upon its certainty

—although a more delicate adjustment of apparatus and farther expe-

rience would probably render the distinction more decided. Of course,

in these experiments, it was necessary to eliminate the numerous air

lines which appeared in all the spectra. A difficulty which presented

itself in the exact comparison of certain characteristic lines of gold,

silver and copper, whose positions in the spectrum are in close proximity,

was overcome by using a pure metal as one electrode and another pure

metal as the other electrode. The effect thereby produced was very

curious. With pure gold and pure copper as the electrodes, the gold lines

extend across only one-half the field of the spectrum, and the copper lines

extend across only the other half, the medial termini of both sets of lines

being perfectly sharp and bright. By this means a double spectrum of

copper and gold is obtained, or rather, a section of a complete gold spec-

trum and a section of a complete copper spectrum are visible in imme-

diate juxtaposition, thereby enabling a most accurate comparison of lines,

which in reality are not identical in position, but which by the pre-

vious method were apparently so.

By a slight modification of the experiment, substituting pure copper

as one electrode and an alloy of silver and gold as the other, the proxi-

mate lines of these three metals are presented mapped, as it were, on a
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natural scale. Further modifications of this principle suggested them-

selves and were tried with indications of valuable results. (Fig. 1.)

1 . . . i . . . 1 . . , 1 . . . 1 . A L_l . . , 1
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The general principle was satisfactorily proved, however, that where

two alloys of different grades are subjected to this treatment, the gold

lines of the baser compound are noticeably the fainter of the two, and,

what is more important, they may be reduced in length by separating

the poles, until they disappear.

This points to the possibility of the future application of Spectrum

Analysis to Assaying, at least as a test method. For, if an alloy of abso-

lute known fineness wfere adopted as one electrode, and an ingot-slip

assayed by the old process to an equal grade of fineness were inserted as

the opposite electrode, in case the assay were correct, the gold lines in

both sections of the spectrum should appear of equal brightness, and

more especially, should begin to recede from the central line of the spec-

trum at the same moment, and should disappear at the same moment.

The spectra being inevitable natural effects of physical causes, a varia-

tion between two specimens of supposed equal fineness would, in theory,

be necessarily indicated by the respective lines failing to correspond in

their reciprocal action. To use the method as a means of original assay,

it would be necessary, among other things, to construct scales of delicate

measurement which, if possible at all, could only be done by a long

course of laborious investigation.

The experiments of which the foregoing is a resume, involved many

matters of practical detail to which it is unnecessary to allude, and having

been conducted at short notice and within the brief period of four days,

they must be considered as simply preliminary.

Respectfully submitted,

Alex. E. Outerbeidge, Jr.

Philadelphia, May 5t7i, 1874.

Wm. E. Du Bois, Esq.,

Assayer U. S. Mint.

Sir :—Since submitting to you my report of the 30th of October last, I

have continued at intervals the investigation of the "Electrical Spectra

of Metals," with a view to the practical application of the spectroscope

to Mint assaying.

Having repeated and proved the correctness of the experiments pre-

viously recorded, using a three-prism spectroscope and an induction coil

capable of throwing an eight inch spark, (kindly furnished me by Dr. R.

E. Rogers of the Medical Department of the University of Penna.) I found

it necessary to devise a special apparatus for manipulating the electrodes

when under examination. This was made for me by Mr. Saml. James,

the machinist in the Mint, and admirably fulfilled its object. A photo-

graph and description of it are appended hereto. Its peculiarity consisted
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iu an automatic combination of accurately proportioned screws, acting

in opposite directions, by which a single motion of the hand sufficed to

cause the upper and lower electrodes to approach or recede from the cen-

tral line of contact in an equal degree. The electrodes, which consisted

of small strips of metal cut to a point, were held by a suitable arrange-

ment on the outer circumference of two metallic rings insulated from

each other, the upper one slotted to receive a series of twelve electrodes

of varying Jcnown fineness, and revolving horizontally, so that each elec-

trode might in turn be adjusted to face a single electrode of unknoton

fineness fixed on the lower ring. Its object was to admit of the electrodes

being separated to any desired extent, while preserving the line of vision,

through the spectroscope, directed to the centre of the spark. This is a

point of much importance.

A systematic series of experiments was now commenced, in which the

behavior of the more volatile metals was at first studied, viz : Lead,

Zinc, Bismuth, Tin, Antimony, Cadmium, Mercury, Aluminium, &c.

All these give more decided spectra than the less volatile precious metal?,

and some interesting results were noticed. Approximate illustrations cf

some of these spectra are appended.

Proceeding to the examination of gold alloys, and starting with base

poles—making the lower pole 250 fine and the upper pole 500 fine—the

gold lines from the upper half were both longer and brighter. Now sub-

stituting in place of the 250 pole one 700 fine, the lower half showed the

brighter gold lines. Then, changing the 500 pole for one 800, the bright-

ness of the gold line was again reversed. This alternating effect may be

continued, decreasing in degree as the fineness of the poles approach more

nearly together, until both poles are of the same fineness, when the lines

will be equal in length and intensity.

These experiments proved satisfactorily that comparatively wide varia-

tions in the composition of gold alloys were discernible. I now had pre-

pared at the Mint a series of graduated alloys of more approximate fine-

ness, viz :

GOLD AND COPPER. GOLD, SILVER AND COPPER.

938. 940.1

917. 918.7

906. 866.8

888.3 888.

883.5 884.1

876.5 883.

These alloys were carefully prepared and assayed closely.

With one electrode pure gold and the other 938 fine, the difference be-

tween the respective spectra was of course very marked, the copper lines

appearing in the one and not in the other. Substituting for the pure

gold the alloy 876.5, the difference was still very marked, for, although

both gold and copper appeared in each, the copper lines were much
brighter and somewhat longer in the baser alloy, while the gold lines were
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blighter aud longer in the finer. But on compai-ing the alloys 876.5 and

883.5, (reducing the variation to seven thousandths) I was both surprised

and disappointed to find the visible difference of result but slightly appre-

ciable. And the same with regard to the alloys 883.5 and 888.3, and the

same with other alloys with equal or less comparative variation of fine-

ness. A variation of one-thousandth, required an effort of the imagina-

tion as well as of the eye to detect any difference whatever. And, al-

though I endeavored to map an apj^arent difference between alloys vary-

ing two-thousandths, it would certainly not have been a safe test on which

to base an assay. Frequent repetitions with changes of adjustment were

tried, the battery power varying from one to six Bunsen cells, in connec-

tion with Leyden-jars varying from one very small jar (improvised out of

a test-tube) to fifty large jars, (representing a metallic superficies

of many square feet) with variations of the distance of the electrodes

apart, and with and without the use of a condensing lens, but all these

failed to give closer results.

It is true, that these changes of conditions produced certain variations

in the effects observed—as, for instance, it was noticed that an increase

in the Leyden jar surface always lengthened the lines—the distance be-

tween the electrodes and all other conditions remaining the same—while

a decrease in the condensing surface had an opposite effect. Thus,

to take the extreme cases, with the single small Leyden jar above referred

to, and one cell of battery, the lines broke when the electrodes were not

more than j\ of an inch apart, and disappeared entirely on separating

the points ^ of an inch.

With fifty Leyden jars and six cells of battery, it was found impossible

to break the lines at all, even by removing the electrodes to the extreme

limit of the spark, and in this case new lines also appeared.

Other variations occurred ; such as a momentary ii-regularity in the

length and brightness of the lines, under a strong battery power, owing

to the unequal action of the spark ;—a difference in the action of the gold

lines deiiendent upon the nature of the alloy, silver tending to lengthen

them more than an equal admixture of copper ;—the length of the lines

is also dependent upon the distance between the spark and the slit (when

the latter is used without the intervening condensing lens) ;—moreover,

the eye itself is liable to become confused by continued comparisons of

very slight differences. The above and other modifications, so far from

solving the problem of close work, rather indicated possible aoui-ces of

error.

Another element of the process suggested itself to me as likely to ren-

der the results uncertain for the practical purpose of assaying, vis :

whether the quantity of metal vaporized and giving the spectrum is not

too infinitesimal to give safe results for a large melt. This would be af-

fected by the least v/ant of homogeneity in the metal. This is a serious

consideration, and with the view partly to search for unknown sources of

error and partly to ascertain generally the quantity of metal operated on
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in a spectroscopic assay, (should that ever be possible) the following ex-

periment was tried. Having weighed small electrodes, averaging 18

milligrammes each, with the greatest possible accuracy on the gold assay

balance of the Mint, (which is sensitive to a twentieth of a milligramme,

or even less,) and having arranged a spark register, I found that 1000

sparks might be passed between these poles, each spark showing the

spectrum of the metal distinctly, and yet the loss in weight was too small

to be made the base of calculation. Thus, a gold pole lost in weight after

passing 1000 sparks, -j-j^g^ of a grain ; this gives for each spark xj, o o o o

o

of a grain of gold, producing a bright spectrum. I increased the number
to 3000 sparks as the test. The loss of weight depends of course upon
the electric volume, and in the experiments tabulated I endeavored to

keep the latter constant. A slight deposit of the vaporized metal from

the opposite pole takes place in fine division, but this is easily re-

moved—in the case of copper and gold poles by dipping the gold for a

moment in weak acid, or by gentle rubbing. The annexed tables (marked

A and B) show that the loss in weight is marvellously small, averaging

less than seven-tenths of a milligramme of gold for 3000 sparks. To give

the amount for each spark, this must be divided by the number of sparks

;

thus, in round numbers an electrode loses xcfo o of a grain after passing

3000 sparks ; or for 1000 sparks joV o of a grain, or for each spark yo^^oZ) o

of a grain. The exceedingly small quantity of metal thus assayed ren-

ders this process, to my mind, inapplicable to the operations in the Mint

;

for it is necessary to determine gold assays to the roJo^ P^^* of the nor-

mal assay weight, and it is hardly conceivable that a discrimination to

the 1^0 0^ part of the spark assay weight, or the tooT'oo ooooo of a grain is

practically possible. Even if it were, it would not be proper to assume

that a test on such an atomic scale would correctly represent the value

of a large deposit, or even of gold ingots. It would certainly not be in

the case of silver, which segregates.

The table of loss shows another curious and unexpected result, viz. :

that the loss in weight of the volatile metals very slightly exceeds and in

some cases does not equal the loss of the less volatile metals. Thus, in

three different experiments of 3000 sparks each, copper loses but .1 M. while

gold loses .5 M. It must be remembered that in these experiments a much
stronger spark was used than was necessary to show a visible spectrum.

When reduced to a minimum, as was done in the case of the miniature

Leyden jar, which still gave a distinct spectrum, the loss in weight after

3000 sparks, for silver, copper and tin, was absolutely inappreciable on
the balance.

An unexplained anomaly was also noticed in relation to the sensitive-

ness of the spectroscope to the metals present in small quantity. Although

Mr. Cappel has shown, by passing the spark through weak solutions of

pure metals, that ^o^oo of a milligramme of gold will show a spectrum,

(it is even less than ^^-f^g^ of a M. according to an experiment perfoi-med

by the method described above) yet a comparatively large proportion of

A. P. S,—VOL. XIV. V
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gold may be present ia an alloy, the presence of which will not be indi-

cated at all by the specti'oscope.

r Silver, 708 parts.

In a slip composed thus : v < Copper, 254 "

the sj)ectra of silver and copper are alone visible. (^Gold, 38 "

1000

In fact, in an alloy of gold and copper containing from 200 to 250 parts

of gold, the gold spectrum is barely visible. In the case of gold con-

taining copper, it was found that one per cent, of the latter sufficed to

show the copper spectrum ; likewise in an alloy of nickel and copper

containing 20 per cent, of nickel, its spectrum is not visible.

If the spectroscope fails to reveal the presence of anything less than

200 parts of gold in a base alloy, even a theorist must admit that one could

scarcely expect to be able to discriminate with certainty a variation of

To 00 in a fine alloy.

It is not impossible that future discovery may succeed in explaining

this anomaly, in harmonizing the apparent inconsistencies, in eliminating

the sources of error, and in reducing the operation to practicable cer-

tainty, but in the state of spectroscopic science as it now exists, so far as

I have been able to perceive, I have arrived at the opinion, not without

regret, that assaying by means of spectrum analysis is impracticable for

the purpose of Mint operations.

In conclusion, it should be stated that the principal part of my work

was performed at the University of Pennsylvania, with the benefit of the

excellent appai-atus and appliances afforded in the new and magnificent

college building. For this privilege, and also for many valuable sugges-

tions and for personal favors, I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness to

Professor Geo. F. Barker of that Institution.

Very respectfully, yours,

Alex. E. Outerbkidge. Jr.

TABLES.

First column shows the weight of the metallic-electrodes in milligrams

before passing the spai-ks.

Second column shows the weight after passing 3000 sparks.

Third column shows total weight of metal volatilized (in fractions of a

milligramme).

Fourth column shows the amount of metal volatilized by each spark

(in fractions of a milligramme).
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Fifth column shows the amount of metal volatilized by each spark in

fractions of a grain troy.

*Upper Pole.

Lower "

Upper *'

Lower "

Upper "

Lower "

Upper "

Lower "

Upper "

Lower "

Average.

Gold 16.6

16.7

18.5Copper

Gold Ingot, 24

Tin

Silver

Lead

30

a

24.8

25.1

91.6

15.9
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 1 AND 2.*

A is a cast-iron base supporting the brass stem C which has a thread

cut upon its lower end in order tliat it may be raised or lowei'ed in the

base A and firmly held in position by the jam nut B.

Into the stem C, a secondary stem D is screwed ; this may be raised

or lowered in stem C by turning the hand-wheel GH,
Upon the upper end of the secondary stem D is fitted a cylinder com-

posed of the metallic band FF and the insulating centre G. This cylin-

der is held in position by the collars on either side, and is kept from ro-

tating by a pin passing through the upper collar and sliding in a slot in

the third stem E.

Through the stem C and secondary stem D passes a third stem E of

steel, having upon its upper end a cylinder similar to the one before de-

scribed, except that it is slotted to receive twelve strips of metal, while

the lower cylinder is slotted to receive one strip. This cylinder is free to

turn upon the stem E, and is fixed at any point by the nut upon the end

of the stem.

The stem E is prevented from turning by a pin sliding in a slot in the

lower stem C.

The pitch of the screw upon the stem E, is twice that of the screw on

the lower end of the secondary stem D. In turning the hand-wheel

GH in either direction, the stem E with the upper cylinder, though

moving over twice the distance of the lower cylinder, yet moves an equal

distance from a central point between the two cylinders, because the lower

cylinder in moving from the central point carries with it the upper cylin-

der. It is to overcome the distance lost that the pitch of the screw upon
the stem E is doubled.

The lower portion of the secondary stem D is divided into 24 degrees.

A movement of a degi-ee separates the electrodes ais of an inch.

*NoTE—Fig. 2 is reproduced by Mr. Carbutt. of Philadelphia, from

the original drawings according to a modification of the Woodbury
Photo-relief process.

With Fig. 2 are given in this No. of the Proceedings, and by the same

process, fac-similes of two sets of drawings of spectra of various alloys

described in the above memoir.
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Stated Meeting, May 1st, 1874.

Present, 17 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Dr. W.
Camac, dated Philadelphia, April 30th ; from Mr. Frank

Thomson, dated Altoona, April 28th ; from Prof. C. A.

Young, dated Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H., April

22d ; from Mr. Raphael Pumpelly, dated Newburg, N.Y.,

April 22d.

A letter announcing the death of his father was received

from M. C. Quetelet, dated Brussels, April 2d, 1874.

A letter, dated 12 Queen Victoria street, London, E. C,
April 14th, was received from Mr. Fairman, Editor of the

Eastern Echo.

A letter from Mr. R. Patterson requested the members of

the Society to inspect his copy of Mrs. Peale's " Memorial

Volume," of which only twenty- five copies had been printed

for private distribution. The folio which lay upon the

table contained 81 plates, representing 1,153 specimens of

relics of the Stone Age, found in Europe and America, and

collected and mounted in the cabinet of the late Mr. Frank-

lin Peale, of Philadelphia, a member of the Society. These

plates are all photograjDhs, described in a catalogue pre-

faced to the volume. As Mrs. Peale has declared her inten-

tion to present, the cabinet itself to the American Philo-

sophical Society, no coj)y of the volume is reserved for the

the Library.

A letter requesting the use of books was received from

Mr. Blasiua, and, on motion of Mr. Whitman, the Librarian

was authorized to loan such books on Meteorology as Mr.

Blasius needed for his investigations, taking proper receipts

for their safe return.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Acad-

emies at Berlin and Brussels ; the Annales des Mines and

Revue Politique ; the Royal and R. Astronomical Societies

;
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London Nature ; and Mr. Prestwich ; the Essex Institute,

Boston Soc. ITat. Hist. ; Boston Public Library ; American

Antiquarian Society ; Mass, Sclio ol for Idiots ; Harvard Col-

leo;e; Mus. Com. Zoology; American Chemist; Dr. Raynold

Coates; Prof. Cope; McCalla & Stavely ; Pennsylvania Board

of Public Charities ; Buffalo S. I^^. Soc. ; University of South

Carolina ; and Mr. Michley, of Pennsylvania.

The death of Prof. John Phillips, of Oxford, was an-

nounced by the Secretary.

On motion, the Publication Committee was discharged

from the consideration of Dr. Allen's paper, and Messrs.

Whitman, Lesley and Brinton were appointed a Com-
mittee to report to the Society upon the cost of its publica-

tion.

Dr. C. M. Cresson communicated the results of analysis of

coal from the diiferent benches or layers of the Mammoth
bed, with a comparison of their heating powers, &c., illus-

trated by diagrams.

Mr. Chase communicated, through the Secretary, a letter

from Dr. Wm. F. Channing, of Boston, on the need of

additional signal service at the Bermudas and along the

New England archipelago.

On motion, a copy of the communication was ordered to

be sent for the consideration of the U. S. Bureau S. S.

Mr. Lorin Blodget exhibited on a chart of the United

States a centre of maximum sudden variation in tempera-

ture during the winter months, and explained his views

of the cause of the phenomenon.

Prof. Houston, Mr. Briggs, Dr. Emerson, Mr. Lesley, Mr.

Whitman, and Gen. Stokes joined in the discussion which
ensued.

Dr. Emerson ascribed the gradual translation southward

of the peach-belt of the Atlantic coast to the progressive re-

moval of the forests, exposing the fruit to severe variations

of climate.

Gen. Stokes showed, by his experience in peach planting

on limestone soils, and by the later development and long
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fruitful life of his large old trees, that the chemical consti-

tution of the soil must be considered an element in the

problem.

Mr. John Fulton, of Saxton, communicated, through the

Secretary, a new and more complete section of the coal beds

of Somerset Co., Pa.

Prof. Fraser communicated a statement supplementary to

his observations in September last on the color of the moon.

Mr. Fraley reported the receipt of the last quarter's rentes

from the Michaux Legacy investment

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting^ Mmj 15th, 1874.

Present, 13 members.

Yice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Dr. W. Camac, a new member, was introduced to the

presiding officer, and took his seat.

A letter declining membership from inability to attend

the meetings was received from Mr. J. C. Browne, dated

907 Clinton street, Philadelphia, May 1st, 1874

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the U. S.

Observatory, Washington, May 4th. 1874 (IL, Y„ XIL,
XIIL, XIY., XVL, 69, 70, 71, 73, to 91) ; the New York
Historical Society, May 11th, 1874 (XY., i.) ; Holland

Society, Harlem, March 1st, 1873 (XIY., iii., 87) ; K.

Academy, Lisbon, March 26th, 1874 (88, 89) ; and R. Ob-

servatory, Prague, February 4th, 1874 (88, 89).

Letters of envoy were received from the R. Academy at

Amsterdam, Nov. 15, 1873, and the H. Society at Harlem,

March, 1873.

Donations for the library were received from the Holland

Society at Harlem; R. Academy at Amsterdam; Geological

Institute at Yienna; P. Academy at Turin ; Revue Politique;
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London N'ature : and Society of Antiquaries ; State Board

of Health, Mass. ; American Journal S. and A., New Haven ;

American Journal of Pharmacy ; Medical News and Library
;

Penu Monthlj^; Board of Com. of Pub. Charities, Harrisburg;

and Mr. J. E. Nourse, Washington.

Mr. Whitman reported progress for the Committee charged

with estimating the cost of publishing Dr. Allen's paper.

On motion, the committee was continued.

Prof. Chase read a note on Cosmical Evolution.

Mr. W. E. Dubois communicated through the Secretary

the results of an extended examination recently made in and

for the Assay Department of the Mint at Philadelphia, of

the practicability of assaying metals used in coinage hy the

spectrum apparatus. The paper was read and the drawings

of the apparatus and spectra exhibited, and on motion, it

was referred to the Secretaries, with power to publish the

same with proper illustrations.

Mr. J W. Harden exriibited a model of a part of Big

Sewell Mountain, Fayette Co., West Virginia, showing the

number and position of the coal beds and limestones beds on

the lands of the Langdale Coal and Iron Co., on the Kanawha
River and Chesapeake and Ohio R. R,. In the absence of

Mr. Harden on account of illness, the Secretary explained

the model and associated maps and sections, giving a descrip-

tion of the general geology of the lower coal measures in

Virginia.

Pending nominations Nos. 753, 754, 755, 756 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated lleetinff, June 19th, 1874.

Present, 9 members.

Dk. Ruschenberger, in the chair.

Photographs for the Album were received, of Mr. F,

Rogers, and of Senator Sumner.

A. p. S. -VOL. XIV. "W
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A letter was received announcing the removal of the

Societe des Sciences Naturelles from Strasbourg to Nancy.

A letter was received from M. T. Leorgre, informing the

Society of his election to succeed M. Quetelet, as Secretary

of the Royal Belgian Academy.
Letters of acknowledgment were received from the N.

H. S. at Zurich, (87), Aug. 20, 1873 ; the Royal Society at

Edinburgh, (89), Dec, 1873 ; the Victorialnstitute, London,

June 5, (Proc. 13 Vols, and 1 part) ; and Smithsonian Insti-

tution. (XY, i.)

Letters of envoy were received from the Central Physical

Observatory at St. Petersburg, April, 1874 ; Natural His-

tory Society, Zurich, Aug. 20, 1873; Victoria Institute,

London, June 5, 1874 ; Department of State, U. S., Wash-
ington, May 23, 1874 ; and Coast Survey Office, Washington,

May, 1874.

Donations for the Library were received from Mr. B. S.

Lyman, Chief Geologist of Japan; Royal Prussian Academy,

and Horticultural Society at Berlin; Natural History Society,

Zurich; Societe des Sciences, Nancy (Strasbourg); Flora

Batava at Leyden ; Royal Academy, Brussels ; M, L. Q.

DeKoninck ; Holland Society of Sciences, Harlem ; Geo-

graphical Society, Anthropological Society, and Revue

Politique, at Paris ; Royal Observatory, and Royal Academy
of Science, at Turin ; Royal Institution, Royal Geographi-

cal Society, Royal Astronomical Society, and London Na-

ture ; Mr. Alex. J. Ellis, F.R.S. ; Royal Society, Edinburgh
;

Essex Institute, Salem ; American Academy of Arts and

Sciences, and Natural History Society, Boston ; Museum of

Comparative Zoology,Cambridge; Anderson School ofNatural

History, Penekese ; Rhode Island Society for the Encourage-

ment of Domestic Industry, Providence ; American Jour-

nal of Science and Arts, Prof. Jas. Hall, Academy of Nat-

ural Sciences, Historical Society, Franklin Institute, Jour

nal of Pharmacy, Penn Monthly, American Chemist, Medi-

cal News and Library, Woman's Medical College, Water

Department, Mr. E. D. Cope, Mr. H. 0. Carey, and Mr. Isaac

Lea, Philadelphia ; Mr. T. J. Bingham, Harrisburg ; Com-
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mission for attending to Observations on the Transit of

Venus ; Engineer and War Departments, Washington.

The Committee to which was referred the cost of publish-

ing the illustrations to Dr. Allen's Memoir, reported that it

would cost $400. On motion an appropriation of $400 was

ordered for that purpose.

Prof. Chase communicated two brief notes entitled

—

1. On Rainfall in cyclonic years of Jupiter, at Greenwich,

Philadelphia, Lisbon, San Francisco and Barbadoes.

2. On the Lunar Cyclical Rainfall at Barbadoes, f )r 27

years.

Pending nominations Xos. 753, 754, 755, 756 were read,

and the Society was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, July 11(h, 1874.

Present, 8 members.

Vice-President, Frederick Fraley, in the Chair..

A letter from Dr. DaCosta, requesting the completion of

his set of the Proceedings was read, and referred to the-

Committee on Publication, with power to take order.

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal

Society of Tasmania ; the Imperial Russian Academy, the

Central Physical Observatory, the !N"atural History Society.

at Riga; the Imperial Academy, Geological Institute,. and
Zoologico - Botanical Society, at Vienna ; the Imperial

Academy, German Geological Society, and Physical Society,

at Berlin ; the Societies at Bremen, Frankfort and Offen-

bach, the Hague, Lausanne and Bordeaux ; the Musee Teyler

;

the Royal Academy, at Bruxell ; the Academy of Medicine,

Ecole des Mines, National Society of Antiquaries, and Revue
Politique, at Paris ; Mr. H. S. Munroe, of Yeddo ; the Geo-

graphical Society of Mexico ; the Royal Astronomical So-

ciety, Meteorological Committee, and Nature, in London
;

the Victoria Institute ; the Philosophical and Literary So-
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ciety, at Leeds ; Boston Society of Natural History ; Yale

College, Peabody Aluseum, Silliman's Journal ; the New
Jersey Historical Society ; the Penn Monthly, American

Chemist, Journal of Pharmacy, and Franklin Institute, in

Philadelphia; Peabody Institute, in Baltimore; War De-

partment, Washington, and the Buft'alo Society of ISTatural

Sciences.

The death of Dr. Gouverneur Emerson, July 2, aged 78

was announced by Dr. Ruschenberger.

Dr. Genth read a communication in answer to criticisms

by Dr. Hunt upon his paper upon Corundum, published in

the Proceedings of the Society.

Dr. Charles M. Cresson communicated the results of an

examination of an exploded locomotive boiler, with detailed

accounts of experiments in reference to the causes of explo-

sion.

IVof. Frascr communicated a note on certain formulae of

minerals, with reference to the question whether separate

chemical compounds can co-exist in the same crystallized

mineral.

Pending nominations, Nos. 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758

were read, and Nos. 753, 754 and 756 balloted for, and the

following named persons were declared by the presiding

officer duly elected members of the Society, viz.

:

Sir Wm. George Armstrong, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Mr. Franklin Piatt, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Henry Woodward, F.G.S., of London.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, August 21.5^, 1874.

Present, 3 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

Dr. Genth presented a paper for publication in the Pro-

ceedings, entitled :
—" Contributions from the Laboratory of
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the Uiuversity of Pennsylvania, No. 2. On an improvement

of the Burette Yalve." By Geo. A. Ivonig, Ph.D.

Dr. Genth communicated a paper entitled :
—" Contribu-

ti(ms from the Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania,

No. 3. On American Tellurium and Bismuth Minerals,

By F. A. Genth."

And the meetins; was adiourned.

Stated MceMng, September IWi, 1874.

Present, 8 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr. J.

Xorman Lockj^er, dated 5 Alexandra Road Fenchly Road,

London, June 25, 1874.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr.

Franklin Piatt, dated 139 South Fifth street, Philadelphia,

Sept. 8, 1874.

Letters acknowledging donations and exchanges were re-

ceived from R. Academy, Lisbon, Aug. 3, 1774, (XII, ii, iii,

XriT, ii, 67, 73, 74, 75, Catalogue II) ; the Society at Riga,

Oct. 31, 1873, (XIV, iii, Proc. XII, 1, 2) ; the Imp. Academy
at Vienna, Dec. 1, 1873, (88, 89) ; the Zoologico-Botanical

Society, at Vienna, Jan., 1874, (Proc. XII, up to 89) ; the

Royal Pontifical Academy d. X. L., at Rome, Dec. 9, 1873,

(88, 89); the British Association,' London, June 12,1874,

(XVI, 90, 91); the Royal Observatory, at Greenwich, July

21,1874, (90, 91); the Royal Society, London, June 25,

1874, (III; XIV, ii, XV, i, 62, 88, 89, 90, 91) ; the Meteo-

rological Office of the R. S., London, June, 10, 1874, (90,91);

the Zoological Society, London, July 3, 1874, (XV, i,

89, 90, 91); the Society of Antiquaries, Somerset House.

London, June 25, 1874, (XV, i, 90, 91); the Statisticul

Society, 12 St. James Square, London June 17, 1784, (XV,

i, 90, 91) ; the RatclifFe Observatory, Oxford, June 19, 1874,

(XV, i, 90, 91) ; the Literary' and Philo=iophical Society, R.
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Inst. Liverpool, Dec. 31, 1873, (O.S. I to VI, N. 8., I to

XIII) ; the Literary and Philosophical, Leeds, June 8, 1874,

(XV, i, 88, 91).

Letters of envoy were received from the Physical Society,

Berlin, April 15, 1874 ; the Imperial Academy,Vienna, Feb.

23, 1874 ; the Zoologico-Botanical Society, Vienna, Jan. 7,

1874 ; Royal Hungarian Academy, Pesth, Nov. 10, 1873
;

Holland Societ}-, Harlem, Dec, 1873 ; Society of Emulation,

Abbeville, June 1, 1874 ; Teyler Museum, Meteorological

Office, London, June 23, 1874 ; Literarj^ and Philosophical

Soc. Manchester, June, 1874 ; Literary and Philosophical Soc.

Liverpool, Dec. 29, 1873 ; National Academy, B. Aires,

May, 10, 1874; Museum, B Aires, April 20, 1874; Metro-

politan Museum of Arts, New York, Sept. 16, 1874.

A letter was received from Mr. Alex. Agassiz, respecting

his father's European Publications, to be distributed, dated

July 22, 1874.

A letter was received from Mr. Geo Travers, dated New-

stadt, A. H., July 4, 1874, offering for sale the Shai-n-Sinsin

papyrus, price £120 sterling.

Donations for the Library were reported from the R. and

Imp. Academies at Berlin and Brussels ; the Societies at

Kiga, Gorlitz, Leeds, Glasgow, and Salem, Mass ; the Ob-

servatories at Prague, San Fernando, and Oxford ; the Ge )-

logical Bureau, at Stockholm ; the Citj^ of Pesth ; the S. d

N. L, at Rome; the Geographical Society, American

Society for the encouragement of National Industry, Museum
of Natural History, School of Mines, Weekly Gazette of

Medicine, Revue Politique, and Chev. Leopold Hugo, of

Paris; the Royal, Chemical, Asiatic, Astronomical, Zoolo-

gical, and Antiquarian Societies, Victoria Institute, Cobden

Club, Meteorological Committee, and Nature, of London
;

the Geological Museum, at Montreal ; the American Anti-

quarian Society ; Silliman's Journal; Dr. Jarvis of Dorches-

ter ; Prof Roehrig, of Ithaca ; the Naturaliste Canadien, of

Quebec ; the American Chemist, New York ; ^he Metropoli-

tan Museum, of New York ; the Franklin Institute, Penn
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Monthly, and Dr. R. J. Levis, of Philadelphia; Prof. S. S.

Haldeman, and the University of Missouri.

The death of Dr. Jeffries Wynian, of Cambridge, Sept.

4, aged 60, was announced by Dr. LeConte.

Mr. Eli K. Price, as Chairman of Committee on ISTursery,

&c., communicated " A list of Oaks imported by the Fair-

mount Park Commission, in 1874, for the Michaux Grove,

being the selection of John C. Cresson, Esq., when last in

Europe, showing which of them are living."

Mr. Lesley described an upthrow fault recently discovered

by Mr. Chance, volunteer assistant of the Second Geological

Survey of Pennsylvania, crossing the Schuylkill river in the

gap of the Kittatinny Mountain, below Port Clinton.

Pending nominations, Nos. 755, 757, 758, and new nomi-

nations, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting^ October 2d, 1S1 4:.

Present, 11 members.

Secretary, Dr. LeConte, in the Chair.

Photographs for the Album were received from Mr. Thos.

Meehan, and Prof. Stephen Alexander.

A letter from the Rantoul Literary Society, dated Ran-

toul, Champaign County, 111., Sept. 28th, 1874, requesting

the publications of the Society, was read, and on motion, the

Society was ordered to be placed on the list to receive the

Proceedings.

A letter from the Ohio State Librarian, dated Columbus,

O. Sept. 22, 1874, requesting a copy of the Catalogue of the

Library was read, and on motion, the request was granted.

A letter from Dr. Fredk. Krauss, on behalf of the Yerein

fiir Yaterland. l^aturkunde in Wiirtemberg, dated Stutt-

gart, Aug. 10, 1874, asking for the completion of their set

of Proc. A. P. S., and a complete set of Transactions A. P.S.,

and promising to complete the set of V. f. V. N. in W.
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Jahrgange (30 years in 3 parts) for the A. P. S., Library,

was read, and on motion, the request was granted.

Letters of acknowledgement were received from the

E. Academy, Copenhagen, (XY, i, 90, 91) ; K. K. C. Anstalt

fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagnetismus, Vienna, (90) ; Prof.

Hochstetter, (89) ; Dr. Jos. Hyrtl, (88, 89) ; Linnean Society,

London, (XIY, ii, XV, i, 88 4-) ; Is'ew York Historical

Society, (92).

Letters of envoy were t-eceived from the Linnean Society,

and N. Y. State Library.

Donations for the Library were received from the Editor's

of Pevue Politique, Paris ; ligature, Royal Society, and Lin-

nean Society, London ; Prof. Silliman and Dana, X. Haven, N.

Y. State Library, Regents of the University, Buffalo Society

of Nat. Sciences, Penn. R. R., U. S. Xaval Observatory, and

National Educational Association.

The death of M. Elie de Beaumont, at Paris, Sept. 24,

1874, aged 75, was announced by Dr. Genth.

Mr. Delmar, late director of the U. S. Bureau of Statistics,

read a communication on the resources, productions, and

social condition of Egypt.

Pending nominations, 755, 757 to 763, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, October IQth, 1874.

Present, 12 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr.

Henry Woodward, F.R.S., dated British Museum, London,

Oct. 3. 1874.

A letter was read from Mr. Jared P. Kirtland, dated East

Rockport P. 0., Cayahoga County, Ohio, Oct. 1, 1874.

Letters from B. Westermann & Co. and E. Steiger, Book-

sellers, and on motion made, it was resolved to instruct the

Secretaries not to sell single numbers of the Proceedings,
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lest the stock of Proceedings be so diminished as to make it

impossible to supply corresponding Societies.

The request of the Leeds Philosophical and Literary

Society for JSTos, 75 and 79, to complete their set, was on

motion, granted.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the

Society at Riga, Feb. 28, 1874, (90, 91); Boston Public

Library, Oct. 12, 1874, (XIV, 92) ; and War Department,

Washington, Oct. 5, 1874, (92).

Letters of envoy were received from the Swedish Geolo-

logical Bureau, Stockholm, Nov. 15, 1873 ; and the Prussian

Academy, Dec, 1873.

Donations for the Library were received from the Acade-

mies at Berlin and Brussels, and Salem, Mass. ; the Society

at Zwickau ; the Paris Geographical Society, and Revue

Politique ; London ITature ; Boston jSTatural History Society;

Journal of Medical Sciences, Journal of Pharmacy, Medical

iTews and Library, Mr. H. C. Carey, and the Hon. B. H.

Brewster, of Philadelphia,

Mr. Lesley described the marked change in the aspect of

the northern and northwestern counties in the State during

the last thirty years, and the progress of the Geological Sur-

vey of that region ; the facilities afforded for it, and the

private collections of fossils in it, at Mansfield, Warren and

Titusville ; the discovery of the Devonian (No. IX) fish-

beds at various places from the Hudson to the Alleghany

rivers ; the differentiation of the Conglomerate from the oil

region sand rocks, and of the Marshall group from the Che-

mung, &c.

Pending nominations, 755, 757 to 763, and new nomina-

tion No. 764, were read.

Nominations 755 to 763 were balloted for, and after

scrutiny of the ballot boxes by the presidi ng officers, the

following were declared duly elected members of the Society:

Rev. James Freeman Clarke, of Boston.

Franz Ritter von Hauer, of Vienna.

Rawson W. Rawson, Governor of Barbadoes.

A. p. S.— VOL. XIV. X
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Prof. S. P. Sadtler, of Philadelphia.

Prof. Or. A. Konig, of Philadelphia.

Prof. C. F. Himes, of Carlisle.

Dr. R. S. Kenderdine, of Philadelphia.

Mr. A. R,. C. Selwyn, of Montreal.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, November Qth, 1874.

Present, 16 menihers.

Secretary, Dr. LeConte, in the chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Prof.

Samuel P. Sadtler, dated Philadelphia, Oct. 19; from Prof.

George A. Konig, dated Philadeli^hia, Oct. 19; from the

Rev. James Freeman Clarke, dated Jamaica Plains, near

Boston, Mass., Oct. 20 ; and from Prof. Charles F. Himes,

dated Carsisle, Pa., Nov. 4, 1874.

A letter was received from the relatives of M. F. P. G.

Guizot, dated Val Richer, Sept. 13, announcing his death on

the preceding day, Sept. 12, at the age of 86.

Letters of acknowledgment in receipt of Proceedings A.

P. S., were read from the Observatory at Munich, Aug. 7,

(]Sros. 90, 91) ; Astronomical Society, at Leipsig, July 20,

(90, 91) ; Royal Society, at Gottingen, July 6, (XV, i, 90,

91) ; Lyceum of Natural History, N. Y., Oct. 12, (92) ; aiid

University of Toronto, Oct. 19, (84, 92. Wants 86 to 91.

Donations for the Library were announced from the Asia-

tic Society of Japan ; the Swedish Statistical Bureau and

Geological Survey ; the Danish Archaeological Society ; the

Academies at Berlin and Copenhagen ; the German Geolo-

gical Society ; the Imperial Institute at Vienna ; the Acade-

my at Dijon ; the Geographical and Anthropological Socie-

ties, and Revue Politique, at Paris ; the Victoria Institute,

Royal Geographical Society, and Nature, at London ; the

Geological Society of Glasgow; the Geological Survey of

Canada ; Essex Institute ; Yale College ; Silliman's Journal

;
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Franklin Institute ; Penn Monthly ; Gen. W. A. Stokes

;

Smithsonian Institution ; Bureau of U. S. Engineers ; Dr.

Hayden ; Mr. Outenbriclge ; the Medical News ; and the

Buffalo Society of JS'atural Sciences.

The death of Prof. Samuel J. Gummere, President of

Haverford College, at Haverford, Oct. 22, aged 63, was an-

nounced, and Prof. Thos. Chase, was on motion, appointed

to prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

Mr. Britton exhibited to the members present large speci-

men pieces of coals sent for metallurgical analysis from the

Luray Mine, Carbon Mine, and mines near Rocky Spring

Station on the Union Pacific Railroad, 830 miles west of

Omaha. The character, age, and relationships of these coals

with the so-called Lignitic beds of Hayden, the Denver and

Raton and Santa Fe coals, were discussed at length by Dr.

Genth and Dr. LeConte.

Pending nomination, l^o. 764 was read, and the meeting

was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, November 20th, 1874.

Present, 17 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

A Photograph for the Album was received from Prof.

Traill Green, of Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

A letter respecting the cataloguing of Libraries was re-

ceived from Mr. W. C. Flagg, Secretary 111. S. Farmer's

Association, dated Moro, 111., ^ov. 10, 1874.

' A blank to be filled was received from the Secretary of

the Bureau of Education, at Washington, dated E'ov. 11,

1874.

Letters acknowledging the receipt of the Society's Publi-

cations, were received from the Hungainan Academy ofSci-

ences, Oct. 17, (XV, i, 88, 89, 90, 91) ; the R. Bavarian

Academy, Sept. 15, {XV, i, 90, 91) ; the Philosophical and

Literary Society, at Leeds, Oct. 28, (75 and 79) ; Prof. C. E.

Anthon, New York, Xov. 18, (81 to 92) ; Prof, Traill Green,
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Easton, Pa., Nov. 12, (81 to 92) ; Dr. Robert Peter, Lexing-

ton, Ky., Nov. 9, (81 to 92) ; and the Ohio State Librar3%

Columbus, Nov. 13 (Cat. Pt. I).

Letters of envoy were received from the R. Bavarian

Academy, Munich, Sept. 13, Mr. Stan. Meunier, Professor of

Comparative Geology in Natural History Museum, at Paris,

Oct. 28 ; the Meteorological Office of the Royal Society, in

London ; and the Smithsonian Institution.

Donations for the Library were received from the German

Geological Society, the R. Prussian Academy, the Geolog'-

cal Association, at Dresden; the Yaudoise Society, at Lau

sanne, the Batavian Society Ex. Phil., at Rotterdam, the

Revue Politique, M. Stan. Meunier, the R. Astronomical

Society, London Nature, Boston Public Library, Academy

of Natural Sciences, Franklin Institute, American Journal

of Pharmacy, U. S. Coast Survey, Department of the Inte-

rior, and Mr. Adolph Schmidt, Jefferson City.

The volume on Comparative Geology presented by M.

Meunier, was on motion, referred to a committee to be ap-

pointed at the next meeting.

The death of Mr. Charles B. Trego, Treasurer of the So

ciety, at Philadelphia, Nov. 10, aged 80 years, was announced

by the Yice-President, and on motion, Mr. S. W. Roberts

was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

Mr. Brittou exhibited and explained a model illustrating bis method

of keeping a laboratory free from the gases evolved vrben metals and

minerals are dissolved in acids.

He dissolves in test tubes supported in position on wire gauze frames.

The tops of the tubes are covered with glasses shaped like tubular funnels

inverted, the tubular end of which being bent at nearly a right angle are

made to pass horizontally into a long wooden chamber four inches wide

by six inches de^p. The chamber may be of any length ;
it connects at

either end or in the centre with a wooden chimney, six by twelve inches

in the clear, passing from the laboratory up and above the roof of the

building. Heat is applied to the lower end of the tubes by moveable

Buusen burners. The gasses are carried away as fast as evolved by the

constant current of air which passes throvigh the chamber and up the

chimney.

So completely have the gasses been conducted away, that several very

delicate Becker balances have been in use for some years within a few

feet of the tubes, without being perceptibly affected. He uses tubes va-
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lying from cue to two inches in diameter and about ten inclies long—and

also flasks. Any number may be used at the same time, set about six

inches apart. He has frames for thirty-six. It is best to make the fun-

nels pear-shaped, to allow their edges to slip into the tube^ that any

drops of condensed moisture may not fall outside.

Mr. Britton also exhibited several mounted burettes for volumetric

analysis of the kind described in the Journal of the Franklin Institute,

for May 1870, and which he has had in use for more than nine years. He
exhibited them to show that the one exhibited by Dr. Geo. A. Koenig,

at the meeting of the Society, held August 21st, 1874, ditiered in no es-

sential feature from them.

Mr. Britton had tried wood, leather, lead, tin, glass, india-rubber and

cork, for the stopper or valve. He preferred close-grained cork when
using solutions of per mangenate and bichromate of potash, and this after

five thousand iron determinations with it. Glass be prefrfrred to all other

substances when using acids or strong alkaline solutions.

The graduation was on white paper behind the tube. The thumb
knob of the screw was behind the frame, but the spring and valve was
in front. This arrangement he preferred. The contents of the tube

could be discharged much faster than necessary for analytical purposes,

or so slow that only a fraction of a drop could be caught on the stirring

rod and conveyed to the solution to be tested in the vessel beneath.

He also exhibited an adjustment of the spring and screw to the rod-

stoppered burette. The burette was mounted on a stand. A spring

lever was on the top and connected at one end with the rod-stopper, and

at the other end with a metal rod. The latter extended down the back

of the instrument to near the bottom, and had attached to it a thumb-

screw arrangement. By simply turning the screw the stopper could be

completely controlled while the eye watched the flow.

Mr. Britton referred again to the Rocky Mountain coals exhibited at

the last meeting, simply saying in advance of analysis that they were all

coking coals.

Mr, Poole obliged the members present with descriptions

of the coals of Nova Scotia, and of the character of the gold

quartz, veins, and present condition of the gold-mining in-

dustry of the province.

Dr. LeConte offered for publication in the Proceedings, a

list of North American lepidopterse (platypterices, &c.,) with

notes by Augustus R. Grote, of Albany.

Minutes of the last meeting of Officers and Members in

Council, were read.

Pending nominations, 'No. 764, was read.

Mr. Fraley nominated in behalf of the Committee of

Finance, Mr. J. Sergeant Price, to fill the vacancy left by the
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death of the Treasurer, On motion, Mr. Price was elected

to fill the vacancy.

Mr. Fralej reported that he had received and was pi-eparel

to turn over to the Treasurer elected, the quarterly interest

on the Michaux Legacy, due Oct. 1. 1874.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, December 4th, 1874.

Present, 17 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Baron

Franz von Hauer, dated Nov, 7, 1874.

A letter requesting additional copies of Proceedings and

Transactions, was received from the Holland Society of Sci-

ence, at Harlem, Nov. 3, 1874.

Letters of envoy were received from the Entomological

Society, of Belgium, and the State Department, at Washing-

ton.

A letter was received from the Baron de la Ronciere le

Noury, Y. A, President of the Geological Society at Parir,

with documents, asking for the concurrence of the A. P. S.,

in the International Congress of Geographical Sciences to be

held next spring, in Paris.

Donations for the Library were received from the Editor

of Flora Batava, Leyden ; the Entomological Society, Bel

gium ; Annales des Mines ; Revue Politique ; London [N'a-

ture ; Geological Society, and Society of Antiquaries, Lon-

don ; American Chemist ; Prof. James Hall, and the Regents

of the University of JSTew York ; Siliiman's Journal, Frank-

lin Institute, Penn Monthly, Mrs. Emma Seller, of Phila-

delphia ; and Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, of Boston.

The death of John Meredith Read, Ex-Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, Nov.

29, aged 77, was announced by Mr. E, K. Price, who, on

motion, was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of the

deceased.
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Prof. G. Guyot, of Princeton, K J., Prof. Cook, of New
Brunswick, N. J., and Prof. Lesley, w^ere appointed the com-

mittee to report on M. Meunier's book, received at the last

meeting.

Mr. Britton reported analyses of Rocky Mountain coals,

and exhibited the cokes obtained from them.

Dr. Cresson reported on their gas producing and heat pro-

ducing qualities.

Mr. Goodfellow said that before the next meeting news

would be received of a rare event, for which astromomers

had been waiting and preparing for a century. Next Tues-

day the Transit of Venus would again occur, the times of

which as calculated for Washington he gave. So extensive

and costly are the preparations for observing this event in

distant parts of the world made by various Governments,

that it becomes evident the time has arrived when public

sentiment is alive to the value, and government action is

ready to supply the needs of accurate science, for the benefit

of society at large.

Mr. Goodfellow then gave a sketch of the history of the

Observation of the Transit of 1769, and showed, from Dr.

Smith's memoir in the Transactions of the American Philo-

sophical Society, that Dr. Smith's calculations of the sun's

parallax, while they widely differ from the results of Encke,

approximated much nearer to the truth.

Dr. Konig explained again by diagrams, the essential

points of difference between Mr. Britton's burette, the high

value of which he acknowledged, and his own published

improvement upon it. Mr. Brinton insisted that they w^ere

essentially the same. Mr. Fraley said that the decision of

such a question must be left to the practice of Chemists.

Dr. W. I. Hoffman's letter to Dr J. L. LeConte on the

practice of Cremation by the Pah-IIte Indians, of Eastern

California, was then read by the Secretary, and Dr. Horn
confirmed Dr. Hoffman's statements, adding that the practice

was common to all branches of the Pah-Ute Tribe.

Mrs. Seiler's recently published investigations on the voice

in speech were then described by the Secretary, and the
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two capital points which the learned authoress considers

to be new discoveries were pointed out, namely, the fixed

pitch of the consonant, and the duplex instrumentation of

the voice ; the mouth and the " vocal organs" commonly so-

called, being two entirely different and independent in-

struments acting in harmony, but the mouth being entirely

capable of speech after the destruction of the larynx and

cords.

Prof. Frazer described by diagrams the phenomenon of

exfoliation in the syenite-like rocks of Gettysburg. A dis-

cussion ensued in which Dr. Konig expressed his dissent

from Naumann's views respecting the cause of granitic ex-

foliation beino; the sun's heat. Dr. Genth also called atten-

tion to the fact that southern boulders were evidently not

produced in the same way as northern boulders.

The report of the late Treasurer of the Society as made

out by his administrator, was read by the Treasurer, Mr.

Price, and regularly referred for examination to the Finance

Committee.

Pending nomination. No. 764 was read.

On motion of Mr. E. K. Price, it was

Besolved, That the Treasurer be directed to pay one half

the income received and to be received from the Michaux
Legacy, to the Treasurer of the Fairmount Park Commis-
sioners, for the Michaux Grove, &c , agreeably to arrange-

ment of March 18, 1870.

The appointment of a Standing Committee of Botanists

on the purchase of trees for the Michaux Grove, in Fair-

mount Park, was moved by Mr. Price, and laid over by the

rules, to the next meeting.

The Curators, on motion, were authorized to permit Mr.

Herbert Welsh to copy the portrait of "Washington, in pos-

session of the Society, under such regulations for its safety

as the Curators may provide.

And the meeting Avas adjourned.
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JUPITER-CYCLICAL RAINFALL.

By Pliny Earle Chase, Professor of Physics in Haverfoud
College.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, June I'dth, 1874.)

The records of daily rainfall for twenty-seven years, at "Husband's "

Station, Barbadoes, for which I am indebted to the courtesy of His

Excellency Governor Rawson W. Rawson, C. B., have enabled me to

extend my cyclical researches, and to discover some new and interesting

features in the cosmical disturbances of local meteorology.

Although my previous investigations have convinced me that each of

the planets exerts, on our atmospheric currents, an appreciable influence,

which might be usefully formulated for any given station, provided the

observations were enough extended, I have thought it best to confine

myself mostly to the study of such weather modifications as are depen-

dent upon Jupiter and the moon.

Those who are accustomed to think of simple tidal disturbances as the

only ones to which we can reasonably look for planetary influence, and

even those who are also willing to attach some importance to the modifi-

cation of atmospheric elasticity by direct attraction, are doubtless pre-

pared to believe, on sufficient evidence, that the moon may affect our

winds and storms to a slight degree, while they are extremely skeptical,

TABLE I.

Normal Percentages of Rainfall at Barbadoes in Jovian Synodic Years.

1847-55. 1855-63. 1863-72. 1847-68. 1859-72. 1847-72.

1 124
2 110

3 102

4 98

5 102

6 107

7 106

8 95

9 75

10 62

11 67

12. 77

13 86

14 99

16 100

16 99

17 92

18 83

19 74

20 68

21 68

22 82

23 109

24 135

25 141

26 128

27 114

28 122

29 142

30 142
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or altogether incredulous as to any traceable Influence exerted by either

of the primary planets.

But if we admit the possibility of ethereal rotation, or tendency to

rotation, and especially if we consider how much we have yet to learn

concerning the properties of elastic fluids we may reasonably look for

important disturbances from the cumulative eifects of the undulations

which are exerted by planetary action. Those disturbances, however,

may be so modified by the daily fluctuations of the lunar tides, by differ-

ences in the stratification of the atmospheric currents, and by abnormal

local influences of various kinds, as to obscure, either wholly or in part,

aU traces of cyclical regularity in their alternations of maxima and minima.

In the accompanying comparative tables there are both accordances and

discordances, for which I can account in no other way than by the

hypothesis of cumulative aerial waves, excited by the combined action of

the two constituent orbs of our binary star. Sun and Jupiter. The
magaitude of the flexures in the several rain-curves seems too great, the

resemblances and gradations in order of magnitude too marked, the

approximations to consistent regularity too uniform to be merely acci-

dental. The deviations, however, from seemingly normal curvatui'e are

TABLE II.

Normal Percentages of Rainfall at various Stations in Jovian Synodic years.
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so great and so frequent, that my convictions of causal nexus are often

wavering. I cannot expect that others, who have been less interested in

the study of cyclical meteoi'ology, will accept my qualified belief in

systematic distui-bances by Jupiter or other planets, until a sufficient

number of observations have been compared at a sufficient number of

stitions, to furnish data for successful prediction.

Notwithstanding my persuasion that such data will be at some time

attainable, I see, as yet, few encouraging indications of any conclusive

and satisfactory termination for my researches in this particular direction.

This very vagueness and lack of certainty furnishes a new and somewhat

unexpected argument in favor of appreciable lunar weather-action ; for,

if the tabulation of rainfall in planetary cycles had not shown so great

deviations from uniformity, the regularity might, perhaps, have been

regarded as an accidental resultant from some unknown law of harmonic

functions, entirely independent of the influence assumed as a supposed

cause. The impossibility of explaining the regularity by simple tidal

action would have fully justified such skepticism.

But when we find that the lunar tabulations bring out such accordances

as I have already shown (Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, x, 436—9, 523—37
;

xi, 203; xii, 38—9, 178—90, 523—9, 556—9), while the Jovian influence,

although possibly greater in point of magnitude, is more questionable

and more easily overcome or hidden, I think we have good reason to con-

sider the fact of lunar influence as practically demonstrated, and to

hope, at no distant day, for a valuable extension of our weather-fore-

casts by means of that influence.

Comparing the several sets of normals in these tables, by noting the

agreements or disagreements in the excess or deficiency of average rainfall

at corresponding periods, we find no marked evidence of resemblance in

the nine-years' groupings ; but in the twelve-year groups, corresponding

nearly to a Jovian year, there are eighteen agreements to twelve dis-

agreements, and there is a degree of resemblance in the aspect of the

plotted curves which it is difficult to believe accidental. A similar com-
parison shows a similarity of character between the curves at Philadel-

phia, Lisbon, San Francisco and Barbadoes, and an opposition between

each of them and the higher-latitude curve of Greenwich.

CYCLICAL RAINFALL AT BARBADOES.

By Pliny Earle Chase.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, June l^th, 1874.)

I confess to a feeling of some disappointment at the first results of my
examination of the lunar monthly rainfall at "Husband's" Station in

the island of Barbadoes. If I had no more satisfactory evidence of cyclical

regularity, and if further study had not enabled me to eliminate some of
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the disturbing elements, I should have been compelled to consider the

evidences of lunar influence on the weather quite as questionable as those

of discoverable planetary influence.

My predictions of increasing range and regularity of disturbance, in

approaching the equator, had been confirmed by comparisons of observa-

tions in Great Britain, Canada, New England, Philadelphia, Lisbon and

San Francisco. Their apparent failure in an island which seemed, on

many accounts, so favorably situated for their verification, cast a shadow

of doubt on my previous conclusions, and I was even inclined to ask if it

could be possible that the many coincidences which I had taken as in-

dicative of law, were merely accidental.

This skepticism, howevei", was soon removed. The cumulative action

of the aerial tidal-waves in blending different currents, of which I have

so often spoken, may be easily obscured, if it is not wholly overborne, by

insular influences, by the violent hurricanes to which the Windward
Islands are subject, and even by the occasional intrusion of the south-

easterly trade-winds. Where there is a liability to sudden heavy rains,

any one of which would suffice to make important changes in a curve

TABLE 1.

Normal Percentages of Rainfall at " Husband's," in Thirtieths of a Solar Year, and

on Lunar Days at Different Epochs.
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representing the mean of several years' observations, it is not strange

that great care should be needful in order to determine the approximate

character of the normal flexures.

My previous discussions having shown that the lunar rain-curves at a

given station vary somewhat at diiferent seasons of the year, I first com-

puted the normal curves at "Husband's" for each month of the year in-

dependently, and then "smoothed" the curves by taking the fourth suc-

cessive means between the daily normals of successive months. This

second series of normals, although insufficient for any conclusive infer-

ences based on comparisons between consecutive months, should furnish

approximate evidence of the normal changes, as wel] as means for making

eighteen entirely independent comparisons between curves with intervals

of five or six months. The normals for these two series of curves are

given in Tables III. and IV. If there were no other than an accidental

connection between the several curves, the chances of agreement or dis-

agreement between the normal excesses or deficiencies of rainfall, in each

independent comparison, would be equal, there being a probability of 15

days agreement and 15 days disagreement. The actual accordances and

discordances and the ratios indicative of a vera causa in lunar action, are

given below, 1 being the ratio of probable accidental agreement.

TABLE II.

Normal Proportions of Rainfall at " Husband''s" on Lunar Days of each Calendar

Month, for Independent Comparisons.
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Jan.

Sum.
Feb.

Sum.
Mar.

Sum.
Apl.

((

<(

Sum.
May

Sum.
June

June.
July .

Aug..

jiiiy".

Aug..
Sep. .

Aug..
Sep. .

Oct. .

Sep.
Oct.

Nov.

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Sum.

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

A.
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If these accordances can be properly interpreted as indicative of lunar

influence, they represent results analogous to those we might look for

from the simple means of observation extended over a period of about

one hundred years. When the average daily temperature is most settled,

near the Summer and Winter Solstices, the lunar curves seem most ac-

cordant, vphile they are most opposed when the changes of season and

temjjerature are most rapid and in the most opposite directions, near the

Vernal and Autumnal Equinoxes.

Having thus shown that the general agreement is too great to be re-

garded as merely accidental, and that there are valid reasons for im-

portant differences in the curves for different months, we are prepared for

the sixty-six comparisons of entirely independent curves, for which

Table III. furnishes the data. The sums of the agreements and die-

agreements between the curves for each month and for all the remaining

months, are as follows :

A. D.

January, 173 157
February, 200 130
March, 190 140
April, 148 182

A. D.

May, 170 160
June, 198 132
July, 196 134

A. D.

September, 198 132
October, 202 128
November, 188 142
December, 179 151August, 180 150

Here again we find convincing evidence, and in some respects more
satisfactory than before, of a uniformity of lunar action that is obscured

by the preponderating variations of solar action, only in the single month

TABLE IV.

Normal Percentage! of Rainfall at " Husband's," on Lunar Days of each Calendar
Month, for Independent Comparisons at Intervals of Five or Six Months.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apl. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1 84 90 111 126 102 86 86 98 99 90 81 81
2 91 91 94 102 97 89 95 109 108 94 83 8.5

3 99 95 87 89 93 92 08 113 117 110 98 96
4 97 98 91 91 97 97 98 109 118 115 106 100
5 94 104 105 99 104 104 99 101 109 111 104 96
6 101 114 113 101 104 107 102 99 lOi 108 108 100
7 Ill 110 102 97 102 108 109 105 106 112 116 115
8 118 101 86 91 102 111 118 116 116 l--i2 129 130
9 122 98 79 89 105 113 119 124 126 132 l:^6 136

10 127 107 83 90 109 117 120 125 132 138 laS 136
11 130 120 99 98 117 125 120 118 124 128 129 131
12 1-^3 125 116 110 125 132 120 108 106 111 116 I'iO

13 109 116 119 112 118 125 118 105 104 100 103 107
14 99 105 111 102 102 114 120 113 102 97 94 97
15 94 95 98 91 93 110 123 117 102 90 85 88
16 87 86 84 88 87 103 115 106 91 80 75 81
17 86 85 79 77 83 90 90 81 73 70 7i 79
18 97 94 85 84 88 86 77 67 65 69 77 88
19 108 100 89 90 93 90 80 70 69 76 87 lOl
20 104 99 93 89 89 88 83 79 80 87 95 103
21 89 91 92 85 81 83 83 83 87 93 109 93
22 77 83 90 83 78 80 84 85 87 90 88 81
23 79 88 90 88 79 80 85 85 82 82 80 77
24 88 92 91 94 91 87 86 85 81 82 83 84
25 94 93 91 99 102 94 88 87 88 91 95 93
26 97 95 94 97 102 99 96 98 98 102 104 102
27 101 105 no 108 102 104 107 108 107 107 inS lu3
28 104 114 138 135 113 104 108 111 110 l'i9 105 103
29 99 112 151 159 124 98 93 102 108 106 103 101
80 89 99 134 151 119 87 83 94 100 98 93 90
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of April. If we examine still more closely for clues which may be of

possible future service in the study of the reasons for accordance and

discordance, we find that in nineteen instances the discordance'is greater

than we should expect if it were merely casual ; in five, it is the same
;

and in forty-two it is less ; as will be seen by the following statement of

the numbers of discordances, and the curves by which they are severally

shown

:

Excess of Discordance.

20, Aug.—Nov.; 19, Jan.—Mar. ; Apl.—May, Apl.—Oct., May—Jul.,

May—Dec, Nov.—Dec; 18, Jan.—Apl., Apl.—Jul., Apl.—Sep.; 17,

Jan.—Aug., Jan.—Oct., Apl.—Aug., Apl.—Nov., May—Jun.; 16, Feb.

—Aug., Mar.—May, Apl.—Jun., Sep.—Dec.

Average Discordance.

15, Jan.—Feb., Jan.—May, Feb.—Dec, Mar.—Apl., Jun.—Aug.

Excess of Agreement.

14, Jan.— Sep., Feb.—May, Mar.—Aug., Mar.—Nov., Apl.—Dec, Oct.

—Nov.; 13, Jan.—Dec, Mar.—Sep., Mar.—Dec, Aug.—Sep.; 12, Jan.

—

Jul., May—Aug., May—Nov., Jun.^—Dec, Jul.—Sep., Jul.—Dec; 11,

Feb.—Apl., Feb —Jun., Feb.—Jul., Feb.—Sep., Mar.—Jun , Jun.—Oct.,

Jul.—Aug., Jul.—Nov., Oct.—Dec; 10, Jan.—Jun., Feb.—Oct., Feb.—
Nov., Mar.—Oct., May—Oct., Jun.—Jul. , Jun.—Sep.; 9, Mar.—Jul.,
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Jun.—Nov., Jul.—Oct., Sep.—Oct., Sep.—Nov.; 8, Aug.—Oct.; 7, Jan.

—Nov., May—Sep., Aug.—Dec; 6, Feb.—Mar.
The greatest amount of change produced by the lateral smoothing is

shown in the following summary of comparisons between Table III. and

Table V.

:
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Curve 16 (Solar), illustrating Table I,

16. 1847-'55, continuous line.

1856-'64, broken line.

1865-' 73, dotted line.

Curve 17 (Solar and Lunar), illustrating Table I.

17. Solar mean, continuous line.

Lunar " broken line.

The horizontal line in each figure represents the mean daily rainfall

for the entire period represented by the curve ; the abscissas, the times
;

and the ordinates, the normal percentage of excess or deficiencv of rain-

ms^ssB
IBBK S

iBaniHa
iBininmiKaM!
HHHHBHHBasaiiai
BHfiaiBllill
BHBSiSBBBH
iBBBiKiBBBIBBg^
SSSMBSBBBBBIBBilH
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BJii

SBIHBSSSBSS8

BSbn
fall. The origin of the abscissas is at New Year in the solar curves,

and at full moon in each of the lunar curves, except figure 17, where it is

taken at new moon in order to show the analogous effects of increasing

radiation, both in the solar and in the lunar curves. At Lisbon, where

the prevailing winds are from an opposite quarter, the lunar influence is

also opposite, increasing lunar radiations and decreasing solar radiations,

each bringing increase of rain.

"Husband's" Station is in St. Lucy's parish, northwestern part of

Barbadoes, not far from the coast, 184 feet above the sea. In the follow-

ing tables, new moon, first quarter, full moon, last quarter, are respec-

tively marked by, n, a, f, b.
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RAINFALL AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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RAINFALL AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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EAINFAI.Li AT "HUSBAND'S," BAEBADOES.

Days.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2i)

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
SO
31

Sum

Jan. Feb Mar

07

04
a .12

.12

.0',

.Oc

f .03

.04

b .07

.10

.03

.05

.16

n .06'

03 n

Apl. May June. I July. Aug. Sep. Oct
I I

I

,03

.12] .24 f

.251 .04

.36 f

.09

.24

b .42

.04
.22

.22

.19

.36

.26

.73I
125
.18

.32

.05

.23

.22

.20

.04

.15

.70

.91

.65

.31

.09

.07

.04 ) f2.69

.51

.09 b .04
.64'

.24
.16 .04'

.40 .301

.18 a

•04;

.64

.04

1.05
.10

2.78

.77

1.05 2.38 1.12 1.72 3.451 6.01

n .171

.42,

.12

.58

1.67

1.10

.15

f .02

.48

1.46

8.74

1.21

.24

' -25

n.57

:

.86

' .15

Nov.

2.02

.11

.02

.31

.08

.03

.18

.03

.90

.83

Dec.

.Ill

.05]

.20

.40

4.72 8.1

Total
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RAlNFALIi AT " HUSBAND'S," BAEBADOES.
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RAINFALL AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.

Days.' Jan. Feb. Mar Apl. May June. .Tuly.' Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

10
n
12
13
14
15
13
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

28
27
28
29
30
31

.25 f

.30

.16

.24 f

.09

I

.15

I
.19

I

.57 b i .06 b
1 111 .05 b
bl.76

I

1

-121

.111 .08 .31

1
.59

.39

.20

a .18

.28

1.66

.b5

.22120
lOll ib

.02 b .05

.51: .15

.14 n

.02

.18

.05 .20

.06 a. 09

ia .14 .38

.50

.05

.10

.90, .20 f

2.20- .54

If .14

.35

.60 a

.90,

.20

.25

1

.151

.30

.63|

.211

.05!

.03

.13

.10;

.32

1.21

1.05

.90 06;

3.00 1.64 n
.45 n .331

.35 n

.73

.15

.C4

.20

.08

.201

.40'

.30 a

.031

.221

.24 a

.031

.23

2.10

.05

.10 3 201 .55

.44 2.84 f

.60 b .09 b

.48 .33,

.24

.30

1.22

.28;

.50 .03'

.26 .10

a .15 a
.10

.05 .04

.60 f .81 f

.13

.73;

.10

.10'

.05,

.10'

.811

.25!

.31

.26'

Sum. 5.21 135 2.12 3 93 5 181 5.741 7 42 13.311 8 341 5.40 5 37i 4 25
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EAINFALL AT "HtfSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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EAlNFAIiIi AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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RAINFALr.. AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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RAINFALL AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBAD0E5.
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RAINFALL AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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RAINFALL AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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RAINFALL AT " HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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RIINFALL AT "HUSBAND'S," BARBADOES.
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my paper, but liad also examined the extensive collection of specimens upon

wliich my conclusions toere based, and that

—

all the phenomena in question

are nothing more than examples of association and envelopment, and that

the corundum-bearing veins had their parallels in the granitic veins with

beryl and tourmaline in the White Mountain rocTcs, and the calcareous

veinstones with apatite, pyroxene, phlogopite and graphite of the Laurentian

roclca.

I may be permitted to say a few words in reply to Dr. Hunt's asser-

tion, that I had fallen into errors and had been led to wholly untenable

conclusions.

When I had the good fortune to obtain a few years ago the first real

pseudomorph after corundum—the spinel from India, and afterwards

brought together numerous specimens of analogous alterations, showing

from the same locality crystals of corundum without any, and others re-

presenting all stages of alteration from a thin coating to the complete

disappearance of every vestige of corundum, and when I proved that

such changes have resulted in the conversion of corundum into about

two dozen mineral species ; I could not understand how any unpreju-

diced mind could arrive at any other conclusions, but that these extraor-

dinary occurrences which I have described, were the result of epigenic

pseudomorphism.

This opinion has been adopted almost without exception by all who
have had an opportunity to examine my specimens, or who have studied

my paper. If Dr. Hunt differs from me, I certainly will not deny to him
the right to believe what suits his own notions, but when he boldly

charges me with having committed errors, I want better proofs than a

repetition of his views, with which we were familiar long ago. He cer-

tainly has not a single fact which could show the fallacy of my conclu-

sions, or he would have produced it.

The corundum alterations have nothing in common with the Fontaine-

bleau crystals, or with stanniferous orthoclase ; the green and red tour-

malines from Paris, Me., or the beryls filled with orthoclase, or the zircon

and galenite filled with calcite, and cannot be explained rationally as ex-

amples of association and envelopment.

To give strength to his statements, however, Dr. Hunt says that he

had " exainined^^ with me "<Ae extensive collection of specimens upon

which my conclusions were based.^^ When Dr. Hunt favored me with

a visit, I was in hope that he would examine my specimens, but his time

was so short that he saw only about one-third of them, and the "exami-

nation^'' {! f) of these was finished in about five minutes.

As to his last sentence, I must confess that I am unable to discover the

least parallelism between the corundum-bearing veins and the granitic

veins, with beryl and tourmaline, so common in the White Mountains,

and the calcareous veinstones with apatite, pyroxene, phlogopite and

graphite of the Laurentian rocks ;—but can see in the former nothing but

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. 2b
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the product of a partial, and in many instances of a pretty thorough al-

teration of the original corundum into micaceous and chloritic schists or

beds, or, as Prof. Dana would express it :
" « pseudomorphism on a broad

scale.''''

University of Pennsylvania, July 4th, 1874.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE LA^BORATORY OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

NO. II.

ON AN IMPROVEMENT OP THE BURETTE VALVE.

By Geo. A. Koenig, Ph.D.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, August 21, 1874).

Strictest simplicity of construction must be considered as the first re-

quirement of any tool or apparatus, besides fitness for all work within

its sphere of action. Frequently we meet with constructions in which

fitness has been sacrificed to a considerable extent for the sake of sim-

plicity, and quite as often the reverse. There are cases, indeed, in which

circumstances demand even a certain degree of one-sidedness, but in my
judgment a more complicated apparatus, overcoming defects of working

attached to a simpler device, is practically the more desirable of the two.

"When Frederick Mohr gave his rubber tube valve to volumetric analy-

sis, he had indeed hit, like a true genius, upon the simplest contrivance

imaginable. To this piece of apparatus must be ascribed the rapid adop-

tion of volumetrical determinations by analytical chemistry. No matter

how simple the volumetrical reactions might be, if they had to be exe-

cuted by an unhandy manipulation, the practical chemist would rather

keep on with his accustomed precipitations and weighings.

Let us consider now the conditions under which the burette will satisfy

all demands which can be made upon it,

1. The instrument must not engage the hands of the operator during the

operation.

This condition requires the burette to be fixed and its position to be

quite independent from the person of the manipulator.

2, The instrument must allow a rapid discharge of its liquid contents to

any desired volume, loithout the application of another force than that of

gravitation.

This condition requires the tube to be fixed vertically and to be fur-

nished with a valve.

3. The valve must allow to interrupt the current instantaneously and

completely, and also the regulation of the liquid current from the.smallest

drop to a full stream.

4, The working of the valve must be easy, not require any efort on the
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part of the operator, hy \cMch the latter'' s attention is necessarily detracted

from the observation of the reaction.

5. The apparatus must not come out of order easily under ordinary cir-

cumstances and attentive manipulation.

6. The instrument must be applicable to all solutions used in volumetric

determinations.

The present forms of the burette are of two types : a, the dropping^ bu-

rette, which in its simplest form is a graduated, lipped glass vessel, from

which the solution is poured out by the lip.

Gay-Lussac improved this primitive instrument by the appendage of a

capilar tube, which although preventing a sudden stream, when but a

drop is wanted, still does not come up with the above given conditions

except the last, and is altogether an unhandy piece of apparatus.

b, The valve burette. The very imperfect instrument just mentioned

stimulated invention, and we find as the next step the graduated tube

fixed to a stand vertically, and furnished with a glass ground perforated

stop-cock. This instrument is very nearly perfect, if well executed, but

from the nature of things it cannot fill the conditions 4 and 5. The rough

surface produced by grinding is exceedingly disposed to capilar action

and soon the effects from this show themselves by a layer of crystals ce-

menting the cock completely. These working defects are, however, so

well known, that I need hardly dwell any longer upon them. The same

applies to Geissler's glass-rod stopper.

Then, Mohr showed how simply these difficulties could be overcome by

connecting the neck of the tube and the mouth with a piece of India rub-

ber tube pressed together by a spring clamp, or pinch cork. Comparing

this device with the 6 conditions, we find, after a long practice, that it is

far from being satisfactory. If the spring is strong it requires a remark-

able muscular exertion to open it, besides destroying the elasticity of the

rubber ; if weak, it will not close the valve completely. I find, moreover,

that the rubber tube becomes soon deteriorated chemically, especially by

alkaline solutions, and that many volumetric solutions cannot be brought

into contact with such a large surface of rubber without undergoing a

change in their docimastical value. The substitution of Hoffmann's

screw clamp for the spring clamp is not so very happy ; it requires both

hands for the adjustment just in the moment when one hand is most

needed for stirring the liquid, besides it acts too slowly, several turns of

the screw being needed to overcome the elasticity of the comparatively

thick rubber tubing.

J. Blodget Britton described an apparatus (Journal of the Franklin In-

stitute, 1870,) which is undoubtedly a considerable step forward. He re-

cognized that the valve had to be placed externally, and that it had to

possess a screw movement. He draws his burette at the lower end into

a capilar tube, bends it slightly, so as to bring the orifice in contact with

a cork plate, which itself is fastened to a steel spring, opened by a screw

bolt. To prevent splashing, the opening must be very narrow, and con-
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sequently the emptying of the burette requires a considerable extent of

time. But otherwise the apparatus is quite perfect and neat in its exe-

cution.

I shall proceed now with the description of a device, which has realized

my expectations as to the possibility of combining the advantages of

Mohr's principle with universal applicability and convenience of hand-

ling.

1, The burette. I take a Mohr burette tube, as it is furnished by the
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trade, hold the inflated part of the neck (serving for a hold to the rub-

ber) over a Bunsen flame and let it contract slowly at a dull-red heat, un-

til the channel has become capilar as shown in figures la, Ic and 2a of

the accompanying plate. It needs hardly to be remarked, that during

the process, the tube has to be kept revolving, and allowed to cool slowly.

The glass wall has become very thick and strong, facilitating the next

process of grinding. This is done upon an ordinary rotary grindstone

in from 8 to 10 minutes. I grind off one-half of the inflation at a steep an

gle, as shown in the figures. The orifice is not required to have a definite

size and is naturally given by the points a, /3. The grinding is contin-

ued until the elliptic section of the channel has come with its lowest

point from about 1-16 to 1-8 of an inch above the lowest point of the in-

clined ground plane.

A very short practice affords sufficient skill to grind a very nearly plane

surface. Absolute plaueity is not required. The sides and back are

ground next to produce a point, which is necessary for the letting out of

small drops of liquid. The ground face stands at right angles to the

graduation and may be put either on the right or on the left side, accord-

ing to the convenience of the operator. Fig. Ic represents a front view

of the ground face, with the capilar orifice at 0. The size of the latter

depends on the kind of work which is to be done with the burette, as it

influences the size of a drop. On my 20cc burette, divided into twen-

tieths, I have a very narrow orifice, a drop corresponding to one-half a

division. I use this burette exclusively for argentum nitrate solution.

For ordinary alkalimetric work I use a burette (50ccj graduated into one-

fiftbs and allow the drops to equal one-tenth cubic in. This opening

empties the burette in one minute and a quarter, when running at full

stream.

2, The valve. Platinum in form of a smooth plate is not acted upon
materially by any of the solutions now in use for volumetrical analysis.

The valve consists of a platinum plate p of elliptical shape, | and 3-16

of an inch being the respective parameters. Thickness about 1-32 of an

inch. To the centre of this plate is soldered the platinum stem i, the

end of which is pierced by an eye. The spring t, made of brass or Ger-

man silver and platinated, is screwed to the clamp c, and has a fork at

its other end for the insertion of the platinum stem i, forming thus the

hinge h. It carries a nut n, through which the screw s passes. In order to

open the valve, the screw head is turned, when the screw bolt comes into

contact with the glass tube and forces the spring backwards. The valve

plate assumes then a position as represented in figure Id, allowing the

fuU stream to run straight downwards without the least splashing. The
capilar orifice being elliptical, with its long axis parallel to the stream, it

is evident that by reversing the screw, the orifice will close gradually, the

lowest point the last, allowing a most complete regulation, and when once

reduced to dropping a quarter of a turn of the screw will close totally.

The only objection to this arrangement of the valve, which has presented
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itself thus far, is the delicacy of the hinge. Yet I have had one in use con-

stantly for six months past, and it works as satisfactorily as on the first

day. In the hands of beginners it may come out of order sooner. The
clamp c is made of brass tubing, with the flanges// and the block g sol-

^ \

_| '^

dered on. It is made sufficiently large to admit of variation in the diam-

eter of the burette tubes, a strip of paper being used as a filling. The
delicacy of the hinge, and to some extent the cost of the apparatus

(|2.50) have prompted me to substitute a simpler construction.

Figures 2a and 25 represent this device.

The platinum plate is replaced by a piece of pure rubber sheeting, the

thickness of strong paper g^ by 3-16 of an inch, which is attached to the

end of the spring by means of a solution of rubber. The lower part of

the spring may be rendered proof against chemical action by galvanic

platinum plating, or by a coating of rubber. The former is certainly the

best, but I found by several months' experience, that a spring coated
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with rubber, will resist the action of standard acids, and shows no sign

of oxydation and dissolution. The rubber coating is done very quickly

with a concentrated chloroformic solution. The dipping in and drying is

repeated several times. I have fui-nished now all the burettes used by

my students with this simpler contrivance ($1.00) and have found my ex-

pectations more than realized. The surface of contact between the rub-

ber and the standard solutions is so small, that a deteriorating influence

on the latter could not be noticed.

I must acknowledge my obligation to Mr. J. Zentmayer, the well-

known optician and mechanician, of this city, for the practical execution

of my ideas and for many valuable suggestions in the course of my ex-

periments. Any further information that may be deemed necessary shall

most gladly be given.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE LABORATORY OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

No. III.

ON AMERICAN TELLURIUM AND BISMUTH MINERALS.

By F. A. Genth.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, August 21si, 1874.)

On several occasions I have given descriptions and analyses of tellurium

minerals, which have been found associated with the gold ores of this

country. Since my last paper on this subject (Amer. Journ. of Science

[2] XLv., 306-319) several highly interesting discoveries have been

made, which not only augment the list of species, but also corroborate

some of my former observations.

Most important is the occurrence of the tellurium ores at the Red
Clou^d Mine, near Goldhill, in Boulder County, Colorado. Prof. B. Sil-

liman (Journ, of Science [3] VIII. 25-33), has given a very accurate and

careful description of some of the minerals found at this locality, and

au exceedingly interesting account of the geological position of the vein.

Through the liberality of my friend J. F. L. Schirmer, Esq., Super-

intendent of the United States Mint at Denver, Colorado, I have been

put in possession of a considerable quantity of very pure and excellent

material for investigation, including several varieties not mentioned by

Prof. Silliman.

Another interesting locality of tellurium minerals is the Briggs or

King's Mountain Gold Mine, sometimes called the Gaston Mine, in Gaston

Co., N. C, where I noted this occurrence about two years ago.

A third one is in the neighborhood of Highland, Montana. Several

others of minor importance will be mentioned under the different species.

The following are the results of my investigations :
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1. Native Tellurium.

The occurrence at the Red Cloud Mine is fully described by Prof. Sil-

liman. I have observed it on several specimens in small, very indistinct

crystals, with rounded edges ; also in one splendid cleavage piece, show-

a plate of f of an inch in length, and nearly ^ of an inch in width, from

which I have obtained a hexagonal cleavage crystal of j^ of an inch in

length, and I of an inch in thickness. Generally it is disseminated in

tine grains through quartz, cleavage perfect, color tin-white, inclining to

gray.

Associated with sylvanite, altaite and pyrite.

Without destroying my best specimens, I could not get enough of pure

material for analysis.

3. Tetradymite.

The sulphurous variety of tetradymite has been observed at several

new localities : associated with gold ores in small lead-colored scales at

Spaulding Co., Georgia ; also in York District, S. C. ; in quartz from the

gravel deposits of Burke and McDowell Counties, N. C. ; in gray quartz

with gold at the Montgomery Mine, rfassayampa District, Arizona ; and

at the "Uncle Sam's Lode," in Highland District, Montana. At the

latter place it is found associated both with quartz and gold, and in

dolomite. Part of it is oxydized into montanite. The latter, however,

is not in a state of sufficient purity for analysis. That the tellurium is

present as telluric acid, and not as tellurous acid, is proved by the large

evolution of chloriae, when it is heated with chlorhydric acid.*

The tetradymite occurs here in considerable quantity, in foliated

masses with foliae sometimes | of an inch in width and scaly-granular.

Its color is between lead-gray and iron-black. It is often tarnished with

pavonine colors.

The gold, which is often interlaminated with it, shows the striation of

the teti'adymite, and is evidently the result of its precipitating action

upon the gold in solution, in the same manner as already stated in my
notice of the pseudomorphous gold after tetradymite from the White

Hall Mine (Amer. Journ. of Science [2] XXVIII., 254).

It is an interesting fact that the tetradymite from Uncle Sam's Lode

contains sulphur as an essential constituent, while that from the gold

placers of Highland, which I had received from Mr. Kleinschmidt, and

described in the Journal of Science [2] XLV., 316, is free from it.

My friend Mr. P. Knabe has made some very important observations

on this subject, which are contained in his letter, dated Highland, Mon-

* I notice the following misprints in Dr. Burkart's paper, " Uber das Vorkommen
verschiedener Tellur-Minerale In den Vereinigten Staaten yon Nord-Amerika," Leon-

hard & Geinitz Neues Jahrbuch derMineralogie, etc., 1873, page 491, line 5 from bottom :

Xellursccure instead of Tellurige Scaure, and on page 492, line 15, Tellurige Secure in-

stead of Tellursceure.
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tana, Dec. 26th, 1870, of wliicli I translate that part wliich refers to this

subject. He says :

'^ I liave discovered the tetradyonite loJiicli I sent you in Uncle Sam's

Lode, in Higliland District. Two years ago I examined a fragment of

tetradymite from Highland Gulch, which I found to he the sulphurous

variety, and icas therefore very miich surprised to find from your pamphlet

that the tetradymite from Highland Oulch examined hy you, was the variety

without sulphur. After I had repeatedly examined pieces of the said

mineral, I made the discovery that both varieties 0/ tetradymite are found
together in Highland Qihlch. This was the more interesting, since there

occur in it also two different varieties of gold, which fact gives pretty con-

clusive evidence that the gold of the Gulch comes from two diEereut forma-

tions. The finest gold of the Oulch originates undouMedly from the garnet

whicli occurs hettceen the dolomite and granite. I then examined the differ-

ent trial pits in the dolomite, and found in this formation at the head of the

Gulch in the Uncle Sam Lode the specimens inhich I sent you. In the

garnet rock which adjoins the Gulch on its leftside, I have not yet found
any tetradymite; but in a piece of garnet from the Gulch Ifound go\&and

tetradymite without sulpJiur. In all the samples of the sulphurous variety:

of tetradymite from the Gioleh, as well as in that from Uncle 8am'' s Lode.

Ifound a trace of selenium.''''

The following are the results of my analyses of the tetradymite from

Uncle Sam's Lode :
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At the latter locality it is found in sugary quartz associated with gold,

galenite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, antimonial tetrahedrite, and more rarely

with nagyagite and a greenish micaceous mineral resembling fuchsite.

It occurs in small quantities only, and is so much mixed with the other

minerals, that I was unable to select enough for a quantitative analysis.

It is easily recognized by its tin-white color, with the greenish-yellow

hue, and its great lustre. It is found in particles showing the distinct

cubical cleavage, but also finely granular. A very interesting but quite

small piece shows a cleavage mass, pai^t of which is altaite, part galenite,

without any interruption in the cleavage plane, both minerals being

easily distinguishable by their color.

The altaite at the Red Cloud Mine, Colorado, is found in larger masses,

generally, however, very much intermixed with other minerals, espe-

cially native tellurium and sylvauite. It is associated with pyrite, siderite

and quartz. Sometimes it is found in indistinct cubical crystals, appar-

ently coated with a thin film of galenite ; rarely in larger cleavage masses.

I have a cleavage cube of | of an inch in size of distinct cleavage : some

of the planes are slightly coated with galenite. The most frequent occur-

rence is that in gi-anular masses with indistinct cubical cleavage, a frac-

ture inclining to subconchoidal and a yellowish tarnish.*

The analysis of a portion of the cleavage cube gave the following

results :

Spec. Gr. = 8.060

Quartz = 0.19 — 0.32

Gold = 0.19 — 0.16

Silver ^ 0.62 — 0.79

Copper = 0.06 — 0.06

Lead = 60.22 — 60.53

Zinc = 0.15 — 0.04

Iron =
.

0.48 — 0.38

Tellurium = '

37.99 — 37.51

99.90 99.74

4. Hessite, Auriferous Hessite, Petzite.

Varieties of telluride of silver with variable quantities of gold are the

principal minerals which give the ores of the Red Cloud Mine their value.

I believe that I was the first to whom specimens of the rich auriferous

variety were sent by Mr. Schirmer. These I have determined as petzite.

Prof. Silliman mentions a variety (1. c.) containing 7.131 per cent, of gold

and 51.061 per cent, of silver, of which he gives a very accurate descrip-

tion ; he evidently had only this one, and therefore comes to the conclu-

sion that the Red Cloud Mine contained no other vax'ieties. It will be

* In Dr. Burkart's paper (I.e.) p. 487, line 12 from the bottom, read: Iiexaedrische

instead of hexagonale.
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seen from the analyses wliicli I give below, that there are several, from

almost pure hessite without gold, up to the highly auriferous of the same

composition as that from the Stanislaus and Golden Rule Mines in Cali-

fornia.

a. Hessite.

The pure hessite appears to be very rare. I have received only one

small piece, which Mr. Schirmer distinguished as "black tellurium."

It is of a dark iron-gray color, inclining to black, granular structure and

uneven fracture
;
powder dark lead-gray ; sectile. Its spec. gr. = 8.178.

It contains some cavities lined with minute crystals of pyrite and

barite.

The analyses gave

Gold

Silver

Copper

Lead
Zinc

Iron

Tellurium

0.33

59.91

0,17

0,45

trace

1.35

37.86 by diff. =n

0.20

60.19

0.16

0,18

trace

1.20

38.07

99.96 100.00

In all the other varieties, the difference in the appearance of the

mineral is so slight that it is almost impossible to distinguish them.
They all have an iron-gray color, and frequently assume by tarnishing a

darker or purplish color, a subconchoidal fracture ; the more argentiferous

are somewhat darker, the more auriferous lighter and more brittle.

: 8.897,
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Copper = trace — trace

Bismuth = 0.41 —
Lead =- 0.26 —
Zinc = 0.05 — 0.21

Iron = 0.78 — 1.28

Tellurium = 33.49 by diff. 32.97

100.44 100.00

The above analyses, to which add for comparison those of Prof. Silli-

man and the petzite from Nagy-Ag, give the following atomic ratios

between gold, silver and tellurium

b a =
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The atomic ratios between gold, silver and tellurium, and the com-
bined gold and silver and tellurium are as follows :

a Au

r
"

Ag Te = 1 : 0.96 : 6.98 — (Au Ag)

" = 1 : 0.91 : 7.29 — "

" =1 : 0.84 : 6.45— "

6. Calaverite.

Te = 1 : 3.6

" =1 : 3.8

<' = 1 : 3.5

I have observed one very minute specimen of this rare mineral amongst

those from the Red Cloud Mine, which Mr. Schirmer sent me. It fully

answers the description which I have previously given (1. c).

It is associated with sylvanite and quartz. It contains a somewhat
smaller percentage of silver than that from the Stanislaus Mine in Cali-

fornia.

The scarcity of the material did not allow me to obtain for analysis

more than 0.1654 grs., from which 0.0050 grs. of quartz were deducted.

Dr. G. A. Koenig reduced 0.0333 grs. before the blowpipe, and obtained

42. 32 per cent, of gold and silver, which I then separated with the results

given below.

It contains :

Gold = 40.59 — 39.76
^

Silver = 2.34 — 2.56
j"^^-^^

Tellurium = 57.67 — by diflf. :=. 57.68

Copper and iron = traces

100.50 100.00

I was in the hope that I would find in the oxydized specimens of the

tellurium ores from the Red Cloud Mine interesting products of decom-
position, but observed hardly anything else than native gold, sometimes

in very minute scales in the partly decomposed petzite, and small quali-

ties of cerargyrite. There is also a minute quantity of what is probably

tellurate of silver present, because if the oxydized minerals be treated

with ammonic hydrate, and the amnionic solution be filtered and boiled,

and subsequently acidulated with nitric acid, the argentic chloride be

j)recipitated, the filtrate from this contains both silver and tellurium.

I also observed among the oxydized pieces, one which had a yellowish

coating, probably montanite ; the quantity, however, was too small for

any investigation other than a determination of the presence of bismuth

and tellurium.

7. Tellurate op Copper and Lead—a new mineral.

This new tellurate has been discovered by Mr. P. Kuabe, in the " Iron

Rod" Mine, Silver Star District, Montana. He had sent me a small

quantity of the same, which consisted of an apparently uniform siskin-

green powder.
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I had intended to make a full investigation of the same, but unfortu-

nately it has been mislaid or lost.

However, I will give the most important part of the information about

its occurrence, which I have received in Mr. Knabe's letter, dated High-

land, March 26th, 1871.

^^ I send you enclosed a mineral from the Iron Rod Mine, Silver Star

District, Montana, wMch I hope will he interesting to you. The same sub-

stance apparently is found in the Silver Star District in all the veins which

occur in the crystalline states. I have not examined that from the Iron

Bod Mine, because I did not wctnt to use uf a -portion of the already small

quantity—but in a mineral of exactly the same appearance from the '''Green

CampbelV Mine, in the same District, I have found oxides of copper and

lead and telhiric acid. I shall try to obtain it from different mines in

order to ascertain ichether it is constant in its composition or is a inixture.

In the Oreen Campbell Mine it is found as a thin coating upon the selvage

of the footwall, whilst in the Iron Bod Mine it occurs in the fissures of the

rock.''''

In the same letter Mr. Knabe mentions the interesting fact of having

examined a graphite from the Harvey Lode, occurring in the dolomite,

which contains 2.1 per cent, of silver.

This is the last information which I have received from Mr. K. ; in it

he states that in the latter part of May, 1871, he would make explora-

tions in the wilderness, 40 miles W. of Highland.

8. BlSMUTHINITE.

Dr. Burkart states in an appendix to his observations (1. c.) on the

American Tellurium Minerals, (Leonhard & Geinitz Neues Jahrbuch,

etc., 1874, 9,) that in the Las Animas Mine on the Sugar Loaf Mountain,

Colorado, bismuth ores are found—either native, or in combination with

sulphur and tellurium.

The few small pieces of bismuth ores which I have seen from this lo-

cality were bismuthinite, in stout columnar aggregations, in great part

converted into bismuthite, but with still a large percentage of undecom-

posed tersulphide.

It contained a small percentage of silver, but not a trace of tellurium.

9, SCHIRMERITE—A NEW MINERAL.

Massive, finely granular, disseminated through quartz ; no cleavage

could be observed ; fracture uneven ; soft, brittle. Sp. G. = 6.737 ; lead-

gray inclining to ii'on-black, lustre metallic. B. B. fuses very easily

and gives the reactions of bismuth, lead, silver and sulphur.

After deducting 1.00 per cent, quartz in analysis I., and 1.07 per cent,

in II., the results are as follows :
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Lead
Silver

Bismuth

Zinc

Iron

Sulphur

The atomic ratios of Pb : Ag : Bi

corresponding with the composition :

Pb =

Bi

S

100.00

It is allied to and closely resembles cosalite.

Dedicated to J. F. L. Schirmer, Esq.

I.
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ON THE RESOURCES PRODUCTIONS AND SOCIAL CONDI-
TION OF EGYPT.

By Alexander Delmar,

Late Director op the United States Bureau op Statistics.

{Bead before f'e American Philosophical Society, October 2, 1874.)

Introduction.

The United Sbates of America produce annually about 275 million

bushels of wheat, or about 6^ bushels per capita of population. Of this

amount, they consume over 230 million bvishels, or about ok bushels per

capita ; and have about 43 million bushels surplus left for sale.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland produces annually

about 95 million bushels of wheat and consumes 190 million bushels, or

about 5^ bushels per capita. It has therefore a deficit to purchase,

amounting to as much, of wheat, as all it produces, or 95 million bushels.

Thus, England has two bushels of wheat to buy where we have one to

sell.

As wheat forms the daily bread of the two countries, and, unless in ex-

ceptional or extreme cases, no substitute for it will be accepted by the

people, the purchases of these vast quantities of wheat on the one side,

and their sale on the other, form, naturally enough, occasions for the ex-

ercise of a good deal of what may be euphemized as commercial diplo-

macy. In plain English the grain trade abounds with misrepresentation,

and, as it happens, at the present time, this misrepresentation has, to a

certain extent, centred itself ujjon the agricultural resources and wheat

crop of Egypt.

Treating, as it will pretty fully, upon this topic, the present paper

therefore claims to possess something more of scientific value than one

which might have related less directly to the affairs of our everyday

life ; and although this claim might pass for nothing among peoples

whose lives and thoughts are more in the remote past or remote future,

than the present, I trust that it does not imply too great assurance

if I venture to hope that, if made good, it will lose nothing at the hands

of my own countrymen, on account of this utilitarian basis.

The gist of the present dispute about Egypt is as follows : A school of

British agricultural writers at the head of whom is Mr. Kains-Jackson,

estimates that during the ensuing harvest year 1874-5, the United King-

dom, instead of needing to purchase, as usual, about 95 million bushels

of wheat, will require but 64 to 72 million bushels ; and, on the other hand,

instead of having to rely, as usual, mainly upon the United States, has

hy reason of the present year's abundant wheat harvest throughout the

civilized world, the option of purchasing as much wheat—perhaps more

—elsewhere, as she will need to purchase from us.

Among the countries specified by this authority, as having this year a

surplus of wheat to dispose of, are France, Germany, Russia and Turkey.
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Mr. Kaius-Jackson's statements with regard to the wheat crops of all of

these countries, as well with regard to that of his own country, have al-

ready been shown to be excessive ; while as to Turkey, he was reminded

that, so far from i>ossessing a surplus crop of wheat, the people in Ana-

tolia were dying from starvation, literally in myriads. To this, the re-

sponse, has been made that by Turkey was meant Egypt, and as none of

the writers upon the subject appeared to know anything more about

Egypt than that it was a land of pyramids, ruined temples and "back-

sheesh," Mr. Kains-Jackson has remained more or less unimpeached
;

and our manufacturers, our shipping and our railways, all of which, as

things stand, depend largely upon the prospects of the grain trade, are

thought to have indicated some symptoms of distrust with regard to the

prospect before them for the coming year.

Should such distrust exist, I hope that it may tend at least in some

degree to dispel it, if I here express the strong conviction that it is en-

tirely groundless, and that during the ensuing harvest year, as hitherto,

in the past, our surplus wheat will find as ample and profitable a foreign

market—aye, in England, too,—as can be reasonably desired, and that,

thei'efore, neither our domestic industries nor carrying trade, by land or

water, should suffer anything from the misreiireseutations that have been

made.

And now to Egypt.
History.

Of the ancient history of this most interesting country, I need only say

that it began in the remotest past and ended with the Persian conquest

about 500 years before our era. About 200 years later, Egypt became a

Greek province, under Alexander, and about 300 years later still, or at

about the commencement of our era, it fell beneath the arms of Rome.
This was the period, when, with reference to its function of supplying the

markets of the city of Rome with corn, it was called the granary of the

world. It was estimated by Greek and Roman writers to have contained

at its most flourishing period a population of 7,000,000. With alternately

Pagan and Christian rulers, as one or the other Roman faction succeeded

in obtaining control of its government, Egypt remained in an anarchical

state until the year A. D. 616, when the Persians again took it. They
held it for ten years and surrendered it to the Arabs, who held it for 900

years.

At length, in 1517, it was conquered by the Turks, who—not without

having for a time lost it to the Marmelukes, who in turn lost it to the

French—have retained it to the present time.

Thus, from the most ancient period, Egypt has been an enslaved

country—a fact whose reflection can be seen at all times in the extreme

misery and abjection of her people. For the continuance of this wretch-

edness, England—but for whose interference forty years ago, the Pasha
would have liberated his country from the Turkish yoke—is chiefly re-

sponsible. When that yoke is cast oft' and the Pasha, deprived of his

A. p. s.—VOL. XIV. 2d
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present excuse for the tremendous exactions he imposes upon the people,

is rendered clearly responsible for their condition and welfare, Egypt
may for once in almost countless years breathe the air of freedom. But

until then it is impossible.

Napoleon reminded his soldiers that forty centuries of historic time

looked down upon them from the pyramids. Let us, of England and

America, whose heritage for over 600 years has been the largest freedom,

and whose boasted mission it has been to place this priceless boon within

the reach of all the men of earth, remember that from the appealing eyes

of this unhappy people forty centuries of suffering look up to us.

After the departure of the French from Egypt, the Turks and Marme-
lukes were embroiled in civil war. This ended with the accession of Me-
hemet Ali, as Pasha, in 1805. In 1811 this usurper treacherously slew 500

of the Marmelukes and since that time Egypt has been in peace. In 1848,

at the age of 80, Mehemet Ali became imbecile, and his eldest son Ibrahim

reigned in his stead. Ibrahim died in two months and was succeeded by

his brother Abbas, a profligate. Mehemet Ali died in 1849 and Abbas in

1854. To these succeeded the fourth son of Mehemet Ali, Said Pasha,

who reigned until his death in 1863, when his nephew Ismail, the present

ruler, ascended the throne. Ismail Pasha, granted the title of Khedive

by an imperial firman dated 1867, is the son of Ibrahim Pasha. He was
born in 1816 ; educated at the Paris Polytechnic School : speaks French

and a little English ; owns or manages everything in Egypt, among the

rest, it is said, 27 palaces for his personal use ; lives precisely the same
despotic and luxurious life that his predecessors, the Pharaohs, did, thou-

sands of years ago ; like them he surrounds himself wit a foreign adven-

turers ; like the Pharaohs, too, he builds the most astonishing and useless

works of art ; and like them crushes his unhappy people—the great bulk

of whom are of the once warlike and progressive, but now despised Arab

race—crushes them to earth with a disdainful and merciless scorn that

finds its only fit expression in the bastinado and death.

Natural Resources.

Egypt has but a single natural resource—the Nile. There is no other

river in the country ; nor has this one a branch or affluent between its

mouth and the Nubian desert. Beside the almost shelterless date-palms,

there are no trees ; the few wooded parks planted by order of Mehemet
Ali, the ornamental trees of the cities, of which it is said Cairo and its

suburbs contain 40,000, and the mulberry trees raised for silk worms

—

scarcely deserving to be mentioned in this connection. There is little or

no rain ; the agricultui-e of the country depending almost entirely upon

the irrigating canals connected with the Nile.

Number of rainy days at Cairo from A. D. 1798 to 1800, about 15 a

year ; from 1835 to 1839 about 12 ; in 1871, 9. Quantity of rain in 1835,
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17 millimetres ; 1838, 11 ; 1839, 3 ; in 1871, not recorded, but the rain fell

altogether only 9 hours during the year. Same climate throughout all

Lower Egypt ; while in Upper Egypt it is nearly the same.

There is no wood for fuel or building purposes, neither is there any

coal. In day-time it is often bleak ; at night-time chilly ; though, for

the most time the temperature is warm and sometimes uncomfortably

hot.

Moneys, Weights and Measures.

1 para
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Total Area of Egypt.

[Excluding the Soudan. (/) ]

[Oct. 2,

Cities and Provinces.
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In 1833, Egypt was estimated to possess 3,500,000 feddans of cultivable

land, "if cultivation were pushed to its utmost extent."—MacGreggor.

The official survey of 1843 comprised 6,984,135 feddans susceptible of

cultivation ; but this included the superficial surface of the Nile and

canals. The cultivated, and, doubtless, the cultivable, portion (at that

time) consisted of 3,836,340 feddans as follows :

Lower Egypt.
Middle Egypt.
Upper Egypt.,

Total . . .

.

No of Feddans
cultivated.

2,749,106
750,409
826,825

3,826,340

No. of Feddans un-
cultivated, includ-
ing Surface of Nile
and Canals.

1,551,011
843,608
763,176

3,157,795

The report of 1843, and also a late report of the British Consul, are so

worded as to convey the impression that there is almost as miich cultiv-

able land uncultivated as there is ciiltivated ; but this is not the fact.

The so-called cultivable land, not cultivated, consists, and has always

consisted, for the most part either of the surfaces of the Nile and the

canals, or of lands in the Delta and elsewhere, which from various causes

have become barren or unavailable.

" A perpetual struggle is carried on between the desert and cultiva-

tion. In many parts of the Delta the desert has invaded and mastered

the soil."—MacGreggor, 1833.

" In the Faioum, which was formerly the most richly cultivated part

of Egypt, the desert has made many inroads."

—

Ibid.

"In * * * places on the western border of the Nile Valley, the shifting

sands of the desert have encroached on the domain of cultivation."

—

Com. Rel., 1863, p. 532.

"When the land, as has happened in Lower Egypt and the Delta,

from the despotic appropriation and thriftless husbandry of * * * rulers,

has become what is called aladish, and gone to waste, light plows (such

as are used here) are powerless to improve it. Villages, for example,

often deprived of laborers to furnish recruits for foreign wars, were at

one time depopulated by the government, and their lands exploited (used

up) by a short-sighted and ruinous system of agriculture, from the effects

of which the country still suffers. In order to have an uninterrupted

succession of crops, the inundation (of the Nile) was excluded by dykes,

irrigation being supplied from the brackish water of wells. The deposit

of salt after evaporation, added to that which would be pushed to the

surface by the upward filtration of the Nile, would soon convert a once

fruitful tract into a desert, where nothing would grow but a rank crop of

'halfa,' a deep-rooted, tough grass, which, with the ordinary farming

implements of Egypt, it is almost impossible to extirpate. It has thus
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been considered an unprofitable undertaking to attempt to improve tliese

barren lands, raised, as they frequently are, by the deposits left by

former growths of thia pestilent grass above the level of inundation, and

from this cause one- half of the Delta is said to be uncultivated.''''—Ibid.

This alone would dispose of some two millions of acres.

"Part of the (barren) territory (now being reclaimed by the Suez

Canal Company) was known in ancient times as the fruitful land of

Goshen. '
'

—

Ibid.

"A large part of the land formerly cultivated in Egypt is to-day

sterile."

—

Ibid.

" In the present cotton region the land has become so poor that now
only two cantars a feddan are produced where five used to be gathei'ed.

* * * There is plenty of land ; it only wants moisture to make it fertile
;

and we would like to see a number of irrigating canals," etc.—C. R.,

1866, p. 435.

The accounts are the same to the present day.

The following table shows the cultivated area at several dates, from

1812 to 1874 inclusive :

Comparative Statistics op Cultivated Area in Egypt.

YEAR.

1812
1833
1835
1843
1868
1873
1874

8,218,736
1,856,000
2,000,000
3,826,340
4,296,736
4,624,221

4,625,000

3,322,701
1,915,950
2,064,600
3,949,931
4.435,521

4,773,583
4,774,388

This table shows, that from the time of the accession of Mehemet Ali,

to the close of the war in Syria, the cultivated area in Egypt rapidly de-

clined. It then suddenly increased until, in 1843, it attained its former

extent again. From that time to this it has slowly increased. The

causes of this extraorinary movement will appear when the progress of

the population has been examined.

Population of all Egypt.

(Excluding the Soudan.)

1863.

1871.

YEAR.
estimated
population.

7,465,000
8,442,000

AUTHORITY.

Dr. Schnepp.
Dr. Wagner.
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The Almanac de Gotha for 1873 gives the population, at a recent date,

at 8,000,000, and appears to quote Mr. E. de Regny, the offlcial statistician

of Egypt, for authority.

Population of Egypt Proper.

1812
1820
1833
1844
1847
1859
1863
1866
1867
1872
1873

population.

3,000,000

2,500,000
2,000,000

3,350,000

4,542,620
5,125,000
4,709,116
4,848,528

4,888,925
5,203,405

5,250,000

authority.

Estimate.
Morse's Gazetteer.
MacGreggor.
Aim. de Gotha.
Census.
Census.
Com. Rel., 1873.

Br. Con. Ret., 6-1867.

Com. Rel., 1873.

This table exhibits a decrease of population from the time of Mehemet
Ali's accession, to the close of the Syrian war, similar to that shown with

regard to acres of cultivated area. It likewise shows the same sudden
growth immediately afterward, and even a slower growth since. These
coincidences are undoubtedly due to the same causes—the wars of Me •

bemet Ali, particularly those in Syria ; the abandonment of the country

for the desert, in preference to participation in those wars ; and the sub-

sequent return of the people from the battle-fields and the wilderness.

Says MacGreggor, "Almost without exception the laborers mutilated

themselves by cutting off the first finger of the i-ight hand, destroying the

right eye, or pulling out the front teeth, in order to avoid the cjnscrip-

tion," p. 231.

Comparison of Population and Cultivated Area.

If the large estates worked by the Khedive and his relatives, or the

nobles of his court, be deducted, there will not remain in Eo-ypt over

one-half an acre of arable land to each person ; and even if the land cul-

tivated at present were divided equally among all, there would still be
not over nine-tenths of an acre per capita. To show how comparatively

small an area this is, I give the statistics on this point x-elative to the

countries with which we are most familiar.
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Relation op Cultivated Lanbs to Population in Four Different
Countries.

Country.

United States {g)

United Kingdom.
France
Egypt

Year.
Cultivated Lands.
Acres per Capita.

1850
1860
1870 (4)
1873
1872
1873

Cultivated Lands, in-

cluding pasture and
forest lands in use.
Acres per capita.

4.9 ] 12.7

5.2 [Average,! 13

4.9(A)
f

3.3 10.6 (7i)

1-4

2.2

0.9

I Average,

I
6.5

1.5

3.1

0.9

The United States is an agricultural country, whicli furnislies other

countries with breadstufts out of its own surplus. The United Kingdom
is a manufacturing country, which has abandoned the policy of attempt-

ing to raise its own breadstuffs, and relies largely upon foreign supplies.

The quantities of the latter—that is to say, all breadstuffs (not wheat

alone)—usually exported by the United States, do not materially exceed

those usually imported by the United Kingdom ; hence an average of the

amount of cultivated land per capita in the two countries shows very

correctly the true amount needed to support each head of population.

According to the table above, this average is over 6^^ acres. In France,

which im ports breadstuffs as often as it exports them, and whose population

and means of subsistence are running a close race, the average number of

acres to each head of population is over thi-ee. Imagine how small, then,

must be the portion of an Egyptian laborer, who, if even he had a fair

share of all the cultivated land m his country, which is far from being

the fact—who, if that land were as productively tilled as are the lands of

the other countries named, which, as will be presently shown, is not the

case, and who, if all the food-products of that land were kept at home
instead of being shipped abroad, as a large portion of them are, would

still possess but one-seventh the heritage of an American or English-

man, and but one-fourth that of a Frenchman.

Rural and Civic Population.

There are few towns in Egypt beside those already specified. Amoog
them is Syout, with a population estimated in 1874 at 25,000 (Contemp.

Rev., Feb. 1874.) The total civic population of Egypt is estimated at

(g) The lands classified in the United States census as " improved farm lands," are

treated above as " cultivated lands," and the " unimproved farm lands " as " pasture

and forest lands In use," as adjuncts to agriculture. " No farm of less than three acres,

not unless $500 worth of produce has been sold off it during the year," is included in

the United States census returns—a very absurd and misleading exception.

(/(,) The United States census of 1870 was the worst ever taken, and is palpably defi-

cient in almost every respect. The census of 1860 is much more complete and reliable.
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700,000, or 13 per cent, of the whole, leaving the vwral p^pulition to

consist of 4,503,405, or 87 per cent, of the whole.

Occupations.

There are no manufactures in Egypt except those owned and managed
by "the government," or, in other words, Ismail, son of Ibrahim. The
principal ones are the two cotton cloth factories which supply the coarse

white cotton clothing used by the soldiers, and the blue stuff of cotton

and wool worn by the peasant women. One of tliese is at Boulac, the

other at Choubra, near Cairo. Together they employ 1,438 workmen,
and produce annually $122,970 worth of cloth and $13,740 worth of linen

—an average of $95 per workman. There is a manufactory of tarboocbes

(these are the national cap) and carpets at Fueh ; a printing establishment

at Boulac for Turkish and Arabian works, which employs about 150 work-

men ; a paper-mill at Boulac, which employs 50 workmen, and produces

annually 350 cantars of wrapping, and 66,500 reams of printing, writing

and colored papers ; two gunpowder-mills worked by mule-power, near

Cairo ; several large bakeries at Cairo, which together consume about

800,000 barrels of flour per annum ; and some other small works.

These, with the salt-works monopoly, which turns out some 360,000'

bushels of salt per annum ; the fisheries, which employ 3,760 persons on

salt, and about 6,000 on fresh, water ; seventeen short railways and.

branches ; the telegraphs, the Nile steamboats, and a few navigable

canals, are all the industrial works in Egypt, unless the manufacture of

native sug^r and ginning of native cotton are included in the same cate-

gory. They are all owned and managed by the Khedive, who, by thus

engrossing all the branches of trade, effectually crushes native, and shuts

out foreiga, capital and enterprise. Meheraet All made strenuous efforts

to become a cotton manufacturer, and at one time had 44 factories and
20,000 operatives, consuming annually 30,000 cantars of cotton, at v.'ork

;

but the enterprise was abandoned.

A considerable portion of the persons employed in the present industrial

works in Egypt are foreigners ; even the fisheries, employing many
Maltese, Greeks and Italians. The mimber of those employed in agri-

culture, including their families, is estimated at 4,400,000, or about 85

per cent, of the whole population—a number and proportion nearly ident-
ical with those of the entire rural population. o

Size op Farms.

The Viceroy, or Khedive, and his family cultivate one-fourth of all the

arable land. A farm of the late El Hami Pasha consisted of 39,368 acres,,

of which 13,344 were let. There are other large estates. The holdings

among the fellahdeen, or peasantry, range from one-eighth of an acre to-

oue acre in size.

Land Tenures,

Theoretically, all lands were held of God by the Sultan of Turkey. In
Egypt the Viceroy stood in place of the Sultan, and had. power to grant

a. p. e.—VOL. XIV. 2e
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tenancies in fee, estates for life or a term of years, rcetayersLips and

other tenures, except to the mosques, whicliheld directly from the Sultan.

But Mehemet Ali simjilified all this by seizing the lands of the mosques,

canfiscating all the private titles, and appropriating the entire land and
its people to his own use. Cei'tain nobles and foreign adventurers have

since been allowed to obtain doubtful tenures of the land, the basis of

which is, however, in all cases, the Khedive's will. The portions not

managed directly by the latter and his beneficiaries are cultivated by the

wretched fellahdeen, and held, properly speaking, by no tenure except

that which naturally attaches itself to compulsory service.

The Turkish laws of succession, designed by Mahmoud II. and Abd-el-

Mejeed to put an end to the great feudatories which existed in their days,

impejatively command equal subdivision of land among the heirs of the

first degree in descending or ascending line, male and female alike ; fail-

ing these, in collateral line, etc. Entails were abolished ; transfers of

real estate were to be made by entry at a public registry, and the trans-

action heavily taxed
;
private deeds between the parties were not to be

recognized. How far these regulations have been applied in Egypt it

would be difficult to say.

System of Culture.

The system of culture hardly deserves the name, and simply consists of

-waiting upon the annual overflow of the Nile to fill the irrigating canals,

and when ihe river has subsided, of maintaining the level of the canals

and reservoirs by pumping, baling and ladling. This last-named work

and " the digging of fresh canals engross the labor of the people for

months," writes the British consul, Mr. Stanley, in 1873. Without this

lincessant struggle with nature, the lands would become uucultivable, and

•even with it the result is doubtful ; for if the next overflow of the river

exceeds thirty feet in height, everything on the land is demolished and

swept away ; while if it falls short of eighteen feet, the harvests fail and

famine ensues. Of the 66 inundations between 1735 and 1801, 11, or 17

per cent., were high and devastating ; 16, or 24 per cent., were feeble ; 9,

or 14 per cent., were insufficient ; and only 30, or 45 per cent., were good.

The chances, then, appear to be about even, as to whether, after all his

labor, the Egyptian gets a harvest or not. Such a system does not admit

of fallows, rotation or manuring. The irrigating canals or reservoirs of

the large estates are supplied with water from the river by steam power,

the coal being imported from England ; but for the most part this work,

and the digging and dredging of the canals, ditches and reservoirs, are

done by hand, and with the rudest implements.

Sometimes two, three and even.four s'liadoufs or baling machines ai'e

placed close to each other and employed to raise the water by the pitcher-

ful at a time, to as many reservoirs at difterent elevations, until it reaches

the highest. Each shadouf requives, two men to work it. "During many
months of the year the whole Arab population appears to be engaged in

bringing water from the Nile to the adjacent fields."—MacGreggor.
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The tot il number and kinds of machines now in use for the purjiose of

irrigation will be shown further on.

The Nile usually rises late in ]May. In August it reaches such a height

that the canals are opened, the entire valley is soaked and the reservoirs

are filled with water. It continues to rise until October, and then falls so

rapidly that, in some parts, pumping and baling commence in November
or December ; though, in others, not until February, when they continue

until May or June.

FERTILI2.ERS.

As a general thing no fertilizers are employed; the depos-its of mud left

by the river during its overflow being the main dependence of the hus-

bandman in this respect. An analysis of this mud gives the following

results : silica 53.04 ; sesquioxide of iron 18.43 ; sesquioxide of alumina

8.76; carboaate of lime 4.19 ; sulphate of lime 0,75 ; lime 2.25 ; magnesia

0.66; potassaO.69^ soda 2.16 ; chloride of sodium 0.04; organic matter

9.03 ; total 100 per cent. Owing to the extreme scarcity of trees and en-

tire absence of coal, fuel, for all purposes, is exceedingly dear. For this

reason animal manure, and during the cotton excitement 1862-1867, even

cotton-seed, the price of which had at former periods exceeded that of

wheat, were used for fuel ; and the former continues to be thus employed
yet. Cotton-seed, however, degenerates so rapidly in Egypt that, except

for this purpose, or the superior ones of extracting oil from it or using it

for cattle fodder, it possesses little value there, unless it is freshly im-

ported from other countries. The Khedive has promised a large pecu-

niary reward and the title of Bey to whomsoever shall discover paying

dejjosits of coal in Egypt.

On the sugar estates the culture exhausts the earth so rapidly that

pigeon-guano is largely used to enrich it ; about half a ton being em-
ployed to the acre of land. In order to obtain this fertilizer the keeping

of a flock of pigeons is part of the fellah's duties to the state. The birds

are simply provided with the shelter of a mud-cote and left at liberty to

provide their own sustenance. This, of course, is derived, one way or

another, from the fellah's corn-field, and in this way the birds constitute

an additional agency of taxation upon the wretched peasant. About 267,-

000 tons of this guano are now annually produced in Egypt.

In justice to the Egyptian system of agriculture, it should be stated

that there is a certain rotation of crops observed, but unlike any other

system known, except that of the despotic President Lopez, who runs a

government in South America which is somewhat ironically styled the

"republic" of Paraguay, the order of that rotation is governed altogether

by the will or caprice of the Khedive. Rice and maize used to be largely

cultivated in Egypt ; but the government ordered wheat to be planted in

their stead and the latter became the principal exporting crop. It was
grown one year after another, until nature gave out and the grain grew

so poor that it could scarcely find a market. That exported to England
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was used only in the distilleries. The American war occurring at this

juncture, the government prohibited the cultivation of wheat and

nominated cotton in its place . The culture of this staple was pursued

until the fall of prices occurred after the war, when it was superseded

in turn by sugar, which is the present favorite. The exports from Alex-

andria, the shipping port of the country, which will be given further on,

will furnish a close guide to the fluctuations in the product of these arti-

cles, occasioned by this capricious, ruinous, and sometimes mortal policy.

Seeding.

The seed is thrown broadcast, the use of the drill being wholly un-

known. About 3i bushels of wheat are sown to the acre, the produce be-

ing Hi bushels, or scarcely more than 3 for 1. Even ploughing was for.

merly dispensed with in many parts, the seed being thrown upon the mud
left by the receding river, and domestic animals turned loose to trample

in the grain. This and other wretched features of Egyptian agriculture

are giving way before better methods. The cotton and sugar-cane which

now constitute tho chief products of the country, are cultivated mainly

by the large proprietors and sown, or planted, as in the United States.

Domestic Animals.

Previous to the cattle disease in 1863 and 1864 which destroyed in a

single year 800,000 head of horned cattle, and, in Lower Egypt, nearly

every other animal also, and which, together with the cotton mania of

that period, contributed to occasion the famine of 1865, the number of

domestic animals must have exceeded one million. At the present time

it barely amounts to two-thirds of that number, as follows :

Horned cattle (including buffaloes, the main dependence of the

peasant for the work of the farm) 292,100

Horses 18,203

Mules 3,105

Asses 94,641

Camels. . . 35,578

Sheep 172,657

Goats 23,907

Total 639, 191

These numbers do not include the animals in Alexandria and Cairo.

During the year 1872 there were imported at Alexandria 14,185 head of

cattle and 200,087 sheep, chiefly for slaughter.

In 1871 the average prices of 71,400 animals sold at the fairs of Tantah

in the Delta, were reported by the American consul as follows : Cattle

$200 each; buffaloes $175; camels $200; horses $100; asses $25 ;
and

sheep $6.25. (Doubtful.)
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Wages.

In common with many European and all Oriental countries, women ii

Egypt are employed in field laboi*. The following were the prices of libor

current at four different epochs. Men's wages per diem ai-e always meant
unless otherwise specified.

Year 1837.

Field laborers I
L°^^^' ^^^P* ^^'^^^ @ •^''

j^ieiciUDorers..... •••••
| Upper "

.03^ @ .02f

Boys and girls, sugar plantation 01
J- @ .03

Tear 1841.

Laborers, at Cairo, average .05

Keepers, or gaug-leaders, .10

Year 1863.

Night operative in cotton-gin at Mansurah .241-

Day operative, same work, boy or girl .13

Laborer on Suez Canal .30

This was the period of the cotton mania. The American consul, writ-

ing at the time, said, '• within a year wages have been doubled."

In 1865 the American consul reported that there had been an important

rise in wages in late years, mainly due to the redundance of s]5ecie caused

by the high prices at which cotton sold.

In 1867 the British consul reported that "wages and land had quad-

rupled."

Between this period and 1878 there seems to have been a fall in wages.

Year 1873.

i Lower Egypt, .15
Field laborers ^Middle " .10

(Upper " .07

Unskilled operatives in factories and at salt works, accord-

ing to age and ability, 15c. @ 40c. per diem, average....

.

23|^

Mechanics, such as masons, carpenters, blacksmiths, etc.,

without board or ration 60 @ 1.00

The American consul reported in 1873 that wages appear to have de-

clined since the cotton mania, but that they are said to be now rising

again.

Efficiency of Labor.

An Egyptian laborer is considered to have done a good day's work
when he picks 15 to 18 pounds of cotton. The American negro slaves

usually picked 50 pounds in the same time. An Egyptian with the aid of

a shadouf (pole and jar, or bucket) can raise for irrigating purposes an
average of about seven gallons of water per minute ; an American with

an improved hand pump can raise 100 gallons per minute, or 14 times as

much. The constant use of the stick and bastinado is necessary to keep

at work the fellahdeen on the Khedive's estates (C. R. 1871). This fact
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may, however, be due to other i-easons than mere physical infirmity. The
immediate labor of about 15 persons out of every 100 in the United States

produces more than enough food for all ; whereas in Egypt the same result

calls for the immediate labor of at least three times as many persons
;

while the result itself is greatly inferior in quantity, quality and variety.

That this great comparative inefficiency of Egyptian labor is due less

to natural inaptitude than to poor food, rude implements and other cir-

cumstances over which he has no control, is manifest from the recorded

observations of very intelligent persons.

Says MacGreggor, waiting of Egypt, " The Arabs, if brought yoirng to

the cotton factories are of quick intellect and easily learn any branch of

the trade." * * * "They show considerable dexterity."

Says Dr. Rlippel : "The young Egyptians show great skill and often

surpass their masters in cleverness. '

'

Taxation.

The tax system of Egypt is contrived to keep its unhappy people pre-

cisely at the point where it is a matter of the utmost unconcern to them
whether they live or die. It is impossible to ascertain what this burden

amounts to in money, but substantially, it deprives the population of all

the fruits of their industry, leaving them but a bare and most wretched

subsistence, without lands, homes, clothing, secimty, justice, or education

—and, but for dates and dourra, even without food. The peasant's home
is far less comfortable than that of some wild animals—for instance, the

beaver. It is of the same character as the latter—a mud hut—-and teems

with vermin. Great numbers of the people live in the ancient tombs,

with darkness and the bats.—Stephens' Travels 1837. The dress of the

people hereabouts (at the First Cataract, the confines of Egypt proper and

Nubia) consists of a piece of leather about six inches wide, cut in strings

and- tied about their loins. I bought one from a young girl of 16, whose

sweet mild face and exquisitely charming figure the finest lady might

have envied.

—

Ibid.

Men are seized in the streets, the bazaars, anywhere, "the iron bands

put around their wrists, the iron collars around their necks," and forced

to work for the Pasha.

—

Ibid.

"People are taken away in gangs from their own ground to do work
for powerful land-owners, which in no wise benefits their districts."

—British Consul Stanley, 1873. "A man was convicted of stealing an

amber mouth-piece from Abbas Agga. His punishment was to be bound

to a cannon and blown to atoms. The same official pressed 600 fellahs

into his service to dig him a canal ; made them work 12 hours a day
;

lashed them unmercifully, and did not pay them a single para."— Dr.

Holioyd's Travels, 1837. The Koran is the only book in the land and

that it is considered sacrilegious to print. Those few who can read and

write are called fickees or saints.

—

Ibid. The people are strictly temper-

ate, exceedingly docile and naturally intelligent.
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In 1837 the miri or laud tax was from $1.75 per feddan per annum on

ordinary lands, to $5 on sugar lands. It is at present, lb74, about %o per

feddau on all lands. Beside this, there is a poll tax ; a tax on date trees,

which, as elsewhere explained, is equivalent to aa additional poll tax
;

octroi taxes on the principal articles of consumption ; tolls to support the

irrigation canals ; taxes on the fisheries (one-third) ; on salt ; on the con-

sumption of wheat ($1) and barley, beans, Indian corn, and pulse (75

cents per bushel in 1837) ; import and export duties ;
monopolization of

all the branches of industry by the government ; forced service ;
debase-

ment of the copper coinage and every other device of a vicious and mer-

ciless finance. Beside these, there are dues to the mosques and various

local exactions.

The total revenues of the Viceroyalty in 1821 were about $6,000,000
;

in 1833 about $12,500,000 ; in 1850 about $20,000,000 ; in 1872 about $36,-

500,000. This last sum is equivalent to 10 cents per day for every fam-

ily in the country, or the whole value of the labor of every father, or head

of family. The same rate of taxation—that is, the whole value of one

man's labor exacted from pach family in the land—were it possible in the

United States, would amount to 8,000 million dollars per annum, or four

times the whole sum of the national debt. But thank God, io isiiH pos-

sible.

The taxes are raised in Egypt through a Sheik-el-belled or head of village

commune, chosen by the people and against his will, for although armed

with arbitrary power, should he fail to collect the heavy tribute, his life

is generally forfeited. The government sends him in chains to the South-

ern frontier and he is seldom heard of again.

Ikterest.

The Mahometan law, like the canon law of Christianity and the ancient

Jewish law, forbids the taking of interest ; but like those laws, it has

fallen into disuse in this respect. In 1837 the Viceroy allowed 6 per cent,

for advances to him from European houses.—MacGieggor. At the same
time the market rate for money among mercantile houses in Egypt was
10 to 18 per cent, per annum. At the present time the rate of interest

ranges between 10 per cent, on the most desirable class of government

securities, to 60 and even 100 per cent, per annum on fair commercial

risks. These excessive rates appear to result less from high profits than

great insecurity and the lack of a basis of individual right for an admin-

istration of justice. The prevailing insecurity is susceptible of being il-

lustrated by four striking examples. 1st. The tenure of lands is merely

the will of the Viceroy. 2d. In 1866 the Viceroy informed the European
resident creditors of the rural population that, in future, it would bs use-

less for them to claim against the natives.—Br. Cons. Rep. 6-1867, p.

296. 3d. In 1864, though gold was at that time pouring into the country

to pay for cotton, so overwhelming was the general instinct to hoard and
bury money, that little or none of it remained in circulation. " On one
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occasion, when the French packet from Marseilles arrived in the after-

noon with seven millions of francs in specie, I was informed by the agent

of the company, the same evening, that he had reason to believe that not

a single coin of the whole amount had remained in Alexandria. It had
been taken to the villages where it is generally buried in the earth."

—

Com. Rtl. 1865, p. 4S4. 4th. The monopolies. In 1864, during the high

price of cotton, the Vicei'oy refused permission for the cotton of other

cultivators to be brought to market until his own was first shif>ped.— iftfd.

In 1865 and 1866, though there was a famine in Egypt, corn fetched a

higher price at Jidda, in the Hedjaz, a province of Arabia on the Eastern

coast of the Red Sea. The merchants, who hastened to ship corn to Jid-

da, were stopped by the Viceroy ; who, disregarding the famished con-

dition of his own people, hastened to sell his corn to the Arabians and

obtain the higher prices which necessity compelled them to offer.—Br. C.

R. 6-1867, p. 134.

The following quotations exhibit the rates of interest current in Egypt
of late years.

1863. Three to five, and even seven, per cent, a month was paid by
fellahs to the Levantine traders who lent them money wherewith to pay
their taxes. Same year, five to ten per cent, a mouth was paid on good
security.—C. R., 18G3.

1864. "Minimum rate, ten per cent, per annum. Two and three per

cent, a month often paid by parties of the first position for temporary

loans."—C. R., 1864 and 1865.

1872. Seven to ten per cent, per annum on government securities.—M.

S., 1872.

Agricultural Implements.

On the estates of the Khedive and other large planters, modern imple-

ments ard in use ; but the natives appear to be so ill-fed as to lack the

physical strength and skill to wield them. Hence their reluctance to work
on these estates, and the cruel practice of forcing them by blows ; for, as

things go, the Khedive pays them well. (C. R., 1871.) In 1862-3 the

Khedive employed steam irrigatiog machinery in Upper Egypt. At the

same time there were in operation eighty steam cotton-gins ; steam

pumps were used by other large proprietors, and steam plows were tried

on the barren " halfa " lands of the Delta. (C. R., 1863.) Since that time,

other improved implements have come into use on the same class of

estates
; but \ he peasants continue to employ the antique and inefficient

implements c )mmou to the Orient from the most ancient times, the cause i

for this preference being poverty, physical infirmity and, above all, polit-

ical insecurity. These implements consist of the plow, which is merely a

crooked stick, sometimes barbed with iron ; the mattock, the hoe, the

spade, the dulab or hand-gin for cotton, and the sakye or sahia, the

cliadouf or shadouf^ and the tabout, for irrigating purposes. The sakye

is a horizontal wooden cog-wheel, turned by oxen and working into the

perimeter of a vertical wooden cog-wheel, which, in revolving, elevates
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an endless rope chain, to which are attached earthen jars. Filling with

water at the bottom of the well or shaft, these jars empty themselves at

the top as they begin to descend.

The shadouf is an upright foi'ked pole in which turns a beam with a

bucket or jar at one end and a lump of mud to balance it at the other.

The tahout is a basket, to be handled by two men, and only used when
the water is to be raised but a few feet. The number of the vaiious im-

plements used for irrigating purposes in 1873 was as follows :

Steam-pumps 476
Sakyes {i) 30,084
Shadoafs 70,508
Tabouts 6,926

107,994
Chief Articles of National Diet.

Dates and dourra constitute the chief dietary of Egypt. It is a re-

markable fact that the number of date-trees under cultivation has gener-

ally coincided with the number of inhabitants and the number of acres of

cultivated lands. The causes of this correspondence with reference to the

number of date-trees are doubtless the coincidence of their pei'iod of bear-

ing with the ordinary duration of a man's life, and their yield of fruit

with the capacity of man to consume it, which for each tree and eacli

man is alike one pound a day. These circumstances combine to render

the tax, (now yielding about |700,000 per annum) which is placed apon

date-trees, really a tax on polls, of both sexes and all ages, amounting to

about 14 cents per capita.

There are now about 5 million date-palm trees in Egypt. The trees

are raised by shoots, arrive at their vigor in about 30 years, and con-

tinue so for seventy years afterward, bearing yearly fifteen or twenty

clusters of dates, each of them weighing fifteen or twenty pounds. After

this period they begin to decline. Upwards of 200 trees ai"e sometimes

planted on a single acre (Buckle, 1, 61). Wilkinson, from whom Buckle

quoted, said 400 to a feddan. Accepting the lower nvimber as nearer the

truth, it would follow that 25,000 acres of land are devotetl to the growth
of date-palms in Egypt. The average annual yield in 1873 was four

cantars of dates to each tree (C. R,, 1873, p. 1086). This would make
the aggregate yield about 20 million cantars. All but 30 thousand cantars,

or one-sixth of one per cent., which is the amount annually exported, are

consumed in the country. Dates are not used for human food alone, but

(i) The number of sakyes in use in 1838 -was estimated at 50,000, costing Z}4 million

dollars a year to work them, the power employed on each machine being that of two eattle

and one man ((J. R., 1833, p. 533). In 1837, for want of pi-uning-hooks or knives, the fellah-

deen engaged in cultivating cotton in Upper Egypt, broke off the branches instead of

cutting them ; while for want of a press, the bale of cotton was packed with the foot

( MacGreggor). The absence of so common an instrument as a knife Is due to the fact

that the government prohibits the bearing of arms by the populace. The prudence of

this precaution is evidenced by the following extract from Stephens : "Speaking of the

general poverty of the Arabs, the Sheik said that if one-fourth of them owned a musket,

one charge of powder and one ball, before morning there would not be a Turk in Egypt."

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. 2f
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are also fed to horses, asses, camels, sheep, fowls and dogs, the animals

consuming all the abortive fruit, and even the date-stones, when softened

in water and ground up, the latter being often collected for the purpose

by indigent persons. The young shoots of the date-palms are used as a

delicate vegetable, resembling asparagus ; the leaves afford couches,

baskets, bags, mats, brushes, etc. ; the trunk affords wood for fences,

fuel, etc. ; the fibrous part, cordage and thi-ead ; the pith, starch ; and
the sap, a fermented liquor.

Dourra
( j), indian-corn, ble turc, millet, soighum (*?. vulgare), or Guinea

corn—for it is known by all these names—is a species of Iwleus (allied to

broom-corn, etc.), and the principal grain of Egypt next after wheat.

Varieties of this grain are grown in Africa and Asia, and it has been

tried in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, California and elsewhere in the

United States, for use as cattle-fodder, but abandoned (except in Cali-

fornia, where its cultivation was only begun a few years ago) in favor of

oats or barley. Next to dates, it forms the staple food of the Egyptian
peasant, and in Upper Egypt and Nubia particularly. Indeed, in Nvibia

it is used for the purposes of currency. Wishing to prove the prolificacy

of dourra, and quoting Hamilton's EgyptiaccB, Buckle sa.ys (vol. 1, p. 62)

that " it yields to the laborer a return of 240 for 1." It is possible that

a single grain will yield a plant bearing 240 grains ; but this degree of

prolificacy is exceeded by maize and many other cereals. Therefore,

'

taken by itself, this fact means nothing. But if Hamilton meant that the

average yield of large areas sown in dourra is 240 for 1, which is what
Buckle took it to mean, this statement is as wild as his other, that an
ardeb is 16 bushels. Nor does it signify, in this connection, that, to quote

another author (Appleton's Encyc. Art. Millet) a bushel of millet has

been grown on six square rods of land, which is equal to 26| bushels to

the acre. The practical fact is, that in Egypt, at the present time, dourra

yields on the average about 12 bushels to the acre (the C. R., 1873, p.

1085, say 2^ ardebs per feddan), or somewhat more than wheat in the

same country. Its preference to the latter is doubtless due either to the

lesser amount of seed and care required in its cultivation, or to the lesser

trouble requii-ed in its preparation for use. It is ground between two
stones and made into a brown bread, said by an enthusiastic traveler

to be of "admirable quality" (Contemp. Rev., Feb. 1874), bat is

greatly deficient in flesh-forming materials. Hamilton says, that " in

Upper Egypt the dourra constitutes almost the whole subsistence of the

peasantry ;" but this is so far from being correct, that they eat several

pounds of dates to one of dourra. Although its use in Egypt is less

common as one proceeds from Nubia to the Delta, it is nevertheless

still largely consumed in Middle Egypt. The lotus, which was used for

food in tlie time of Herodotus, is now almost a rare plant.

Beside dates and dourra-bread, the food of the Egyptian peasants con-

sists largely of beans and lentils, which are made into soups and other

(j) Spelled variously, as dourra, dourrah, dhourra, dhurra, dourah, dowrah and

durr
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dishes. A very little fish is obtained, but no meat, except on rare

occasions, when a sheep is slaughtered and consumed, even to the entrails.

The total cost of an adult peasant's subsistence in 1837 ranged from 1 to

2i cents per day. It is now, 1874, 3^ to 7^ cents. So effectually does the

government deprive the people of the means of subsistence, that says

MacGreggor : "If the poor fellah does not secrete some of his produce,

it sometimes happens that notJiing is left him at the conclusion of autumn

to maintain himself and family through the winter."

Navigable Rivers,

The Nile is navigable by light draught boats from its mouths to the

rapids or cataracts, about 600 miles above. The draught of water in the

Rosetta mouth is five feet, and in the Damietta, eight feet, at low tide.

During the inundation, the draught is often forty feet, and large vessels

can ascend to Cairo.
Navigable Canais. Miles long.

Mahmoudy, Lower Egypt 50

Ismai'lia, " " 61

Beherah, " " 30

Ibrahimieh, Upper " 93

Beside these, there is the Suez International Ship Canal, 69 miles long;

the Bahr Yusuf, or ancient irrigating river of Joseph, some 300 miles

long ; and hundreds of irrigating canals, many of them of great size, not

to count innumerable runnels and ditches, for the purposes of irrigation.

Railways.

The following table shows the progress that has been made in railways

in Egypt :

Year. Miles.

1863 245

1871 654

1873 736i

In 1873 there were completed twenty-one railways, aggregating 786^

miles, of which about 200 miles were double track ; also, in progress, 208

miles and a single railway of 600 miles to the Soudan.

But with all this progress, says British Consul West, in 1867, "the

trade of Suez is on a most limited scale, and is almost exclusively confined

to the supply of the daily wants of its few inhabitants. The imports

from the Red sea or from India are all on account of the Cairo merchants,

and the goods are received here by native wakeeis, or agents, simply as

forwarding agents. The duty is paid on them, and notwithstanding the

line of railway between Cairo and Suez, they are ti'ansmitted not unfre-

quently on camels !"

The Consul explains that there are several reasons for this singular

preference, neither one of which is creditable to the existing government,

which not only lords itself despotically over the people, but owns, mono-

polizes and administers the railways.

First. " The natives avoid coming into contact with the government

officials," who manage the railways.
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Secondly. "Time is of but little object, aud the saving of it, if any, hy

rail, is questionable, owing to the delays in forwarding and obtaining

delivery of the goods."

Thirdly. "The rates of railway freights are so high as to make but

little, if any, difference in the cost."

Though it should be remembered, in mitigation of this charge, that all

of the materials, some of t\\Q personnel, and, most important, all of the

coal for the railway service has to be imported from Europe
;
yet the

Consul's reasons for the avoidance of the railways involve i-eproaches to

the Khedive's system of rule, which appear to show that even with cheap

fuel, railways and despotism will not work well together.

The converse of this induction, that railways need a free government

for their development, is strikingly shown in the great progress which

the former have made in this country, and the relative progress they have

made in all countries.

When it is remembered that thousands of years ago Egypt possessed

stone railways, and perhaps also wooden ones, it is rather a dark stigma

on the Khedive's rule that, with all his efforts to imitate European pro-

gress, the government he has established is so distasteful to his people,

that rather than employ his boasted engines of progress, they find it

preferable to return to the camels and the old paces and slow ways of

their forefathers.

Of telegraphs there were in 1863 about 360 miles, and in 1873 about

3,460 miles. These works all belong to the government.

Rates op Freight.

In 18G3 the freight on baled cotton by railway from Mansurah to Alex-

andria, a distance of about 100 miles, was 48 cents per cantar, or, say, 55

cents per cwt. Rates of freight from Alexandria to Liverpool in 1873,

for wheat and beans 61 cents @ $1.34 per quarter of 8 bushels ; to Mar-

seilles, 60 cents per 100 kilos., or, say, 17 cents per bushel.

Haying now very fully examined Egypt's resources, natural, artificial

and human, we turn to the practical results of these means and forces,

which are summed up in her

Agricultural Products.

In 1834 the produce of Egypt was stated to Dr. Bowring as follows :

Wheat, bushels 3,144,500 ' Sugar, cwts. ., 32,000

Beans, " 2,648,000
Lentils, " 231,700
Barley, " 1,853,600
Maize, " 529,600
Dourra, " 2,813,500
Chickpeas, " 165,500
Lupins " 115,850
Helbeh(A;) " 364,100

Cotton, " 206,000

Flax, " 55,000
Saffron, " 3,500
Tobacco, " 100,000
Hennah, " 30,000
Indigo, lbs 212,575
Silk, " 178,750
Opium, " 41,250

Rice " 450, 160, Linseed, bushels 198,600

(fe) A seed with a somewhat bitter taste, whose flour is mixed with dourra.
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The quantities in the above table are obtained by reckoning 3.31 Cairo

ardebs to the bushel and 2^ pounds to the oke. The cwts. are as stated

in the original.

In 1873 the products, feddans cultivated, average yield per feddan and

total yield were as follows :

Pkoducts.
No. OF Fed- Av.YIELD
D'HS OUL-' PER FED-
TIVATED.

i

DAN.

Cotton, cantars (1871)
Sugar (Z) "

Wheat, bushels
Dourra, "
Barley, Rice, {m) Maize and other grains,

bushels
Oats, bushels ' 1 ,200, 000

Beans and lentils, bushels
]

1,070,000

Dates, cantars
i

25,000
All other, iucludiog Mulberry trees, (n)

Rose-trees, (o) poppies, etc ! 210,224

Total 1 4,624,221

Aggregate
YIELD.

1,977,242
6,000,000
7,998,750
4,500,000

1,-001,250

1,500,000
2,140,000

20,000,000

From the above table and the comparative statistics of the exports of

cotton and sugar from Egypt, it appears that at the present time the gov-

ernment is encouraging the production of these articles in the place of

wheat, and since the area of cultivation is limited, it follows that the pro-

duct of the latter will be less and less every year. But taking the wheat

product at its utmost, what does it amoxintto? A product of 8,000,000

bushels a year, (p) of which 5,000,000 bushels are exported, chiefly to

England. In point of fact, however, there have been but six years dur-

ing the past twenty, when the exports have amounted to as much as

5,000,000 bushels per annum, and there will probably never be another—

at least in our days. These years were 1854, 1855, 1856, 1858, 1862 and

1868. In 1864, 1865, 1866 and 1870, there were no exports, on account

of famine. In fact, Egypt imported wheat in those years. Last year,

1873, the exports were only 2^ million bushels.

(I). This statement of the yield of sugar must be accepted with caution. It is given

on the authority of the American consul, but the same authority says that the total

product of 1872 was but 1,500,000 cantars. The production of this article is being pushed

by the Khedive and more land devoted to it each succeeding year. There are 17 fac-

'tories in Upper Egypt, capable of turning out 2,350,000 cantars of sugar per annum, and

5 others were building in 1873, with an aggregate capacity of 900,000 cantars.

(m). Rice was formerly the principal grain exported from Egypt, but its cultivation

began to decline some 50 years ago.

(n). There were 10,000 feddans in Mulberry trees in 1837, with 300 trees to the feddan.

(o). Mainly in the Faioum.

(p). It was about 7,500,000 bushels some ten or fifteen years previously.—Appleton's

Encyc.
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CoifCLUSIOK.

When it is remembered that the wheat trade between the United States

and Great Britain is an export of 42 million bushels a year from the for-

mer, to help supply a demand of 95 million bushels a year on the part of

the latter, the utter insignificance of Egypt in this respect and her inabil-

ity to supply such a material portion of this trade as is likely to have the

slightest appreciable effect upon its course or prices, is believed to be

evident without any further argument.

Appending, first, the commercial movement of wheat, I will close with

a few word 5 relative to the government and the future material welfare

of Egypt.
Commercial Movement.

Year.

1833 (q).

1841 (r)^

1853 . . .

.

1854....
1855 (s)

.

1856....
1857 . . .

.

1858 . . .

.

1859 . . .

.

1860 . . . .

1861 . . .

.

1862 . . .

.

1863 . . .

.

1864 . . .

.

1865 . . .

.

1866 . . .

.

1867 . . .

.

1868 . . .

.

186.9 . . .

.

1870 («).

1871 . . .

.

1872 . . .

.

1873 («).

Exportsof "Wheat Keceived in the Exports toFrance.
from Alexandria. United Kingdom Bushels. (5 to 1

Bu. (5tolardeb.)! Bushels of 58 lbs.! ardeb.)

300,000
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No wheat is permitted to be shipped from Egypt without paying to

the government an export-duty of about 37i cents per bushel, and no

laborer is permitted to leave the countiy at all ; so that the conditions of

her industry are in a certain sense fixed.—MacGreggor.

The Future op Egypt.

Apart from the subject of her agricultural and commerciid rivalry with

the United States, Egypt possesses an interest to us which I trust will

furnish ample apology for the uncomplimentary terms in which I have

found it necessary to advert to her government, or what is the same thing,

the Khedive. Rulers have difiBculties to contend with which are not al-

ways readily appreciated by others, and doubtless the Khedive has his

share of them. He sees beneath him a country which demands incessant

labor for its cultivation ; a people, ignorant, superstitious and, as he be-

lieves, slow and lazy. His administration, bad as it seems to us, has

nevertheless been one of peace, and wholly unstained by the barbarous

cruelties that distinguished those of Mehemet Ali and Ibrahim and Abbas
Pasha. But although, to use the expression of the illustrious Turgot
with reference to the finance system of France under the reign of Louis

XV., the Khedive has not " killed the goose that lays the golden eggs,''

he has plucked it to the bone.

Were this j)otentate once to reflect how little glory there is iu such a

course, and how many millions of suffering human creatures would bless

him now and his name forever, did he change it ; were he but to consider

how infinitely more creditable in the eyes of the world, and more gracious

in the sight of the God ani the Prophet he worships would appear his

devotion to the amelioration of the condition of his people, than the

amassment of wealth and the building of palaces in which he is engaged,

it is perhaps nob too much to say that he would adopt a wholly different

national i^olicy.

That this may be the case, and Egypt aff"orded an opportunity to rise

once more among the nations of earth—not as a land merely of archaeo-

logical remains, but as the abode of a numerous and prosperous people

—cannot but be the fervent wish, not only of all Americans, but of the

modern world at large.
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LIST OF TFIE NORTH AMERICAN PLlTYPTERICES, ATTACI,
HEMILEUCINI, CERATOCAMPAD^, LACHNEIDES, TEREDI-
NES AND HEPIALI, WITH NOTES

By Aug. R. Grote.

{Read before the A:nerican Philosophical Society, Nov. 20t7i, 1874.)

In this list, I present the results of ray studies on a portion of the

North American Bombyces. The admirable synopsis of the Family by

Dr. Packard, I have found ou^r best authority on the subject, while I

have been able to propose many necessary and important changes in

nomenclature from more extended bibliographical researches. The

only changes from Dr. Packard's classification here made, are the

division of the " Hepiali " into two groups, in which I follow Hiibner,

and the disintegration of the " Ceratocampadse " into Hemileucini and

Ceratocampadse indicated by Mr. Robinson and myself in 1866. To Mr.

S. H. Scudder we owe the reprinting of the Tentamen of Hiibner and,

more recently, the discovery of the exact date* (1806) of that valuable

document.

In the present List, a star (*) is prefixed where the genus is represent-

ed in Europe ; a dagger (f ) where I have been unable to examine the

species myself.

Bombyces Linn. (1788). Bombycm Borkh., 1798 ; Bombyces Hiibn.,

1806; Bombycites and Noctuo-Bomhycites Latr., 1810 ; Phalaenml^vihx^.,

1816.

PLATYPTERICES Hiibner (1806).

PlatyptericidcB Stephens, 1829 ; Platypterygino! Grote, 1868.

* Platypteeyx Laspeyres (1802),

Type : Bombyx hamula S. V.

Note.—^Htlbner, in his Tentamen, first restricts Laspeyre's generic term to this type.

Since Schranlt's genus Drepana (ISOl), contains species not congeneric with this type,

iiis name, while earlier, must be used for one of these, and Hilbner's restriction of Las-

peyre's later term must be respected according to the rules of Zoological nomenclature.

This restores my original determination (1862) for our American species. Stephens'

" Drepana fasciata," is probably a species of Vrepanodes, from the description.

siculifer (Pack.), 4th Ann Rep. Peab. Acid. Sci., 87 {Drepana);

id. Stretch, Zyg. Bomb. N. Am., 110, PI. 4, fig. 11. California.

areuata (Walk.), C. B. M., 5, 1164 {Drepana) ; Platypteryx arcuata

Grote, Proc. Acad. N. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 360; Plat, fabula Giote, 1.

c, p. 59. Canada to Middle States.

genieula (Grote), Proc. Acad. N. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 59. Canada

to Middle States.

* See Hiibner, Zutr., 1. S. 4.
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» Prionia Hlibner (1816).

Type : Phalasna lacertiuaria Linn.

bilineata (Pack.), Proc. Eut. Soc. PMla., 3, 376 (Edapteryx) PI. 6,

fig. 9. Eastern aud Middle States.

Note.—Stephens' later restriction of Platyptenjx fov this genus cannot be followed.

Moschler, from figures, regards our species as identical with the European. Stett. Ent.

Zeit., 251, 1871.

Dryopteris Grote (1862).

Type : Platypteryx formula Grote.

rosea (Walk.), C. B. M., 5, 1164 (Drepana); Drepana marginata

Walk., 1. c, 1165 ; Oilix Americana H. S , Lep. Exot., 470 ; Platypteryx

formula Grote, Proc. Acad. N. Sci., Phila., 1862, 60 ; Dryopteris rosea

Grote, 1. c, 360. Canada to Virginia.

irrorata Pack., Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, 377. Eistera States.

ATTACT Linn. (1788).

Note.—This sub-family is indicated by Linn^ under the name "Attacos," Ed. xiii,

Syst. Nat., p, 2401. Echidna Hilbn., and HercecB HUbn., must both be considered

synonymous. The type of Echidna (1806), is E. Tau; the type of Hercea (1808), is H.
Carpini.

AcTiAS Leacli (1815).

Type : Phalsena Luna Linn.

Luna (Linn.), Syst. Nat. Ed. 10, 1, 496, No. 5 (1758); id. Ed. 12, 810,

No. 5 (1767); id. Mus. Ulr., 368, No. 5 (1764); Abb. & Sm. Ins. Ga., 1,

95, T. 48; Leach, Edin. Encyc, 9 (1815), {Actias); Hiibn., Verz., 153,

No. 1587 {Tropcea). Canada to Alabama^; double brooded in Alabama,

where it readily flies in the day time.

Note.—The Plate of this species Band 2, Exot. Schm., is wrongly dated " 1806 " by
Packard. It is later than the Verzeichniss. In a letter dated 29th Sept., 1866, Dr.
Herrich-SchEeffer gave the following dates to the 3d yoI. of the Sammlung ;

" Casiphone
to huntera, 1828 ; Asclcpias to rustica, 1829 ; lo to taygete, 1830

;
pasithoe, grimmia. 1831

;

crista to beltrao^X^ZI; nesea to thirza,l^ZZ; debora-hylas, 1834; lusca-huebneri, 1835."

Telea Hiibn, (1816).

Type : Bombyx polyphemus Cramer.

Polyphemus (Cram.), 1, PI. 5, A. B.; Fabr., Sp. Ins., 2, 168, No. 5
;

Maut., 2, 108, No. 6 ; Linn., Syst. Nat. Ed., 13, p. 2403, No. 461 ; Fabr.,

Syst. Ent., 410, No. 8 ; Abb. & Sm., 93, T. 47; Telea polyphemus Hiibn.,

Verz., 154, No. 1610; Bombyx PapMaX Linn., Mus.' Ulr. (1764), p. 369,

No. 4, (not S. N. 10, 1758, see Am. Naturalist); Telea PapTiia Kirby,

Trans. R. Dub. Soc, 203 (1873). Canada to Mexico ; California.

Attacus Linne.

Type : Attacus Atlas Linne.

\ splendidus (De Beauv.), His. Afr. Am., 133, PL 22, fig. 1, 2 {Bom-
Ux); Clem., Proc Acad. N. S., Phila. (1860), p. 160, (Attacus). Texas.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2g
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Philosamia Grote (1874),

Type : Pbaltena Cynthia Drury.

Note.—Mr. W. F. Kirby, has drawn attention to the fact that after Walker's re-

striction of the genus Samia, in 1855, to cecro2na a,nd promethea, the term could not be

used again for Hubner's Samia cynihia. The term Platynamia must then be dropped

and a new name be used for the present genus, hitherto confounded with Atiacus, and

described by me in 1865 under the name Samia. To Philosamia belong the Asiatic

species, lunula, ricini, Cumingii and Guerini.

Cynthia (Drury), 111., 2, 10, PL 6, fig. 2 ; Hiibn., Verz., p. 15G, No,

1629 (Samia); Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 5, 228 (Samia).

Note.—With the usual latitude for coarseness and Infidelity of coloring, I think Cra-

mer's figures under this name represent the same species.

Brooklyn, L. I. ; Philadelpliia ; Baltimore. Introduced and apparently

acclimated with us.

Callosamia Packard (1864).

Type : Bombyx Promethea Drury.

Promethea (Drury), 111. 2, PI. 12, iig. 1. 2, 9 ; Abb. & Smith, His.

Ga., 91, T. 46; Samia Promethea Hiibn., Verz., p. 156, No. 1631; Callo-

samia Promethea Pack., Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, 379. Canada to Ala-

bama.

jq-QTE.—In the original perfect copies of Drury, an Index, with names according to

the Linnean system, is given at the end of each volume.

angulifera (Walk.), C.B.M., 5, 1224 (Samia); Pack., Proc. Ent.

Soc, Phila., 3, 380 (Callosamia). New York ; Pennsylvania.

Samia Htibner (1816).

Type : Phalpena Ceeropia Linn.

Cecropia (Linn.), Syst. Nat. Ed. 10, 1, 496, No. 3 ; id. Ed. 12, 809,

No. 3 ; Mus. Ulr., 368, No. 3 ; Abb. & Sm., His. Ga., 89, T. 45 ; Samia

Cecropia Htlbn., Verzeich., 156, No. 1630 ; Platysamia Cecrofia Grote,

Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 5, 229. Canada to Alabama.

t Columbia (S. I. Smith), Proc. Bost, Soc. N. Hist., 9, 343. Canada

;

Eastern States.

\ Gloveri (Strecker), Lep. Rhop. Het., No. 1, Plate (Platysamia).

Arizona.

Californica (Grote), Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 5, 229 (Platysamia); W.
F. Kirby, Proc Roy. Dub. Soc, 1872, 202 (Samia); '' Saturnia ceanothi,

Beer," Boisd. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg., 12, 83.

Note.—No description of this species under the names " Euryalus" or " ceanothi "

is known to us previous to Dec, 1865, the date of its description as Cali/ornica.

California.
* Satuknia Schrank (1801).

Type : Phalfena pavonia major Linn.

\ Galbina Clem., Proc. Acad. N. S., Phila., 1860, p. 156. Texas.
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HEMILEUCINI Grote and Robinson (1866).

Note.—This group, which we would consider as of sub-family value, is discussed in

Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist., N. Y. S, pp. 377, 378. None of the collective names proposed by

Hllbner can be used. The group is not recognized in the Tentamen (1806) ; in the Ver-

zeichniss some of the genera are referred to the Echidncc, and one to the Hercca, names

exi^lained above under Attaci.

AuTOMERis Hiibn. (1816).

Type : Bombyx Janus Cramer.

lo (Fabr.), Ent. Syst. p. 419, No. 37 ; Abb. & Sm., Ins. Ga., p. 97, T.

49; Harr. Cat. Ins., Mass. (Saturnia); Hlibn., Sanim. Exot. Sell., 3,

figs. 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 9 {HypercMria) ; Hyv. varia Walk., C. B. M., 6, p.

1378. Canada to Southern States.

Note.—This generic term has priority in the Verzeichniss. Cramer's figures under
this specific name cannot, by themselves, constitute a valid priority.

Zelleri (G. & R.), Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, Pbila., 3, PL 3, fig. 65 (%-
percMria) . Texas.

CoLORADiA Blake (1863).

Type : Coloradia Pandora Blake.

Note.—This genus is distinct from Dirphia Hilbn. (1816), the type of which is D..

Tarquinins {Cram).

Pandora Blake, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, 379, PI. 7. Colorado

Territory.

PSETJDOHAZIS G. & R (1866).

Type : Saturnia eglanterina Boisd.

Note.—Dr. Packard's genus Eucronia is founded on H. maja, which we have shown
to be Walker's type of Hemileuea. In an opposite view, the validity of the present

generic name cannot be disputed until it is satisfactorily shown that the South Ameri--

can H. venosa Walk., is congeneric.

Hei'a (Han-.), Rej). Ins. Inj., Mass., 286, 1841 {Baturnia) ; Saturnia

eglanterina Boisd., Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 3 Ser., 10, 323 ; Telea eglanterina

H.-S., Exot., 60, 445; Pseudohazis Hera G. & R., Ann. Lye. N. Hist.,

N. Y., 8, 377. California ; Roeky Mountains.

Hemileuca Walk (1855).

Type : Plialsena Maja Drury.

Maja (Drury), 111. 3, 43, PI. 34, fig, 3; Bombyx Proserpina Fabr.,.

Ent. Syst., 561, No. 17 ; id. Abb. & Sm., Ins. Ga., PI. 50 ; Walk., C. B.

M , 6, 1317 i'Hemileuca) . Mass. to Georgia, Westward to Illinois.

+ ISrevadsnsis Stretch, Zyg. Bomb. N. Am., 108, PI. 4, fig. 10.

Nevada.

Grotei Hopflfer, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, 3, 193, PL 2, fig. 60. Texas.,

t Juno Pack., 4th Ann. Rep. Peab. Acad. Sei., 87. Arizona.

f pica Walk., C. B M., 6, 1318 {Hemileuea); G. & R., Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc, 3, 74 {Pseudohazis). "United States."
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EuLEucoPH^us Pack. (1872).

Type : Eulenc. tricolor Pack.

tricolor Pack., 4th Ann. Rep. Peab. Acad. Sci., 89 ; Stretch, Zyg.

Bomb. N. Am., 143, PI. 6, figs. 3. 4. New Mexico.

CERATOCAMPAD^E Harris (1841).

Note.—This appears to be the earliest collective term that can be vised for this group.
The genera are partly referred by Hubn. in 1816, to his Echidnce (see a7ite), and partly

to his TrichodcE. The type of Trichoda (1806) is, however, a Lachneid, a designation

which has the priority by a line in 1806.

Eagles Hiibn. (1816).

Type : Bombyx imperialis Drury.

imperialis (Drury), 1, 17, PL 9, figs. 1, 2 ; Phalama imperatoria Ahh.
& Sm., Ins. Ga., 109, T. 55 ; Hiibn., Verz., 153, No. 1602 {Eades);

Bombyx didyma De Beauv., Ins. Afr. Am., pp. 51, 52, PI. 20, figs. 1, 2

(1806). Eastern States, Southward. Appears to be replaced in Brazil

by E. magnifica Walk.

CiTHERONiA Hiibn. (1816).

Type : Bombyx regalis Fabr.

regalis (Fabr.), Syst. Ent., 436, No. 93 ; Plialana regia Abb. & Sm.,

2, 121, PI. 61; Hiibn., Verz., 153, No. 1599 {CiiUronia); Phalcena Lao-
coon X Stoll {nee Cramer) Supp. pp. 179, 180, PI. 42, fig. 2, 5 ; Eades
Laocoon, Walk., C. B. M., 6, 1732. Massachusetts to Georgia. Appears
to be replaced in Mexico by C. mexicana G. §• B.

supulcralis G. & R., Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 4, p. 222; Ann. Lye. N.
H., N. Y., 8, p. 382, PL 12, figs. 2, 3. Massachusetts to Georgia. This

.species is represented on one of Abbot's uDpublished Plates in the British

Museum Collection.

Sphingicampa Walsh (1864).

Type : Sphingicampa distigma Walsli.

bicolor (Harr.), Rep. Ins. Inj. Veg., Mass., 203 (1841) Bryocatn/pa ;

IValsh, Proc. Bost. Soc. N. Hist., 1864, p. 293 9 ; Sphingicampa dntigma,

Walsh, 1. c. p. 290 9 6? SpMng. bisolor Grote, Soc. Ent. Belg. Comptes
Rendus (1874). North Carolina; Illinois ; New York.

Anisota Hiibn. (1816).

Type • Bombyx stigma Fabr.

stigma (Fabr.), Ent. Syst., 424, No 54; Abb. & Sm., Ins. Ga., Ill, T.
"56

; Hiibn., Verzeichniss, 193, No. 1978 {Anisota); Grote, Proc. Ent.

Soc, Phila., 3, 93 {Anisota). Massachusetts to Georgia.

senatoria (Abb. & Sm.), Ins. Ga., 113, T. 57; Hiibn., Verz., 193, No.

1979 {Anisota); Harr., Rep. Ins. Mass., 3d Ed., 406, figs. 199, 200 {Bryo-

c'tmpa); Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phili, 3, %"?> {Anisota). Canada to

Georgia.
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Virginiensis (Drury), 111., 2, 23, PI. 13, fig. 2, {Bombyx); PhaUma

pellucida Abb. & Sm., Ins. Ga., 115, T. 58 ; Anisota mrginiensis Pack.,

Proc. Eut. Soc. , Phila., 3, 385. Massachusetts to Georgia.

Dryocampa Harris (1835).

Type : Bombyx rubicunda Fair.

rubieuada (Fabr.), Ent. Syst., 439, No. 69; Harr. Cat. Ins., Mas?.

72, {Dryocampa); Rep. Ins. Inj. Veg. Mass., 3cl Ed., 408, fig. 20L

Canada to Virginia.

%^ar. alba Grote, Ball. Bufi'. S. N. S., 2, 153. Kansas.

LACHNEIDES Hiibn. (1806).

[5om5?/c«(?(:e Stephens (p.), 1829.]

\_LaHiocampida, Duponchel (p.), 1846.]

Note.—The adoption of this name by Dr. Paeliard in 1868, must now be followed. It

is the earliest title for any part of the sub-family that we are able to find. The type of

the genus Lachneis is the European Lachneis Catax.

Gloveeia Pack. (1872).

Type : Gloveria Arizonensis Pack,.

t Arizonensis Pack., 4th Rep. Peab. Acad. Sci., p. 90 (1872).

Arizona.
* EuTKiCHA Hiibner (1806).

Type : Bombyx quercifolia Linn.

Americana (Harr.), Rt. Ins. Inj. Veg., p. 273; id. 3d Ed., p. 377, fig.

176 (Gastropacha). Maine to Pennsylvania.

f ferruginea (Pack.), Proc. Ent. Soc, Pliila., 3, p. 386 (Gastropacha).

Michigan.

f carpiniiolia (Boisd.), Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg., 12, p. 83 {Lasiocampa).

California.

f Californica (Pack.), 4th Rep. Peab. Acad. Sci., p. 91 (Gastropacha).

South California.

f Mildei (Stretch), Zyg. and Bomb. N, A., p. 113, Plate 4, fig, 12

(^Gastropacha). California.

Note.—The American species seem to need revision. Dr. Packard informs me that

the memoir in which " alascensis " was described is no longer extant, the edition having
been destroyed in the great fire at Chicago.

* Tktchoda Hiibner (1808).

Type : Bombyx neustria Linn.

Americana (Fabr.), Ent. Syst., 3, p. 433, No. 81; Harris Rep. Ins. Inj.

Veg., p. 269 (Clisiocampa); id. 3d Ed., PI. 7, figs. 1.3, 17 ; CI. decipiem,

Walk., U. B. M., 6, 1488 ; castrensis X Abb. & Sm., p. 119, T. 63 ; Bom-
byx frutetorum Boisd., Ann. S. E. Belg., 12, 82. Canada to Georgia.
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disstria (Hubu.), Verz., p. 192, No. 1975 {Malacosoma) ; neustria
:t

Abb. & Sm., p. 117, T. 59 ; GUsiocampa silvahca Harr., Cat. Ins. Mass.,

72 ; Rep. Ins. Inj. Veg., 271 ; id. 3d Ed., p. 376, PL 7, fig. 18, 19 ; Bom-
byx drapacearum Boisd., Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg., 12, p. 82. Canada to

Georgia.

Californiea (Pack.), Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila. , 3, p. 387 (GUsiocampa);

Bo7nbyx jJseudotieusti'iaEoisd., Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg., 12, 82. California.

AuTACE Walk. (1855).

Type : xlrtace punctistriga Walk.

punetistriga Walk., C. B. M., 7, p. 1491. New York to Georgia.

ToLTPE Hubner (1816).

Type : Bombyx Velleda 8toU.

Velleda (Stoll), Supp. Cram., p. 178, PI. 41, fig. 4 ; Hiibn., Verz., S.

189, No. 1943 (Tolype). Canada to Georgia.

Larieis (Fitch), 2d N. Y. Rep. p. 262, PI. 2, fig. 5 § , 6 9 {Planosa).

Gaxtr. minuta Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 2, p. 433 i^.

Note.—Fitch's description and figure of the (5 were probahly talien from rubbed
specimens.

Heteropacha Harvey (1874).

Type : Heteropacha Rileyana Harvey.

Rileyana Harvey, Bull. Buff, Soc, N. S , 1, p. 263, PI. 11, fig. 1.

Missouri ; Texas (Boll, in M. C. Z. Cam.).

Note.—Dr. Harvey's type is somewhat rubbed. Fresh specimens sliow tlie fringes

distinctly chequered, fuscous and whitish. On tlie forewings the median space is darker,

confined by dark lines indistinctly edged with whitish. Terminally the wing is more

whitish, showing the subterminal spots plainly.

TEREDINES Hiibner (1806),

[Co^sides Eerr. - Sch., 1845.]'

Note.—This and the following group are equivalent to the ''• fodicantes " of Htlbner

(1806). We would consider them of equal value. The European T. dossus (Liinu.) is

made the type of the genus Teredo, by Hubner, in the Tentamen. In v. Heineman's

extremely unsatisfactory arrangement of the Bombyces, the genus Limacodes is asso-

ciated with this group.

Xystus Grote (1874).

Type : Cossus robiniee Peck.

Note.—The name Xyleutes of Hubner, cannot be used for this genus, for the reason

that it is originally applied to none of the species ; in the Verzeichniss it appears to be

used instead of Terelo (Tentamen) for the European Teredo cossms (Linn.). Gr.:

CUfTTO'.

E-obinise (Peck), Mass. Ag. Rep. Journ., 5, 67 (1818), Plate (Gossus);

Harris, Rt. Ins. Inj. Veg., Mass., 297 (Xyleutes); U.S., Lep. Ex., figs.

170, 171. Canada; Eastern and Middle States ; California?
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f crepera (Harr.), Cat. Ins., Mass., p. 72 {Cossus); Xyleutes crepera

Pack., Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3. p. 388. Massachusetts.

t quereiperda (Fitcli), 5th Rep. Nox. Ins., N. Y., p. 10 {Cos.ms);

Pack,, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, p. 389 (Xyleutes). New York.

\ Mae Murtrei (Boisd.), Icon. Regne. An., PI. 85, fig- 2 (Gossiis); Gos-

susplagiatus Walk., Cat. B. M., 7, p. 1515. United States.

f Populi (Walk.), C. B. M., 7, p. 1515 (C<?ssMs);Pack., Proc. Ent. Soc.

Phila., 3, 389 (Xyleutes). Hudson's Bay Territory.

NoTK.—A single species is known from Cuba, Xystus piger (Grote), Proc. Ent. Soc.

PMla., 5, 254 {Xyleutes).

* Zeuzeka Latreille (1805).

Type : Bombyx sesculi Linn.

f pyrina (Fabr.), Ent. Syst., 3, p. 5, No. 6 (Cossus); Walk., C. B. M.,

7, p. 1530 (Zeuzera). North America.

f Canadensis H.-S., Lep. Exot. Sp. N. aut In., S. 58, fig. 168; Walk.,

C. B. M., 7, 1530. Canada (Quebec).

HEPIALI Linn. ri788).

[Hepioli mihn., 1806.]

Note.—This sub-family is indicated by Linn^, under the name "Hapiali'," Ed. xiii,

Syst. Nat., p. 2402.

* Hepialus Fabr. (1793).

Type : Noctua humuli Linn.

Note.—The type of this genus is the European humuli., indicated by Hiibner in the

Tentamen, 1806. Following Dr. Packard's remarks, our species, though occasionally of

increased size, do not differ generically.

argenteomaeulatus Harr., Cat. Ins., Mass., p. 72; Rep. Ins. luj.

Veg., p. 295 ; id. 3d Ed., p. 410, partim. Non alior. Eastern States
;

Catskill Mts. (Mead.); Pennsylvania (Coll. Am. Ent. Soc, Phila.)

Note.—This and the following species have been confounded by Harris and Packard.

quadrigattatus (Grote), Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, p. 73, PI; 1, fig. G

{Gorgopis) ; Hep. arg. % Harris, Agassiz, Lake Superior, 389, PI. 7, fig. 6
;

id. Rep. Ins. Inj. Veg., 3d Ed., p. 410 (foot note), fig. 202 ; id. Walk.,

var. C. B. M., 7, 1556 ; Sthenopis arg. X Pack., Proc. E. S., Phila., 3,

393. Great Slave Lake ; Lake Superior
;
Quebec (Belanger) ; Sas-

katchewan.

Note.—This is a larger, more pinkish, salmon-colored species, with smaller dots.

f purpurascens (Pack.), Journ. Bost. Sec. Nat. Hist., p. 598 (Gor-

gopis); Pack., Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, p. 392 (Sthenopis). White
Mountains, N. Hamp,
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f argentatus (Pack.), Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, 392 {StTienopis).

Massachusetts.

Note.—This is perhaps the true H. argenteomaculatus, as separated by myself.

Harris first notices apply to an Eastern species.

f Belirensii (Stretoli), Zyg. Bomb. N. A., 1, 105, PI. 4, fig. 6 {8t7ie-

nopis). California.

f montanus (Stretcli), Zyg. Bomb. N. A., 1, 105, PI. 4, fig. 7 {Sthe-

nopis). California, (Sierra Nevada).

hyperboreus Mosch., W. E. M., 6, 129 (Epialus), Taf. 1, fig. 1 ; Hep.

pulcher Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, p. 522, PI. 5, fig. 3. Labrador;

Colorado Territory.

t Labradoriensis Pack., Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, p. 394. Labra-

dor.

t mustelinus Pack., Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, 393. Eastern States.

gracilis Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila., 3, p. 522, PI. 5, fig. 4. Quebec

\ Californicus Boisd., Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. , 12, p. 85. California.

f heetoides Boisd., Ann. Soc Ent. Belg., 12, p. 85. California.

KESULTS OF AN EXAMINATION OF AN EXPLODED LOCO-
MOTIVE BOILER, AND OF EXPERIMENTS TO

ASCERTAIN THE CAUSES OF EXPLOSION.

By Dr. Charles M. Crepson.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society, July 11, 1874.)

The boiler was constructed of No. 1 {^^) boiler iron, single riveted (with

the exception of the junction of the waist with the fire-box, which was

double riveted) ; it was of the ordinary locomotive form with enlarged

grate surface adapting it for use with Anthracite fuel.

The fire-box had the ordinary flat crown sheet suspended from wrought

iron girders by means of bolts | in. in diameter, placed 4| in. apart, the

ends of the girders being supported upon the vertical sides of the fire-box.

The vertical sheets of the fire-box were stayed by wrought iron bolts

I in. in diameter, placed 4 in. apart, screwed into the sheets and riveted

at the end.

The crown sheet and that part of the boiler directly over the fire-box

were connected by stay-rods.

The engine had been run upon a siding to pull out a train of cars,

which train being heavier than was ordinarily pulled, the steam-blower

was applied for the purpose of increasing the intensity of the fire and

generating steam of a higher pressui-e than was usually employed. But

when preparations for starting were completed, it was found, upon refer-
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ence to the time-table, that' the engine would have to remain upon the

siding until an expected passenger train had passed. The engineer then

left the engine, having first stopped off the steam-blower and observed a

steam pressure of about 90 lbs. per square inch.

The boiler exploded between ten and twenty minutes after the engineer

had left it. The fireman, who had been cleaning the valves of the sand-

box, was at work upon the engine when the explosion took place, and

when last seen was standing upon the left side of the engine near the

donkey-pump, which was used to supply the boiler with water when the

engine was upon the siding. The portion of the boiler immediately over

and back of the crown-sheets of the fire-box, and including the back

dome, was blown off bodily, the line of fracture passing indiscriminately

through the seams and across the sheets.

The seams not torn apart were strained in some places as much as ^ of

an inch and opened. The fire-box was blown backwards, carrying with

it the back tube-sheet. The remaining portion of the waist of the boiler

and the engine were driven forward along the track, the tubes remaining

fast in the forward tube-sheet. An examination of the fire-box showed

the crown-sheet to have been forced violently downwards, one edge crush-

ing the side-sheets of the fire-box, the other edge and the ends of the

crown-sheet remaining nearly in place.

Every stay that was displaced was either fairly broken or drawn
through the sheets. There were no signs of undue pressure upon any

joint or part of the remaining waist of the boiler, excepting at the line

of rupture.

The iron in every part of the boiler appeared in good condition, without

signs of burning or heating, except in one lower corner of the fire-box,

which part, however, was not ruptured or affected by the explosion. Trial

pieces of the iron cut from several parts of the fire-box and waist-sheets

exhibited good fracture, the lowest tensile strength found was 51,000 lbs.

to the square inch.

After a careful examination of the wreck, and of the results of my own
experience, I have arrived at the conclusion that the explosion of this

boiler was caused by the projection of water upon the heated crown-sheet.

The crown-sheet of the furnace was most probably heated to a tempera-

ture of between 500° and 600° Ft., in consequence of a neglect to keep

the water in the boiler at the proper height.

This temperature, not sufficient to produce a spheroidal state of the

water thrown upon the crown-sheet, allowed of enough heat to be stored

up and given out suddenly to cause steam of very high pressure to be

instantly generated, so that the rear portion of the boiler was blown to

pieces before a sufficient time had elapsed to allow of the distribution of

the expansive force throughout the waist. By reference to the results of

experiments detailed in the following paragraphs, it will be seen that an

average of ^-^-^ of an inch of depth of water over the crown-sheet could

readily be converted into steam in one second of time, and would produce

A. p. S.—YOL. XIV. 2h
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a pressure of over 570 lbs. per square inch in addition to tliat already-

existing in the boiler.

The sudden opening of any outlet of pressure, such as the safety-valve,

throttle, vrhistle, blower or steam-cock to the donkey-pump, would pro-

duce a foaming or disturbance of the water-level in the water-space

surrounding the fire-box, causing the water to flow over the crown-sheet
in an amount quite sufficient to account for the disaster under the con-

ditions indicated.

To illustrate the rapidity of the explosive force, let us suppose the

upper surface of the crown-sheet of the fire-box to have been covered
with gvinpowder to a depth equal to that of the water, which we have
shown could have been evaporated by it. If this powder were ignited in

the ordinary way, it would require from half a second to two seconds for

its complete combustion, according to the quality of the powder, whereas
an equal quantity of water thrown upon the crown-sheet could be con-

verted into steam in less than one second, the resulting volume of vapor
being nearly equal in both cases.

Careful examination of the quality of the iron, and of the plan of con-

struction of the boiler, have convinced me that the boiler was amply
strong for the purposes designed, I am of the opinion that the disaster

occurred directly and solely from a neglect to keep the water within the

boiler at its proper level.

The tests and experiments made, upon which the foregoing opinion

was founded, are as follows :

A.

—

Tests of Strength op Iron.

Test pieces cut from the worst looking part of the side-sheet of the fire-

box gave the following results :

a.—With the length of the sheet. Dimensions of breaking section :

Thickness 0.302 inch.

Width 0.402 "

Original length of piece 2.800 "

After fracture 3.943 "

Length of section extended 1.000 "

Extension 0.143 "

Breaking wt . per sq. in. 54,300 lbs.

h.—Cut across the sheet. Dimensions of breaking section :

Thickness 0.308 inch.

Width 0.409 "

Original length of piece. , 2.790 *'

After fracture 2.890 "

Extension 0,100 "

Breaking wt. per sq. in 51,200 lbs.

Length of section extended 1.000 inch.
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B.—Experiments Upon Hot Plates.

The fampl s employed were cut from the crown-sheet bars of the

exploded boiler. To ascertain their specific heat, and the amount of heat

they were capable of imparting to water in a given time, the samples were

heated in a mercury bath at various temperatures, and then plunged into

a weighed amount of water and the rise of temperature carefully ascer-

tained by a thermometer graduated to xV° Ft.

To ascertain the amount of heat imparted by the iron in a given time,

the samples were immersed by securing them to a cross-arm fixed to a

heavy pendulum of such length as to vibrate in the desired time and

averaging the results of many observations.

As these experiments were to ascertain the lowest probable capacity of

the iron in the crown-sheet for storing and giving out heat, no great care

was taken to prevent radiation of heat from the iron in its passage from

the mercury bath to the water, nor of radiation from the water bath dur-

ing the experiment ; the results do not, therefore, by any means, express

the full amount of heat to be derived from the samples.

Calculations of the amount of steam generated in a given time by iron

under the conditions stated, must therefore fall short of the practical

effect produced, and if the conditions assumed for experiment show that

steam could have been generated in sufficient quantity and with sufficient

rapidity to have destroyed the boiler, we can safely conclude that the

actual destructive effect was greater than that expressed by our results.

The specific heat of iron is given in the tables at an average of 0.1200

that is, that eight times as much heat is required to raise one pound of

water through a given number of degrees as will suffice to raise one

pound of iron through a similar number of degrees. For example, 8 lbs.

of iron losing lOOO Ft. of temperature will elevate the temperature of 1 lb.

of water 100° Ft. By the formula :

Wt. of Water (J^PP-.^^ Water-Temp, of Water)
V before immersion alter immersion /

.
' =S. H.

Wt. of Iron /Temp, of Iron —Temp, of Iron \

^before immersion after immersion /

I have determined the specific heat of the sample of iron cut from the

boiler to be 0.113 at a temperature of 212° Ft., and as it is considerably

greater at higher temperatures, I have therefore assumed it to average ^
that of water.

Experiments made with gunpowder to ascertain the rapidity of explo-

sion, showed that with various kinds of gunpowder the time required for

complete ignition of a thin stratum of powder, spread over a surface equal

to the area of the crown-sheet, when ignited at one edge only, varied from

one-quarter of a second to one and a half seconds ; and as the destructive

effects are most impressive to the popular mind, they serve to illustrate

the effects that can be produced by converting water into steam as the

increase in volume is about the same, that is, 1700 volumes of vapor are
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produced by the combustion of gunpowder, and 1700 volumes of vapor of

atmospheric tension ai'e generated by the conversion of water into steam.

The experiments alluded to of immersing a sample of the iron wliilst

heated into water, were made chiefly with a sample weighing 2,914 grains

heated to a temperature of 500O@520O Ft., and immersed in a body of

water weighing 29,140 grains (ten times the weight of the iron). Some
of the results were as follows :

Time of immersion 1 second.

Expt. No. 1, rise of temp, of water 2.9° Ft.

a a 2.7° "
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age steam space above tlie crown-slieet is 10 inches, and tlie compression

of the 204 inches of steam into 10 inches would give a pressure of 20.2

atmospheres or 300 lbs. per square inch momentarily added to that of 90

lbs. already existing in the boiler. The cross-section of the strain above

the crown-sheet is 42 inches. Thickness of the iron j% of an inch, or total

section of iron to be broken f of an inch. Breaking weight from experi-

ment^54.400 lbs. per sq. in.

54000 y, 5 \ Breaking strain of perfectly stayed=-:^°2~°=810 pounds) Br(

I 1^

Then
5^ t per sq. m

Deducting 20 per cent, for rivets=648 lbs. per sq. in., or, according to

Fairbairn, deducting 44 per cent, for single riveted joints=454 lbs. for

bursting strains.

Let us now suppose the crown-sheet and bars to have been heated to

a temperature of 660° Ft., and to be reduced to 485° Ft., the loss of tem-

perature—175° Ft. Then 175 X 1,110 = 194,250 heat units, or --- 8 =
24,281 lbs. of water heated 1° Ft.

Sensible heat of steam at 570 lbs. = ................ 485°
" " " 90 lbs. = 3350

Difference ...... 150°

This added to the latent heat of steam at 570 lbs. = (777° + 150° =
)

927° as the units of heat necessary to convert water at 335° Ft. into steam

at 4850 Ft.

Then 24,281 ~- 927 -= 26.19 lbs, of water converted. This amount of

water would cover the crown-sheet to a depth of 0.228 inches, and would
yield an amount of steam of atmospheric tension sufficient to occupy a

space equal to a prism having the crown-sheet for its base and 387 inches

in height.

When compressed into a height of 10 inches this steam would sud-

denly add a pressure of 38 atmospheres or 570 lbs. per square inch to the

previous isressure of 90 lbs. per square inch, and would give, a total

pressure exceeding the 648 lbs. per square inch in the maximum of force

necessary to tear the boiler apart, as derived from experimental trials of

the strength of iron.

I have endeavored by experiment to fix the temperature at which iron,

with such a surface as that from this boiler, will produce a spheroidal

state in water flowed upon it. When the samples of iron were floating

upon boiling mercury (662° Ft.) they failed to repel the water but con-

verted it rapidly into steam.

The specific heat of iron, at high temperatures, averagiag about 0.122,

and its specific gravity 7.8, we can assume that an iron plate will raise the

temperature of a stratum' of water in contact with one surface, and of its

own thickness in depth, 1° Ft. for every degree that it loses in tempera-

ture, or that it will convert about j^^ou of that amount of water at the

boiling point into steam of high tension.
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The crown-sheet of the furnace of this locomotive, vsdth its stays and

girders, weighed 1,110 lbs., and had a surface of 22 square feet, this gives

a mass of iron equal to an average of 50.45 lbs. per square foot, or an

average thickness of 1.23 inches of iron plate.

Such a plate could therefore raise a stratum of water 1.23 inches in

depth 1° Ft. fv^r every 1° Ft, of temperature lost by the iron, or would

convert a stratam of water 0.00123 inch in depth into steam.

In our second example, we supposed the temperature of the iron to

have fallen from 660° Ft. to 485° Ft., a loss of 175°
; this would give us

0.00128 X 175 =0.21525 inch as the depth of water converted into steam,

and which, under the conditions stated, would give a pressure of nearly

87 atmospheres in addition to that already existing within the boiler by

the transfer of heat from the iron.

This leads to the conclusion that the substitution of a crown-sheet j\

inch thick, stayed without girders, would reqtiire the contraction of the

space between the crown-sheet and the roof of the boiler to an average of

2| inches, to allow of the sudden production of a pressure of steam equal

to that capable of development in a boiler constructed as was the one

exploded, or the effect of an equally overheated crown- sheet would be

reduced to ^ of that which would otherwise have been produced.

That such is the fact was clearly shown by the result of a recent

accident to another locomotive in which the crown-sheet was simply

forced down, as by a gradual increment of pressure tearing out the

stay-bolt and j)ermitting the steam and water to escape into the fire-

box and extinguish the fire without further injury to the boiler or engine.

C.

—

Level op Water in Boilers. (How Affected.)

There are several conditions under which an engineer may be deceived

as to the level of the water in the boiler of a locomotive-engine. The
most important are :

1. Priming or rise of water-level.

2. Changes of grade.

3. Variations in the speed of the engine.

In all boilers the level of the water is somewhat raised whenever steam

is taken off. The amount of the rise is varied by the rapidity with which
steam is conveyed away : the form of the boiler and the manner in which

heat is applied for the production of steam.

In boilers in which there are narrow water spaces surrounding the fire-

box, and those in which heat is conveyed to the water locality, that is,

the heating surfaces are small in extent as compared with tte whole vol-

ume of water, and are very hot, the lift of the water is very considerable

whenever an outlet for steam is opened, amounting in some instances to

as much as 12 and 14 inches.

In ordinary locomotive boilers the rise upon opening the throttle or

safety-valve averages about 4 inches.

The presence of oil in the boiler greatly increases the foaming. The
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influence of changes of grade is rarely considered by locomotive engineers.

The change from a level road to an ascending grade of 100 feet per mile

would cause the water in the boiler to flow back to the fire-box end so as

to raise the water-level about 1^ inches, depressing the water-level for-

ward by the same amount or a total variation of 3| inches.

If the level of the water be found at the top gauge whilst the engine

is running with unvarying velocity up a grade of 100 feet per mile, and
the engine be stopped upon a descending grade of 100 feet per mile, the

actual level of the water over the crown-sheet of the fire-box would be

Hi inches below the top gauge-cock.

If the first observations had indicated one gauge of water only, the

actual level of the water, after the engine had been stopped on the

descending grade, would be far below the level of the crown-sheet.

From observations made upon an engine by means of a glass gauge
on the water column, I have found that the water-level is greatly dis-

turbed during the running of the engine by every change of speed.

Whilst at rest the water surface is level ; upon starting the engine

the water does not take up the motion immediately, but is crowded to the

back part of the boiler, and remains so in a greater or less degree until the

motion is checked, when the water at first becomes level and then crowds

towards the front end of the boiler until the engine is stoj)ped, when its

surface becomes level. Running at a speed of about 25 miles an hour,

first forward and then backward, the vai'iation at the water-level was
about four inches.

D.

A record has been made of the effect of injecting fresh water into

boilers containing hot concentrated solutions of various salts ; but as

analysis of the water supplied to this engine show that they contain but

a moderate percentage of salts in solution, it is unnecessary to give the

results of the experiments, as the effect produced in practice would add
but little to the destructive forces already fully explained, and which are

of themselves more than sufficient to account for explosions under the

conditions stated.

AK OBITUARY NOTICE OF CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN MEREDITH
READ.

By Eli K. Price.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society, December 18, 1874.)

It is within the scope of our comprehensive charter to commemorate
the life and character of our deceased members. To do so is to promote
knowledge, and to render service to science and society. It is thus the

dead shall yet speak, and through our press speak to the most intelligent

of the civilized world, and to such in future times.

He whose memory we would perpetuate to-night was a most diligent

student and able administrator of the science of jurisprudence ; that
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science without whose protection no otlier science could be ciiltivated

;

nor civilization, or happiness, be maintained among mankind.

John Meredith Read, LL. D., a member of this Society, died on the

29th of Kovember, 1874. He was son of John Read, a former Senator of

this State, a member of the Bar, and a long time President of the Bank
of Philadelphia ; and a grandson of George Read, a signer of the Dec-

laration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States ; and

Chief Justice of the State of Delaware. Our fellow member was born

in this city July 21, 1797, graduated at the University of Pennsylvania,

A. B., in 1812 ; was called to the Bar in 1818. He was elected to the

House of Representatives of this State in 1822 and in 1823. He was
afterwards City Solicitor and member of Select Council, and in the latter

capacity drew up a full and connected account of the finances of the city.

Yet later he was successively District Attorney of the United States, and

Attorney-General of the State of Pennsylvania. An enumeration of

numerous pamphlets containing his reports and arguments may be found

in the second volume of AUibone's Dictionary of Authors, under his

name.

Long before his elevation to the Bench Mr. Read stood among the

leaders of the Bar of Philadelphia, at a period when it was greatly dis-

tinguished; when his cotemporaries were the Sergeants, Binney, Chauncey,

the Rawles, the Ingersolls, Williams, Meredith, and other eminent coun-

sellors and advocates. His arguments can be here described but by their

general characteristics. These evinced the most careful and thorough

preparations, both as to facts and law, with an ample brief written by

his own hand. From this he spoke with great earnestness and power,

with a strong voice. His own strong conviction jsreceded and was potent

for the convincement of court and jury. You never perceived that he

spoke because he was employed to speak, but because he felt it his duty

to speak ; and he no doubt did generally speak according to his actual

conviction.

In the celebrated trial of Hanway, in 1851, for treason, Mr. Read was

engaged with Thadeus Stevens and J. J. Lewis for the defendant. His

preparations for that trial were thorough, and the defence was masterly

and successful. In preparation he studied the slave laws of the South,

and the law of treason as held in England and the United States. Mr.

Stevens afterwards said of that argument. "This speech was never fully

reported ; if it had been it would have settled the law of treason in the

United States for a century. '
' The alleged treason consisted in defending

fugitive slaves from capture. Hanway violated the law, but did not levy

war against the United States ; therefore, did not commit treason.

Though Mr. Read belonged to the Democratic party, he always had a

repugnance to slavery ; and when the Missouri Compromise was annulled,

and that party sought to extend slavery over the territories, it was of

necessity that he should soon leave it for the "Free Soil" movement. In

a Democratic Convention held in Pittsburgh, in 1849, be offered a resolu-
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tion against the extension of slavery, which concluded in these words :

"Esteeming it a violation of State Rights to carry it beyond State limits,

we deny the power of any citizen to extend the area of bondage beyond

its present dominion ; nor do we consider it a part of the Constitution

that slavery should forever travel with the advancing column of our ter-

ritorial progress." From that time he became the zealous opponent of

the slave power ; and when the time came to form the Republican party

he was prepared for the work, and from the first, and always, was a sup-

porter of its principles and policy.

Even on the Bench political and Constitutional questions will arise

which judges must decide, and will decide according to their political con-

victions ; and thi^ happened several times during the war of the rebellion,

when it was in the power of the Courts seriously, if not disastrously, to

hamper the action of the National Executive and Congress, for the sup-

pression of the rebellion. In those cases Judge Read was one of the

majority of three who uniformly sustained the acts of Congress and the

measures of the Government to suppress the rebellion.

Wlien the subject of consolidating the many corporate districts rountU

the old Philadelphia of two square miles into one enlarged city, during^

the middle years of this century, was agitated, Mr. Read was an earnest,

advocate for that measure. Though he took no part in framing the new
charter, he had prepared statistics of population and finances, which,,

with the influence of his name, were important to help carry the measure

with the people, and the bill in the Legislature.

Mr. Read was elected a Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania

in October, 1858, and commissioned for fifteen years from the first Mon-
day of December of that year. He entered upon the discharge of his

judicial duties with an earnest zeal, and performed his full share of the

onerous duties of the Court, with exceptions when prostrated by ill

health. His opinions are peculiarly characterized by a full history of

matters having a bearing upon the cause, and the full citation of judicial

authorities applicable to the case. The act of 1810, prohibiting the read-

ing of British precedents, had been repealed in 1836 ; so that all the in-

vestigations and learning of the British Courts were at the service of

counsel and the Coui-t. Jvidge Read, who always desired the fullest

light upon the subject of decision, made, while at the Bar, and expected,

as a Judge, a full citation of the relevant authorities by the counsel, and

he carefully availed himself of all that could assist the judgment of the

Court. His opiaions, therefore, were full of learning, and he brought

into our courts, from England and the other States, views and principles

that without him would not have enriched our law. His library was ex-

tensive, and he kept it furnished with the latest publications ; that is,

with the most recent editions of elementary law, and the English Reports,,

and those of other States, as fast as they came from the press.

The opinions of Judge Read ran through forty-one volumes of the-

Reports ; that is, from the 33d to the 73d volume, both inclusive, of our

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2i
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State Reports. In tlie first of them we find the evidence of his ardent

love of justice, in the severe reprobation of anyone being removed from

of6.ce without notice of the charges made against him, and an oppor-

tunity of being heard in his defence. (32 St. R. 478.) In the sec md of

them he delivers the opinion of the Court on the will of Stephen Girard,

which decides the city of two square miles to be that preferred in the

admission of boys to the College, and that a fatherless child is an orphan

within the intent of the will, though the mother be living. It gives the

early history of Philadelphia ; refers to the customs of London ; with a

brief biography of Girard, and then he interprets his will, with the aid

of lexicons, and Biblical and legal authorities.

Judge Read was always strict iq^his requirements that trustees should

faithfully execute their trusts, both as respects the selection of the proper

objects of investment, and as to proper care in making them. (34 St. R.

100.) While he favored the creation of trusts for proper purposes, he

was stern in the protection of trust property from insecurity and loss.

(46 St R. 494 ; 41 St. R. 505 ; 51 St. R. 292.)

As to the power of the United States to levy troops, he held that

"Every citizen is bound to serve and defend the State as far as he is

capable. No person is naturally exempted from taking up arms in

defence of the State ; the obligation of every member of society being

the same. Those alone are exempted who are incapable of handling

.arms, or supporting the fatigues of war. This is the reason why old

anen, children, and women are exempted." (45 St. R. 285.)

His opinion was potential with members of Congress to induce the pas-

.sage of the act of Congress of March 3d, 1863, authorizing the President,

iduring the rebellion, to suspend the writ of habeas corpus. A letter

from Senator Sumner declared his argu.ment conclusive, and it was effec-

itive in passing the act

.

The labors of the Judge were mostly in the well trodden highways of

tire law, and his merit consists mainly in knowing well, and keeping to

that beaten track. The charm of novelty and new discovery are seldom to

reward the industry of the Judge. The merit of adherence to precedents

will be easily understood by the layman who has invested the earnings of

his life on the opinion of counsel, which opinion must be based on judicial

decisions, if succeeding judges can declare the law to be otherwise than it

had been held ; for such decision pronounces the law for the past as well as

for the future, and the citizen may thus lose the law that protected his title

by the decision of a cause in which he was not heard. Judge Read was a

faithful adherent to established precedent, and hence was an eminently

safe and conservative judge.

This is not the place to enumerate the many contributions made by

him from the great treasury of British and American law, to the body of

the law of Pennsylvania. A notice of a few of these must suffice for an

estimate of the value of the judicial services of Judge Read. The pro-

fession and the public are indebted to him for the first step made for the
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security of title, under our modern acts of limitation, in holding when'

sitting alone, that a purchaser will be compelled in equity to take a title

dependent upon the statutes of limitation for its validity. (6 Pha. R. 185.)

One of these statutes removed all exceptions on account of the disability

of the claimant, after thirty years' adverse possession. That decision

was followed by corresponding decisions by the Supreme Court. (17 St.

R. 396; 65 St. R. 55.)

When Pittsburgh City and Allegheny County made default in the pay-

ment of their bonds. Judge Read united heartily with his brethren of the

Supreme Court to compel those municipalities to meet their obligations,

requiring them to lay taxes for that purpose. In his opinion on one of

those cases, he says, "Whatever may be said as to the individuality of

acts of officers and agents outside of their authority is wide of the mark,

when attempted to be applied to defective execution within the sphere

of authority. The one may be void, but every principle of justice, as

every presumption, forbids such conclusion in the other case." Those

dealing with officials are not to suffer by their irregularity. "Public

business could never be done under such a system. There must be faith

in public servants within the scope of their authority, or public business

must stop. For defective execution, the public, whose servants they are,

must suffer, not innocent pai'ties." (37 St. R. 287-8.)

Judge Read is entitled to especial praise for the part he took in saving

special trusts to the jurisprudence of Pennsylvania. Since 1829 a series

of decisions made by the Supreme Court had established the law giving

validity to special trusts to protect the improvident, helpless, or inca-

pable, by the interposition of trustees. In 1856 there was commenced a

counter course of decisions that threatened to deprive parents and bene-

factors of the power of safely making provision for the unfortunate and
helpless. This is a power that all considerate persons would be likely to

consider an indispensable one for the welfare of civilized society
;
yet its

existence in our law was threatened. In 1864 the Supreme Court had the

opportunity of arresting the downward course of decision, in the case of

Barnett's Appeal (46 St. R. 892.), and to Judge Read was assigned the

duty of writing the opinion of the Court. He says: " The principal error

is in laying down as the law of Pennsylvania, that a trust to receive rents

and pay them to another is executed, although not an use executed by
the Statute of Uses, but ai-ising from some general principle inherent in

the common law of the State. This is not supported by authority."

The Judge then proceeds to review the course of decisions prior to the

innovations, and restores them into authority ; and, with slight modifi-

cation or exception, these remain in authority down to the latest decision

of the Supreme Court. The opinion concludes : "The question then is,

shall the settled law of Pennsylvania, as to trusts, remain as it was un-
derstood by all our tribunals and the Bar, and had been received since

the foundation of the Province to within the last eight years, or are we,

without the sanction of the Legislature, entirely to uproot it, and substi-
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tute a new system which has beeu the subject of serious criticism and

constant complaint ? "We do not approve of such judicial legislation, and

are therefore of opinion that the Auditor and the Court below erred in

declaring that there was no estate vested in the trustees of the testator's

will, and, so far, the decree must be reversed." That is, the Court de-

cided that the trustee should hold the title and manage the estate, for

the benefit of the beneficiaries ; and must hold and protect it upon the

trusts specified by the testator.

Another occasion of Judge Read's delivering the opinion of the Su-

preme Court had a direct interest for this Society ; and is also interesting

to the science of jurisprudence, though the occasion for its citation as

authority may not be frequent. When the square upon which this hall

stands belonged to the Commonwealth, the Legislature granted to this

Society the perpetual use of this lot for the purposes of this Society,

esteeming our objects to be of such public benefit as to comport with

those for which the square was held by the State. Though this is a per-

petual right in the Society, it was not such a title as could be aliened by

the Society to others to be held on other uses, without the authority of

the State. This title is, therefore, unique ; is unlike any other title in

the State. It is a great principle of the common law that titles shall be

freely alienable, so that they shall best subserve the interests of civilized

society. This is the reason of the rule of law against perpetuities,

established by judges who were wisest of British statesmen. The

exception allowed by this rule is limited by the duration of designated

lives in being and a minority or twenty-one years thereafter. During

that period titles may be limited into a succession of limited interests, or

clothed with trusts for the maintenance of those deemed incompetent to

manage their property for themselves. A special exception was created

by the British Parliament, when the nation granted Blenheim and its

princely domains to the Duke of Marlborough, to guard the country's

gift from alienation by his heirs ; and to that immunity it is owing that

that splendid castle and domain have not been sold to pay the debts of

the heirs of the great Duke. A partial exception exists in Pennsylvania,

by an act of the Legislature of 1871 (P. Laws, 879), under which the

descendants of the Indian Chief, Cornplanter, now hold their lands in

severalty, but inalienably to any but Indians, so that white men may not

defraud them, or intermix in the colony. Such a feature should be in-

corporated into the titles of our Western Indians, when they also shall

have lands allotted to them in severalty ; a step of progress that must

soon be reached if they are to be preserved in existence.

The purpose of the restricted grant to this Society was to preserve the

property forever for public uses ; for in public and charitable uses lands

may be held unalienable in perpeturity. The opinion gives a history of

this society, and the following extract will show the grounds of the

decision of the Supreme Court, with the friendly estimate of Judge

Read, when our library was levied upon for taxes assessed upon the lot

and hall

:
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"It is clear, then, that the Society could not charge this lot by any
recognizance, mortgage, judgment, debt, obligation, or responsibility,

nor could they create any lien upon it ; because it could not be sold by
any form of execution, and this being the case, no taxes could be a lien

upon it, and no form of proceeding to recover the same could create a

lien upon this lot, because it could not be sold under any such judgment.
It seems stronger in the case of taxes levied under the authority of the

very Government that has expressly prohibited any sale of it, except in

the cases specially pointed out, and by the character of its public uses as

expressly declared. The uses for which it was given are public, and can
neither be affected nor destroyed by the adverse action and process of

a court of law. The court below were therefore right, and their judg-

ment must be affirmed.

"This Society numbers amongst its members many distinguished

foreigners of great scientific eminence, and it corresponds with public

bodies and private individuals devoted to the pursuit of science in every

country in Europe ; one of its latest correspondents being a Hungarian

Society, whose Transactions are published in their native language. It

has a most valuable library of about 27,000 volumes, of which a complete

catalogue is now preparing at a very heavy expense, including a gi-eat

many manuscript letters and papers of a most valuable and rare charac-

ter, relating to the early history of this Province and country. A large

number of the works in the library are of a scarce and rare kind, and
are not to be found on this side of the Atlantic, including a complete set

of the Transactions of the Royal Society of London, commencing two
centuries ago. The first President of this Society was the originator of

the first fire company, the first public library, the first hospital, and the

first academy, now the University of Pennsylvania, a signer of the Dec-

laration of Independence, Minister to France, one of our Ministers Pleni-

potentiary who signed the provisional articles and the definitive treaty of

peace between the United States and Great Britain, and finally one of the

framers of the Constitution of the United States.

"This was Dr. Benjamin Franklin, the patriot and the Philosopher
;

and I cannot but express a confident hope that the City and the State of

which he was so distinguished an ornament, will never permit the hands

of the tax-gatherer to diminisli the fund devoted to the interests of science

in every part of the world, both in peace and in war, and belonging to a

Society of which he was the founder."

Judge Read, in an opinion concurring with his brethren on the bench,

held the Southern Confederacy to be " an entire and complete nullity :

The coantry and the people embraced by this unholy rebellion are simply

in a state of rebellion, and ai"e rebellious citizens, but at the same time

they are enemies, and may be treated as such. They may be tried as

traitors and pirates, and may, under the laws of the United States, be

convicted and punished as such, and no man or nation could complain of

it as an unjust or illegal act." Yet it was held that we could and should
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recognize so gigantic a rebellion as belligerents, from motives of human-
ity, that the war might be conducted upon the principles of civilized war-

fare, to prevent indiscriminate slaughter, and that there might be an

exchange of prisoners of war. This, he held, might be done without

"recognizing the rebel leaders, or their organization, but constantly-

denying them to be a government de facto or dejure, or as possessing the

powers to issue letters of marque and reprisal, or to fit out privateers, or

armed vessels, or to make captures, or to establish prize courts which
could condemn as leg<il prizes the vessels captured by their cruisers."

(47 St. R. 180.)

An opinion of the Supreme Court, delivered by Justice Read in 1865,

is interesting to science and to every one who travels by railroad. It was
a suit by a widow and children against a railroad company for the lo5s of

the life of a husband and father, by alleged negligence, under one of the

modern statutes in such case. It is held that at the common law no

action was maintainable against a person who caused the death of another

;

also that an opinion of the value of the life lost, by competent judges,

is lawful evidence. The loss to be computed is simply that which would

be compensatory to the surviving family, in the ability of the deceased

to provide for his family. It is therefore held to be a proper inquiry of

a witness, from his knowledge of decedent's age, habits, health, and

physical condition, how long he would have been useful to his family.

From liability for the company's negligence they cannot stipulate for

exemption. (51 St. R. 315.) This seems a very mercantile estimate of

the value of human life
;
yet, considering the ready sympathy of juries

with the bereaved family, it is the only one that carrying companies can

endure and live.

In 1866 several cases involving the validity of the legal tender act,

came before our Supreme Court, and its constitutionality was sustained.

Judge Read's opinion gives a history of paper money in America. (52 St.

R. 71.) In 1819 the Supreme Court of the United States had decided

that Congress had the power to create a bank whose bills or notes should

be receivable in all payments to the United States. If Congress could

do this, the logical inference was that Congress could directly create a

currency. In making such issues a legal tender Congress did but what
the dependent Colonies had done. The Constitution, while denying the

like power to the States, gives expressly to Congress the power to coin

money, to regulate the value of domestic and foreign coins in circulation,

and, as a necessary implication froip positive provisions, to emit bills of

credit. Congress was expressly clothed with power to enact all laws
necessary and proper for carrying into effect the enumerated powers

;

and this act was necessary to that end. "This was done at a time and
under circumstances which admitted of no other means to carry those

great powers into full and effective operation." It was a measure re-

quisite to save the Government and protect the people, in the war of the

rebellion ; and will be a measure necessary to save and protect them in
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all future great wars. Every government must be sufficient unto its own
existence

; otherwise it must perish.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in 1870, Justice Strong, who
had concurred as one of our Supreme Court in tlie opinion of 1866, de-

livering the judgment, also decided the vaHdity of the legal tender act.

(12 Wal. 457.) That Court held that Congress, besides tliose specified,

had express power to make laws necessary to carry into effect "all other

l^owers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United

States ;" and say, "It was certainly intended to confer upon the Govern-

ment the power of self-preservation." (p. 533.) The impoi't of all the

Constitution is to be regarded in the ascertainment of the powers of the

Government ; and it certainly acquired the universal right of self-preser-

vation. It may not then by self-restrictions and abnegation destroy itself,

and thereby fail to fulfill the purpose intended by the American people,

and extinguish the fairest hopes of mankiad for republican libei'ty.

In 1867 Justice Read delivered the opinion of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, protective of our City's Water Supply, in restraining the

pollution of a tributary of the Wissahickon, in which several salutary

general priaciples were applied : No one has a right to foul a stream and

make it unfit for domestic use to those below : If the upper riparian

owner claims right by prescription he can only succeed for the extent of

pollution which existed twenty-one years before : The pref-eriptiou

requires the strictest proof, because it is against common right. The
opinion is learned and able. (54 St. R. 40.

)

In the same year Justice Thompson and Justice Read wrote concurring

opinions, and the majority of the Supreme Court refused the strong

remedy of injunction to prevent the running of passenger cars on Sunday.

In this case Judge Read uses the language, " We have public squares and

a great public Park owned by our fellow citizens, and intended for their

benefit, and that of their wives and children. Clergymen, lawyers,

physicians, merchants, and even judges have six days in the week in

which they may enjoy all these and other advantages, and which they

may do cheajjly by means of the passenger railways. The laboring man,

the mechanic, the artizan, has but one day in which he can rest, can

dress himself and his family in their comfortable Sunday clothes, attend

church, and then take healthful exercise; but, by this injunction, his

carriage

—

the poor man's carriage, the passenger car, is taken away, and

is not permitted to run for his accooamodation. The laboring man and

his children are never allowed to see Fairmount Park, a part of his own
property." (54 St. R. 451.)

In Jannary, 1871, the opinion of the Supreme Court was delivered by

Justice Read up Dn the act which authorized the Public Buildings to be

erected on Penn Square. Holme's first plan of our City laid out a

Centre Square, and one in each of the four angles of the city : the

first for buildings of public character, the others to be for the like

uses as the Moorflelds in London. A history of the location and uses of
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Moorfields U given in the opinion, and also that of Penn Square ;
and

the Court had no difficulty in sustaining the validity of the act, as "the

Legislature is simply appropriating the square and the streets to the

purposes to which the square was originally dedicated." (63 St. R. 489.)

But a few more cases illustrative of the judicial character of Judge

Read must suffice. One is a new application of an equitable principle,

made necessary by modern legislation, enacted with purpose to favor

women's rights. By statute a widow may reject her husband's will, and

may elect to take her intestate share in both real and personal estate.

Her doing this disturbs the plan of the will, and usually disappoints other

legatees. It is just, and so decided by our Supreme Court, that the ben-

efit intended by the will for the wife shall be sequestered to compensate

those legatees whom her election has disappointed. (65 St. R. 314.)

Again: ore under equal obligation to make contribution, as where one

co-surety has paid the whole debt, the other is held bound to refund a

rateable proportion ; but this rule does not hold between joint wrong-

doers where one has paid the whole damage, from a policy to discourage

such combination to do wrong. But this is confined to cases where the

plaintiff' is presumed to know that he was doing a wrongful act. There-

fore, where a traveller has recovered against one or two counties, bound

to maintain a county-line bridge, owing to the bridge breaking down, the

county paying the whole damage may recover contribution of the other.

(66 St. R., 218.)

A testator must be of sound mind to make a valid will ; but if the

unsoundness does not affect the general faculties, and does not reach his

capacity of testamentary disposition, he may make a valid will. Physicians

and unprofessional witnesses may state their opinion of the sanity or in-

sanity of the testator, with the difference that the former are heard as

experts. (68 St. R., 342.)

You may perceive from these decisions that a philosophy of practical

wisdom pervades the law ; and those who know it best are the most ready

to assent to the boast of Lord Coke, its greatest ancient authority, when

he speaks of "The law, which is the perfection of reason." In it are

found the wisdom of all practical life and morals, the rules of conduct, of

individuals, society, and governments, and, consequently, it contains the

larger and most useful share of the philosophy of the human mind. You
have not, therefore, been led into foreign fields, but into those where we

should find our more familiar range. The law it is that must preserve the

peace and well-being of our race. Its philosophy and progress are worthy

the study of the highest intellects. As perfect as Lord Coke thought it,

the law has ever since his day been improving towards a higher perfec-

tion ; and generally the progress has been made in manner to preserve

intact the obligation of contracts and the vested i ights of property.

When Chief Justice Thompson's term of office expired in December,

1872, Judge Read as senior judge became Chief Justice. This highest

udicial office of our State Chief Justice Read held for one year, when his
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term expired. For some years his health had been failing, and at times

he was unable to take his seat on the Bench, which fact increased the

labors of his brethren. At the Bar meeting held for Judge Thompson,

after his sudden death while speaking in Court, Judge Bead made

acknowledgement of the kindness of his brethren. He said : "I have

known my deceased friend intimately for fifteen years, for fourteen years

of which we were members of the same Court. He was a most kind and

considerate associate, and I am personally deeply indebted to him for his

thoughtfulness and attention to myself when ill-health called for the

indulgence of my brethren. He was a good man, an honest and upright

man, an admirable Judge, and a learned lawyer, with great good sense.

I was warmly attached to him, and I deplore his loss. I believe every

word of the resolutions offered by Judge Porter to be true and eminently

just, and a proper tribute to the virtues, talents and great ability of our

deceased friend."

Within a day or two after his retirement from office, the late Chief

Justice Read called upon the writer of this notice, who had been writing

against the new Constitution, and said, "I am again a free citizen, and

can speak my mind freely. I also am opposed to this new Constitution,

and have an objection to it you have not taken : it is destructive to the

secrecy of the ballot." His article appeared December 8th, 1873. The
numbei'ing of the voted ticket with the same number set against the name
of the voter in the list of voters as required discloses how he voted. The
late Chief Justice says, " The freedom of elections depends entirely upon

t?ie ballot and its inviolable secrecy, so that no man shall know how any

elector has voted. This secrecy enables all men, in all the walks of

society, to deposit their ballots in perfect security that the knowledge of

their vote is strictly confined to their own breasts." The officers of elec-

tion in the State he stated to be 12,795, who know on the jfiight of the

has election how every man in the Commonwealth voted. He also takes

objection to the great invasion made upon the elector's franchise when
there are two candidates, which prevents him from voting against any

candidate, and makes the voting for the other a useless form. This able

article, the last written by him we commemorate, shows his undying love

of liberty and justice ; his sacred regard for the equal rights of the citizen
;

his anxiety to protect the humble and poor from dictation and oppres-

sion ; and his desire to preserve the value of the elective franchise to the

citizens.

I would here give the testimony of his associate on the Supreme Bench,

Judge Williams, at the Pittsburg Bar meeting, on receiving the news of

the death of the late Chief Justice : "He possessed talents and learning

of a very high order, and his personal and official influence was very

great. He was a gentleman in every sense of the word ; a gentleman of

the old school, of the very highest sense of honor, of great dignity of

character, and in social intercourse kind, aff'able and courteous." "He
had an accurate knowledge of American History, especially of the times

A. P. s.—YOL. siv. 3j
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in which he lived, and was familiar with the personal characteristics and

history of the men who have been prominent in our State for the last

sixty or seventy years, and it was this accurate knowledge which made

his conversation so charming and instructive. He was a true friend
;

strong and unswerving in his attachments ; ready to make any sacrifice

for his friends, and when in trouble was untiring in his efforts to serve

them. He was a man of the strictest integrity, and despised everything

that was low and vile. With him the equity and justice of the case teas

the law of the case.'" "He was a man of chivalrous courage, persistent

purpose and inflexible will. He did not know what fear is." " It is the

will power which gives executive ability and persistency of purpose, and

enables one to achieve great results. Judge Read had this power to a

remarkable degree." Such testimony from such a source is very strong,

for judges sitting together for many years, discussing and decid-

ing the many diversifiad and important cases which come before

them, at the same time settling the law of the State, must make them

thorough judges of the attainments and qualifications, and of the temper,

disposition and self-control of their associates. There is to be added to

the above delineation of personal traits, the fact that the characteristic

courage and determinate will, were not exei'cised without the careful re-

search and thought which produced certain belief of rightful acLion.

The characteristics of Judge Read's judgments were a plain and terse

simplicity, without attempt at ornament. It is no exception to this to

admit that many of his opinions are long. As a general rule they are

short ; and when not so, their length is owing to a full history, or state-

ment of facts, and an ample citation of authoi ities ; but all are given in

brief language. His practice was to state the facts fully and clearly, and

then without process of argument, to apply all the law, British and

American, applicable to the facts ; and it is at once seen that these war-

rant the conclusion announced. So conservative was he, that in his

hands the law, as well-read lawyers are trained to understand it, was felt

to be safe from innovation, while he fearlessly attacked recent innova-

tions, and sought, with large success to restore our jurisprudence to its

ancient foundations, except as these had been changed by statute, or the

constitutions ; methods of progress which could have no retrospective

operation to divest vested rights.

Judge Read seemed to have selected no especial branch of the law in

which he became more authoritative than in others. His general prepa-

ration in all was full
;
yet he never argued or decided a cause without a

special and full study of the case, applying all the proper authorities
;

hence he was always accurate, and his opinions are mines of erudition for

the student, lawyer and judge. In whatever branch of the law the ques-

tion arose he met and disposed of it with the like able grasp and learn-

ing. He was equally familiar with Civil and Criminal law and their

practice ; with International and Municipal law ; with Law and Equity
;

with the Titles, Limitations and Descents of Real and Personal Estates
;
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with Wills, Legacies and Intestacies ; witli the Constitutions, Charters

and Statutes of the United States, the State, and of our Cities. With
the Laws, Ordinances and Usages of Philadelphia he was especially

familiar. His love for his native city was intense, and he was ever ready

to devote his time and talents to her service. His zeal continued to the

last ;. and he was earnest in his efforts that this should be the place of

the Centennial Celebration, and that it should be a great success. His

patriotism never grew cold or suffered loss from the chill of age ; but he

was always young, progressive and ardent for the progress and improve-

ment of the City. The Park, Public Buildings, and wide well-paved

streets, and the water supply were objects of his lively sympathy.

The State and LTnited States, their welfare and prosperity, were also

very near to his sympathies, and he was ever alive to all that concerned

their well-being and safety. This is shown in all the acts of his life, both

as citizen and judge. That he lived and labored in the law as he did,

and was the able and patriotic citizen that he was, make the name of

Chief Justice Read an honor to his family, his City, his State, and

Country, and by them all his memory will be held in respect and honor

through future time.

The late Chief Justice Read left to survive him, a widow, and his only

heir, John Meredith Read, who ably represented our Country, as Consul

General to France, and resided in Paris during her fearful investment

by the German armies, in 1870 ; and who now again represents our

Nation as Minister to Greece.

Chief Justice Read lived and died in the Christian faith ; and was ever

an opponent of those false philosophies of France, Germany and Great

Britain, and more sparcely of our own Country, which seek to undermine

the Christian religion ; that religion which gives to life its greatest con-

solations, and enables man to triumph over the fears of death ; that re-

ligion whose immortal faith, alone, gives adequate meaning to the

Universe.

ON THE ALLEGED PARALLELISM OF COAL BEDS.

By Jno. J. Stevenson.

{Bead before tJie American PJdlosopMcal Society, Dec. 18, 1874.)

That coal seams are approximately parallel, is a common belief

among persons residing in the coal fields of our country. The more ob-

serving of our coal operatives, however, long ago discovered that the

assertion of parallelism is a fallacy, and that the interval between any

two given beds of coal is liable to vary many feet in thickness within

comparatively short distances. So general is this variation that it

amounts to a positive law. Until this was accepted as a fact, to the

utter exclusion of any notion of parallelism, the coals of southwestern

Pennsylvania remained a worse than Chinese puzzle to Geologists, and
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every attempt to tabulate tliem was a failure. For many years the re-

ports of all observers led us to accept the divergence or convergence of

coal seams as part of the necessary arrangement of things, a phenomenon

quite as ordinary as the occurrence of sandstone or shale in the inter-

vals.

Quite recently, Prof. E. B. Andrews, an assistant on the Ohio Survey,

has re-asserted the parallelism of coal-beds, and admits of such excep-

tions only, as result from the greater or less compressibility of the ma-

terials occupying the intervals. He concedes, it is true, that when large

areas of any coal field are examined, it may be found that some portions

have had a more rapid subsidence than the rest ; but he maintains that

as a rule the subsidence was so regular that two seams are found to pre-

sent an almost perfect parallelism. He doubts whether it is possible for

a seam to separate into two or more parts, or if separated, for the parts

to diverge indefinitely, that is to say, I suppose, for several miles hori-

zontally or to any great extent vertically.

This is no matter of merely theoretical interest. Involving, as it does,

not merely the whole question respecting the deposition of coal seams

and the intervening rocks, but also, as a consequence, the identification

or tracing of the beds over extensive areas, its exact determination is

equally important to the economic investigator and to the purely scien-

tific student. It is true, that the question has been a settled one for many

years, but long acceptance of a doctrine does not prove its truth. It has

been disputed by a Geologist of standing, whose statements deserve and

receive consideration. There is need then, that the matter be presented

in such a manner as to leave no doubt in the mind of any that the idea of

parallelism over even limited areas is utterly fallacious except for rare

localities. In geology an erroneous theory is of necessity a pernicious

theory.

Coal seams do divide. That is to say, the numerous partings in a coal

bed are liable so to thicken as to become distinct strata of shale or sand-

stone, and in many cases they do so thicken. In his memoir upon the

South Staffordshire Coal Field, Prof. Jukes gives an illustration, especial-

ly interesting because of the ease with which the bifurcation of the vari-

ous seams is proved. The coals begin their separation in the southern

portion of the field and the divergence continues northward, the coals

never coming together again within the area embraced in the memoir.

In Plate 1, Prof. Jukes compares two vertical sections, one taken in the

south-central portion of the field, and the other in the north-central por-

tion, the distance between them being about five miles. In the first sec-

tion, which represents a vertical thickness of 350 feet, thei'e are seven beds

of coal, each made up of several distinct layers separated by their part-

ings. In the second section, whose thickness is 850 feet, there are

eighteen beds of coal, some simple, but most of them compound. The

character of the coal from the several seams in the second section shows

at once the relation to the bsds of the first section.
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To give all the details leading to the conclusion offered by Prof. Jukes,

would be impossible here. I therefore present only a few sections,

showing the variations of a single bed within a limited area, sections ob-

tained in such proximity to each other, that no possible doubt remains

respecting the identity of the coals :

Flying-reed Coal,.

Interval,

Thick Coal,

1

25'4"

4'

10'6'

25'4'

4'8"
45'9"
22'Q"

55'4"
24'3"

G

2'6'

118'

24'

3'

128'

22'8"

Further sections* show that the Thick Coal finally breaks up into nine

beds, the whole occupying, with the intervening rocks, a vertical space

of 390 feet. The sections given above show that, within a distance of

less than one mile, the interval between the two benches of the seam in-

creases from zero or a very thin parting to 128 feet. The extent of area

forbids the supposition that this occurred in a petty lagoon. It is, as I

hope to show hereafter, in full accordance with the law of coal deposition

in our own country.

Other instances might be cited from Great Britain. Thus Mr. Green-

oughf states that near Ashby de la Zouche, the bend, separating the

second and third seam of coal, is in the easternmost coal-pits, thirty-three

yards thick ; in the next toward the west, twenty-flve ; in the most west-

ern, only fourteen ; and that in the Budworth Collieries, half a mile

further toward the west, it vanishes entirely, the two seams runniug

together. Another instance is mentioned by Capt. Portlock in his report

on Londonderry, etc., pp. 600-601.

In our own country, such marked illustrations though rare, are by no
means wanting. The bifurcation of the Mammoth Coal Seam is a well

ascertained fact and susceptible of absolute proof. At Mahanoy City,

Pennsylvania, one of the most important beds divides, and its branches
can be traced for a considerable distance, rapidly diverging. On the

Great Kanawha Kiver, in West Virginia, as I have shown:]: the celebra-

ted seam worked at Coalburg, shows this tendency to divide. At the

east end of the property of the company these partings are thin, rarely

exceeding three inches Followed westward, they increase, until at the

western boundary of the property the lower one is two feet thick. About
ten miles further down the river, three thin coals are found occupying the

horizon of this bed. In all probability, they are simply the subordinate

coals, separated by the greatly thickened partings. Cases of distinct

division of coals, attended by marked divergence of the benches, must

* For the sections given above, see The South Staffordshire Coal Field, l)y J. Beete
Jukes. 2d Edition, 1859, pp. 87 and 38.

\ A Critical Examination of the First Principles on Geology, 'by G. B. Greenough,
President G. S., &c., 1819, p. 22.

X Annals of Lyceum Nat. Hist., Vol. X, p. 276.
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remain rare in our coal fields until the workings become more extensive

and in closer vicinity than now. At present, it is possible only to show
the marked changes in the intervals between our coal beds. In doing
this, I shall draw all illustrations from the northern portion of the Great
Bituminous Trough, which includes Western Pennsylvania.

Lower Goal Group.—The total thickness of this group is subject to

great variations. In Pennsylvania it is from 270 to 650 feet ; in West
Virginia from 200 at the Pennsylvania line to nearly 700 in Randolph
County, and nearly 900 on the Great Kanawha, in Ohio from to

In each case the Mahoning Sandstone has been omitted. For detailed

examination, I choose the two coals known as the Upper Freeport and
Kittanning, in Pennsylvania, and as Nos. VI and IV in Ohio.

Along Yellow Creek, in Ohio, the varying interval between these two
coals is finely shown in a continuous exposure from the Ohio River to

Irondale, a distance of seven miles. The coals are known locally as the

"Big" and "Strip" veins, and between them occurs No. V, locally

known as the "Roger." I give only four sections for comparison :

1

1
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readily, but tlie exposures of IV are far from beiuo- continuous, and for

miles it does not reach the surface. It is impossible, therefore, to demon-

strate the structure, which seems to be as follows :

What the complete structure of the western portion in the first figure

may have been cannot be determined, as erosion has removed all the

material beyond the Muskingum River. The direct union of the two
beds has not been seen, nor is it likely to be seen, since at all localities

where the beds approximate they have a heavy cover.

Crossing into Pennsylvania, we take the same beds and carry the sec-

tion down to the Ferriferous Limestone. The following sections are

taken from Rogers' Report *

Upper Freeport C !
3'

Interval Rocks 35'

Lower Freeport C 4'

Interval Rocks 1 04'

Kittanning G 3'

Interval Rocks 25'

Ferriferous Limestone
j
13'

3'
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and in Upshur and Randolph Counties it does divide. Its partings

thicken up and from mere flimsy plates become layers of shale several fef t

thick, so that the coal usually only three or four feet thick further north,

is gradually converted into a mass of shale and coal upwards of twenty

feet thick, which at one locality includes a thin layer of sandstone.

Loioer Barren Groiqo.—So interesting is this group in itself, and so

irregular are its rocks, that it deserves consideration only because it

occupies the interval between the Upper Freeport and Pittsburgh seams,

two beds, which seem to be the most persistent of all found in the Coal

Measui'es. It is separated into two divisions by a well marked stratum

which in Ohio is known as the Grinoidal Limestone, and in Pennsylvania as

the Fossiliferous Limestone. This I have traced from the Muskingum River

round through Pennsylvania into West Virginia, where, like nearly all

the Coal Measui-es Limestones, it disapjjears in the vicinity of the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad, south from Grafton. At the western exposure

of the Pittsburgh in Ohio, this limestone is 140 feet below it. Northeast-

ward the interval becomes successively 140, 160, 175, 190, 300, and near

Steubenville and along the Ohio River 225 feet. In Pennsylvania on the

Monongahela River, it is 320, and near Morgantown, West Virginia, 270.

In like manner we find a varying interval between it and the Upper Free-

port. At the most western exposure of the limestone this interval is

225, further east 280, at its northerly exposure 260, and at Steubenville

,

on the Ohio, 280 feet. At Morgantown it is 172 feet.

The total interval between the Pittsburgh and Upper Freeport, varies

in thickness in Ohio, from 420 feet at the west, to 505 at Steubenville,

the increase being regular toward the east. In Pennsylvania it is 200

feet, at Ligonier, 220 at Elk Lick, and on the Monongahela River from

450 to nearly 600 feet. In West Virginia, along the Monongahela and

Tygarts Valley River, it varies not much from 420 feet.

Upper Coal Oroup.—The following table shows the synonyms of the

coals of this group.

Ohio. Pennsylvania. West Virginia.

XIIT. Top at Waynesburg. Not identified.

XII. Second Waynesburg. Brownsville.

XL Waynesburg. Waynesburg.

X. Uniontown?? Absent.

IX. Absent. Absent.

VIIIc. Absent. Absent.

VIII6. Sewickley. Sewickly.

Villa. Redstone. Redstone.

VIII. Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh.

In this group the wedge shape of the strata is more distinctly shown

than in either of the lower groups, partly because of the persistence of

the coal seams and partly because of the long continuous sections which

can be obtained over a great extent of country. In it too, there is a
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nearer approximation locally to parallelism, while at the same time, the

parallelism is apparent rather than real, as the beds converge on each

side of the trough. So gradual is this convergence, however, that for

all practical purposes most of the beds might be regaixied as parallel for

short distances.

If we ascend the Ceni ral Ohio Railroad from the river to the summit,

twenty-two miles west, or better yet, ascend Wheeling Hill, on the Na-

tional Roid, four miles from the river, we count nine well-marked beds

of coal, beginning with VIII. If we descend westwardly from the rail-

road summit or from the National Road on the west side of the Wheel-

ing Creek divide, we find only six beds t-o and including VIII, the top-

most bed in each case being XIII. Let us compare the two sections.

1. Sandstone, &c
2. XIII
3. f^hale and Sandstone
4. xir
5. Sandstone
6. XI
7. Sandstone, etc

8. X
9. Sandstone

10. IX
11. Liinestone and Calc. Shale
12. VIlIc
13. Sandstone > . .

.

14. VII16
15. Limestone
16. VIITa
17. Limestone
18. Shale
19. VIII
20. Clay and Limestone
21. Sandstone and Limestone.
22. Shales, etc

23. Crinoidal Limestone

50'
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below, all the way round its western and northern out-crop, from the

Central Ohio Railroad to Steubenville, on the Ohio River, and thence

down the river to Belleair, the iaitial point of the first section, where it

proved to be the No. 19 of that section My ideutiflcatiun of No. 8, of

the second section with No. 8 of the first has been called in question by

Prof. Andrews,* who regards the former as equivalent to No. 12 of the

Section I. No. 8, of Section II, is knowu as the Upper Barnesville Coal,

and No. 12, of Section I, is the Glenco Coal. As I take it, Goal X at

Glenco, is one hundred and ten feet above VIIIc (Glenco), while at

Barnesville it is one hundred and five feet above VIII (Pittsburg). There

should be no dispute respecting this matter. It is not so complex as to

require much skill for its determination. At Glenco, on the Central

Coal XI — Ohio Railroad, nine miles west from Bel-

leair, the coals are shown in the hill as in

the section on the margin, and hold the

same relations as in Section I. VIIIc dis-

appears under the railroad about two miles

west, and IX at about seven. X and XI re-

main above the railroad to Belmont, 20

miles from Belleair, where the road rises

above X. In the meantime XII is caught

by the hills near the.railroad. We are now

Interval 70' seven miles from Barnesville and the rail-

road summit intervenes. Ascending to the

Coal VIIIc I

summit and descending thence to Barnes-

ville, we obtain the following sections.

Interval

CoalX.

Interval

Coal IX

lOO'

40'

1. Shales and Sandstones "i in the
> Summit

Coal XIII, ) cut.

Shale and Sandstone
Coal XII
Sandstone and some Shale
Coal XI
Sandstone, etc

CoalX V...;.

50'

V
70'

V
40'

2'6"

98'

3'

70'

I'S"
30'

3'4-
100'-

4 +

-No. 8 in the second section is> tlje, upper coal at Barnesville, and it cer-

tainly is the same with Noi_^,in kie first, which is the one marked X at

Glenco, where it clearly lies 110 feet above VIIIc, the Glenco coal. It is

evident then, since X is 110 feet above VIIIc at Glenco, and 105 feet

above VIII at Barnesville, that somewhere between these two points, the

strata below No. 11 of Section I, to No. 17 inclusive, of the same section,

have disappeared, bringing X about 90 feet nearer to VIII than it is at

the river.

But this is not the full extent of this interesting alteration of relations.

If, starting from the railroad, we go through Belmont and Jefferson

* See Prof. Andrews' rejoinder to Prof. Newberry, Amer. Journ. Sci., Jujy, 1874.
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"Counties to the extreme Rortherii exposure of the Pittsburg coal, we ob-

tain a beautiful series of sections fully illustrating the wedge- shape, of

nearly every stratum between coals VIII and X. In this series Coal IX
does not appear, as it thins out eastwardly and does not reach the line of

section. It is present, however, in the sections, taken four miles west

from this line. The localities of the sections are as follows :

1. C, O. R, R. 3, Crossing of Little Short Creek by Wheeling Plank

Road. 3. Near Mt. Pleasant. 4, Between Short Creek and Smithfield,

5. Between Smithfield and Little Mclutyre Creek. 6. Near Smithfield

Station on P. C. & St. L. R. R. 7, Near Knoxville. Of these, the tirst

two are in Belmont County, the rest m Jefferson County.

1

^•
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well to refer to one given on p. 640, lying much further towai-d the west.

In the latter the interval between the Pittsburg and Uniontown coals is

said to be 245 feet, while in the former coal is only about 50 feet above the

Sewickly and consequently but 90 feet above the Pittsburg,

In West Virginia the coaditions are somewhat peculiar. In the narrow

Panhandle at the nortti, IX and X of the Ohio section are absent. They

thin out before crossing the Ohio river, VIIIc. is seen on Wheeling Creek,

W. Va., but does not reappear on the east side of the trough. Otherwise

the Panhandle section offers little of interest and shows no material vari-

ation near Wheeling from that obtained just west from Belleair.

In Monougahela Co., near the State line, we find on the east side of the

Monongahela R. the following section : Sewickly Coal, 1 ft. ; interval,

40 ft. ; Redstone Coal, 4 ft. ; interval, 60 ft. ; Pittsburg Coal, 6 to 8 feet.

On the opposite side of the river, and barely three miles away, the section

is Sewickly Coal, 5 ft. ; interval,. 45 ft. ; Redstone Coil, 4 ft. ; interval,

14 ft. ; Pittsburg Coal, lower member, 10 ft. This change results from

the disappearance of the heavy sandstone overlying the Pittsburg on the

east side of the river.

The limestones of this group disappear somewhat abruptly soitthward,

and give place to shales and sandstoaes, so that satisfactory sections are

by no means frequent. I give for comparison the average sections for

Monongahela, Marion Harrison and Upshur Counties :

1. AVaynesburg Coal.

2. Interval Rocks...

.

3. Sewickly Ooal....
4. Interval Rocks.,..
5. Redstone Coal
6. Interval Rocks.,. .

183'-20?')
^'

^^'^utZlt''
V -6' } 240' 3"

^y^ii^s-

40/ -49'
)

41' 20'

4' -5', 2' -3' 2' -4' V - 2'

14/ -60', 70'-80'' 20'-2o' 40' -60'

7. Pittsburg Coal
I

6' -14'| 8' -9' 6' -9 ' 3' 9"-4'

I feel much hesitation in identifying the Redstone Coal in the last sec-

tioo, and think it much more likely to prove the Sewickly. The differ-

ence between the Marion and Harrison sections is very marked, the

interval between the Pittsburg and Wayoesburg being in one case 320'

and in the other, at most, 190'.

Conclusions.—After a careful study of the barren and upper coal groups

throughout the northern portion of the great bituminous trough, I am
convinced that as a whole the subsidence was regular, approaching uni-

formity, but that locally there were bulgings or other irreguliarities, such

as could not fail to accompany any operations so extensive. The lack of

parallelism results from the conditions of deposition, which rendered par-

allelism impossible. The two groups referred to were deposited in a great

trough whose eastern boundary was the Alleghany Mountains ; the west-

ern, the Cincinnati axis.* They diminish quite regularly in thickness, east

and west, from a centi-al area between the Ohio and the Monongabela

* The substance of this portion of the paper was published March 4, 1873, in Annals

Lye. Nat. Hist., Vol. X. pp. 247, et scq.
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rivers. We may compare each group to an enormous bowl, somewhat

elongate and with tiattened base.

At the beginning of the upper coal era this trough was a great arm
of the sea, closely land locked and communicating with the ocean at the

southwest by a comparatively narrow outlet. On the east and southeast

sides, rivers brought in their loads of detritus from the highlands to be

spread over the bottom, which gradually declined toward the west and

northwest. On the opposite shores few streams flowed out, and sucb as

came were sluggish, bearing no coarse material. The place of quiet, pux-e

water is marked by deposit of limestone in the north, while a similar

mass, traceable through Ohio southwestwardly, marks the direction of the

outlet. The low shore of the southeast is marked by the shallow water

detrital deposits and the utter absence of limestones in West Virginia,

south from the N. W. Branch of the Ba,ltimore and Ohio Riilroad.

The wedge-shape of the rocks intervening between the coals of this

group has been shown both in Pennsylvania and Ohio, east and west, as

well as in West Virginia, where the tapering is southeastward toward

that edge of tlie trough. The structure of the trough may be illustrated

as follows :

Let a basin with gently sloping sides be lined with some black sub-

stance ; then filled with some material which will become hard, in wliicli

a similar black substance is arranged in layers, some of them covering the

whole surface, and others extending only part of the way from the border

toward the middle. Now break away the bowl, remove the black exterior

to near the base, at the same time cutting off portions of the hardened

mass around the border above, so as to give the whole an irregular sur-

face. Here we have a rude representation of the upper coal group, per-

haps as good as any that can be made on a small scale. If this mass be

divided vertically in two, the face of each piece will rudely resemble a

vertical section across the group from Harrison Co., Ohio, to the eastern

portion near the Pennsylvania and West Virginia line.

In Ohio, Villa, VIII5, VIIIc and IX are traced directly to where they

have disappeared, while X and XI have been found successively approach-

ing VIII. In Pennsylvania similar conditions exist, but the extensive

erosion along the Alleghany slopes prevents us giving so full a presenta-

tion as that from Ohio. In each case we find the underlying Pittsburg

reaching farther east and west than the immediately overlying beds, and

continually approaching the higher ones, until, on both sides of the trough,

farther study is cut off by the completeness of erosion.

I am, therefoi-e, compelled to believe that all the coals of the upper coal

group are off-shoots from one continuous marsh, loMch existed }rom the

beginning of the era to its close, and which in its full extent is now krioion as

the Piitsbu,rg Coal Seam.- During the whole time of formation of the

upper coal group the general condition was that of regular subsidence

interrupted by longer or shorter intervals of repose. During the time

of subsidence the marsh advanced up the sides of the trough, as new
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land was continually becoming fitted for its support. During repose,

deltas were formed in the bay, and the marsh pushed outward on the

newly -formed land. If the period of repose were long enough to permit

the bay to be filled up, the marsh would cross to the other side if begun
on only one, or, if pushing out from all sides, it would reach the centre.

The Pittsburg, Redstone, Sewickly and Waynesburg originated at the

east, for there they attain their greatest thickness, while westward they

diminish. VIIIc, IX and X of the Ohio section are thickest westward
and then eastward, the first barely ci'ossing the Ohio river ; the others

disappearing before they reach it.

It may be objected that a marsh i-equires an almost level plain for i*s

existence. Nothing could be more erroneous than such a supposition,

for all necessary conditions may exist on a hill-side with not too steep a

slope. In Colorado, I found on Arkansas Pass, near the head of the

Arkansas river, an immense morass covering the whole surface between the

canon walls, a distance of more than one-fourth of a mile. It reaches for

several miles down the canon, whose floor has a fall of nearly two degrees.

This is no petty swamp. To all intents and purposes it is a bottomless

morass, almost impassable to mounted stock.

There is every reason to suppose that previous to the upper coal epoch,

the conditions were by no means so regular throughout the basin. It is

highly probable that just before the beginning of that epoch, the trough

was narrowed and the eastern border, at least, much raised. Otherwise

it would be difficult to explain why it is that the Pittsburg Coal does not

distinctly overlap the lower Barren group. At times during the lower

coal epoch the folding process must have been carried on quite energeti-

cally, much more so than during the epoch of the upper coals . In the

latter there are found no subordinate folds such as are exhibited in the

former ; such, for example, as occurred previous to the formation of the

Kittanning so as to i^roduce the secondary troughs in which that coal lies

causing so great variations in the thickness of the interval between it and

the Upper Freeport. It seems quite possible, judging from some obser-

vations in Ohio, that similar subordinate foldings may have taken place

previous to the formation of Coal III, the next below the Kittanning.

In view of the facts given in this paper, I feel justified in extending my
statement that the Indiana arid Appalachian coal-fields were not con-

nected during the lower barren and upper coal epochs, by asserting that

there is no reason to suppose that they were ever united north from Ken-

tucky, Whether or not they were united farther toward the south must

be determined by others.

Thus far no reference has been made to the trough or basin lying east

from the Alleghany Mountains and holding the Barren and the Upper

Coal Group. The terrific erosion which this region has suftered, only

fragmentary areas of coal remaining, renders the collection of details a

work of great difficulty, and few observations exist, which bear upon the

question under discussion. This basin and the Great Bituminous Trough
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seem to have been branches of one great basin during the Upper Coal

epoch. They were separated by a tongue of land tapering southwardly

and terminating in West Virginia, not far from the Maryland line. The

eastern basin rapidly lost its widrh, and near the union was quite narrow.

The relation between the two basins, as I understand it, is rudely repre-

sented in the accompanying figure, in which A, is the western, and B,

the eastern, which latter now contains the fragmentary areas of semi-

bituminous and anthracite coal.

"Whether or not this division of the coal-field existed from the begin-

ning of the period, I am unable to conjecture, as my material respecting

the Lower Coil Group is not sufficient. But that it had occurred before

the formation of the Barren Group admits of no doubt, as that group has

a well-defined saucer-shape in the Great Trough, and thickens eastwardly

from the dividing area. In like manner the Upper Coal Group thickens

east and west from the same region, the Pittsburg-, Redstone and

Sewickly Coals being as well marked in the eastern basin as in the west-

ern.

The eastern basin, as might have been expected, shows little limestone

amid its strata. Surrounded on all sides by highlands, it was fed by

numerous streams, which brought down sufficient detritus to render its

waters turbid throughout. Its mouth was obliterated topographically by

the final convulsions of the Appalachium Revolution, so that its precise

position is to be ascertained only by close exploration.

The common basin, below the junction of these branches, was broad

and never completely filled with detritus so as to permit the marshes to

cross it ; certainly at no time after the formation of the Pittsburg in

that region. This bed cannot be traced across the basin, owing to the

fact that it is deeply concealed in the centre, but the Waynesburg and

Brownsville thin out rapidly toward the west, and in W^est Virginia,

have almost disappeai-ed before reaching the disturbed region known
as the "Oil- break." Limestones are almost unknown, and for four

hundred feet on top, the rocks are entirely sandstone and shale, all the

limestones and coals belonging to that horizon being absent.

ON EXFOLIATION OF kOiDKS^EAR GETTYSBURG.

By p. Frazer, Jr.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society, Dec. AtJi, 1874.)

During an examination which I made of the Syenite bouldei'S whi ;h

compose that part of the battle-field of Gettysburg, called the "Devil's

Den," (a collection of great blocks of this rock piled one on another in

the wildest confusion and lying about j mile west of " Granite Spur "

or Little Round Top, the ravine where Vincent's Brigade held their

ground so manfully on the afternoon of Thursday, July 2, 18G3, and
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Bound Top proper, where the Sixth Corps of the Army of the Potomac
intrenched during the night of the 2d and the morning of the 3d,) my
attention was directed to a singular example of weathei-iag which was so

entirely novel to me, that I determined to secure specimens of it for ex-

hibition to this Society as well as the Academy of Natural Sciences.

It seems to open to me a new view of concretionary structure as well

as surface weathering, and is an important item for consideration when
the rock is intended J or bailding purposes.

The fracture of these rocks (and indeed of all rocks) should be sub-

divided into

—

1. Fracture on large planes.

2. Fractu^re on small planes.

It is essential to know whether reference is made to large or small

planes when the kind of fracture is described in all rocks, for though the

general habit of the large plane may be a curved surface where this is

shown in the original boulder, the smaller fragments may exhibit splin-

tery, earthy, or any other fracture.

Several of these large boulders are visible in the "Devil's Den," which

present 100 square yards or more of surface, and in one or two cases

where the fracture seems to have been recent, the surface is very homo-

geneous, the curve very smooth, and the rock very sound and hard, and

with a bluish gray color entirely different from the brown which it

assumes in places where it has been more exposed to the weather.

In some of these latter specimens it would be difficult to persuade the eye

that the object was not a Cyclopiau wall of rounded and square blocks

built up by the hand of man, nor is the delusion dispelled by a close ex-

amination of the rock. The spaces between the apparently separated

blocks are seemingly in need of "pointing up," but otherwise there

seems to be a material at the junction different from the mass of the

rock.

At one blow of the hammer a shell varying in thickness from | to f

inch and discolored by weathering, though not friable, falls off and the

surface beneath is seen to be of noimal structui-e, texture and tenacity.^

One curious part of this phenomenon is the tendency of the weathered

surface to become conchoidal, even where the face of the rock is plane.

It results from the gradual sinking of the outside surface towards the

depressions that form the divisions between the sepai'ate blocks. The

mode of formation of these curious false walls appear to be first, the

gradual solutions of parts of the Labradorite matrix between the horn-

blende crystals.

Certain lines are more readily soluble than others, and these gradually

deepen as the troughs that are formed conduct more water over the most

yielding parts. The small crystals of hornblende in such troughs after

losing their support falls out and are washed away, and at the same time

the sides of these miniature troughs being constantly subjected to the sol-

vent action of running water and the trituration of the suspended matter
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wear away, formiug curved sides deei^ening towards the axes of the

trough s.

As to why thn whole texture of the rock shoiild become concretionary

and the wliole outside surface peel off inoae large scale, thick enough to

preserve this wall like appearance, I am not know prepared to express

an opinion, but hope to be able to submit some hypothesis after further

stu'iy.

I have observed a similar though not entirely identical phenomenon
near the Real Dolores in New Mexico, where an apparently plutonic rock

was divided on the exterior in a similar manner, but in this case the

whole mass was concretionary.

• It appears to open an entirely new question as to whether thick plates

of igneous rocks (and a fortiori sandstones, &c.,) may not be weathered

into concretions.

PAH-UTE CREMATION.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Dec. itJi^ 1874)

Reading, Penna., Nov. 25th, 1874
Dr. J. L. LeConte,

Bear Sir: —In the last issue of the "Popular Science Monthly," I

noticed an editorial alluding to your paper upon the subject of " Crema-
tion," as a custom of one of the tribes of Indians inhabiting California.

The same custom prevails amongst that sub-tribe of Pah-Utes, known
as the Cottonwood, Corn Creek, Spring Mountain and Pah-rimp Spring

Indians. The varying local names ai-e due only to the locality they in-

habit, and they are one and the same tribe in reality. While attached to

Lt. Wheeler's Expedition of 1871-2, I had ample opportunity to investi-

gate anything pertaining to scientific subjects, and I took special care to

collect all facts relating to the habits, customs, and superstitions of the

Indian tribes through whose territory we passed.

The tract of country alluded to, as occupied by this sub-tribe of Pah-
Utes, lies between 115° and IIS^SS' west longitude, and latitude north
35° and 36°. Spring Mountain being their stronghold, and is losated

just north of the "old Spanish Trail." By means of an interpreter, I

obtained the following information. Upon the death of one of these

Indians, a pile of wood is prepared in the immediate vicinity
; this is so

arranged as to form a rectangle, to the heighth of from two to three feet.

The corpse is laid upon this, when the fire is started, after which wood
is continually thrown across the pile until the body is reduced as much
as possible. Mesquite, pine and cedar is usually employed, and forms
excellent coals and an intense heat. All the remaining property,—as

wearing apparel, arms, blankets, dogs and horse, (if the deceased pos-

sessed any)—is also burnt. These last named valuables, I have no doubt,

A, p. S.^VOL. XIV. 2l
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miy be represented to have been burnt, as the number of horses among
the tribe is very small. Although, according to their belief, when an
Indian dies, his spirit goes to the Eist, vfliich they consider tlie " White
Man's Hunting Ground," and where he would be unable to hvint, were

his spirit deprived of these valuable aids. The remains are then covered

with earth, whether really buried i could not ascertain.

Amongst the Sioux, when an Indian hands to another a stick, it im-

l>lies a horse, and as soon as the recipient hands the stick to the donor

(when at the latter's camp) the horse is given in return. This custom is

only observed while a party have collected to dance, and the object is,

that when an Indian is rich enough to be able to give away a horse, his

vanity is so immense, tlii,t he must relate his brav^ deeds, (Count his

Coos) and for the purpose of having at least one admirer upon whom he

can depend for applause, and flattering notices^ as "How brave 1" a

noble Dacotah ! etc., etc., he looks over the assemblage in a dignitied

manner and presents some one present with a stick of wood (about a

foot in length, and thick as a finger,) for which a horse will be given on

the following morning'.

A similar custom miglit, partially be used, to, so to use the term, burn

a horse in effigy, thereby saving a foar tribe a valuable member ; for I

must say the horses are the better of the two. I have seen and been

amongst probably thirty sub-tribes, but the Pah-Utes, of the above

named region are the only ones with whom we came in contact, who
"Cremate,"

Very sincerely,

W. J. HOFFMAN,
103 S. Sixth street.

Stated Meeting^ December ISth, 1874.

Present, 17 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the cliair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr. A.

Selwyn, dated Montreal, Dec. 8, 1874.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Royal

Observatory, at Prag, Oct. 8, (XV, i, 90, 91) ; the Batavian

Society, at Rotterdam^ Sept. 26, (89) ; and the Victoria In-

stitute, London, ISTov. 28.

A letter inviting subscription to three sheets of photo-

graphic portraits of members of the Hungarian Academy,

was received from M. L. Aigner, Buda-Pest.
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A letter of envoy was received from the Linnean Society,

at Bordeaux.

A letter decliiiiiio; to sit upon the Meunier Committee,

on account of necessary and imperative engagements, was

received from Prof. Guyot. A similar communication

being received from Prof. Cook, the committee was dis-

charged from consideration of the subject.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Royal

Batavian Academy and Observatory ; the Society at St.

Grail ; the Revue Politique ; Nature ; the Meteorological

Committee of the R. Society ; Essex Institue ; Boston IsTat-

ural History Society, and Mr. Edmund Quincy ; Prof. Alfred

Mayer ; American Chemist ; Penn Monthly ; Medical News;

College of Physicians ; College of Pharmacy ; Mr. Isaac Lea;

Llistorical Society of Maryland ; U. S. Commission of Fishe-

ries ; Engineer Department, U. S. A. ; and Surgeon General,

U. S. A.

An obituary notice of Chief-Justice Read was read by

Mr. E. K Price.

A communication on the alleged Parallelism of Coal-beds,

by John J. Stevenson, was read by the Secretary.

The appropriations recommended by the Finance Com-
mittee were adopted. -~

Pending nomination 764, and new nomination T65 were

read.

On motion of Mr. E. K. Price, a Standing Committee of

Botanists to supervise the purchase and planting of trees

for the Michaux Grove, in Fairmount Park, purchased out

of the Michaux fund proceeds, was appointed, consisting of

live members—Mr. A. II. Smith, Mr. C. E. Smith, Mr.

Thomas Meehan, Dr. J. A. Leidy, and Dr. J. L. LeConte.

On motion, a committee of three was appointed to consider

the subject of the communication made to this Society by
the Baron de la Ronciere de N'oury, at the last meeting, con-

sisting of Prof. Lesley. Mr. Briggs, and Prof. P. E. Chase.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Tlio following letter furnished for the minutes by Mr. Price, will ex-

plain the history of the purchase of the oaks in Europe.

Office of Chief Enginebk,
OF Faikmount Park,

Philadelphia, Dec. 10th, 1874,
Hon. Eli K. Price,

Chairman Com. on Nurseries, §-c.

Dear Sir:—One of the objects aimed at in establishing the Michaus
Grove and Nursery, was to have in the Park not oaly a school for study,

in which might be seen trees, of valuable quality, but also the means of

detecting the spurious and unreliable varieties which are sold for pure

species. In order to do this, we should be able to show every variety of

Oak that will live in this climate, including the sports with the names
attached by respectable nurserymen at home and abroad. This is just

what I have endeavored to do. Immediately after the resolution by Park
Commission, of May 14th, 1870, authorizing the expenditure of $500 for

Oaks, several respectable arborists were consulted as to where a collec-

tion of Native Oaks could be had, and the result was to get some 12 or

15 species of American Oaks, being all that I found in American Nurse-

ries differing from well-known species already growing in the Park.

Several young trees of each of these species were bought and planted on

the site selected for a Michaux Grove. Catalogues were then procured

from several foreign Nurseries, naming over 100 species and varieties of

the genus Quercus. On my visit to England, in 1872, Dr. Hooker, the

learned Director ofKew Gardens, was consulted, and several of the largest

British Nurseries were visited, and over 80 so-called species and varieties

of Oaks were examined. On my next voyage in 1873, other nurseries

were visited, and then the first order was given for foreign trees, embracing

from 8 to 6 plants of each of some 100 species and varieties and sports,

with the names they bore in the catalogues of the most respectable Nur-

series. When the invoices were received, it was evident that some of the

names were misspelled. As the requisite corrections could not be made

at the time, the bills were laid before the Park Commission for payment,

the names forwaided ia the English invoices were unchanged with the

expectation of having the proper corrections made at an early day. The

work of correction was commenced, but has been interrupted by my
illness, and thus the uncorrected lists were unexpectedly laid before the

Philosophical Society. The examinations made during my illness, show

that a large proportion of the names are to be found in the list f)ublished

by Paxton in his Botanical Dictionary, and also in that most complete

descriptive work, the Arboretum, of London, and also, elsewhere. While

I have been preparing this statement in a condition of great suffering

and almost of helplessness from the violence of continued pain, my wife

has kindly marked 49 of these identified names with descriptions from

which any expert Botanist may recognise the plants. This work of

identification, Mr. Estabrook is quite willing to undertake as soon as the

spring shall bring out the foliage. Truly yours,

JNO. C. CRESSON, Chief Engineer.
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THE RESOURCES, PRODUCTIONS AND SOCIAL CONDITION
OF SPAIN.

By Alexander D elmar,

LATE DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU OF STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES, ETC.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, January 15, 1875.)

Introduction.

Until very lately there were few or no histories or works of reference

in the English language relating to Spain which contained any informa-

tion with regard to that country later than for the period I800-6I ; and

a survey of the condition of Spain from the stand-point thus afforded

presented but a gloomy prospect. During the sixty-one years ending

with the latest date to which these works bring the student, the popula-

tion of Europe and America had nearly doubled, and this increase in the

numbers of the foremost races of the world was, as it always is, merely

the type of that vast and almost universal material progress which ren-

ders such increase possible.

During the same momentous period, serfdom and slavery had been

condemned or abolished in both continents, and with it the feudal system

and the corvee. During the same time mankind had armed itself with

the titanic powers of steam and electricity, and rushed with renewed
strength into that perpetual struggle with nature, which is its heritage,

but in the maintenance of which, at about the beginning of the period

referred to, it had become well-nigh exhausted, for lack of suitable

weapons and appropriate agencies. This epoch, too, had witnessed

in many countries the separation of Church and State, the obliteration

of castes, the spread of popular education, the establishment of j)opular

representation, the mobilization of proprietary rights, the development
of great scientific progress, and a brilliant series of discoveries in every

department of thought.

During all this time, marked by the mightest strides of material

progress which the world had ever seen, that country of Europe which,

while the rest of the Continent was shrouded in the darkness and
bigotry and superstition of the Middle Ages, once held aloft the lamp of

science and built up with the hands of its Semetic occupiers a civilization

several centuries in advance of its time; that country from which subse-

quently went forth the imperial dicta that controlled one -half of the

Continent, and all of the newly discovered world beyond the Western
Ocean, lay inert and motionless.

The country of Abderrahman, of Alfonso el Sabio, of Ximenes, had
made no sensible progress for centuries. The numbers ofthe people were
substantially the same, the institutions were the same, the lives they led

were the same. So late as the year 1855 but one-fifth of the surface of Spain

was cultivated; the rest had been blasted by a ruinous system of exploita-

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2m
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tion. A great portion of the entire country, cultivated and uncultivated,

was owned by the Church and nobility. The Inquisition had been but re-

cently suppressed; the peasantry were still in a cendition of serfdom, the

corvee was in vogue, the country swarmed with drones, bandits, smugglers,

vagabonds and beggars; religious liberty was denied, and popular education

was almost wholly unknown. There was no scientific development ; no

well-established middle class, and but the beginnings of a newspaper

I>ress and a railway and telegraph system. There were few or no roads,

or manufactories, while commerce was i-estricted, and free discussion

prohibited. In a word, Spain, though she had made more than one abortive

attempt to do so, had not yet fully awakened from the torpid condition

into which she had been cast ages before by the cold hands of ambitious,

unpatriotic and selfish ecclesiastics. The rest of the world had long since

awakened to a life of freedom and joined in the race of modern develop-

ment ; Spain was still asleep, drugged with the fumes of prescribed

ignorance and dictated intolerance.

It is not held that this was truly the condition of Spain so late as up to

1855-61; but that this is substantially the picture of it that is to be found

in many of the most authoritative and latest works of reference now
extant in our language on the subject.

The following view of Spain was written during the reign of Ferdi-

nand VII—about forty or fifty years ago (Macgregor, 994) :

" Exclusive of about a fourth of the population, composed of persons

living on their property without doing anything, Spain, according to the

census of 1797, contained 100,000 individuals existing as smugglers, rob-

bers, pirates and assassins, escaped from prisons or garrisons ; about

40,000 officers appointed to capture these, and having an understanding

with them ; nearly 300,000 servants, of whom more than 100,000 were

unemployed, and left to their shifts ; 60,000 students, most of whom
begged or rather extorted charity at night, on the pretence of buying

books, and if to this melancholy list we add 100,000 beggars, fed by 60,-

000 monks at the doors of their convents, we shall find that at the period

referred to, there existed in Spain nearly 600,000 who were of no use

whatever in agricultural or the mechanical arts, and who were only calcu-

lated to prove dangerous to society. Lastly, having made these and other

necessary deductions, we find that there remained 964,571 day laborers,

917,197 peasants, 310,739 artizans and manufacturers, and 34,399 mer-

chants, to sustain by their productive exertions 11,000,000 of inhabitants.

These results which, mutatis mutnnclis, are applicable at the present day

as at the time when they were deducted, exhibit a state of society so

radically corrupt and debased as to render all hopes of its regeneration

very nearly desperate."

Said M'Culloch, writing in 1844 :
" Owing to vicious institutions, bad

government and other causes, Spain has, for a lengthened period, con-

tinued stationary or made little progress, while other nations have

advanced with giant steps in the career of improvement."
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Said Macgregor, ia 1850 : "The government of Spain can scarcely be

considered less despotic than Russia or Turkey;" and he goes on to

speak of "the backvpard state of agriculture in Spain, the indolence of

the rural population, the great numbers who are otherwise employed than

in husbandry, and the preference given to pastoral occupation over that

of tillaoe," etc.*

Appleton's Cyclopedia, which is dated 1864, though it notices the

beginnings of a recently developed appearance of progress in Spain,

states that agriculture there is still in its infancy, notices the continuance

of the Meata and other institutions of the Middle Ages, and chronicles

the then recent conservative reaction typified by the restoration to the

Church of all the lands that had not been sold.f

In brief, the picture of Spain, which is obtained from the usual works
of reference on the subject, depended upon, or accessible to, the Ameri-

cm student, is that of a Spain still sleeping the sleep of the centuries.

But this picture is incorrect. Since the date of these works, or of the

information which they contain, Spain has made, what is for her, enor-

mous progress. From absolutism to constitutionalism was .for her but a

single jump, and not like France in 1789 through a Reign of Terror, but

by the progressive steps of an orderly and deliberate revolution. This

* The following tables, though obviously imperfect, may nevertheless afford an indi-

cation of the backward sjcial condition of Spain previous to recent changes

:

Drones in Spain.

Classes of Drones.

Smugglers, etc
(Justom Officers
Domestic Servants . ..

Student Beggars
Beggars
Monlis
Nuns
Other Ecclesiastical..
Vagabonds
Inquisitors
Ofllcers ot Inquisition
"Wandering Convicts.
Army and J?^avy

Nobility

Year 1797.
Macg'-egor, p. 994,

and JVJ 'CuUoch, 840.

100,000
40,000

300,000
60,000

100,000
61,617
32,500
81,803

2,705.

Year 1829.
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reTolutioD, like its predecessor in the same country of half a century

before, may have gone too far and subjected itself to the evils of a con-

servative reaction which in time will destroy all its good effects, but this

is not believed to be the case. During the late years preceding and dur-

ing its republican government, the Spanish nation so thoroughly destroyed

the power of the bigots, so utterly abolished feudal institutions, so

scattered to the winds the privileges of castes and monopolies and so

clinched and riveted these reforms by the educational institutions and

agencies of material progress which it created, that for it to go back to

the dark ages of twenty years ago is simply impossible. Several millions

of people in Spain have learned to read during the past fifteen or twenty

years; several thousand miles of railways have been built; several mil-

lions of acres of additional land brought under cultivation. These are

works of progress that cannot be undone. Spain is like an inert mass

suddenly hurled into the illimitable space of action; she must go on now
forever. *

In endeavoring to portray the recent progress of Spain, I shall confine

myself in this paper chiefly, though not entirely, to the important toj)ic

of agriculture, and the sub-toiiics more immediately connected with that

greatest of all industries. This is done not only because progress in Spain

means, and must, for some ages yet, mean, necessarily and above all

things, progress in agriculture; but also because it is upon this subject

that current works of reference on Spain are most deficient.

Natural Resources, Climate, etc.

Of this once most foremost country of the world, it may be said briefly

that nature gave her every original resource and man destroyed them all.

Situate in the temperate and tropical zones, watered by two oceans, and

penetrated by no less than 230 rivers, nearly one-half of her soil still lies

barren, for the want of moisture denied her by the destruction of her

forests. The average fall of rain during the year is stated to be " 19.45

inches, whilp the average heat is 65° 42' Fahrenheit, even in winter only

falling to 56° 54' and in summer ascending to 990." U. S. Com. Rel.,

1868, p. 373.

In Alicaote and many other provinces it seldom rains at all. When it

does, the floods are often very destructive. In November, 1864, an extra-

ordinary inundation took place in the province of Valencia, causing the

river Ircar to overflow its banks, partially destroying the town of Alcira,

and inflicting damage to the amount of over two million dollars (Br. C.

R. 1865, p. 73). Spain is essentially a country of mountain ridges and ele-

* " Don Jos^ Sanchez de Bazan gave me some highly interesting accounts of recent

Spanish progress, and the state of affairs in his country. There were three thousand miles

of railways in Spain ; over twelve million passengers were annually carried upon them;

there were seven thousand miles of telegraph, fllteen thousand miles of common roads,

etc. The Constitution guaranteed complete civil and religious liberty ; the priests

were banished ; the press was free, and Spain would soon once more lift up her head

among the nations."

—

A Summer Tour in 1872, by Alex. Delmar. Appleton's Journal

:

New York, November, 1873.
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vated plateaux, the former being filled with miaeral riches, the latter ouce

the scene of immense agricultural productions.

Moneys, Weights and Measures.

Previous to July 19, 1849, the weights and measures of Spain differed

in every province*, though those of New Castile, the province in which
the capital of the country is situated, were the ones generally employed
in works relating to the entire country. The following table shows the

principal moneys and principal weights and measures in use previous

to the establishment of the metrical system :

Moneys, Weights and Measures— Old System.

1 Escudo, equal to (exchange value, about) |0.50 U. S. Gold,
1 Real de Plata, " 10 " "
1 Real de Vellon, " 05 " "
1 Arroba of wiae, " 4.26S gallons. ? ,

X Arrotto of oil, " 3.323 " \'-

1 Aranzada, "
, 1.105 acres.

)
1 Fanegada, " 1591 " >|
1 Fanega, ' •" 1.55 biish. )
1 Libra, " 1.01-14 lbs. avoir.f

There is also a land measure used in Valencia, and perhaps elsewhere,

called the Jianegada, equal to 0.2062 acres. The cahiz is equal to 12

fanegas, or 18.6 bushels.

Moneys, Weiglits and, Measures—New System.

Although the metrical system was established throughout the entire

kingdom of Spain by the law of July 19, 1849, the old metrology con-

tinued to be employed in Spanish works so late as 1859, and sometimes

it is still used. Under the present system Spanish names are given to

the French moneys, weights and measures. The franc is called t*in

peseta; the metre, vutro; the litre, Utro, etc. The equivalents of these

terms are well known.
The reform effected by the adoption of the metrical systeoa in Spain,

though insignificant when compared with the far more essential reforms

which will presently be alluded to, is nevertheless not altogether unim-

* For a full account ofSpanish, provincial metrology see book of Instructions to Spanish
Consuls, a work to be found in the hands of the various Spanish consular offleials

thrcughoiit the world.

t Von Baumhauer.

% The best authorities for these equivalents are : 1. The Official Instructions to Span-

ish Consuls^ and 2. The able paper of M. Von Baumhauer, published in the Report of

the Seventh International Statistical Congress, vol. 3, p. 173. These authorities agree

substantially as to the Oastilian Aranzada and Fanegada. The Spanish work estab-

lishes the Aranzada at 4471.92644 metres; M. Von Baumhauer says 44.71918 ares. The
Spanish work fixes the Fane.gadd. at 6439.574075 metres; M. Von Baumhauer says

64.39533 ares. But when it comes to the Fanega they differ. The Spanish work sets it

down at 55.101055 litres ; while M. Von Baumhauer says 55.5J123 litres. Other authori-

ties differ from both of these. Deeming the Spanish official publication the highest

authority on the subject, I have adopted the equivalents therein established as being

the most correct. The American equivalents of the metrical weights and measures are

from the invaluable little work of Ur. B. F. Oraig, of Washington, D, C, which corrects

the errors of the British Assay Office.

§ Von Baumhauer.
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poi'tant ; for it rendered possible intercommunication and commercial
dealings between the various provinces of Spain which, under the old sys-

tem, were almost imijossible. There were arrobas and fmiegas and fane-
gadas in all the provinces, but no two were of like value, and they differed

enormously. The fanegada, which contained 576 estadales carres in Cas-

tile, contained from 100 to 625 in the other provinces, and the aramada,
which contained 400 in Castile, contained from 300 to 600 elsewhere.

(Von Baumhauer.) With an illiterate population, such a diversity of

terms was tantamount to an almost entire prohibition of intercourse

between the provinces.

Total Area of Country.

In the Spanish statistical tables, Spain is usually meant to embrace the

Balearic and Canary Isles. The following table gives the total superfices:
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I deem the foUowiug to be the most reliable one relative'to any late

year preceding the period of i-eoent progress:

DIVISIONS OP LA-ND IN 1857.

Land sown in grain, potatoes, beans and peas, roots, vege-
tables, commercial crops, fallow land, grass land under
rotation, chestnut groves, orchards and gardens

Vineyards
Olive grounds
Meadows and pastures
Mountainous lands
Sites, mines and quarries

32,210,071
2,906,788

3,122,780
16,930,028
10,832,780
3,586,247

Total productive land

.

Forests
Barren and waste ; also lakes, rivers, roads, etc.

68,584,589

6,885,600
49,269,011

Grand total 134,739,200

Comparing the two accounts, so far as their different classifications

will enable a comparison to be made, we have the following results:

Division op Land.

Cultivated and fallow
Forests.
Copses
Mountains
Rivers
Sites, etc

Meadows and pastures.

Barren, waste, etc

Total

1803.

Spain Pkopeb.
ACRES.

}

37,637,100

10,127,800

8,603,330

I 74,737,780

131,084,900

1857.
Spain and the Isles.

ACRES.
Gain or Loss.

ACRKS.

37,339,584
6,: 85,600'

Inc. in

G. 9,613,484

Loss.

Unchanged

16,936,028 Unchanged.
49,269,011 Loss.

124,739,2001

Beyond the essential point that nearly ten million of acres were added

to the cultivated lands, it can only be stated roughly that the forest

lands of Spain, which, so far as concerns the period under review, were

never extensive, slightly diminished ; the pasture lands (properly speak-

ing, there were few or no meadows in Spain), remained unchanged,

and the common and waste lands diminished, by being brought partly

under cultivation.

Irkigation.

Of the above mentioned 37,339,584 acres of cultivated land, 3,857,648

acres were irrigated as follows:

Divisions of Ikkiqated Land.

Arable land . .

.

Vineyards . . .

.

Olive grounds
Other

Total

Fanegadas,
Each of 1.60 A.cres,

1,370,090

67,374
74,618

373,970

1,786,035

A CKES.

2,193,144
107,755
119,889
438,360

2,857,648
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Land Sown in Grain and Potatoes.

Of the 32,210,071 acres of land devoted to grain and other products, or

in fallow, the following portions were sown in grain and potatoes only:

Wheat 7,311,892 acres.

Barley 3,182,100 "

Rye 2,961,863 "

Maize and other grain 1,351,687 "

Potatoes.. 509,503 "

Total 15,316,865 "

The divisions of land in 1874 are estimated as follows:

Divisions of Land in 1874.

Cultivated and fallow

:

Arable land, i.e., land sown in various crops, fallow land,

grass under rotation, groves, orchards and gardens
Vineyards
Olive grounds

Meadows and pastures
Mountainous land
Sites, mines and quarries

Forests
Barren, waste, public and water surfaces

Total 124,739,200

Acres.

40,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000

17,000,000
10,800,000
3,700,000
6,800,000

41,439,200

The cultivated and fallow lands, which amounted to less than 28,000,000

acres in 1803, and about 37,000,000 acres in 1857, now amount to 45,000,000

acres; showing as great progress during the seventeen years from 1857 to

1874 as occurred in the fifty-four years from 1803 to 1857. According to

this measure, progress has been thrice as rapid during recent years as it

was previously.
Population.

According to Martin, Spain, in the time of Julius Csesar, contained a

population of 78,000,000; according to a Spanish author quoted in the

U. S. Com. Rel., 1865, p. 169, she had 68,000,000; according to Appleton's

Cyclopedia she had 40,000 ,000. I place no reliance whatever on these con-

jectures. Seaman's Progress of Nations, p. 551, also contains a series of

conjectures on the subject which are certainly wrong or fallacious. The

earliest authentic account of the population of Spain, dates abovit five

centuries ago, when under the Moors, she was stated to have contained

21,700,000 inhabitants. This account—from the number and opulence

of her towns, the works of improvement executed and which still remain,

the breadth of land cultivated, the number of houses, woi-kshops, artisans,

etc., all of which are known with reference to many localities,—this

account I believe to be substantially correct.

Through the expulsion of the Moors, who were the agriculturists, and

the Jews, who were the manufacturers and merchants of Spain, this vast

population, which, in my opinion, is the greatest the soil of Spain ever
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supported, gradually dwindled down to about 7,600,000 inhabitants in

1723. From the last named period it has very slowly increased to some-

what over 17,000,000 at the present time.*

The following table exhibits the data on this interesting subject,

together with such remarks as I have deemed were necessary to be made
aud the authorities from whom I have quoted. I have indicated the

figures which I consider incongruous by placing them in brackets.

Population of Spain at Various Periods.

(The figures in brackets do not appear to agree with the others.)

Year.

13th Cen.
1380

1594
1618
1618
1688
1700
1723
1726
1768
1769
1770
1788
1789
1797
1797
1808
1803
1820
1821
1821
1823
1826
1827

1828
1833
1833

1834
1834
1834
1837
1842
1846
1849
1850
1857
1857
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874

Population

21,000,000
21,700,000

8,206,791

[9,000,000]
7.500,000

[8,000,000]
[8,000,000]
7,625,000

[5,423,000]
9,307,800
9,301,728

9,307,000
10,143,000
10,761,485
10,541,000
[12.000,000]
10,351,000
10,3.51,075

11,000,000
11,248,000
11,248,026
12,000,000
[13,712,000]
[13,953,957]

[13,698,000]
12,087,991

12,386,841

[14,660,000]
12,232,194
12,168,774
12,-222,872

12,054,000
12,166,774
13,705,600
[10,942,280]
14,957,575

[15,807,753]
15,460,000
15,673,481
15,867,304
16,043,703
16,180,183
[15,752,607]
16,302,148
16,378,481
16,526,474
16,656,879
16.732,052

[16,090,550]
16,800,000
16,935,613
17,000,000
17,100,000
17,200,000
17,-300,000

Authority.

Rep. Br. Sec. Lieg , 1866
Castile 11,000,000, Arragon 7,000,

000 and Grenada 3.000,000
Rep. Br. Sec. Leg., 1866
Cevallos
Ustariez
U. S. Com. Rel., 1865
Macgregor

Com. Rel., 1865.
Macgregor

Com. Rel., 1865
Appleton's Cyc
Com. Rel., 1865
Macgregor
U. S. Census, 1850, p. xsxiv.
Com. Rel., 1865
Macgregor
U. S. Census, 1850
Com. Rel., 1865
Macgregor

Com. Rel., 1865
Ency. Amer., vol. 14 ,

Aim. de Gotha, 1850.

.

Macgregor
U. S. Census, 1850.

Martin .

Aim. de Gotha..
Br. Rep. Sec. Leg
Aim de Gotha..,
Martin

,

Rep. 7th Inter. Stat. Cong., vol. 3.

Br. Stat For. Coun
Rep. 7th Inter. Stat. Cong, vol. 3.

M. S. 21-41-2-349....
Br. Stat. For. Coun.
Estimate
Br. Stat. For. Coun.
Estimate

Remarks.

Q,uoted from Spanish author

Quoted by Macgregor.
Quoted by Macgregor.

A.t death of Charles II.

From an official census.
Excludes nobility and clergy

Includes Canaries and Afri-

can settlements.
Excludes Canary Isles.

Includes Canaries, etc.

Census, Spain proper.
Spain and Balearic Isles.

Census, Spain proper.

Cadastral ret'ns, Spain pro'r
Cadastral ret'rn, Spain and

Balearic.
Martin says 13,698,029.

Oflacial. Excludes Balearic.
Official. Includes Balearic
and Canary Isles.

Estimated.
From Guibert.
FromM'CuUoch.

Includes isles.

Spain proper.
Incorrect.
Spain proper.
Spain proper.
Estimate.

The enumeration dates
Dec. 31 in each year.

Details given.

Spain proper.

The enumeration dates
'Dec. 31 in each year.

Spain proper.
Spain proper.
Spain proijer, census returns.
Spain proper.
Spain proper.
Spain proper.
Spain proper.

* It is believed by some writers that the population of Spain again retrograded subse-
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This is a most instructive table.

First. It shows an extraordinary decrement of the population of Sp lin

from about the beginning of the fifteenth century until after the beginning

of the eighteenth. This is attributed chiefly to the Moorish and Jewish exo-

dus which commenced to take place in the year 1492, the same year in which

that New "World was discovered in which eventually so many of the exiles

found both homes and religious liberty. From first to last it is supposed

that no less than 300,000 Moorish and 300,000 Jewish* families, or nearly

three millions of intelligent and industrious people were driven from Spain,

and amidst the most shocking cruelties. These, together with the num-

bers who fled after the conquest of Grenada and the colonists to America,

contributed to reduce the population from nearly 22, 000, 000 in the four-

teenth century to little more than 7,000,000 in the seventeenth. Notwith-

standing the persecution of the Moors and Jews, it is stated that consid-

erable numbers remained in Spain, professing, if not believing, in the

doctrines of the Church, and forming the bulk of the agricultural and

industrial classes in many localities. This is afiirmed by Macgregor and

denied by Buckle, but I think the weight of evidence is with the former.

M'CuUoch, p. 845, says there were 60,000 Moriscoes in Grenada in his

time, about the year 1840.

Evidence of the large population that dwelt in Spain under the Moorish

regime is found in a class of facts, of which the following are examples:

<' Before the Conquest in 1487 (the city of) Grenada had 70,000 houses

and 400,000 inhabitants, 60,000 of whom were armed. It was defended

by ramparts flanked by 1030 towers and two vast fortresses, each of which

could receive in garrison 40,000 men.
" The kingdom (of Grenada) of which it is the capital, was only thirty

leagues in breadth by seventy in length, but it contained thirty-two large

cities and ninety-seven towns and 3,000,000 of inhabitants. The whole

population at present does not exceed 83,000.

" The city of Cordova under the Moors occupied nearly eight leagues

of the banks of the Guadalquiver, and contained 600 grand mosques, 3,837

small mosques or chapels, 4,320 minauts or towers, 900 public baths, 28

superbs, 80,455 shops, 213,070 dwelling-houses, 60,300 hotels or palaces."

Moreau de Jonnes, 1834.

•'The last official census states that 1,511 towns and villages were then

totally uninhabited and abandoned. " Macgregor, 1850.

For further evidence on this point, consult Buckle's Hist. Civ., Draper's

nist. Civ. and Civil Policy of America.

Sacond. The table of population shows a very slow increment from the

qiient to the year 1830. This opinion is probably based on the cadastral returns of

1826, or thereabouts, and the smaller numbers of the census returns of 1833. It may be

well-founded; but I have ventured to disregard it in arranging the figures of the text.

* This is the highest estimate. Buckle, who quotes a number of authors, states that

the number of Tews actually expelled is differently estimated at from 160,000 to 800,000.

—Hist. Civ., ii, 15.
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beginning of the seventeenth century to about the year 1850. The popu-

lation is stated to have been 7,500,000 in the year 1618 and 13,705,500 in

1849. This is an increase of but 83.7 per cent, in 231 years!

Third. The table shows a comparatively rapid increment of population

since about the year 1850, to-vfit: from 13,705,500 in 1849 to about 17,300,-

000 in 1874, an increase of 26.2 per cent, in 25 years. This is the period

of recent progress in Spain to which attention has been directed, and it

is believed no better proof can be adduced in support of this allegation

of progress than the rapid increment of population which, in spite of

foreign and civil wars, has taken place.

Rural and Civic Population.

The cadastral returns of 1826 gave the rural population at 80.4; the

civic at 18.5, and the ecclesiastical at 1.1 per cent, of the whole. The
proportion of rural population therein shown is probably correct at the

present time.

Agricultural Population.

Spanish statistics, at least as they reach compilers outside of Spain, are

proverbially incomplete, contradictory and obscure, and they are no less

so on this simple subject than on any other which I have found it neces-

sary to examine. The agricultural population of a country but half

cultivated, and that portion but indifferently tilled—a country, which, as

a rule, has forbidden the importation of breadstuffs, while it had none to

export ; which is neither a pastoral nor a new country ; and in which the

struggle for subsistence is so great that a local and tempoi-ary drought is

enough to stimulate what is else a constant but sluggish stream of emi-

gration to other countries—ought to be uncommonly large. On the con-

trary, my information states it to be comparatively small. If the latest

figures before me are corrrct, the agricultural population of Spain is but

55 per cent, of the whole ; whereas I am confident it is not less than 65

to 70 per cent. The following is the statement :

Occupations of the Population of Spain, 1857.

Non-Agricultural Male Adults. Number.

Army, Navy and Military functionaries
Officials : State 22,363

Municipal 62,976
Provincial 4,693

Nobility
Clergy
Students 47,312
A dvocates 5, 673
Writers

, 9,351

241,385

90,031
478,716
125,000

62,836
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Non-Agricultural Male Adults. Number,

Servants ,

Merchants
Scientific

Artists and meclianics
Manufacturers
Miners, (1864)
Workmen in refining and smelting works, (1864)

Fishermen, 1866
Seamen in ports, harbors, etc., 1863

" foreign trade, 1863
" coasting trade, 1863

206,090
119,234
35,736
88,728
67,327
33,201
9,945

39,440
11,285
16,181
21,606

Total

.

1,645,191

Total able-bodied men, 3,803,991. This would leave, at the most, but

2,158,800 agriculturists. At an average of four inhabitants to each able-

bodied man, this would imply, at the most, an agricultural population of

8,632,000, which is 55 per cent, of the whole. Add to the 2,158,800 male

adult agriculturists about 340,000 female laborers, and we have in round

numbers 2,500,009 persons actually employed in agriculture. This num-
ber forms less than 16 per cent, of the whole, a proportion that, taking

into consideration the rude state of tillage in vogue, would seem entirely

inadequate to produce the requisite amount of food for all.

Macgregor (p. 944) publishes the details of a cadastral return of the

population for 1826, concerning the correctness of the total sum of which

there is perhaps some doubt. The total figure is 13,712,000, while the

total of the table of details is but 13,211,301. In this table the agricul-

tural population is placed at 1,836,320 heads of families and others, aud

6,777,140 women and children, the first-named figure being 13.9 per cent.

of the whole and the latter 65.2 per cent. The details of heads of agri-

cultural families and others are as follows : Proprietors, 364,514 ; farmers

(middle men), 527,423 ; laborers, 805,235
;
proprietors of herds and flocks,

25,530; and shepherds, 113,628.

I am inclined to believe these pi-oportions to be nearer the truth, and

the truth at the pi'esent time, than those deduced above.

The discrepancies have doubtless arisen less from any material changes

in the occupations of the people than from the fact that in many districts

the agricultural laborer often alters his trade during the year ; so that

the agreement of two censuses would depend largely upon the time of

the year they were taken respectively. (See on this point, L. T., 24, §9.)

Female Laborers.

In Galicia and Asturias the number of female laborers is nearly equal

to the male. These districts comprise about one-fifth of the population.

In Carthagena, province of Murcia, population 380,969, female labor is

seldom or never employed for field work. In Minorca female labor is

employed hardly at all. In Majorca it is employed. Female laborers are
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employed, but not generally, in Guipuzcoa, Basque Provinces, population

162,547. In Biscay, Basque Provinces, population 200,000, all the females

work in the fields at times, and female labor is largely employed. In the

Provinces of Malaga, Grranada, Almeria, and Jaen, population 1,565,979,

female labor is hardly at all employed in the cultivation of land, only in

gathering olives and cutting grapes. From these and other reports (Land

Tenures, Part III), I have ventured to estimate the number of female

laborers in Spain at about 340,000, though I dare say the true number is

upwards of 500,000.

Land Tenures.

The laws of 1820 abolished the right of primogeniture and all other

species of civic entail (mayorazgos) ; then followed that of 1841 on ecclesias-

tical benefices, and finally that of 1855, which declared in a state of sale land

and house property belonging to the State or appertaining to corporations

of towns, beneficence, public instruction, clergy, religious fraternities,

pious works, sanctuaries, etc. Like many other reforms which have

taken place from time to time in Spain, certain provisions of this one

were rescinded, and it was not until 1865 that the Crown lands were finally

decreed in a state of sale. It is, however, from the year 1855 that the

freedom of Spain from religious and feudal tenures really dates.

When it is considered that these tenures were abolished in France by

the Revolution of 1789, in the United States, generally, during the ear-

liest days of their history as independent Commonwealths, and in Prus-

sia in 1820, it cannot be deemed strange that a country which did not

succeed in throwing them off until 1855 should have failed to show any

signs of progress until within very recent years.

The condition of affairs in 1840 is thus described :

"Mr. Townsend (ii, 238) mentions that the estates of three great lords

—the Dukes of Osuua, Alba, and Medina Cceli—cover nearly the whole

of the immense Province of Andalusia ; and several in the other prov-

inces are hardly less extensive." M'Culloch, p. 837,

"The great estates belonging to the corporations, or towns, are held in

common ; and in consequence are wholly, or almost wholly, in pasture."

—Ibid.

In 1850, we have the following account

:

"Among the causes of the defective state of agriculture in Spain are

the tenures of land. The unalienable, indivisible mayorazgos (entails) are

considered as having for a long period comprised, including the property

of the Church, about three-fourths of the territorial surface of Spain.

"The Mesta is another great, although secondary, cause of the neglect

of agriculture. This is the name of a great incorporated company of

nobles, ecclesiastical chapters, persons in power and members of monas-

teries, who were authorized to feed their flocks, at scarcely any expense, on

all the pastures of the kingdom, and have almost an imperative special code

of laws {Leyes y Ordenenzas de la Mesta) for maintaining their originally

usurped privileoes. It holds its courts and has numerous Alcaldes,
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Entregadors, Quadrilliers, Acliagueros, and other law officers. "Within

the last five years, the 3Iesta has possessed about half of the sheep in

Spain." Macgregor, p. 1016.

For lists of the religious establishments and the encJrmous properties

and revenues they absorbed, see pp. 1023-5 of the same work.

As to the condition of affairs at the present time, the bulk of agricul-

tural lands in Spain appear to be still held by wealthy or noble proprie-

tors, who live in the cities and lease them out on half produce, a la meta,

to indigent peasants. Feudal tenures are indeed swept away, but many

of the features of feudality remain, and it is still the custom in Alicante

and perhaps elsewhere, for the metayers to present the proprietors with

a certain number of fowls each year. The custom is now voluutary and

by no means relished by the owner, who feels bound to make some

return ; but it serves to indicate the relations between the metayer and

his landlord. The metayers on rice plantations in Valencia pay one-third

produce. Certain rights of commonage appear to continue. (L. T., 40,

§ 7.) In Galicia, the " foro " is mentioned so late as September 30, 1870.

(Com. Rel., 1871, p. 1008.) The " foro" is a sort of land impost created

some eight or nine centuries ago, and continues to be paid annually by

the present owners to the descendants of the former proprietors of

land. "The importance of this tribute is such that it sometimes absorbs

the total productions of the soil ; thus it is that two-thirds of it has never

been cultivated." (Ibid.?) In October, 1873 (Com. Rel., 1873, p. 946), it is

stated that the feudal tribute of " foro " had been declared redeemable

by the Government.

In fine, Spain may be said to have scarcely even yet emerged from the

feudal state. A large portion of her soil is still owned by absentee land-

lords and rented, partly for money rents and partly a la meta. The pro-

prietors seldom sell their properties (L. T., 42, § 10), and there is no

compulsion on their part to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of their

property to peasants or others. (L. T., 49, §§ 6-7-8.) But as the law of

descent and division is the same that applies to personal property (IMd,

43 ^ 2) , it is merely a question of time when they will be divided and

absorbed by peasant proprietors.

Another drawback is the allodial dvity of two per cent, on the sale of

lands. (L. T., 31.) There is a government duty of three per cent, on all

transfers of property (p. 47, § 13). Whether the allodial duty of two

per cent, is added to this, does not seem clear.

But the great fact reoaains that the feudal system and all entails are

abolished ; the lands of the religious establishments and the Crown* are

sold, the corvee and the mesta swept out of existence, small peasant

properties exist in large numbers all over the country, and the door is

opened to further reform and future progress.

* In 1866 laws were also passed to facilitate the sale of mountainous lands.
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Laws op Succession.

Land laay now be willed as the owner chooses provided he has no

children. In case he has, these are his natural heirs, and the division is

in equal parts. He can, however, dispose of one-fifth thereof in favor of

his widow, or some particular child, or even of a stranger. Should the

pi'operty have increased in value since the marriage day of the owner, his

widow has a right to the half of the increase (L. T., 19). While this is

stated to be the law of Spain, the same authority speaks of the existence

(Dec. 7, 1870) of separate codes of law affecting real estate in different

provinces. (See pp. 40 and 43.) But this I doubt. The law of descent

seems now to be general throughout the land, and to have been based on

Novela cxviii of the Roman laws of .Justinian.

Mortmain.

The abolition of mortmain (law of desamortizacion) took place in 1855,

but many persons refused to buy church property on account of religious

scruples. In 1858 the Pope's sanction was obtained, when the sales were

actively continued, the Government giving great facilities to the pur-

chasers. The payments are made one-tenth in cash and the remainder in

promissory notes running from one to ten, and in some cases, nineteen

years, and secured by mortgage on the property. Owing to these facili-

ties of purchase the biddings have often more than twice exceeded the

true market value of the parcels put up. The churches, etc., receive com-
pensation for their lands thus sold, and the nation gains by the operation,

what benefit accrues from throwing open lands to peasant ownership and
industrious tillage, which had been either entirely sequestered or negli-

gently worked by metayer tenants subject to the church. About $100,090, -

000 have been paid (in Government stock) to these institutions for their

lands, and about $200,000,000 (in cash and mortgages) received from the

purchasers. The total payments (for the operation has not yet quite ceased)

are estimated at $125,000,000, and total revenues at $250,000,000 ; so that

the Government will have made $125,000,000 by the law of mortmain. The
interest on the payments to the religious establishments, which were
made in Government securities, was stopjjed during the Republic, but an
order for its resumption was among the first acts of Alfonso XII upon his

accession to the throne of Spain in January, 1875.

Registry System.
'

' The sale or transfer of property (land) of every sort is always (now)

done by deeds drawn up by a notary and inscribed in the Land Register.

Leases of smaller importance are made by contract before witnesses. A
tax of two per cent, is paid to the State in cases where property is held

(hired ?) or transferred ; but where a son inherits directly from his

father, or vice versa, no succession duty is paid. It exists, however, when
the inheritance is from any more distant relative and increases propor-

tionately." Report of Percy Ffrench, First Sec. H. B, 31. Legation in

Spain. L. T., 18.
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Property is still administered and managed in Spain with great disorder

and negligence, and extreme irregularity exists in the registration of

leases, etc. This is probably due to the heavy registration, succession and

other fees, and attempts to avoid them by neglecting proper formalities.

Stamped paper must be used ; only a feed notary can draw the papers,

and fees attend every step of registration, search or certification. The
average cost of transfer is about one and a-half per cent, ad valorem.

(L. T., p. 44). In other respects the registry system, which has only

been in force since 1863, appears to be similar to that which has always

existed in the United States.

Hypothecation op Real Estate.

The very recent abolition of feudal and ecclesiastical tenures, the con-

tinued monopolization of the land by the wealthy (L. T., p. —), the new-

ness, the exactions and disorder of the registry system, together with

other causes, combine to render difficult the hypothecation of real estate.

In cases where these obstacles do not exist, where the title is undoubted

and the land held in fee, there is no difficulty in obtaining loans to the

extent of one-third to two-thirds the value of the property, at six to ten

per cent, per annum. But in most cases it is the landless metayer who
desires to borrow and has nothing to offer as security but his growing

crops. Upon such a precarious basis, ten to fifteen per cent, is a low rate

to charge for interest, and often from thirty to forty per cent, is paid.

(L. T., 18). With the means thus obtained numerous small holdings of

mountain land (common land sold by Government under act of 1866)

have been purchased by the peasantry on seven year annual installments

(p. 30). This points to an extension of the same sort of spade culture

which is to be seen in the hilly parts of Italy, and to the abandonment of

the better but metayer-held lands 'of the nobility—a tendency that should

not exist.
POSITOS.

" Posiios" are described by Macgregor as a sort of co-operative society

to supply seed corn and food in calamitous years, numbers of which have

existed all over Spain since the time of Philip II. M'CuUoch, however,

defines them to be merely public granaries where corn may be ware-

housed until it is disposed of. The name, which means "depositories,"

proves this definition to be the correct one. They have diminished in

importance of late years, pi'obably because the fears of occasional

scarcity, which, no doubt gave rise to them, have been removed by the

construction of roads and railways and a more liberal policy in respect of

the corn laws. The peasants and dealers in grain in Castile formerly

preserved their stocks in silos, or subterranean caves, for sometimes five

or six years.
Mesta.

As has already been explained, Mesta was a right of common which

certain privileged classes possessed, but which is now abolished. It is
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said to have originated in the fourteenth century during a famine. This

right enabled the privileged owners of large flocks of sheep to drive them
over village pastures and commons thei-e to feed at pleasure, and to com-
pel the owners of cultivated lands, which lay in the line of their migra-

tions, to leave wide paths for the pasturage of the flocks. Nor could any

new enclosures be made in the line of their march, or land that had once

been in pasture be cultivated again until it had been offered to the Mesta,

or corporation of flock-proprietors, at a certain rate ! It is easy to per-

ceive that with the continuance of such monstrous privileges as these it

would only be a question of time when all the cultivated lands would be

turned into pastui'es, and all the pastures fall into the possession of the

Mesta. It was a great reproach to Spain that this feudal privilege existed

so long as it did, but its recent abolition is equally an undoubted sign of

progress.

Number and Size of Farms.

The number of farms in Spain in the year 1800 was but 677,520 in the

hands of 273,760 proprietors and 403,760 tenant farmers. (Martin.)

The number of landed properties, rural and urban, in 1857, was 2,433,301

(L. T., 46), and the number in 1870 was 3,612,000. {Ibid, 19.) The pro-

portion of rural properties in late years is not stated by these authori-

ties, nor ai'e the tenures by which they are held set forth. The number
of tenant farmers had increased from 403,760 in 1800 to 595,635 in 1857,

and probably upwards of 600,000 in 1870 ; but meanwhile and particu-

larly since 1855 the number of properties had increased, both by the

subdivision of land and the industrial absorption of mortmain and Gov-
ernment lands and village commons. The bulk of the peasant farms will

average between ten and fifteen acres. There are many vineyards of not

over one-eighth of an acre, and on the other hand, many large properties,

cultivated and uncultivated. The opinion appears to prevail among late

observers that from one-fourth to one-third of the cultivated land is held

by peasant proprietors (L. T., 50 and ?), and that the rest is cultivated by
agricultural laborers, of whom there were 2,354,110 in 1857, in the employ
of large owners, or farmed out to tenants for a money rent, or a la meta.

System op Culture—Seeding.and Fertilizers.

Compared with other countries west of Russia and the Orient, the sys-

tem of culture in Spain is still very backward. There are a few garden

spots in Spain—the huertas of Granada, Murcia, and Valencia—but such

exceptional instances of careful culture are to be found in the worst cul-

tivated countries, even miserable Egypt possessing a Faioum. The gen-

eral aspect of Spanish agriculture, until very lately, was much the same
as it was a century ago when Arthur Young visited Spain. The great

and numerous barrens he described are being brought under cultivation,

and in that respect Spain is much improved ; but the mode of cultivation

is only now undergoing change. The forests were, centuries ago, burned
for the few fertilizing materials to be obtained from their ashes, while

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2 o
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their annual efiforts to increase were kept down by a similar treatment of

tbeir undergrowth and copses. Hence, barrens, afflicted with alternate

droughts and floods. The system of agricultural irrigation was mainly

a legacy from the exiled Moors, since whose time it had been but little

enlarged. The means used for raising the water are the familiar saJcye

and sliadouf of the Orient, the sakye being known under the name of

noria. (L. T., 57.) The water obtained by these laborious means is

known as agua de arte ; that by diverting the course of streams as agua

viva, or running water. (C, R., 1868, p. 373.)

As going still further to show the indebtedness of even Modern Spain

to Moorish industry, it has been stated that the best olive trees in Spain

to-day are those left by the Moors ; while even the stone fences and other

enclosures left by them are still performing the service for which they

were constructed a thousand years ago.

Rotation was, until recently, very little followed in Spain, and even the

fallow system, though in general use, was in many parts ignored and the

ruinous one of exploitation, by a constant succession of the same sort of

crops, employed in its place. (C. R., 1871, p. 1037.) Even two and some-

times tlu'ee different crops were obtained from the same piece of ground

in one year ; though as Young and other writers have shown, with no

aggregate increase of product, but on the contrary, diminution. Corn,

root, or pulse crops were frequently sown in olive groves and vineyards to

the mutual detriment of both tree or vine and crop. In the Provinces of

Malaga, Granada, Almeria and Jaen, mention is made of a three-field

system of, 1. Wheat, barley or beans ; 2. Fallow ; 3. Pasture on the un-

irrigated lands ; and also of the continuance, so late as November, 1869,

of village commons (dehesas de proprios) for cattle,—both of them wretched

and antiquated features of agriculture. But since 1855 all these features

have been undergoing change, and the dehesas de proprios were probably

in a moribund state in 1869.

The quantity of seed used is uncertain. It is stated by M'Culloch that the

fanega (about 1| bushels) is the measure of seed-corn commonly sown upon

a fanegada (about 1^ acres) of land, and hence, ihe similarity of terms.

This is probably a true explanation with regard to the terms, which must,

however, have arisen from the results of favorable sowings ; for the prac-

tical fact is still that not less than two bushels are generally sown to the

acre of wheat, the staple corn of Spain.

In the use of fertilizers the same recent improvement is to be observed

as in other respects. Previous to 1855, beyond the fertilizers mentioned

by Arthur Young nearly three-fourths of a century before, there does not

appear to have been any improvement. These consisted of wood-ashes

obtained from the burning, not of forests, for they had been burned long

before, but of copses and undergrowth. Near some of the large cities

poudrette seems to have been prepared, but the use of this fertilizer was

not common.
Since the ameliorations, which date about the year 1855, Peruvian
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guano appears to have been largely imported into Spain. I have the

statistics by quantities for only tlie years 1852 to 1856 and 1863 to 1867,

inclusive ; but these will serve to show the extent of the movement,
which first began in 1852:

Imports of Peruvian Guano into Spain.

Years.
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Fanning machines are now in use near tLe towns ; the thresher has

been introduced ; and the first American mower and reaper was imported

a year or two ago.

English implements are too heavy for Spanish hands (L. T., 29), and

many that have been imported are left to rot for want of men able to

handle them. The American implements are much preferred.

On the whole, it may be stated that Spain is but on the threshold of a

change from the inefficient implements of antiquity to the powerful

machines of modern agricultural progress.

Domestic Animals.

Since the destruction of her forests Spain must have lost much of the

pastoral character which undoubtedly distinguished her to a great degree

under the rule of the Mo^rs. There are now, properly speaking, no

meadows (grasslands) in Spain. Young noticed a single patch during

his journey in 1787 ; but late observers do not speak of any at all. (L.

T., 28, and elsewhere.)

Said M'CuUoch, abDut forty years ago :

"The Pyrenees, the billy parts of Biscay and the Asturias, the vast

plains of Andalusia, the two Castiles, Estramadura and Leon, are almost

wholly in pasture ; and in some parts the traveler may journey for many
miles without seeing either a house or an individual. In point of fact,

however, half the pastures really consist of heaths, or of neglected tracts

covered with thyme and other wild herbs, that are at present next to

worthless. There are few or no irrigated meadows, and hay is seldom or

never prepared for fodder."

Except that portions of this wasteland have of late years been reclaimed,

.this description will answer for to-day.

The following table exhibits a comparison of the number of domestic

laniraals in Spain in 1808 and 18G5, respectively, from which it will be

.seen that there has been a small increase of horses, a considerable increase

of mules and asses, a decrease of horned cattle, sheep and goats, and an

increase of swine.

It should be stated that a great many incomplete and incorrect state-

ments on this subject have appeared in statistical works.

The authoi'ities for the figures given in the text are, for 1 808, the report

to the Cortes quoted by Macgregor, and for 1865 the report of Senores

Feliciano Herreros de Tejada and Victoriano Ballaguer to the Statistical

Congress of the Hague.

Domestic Animals.

Horses
3Iules and asses .

Horned cattle. . .

.

Sheep and lambs.
Pigs
Goats
Camels
Poultry ..... .. .

.

Tear 1808.

533,926
1,079,002

3,694,156
24,916,212
3,628,283
6,916,890

No data.

Year 1865.

680,373
2,319,846

2,967,303
22,468,969
4,351,736

4,531,228
3,104

No data.
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Ill some pirts of Spain there are no inclosures (fences), and cattle can-

not be kept with 'Ut injury to the crops (L. T., 28). Of late years a new
and considerable trade has sprung up between Spain and England, con-

sisting of exports of horned cattle and of eggs from the former to the

latter. The following table shows the development of this trade since 1860:

Quantities op Animal Products Imported from Spain Proper
INTO THE United Kingdom Annually since 1860.

Calendar
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Effectiveness of .La.bor.

In GalLcia and Asturias a good workman is expected to plow about

one-fifth of an acre per diem. (L. T., 20.) One laborer only is required to

every six acres yearly. {Ibid, 24.) One man with two horses or mules can

plow in two days six fanegadas or 1.237 acres, equal to about five-eighths

of an acre per day. (L. T., 53.) Consult also pp. 28 and 50 for similar,

though less definite statements.

This extraordinary degree of inefficiency is not the result of indolence.

All writers, from Arthur Young to the present time, agree in giving the

ypanish peasantry the credit for untiring industry and perseverance. It

is rather the product of weak and insufiicient food and lack of comfort.

(See Arthur Helps on Brassey.)

Condition of the Peasantky.

Qalicia and Asturias, 1870. Their houses of rough stone— aiostly con-

sisting solely of the ground floor—are poor and dirty, the same roof fre-

quently giving shelter to the proprietor's family and to the produce of

his farm, including his oxen, cows, pigs and fowls. Some of the better

conditioned of the same class construct with wood an upper story to their

houses, which serves for their dwelling and granary, in which case the

lower part is occupied entirely by the live stock. (L. T., 20.)

Majorca, 1870. Their houses are wanting in accommodations. Their

food is frugal ; their dress modest. {Ihid, 32.)

Minorca, 1870 Their cottages are of a cleanness that is remarkable,

being whitewashed inside and outside twice a month. Their clothing,

bedding, etc , are also very clean. Their habits are moral and religious.

All disputes settled by arbitration. [Ibid, 32.)

Gui'puscoa, 1870. They are badly housed and have none of the com-

f )rts of the English. The kitchen is black, dirty and full of smoke

They dress in home-spun flax. {Ibid, 38.)

Alicante, 1870. They are clothed in the linen shirt and short, wide

trousers of their Moorish ancestors. (L. T., 51.)

Valencia, 1870. The peasants live in small stone or brick houses of one

story, and in mud huts with thatched roofs. Their donkeys and pigs

occupy a shed at the back of the house ; but all pass through one door.

(L. T., 53.)

Biscay, 1870. They are housed in stone buildings with no comfort and

scarcely decency. Stables for oxen and pigs on the ground floor

;

sleeping apartment above. Results : dirt, discomfort and fever. Home-

spun clott es, the men cloth, the women cotton and flannel from abroad.

Habits thrifty. The tenant farms descend regularly from father to son

by force of custom. (L. T., 41.)

Andalusia, 1870. The great mass of the country population are hired

laborers. The Spanish peasantry are generally poorly housed, fed and

clad. The country is still insecure, and abductions for ransom by
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banditti are not unfrequent. {Ibid, 45.) The British Consul at Cadiz,

under date of February 15, 1865, says :

"Property and life are much more secure throughout the country than

they were twenty years ago. Robberies are very much more rare ; the

police, and especially the rural police {gens (Varmes) in the provinces, are

in general respectable officials, and are becoming useful and eftective.

In numerous small towns (I speak of Andalusia especially) they are

active, earnest and conscientious local magistrates, quietly doing a great

deal of good." (B. C. R., 1865, 96.)

The travelers' guide-books of recent dates, which are pretty good
authority on the subject of personal security, agree in stating that

brigandage and all molestation on the highways have wholly ceased. This

happy result is attributed indirectly to the general improvement of affairs

in Spain, and directly to the guardas civiles, a body of police or gens

d^armes, selected from the veteran corps in the armies, and composed of

men noted for high moral traits and physical pre-eminence.

Concerning the tendency of thought among the peasants, it is stated

that

:

-"Socialistic and communistic doctrines are spoken and spread in

Andalusia where the peasantry, though very bigoted, are argumentative

and of an independent turn of mind. If ever Protestantism, in some
shape or other, be put before the Andalusian, it will spread like wildfire,

for it exactly suits his mode of thought." (L. T., p. —.) Socialism is gain-

ing ground among the laboring classes of Andalusia. {Ibid, p. 51.) " Spain

has a peasantry superior to that of most European countries
; but no

middle class."

—

London Economist, January 5, 1867.

The military conscription, which is compulsory in Spain, is perhaps,

the most oppressive institution against which the peasant has now to

struggle.

Illiteracy and Education.

The following table shows the condition of the population of all Spain

in these respects in the year 1860 :

Owing to the ecclesiastical policy popular education showed no per-

ceptible progress in Spain until about the year 1868, since which time it

has made considerable strides. {A. O. Fuertes, IT. S. Consul at Corunncu

October 1, 1873.)
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In 1797 only 393,126 children attended the primary schools of Spain

and these were very imperfect.

Up to 1808 public education was entirely in the hands of the eccle-

siastics.

Until 1838 there was scarcely any progress.

In 1848 the number of pupils attending all the schools was 663,711.

On January 1, 1861, the number was 1,046,558, as follows: Private

schools, superior, elementary and mixed, 3,800 with 134,383 scholars
;

public schools, same classes, 18,260, with 912,175 scholars.

—

Martin.

It is believed that since 1861 the number of pupils has fully doubled.

For a summary of the extremely liberal provisions for public education

since 1861, consult U. S. Rep. Com. Education, 1871, p. 477.

Wages.

Years 1787-89. (Arthur Young.) Wages near Esparagara, spinners, six

cents a day ; carders, eleven cents ; lace-makers, nine cents and food.

Near Gerona, laborers twenty cents, without food. Near Barcelona,

laborers, twenty-five cents a day, without food ; highest, thirty-three

cents, lowest, twenty-two and a-half cents.

Year 1864. (Com. ReL, 1865.) Wages in Bilboa, day laborer, 20c.@25c.

;

mechanics, 40c.@45c., without food.

Year 1864. (Com. ReL, 1865.) Since 1854, a notable rise in wages in

Bilboa: Day laborers now, 55c(^70c. ; mechanics, 95c.((||1.25 without

food.

Years 1869 to 1871. (Land Tenures, pp. 20, 24, 32, 38, 40, 45, 51 and 53.

Com. Rel., 1871, p, 1010.) The following table gives the wages current

in various provinces of Spain :

Daily Wages of AGBicuLTURAii Laborers, without Food, 1870-1.

Provinces.
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Daily Agricultural Wages, with Food, 1870-1.

Asturias
Majorca
Minorca

'
' harvest, long hours.

Guipuzcoa *

Biscay*
Andalusia
Murcia

Men.

..@12i

.. @10

.. @ 15

36 @ 45

12@16
.. @20
.. @20
.. @14

Women.
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emigration, whicTi has been gradually increasing during the past fifteen

years, occurs to South America, chiefly to Buenos Ayres and Montevideo.
The local government has not been able to restrain this drain of popula-

tion. (Ibid, 40.) From Andalusia emigration is rare, chiefly from Almeria
and only in years of great drought. (Ibid, 45.) From Alicante, in years

of drought the emigration to Africa is considerable. Many return v^^hen

the weather (and, I suppose, their fortunes) improve. In good years they

do not emigrate. (Ibid, 51.) The Valencians rarely emigrate. From the

tovi^ns on the coast they frequently go over to Algiers and Oran for the

harvest, and afterwards return home. {Ibid, 53.) The army and navy
in the West Indies, and especially Cuba, constitute a regular drain upon
the population by robbing it of its most energetic elements.

The American Consul at Corunna, under date of September 30th, 1870,

says that 140,000 emigrants have left that district (in Galicia), for South

America and Cuba within a few years, and that 4,000 to 5, 000 more bound
to the same ports sail yearly from Corunna. "The agents at this port are

always willing to offer them passage, to be paid in small installments.

Repeated applications have been addressed to this Consulate regarding

the emigration to the United States. The applicants are generally all

handsome and remarkably healthy young men, used from their infancy to

farming and field labor, as well as to mechanical pursuits and are withal

of an excellent moral conduct and pleasant disposition, but as they are

too poor to pay for their passage, I could offer no inducements to them."

The same Consul writes in 1873, that he had induced a Liverpool shipping

house to send some steamers to Corunna for the United States, and that

they had arrived and taken out to New Orleans a large batch of respecta-

ble young field laborers.

Prices and Rknts of Land.

It is almost impossible to make anything out of the fragmentary and

loose evidence on this point contained in Arthur Young and Land Ten-

ures, the best authorities for the latter half of the last and present centu-

ries, respectively. Roughly speaking, arable land seems to be worth at

the present time fi'om $70 to $125 an acre, and in the Jiuertas of Valencia

as high as $500 to $1,000 an acre, the latter price being quite common.

Rents range from 3 to 3^ per cent, on the value of the property (L. T.,

41), and are stated to be on all the lands in Spain, including, I suppose,

the barrens, from $3 to $4 an acre (L. T., 18), and on the irrigated Jiuer-

tas of Valencia, $20 to $35 (Ibid,) the common rate being about $30 an

acre. (L. T., p. 54.)

These prices and rents do not appear to differ materially from those

quoted by Arthur Young, nearly a century before. (See Young, ii, p.

326 and elsewhere.)

I take it that, at the rents quoted above, the tenants pay the taxes; yet

as the following passage occurs in Land Tenures, p. 56, relating to

Valencia, this point does not seem certain :
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"The taxes on landed property are for account of the landlord, and if

the Government taxes the land, for a larger sum than it really -pvoduoes,

then the landlord pays only to the extent of the rent and the surplus is

paid by the tenant and is denominated as colonization." Spoliation were

a better name.

Taxes.

Transfer and succession duties on land have already been adverted to.

Although there is some discrepancy in tlie accounts, all agree in rej)re-

senting these dues as exceedingly onerous.

" The cost of registration is, in the first place, a Government transfer

duty of 3 per cent, on the price in cases of sale or barter ; 10 per cent, in

cases of donation i7iter vivos (during life), and from 1 to 10 per cent, on

successions, according to the nearer or remoter degree of relationship be-

tween the deceased proprietors and the heirs ; inheritance from ascendant

to descendant is free of duty, and on a lagacy to very distant relations or

to mere friends, being strangers in blood, the duty is 10 per cent. The
Registrar's fee varies according to the length of the deed inscribed, but

it never exceeds 3 per mil (3 cents on $10) on the price or value of the

property." (L. T., 44.)

Such heavy taxes and fees would seem to amount virtually, to a prohi-

bition on the sale of land and must have very injurious effects upon agri-

culture.

The taxes levied in Spain are general, provincial and municipal.

(Com Rel., 1856, p. 56.)

The municipal taxes consist partly of octroi duties. For example, in

Bilboa and possibly all over the country, the octroi duties are : ale 2 cents

-per pound • brandy, 4 cents per j^ound; oil, 20 cents per arroba of 28

pounds; salt, 30 cents per fanega of 110 pounds, beside others. (Com.

Rel., 1865, p. 190.) The Galicians are taxed on almost everything they

possess in the way of property: land, labor, food and raiment. (Com.

Rel., 1871, p. 1008.)

Similar charges are exacted in Cadiz and on foreign products which

have paid duty as well as on domestic. (Com. Rel., 1866, p. 222.)

Heavy taxes are also spoken of in Valencia. (L. T., 54, § 13.)

The General Government levies export duties (Uom. Rel., 1873, p.; 961)

also import duties, direct taxes on land, mines, industries, commerce,

mortgages, excise, tolls, stamps, railway passengers, and miscellaneous.

It derives revenues from the following monopolies : tobacco, salt, gun-

powder, lotteries, mints, military establishments, post office and miscel-

laneous, and from the following domains : mines, property of the State,

clergy and provinces, besides a revenue from the colonies. The total

annual revenues of the General Government during the period 1865-70

were estimated in the budgets at between $107,000,000 and $138,000,000

per annum. This would amount to an average of about $7 per capita of

population.

If the provincial and local taxes be added to these, the total bur-
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den of taxation would be exceedingly onerous— especially when the

industrial condition and efficiency of the country, as compai'ed with

other countries at the same period, is taken into consideration.

" Tlie direct tax on real property, on agricultural produce and on cattle,

has, during the last twenty years, nearly doubled, throughout the whole

of Spain.

1846 to 1848, it amounted to $12,500,000.

1849 to 1855, " " 15,000,000.

1856 to 1857, " " 17,500,000.

1858 to 1863, " " 20,000,000.

1864 to 1866, " " 21,500,000.

The same tax levied by the local authorities throughout Spain, for

provincial and municipal purposes, has risen, during the same period,

from 11,750,000 to |4, 434,585." (Br. Con. Rep. 1866-5, p. 375.)

Interest.

In the year 1545, Charles the Fifth fixed the legal rate of interest in

Spain and the Low Countries at 12 per cent. (]Sf. Y. Social Science Review,

1865, pp. 362-3.) From that time until toward the close of the last cen-

tury, the market rate of interest in Spain continued to fall, not so much
from increased profits or security as from an increasing absence of oppor-

tunities for the investment of capital. This is proved by the fact that

while generally the market rate of interest fell, the rate on Government

securities rose.

At the time of Arthur Young's travels the market rate on landed se-

curity in Catalonia was 8 to 10 per cent.

Since that time the usui-y laws have been entirely abolished, and now
interest is left free to be determined by the contracting parties. (L. T., 24.)

The prevailing rates on landed security about the year 1870 were from

4 to 5 per cent, per annum in Biscay and the Balearic Isles, the two

extremities of Spain (L. T., 31, 37, 40), to 10 or 12 per cent, in Murcia.

{Ibid, 28.) In the rest of the provinces, and Spain generally, it appears

to be from 6 to 10 per cent. {Ihid, 18, 20, 24, 44, 50, 53.)

On the security of growing crops, or personal security the rates are

most frequently 30 to 40 per cent., though of course they vary with the

degree of risk in each case. {Ibid, 18, 24, 44.)

According to the quotations of the Madrid Bourse, at the close of the

year 1874, Government securities were at prices that yielded interest at

the rate of from 12 to 20 per cent, per annum.

Code op Law—Credit—Debt—Executions.

'
' The habits, customs, laws, have accumulated from the earliest ages,

—Gothic, Christian, Jewish and Moorish,—forming an inextricable web
which no legislator has attempted to unravel. Codification has been often

talked of, and even attempted, and as yet produced nothing. The conse-

quence is that most Spanish proprietors are perpetually involved in law
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suits, wbicli are lost and won, and lost again, going from one province to

another and appealing to different courts and tribunals, one after the

other." R. B. M. See. of Leg. Percy Ffrencn, Madrid, Decsmher 7, 1870.

(L. T., 19.)

For organization of courts of law and proceedings on judgments and

evictions, see L. T., 26.

There are no special courts of bankruptcy. {Ibid.) " No questions are

submitted to jury." {Ibid.)

Agricultural banks on the German plan have been tried but failed. (L.

T., 55.) The system of legal procedure against debtors is the great draw-

back to credit based upon land. Even lending money upon mortgage is

dangerous. (L. T., 44 and 47.) In many places money on land is only to

be had on a sale a retro, or a remore (L. T., 47), which seems to be a sale

with power of redemption.

The laws give the landlord to whom rent or allowances for deteriora

tions are due, a preference over other creditors to the extent of the cattle,

household effects and other moveables found upon the property (L. T.,

26, 34, 38 and 48) ; but not the mules, horses, plows, or carts ; which

appear to be exempt from execution. {Ibid, 51.)

A custom is said to exist in Valencia which is peculiar, and as it may be

common elsewhere in Spain, and has a bearing (m the tenure of land and

security, credit and interest, I insert an account of it here :

"When an eviction occurs (generally a rare thing in the agricultural

parts of Spain), if the landlord d^es not pay the colonist or tenant the

value of the buildings (erected by the latter), the tenant pulls them down
and carries away the materials ; this, however, rarely happens." (L.

T., 56.)

Common Roads.

"Owing to the badness of the roads and their unfitness for carriages,

the principal carriers of merchandise are the arieros, or muleteers, who
traverse the country in all directions along beaten tracks, many of which

are accessible only to them. * * * Three-fourths of the entire inland

traffic in corn is carried on by their means. Recently, however, wagons
have begun to be introduced." (M'CuUoch, 11, 839.)

This was the condition of affairs described in 1844.

Under date of July 1, 1865, the British Secretary of Legation, at Mad-
rid, wrote as follows :

"Even the few main roads (common roads) which exist, are insuffi-

ciently provided with bridges, and it is not an uncommon sight to see

eighty or ninety "carros" or country carts laden with agricultural pro-

duce, detained on the banks of a flooded river until able to ford, some-

times for three or four days. * * « Fifty years ago the in-

ternal communication was entirely carried on by means of mules, and

few, if any roads existed." {Br. Bep. Sec. Leg. 1866, p. 184.)
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Common Roabs in 1860.
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to Rio Seco and another to Bourgos ;
commenced in the year 1753. 3. The

Uro-el Canal in the Gerona district of Catalonia. These canals are also

navigable for barges. I do not find any other navigable canals of import-

ance, and to say that the aggregate navigable canals of Spain are less

than 500 miles in length would probably be largely within the truth.

Railways.

The following is a tolerably complete list of all the railways in Spain

at the close of the year 1872, omitting branches and turn-outs :

Railw'ays.
Miles

Opened.

* Madrid to Saragossa and Madrid to Alicante
* Saragossa, Pamplona and Barcelona
* Barcelona to France via Figueras
* Northwestern Railway, Palencii and Corunna, Palencia

and Leon via Gijon
* Medina del Campo to Zamora and Orense to Vigo

(Medina to Zamora finished ; Zamora to Orense not
begun ; Orense to Vigo unfinished)

* Cordova to Seville

Seville to Cadiz about
Branch to Moron about
* Cordova to Malaga
Branch to Antequera
Branch Loja to Granada
* Lerrida to Reus and Tarragona
* Aranjuez to Cuenca, 80 miles unfinished.
* Aranjuez to Toledo
* Santiago, 27 miles unfinished
* Urgel Canal Railway
* East Coast Railway. Almansa f to Valencia and Tarra-

gona
Tarragona to Barcelona
Madrid to Avela 40 miles, Avela to Medina dtl Campo 50

miles, Medina to Palencia 50 miles, about
Cordova to Alcazar (on Madrid and Alicante Railway),

about
Badajos to Manzanares (on last named Railway), (this

line connects with Lisbon, Portugal), about
Palencia to Burgos and Miranda, about
Bilboa, Miranda and Saragossa, about
Palencia and Santander, about
Barcelona and Gerona, about
Granollers to Junction with last named Railway, about....
Barcelona and Reus, about
Miranda, Vitoria, Pamplona and Alfara, about
San Sebastian to Fuentarabia, about
San Sebastian, Guipuzcoa and Alsasua, about
Cartagena, Murcia and Chinchilla, about
Cordova to Belmez

Total miles opened

.

885
385
109

158

56
81

80
20

184

50

25

"33

255
80

140

100

250
100
150
100
60
25
80
100
20
50
150
45

3,771

* Subsidized by Government.

t I.e., from near Almansa on the Madrid and Alicante Railway.
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The first railway, 15^ miles in length, was opened in 1848 from Barce-

lona to Mataro on the line now completed from Barcelona to Gerona.

The following table shows the progress made from time to time since

that year :

Close of the Yeae.

1848
1850
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861

Miles
Opened.

15i
17

326
418
529
713i

1,191

1,475

Close op the Yeak.

1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1870
1872
1874

Miles
Opp:ned.

1,694
2,208
2,525
2,982
3,184

3,380
3,711

4,100

From this table it will be observed that from 1848 to 1860, inclusive, a

period of thirteen years, hardly 1,100 miles of railway were cor_

structed in Spain ; while from 1860 to 1874, inclusive, a period of fifteen

years, nearly 3,000 miles were opened.

The area of Spain proper is 190,257 square miles, and of California

183,981 square miles. At the close of the year 1878 there were 1,368

miles of railway constructed in California ; so that Spain with about the

same area had nearly three times the railway mileage of California.

Beside the above there are many other roads in course of construction;

for example : One from Seville to Lisbon via Merida and Badajos, the

distance from Seville to Badajos, which is on the Portuguese border,

being some 150 miles. (C. R., 1871, 1029.) One from Cordova to Bel-

mez, 45 miles. {Ibid.) Opened in 1873. (C. R., 1873, 959.)

Concerning the roads which form the line between Madrid and the

French frontier, the American Counsel at Bilboa, wrote in 1864 to the XT.

S. State Department, as follows :

"The Great Northern Railway, Linea del Norte, was opened (asa

through line) on the 20th of August, 1864, for passengers and merchan-

dise, from Madrid to Irun, on the French Frontier, where it connects

with the railway to Paris. The line has been operated through Castile

and other sections, for a considei-able period; but the heavy character of

the work—the engineering difficulties of cari-ying the line over and under

the Pyrenees, which here break up into detached spurs—has long de-

layed the enterprise, lately so happily completed. The largest tunnel—in

Guipuzcoa—is 2970 yards in length, and is 1869 feet above the sea-level.

Besides this, there are 22 other tunnels, measuring in all, six miles. The

Viaduct of Orinostiqui is 1120 feet long, and is carried over five arches,

each having a span of 150 feet.

The construction of this road is a grand tribute to engineering skill,

and will place Madrid within 35 hours of Paris." (Com. Rel., 1864, 279.)
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Harvests in Spain—Recent Years.

I860. Grain abundant. (U. S. Com. Uel., 1866, 215.) One-third abovo

average. (Ibid, 21d.) Largest forniany years. (Ibid, 18<jo, 115.)

1866. Grain hardly average. Potatoes deficient. (U. S. Com. Rel., 1867,

343.) Grain one-third less than in 1865. (Br. Con. Rep., 1867, 88.)

Drought in Alicante. (Ibid, 1867-4, 133.)

1867. Grain moderately good. (Br. Con. Rep., 1868-7, 521.) Olives failed

(Ibid, 1867-3, 87.) Also silk ; this being the fifth year of failure.

(Ibid.)

1868. Grain deficient. (Br. Con. Rep., 1867-8, 521.)

1869. Grain barely average. (U. S. Com. Rel., 1871, 1008.)

1870. Grain harvest good.

1871. Lemon crop in Andalusia the largest ever obtained. (U. S. Com.

Rel., 1871, 1022.)

1872. Grain crops fair. (U. S. Com. Rel., 1872, 777.)

1873. Grain crops excellent. (U. S. Com. Rel,, 1873, 938.)

1874. Grain crops good.

It is said that when the harvests are good in one section, the north or

south of Spain, they are bad in the other; (Br. C. R., 1868-7, 521); but

this statement must be taken with considerable allowance for error.

Variety of Agricultural Products.

The agricultural products of Spain are almost endless in their variety.

The principal ones are as follows :

Qi-ain Crops.—Wheat, maize, barley, rye, buckwheat, millet, oats, rice.

Green Crops,—Clover, grass, kitchen vegetables.

Boot Crops.—Sweet and Irish potatoes, cassava, (moniato or convolvolus

batatas,) raised in the Balearic Isles, and much used by the peasants for

food
;
(L. T.,) liquorice; catufas de Valencia; i^eanuts.

Leguminous Crops.—Beans: 1 French beans; 2 string beans; 3 gar-

banzos ; 4 carob-beans (the algarobo or locAist bean, used as cattle fodder).

Fruits.—Apples, peaches, apricots, nectarines, pears, plums, cherries,

grapes, oranges, lemons, limes, pomegranates, figs, olives, melons, ber-

ries, prickly pears.

Commercial Crops.—Sugar cane, cotton, esparto grass, hemp, flax,

saffron, madder, red pepper, capers.

Ntits and Forest Products.—Chestnuts, walnuts, almonds, hazel-nuts,

cork, oak and pine bark, acorns.

Anim.al Products.—Silk, wool, cheese, leather, eggs.

Liquids.
—

"Wine, spirits, ale, cider, oil.

The grain crops will be more particularly mentioned hereafter. Of the

other crops, those which demand attention on account of their importance

are oranges aud lemons, figs, olives, esparto grass, almonds, cork, silk,

wine and olive oil. Some idea of the production of these articles in

Spain may be gathered from the list of exports hereinafter given, after

due allowance is made for the quantities consumed in the country of

their production.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2q
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Prices.

Tho average of the prices of graiu and meat in all the 49 departments

of Spain in the month of July, 1874, is shown in the following table from

the Oaceta de Madrid

:

Average Prices in all the Provinces of Spain, July, 1874.

Wheat, {Trigo) per bushel, |1.57^

Barley, (Oebada) " .94

Hye, (Ceideno) " 100

Maize, (Maiz) " 1.14

Eice, (Arros) per pound, .05|^

Large Chick Peas, {Qarbanzos) " .06

Mutton, ( Carnero) " .10

Beef, {Vaca) " .11^

Bacon, {Tocino) " .16^

Maximum and Minimum Prices in Various Provinces.

Wheat, maximum • per bushel, $3.73

" minimum " .91|^

Barley, maximum " 1.49

" minimum " .50

It is not explained how these prices are determined, nor whether they

are wholesale or retail ; but I take it they are determined by public sales

at market towns and at wholesale. The difference in prices in the vari-

ous provinces, ranging from 91^c. to |2.73 per bushel for wheat, and 50c.

to $1.49 per bushel for barley, show that, notwithstanding numerous

railways, there still exist in Spain obstacles to the mobilization of bread-

stuffs which should demand the serious attention of the Government. It

can hardly be due merely to the cost of transportation by railway that

wheat and barley are three times as high in one province as another, and

the tables published every month in the Gaceta show this to be the case,

more or less, throughout many years. Spain is an extensive country, and

as yet comparatively destitute of water-ways and other cheap modes of

carriage. Still, 500 miles by rail will carry a bushel of wheat from one

end of the country to the other, and unless the extreme prices quoted

are in places as yet remote from the established railway lines, or octroi

duties hinder the free circulation of commodities, I am at a loss to account

for the disparities shown in the prices of the principal edibles.

Commercial Policy—Corn Laws—Tariff.'^, etc.

The severe restrictions which formerly characterized the Spanish com-

mercial policy have been much modified of late years.

Until 1865 the exportation of breadstuffs, with occasional excep-

tions at long intervals, was prohibited, except to the colonies. (U. S.

Com. Rel., 1866, p. 215.) I find, however, that in 1860, 1861 and 1862

there were, comparatively speaking, considerable exports of grain and

flour from Spain to England, and I infer from this that the harvests of
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those years were unusually abundaut in the former country. Although

the prohibition to export breadstuffs appears to have been removed in

1865, there only appear to have been considerable exports of those arti-

cles, since that date, in 1866, 1867, 1872, 1873 and 1874.

The principal features of the regulations with regard to the importa-

tion of breadstuffs appear to have been as follows :

1849. Act of July 17 prohibited imports of breadstu.ffs except at periods

of scarcity. (Com. Rel., 1862, 220.)

1856, Grain crop deficient. Decree of May 13, 1857, admitted breadstuffs

free until December 31, 1857. Decree of September 16, 1857,

extended the time until June 30, 1858. Breadstuffs imported

from France, Morrocco, Egypt, England and the Baltic. (Com.

Rel., 1858, pp. 99-100.)

1863. January 1, new tariff. Metrical system introduced at custom houses.

Octroi duties abolished and tariff increased on principal "tropical"

imports, such as tea, coffee, etc. Tariff schedule simplified, but

rates not lowered ; on contrary, raised. Importation of breadstuffs

still prohibited. (Com. Rel., 1863, 217.)

1865. April 1, regulations regarding imports of flour into colonies. June

28, other regulations, to wit : heavy discriminating duties on

foreign flour into colonies. For example, duty on American flour

into Cuba $9.50 per bbl. ; on Spanish, |2.25. (Com. Rel.,

1865, 176.)

1867. Duties on agricultural implements reduced to one per cent, in

Spanish and one and one-fifth per cent, in foreign vessels. ( U. S.

Monthly Statistics, November, 1867.)

1867. July 1, importation of grain still prohibited. (Br. Con. Rep.,

1867, 228.)

1867. August 22, decree admitting breadstuffs as dutiable articles for

four months. October 25, time extended to June 30, 1868.

1868. January 11th and 17th, wheat and other alimentary substances

admitted free. April 22, free entry of above articles extended to

December 31, 1868.

1869. July 12, new tariff in force from August 1. Duties reduced on

certain classes of articles about five per cent. Premium of $3.50

per 100 kilogrammes on exports of sugar refined in Spain. Dis-

criminating duties abolished. Duties on agricultural implements

one iDcr cent, ad valorem. Duties per 100 kilos on rice, cleaned,

fl.60 ; oats, 52c. ; barley and maize, 45c. ; wheat, 60c. ; and peas,

beans, etc., 60c. On flour 50 per cent, in addition to the grain of

which it is made. (For full schedule, see U. 8. MontMy
Statistics, July, 1869.)

1878. Breadstuffs still permitted to be imported.

1874. " " u ' u u
_,
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Commerce.

As increase of commerce is far from being a necessary indication of

increase of wealth, I do not offer as evidence of progress in Spain the

increase which has lately taken place in her commerce, both foreign and

domestic. Bnt as I wish to show the character of her foreign commerce,

particularly the exports, and still more particularly the exports of agri-

cultural produce, I herewith append a complete table of the exports of

1872, and such other statistics on the subject as will tend to show the

nature and extent of the agricultural and mineral produ.cts of Spain.

Table Shoioing the Quantities of the Principal Articles Entered for Expor-

tation at the Custom-Houses of Spain (including the Balearic Isles)

during the Calendar Year 1872.

Principal Articles,

Olive oil, pounds
Spirits (aguardiente), gallons..
Preserved food, pounds
Corks: manufactured. M

in slab's, lbs
in pieces, lbs

Esparto : crude, lbs
manufactured, lbs

Spices : anise, lbs
saffron, lbs
ovxmin, lbs
pepper, ground, lbs

Dry Fruits: almonds, lbs
bazel-nuts, lbs
peanuts, lbs
raisins, lbs
all other, lbs

Freeh Fruits : lemons, lbs
oranges, M
grapes, lbs
all other, lbs

Cattle, number
Grain: Canary seed, lbs

rice, lbs
oats, lbs
barley, lbs
rye, lbs
wheat, lbs

Quantities. Principal Articles.

42,187,505
1,552,367

4,673,055
1,015,312
3,212,532
1,248,643

104,789,203
6,201,923

1,379,697
174,900
458,858
846,270

8,229,437
12,257,698
4,278,446!

110,471,456'

10,190,7151

15,847,2361

547,400

f

9,620,080
2,485,767i

246,946
977,051

10,934,605

3,472,341
11,862,480
6,394,923

113,809,762

Wheat flour, lbs
Soap, lbs
Wool, raw, lbs
Legumes : carob beans, lbs

garbanzos, lbs
beans, lbs
French beans, lbs.

Metals: quicksilver, lbs
copper, ingots, lbs..

.

iron, lbs
lead, lbs

Ores: zinc, lbs
copper, lbs
iron, lbs
other, lbs

Paper, lbs
Soup pastry (maccaroni,

etc.), lbs
Licorice : root, lbs

extract and paste,lbs
Salt, lbs
Silk, raw, lbs
Wines : white, gal's

common, gal's
do. of Catalonia, gal's
sherry and port, gal's
Malaga, gal's
other sweet, gal's

Quantities.

10', 379,672
10,460,624
9,708,472

16,881,755
7,576 205
646,672

1,338,113
4,180,946
780,960

12,476,053
207,701,747
73,596,800

584,987.900
1,578,831,800
105,015,984

4,304,582

5,139,497
13,719 741
1,604,931

328,908,136
309,661

1,250,200
24 564,700
2,645,400
9,120,400
567,000
43,000

The most valuable articles of export at the present time are, 1. Wines;

2. Metals and oi^es ; 3. Fruits ; 4. Breadstuffs : 5. Oil ; 6. Cork ; 7. Cat-

tle ; 8. Salt ; 9. Wool ; 10. Esparto ; 11. Silk ; and 12. Spirits ; and

generally in the oi'der named.

Wines.—The exi^ort of wine consists chiefly of sherries, which had

usually amounted to some 8,000,000 or 10,000,000 gallons per annum, but

in 1873 rose to 15,000,000 gallons, and of common red wines, which had

usually amounted to some 25,000,000 gallons per annum, but in 1873 rose

to 40,000,000 gallons. The following remarks on these two classes of

wine will doubtless be read with interest :

About one-fifth of the entire shipments of so-called sherry wine

from the Cadiz district consists of low and spurious compounds mixed in

Spain, and worth in Cadiz from $50 to |100 per butt of 30 arrobas, say, net,

100 gallons. About two-fifths consist of ordinary sherry, worth from
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$125 to $225 per butt. About three-tenths consist of good sherry, worth
from $235 to $350 per butt. The balance, one-tenth, consists of superior

sherry, worth from $350 to $1,000 per butt.

The best wines come from the district between Port St. Mary and

Jerez, the low grades from other parts of Spain. The grapes are pressed

with the feet, cased in sandals of esparto grass, and the wine has an

earthy, tarry flavor, which is only removed from it after doctoring. The
spuiious compounds contain some of this wine, to which are added Ger-

man potato-spirits, water, molasses, litharge and other adulterations. It is

these two last grades of wine that the British chiefly sell and Americans
buy. Indeed we buy from the British if even we buy in Cadiz ; for there

a large portion of the houses engaged in the trade are English. The
wines are entered at our custom-houses as containing less than 22 per

cent, of alcohol ; while they really often contain 40 per cent.

There are four substances generally used in the manufacture of sherry.

First, gypsum ; second, a coloring substance ; third, a sweetening sub-

stance ; fourth, a spirituous substance. It has already been stated how
these adjuncts are supplied to the low grade sherries ; it only remains to

state what substitutes for those mentioned are used in the preparation of

the medium grades.

First, gypsum ; second, color-wine, or wine boiled down to the consis-

tency of sugar-house syrup ; third, sweet wine, or wine made from
raisins

; fourth, brandy. Wine made in this manner is tolerably palata-

ble. Most of the "crack" dry sherries belong to this class. They are

entered at our custom-houses as containing not over 22 per cent, of alcohol.

They really contain from 32 to 36 per cent.

The only really pure sherry wine is Amontillado, but as every sort of

trash is called Amontillado, it is difficult for any one but an expert to

distinguish the genuine article from the spurious. However, it is pretty

safe to say that little or none of it comes to the United States.

Amontillado is not always the product of design. The quantity made
in Spain is quite small, and the wine often the result of accident. To
make this wine, the fruit is gathered some weeks earlier than for other

sherries. The grapes are trodden by i>easants with wooden sabots on
their feet. The wine is then allowed to ferment for two months or more,
when it is racked and placed in depositories above ground. Of a hundred
butts but two or three may turn out Amontillado. This Amontillado is

neither the product of particular vineyards, nor always the result of a

careful or special mode of treatment, but the unaccountable offspring of

several modes of treatment before, during and after fermentation. Fair

Amontillado (by no means the best) is worth in Cadiz $1.50 to $2 a bottle.

It probably cannot be purchased in the United States at any price. There

is not a drop of spirits added to it, and no sherry wine containing foreign

alcohol can be Amontillado.

I am assured by the Spanish Consul at Philadelphia that a very cou-
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siderable proportion of the so-called French claret wines, mostly the

lower grades, are compounds, made of Spanish wines, imported chiefly

at Cette. These wines are mixed with water, cheap spirits, a purple-col-

or'ng matter, and some other substances. They are then bottled, labeled

with high sounding names and exported to all parts of the world as Bor-

deaux wines. In many cases the adulteration is carried so far that there

is scarcely a trace of wine in the mixture, and what there is of it is the

common vino Unto of Spain, worth about 22 to 23 cents a gallon in that

country. (The total value of the 37,262,126 gallons of this class of wine

exported from Spain in 1878 was $8,467,785.)

The following table shows the quantities of wines exported from the

Peninsula of Spain and the Baleaxic Isles during the years 1872 and 1873 :

Exportation^, of Domestic Wines from Spain in the Calendar Tears 1872

and 1873, respectively.

Class of Wines.

White wines
Common wines
Ditto of Catalonia
Jerez (sherry) wines . . . ,

Malaga wines
Ricii wines (generosos) from various parts

Total....

1872.
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Table, showing the Exports of various Grains and Legumes from
Spain, in the Years 1872 and 1873, respectively:

Breadstuff^.

Rice
Oats
Barley
Rye
Soup pastes ,

Carob beans
Garbanzos (large chick peas)

,

Beans
French or Kidney beans

Total.

10,934,605
3,472,341
11,862,479

6,394,923

5,139,497
16,881,755
7,576,205

646,676
1,338,113

64,246,594

1873.

pounds.

10,441,506
6,174,870
6,389,007

4,033,663
4 723,532
8,783,780

7,885,100
1,255,465

1,571,123

51,258,046

The imports into Spain consist at the present time chiefly of ti'opical

products and northern manufactures. Breadstuffs, chiefly wheat and

maize, are only imported in years of scarcity. The following are the

imports of breadstuffs in the year 1872 and 1873, respectively :

Breadstuffs.
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Year.
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U. S. Com. Rel, for 1873. For account of power-looms, see Br. Con.

Rep., 1867-8, 550 ; of fisheries, U. S. M. S., Mar., 1870 ; of manufactories

in Catalonia, U. S. Com. Rel., 1862, 208 ; and 1864, 262.

Product of Breadstcffs.

The accounts of this product which have appeared from time to time

vary so considerably, both as to total amounts and details that it is very

difficult to reconcile them.

The earliest account relates to the last half of the seventeenth century

and is, I believe, from Mi^fuel Ozorio y Redin. It states the total product

of grain to be 120 million bushels, two-thirds wheat and rye, and one-

third barley and oats. The population is believed to have been at that

time about seven and a-half millions. The product adduced would there-

fore equal 16 bushels per capita per annum, which seems excessive. The
account is, however, not to be rejected as valueless. The numbers of

the population supposed to have existed at that time are by no means

certain ; the consumption of gi'ain was probably greater, and of meat,

less than at more recent periods. The account may not relate to an

average year, but an exceptionally good one; finally, it is to be presumed

that, though not specified, the product of chestnuts, dry legumes and

other substitutes for grain, is intended to be included in the principal

articles mentioned.

The next account, quoted by Macgregor from the "Census and Re-

turns" of 1803, is as follows :

Breadst'ufs—Product of Spain, in 1803.

Wheat
Barley
Rye
Oats, maize, rice, etc

Hectolitres.

17,060,000
8,321,000

5,626,000

3,619,000

34,626,000

Bushels.

47,768,000
23,298,800
15,752,800
10,183,200

96,952.890

"We have here, a total product of some 97 million bushels of grain for a

population of some 10,400,000 souls, an average of about nine and a-half

bushels per capita. Bearing in mind that potatoes, chestnuts and

legumes are omitted, I am inclined, for various reasons, to regard this es-

timate as substantially correct.

Mr. L. S. Sackville West, H. B., M. Secretary of Legation at

Madrid, in repoi'ting to his Government, under date of July 1, 1865 (Rep.

Sec. Leg., 1866, 179), states that "fifty years ago, Spain, say with a popu-

lation of 10,000,000, produced 38 million hectolitres (106^ million bushels)

of grain." This statement corroborates the census and returns of 1803.

An estimate for the year 1849 appears in Mr. Joseph Fisher's work on

Food Supplies (London, 1866), and gives the total product of cereals (omit-

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. 3r
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ting maize) at 12,584,322 quarters, or say 100,674,576 bushels. Allowing

20 million bushels for maize and two million bushels for rice, we have a

total in round figures of 123 million bushels of grain. The population at

that time amounted to abovit 13,700,000, and the product of grain was

therefore about nine bushels per capita, a proportion which aijpears to

be siibstantially correct.

Says Mr. Sackville "West: "In 1863, France produced * * * and

Spain 66 million hectolitres of grain." As it is evident from the context

and also from the fact that the cadastral census of Spain vpas taken in

1857, that that is the year to which Mr. West refers in regard to Spain,

I have taken the liberty to so treat his statement. Sixty-six million hec-

tolitres amount to 184,800,000, bushels, and this, among a population of

15,000,000, amounts to an average of about 12|^ bushels each. If Mr.

West's statement is applied to the year stated, 1863, when the population

was a fraction over 16,000,000, the result would be an annual product per

capita of about 11^ bushels. From both of these results I am inclined to

believe that Mr. West's estimate includes potatoes, chestnuts and le-

gumes. In such case I regard it as substantially correct.

For the year 1857 we have another account. This was given by no less

an authority than the late Albany W. Fonblanque, the accomplished sta-

tistician of the British Board ofTrade, and is published in the Agricultural

Returns of H. B. M. Board of Trade for the year 1867. Ever since that

year it has been regularly published in the Returns as the "estimated

quantities of the principal kinds of corn and potatoes produced in Spain,"

and it therefore appears in the A. R. for 1874, over the signature of Mr.

A. R. Valpy, Mr. Fonblanque's no less accomplished successor. Not-

withstanding these high authorities and the official sanction which the

publication of the account in such a work conveys, I am compelled to

regard it as defective. It states that Spain produced in 1857, 168,140,692

bushels of wheat ; of barley 76,427,587 bushels ; and of rye, 24,727,483

bushels ; together, 269,295,762 bushels of grain ; an average of nearly 18

bushels per capita of population, to say nothing of maize and patatoes,

which at e important articles of consumption in Spain ; nor of oats, rice,

buckwheat, millet, chestnuts nor legumes—proportions that so radically

dilfer from all other accounts as to lead to the suspicion that error has

been committed in the conversion of the quantities.

For the year 1868 we have the account laid before the Statistical

Congress at the Hague, by Mr. Samuel B. Ruggles, of New York. This

is as follows :

Cereal product of Spain, with Balearic Islands, in 1868 : wheat, impe-

rial bushels, 87,732,150; rye, 44,427,940; barley, 47,731,500; oats (included

with other cereals); buckwheat and millet, 22,975,300; maize, nil; rice,

2,000,000; total 204,866,890 imperial bushels. With the exception of rye

which is over-estimated, and buckwheat and millet, the estimated pro-

duct of which ought to be credited almost entirely to maize, I am inclined

to regard Mr. Ruggles' account as substantially correct. The total sum
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gives an average allowance of grain per capita of about 12^ bushels,

which agrees with all of the estimates that are regarded as reliable.

For the year 1873, I have the following very explicit and detailed ac-

count, recently transmitted to me from Spain :

Account of the produce of Breadstuffs in Spain and the Balearic and Ca-

nary Islands for the year 1873.

Breadstuffs.
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GRAVITATING WAVES.
By Pliny Earle Chase,

Professor of Physics in Haverpord College

{Bead before the American PhilosopMcal Society, January 1st, 1875.)

In my various discussions of luminous and gravitating liarmonies, I

have shown many slight discrepancies, between theoretical and observed

results, which are of the same order of magnitude as planetary orbital

eccentricities. Although it would be unreasonable to look for any speedy

and complete solution of those discrepancies, I think it right to try such

questionings of nature, as seem likely to lead to a fuller understanding

of the common laws of molar and molecular force.

The hypotheses of Newton and Le Sage seem necessarily to involve a

repellent action of the gethereal waves between two bodies or particles,

as well as a centripetal appulsion by the exterior waves. If the ratio of

these activities is discoverable, it seems reasonable to look for it in the

relative positions and motions of the three controlling bodies in the prin-

cipal subdivisions of our system,—Sun, Earth, and Jupiter.

In the sim]5lest form of gravitating or other central revolution, the

tangential '
' lines of force '

' are continually deflected, by radial centripetal

waves, so as to form a system of semi-circular undulations. The velocity

of circular orbital motion communicated by any central force being repre-

sented by radius, (or twice the virtual centripetal appulsion), the length

of the aggregating radial wave : the length of the deflected semi-circular

wave : : 1 : -. But the length of the wave of dissociation * : the length

of the limiting wave of aggregation : : 3 :
-^. Combining these propor-

tions, we find that the length of the dissociating or repelling wave : the

length of the primitive wave : : 2 : tt^ or : : .0645 : 1. If the repulsion

of the surfaces of two bodies from their common centre of gravity is

2
—^ of the appulsion towards the centre of gravity, the distance of

the common centre of gi'avity from, the principal centre of mass

=: (l +^) 7- = 1.0645?-.

The mean distance of Jupiter from Sun being 1117.87 r, the mass of

(Sun ^- Jupiter) should be, to accord with this hypothesis, 1117.87

-- 1.0645 = 1050.14.

I have already shown that the limit of dissociating velocity («o) for

Jupiter and Earth, corresponds to the limit of planetary velocity for Sun,

thus indicating an equality of radial and tangential action, such as we might
reasonably have anticipated. If we adopt Cornu's determination of the

* Proc. Am. Assoc, Hartford Meeting, 1874 ; Am. Jour. Sci., " Velocity of Primitive Un-
dulation," Nov. 1874.
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velocity of light, so as to derive all our data from observations wliicli are

always susceptible of verification, we find the following accordances.

I. For Earth

:

3 m 4;' 15851 c'nc\''n An „ 7,y = — n = — = ^, = DoO .46 per h.
2 -n:

r
f 24:

^l I 32X7925.5 „ ,„
«i

-= \ 2 gr = V^^lsO ^-^^^^ = 24,950"\2 " "

V = il = ^ _ 32X43200X3600 ^ 949 g^.m ,, ,,

° 3 ^ 5280

m
«'o"^]/214.86-=approx. Solar y'gr at © = 64,302

Multiplying by 8766 * and dividing by 2~ we get, for an approximate es-

timate of Sun's distance, 89,711,000"' («).

The distance corresponding to Cornu's estimate of the Solar parallax

(8".86) is (206264.81 ^ 8.86) X 3962.75 = 92,255,000 '^
(/9).

Dividing (/?) by («) we obtain 1.0284, which is nearly equivalent to

|/1.0645.* Therefore v^ for Earth is nearly, if not precisely, equivalent

to planetary velocity in a circular orbit at the centre of gravity of Sun
and Jupiter.

II. For Jupiter :

The uncertainty of the elements in this case precludes the possibility of

any minute verification of hypothesis, but it is evident that the point at

which the gravitating waves must act,in order that the dissociating velocity

of Jupiter i v^, ^= ^) may equal the limit of planetary velocity, must

be at or near Jupiter's surface. For the mass of (Jupiter -=- Earth)

= ^^rr. - A
-^ 4.432 ( _',^ ) =308.92. The apparent diameter of Jupiter

1050.14 \ 1000/

is variously estimated, from 3' 13" to 3' 25".5 at Earth's mean distance

from Sun. Dividing by 2X8". 86, we find for diameter (2/ -^- ©)
10.89 @ 11.60, and for ^ (2/ -^ ©) 3.3 @ 2.6. The estimates for the

time of rotation (t) vary between 17700^^^' and 17880'^^''-

Therefore :

Vo =^=gi (33X3600)^ggg^g-^Q ^ 1,014,283^ per ?i. The geometri-
2 5280

cal mean of these possible extreme values, differs from the value found

for Earth by only 7-10 of one per cent. The other planets, both of the

Jovian and of the Telluric belt, would all be dissipated and absorbed in

their primaries before they had attained the dissociating velocity of Jupi-

ter and Earth. This intimate dependence of planetary aggregation, dis-

sociation, and rotation, upon Solar attraction, and the dependence of

Solar aggregation, dissociation, rotation, and planetary revolution upon

* y^l.0645 = 1.031T.
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the velocity of liglit, therefore point to the same unity of force as has been

indicated by the modern researches in heat, electricity, and magnetism.

III. For light and Terrestial Gravity :

If g ^ equatorial gravitating velocity, and ^ = a sidereal year,

3
gt ^ -Jl J^-^ = 365.256 X 86400 ^ 5280 -- i/1.0645 = 185,380 m per

second. This corresponds to the velocity of light, giving a Solar distance

of 497.83 X 185,380 = 92,287,700 miles.

VI. Wave Lengths

:

The primary radius, 1.0645X92,255,000X63360 -- 214.86 = 28,959,800,-

000 inches. Dividing by the number of wave-lengths* in radius, 66456

(10/1,^e find for the value of one wave length, u= ^oqTq^ *^- '^^^ radial

waves should be accompanied by deflected tangential waves of three

kinds, viz. :

1. w.^ = u = TT^^ain. = wave of simple rotation.

2. w, ^ ttW = in. = wave of circular orbit.
72934

3. Wq = 2-u =: in. = wave of virtual fall doing work = Solar
36467

orbital wave = 4 lo.,.

According to Eisenlohr,t the wave-lengths in the diffraction spectrum

are as follows :

1
Upper actinic,

143880
^""

1 .

Lower actinic, or upper luminous,
TTqlf)

*^'

Lower luminous, or upper thermal,
wTTfT"**

V. Miscellaneous :

Among other note-worthy accordances in this connection are the fol-

lowing :

1. The approximate equality of Mass (2/ -h O) to distance fallen

through in (time of fall to centre -4- time of circular revolution)

.

2. The equality of orbital vis viva in Jupiter and Saturn.

3. The equality in the ratio of orbital vis viva (tp h- §) to the ratio

of orbital to radial waves (w -^ m)-

4. The connection of Sun's radius, modulus of light, and the limits

of the planetary system ; the velocity of planetary revolution and Solar

rotation being equal at 37 ; v. of revolution at 37 t|J (=-^ ) = v. of

rotation at ^

.

5. The stellar-solar parabola, between a Centauri and Sun, and its

relations to the planetary distances.

* Loc. cit. t Am. Jour. Sc. [2] xxii, 400.
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AN OBITUARY NOTICE OF MR. JOSEPH HARRISON, JR.

By Coleman Sellers.

{Read before the America7i Philosojyhical Society, February 19, 1875.)

Whea we review the life of any prominent individual and att3mpt t^

analyze tlie motives tliat seam to li ive actuated him, and which may hive

led to his success, we can sc ircely avoid noting a resemblance to other

lives ; we find the same results following the same general course of

action in all. This orderly sequence of events leads us to think we are

subject to some fixed law, with which law seemingly accidental causes

may interfere to give endless variety in detail, yet not materially to alter

the result. That the good and obadient son, the industrious apprentice,

the faithful w (rkman, should in time grow to be the much-respected and
influential citizen, seems so natural and orderly that life in such a case

appears as if " it was a sum duly cast up giving results in ijarticular

figures."

In rendering tribute to the memory of our late associate, Joseph Harri-

son, Jr., by reviewing the prominent events of his life and recording the

results accomplished by him, the high position held by him in his latter

days demands a careful consideration of the orderly growth of a life

which had its beginning in the enforced economy and habits of industry/

of the apprentice and in a few years of home training.

So far as any chronological record of his life is needful, the task you
have honored me by imposing on me is rendered easy by his own fore-

thought in presenting to his children a well-written autobiography so

clear and precise in its narrative that it is difficult to avoid the use of his

own words in giving here the outline of his life. Previous to the War of

Independence Mr. Harrison's ancestors seem to have been well-to-do

;

but his grandfather, who was a large land-holder in New Jersey, entered

the army, and afterwards neglecting his personal affairs, died in 1787,

leaving but little for his family. His son, Joseph Harrison, was sent to

Philadelphia when fourteen years old, and was employed by Mr. Charles

French, grocer, whose daughter he married in 1803. He seems to have
been unfortunate in business, and the subject of this memoir was born,

as he says, in the dark hours of his family history. This was on Septem-
ber 20th, 1810, so that Joseph Harrison, Jr., was 63| years of age at the
time of his death, March 27th, 1874.

In his youth he seems to have been fond of reading the few books
at his command, and very early he evinced a strong inclination

towards mechanical pursuits. Following this bent after what schoolino-

he could obtain before he was fifteen years old, he was at that age inden-
tured to Frederick D. Sanno, in the old district of Kensington, to learn the
art and mystery of steam engineering. In about two years the failure of
Mr. Sanno canceled his indentures. He considered the change that this

necessitated a good thing for himself, as he was then enabled with some

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2s
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experience to enter a better shop uxDon more advantageous terms. His

second employer was " an uneducated Englishman, but a very good work-

man," and in his shop he soon became more proficient, and at the age of

twenty, before he w^s yet free, he was made foreman of part of the establish-

ment and had under him thirty men and boys. At the expiration of his

apprenticeship to James Flint, he continued with the firm, then Hyde &
Flint, for one year, and left them to take employment with Philip Gar-

rett, a Quaker gentleman, who had a small shop for the manufacture of

" small lathes, presses for bank-note engravers and the like." He
remained with Mr. Garrett until 1833, then went to Port Clinton, Penn-

sylvania, to start a foundry for Mr. Arundus Tiers, with whom his father

was engaged as accountant. This was the end of the varied experience

as a mechanician preceding his career as a constructer of locomotives. In

1834 he was employed by William Norris, then engaged with Colonel

Long in building locomotives (die design of the latter-named gentle-

man). Here he obtained his first insight into that branch of the mechanic

arts that was afterwards to be his life-work. He seems to have

considered this part of his mechanical education as of a negative

character, as he said "he had been schooled in the midst of fail-

ures," so that when in 1835 he was engaged by Messrs. Garrett &
Eastwick as foreman, and was intrusted with the designing of the

locomotive " Samuel D. Ingham," he endeavored to avoid what he

believed to be " the errors with which he had been made familiar."

This engine was considered a success, and led to the construction of

others like it. On December 15, 1836, he married Miss Sarah Poulterer,

whom he had met in New York in January, 1835. After his marriage, in

1837, he became a partner in the firm of Garrett, Eastwick & Co., invest-

ing his skill, the only capital he had, in the venture. In 1839, when Mr.

Garrett retired from business, the firm took the title of Eastwick & Harri-

son. In 1840, he designed an engine at the request of Mr. Moncure

Robinson, of the Reading Railroad. This engine, named the " Gowan &
Marx," ''-proved to be, for its weight (eleven tons), the most efficient

locomotive for freight purposes that had been built anywhere. '

' This event

seems to have been the turning point in his life, for two Russian Engineers,

Colonels Melnekoff and Kraft, were in America at that time studying

the railway system of this country. They saw this engine and were so

well pleased with its operation that they procured tracings from the

drawings of it, and took them to Russia. This style of engine seems to

have been adopted by the authorities in Russia, and Mr. Harrison was in-

vited to visit that country, money being forwarded to defray his expenses.

He was cordially received, and in 1843, in association with his part-

ner, Mr. Eastwick, and Mr. Thomas Winans, of Baltimore, he concluded

a contract with the Russian Government to build the locomotives and

rolling stock for the St. Petersburg and Moscow Railway. This contract

amounted to three million dallars ; the work to be done in five years, it

being conditioned that all the work should be done in St. Petersburg, by
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Eussian workmen or sucli as could be liired on the spot. It was at this

critical period of his life that he experienced ihe advantages of his early

training. The great work was to be carried on in a land where every

kind of corruptioa was the rule ; where all the subordinate officials of the

land fed and fattened on the commissions c )llected from those who had

contracts with the Government. The payments were to be made as the

amount of work completed; inspectors were to examine into the work done,

and report as to the correctness of the monthly statements. The inspectors,

for a pecuniary consideration, were ready to endorse any statement, no

matter how false, yet would threaten annoyance if they were not bribed.

This, added to the trouble of working inexperienced hands, made the

task of the contractors the more difficult. Mr. Harrison had been told by

Count Bobrinski that the officials would wear them out long before the

term of their contract was ended. The Count, meeting him in after years,

spoke of the conversation and said the success of the American contractors

had been a mystery to every one. They did not understand how that con-

tract and subsequent ones could have been carried out without resorting

to the usual practice of doing Government work in that country. In

their eff'orts to act fairly and honestly in their work they seem to have

been upheld by all the higher officers, and their course won the confidence

and approval of the Emperor himself, who was a careful observer of the

work as it progressed. In all of llr. Harrison's successes under these

many difficulties his character as a cautious, prudent and strictly upright

man was manifest, and was clearly the outgrowth of his early training.

The confidence inspired led to other contracts, as in 1850 to one to

maintain the moveable machinery of the road already equipped by them

for the term of twelve years. This contract bears date August 35, 1850,

and the parties to it were Messrs. Joseph Harrison, Jr., Thomas Winans

and Wm. L. Winans, the latter having purchased Mr. Eastwick's interest

in the contract of 1843, previous to its completion. As an evidence of the

Imperial favor, valuable diamond rings had been given to the members of

the firm, and Mr. Harrison was made the recipient of the ribbon of the

Order of St. Ann, to which was attached a massive gold medal, upon

which was inscribed in the Russian language the words "For zeal."

This honor was conferred upon him at the time of the completion of the

bridge across the Neva, accomplished by the firm during the time of the

first contract, which had been extended one year for this purpose. Dur-

ing Mr. Harrison's I'esidence abroad he seems to have noticed with inter-

est the effect of the art galleries on the working people, and when he

returned home he at all times advocated the foundation of public art

museums open to the people at all times, and was active in the establish-

ment of one in our Park. He frequently expressed his opinion of the

need of art culture in improving the taste of artisans and rearing among
us competent designers. A.n appreciation of the beautiful prompted him

to collect about him many paintings and other works of art, which

served to beautify the home he soon built for himself in his native city.
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It was in 1852 that he returned from abroad and located himself in Phila-

delphia to enjoy the rest from active business cares needful after his

many years of labor. The ample means that had rewarded his enter-

prise abroad enabled him to gratify his taste for art and later to do good

service to the world in his crowning achievement yet to be alluded to

—

his safety steam-boiler.

Soon after his return to America he built the house which was his

home for the remainder of life. The planning and arranging of many of

the seemingly minor details of this building gave him pleasing employ-

ment for some years. It was at this time that the writer became
acquainted with him, was made aware of his mode of thought and his

ability as a mechanic. He can bear testimony to the fact, of interest it

may be to mechanics only, that hidden under the plaster of that house

are very many ingenious devices to insure stability and to economize space

by the use of iron in forms and shapes not commonly known to architects

at that time. These were special adaptations suggested by a mind fertile

in resources, familiar with the use of iron and possessed of a knowledge

of how to form it and use it to good advantage.

He chose to invest much of his means in real estate, and numerous fine

buildings which serve to beautify the city were erected by him. At one

time he advocated the concentration of all the railroad termini at one central

point in the city, and to combine with the depot commodious hotel accom-

modation. With this end inview he attempted to purchase land, not so much
as a speculative movement as to render such a plan possible. It is believed

that he felt disappointed when this scheme was shown to be impractica-

ble. In this connection it may be well to mention that in 1860 he

desired to return to Europe with his family, and upon the eve of his de-

parture he sent a message to the writer requesting him to call to see him.

He then said that he desired to tell one who understood him why it was

that he was about to leave so pleasant a home. He spoke of the many
plans he had had in view to benefit the city, and said with sorrow that he

felt that his motives had been misconstrued, and in some respects his

efforts had been failures on this account. He desired to go abroad, to be

absent for some years; that while away his plans should be forgotten

and when he returned he could begin agaiu in some other direction.

Previous to this, in 1858, he mentioned to his friends an invention he

had made to obviate the danger of disastrous explosions in steam-boilers.

Starting with the idea that the strength of any structure is the strength

of its weakest point, he aimed to construct a steam-boiler built up of

units of some given strength. He claimed that a sphere of metal, say

of cast iron, might be formed with its walls not more than three-eighths

of an inch in thickness and of such a diameter as would establish its

bursting pressure at may be 1000 pounds per square inch. Such a sphere

would doubtless be safe for the pressures usually required by users of high-

pressure steam. He proposed casting these sphei'es in groups of two and

four, uniting them in one plane by curved necks and making openings at
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right-angles to these viniting necks in the form of half necks with rebate

joints to match with similar joints on the other groups. A group of four

balls might be called a unit, and a pair of balls a half unit, corresponding

with whole bricks and half bricks in building usage. Each of these units

would possess a strength measured by the strength of each individual

ball or sphere formmg part of the unit, and a boiler structure built up in

any form and to any extent would have a strength identical with the

strength of each unit used in its construction. As the various groups of

balls were to be held together by bolts passing through the opening from

end to end of the pile, it was presumed that these bolts would stretch

under an unusual strain and thus permit a leak at the joint, so, making,

as it were, a great many safety-valves to relieve the strain. It was of

primary importance that the walls forming all the sides of these groups

of balls should be of uniform thickness. To accomplish this resu.t a

knowledge of the' founding art would be needed. When Mr. Harrison

presented this idea to the public he had evidently carefully considered

all the difficulties that would occur in the practical realization of it and

in its introduction. He had already perfected his plans and was prepared

to direct the preparation of the pattei^ns from which these groups of

spheres could be cast of uniform thickness of metal, on what is techni-

cally known as a green-sand core, so that the first group or unit cast

was perfect in all respects. He had also matured a plan of dressing the

rebate-joints in the groups by machinery, thus insuring accuracy of size

and making the parts interchangeable, without depending on the skill of

the workman.

The first boiler built on this plan was tried in the establishment of

Messrs. William Sellers & Co., in this city. It was erected in the spring

of 1859, and for many months supplied all the steam needed in that

establishment. To avoid all risk from so novel an experiment the cast

iron boiler was worked for several months at Mr. Harrison's own expense,

fires being kept under the wrought iron boilers in readiness for use should

the new one give out . It may be well to mention that from that time to

the present writing, these boilers have been in constant use in the same

place under some of the many forms afterwards designed. The invention

of this kind of safety boiler marked a distinct era in boiler construction
;

and whatever may be the ultimate history of this invention, whether its

use be continued in future, or it be superseded by other forms, it is

nevertheless a well-established fact that its inception preluded all the

forms of sectional safety boilers now in use which are presented, each

with some special claim for efficiency, durability and safety. Mr. Harri-

son did not claim for his invention diminished first cost, nor did he antici-

pate any greater efficiency than was obtainable by any first-class boiler,

but he was sure of a greater safety in the use of high-pressure steam and

he thought that the use of his invention might render possible the safe

employment of higher pressures, if desirable, than was before considered

possible with any of the ordinary types of wrought iron boilers.
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Had Mr. Harrison i^resented to the world no other work but this his

life would have been justly classed among the benefactors of our race.

As it was, this invention was a crowning achievement of a life full of use-

fulness.

Much of the detail of the machinery needed to produce these steam-

generators was perfected during the yeai's he was abroad, between 1860

and 1863, he returning to America in the summer of the latter year.

After his return he erected a factory for the production of his boiler, and

in the arrangement of this establishment he evinced mechanical ingenuity

of the highest order. He introduced many novelties in the methods of

founding ; in modes of cleaning the castings and in the general system of

proving the work when done. He aimed to so systematise the work as to

dispense with skilled labor as far as possible, using machinery in its

place.

As Mr. Harrison had passed through the various conditions of life

as an apprentice, as journeyman, as foreman, and then as principal in

his career as a mechanic, and had achieved proficiency as a skilled work-

man before the days of modern machine-tool and labor-saving appliances,

he naturally believed such training to be the proper one for the youths of

our day, and in a measu.re deprecated the practice of keeping young

men too long at school if they looked toward success in the workshop . As
this was emphatically announced in public near the end of his useful life,

it may be well to give it more than mere mention. In the joui-ney of life

there are in the memory of all persons events which stand as landmarks

on the road ; certain points that appear prominently in view and are

remembered at all times in their proper order. In looking backward

along this road traveled but once, these important events are clearly seen,

no matter how long the road may have been, and the more distant ones

seem crowded in close proximity, the space between them having

been lost to view, so that the sum of life seems made up of the strongly

marked events only. If these events lead step by step towards affluence

and position, they must seem to the traveler on that road to have surely

marked it as the only path that could have led to such results. Mr.

Harrison saw in his early application to the workbench, in his early in-

dustry grown to habit, in his enforced eoonomy in boyhood, the founda-

tion of own his success. He prided himself on his skill as a workman, and

although he ceased to work with his hands when he took control of his

greater enterprises, yet he felt that in learning how to work he had stored

his mind with the knowledge of most use to him as a master-mechanic.

Hence we are not surprised to hear him advise the need of early appren-

ticeship to those who desire to become mechanics. His expression, "In
mechanical and other trades it is the education of the work shop and not

the education of schools, that is most required, " was prompted by the bias

of his own career, and was strengthened by observation of the course of

many others who, like him have, from rough beginnings, achieved distinc-

tion. His life, like the lives of those many others, was a long period of
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study. He pursued such knowledge as he needed, because he did need i^,

and for its use to him he loved it. The varied incidents of his life abroad,

the persons with whom he came in contact, aided his mental culture. His

manual skill secured his advancement in the workshop. The knowl-

edge he needed was obtainable from daily observations only ; it was not

written in any book ; mere skill as a workman would not give him this

knowledge, but it did give him opportunities of observation, and he was

ready to avail himself of the fund of information so collected. His

opinion in the matter of the education of mechanics has weight and

needs careful consideration. He had but to point to his own car. er as an

example to prove the rule he laid down. There are comparatively few

of the youths of the present day who care to go through the years of

apprentice life. The tendency of all modern schooling is to make trades-

men of them, not mechanics. Of these few who from strong inclinations

would lead a mechanic's life but a still smaller proportion can find places

in the work-shops of the land. Hence the need of schools that may take

the place of these work-shops and give to our young men the very knowl-

edge that Mr. Harrison claimed they most needed. He did not believe

that mere manual skill would insure success ; he knew that much learn-

ing was needed, but he believed that knowledge was within the reach of

every one who would diligently seek it. He says of himself that while

quick to learn at school and was in some branches at the head of his class,

yet strange to say he never wrote a composition at school, and did not

write his first letter until after he was twenty years of age.

So far as technical education was needed by him in his career as a

locomotive-builder, it must be borne in mind that it was in that direction

unobtainable when he most needed it. No books were yet written to guide

him ; the locomotive-engine was a new thing, railroads were yet young.

His mind grew with the progress of the art, and he did his full share in

that progress. Had he continued to the end of bis life at the same work be

would have still grown with his work, and would doubtless have still been

a ma>>ter-mind in that direction. But it must be remembered that the work
he did and that others have done in advancing the mechanic arts, makes
now more learning needed on the part of one who would take up engineer-

ing as a science at the place where he and they left off.

Towards the close of his life, Mr. Harrison turned hia attention towards

recording some of his thoughts and experiences. After writing some
verses, entitled "The Iron Worker and King Solomon," intended for the

amusement and instruction of his children, and designed to impress their

minds with the " value of wliat is but too frequently thought to be very

humble labor," he published a folio volume of over two hundred pages,

containing this poem and some fugitive pieces accoaapanied by his auto-

biography, and many interesting incidents of life in Russia, also all the

leading particulars of the invention of his boiler. He wrote a paper on

the part taken by Philadelphians in the invention of the locomotive, an

account of the completion and opening of the bridge over the Neva in
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Russia, and a paper on steam boilers. lu all these be sbowed considera-

ble literary ability and fully sustained bis claims to the possibility of

self-education.

The dignity of labor was a favorite theme with him, and he held in

high esteem the producers in the world's economy. He said that when
he returned to America he found that undue prominence was given in

society to mercantile pursuits and an underrating of mechanical occupa-

tions. During the year 1859, he gave a dinner party to lifty gentlemen,

who were invited ostensibly to hear a lecture by Dr. Hays on the Open

Polar Sea, but planned in reality to bring together certain persons in dif-

fei'ent i^ositions in life who were representatives of different classes, and

who were not well-known to each other. This object was fully explained

by him to the writer, and was much dwelt upon in his mind at that time.

He said that banking facilities were extended to merchants what were not

accorded to mechanics ; that in his early career he had felt this want of

confidence very keenly, and he earnestly desired to help place the producer

in his proper place in the opinion of the world as to usefulness. He lived

to see a great change in this respect due somewhat to his own exertions,

but may be more to the enforced need of exactness of mercantile pursuits

in the conduct of the business of the manufacturer.

His interest in the fine arts was continued up to the close of his life,

and it was known that he desired to give to his valuable collection some

permanency, but pain and suffering came upon him too soon and thus

suddenly checked much of his exertions. Only those who were near to

him knew how much he suffered during the last few years of his life, and

with what patience he bore a malady which he was conscious might at

any time end his life in pain and suffering, and of which he yet hoped he

might be cured. It is probable that his malady seriously affected him as

early as 1869, for a letter dated August 12th of that year, addressed to

him at Saratoga by his physician, says in speaking of the cause of his

decease: "I have seen many cases of it in my life and they have all

finally thrown the disorder off." This, however, was not to be in his

case, and the best medical skill of the land only gave him partial relief,

and five years of great suffering were only ended by the hand of death.

These years of illness did not prevent him from taking a great interest

in all that was going on in the world of art and science, and he busied him-

self much in writing. He had lived to see his children grown up and

settled. He leaves behind him a widow and six children—William,

Henry and Annie, who was born in this country before he went to

Russia; Alice M'Neil, Marie Olga and Theodore Leland, born in Russia,

and Clara Elizabeth, born in America after their return. In bis home liie

he was an affectionate husband, a kind and indulgent father, and at al^

times a dutiful son. The words written by himself to his family are full

of love and kindness. His book for their use and comfort was dedicated:
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" To Thee

Who Hast Been

For More Than Half My Life

My Truest Friend,

My Coukselob,

My Wife."

During the latter part of Ms life he was connected with the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church,* and had been a regular attendant at Divine ser-

vice at all times. He made no outward show of religious bias, but ever

bore himself as an honest, upright citizen striving to do what was right.

His worth and ability led to his being asked to fill many positions of

honor and trust, and he received many substantial evidences of apprecia-

tion of his woi'k. For what he had done in the direction of safety in

steam-boiler construction he was, on May 30, 1871, made the recipient of

the great gold and silver Rumford medals by the American Academy of

Arts and Science "for the mode of constructing steam boilers invented

and perfected by" (Mr. Harrison), which "secures great safety in the

use of high-pressure steam, and is, therefore, an important improvement

in the application of heat. '

'

Mr. Harrison was elected a member of this Association July 15, 1864;

signed the Constitution and was introduced to the presiding officer.

Judge Sharswood, Vice-President, December 2d, 1864, having accepted

his membership by letter dated September 26, 1864. He was also a mem-
ber of other learned societies, but with the exception of few papers read

by him he did not take a very active part in the business of any of them.

Of him it cannot be said that fortune was more kind than to others. His

success was the legitimate outgrowth of his beginning. There may be

some who "when they have planted their feet on the first rung of a ladder

must needs mount ;
" with some the ladder of life is an unbroken one and

to fall in climbing can be but from sheer carelessness. But his life was
not without many trials. There were many missing rungs in that ladder,

and these gaps, sometimes very wide, had to be crossed with prudent

care. To him was intrusted the keejiing of many talents, and he proved

himself a good and faithful steward.

* Mr. Harrison was conflrmed by Rt. Rev. Wm. Bacon Stevens, at the Ohurch of the

Holy Trinity (Nineteenth and Walnut streets), Sunday, May 2d, 1869. Rev. Phillips

Brooks, Rector.

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. 2t
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AN OBITUARY NOTICE OF CHARLES B. TREGO.

By Solomon W. Roberts.

{Read before the American PMlosopMeal Society, Feb. 19, 1875
)

Charles B. Trego was born near Newtown, Bucks County, Pennsyl-

vania, November 25th, 1794.

His ancesters were French Huguenots, who emigrated to England and,

some of the family having become members of the Society of Friends,

came over to America in the time of William Penn and settled at Ches-

ter, on the Delaware, and afterwards removed to Bucks County.

His boyhood was passed on his father's farm, and he went to school in

the neighborhood ; but not liking the occupation of farming, and anxious

to improve himself, he began when young to teach school, and at the

same time to study German ; which was the language commonly spoken

by many of the farmers. His handwriting was remarkably regular and

beautiful, and continued to be so even to old age.

About 1821 he removed to Philadelphia, and taught a school in the city,

living for a time in the same house with a German teacher of languages,

and adding to the study of German, that of French, Spanish, Latin,

Greek and Hebrew.

He taught school until he was about forty years of age, and studied

Geology, Mineralogy and Botany, making a special study of Geology.

Although much occupied in studying and teaching, he took a lively in-

terest in public affairs. In 1835 a political change took place in Pennsyl-

vania, and the party to which he belonged was successful, electing the

Governor and controlling the Legislature ; and Mr. Trego was elected a

member of the House of Representatives from the City of Philadelphia

.

He was also re-elected in the following year.

Soon after his election he introduced and was mainly instrumental in

having enacted into a law, the Act for the first Geologic xl Survey of

Pennsylvania. It is understood that the post of State Geologist was

offered to him by Governor Ritner, and declined by Mr. Trego. Profes-

sor Henry D. Rogers, received the appointment, and began the survey in

1836. In 1837, Mr. Trego became an assistant of Professor Rogers, and

he continued in the survey until 1841 ; when he was again elected to the

Legislature, and was re-chosen, year after year, until 1847 ; when he de-

clined a re-election, and was succeeded by the writer of this obituary

notice.

Mr. Trego was an intelligent, careful, pains-taking and honest legis-

lator, and a faithful servant of the City of Philadelphia and of his native

State. His knowledge of the different parts of Pennsylvania, and the

character of his culture, gave him broad views, and added to his influ-

ence with his fellow members, and to his usefulness as a member from

the city ; as in many cases members from the country show an unwilling-
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ness to be influenced by those from the city, unless they find them
to be familiar with the interior of the State.

There is no doubt that the degree of success that attended the first Geo-

logical Survey, was largely due to Mr. Trego's influence atHarrisburg.

In 1843 he prepared and published a work on the Geography of Penn-

sylvania, which is a book of nearly four hundred pages, containing a large

amount of information concerning the State. In the preface he says

that "in the course of his duties as Assistant State Geologist, during

four years, and on various other occasions, the author has visited most

parts of the State, and has thus enjoyed opportunities of acquiring much
local information concerning the different subjects embraced in this

work."

He also prepared a mass of materials with the view of writing the his-

tory of the City of Philadelphia, and it is to be regretted that he never

completed it,

Mr. Trego was, for some time. Professor of Geology in the Scientific De-

partment of the Universi^y of Pennsylvania, and delivered lectures upon

it in that institution.

On the 20th of January, 1843, more than thirty years ago, four persons

who had been active in the affairs of the Frauklin Institute, were elected

members of the American Philosophical Society. They were Charles B.

Trego, Cli tries EUet, Jr., Ellwood Morris and the writer of this notice,

who is now the sole survivor of the four.

On the 7th of January, 1848, Mr. Trego was elected one of the Secre-

taries, and was soon after chosen Librarian ; and on the 15th of August,

1851, he was elected Treasurer of the Society, which office he retained

until his death, a period of more than twenty years ; and he also con-

tinued until the close of his life to be one of the Secretaries.

On the 30th day of June, 1854, the corporate existence of the Districts,

Boroughs and Townships of the County of Philadelphia ceased, and they

were merged in one municipal corporation with the City of Philadelphia
;

and about that time Mr. Trego removed into what had been the District

of Spring Garden, and at once identified himself with the political and

other interests of that part of the consolidated city.

From 1856 to 1862 he was a member of the City Council, and for four

years of that time he was President of the Common Council. His long

Legislative experience had made him very familiar with the rules of order

of representative bodies, and his uprightness and firmness fitted him to

preside. In 1863, when about sixty-nine years of age, he retired entirely

from public life.

From that time until shortly before his death, he devoted himself, during

eleven years, very much to the business and to the interests of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society ; not only attending the meetings, but occupy-

ing himself, for much of his time during business hours, in the Library

of the Society. Here he was fond of seeing his old friends, and of talk-

ing over curious incidents in the history of the City and State.
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He died of the disease of the heart, on the 10th of November, 1874 ; at

which time he was within fifteen days of being eighty years old. He was
buried in the burial-ground attached to the Friends' Meeting House, at

Wrightstown, Bucks County. His widow and one son constitute his sur-

viving family.

A number of the facts contained in this brief biographical notice, have

been communicated to the writer by Mr. Trego's son, Mr. F. A. Trego,

who has sought among his father's papers since his death, for his private

j ournal, but has not been able to find it.

In looking back over the life of Mr. Trego, we see that while it was not

distinguished by any very remarkable incidents, he has left behind him a

good record.

He maintained the good i-eputation of the race from which he was de-

scended ; and living to the age of nearly four score years, he was useful

to the end of his career, and as the faithful Treasurer of the American

Philosophical Society, and the collector and disburser of its funds for

nearly a quarter of a century, his memory well deserves to be honored by

the members of the Society, as that of a good citizen, a lover of science,

and a faithful steward of the talents with which he was intrusted.

ANALYSED OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN COAL.

By J. Blodget Britton and C. M. Cresson.

{Bead at a Meeting of the American PMlosopMcal Society, Nov. 6, 1874.)

The four coals from east of the Rocky Mountains and on the line of the

Union Pacific Railroad, exhibited at the meeting held on the 6th ult. , I

have since analyzed for metallurgical purposes, with the following results :

Carbon CoAii, prom the Mine at Carbon.

{Sample consisted of several pieces, and weighed 12 lbs.)

Water 12.50

Volatile combustible matter . . . , 35.47

Fixed carbon 44.96

Ash 7.07

100.00

One hundred parts of the raw coal gave of coke 52.03

The coke was composed of

Carbon 86.42

Ash 13.58

100.00 Including sulphur 1.03

Phosphorus ...... trace
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Coal from Alury Mine.

{Sample consisted of several pieces and fine stuff, and weighed 2H ibs.)

Water 12.95

Volatile combustible matter 32.54

Fixed carbon 44.56

Ash 9.95

100.00

One hundred parts of the raw coal gave of coke 54.51

The coke was composed of

Carbon 81.75

Ash 18.75

100.00 Including sulphur .29

Phosphorus 04

Coal No. 3, from Mine at Rock Spring.

(^Sample consisted of a single piece, and loeighed 18^ ibs.)

Water 13. 40

Volatile combustible matter 35.25

Fixed earbon 49.81

Ash 1.54

100.00

One hundred parts of the raw coal gave of coke 51.35

The coke was composed of

Carbon 97. 01

Ash 2.99

100.00 Including sulphur .63

Phosphorus 02

Coal from Excelsior Mine, at Rock Spring.

{Sample eonsisted of several pieces and fine stuff] and weighed 16^ ibs.)

Water 10.10

Volatile combustible matter 36.76

Fixed carbon , , 51.03

Ash
, 2.11

100.00

One hundred parts of the raw coal gave of Coke 53.14

The coke was composed of

Carbon 96.03

Ash 3.97

100.00 Including sulphur .92

Phosphorus trace
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The coals swelled very littl3 duriag the coking. When powdered and

heated they agglutinated. The cokes resemble in appearance the kind

produced from the average bituminous coals of Western Pennsylvania.

A portion of the sample from Carbon Mine was subjected for an hour

and a half to a temperature of 178° F., and lost in weight 5.72; subjected

for one hour more to a temperature of 280O F., the loss was increased to

7.31; and again for two hours more to the same temperature, the whole

loss was found to be 7.55. Another i)ortion of the same sample was then

subjected for three hours to a temperature of 500° F., and the loss was

9.55 The watery vapor was condensed in a cold glass tube, the tube was

carefully weighed and then the water was evaporated ; the tube when
cold was weighed again, and from the loss the weight of water was as-

certained . The coal w is then weighed, and its loss was found to corres-

pond very nearly with the weight of the water. A portion of the same

coal was immediately put into another tube and subjected for a moment to

a low red heat, when more water passed off and collected in the cold part

of the tube ; subjected for another moment to a little higher tempera-

ture, a dark brown oil passed off and condensed on the top, and ran

down the sides of the tube in the space between the coal and water.

The oil emitted a strong odor, the same as the oils produced by distilla-

tion from the bi'own friable lignites of Southern Arkansas and Texas.

The other three coals produced water and oil in like manner at a low

red heat.

These coals are not lignites, and I believe that if dried at a temperature

of about 500° F., or a little above, will answer for puddling iron and the

purposes of the blacksmith, and that the cokes will answer for producing

pig iron in the blast furnace. J. BLODGET BRITTON,
Iron Masters' Laboratory.

They were examined for steam and illuminating gas purposes by Dr.

C. M. Cresson, The following is his report:

Office and Laboratokt,
^

No. 417 Wcdnut Street, Philadelphia. ]

Coals marked "Carbon Mine," "Excelsior," "Mine No. 3" and

"Alury," have been examined as to their fitness for the production of

steam, and suitability for producing illuminating gas, Pittsburgh (Penn-

sylvania Gas Coal) being used as the standard of comparison.

The following results have been obtained:

Coal.
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The heating power of these coals compares favorably with that had

from the majority of semi-bituminous and many bituminous coals. They

should be burned in boilers adapted for use with bituminous coals.

As gas coals, Excelsior and Mine No. 3 possess fair qualities. They

yield a very large amount of gas, and with a little enrichment (either by

the admixture of canuel or a small amount of oils) will prove serviceable

to the gas-maker.

If these samples are from outcrop or from near the surface, it will

most likely be found that the quality of the coal will improve, as it is

obtained from a greater depth ; so that without any limitation in the

quantity of gas yielded, they will compare more favorably with the east-

ern bituoaiuous coals for gas purposes. Respectfully,

CHARLES M. CRESSON, M. D.

SYNOPSIS OF THE VERTEBRATA OF THE MIOCENE OF

CUMBERLAND COUNTY, NEW JERSEY.

By E. D. Cope.

{Bead before the American PliilosopMcal Society, Feb. 5, 1875.

>

The marls of the Miocene period appear in a limited area in South-

western New Jersey, chiefly in Cumberland County. Their mineral

character is similar to that of the marls of the same age in the Southern

Atlantic States, viz. : a calcareous clay containing small percentages of

phosphate of lime and potash. In New Jersey its strata abound in

shells, and Vertebrate remains are rathercommon. Timothy A. Conard,

the father of our Marine Tertiary Geology, as early as 18 §2, in his "Fos-

sil Shells of the Tertiary," called it the upper marine formation, and

stated that it " first appears in New Jei'sey, southeast of Salem, and con-

tinues throughout all the States south of this." Professor Rogers, in his

Geology of New Jersey, published in 1840, p. 293, calls the beds Ter-

tiary, and remarks " though this proposition (of shells) might rather im-

ply an Eocene date for the deposit while on the other hand all the

species are either identical with those of the Miocene of Maryland and

Virginia, or exhibit a close analogy of form." In a memoir read before

the American Philosophical Society, and published in the volume of

Transactions for 1837, p. 334 Prof. Rogers, assigns the corresponding

beds in Eastern Virginia to the Miocene period. The evidence derived

from the vertebrate fossils does not conflict with this view. A full ac-

count of the geology of the formation as it appears in New Jersey, is

given by Prof. G. H. Cook, in his report of the Geological Survey of New
Jersey, 1868.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2u
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Elasmobranciui.

Lamna elegans.

Lamna cuspidata.

Lamna denticulata.

oxyrhina xiphodon.

oxyrhina mintjta.

Otodus APPENDICULATTJS.

Carcharodon megalodon.

Carcharodon angustidens.

Hemipristis serra.

Zygaena peisca.

Galeocerdo adunctjs.

GaLEOCERDO EGERTONir.

notidaisius primigenius.

Aetobatis sp.

Myliobatis sp.

Zygobatis sp,

Plinthicus stenodon, Cope, Proceed, Boston Soc. Nat, History, 1867,

p, 316.

Pristis amblodon, Cope, ibidem, 312,

ACTINOTERI,

Phyllodus curvidens, Marsh, Proceed. Amer. Assoc, Adv, Science,

1870, p. 229.

Orommyodus irregularis, Cope, Proceed. Amer, Philos, Society, 1869,

p, 243; Proceed. Boston Soc. Nat. History, 1869, p. 311.

Thasganodus gentryi. Cope, sp. nov.

Represented by one of the long teeth of the anterior part of the jaws.

It is slender and curved baekwai'd, and the anterior view presents a cut-

ting edge fron the apex to the base ; there is no cutting edge nor angle

on the posterior face, unless it be at the apex, which is broken off in the

specimen. On one side the cementum is smooth ; on the other, and

posteriorly, the crown is keeled-striate from the base to near the apex.

Length pi-eserved, .010; long diameter at base, .0022; do. near apex,

.0020 ; short diameter at base, .0012. Dedicated to my friend Thomas
0. Gentry, of Philadelphia, an acute observer of nature.

Spyraenodus speciosus, Leidy, Sphyl^aena speciosa, Leidy, Proceed,

Acad, Nat, Sciences, 1856, p, 221,

Sphyraenodtjs silovianus, Cope, sp. nov.

Represented principally by a portion of the dentary bone, supporting

five teeth, and containing alveoli for four others. The jaw is compressed

and slightly curved and with smooth surface. The teeth are subequal,

compressed, rather short and acute, and without roots ; at their bases

the alveolar borders are notched. Length of fragment, ,020 ;
depth at

middle, .004 ; length of a tooth, ,003 ; long diameter at base, .002.
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Reptilia.

Triontx lima, Cope, Ext. Batr. Kept. N. Amer., 1870, p. 153. PI. vii.

Fig. 14.

PuppiGERUs GRAND^vus, Leidy, Chelone grandcBva, Leidy, Proceed.

Acad. Philadelphia, 1861, p. 203 ; Puppigerus grandcevus, Cope, Ext.

Baltr. Kept. N, A., 1870, p. 235.

Thecachampsa sericodon. Cope, Proceed Acad. Phila., 1867, p. 143

;

Ext. Batr. Kept. N. Amer., 1870, p. 43, Fl. v. Fig. 8.

Incertae sedts.

Agabelus porcatus. Cope, gen. et sp. nov.

Established on an osseous body which nearly resembles the elongate

muzzle of a Priscodelphinus without teeth, but with the alveolar lines ex-

cavated into a deep groove on each side. The superior surface possesses

a shallow median groove as in most delphinoid cetaceans, while the sup-

posed palatal face is plane and sharply defined by the lateral grooves.

The latter are bounded above by a thin overhanging border on each side,

and their fundus is marked by a series of nutritious foramena of small

size, apparently corresponding to the positions of teeth of other genera.

With this imperfect material it is impossible to decide positively on the

character of this genus, but I suspect that it will be found to be allied to

the sword-dolphins of the genus lihabdosteus, Cope.

Char. Specif. The general form is depressed, and the outline tapers

regularly to near the apex. The upper face presents two convexities,

one on each side of the median groove, but towards the base these parts

are not exactly symmetrical. There is a narrow bevel descending to the

margin on each side. The grooves are wide and deep, anteriorly wider

than the palatal rib which separates them, and opening outward as well

a 5 downwards. Bone moderately dense, surface not covered with the

cementum and faintly longitudinally line-grooved. Total length of frag-

ment, M. .065 ; width do. at base, transversely .012, vertically, .006 ; with

palate at base .007 ; at broken extremity, .002 ; depth at do. .0035.

Mammalia.

Sqtjalodon atlantictjs, Leidy, Cope, Proceed. Academy, Philada. , 1867,

p. 153 ; Macrophoca atlantica, Leidy, I. c. 1856, p. 220.

Zarhachis velox, Cope, Proceed. Acad. Philadelphia, 1869 (March).

Priscodelphinus harlani, Leidy, Proceed. Acad. Phila., 1851, p. 327.

Priscodelphinus lacertosus. Cope,' DelpMnapterus lacertosus, Cope,

ibidem, 1868, p. 190.

Priscodelphinus grand.3EVUS, Leidy, ibidem, 1851, p. 327. Tretospliya

grandcevus, Cope, ibidem, 1869 (March).

Priscodelphinus uraeus, Cope, Tretosphys uraeus, Cope, 1869 (March).

The four preceding species may be regarded as congeneric for the

present, as they are similar in the forms of the vertebrae, especially in
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the lumbar diapophyses. A few years ago I defined a genus, based on

several species from the Miocene of Maryland, in which the lumbar

diapophyses are spiniform. Supposing the Priscodelpliinus harlani of

Leidy to possess the same character I retained the same generic name for

the Maryland species. After an examination ofconsiderable material from

the New Jersey locality, including bones of P. Jiarlanii, I have failed

to observe a single species with the spinous processes alluded to. It thus

becomes evident that Priscodelphinus must be retained for the species

termed by me Ti'etospTiys, while that for which I retained the name Pr is-

codelphimcs must receive a new one. For this I propose BelospJiys with

B. spinosus, Cope, as type, and B. atropms, B. conradi and B. stenus as

species. At the same time I add that the presence of Ixacanthus coelos-

pondylus, Cope, in the New Jersey Miocene mentioned in Cook's Geologi-

cal Survey of New Jersey by the writer, is doubtful.

Total number of species, thirty-three.

ORIGIN OF THE LOWER SILURIAN LIMONITES OF YORK
AND ADAMS COUNTIES.

By Persipor Frazer, Jr.

{Bead before tlie American Philosophical Society, March 19, 1875.)

The three great deposits of Lower Silurian limestone which occur in

this State, are : 1st. That of the Chester Valley which begins at Willow

Grove, in Montgomery county, and terminates about a mile west of

Minerstown, in Lancaster county ; 2d. The great Lancaster and York

county basin which, commencing about a mile northeast of Morgantown,

crosses the Susquehanna River in two prongs, the longer (most northerly)

of which terminates almost on Mason and Dixon's line in the southeast

corner of Adams county; and 3d. The great valley, par excellence, which

enters the State at Easton on the Delaware River, and passes into Mary-

land in a wide belt, which stretches fifteen miles east and the same dis-

tance west of Middleburg, Franklin county.

Accompanying all these limestone basins are belts of iron ore which

crop out at tolerably uniform distances below their edges. In the still

lower measures of the Silurian, and above the Potsdam sandstone, are

other belts of ore entirely disconnected from the limestone ores.

In the first Report of the Geology of Pennsylvania (Vol. I, p. 218), it is

stated of the Rathfon Ore Banks of Lancaster county, that in this, as in

most of the other iron veins connected with the magnesian limestones,
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the position of the ore is precisely at the junction of the limestone and

slate. "It is indeed only a very ferruginous variety of the metamor-

phosed slate regularly stratified and intercalated v^ith it."

Again ,
'

' west of the Gantner Ore Diggings,

"

* * " the ore

lies in decomposed sandy talco-micaceous slate between the sandstone

and an outcrop of limestone south of it." And just beyond, "The
Conewango Ore Bank lies at the junction of the Auroral limestone and

the talco-micaceous slates of the primal series." In another place, the

section of this limestone at Strickler's Run is given, commencing at the

lowest number of the series :

1. Limestone, 150 feet.

2. Blue talcoid slate, 200 feet.

3. Limestone, 15 feet.

4. Dark-blue slate, 20 feet.

5- Limestone (?).

6. Bluish talcoid slate, 200 feet.

7. Limestone (?).

(Total 405 + feet).

Of the iron ores of York county, it is stated simply that a belt is trace-

able along the southern edge of the limestone towards Littlestown, but

has been long neglected, owing probably to its containing a considerable

portion of the oxide of manganese. All these statements agree in placing

the limonites just beneath the Auroral limestone. The older ores seem

not to be mentioned at all.

The ores of York county are of three kinds : 1st, pyritiferous and

partly magnetic limonites ; 2d, the limonites proper, which were the

special objects of my investigation last summer ; and 3d, the micaceous

and magnetic ores of the Mesozoic sandstone. The first fact of import-

ance with regard to the second of these kinds, is that (corroborated by

Prof. Prime), they never occur far from the Auroral limestone, but

always on its edges, thus skirting the entire basin (when not overlain by

the Red Sandstone), and forming a line of ore wherever, within the

limits of the basin, from folding and subsequent denudation, an edge of

this Auroral limestone is exposed. 2d. They are almost always in the

form of segregations in yellowish and bluish clay. 3d, Not only is each

belt of ore made up of small pockets and nests lying without regularity

in the decomposed slates constituting the clay, but in some cases the belt

itself is capricious and appears to run out whenever the rock becomes less

easily decomposable.

I should hesitate to ascribe the source of this iron supply to the

minute crystals of pyrite which undoubtedly permeate some horizons

of the great Calcareous deposit, both because their number and the

porousness of the limestone as observed in connection with the ore.
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seem to bear no relation to the latter. Besides, tlie supply of iron from

such minute crystals in the limestone would be insufficient to produce

the limonite beds. It seems much more probable that the source of the

supply of iron were the pyrite crystals of the slates which, once towering

high in the air, have been carried down by denudation and deposited in

the Atlantic. Even these slates which are not so situated as to permit

the percolation of water through them, exhibit a porous structure, the

pores being filled with brown ochreous limonite, and this occurs to a

considerable depth, and the slate merges by imperceptible degrees in

a direction normal to the plane of bedding, first into completely meta-

somatized pseudomorphs of limonite after pyrite (but still retaining

the form of the latter) ; then the same with a kernel of pyrite ; then the

pyrite itself, first with a shell and then with a rhere stain of ferric

hydrate ; and finally the same slates are revealed porphyritic from the

pyrite, but not at all decomposed.

The question as to the source of the iron in these limonite beds, is this:

Does it come from the percolation and solution of its pyrite disseminated

through the more recent limestone, or does it come from the decomposed

pyrite in the slates of the same age ? For it will hardly be disputed,

that the main source of the supply consisted of pyrite, nor that the

decomposition of the slates into clays was the means of providing the

impermeable medium in which the iron solutions were caught and im-

prisoned. If the former hypothesis be the true one, we should ex-

pect to see an absence of limestone in the vicinity of the large deposits
;

for (granting for the moment that the limestone contains enough pyrites

to account for the entire deposit (a fact which at least admits of some

question), a percolation of water sufficient to oxidize the sulphur of these

pyrite crystals and carry away enough iron to produce the beds, would

entirely honey-comb and finally, both by solution and attrition, dissipate

the limestone bed. But in and near some of the largest limonite beds we
fin<l the limestone scarcely weathered, and in few cases, if any, is it ren-

dered ferruginous or even stained to any great degree by chalybeate

waters. Indeed, the absence of the familiar iron stain from the calcareous

member of this formation is so marked, that this point of difference from

the adjacent members of the series cannot fail to arrest attention.

Again the uniformity of the occurrence of these limonite deposits on

the skirts of the basin and the lower edge of the elevated limestones and

their absence elsewhere, cannot but be the result of the law of their for-

mation. Were these deposits derived from the pyrite disseminated

through the limestone there would be no way of explaining the adher-

ence to the rule when the strata were highly inclined or vertical, except

by supposing that the ferruginous solution from the limestone found its

way across the decomposing slate beds in a direction perpendicular to

their planes of lamination—an hypothesis opposed to all experience.

But this would not account for the absence of iron oxide on the re-

maining edges of the limestone itself, for even if we could accept the
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flow of the waters through the bedding we should be at a loss to account

for the absence of that flow along the planes of bedding. 'It is objected

in short to the hypothesis which would derive the limonite beds from the

disseminated pyrite in the overlying limestone. 1st. That the less the

limestone actually overlies, csetei'is paribus, the greater the extent of the

limonite deposits. 2d. There is no appearance of wasting in the lime-

stone commensurate with the effect produced, and not even the staining

from chalybeate waters which must have accompanied such a genesis.

3d. Very similar deposits are found in regions widely remote from the

limestone (thousands of feet of measures below it,

—

i. e., Hofacker's,

and the Cameron Iron Co.'s mine, &c,).

The facts which are most intractable according to the former hypothesis

might have been predicted on the latter. A large portion of the slates

underlying the Auroral limestones are pyritiferous. A specimen taken

from a point on the Peach Bottom Railroad, about five miles southeast

of York was selected rather than one nearer to the limestone basin,

because in these latter tlie pyrite is distributed in crystals too minute to

be easily counted, while probably not differing materially in the

amount of iron contained. A slab of this slate 3^ X 2^ X I inches was
examined to ascertain the number of prints of pyrite crystals which it

contained. On the area of the surface 3|^ X 3^ = 8.75 sq. inches there

were counted 350 such pits visible to the naked eye.

A micrometric measurement of a large number of these pits gave all

intermediate dimensions between j\ and ^^ of an inch. Assuming the

mean of the cubes of these dimensions or 0.00021 3 cubic inch as.the average

size of a crystal, we have 40 such crystals in 1 square inch, occupying

0.00851 cubic inch. In the specimen examined which was | inch thick,

there were nine layers distinctly visible to the naked eye. Each layer

was therefore 2V inch in thickness, and supposing only 0.00852 cubic inch

of pyrite in each square inch of laminse, we have 0.00852 X 24 X 12 X 5

= 12.27 cubic inches of pyrite in every square inch of area and 5 feet of

thickness of thesa slates. One cubic inch of pyrite weighs 126.1 grains,

la the above thickness and area of these slates there are then 1547.25

grains, or in each square foot of the same thickness 222803.57 grains =
31.81 lbs.

This would give us for every mile of outcrop and 1000 feet of arch

above the present surface the enormous sum of 168,009,600 lbs. =^ 75,004

tons of 2240 lbs. But the metallic iron in this mass of slates one mile in

length and five feet in thickness would weigh 47729.7 tons, and supposing

it to be also oxidized, the anhydrous oxide would weigh 68185.2 tons and

as limonite 79691.5 tons.

Assuming ^ of this to be washed into the soil and f to be left as earthy

iron ochre in the pits originally filled by pyrite in the slates still in place

and only partially decomposed,—which lie in juxtaposition to the ore
;

then every outci'op of these slates one mile long and one foot deep has con-

tributed about 20 tons to the deposits. But the entire mass of the rocks
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which were formerly above the present surface have been washed away,

and with them'\heir 47,730 tons of metallic iron, or their 79,691 tons of

limonite (if all this iron was hydroxidized), for every 1000 feet of slope,

5 feet of thickness and 1 mile of outcrop. Added to the smaller contri-

bution of ths partially weathered slatss at the surface, this gives the

total of 79,711 tons of limonite per mile, which has been gradually carried

down the dip and segregated among the clays. But these slates are of

very great thickness—at least 100 times what has been assumed. Allow-

ing, then, for all loss by transportation into the sea, and through breaks

in the continuity of the clay beds to great depths under ground, and for

combination with the silicates to form double salts, we still have more

than enough to account for all the lai'gest ore banks. It will be asked,

why these deposits should bear so close a geographical relation to the

limestone basins ? An example taken from Feigley & Brillhart's bank in

the Dunkard Valley, one mile east of Logansville, is interesting in this

connection. Here is the southwest limit of the easterly portion of the

small limestone trough which runs parallel with and south of the greater

York county synclinal. About a quarter of a mile east of Brillhart's

works there occurs a rock almost indistinguishable from the other slates

but which contains ± 33 per cent, (?) of calcium carbonate.

This indicates either that these slates have been subjected to a long

soakiog with calcium bicarbonate or that the deposits of the carbonate of

lime proceeded together with the mechanical deposition of the sediments

which formed the slate bed.

In reference to the older limonite formations of Lancaster county, it i*

said (,
Vol. I, p. 183): "An interesting inquiry is here suggested as to

what can have been the geological atmospheric condition which produced

the remarkable percolation which carried down so large an amount of ore

out of these ferruginous beds. Was it tepid rain charged with carbonic

acid in an early Palaeozoic period ? Or could it have been a long filtration

of surface waters such as now soak the earth ? Or are we to surmise an

action of internal steam issuing upwards through crevices in the strata

in a period of crust movement and disturbance ? I am inclined to the

first conjecture,"

Dr. Hunt in his essay on metalliferous deposits (XII, Chem. and Geol.

Essays, Boston, 1875, p. 239), says: "The question has been asked me

—

Where are the evidences of the organic material which was required to

produce the vast beds of iron ore found in the ancient crystalline rocks?

I answer that the organic matter was in most cases entirely consumed

in producing these great results, and that it was the large proportion

of iron diffused in the soils and waters of those early times which not

only rendered possible the accumulation of such great beds of ore, but

oxidized and destroyed the organic matter, which in later ages appear

in coals, lignites, pyroschists and bitumens. Some of the carbon * *

is, however, still preserved in the form of graphite, " &c.

With reference to the Ferric Sulphide or pyiite, the same author
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ascribes its formation to the deoxidizing agency of decaying organic

matters out of contact witli air on soluble sulphate of lime and magnesia,

giving rise, if carbonic acid be present, to Hydrogen Sulphide which

"in some conditions not well understood contains two equivalents of

sulphur to one of iron." He adds that he has observed that the ferrous

sulphide or proto-sulphide of iron in presence of a per-salt of iron loses

one-half of its iron, the rest being converted to Ferric Sulphide."

It seems at least a possible explanation for this nacre promineot de-

termination of limonite along the edge of limestone, that by the oxida-

tion of the pyrites of the slates an equivalent of sulphuric acid in addi-

tion to that necessary to form Ferric Sulphate has been produced. That

this molecule of free sulphuric acid in its passage over the mica and

chlorite slates has dissolved out part of their alkalies, especially soda.

That this solution of sodium sulphate has mingled in the clay beds below

with the solution of calcium bicarbonate, pi-oduced by the drainage of

rain waters over the limestone beds, giving rise to sodium bicarbonate and

calcium sulphate. That this sodium bicarbonate reacting on the Ferrous

Sulphate has precipitated Hydro-Ferrous Carbonate which has been by

oxidation rapidly converted to Ferric Hydrate, while the Ferric Sulphate

has been immediately thrown down as hydrous oxide. This, be it re-

peated, is simply one of many explanations which may suggest them-

selves of the obssrved fact that the limonite deposits are more frequent

and extensive in the neighborhood of limestone deposits.

But though the solutions from such basins may favor the deposition of

this ore, they are not always necessary.

It has been incidentally stated that one proof that the supposed iron in

limestones was not necessary for the formation of these limonite beds, is

that very similar limonite beds are known to occur miles away from any

known outcrop of limestone. Such are the beds referred to as the Ho-

facker, Cameron Co., Keeny Banks, &c., &c., which occur in the lower

part of York county and the upper portion of Baltimore and Car-

roll counties, Maryland. The circumstances of occurrence alike in

both cases are the pyritiferous character and the highly inclined strata.

The former is much more coarsely porphyritic in the older beds so that the

hydroxidation of the pyrites has not been so perfect, and the ore is much
more red short than is the case close to the limestone. But the large

amount of pyrites in the rooks, in all stages of transition to limonite,

would seem to render the search for any other source of supply of iron

unnecessary. ^

r. s —VOL. siv.
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NOTES ON THE GEOLOGY OF WEST VIRGINIA.

No. II. *

By Jno. J. Stevenson.

Professor op Geology in the University op New York.

(Bead before the American PJiilosophical Society, February 5th, 1875.)

During July and part of August, 1874, I made a reconnaissance of a

portion of West Virginia lying between Rich Mountain and the Ohio

River. In this area are included parts of Randolph, Upshur, Harrison,

Lewis, Doddridge, Ritchie and Wood counties. To connect this work
with that reported in my previous paper, I made some examinations in

Taylor and Marion counties.

This whole region has suffered much from erosion, and its surface is a

confused mass of hills and ravines apparently without system. In the

eastern portion, that drained by the forks of the Monongahela River, the

valleys are usually quite broad and the hills are rounded except in the

vicinity of Rich Mountain, where, owing to the increasing dip, the slopes

become quite sharp. In this drainage area the main streams flow across

the dip, whence result the broad valleys and gentle slopes observed on

Tygarts, Buckhannon, and the West Pork River. On the west side of

the divide, separating the Monongahela from Hughes' River on the Little

Kanawha, the conditions are different. There the streams flow, for the

most part, with or opposed to the dip, so that one finds the country

abrupt and the valleys narrow until he approaches the Ohio.

Between Rich Mountain and the Ohio the soil is not very rich, owing

to the comparatively small quantity of limestone present. In portions of

Randolph and Upshur counties, however, there ^s much rich land along

the "bottoms," the alluvium being in a measure derived from the lower

carboniferous rocks. The western portion of the area is very lean, as

the soil has resulted simply from disintegration of the Upper Barren

shales or sandstones, or in other localities from similar disintegration of

the red argillaceous shales of the Lower Barron Group. It is said that in

Doddridge, Ritchie and Wood counties, there is comparatively little land

rich enough to yield forty bushels of corn per acre.

Over the greater portion of the area, the hills are covered by a dense

growth of valuable timber, consisting chiefly of poplar (tulip-tree), red

and other oaks, chestnut, beech and maple. The oak and poplar are

quite valuable. At the west, much of this timber is floated to the Ohio

by way of the Little Kanawha, not a little of it being sent down as single

logs from the smaller tributaries. The magnificent timber on Rich

Mountain will soon be available, as the obstructions in Buckhannon and

Tygarts' Rivers are to be removed, so as to open the way to Grafton,

where immense sawmills have been erected.

The availabilities of the country have not been fully tested, and for the

* No. I was published in Trans. A. P. S., Vol. XV, p. 15.
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most part, it is thinly settled. Such of the inhabitants as have means,

devote themselves to raising stock or vpool, vphile the poorer classes are

wasting their substance by cutting the fine timber into staves or shin-

gles.

Throughout this whole region, evidences of drift are entirely wanting.

The superficial deposits are thin except at the east, where the debris on

the hills is so thick as to render satisfactory tracing of the strata almost

impossible. Along the northwest Branch of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railway, one finds frequent proof of the deepening of waterways, for on

top of many hills, seventy-five to one hundred feet above the present

sti-eams, there occur fresh-water shells similar to those now living in the

creeks.

Rich Mountain is the western slope of a great anticlinal ridge, whose

eastern slope is known as Cheat Mountain, Between the two mountains

is the anticlinal valley of Tygarts' River, whose scenery can hardly be

excelled. Along the central line of this valley the dip of the strata is

nearly 65° northwest and somewhat less southeast. Taking the Staun-

ton pike westwardly, we find the dip diminishing, so that on top of Rich

Mountain it is only 18°. Thence the decrease is very rapid, and at Roar-

ing Creek the strata are almost horizontal. This condition continues for

nearly twelve miles along the pike ; after which the northwest dip is

resumed, now 120 feet to the mile, and is retained ^^ntil about two miles

west from Buckhannon. There it is reversed, and we meet the anticlinal

fold of Laurel Hill. The plane of this axis crosses the pike about three

miles west from Weston, and there the dip is again toward the north-

west at the rate of nearly 150 feet per mile. This rate continues for about

twenty miles, beyond which the strata become almost horizontal. The

Laurel Hill anticlinal crosses the railroad not far fi'om Flemington, and

the flattening of the strata begins near Long Run Station^ thirty miles

fartlier west.

About one-eighth of a mile east from Ellenboro' and forty-five miles

west from Clarksburg, a sharp fault occurs, on whose eastern side the

rocks dip almost due east at an angle of 26°, while on the western side

the strata are horizontal. The exact line of fault is not exposed, and

there is an interval of seventy feet concealed between the points of ob-

servation. The approximate horizontality continues westward to within

a mile of Petroleum, where the dip becomes eastward and rapidly in-

creases, followed west, until just west from that station it becomes 36°.

From this point almost to Laurel Junction somewhat more than one mile,

the dip is very confused, but a shattered anticlinal can be traced, the

rocks meanwhile dipping east or west, as the case may be, at from one

to five degrees. Near Laurel Junction the dip becomes five, ten, twenty,

lorty or even seventy-five degrees westward. In the cut immediately

west from that station the rate decreases to five degrees within a space

of six feet horizontally, and soon afterwards falls to only ten feet per

mile. Beyond this to the Ohio the rocks remain almost horizontal.
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The section obtained in passing from Rich Mountain to the Ohio em-

braces the whole of the Upper Carboniferous as found in West Virginia,

and, if begun on the east slope of the mountain,- includes also a very

large portion of the Lower Carboniferous. The anticlinal valley of

Tygarts' River is cut out of the Lower Carboniferous series, which is

well exposed on each wall to the crests of the mountains. On top of Rich

Mountain we find the Great Conglomerate forming the crest throughout

Randolph county. On the western slope of the ridge are the Lower
Coals, which pass under the surface before reaching the Buckhannon River

in Upshur county. The Lower Barren Group is well exposed toward the

foot of the mountain near Roaring Creek, and thence westward in the

bluffs for nearly forty miles; but, owing to the flattening of the dip near

Roaring Creek, it is the surface series for only a few miles in the area

examined. Northward from the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, or, better

peihaps, at the State line, the Upper Coal Group finds its eastern outcrop

several miles from Laurel Hill, but followed southward this outcrop is

seen api^roaching the crest of the axis until near the railroad it crosses it.

Along our southern line the fold becomes very gentle, so that the Pitts-

burg crosses its crest and has its outci'op nearly twenty-five miles east

from it. The eastern bomdary of the group is very tortuous. The Upper

Coals extend westward almost to the line of the Ellenboro' fault, where

the Lower Barren Group is thrust up. This continues to the especially dis-

turbed area known as the " Oil-break," in which the Lower Coal Group

is exposed. Beyond the " break " to the Ohio River the only rocks ex-

posed are those of the Lower Barren. The region lying west from the

Ellenboro' fault will be described separately.

The Upper Barren Group is cut off by the Ellenboro' fault, but east-

ward from that for nearly twenty miles its rocks are those covering the

surface, those of the Upper Coal Group being found only in the deeper

The Coal Measures.

In this paper the terms, Uppar Barren, Upper Coal, Lower Barren,

and Lower Coal, as designations of the several groups into which the

Coal Measures are naturally divided, are used in precisely the same sense

as in my previous paper.

Upper Barren Group. This group, which includes all the rocks

above the Waynesburg Coal, covers a large extent of territory, whose
western line is the Ellenboro' fault. The eastern outcrop is an ill-defined

line, passing a little west from Troy, in Gilmer county northward, and
coinciding almost with the western line of Lewis county. It crosses the

Northwestern Railroad near Wolfe's Summit, eight miles from Clarks-

burg, and running irregularly northeast, reaches the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad about three miles north from Fairmont, passing finally

into Pennsylvania nearly four miles west from the Monoagahela River.

The northwestern boundary in West Virginia is aline passing from the
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Pennsylvania border near the junction of Ohio and Marshall counties,

West Virginia, to a little below Moundsville, on the Ohio River. This is

the overlying group in Doddridge, Tyler and Wetzel counties, as well as

in the eastern half of Rit jhie and the western portions of Monongalia,

Marion, Harrison, Lewis and Gilmer counties.

The sudden cutting off of this group by the Ellenboro' fault and the

consequent wearing away of the rocks by erosion prevent us from ob-

taining as full a section along this line as may be found farther north.

The succession as observed here is as follows :

Ft. In.

1. Sandstones and shales. 400

2. Black shale 2'

3. Coal "Brownsville" 3'

4. Shale 20' ^

5. Sandstone 5-15 V Interval, 38 ft. to 28 ft,

6. Shale 3 )

7. Coal 2

8. Shale 20 \
1 -5 ff

9. Sandstone and some shale.. . . 55 )
;

The total thickness of the group as here exposed is only five hundred

and twenty feet. For comparison, I present a condensed form of the

excellent section worked oat by Mr. I. C. White,* in southwestern

Pennsylvania and northwestern West Vii'ginia :

Ft. In.

1. Sandstones and shales, 300 ^

2. Limestone 1 6 ^^ 491 1 ft.

3. Sandstone 190 )

4. Coal 1 6

5. Sandstone 95 \ Interval, 95 ft.

6. Coal 2

7. Shale and sandstone 85 "x

8. Limestone 3 > Interval, 128 ft.

9. Shale 40 3

10. Coal 1 4

11. Shale 10 ^

12. Limestone 2 > Interval, 52 ft.

13. Shale 40 )

14. Coal " Brownsville " 2-3 6

15. Shale 20 \ Interval, 20 ft.

16. Coal 1

^l-^J"^^! ; ^^ \ Interval, 60-65 ft.

18. Sandstone , 45-50 )

In this section the total thickness is eight hundred and sixty feet. It

* Annals Lyceum of N"at. Hist, Vol. XI, p. 46.
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will be seen, however, that in my section the strata reach far enough up

to include a portion of No. 3, in Mr. AVhite's section, so that sufficient

is fovind in the south to afford material for comparison of conditions in

the two areas. It is noteworthy that the interval between the Waynes-

burg and the Brownsville is much greater in the southern than the north-

ern section.

No. 1 of the section is entirely free from limestone, and consists of

compact sandstones and loose shales. At the east, the sandstones greatly

preponderate, and are very coarse in grain. Westward they diminish in

quantity and are replaced by the shales. These are i-eddish gray to

yellow and usually quite fissile. The whole series is finely exposed along

the Northwestern pike, about four milgs west from Salem, where the road

descends a long steep hill and is merely a shelf, cut out of these rocks.

Near Cherry Camp, thirteen miles west from Clarksburg, the base of the

series is a bright yellow fissile shale, twenty feet thick, containing many
crushed specimens of an aviculopecten. This shale is not persistent,

being wanting at all exposures examined farther to the west. The other

strata seem to be entirely free from fossils.

Along the Northwestern Railroad, the Brownsville"^ coal is first seen at

the east end of Brandy Gap Tunnel, ten miles west fr om Clarksburg.

There it was worked formerly, but the banks have been long deserted

and no measurement can be made. At the west end of the tunnel the

coal is seen about twenty feet above the track and nearly three feet thick,

Near Cherry Camp, one mile beyond, it has been worked in the creek

bank by stripping. It shows there

Shale, 2 ft.; Goal, 9 in.; Bony Coal, 5 in.; Coal, 14-16 in.; total, 2 ft. 6 in.

The shale is full of vegetable impressions, some of which are very fine.

If this shale could be reached farther in the bank, where it has not been

exposed to the action of the weather, the locality would no doubt yield

some excellent material to the palaeo-botanist. The coal is said to be of

very fair quality. Some taken from the same bed where it lies exposed

in the stream, about one-fourth of a mile farther west, is said to have

been very good.

The next exposure was found on the Northwestern pike, somewhat

more than five miles west from Salem. The bed is there more complex

than at Cherry Camp, and shows the following section :

Coal, 9 in.; Shale, 2 ft.; Bituminous shale, 1 ft.; Clay, 3 in.; Coal, 1 ft. to

1 ft. 6 in.

The sandstone rests directly on the coal. The bituminous shale con-

tains many thin plates of coal and is so carbonaceous throughout that it

will burn, though poorly. The coal is said to be quite good, and is

mined by stripping. Near the railroad crossing, two miles east from

Smithton, this bed was formerly worked. At Smithton its outcrop is

* So named by Mr. White, from its importance, near Brownsville, Monongalia county,

West Virginia.
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seen one hundred and fifteen feet above the Waynesburg, and near West
Union it was observed in a railroad cutting, where it appears to be about

one foot thick and single.

Near Pennsboro' an old opening is seen twenty feet below the level of

the railroad. We there find the following section:

Sandstone,— ; Shale, 10 ft.; Goal, 1 ft. 10 in.; Compact clay, 3-6 in.

;

Coal, 8 in.

The overlying shale is argillaceous below, but becomes arenaceous

above and passes gradually into sandstone. The rocks are well exposed

in the vicinity for nearly tt70 hundred and fifty feet above the bed and

are wholly sandstone and arenaceous shale. The coal seems to be quite

good and must contain very little pyrites. The bank has been deserted

for nearly twenty years, yet fragments lying on the dump are as sound

and fresh-looking as though they had been thrown out within two or

three days. The same bed is mined somewhat on the other side of the

railroad. The coal is compact, open-burning, and leaves a pulverulent

ash, quite bulky but not heavy. The bed can be traced in the vicinity

of the railroad almost to EUenboro'. The blossom is seen near the junc-

tion of the Northwestern pike and the Harrisville road. Near Harrisville

its place is shown by a line of springs. On the Staunton pike it was seen

only near Smithville, in Kitchie county, where it is one foot thick.

The small coal. No. 7, was observed only in the deep cut at the east end
of Brandy Grap tunnel.

The shale underlying the Brownsville coal is variable in character and
thickness. Occasionally the whole mass for thirty-five feet is argillaceous,

blue to gray or drab, and quite thinly laminated. At other times, the

whole interval between the Brownsville and the Waynesburg is occupied

by a coarse sindstone.

The Waynesburg sandstone. No. 9, is a well marked and very persist-

ent member of the series. It is ordinarily a compact and fine-grained

sandstone, and at no place along the railroad is it at all conglomerate.

Near Brandy Gap tunnel, where it has been largely quarried by the rail-

road company, its lower portion is somewhat flaggy. At Long Run,
Smithton and West Union, it stands out in cliffs upon the hill sides, and
is compact throughout. On the Scaunton pike, it may be seen just west
from Troy, where it is somewhat coarser than at the localities just

mentioned.

Upper Coal Group. Under this name are included all that series of

rocks beginning with the Pittsburg and ending with the Waynesburg coal.

Along the Northwestern Railroad the group is well exposed from Clarks-

burg west. The general section is approximately as follows :
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Interval, 132 ft.

\ Interval, 41 ft.

Interval, 20 ft.

Ft. In.

1. Wayneshurg Coal 4

2. Shale 8'

3. Limestone and shale 6

4. Argillaceous shale 20

5. Limestone 1 6

6. Arenaceous shale 30

7. Limestone and shale 7

8. Variegated shale. 8

9. Dark shale 6

10. Sandstone 40

11. Shale 6

12. SeioicMy Coal 2-3

13. Shale 41

14. Bedstone Coal 3-2

15. Fire-clay 2

16., Limestone and shale 8

17. Shale 10 )

18. Pittsburg Coal 6-9

The interval between the Wayneshurg and the Sewichdy is very much

smaller than in the northern portion of the State, where it varies from

one hundred and seventy-five to two hundred feet, averaging about one

hundred and eighty feet. Near Morgantown, this interval is one hun-

dred and eighty, at Fairmont almost the same,* at Clarksburg one hun-

dred and sixty, and ten miles west from Clarksburg, as given in the section

above. The interval seems to decrease in this direction. Were this

evidence absent, the character of the bed itself would leave no room for

doubt respecting its identity with the 'Wa,ynes'burg.

No satisfactory exposures of this coal were observed except near the

railroad. Its blossom is seen on the north side of the railroad near Clarks-

burg, at one hundred and sixty feet above the SewicJily. It is worked

slightly at about nine miles west from Clarksburg, where it shows four

feet of coal, divided nearly midway by a clay parting one foot thick.

From this point westward, it was not seen until within two or three

miles of Smithton, where there have been numerous openings, nearly all

of them now deserted. At all of these, the bed is overlaid by twelve feet

of dark argillaceous shale, containing vegetable impressions and holding

midway, a layer of calcareous iron ore. At Smithton, the coal is worked

by Mr. Smith, at whose bank the following structure is shown :

Shale, with vegetable impressions, 4 ft.; Coal, 2 ft. 2 in.; Claiy, 3in.

;

Coal, 2 in.; Cannel, 3 in.; Shale, dark-gray, fissile, 8 ft.; Coal, 1 ft. 6 in.

The coal is not very good, owing to the considerable proportion of sul-

phur. The bottom layer yields the best fuel, but as it is mined by strip-

* The Sewickly has not been seen at Fairmont, and this calculation is based on the

relation of the Waynesburg to the Redstone.
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ping in tlie run, tlie superiority maybe owing entirely to removal of tlie

pyrites by the water. The same bed is mined somewhat extensively at

West Union, where one finds

Shale, 2 to 8 ft.; Coal, Cannel, 3 in.; Clay, 2 in.; Coal, 31 in.; Clay, 4-11

in.; Coal, 6 in.; Fire-clay, 3 ft.; Shale, to road, 7 ft.

The overlying shale is drab or slate-colored, quite fissile, and cDntains

much nodular iron ore. It exhibits vast numbei-s of vegetable impres-

sions, chiefly Neuropteris, Cyclopteris, Pecopteris and SpJienophyllum.

Many of these are beautifully defined and equal those from the same
horizon in Monongalia county. This shale varies in thickness at the ex-

pense of the sandstone above it. The fire-clay underlying the coal passes

gradually into ferruginous, slightly arenaceous shales, below which, some
limestone is seen farther up the stream. The upper parting in the bed
occasionally shows leaf-prints. The lower parting is variable in thickness,

and sometimes holds two sheets of coal, each one inch thick. The main
coal is very hard, evidently open-burning and bears much resemblance

to semi-cannel. It is said to be an excellent fuel. Though showing but

little pyrites, when freshly mined, it becomes streaked with copperas

when exposed to the weather. In this vicinity the bed is cut by numer-

ous vertical seams of drab clay, which are quite distinct in the solid

coal.

Along the Staunton pike this bed is much degraded. Several openings

have been made upon it between Smithville and Troy, but it nowhere
exceeds two feet. At a short distance east from Harrisville, in Ritchie

county, it is found varying from six to eighteen inches in thickness.

Northward from the railroad this coal steadily increases in thickness

until near the State line it averages more than eight feet, varying from
eight to eleren. It is rarely single, usually double, and frequently

triple.

The rocks occupying the interval between the Wayneshurg and the

Sewickly, show variations which deserve some consideration. Near the

State line on the Monongahela River we find here, fifty-six feet of lime-

stone, and at Wheeling there is one mass of limestone and calcareous

shale, fully one hundred feet thick. At both localities much of the
limestone is compact and quite pure. Along the Northwestern pike and
the railroad, not more than sixteen or twenty feet of limestone can be
found, and most of this is so poor that it ought rather to be called a
compact calcareous shale. Still farther south, along the Staunton and
Parksburg pike, not one foot of limestone was observed in this interval.

From the northern portion of the State to the railroad, the limestone

diminishes and gives place to shale, but from that line southward the

shale apparently disappears, and sandstones appear instead. Along the

railroad the limestones were seen near Wolfe's Summit, near Smithton
and West Union. Traces of them occur east from Harrisville.

The SewicMy coal was identified at only two localities. At Clarksbux'g,

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2w
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it occurs two feet six inches thick, and seventy feet above the Pittsburg.

No attempt has been made to ascertain its value. On Wolfe's Summit,
eight miles west from Clarksburg, the coal is only two inches thick. This

bed seems to have as little persistence as the coals of the Barren Group,

when traced southwardly. It has not been found at Fairmont, in Marion

county.* No traces of it occur along the Staunton pike, in Gilmer

county, and I cannot speak with certainty respecting its presence in

either Lewis or Upshur county. It is, however, by no means improbable

that the small coal above the Pittsburg in the latter county, is the

Sewickly, and not the Redstone.

The interval between the Sewickly and the Bedstone is entirely free

from limestone. It is occupied by shale, none of which is calcareous.

At Wheeling this space is tilled with limestone, and on the Monongahela

River near the State line, it contains thirty-one feet of limestone. On
the Staunton pike the shales are replaced by flaggy sandstones.

The Redstone is a wide-spread and persistent coal, though rarely of

economical value in West Virginia. At Fairmont, in Marion county, it

is three feet thick and of good quality, but is not mined. Between that

town and Clarksburg, its blossom is frequently seen in the roadside, and

at the latter place it is six inches thick at the outcrop. At Wilsonburg,

four miles west from Clarksburg, it is barely one foot thick, while at

Coketon, two miles beyond, it is four feet, and of excellent quality.

Where last seen toward the west, at Wolfe's Summit, it is only three

inches thick. A thin coal, varying from one to two feet, is found above

the Pittsburg in Upshur county. Whether or not this is the Redstone, the

material in my possession is not sufficient to decide.

The rocks occupying the interval between the Redstone and the Pitts-

burg are subject to great variations in character and thickness. At Fair-

mont the interval is eighty feet, at Pruntytown, seventy-five, at

Bridgeport, sixty-five, and at Weston, somewhat less. At all of these

localities which lie along a nearly northeast and southwest line, the in-

terval is occupied by sandstone and shale at the base, and limestone on

top. Westward from such a line passing through Morgantown, Fair-

mont, Bridgeport and Weston, the distance between the coals rapidly

diminishes. At Clarksburg, it is twenty-five feet, occupied by shale or

sandstone ; at Wilsonburg, it is the same, filled with argillaceous shale
;

at Coketon, it is twenty- eight feet; while at Wolfe's Summit, it is

twenty feet, the rocks being shale and limestone. A similar condition

exists in the vicinity of Morgantown, as stated in my previous paper.

The limestone disappears altogether before reaching the Staunton pike,

so that with the exception of a few scattered nodules no limestone occurs

among the strata of this group along that lite.

* In my previous paper, I stated that it occurred at Fairmont. I had misunderstood

the statement made to me by Ex-Governor Pierpoint, respecting the coals of that

vicinity.
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Pittsburg Coal. The eastern litnit of this bed aside from small out-

lying areas, is marked by a line begiuniog near Cheat lliyer, on the

Pennsylvania border, and extending west of south to Fairmont, and

crossiog the Tygarts' Valley River, a little above that ^own. Thence

irregularly to Pruntytown, where it turns east by south to Flemington.

From this point it follows a south-southeast course^ almost to Tygarts'

River, thence southward, crossing the Buckhannon River near the Up-

shur county line. There it again turns east by south, and so continues

almost to the middle fork of that river, when the course changes to

southwest, and so remains to the line between Upshur and Lewis coun-

ties. From this locality to where the bed crosses Pocatalico Creek near

the Great Kanawha River, I have not followed it. The extreme eastern

exposure occurs in Upshur county, about five miles east from Buckhan-

non, on the Staunton pike.

The extreme western line of exposure begins at the Pennsylvania line,

nearly two miles west from Monongahela River, crosses that river about

a mile below Fairmont. It lies a little west from the West Fork River,

crossing Hari-ison county from Shinnston to Wolfe's Summit, on the

Northwestern Railroad. Thence it runs southwestward through Lewis

county, reaching Gilmer, near Troy, on the Staunton pike, and crossing

the Little Kanawha, just below Glenville.

Owing to the abruptness of the Laurel Hill anticlinal, the area in

which this bed is available is very narrow at the north, hardly more than

SIX or seven miles wide. Southward the anticlinal becomes gentler and

this area rapidly increases in width until along the Staunton pike the

coal is available for a distancs of nearly forty miles. The bed attains its

greatest thickness toward the north, and diminishes toward the south

and southeast.

In Monongalia county, this bed is double, except where overlaid by

sandstone. This characteristic prevails in Pennsylvania and Ohio, as

well as in the Ohio Panhandle of West Virginia. But southward from

Fairmont thisdivision is rarely marked by a distinct clay parting, though

the difference between the upper and lower benches sufficiently jjroves

that the bed is still double. Occasionally, however, as. at Shinnston and

near the tunnel east from Clarksburg a well-defiaed clay parting sepa-

rates the two branches.

In Upsher county the openings are quite numerous in the vicinity of

Buckhannon, and the Pittsburg is the only source of supply for a large

aiea. The coal varies from three feet nine inches tofour feet, and is said

to be of very fair quality. Though the parting is exceedingly thin, the

upper and the lower benches are very distinct, the former being hard and

leaving a bulky red ash, the la' ter being soft and clean, yielding a white

ash. In the northern part of the county, very near the Barbour county

line, the coal is mined on the Westfall property,, where it shows

Coal, 32 in ; Parting, ^ in.; Coal, 84: in.; total, 5 ft. 6 in.

Though very thin, the parting is persistent The upper bench is quite
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hard and ontaius a good deal of bony semi-cannel, but the proportion of

good clean coal is quit3 large. It burns wel', but leaves a bulky ash.

The lower bench is a remarkably clean coal. Layers of apparently pure

bitumen are seen, two to four inches thick, structureless, showing no

lamination, and breaking with b3autifally conchoidal fracture. At this

opening the coal is exceedingly good, and shows no pydtes under a glass.

It does not disintegrate upon exposure, nor does it exhibit str.'aks of

copperas. Near this opening is the Connolly bank. At the time when

it was examined, this had not been fully opened, and only five feet of

coal were exposed. The appearance is somewhat strange, as no division

into benche ^ can be made out, and the bed seems to be homogeneous.

The coal is pure throughout, and evidently very rich in volatile combus-

tible mitter. The c )al from these banks would yield an excellent coke,

and would bs exceedingly profitable in gas-making.

In Lewis county, this bed is easily accessible, and it is worked quite

extensively to supply local demand. Openings were examined only along

the Staunton road, though many were seen on the West Fork River,

both above and below Weston. In the central portion of the county the

thickness varies from four feet six inches to nearly eight feet, increasing

northward. The bed is apparently single, but close examination shows

the existence of two benches, the upper being invariably harder and less

pure than the lower. Owing to the thinness of this bed in the southern

portion of the county, many persons do not believe it to be the Pittsburg,

but refer to that horizon the Upper Freeport, which appears to be quite

thick in the river near Weston.

In Gilmer county the coal is mined near Glenville, where it is from

jfour to five feet thick. About one mile east from Troy, an opening shows

ithe following section :

;Shalet, gray, 8 ft.; Coal, 29 in.; Parting, ^ in.; Coal, 38 in.; to!-al,

5 ft. 7i in.

The.coal is very good and shows but little pyrites. The upper bench

'is quite compact and leaves a red ash. The lower is softer and burns

more readily, leaving a not bulky, white asli. About one-half mile

•farther east is a bank in which the coal is seven feet at the mouth, and

.farther in is said to I'each nine feet. Near the county line the coal is

again opened, but there it is barely five feet thick.

In Harrison county, openings are quite numerous along the railroad,

and the coal is mined extensively for shipment. Notwithstanding the

presence of a good deal of pyrites, it finds a ready market as a gas

coal.

At Clai'ksburg, one of the most extensive openings shows the structure

of the bed as follows :

• Coal, 3 ft. 6 in.; Parting, ^ in.; Goal, 5 ft. 4 in.; total, 8 ft. 10 in.

Excepting four inches at the bottom, the lower bench is a fine clean
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coal, while the upper bench is somewhat bory, quite hard and bears

much resemblance to the ordinary roof coal of this bed as seen farther

north and northwest. The parting varies from ^ in. to 1^ in. and is per-

sistent in all the openings in this vicinity. In the lower bench there

occur three thin partings, twelve, fifteen and eighteen inches respectively

from the bottom, between which is the soft coal, the "bearing-in bench"

of the miner. The character of this lower bench is precisely the same

with that of the lower division of the Pittsburg throughout northern

Ohio. Some pyrites occur here, but the quantity is not great. The
upper bench contains a layer of " slate," four inches thick and irregular

in its place. On the north side of the railroad the seam is much troubled

by sandstone horsebacks, some of which are quite extensive, having

been traced for more than half a mile across the entries of different

openings. In one bank such a horseback was found, eight feet wide. It

was followed for five hundred yards, but showed no sign of thinning out.

Along the whole distance, it has not only cut out the coal, but has also

trenched the fire-clay and sandstone below. It is said to be moi-e com-

pact than the overlj ing sandstone.

At Wilsonburg, four miles west from Clarksburg, the coal shows an

average thickness of seven feet six inches, but near the mouth of the

main entry increases to eight feet four inches. The parting is black clay,

and varies from | to 2 in. The coal at the base for one foot is very poor

and hardly marketable, but the remainder of the lower bench is a very

fine coal, containing, it is true, much nodular pyrites ; but this is easily

separated. There are no well-defined minor partings in this bench.

The upper bench is quite hard and contains much splint coal. It is said

to be quite as good for gas-making as the lower portion is, so that all

parts of the bed are shipped together, the single foot at the base except-

ed, as that is too sulphurous.

At Coketon, the bed varies from five to seven feet. For three inches

at the bottom the coal is very bad, but the whole bed above is taken out

for shipment. The upper bench is heavy, compact and leaves much ash.

The parting is one inch thick and consists of hard carbonaceous clay.

Pyrites occur plentifully throughout the bed but, being in nodules, is

readily removed. The roof is a slickensided clay.

Where the bed disappears, near Wolfe's Summit, it is six feet thick

and roofed with ten feet of argillaceous shale. East from Clarksburg, it

is mined at Bridgeport and several other localities, but only to supply

local demand. Numerous banks are worked in a small way along the

West Fork River, and on the road to Shinnston, in this county. They
show no material difference from those already described.

In Taylor county, openiogs were seen near Pruntytown and Fleming-

ton, in each case near the eastern outcrop of the coal. At Pruntytown,

the bed is single and nearly eight feet thick. Above it is a dull reddish-

gray shale, on which rests a massive sandstone. The coal, for the most

part is somewhat inferior here, as the roof is very thin and usually not
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sounl. At Flemiugtou the tliickuess is eight feet. There are no dis-

tinct partings, and the roof is aslialy sandstone, wliich occasionally forms

a troublesome horseback. The coal from the banks here is said to be

very good an 1 to command a ready market for use in gas-making.

Lower Barrf.r Group. It will beiemembered that in the section

given in my former paper, eight strata of limcs'-one, having in all a

maximum thickness of thirty feet, were represented as belonging to this

group. These disappear southwardly, so that at Clarksburg only two re-

main, one underlying the Pittsburg coaA, and the other about one hundred

feet below it. Still farther south, in Lewis county, we find that only the

upper one holds out, and that disappears long before reaching the Great

Kanawha River. Even the fossiliferous limestone, which, in the Ohio

Reports, I have named the Criaoidal Limestone, thins out finally before

reaching the Northwestern Branch of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,

though it is persistent in Ohio, Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia.

The fossiliferous shales accompanying this limestone were traced to near

Pruntytown, in Taylor county, beyond which, southward, they were not

seen. Not far fi-om Pruntytown, they yield baaiitiful specimens of Pro-

ductus prattenianus, JSTuciola ventricosa, Nueula (?) anodontoides, Yoldia

carhonaria^ Yoldia stevensoni, Ediiundia aspenwalensis, PleurotomaHa {?)

tu?nida and Bellerophoyi meekianus.

Southward to the railroad and east from the Laurel Hill axis, the

shales increase greatly, but farther toward the south and especially along

the axial line they are replaced by sandstone, so that on the Staunton

pike, where the whole section is fully exposed for three hundred feet

below the Pittsburg coal, the only rocks are sandstones. East from the

axis the shales predominate, and for the most part are of a deep brick-

red color. The same color characterizes them in the disturbed region

at the west.

In Upshur and Rmdolph counties, between Buckhannon and Beverly,

the Lower Barren Group seems to contain no coal, but in the vicinity of

the former village, there is a small seam about forty feetbelew the Pitts-

burg. Between Buckhannon and Clarksburg another is seen about one

hundred feet below that coal, and it occurs also at the latter place.

The thickness of this group shows little variation along the eastern

border, and is not far from four hundred feet.

Lower Coal Group. In Upshur and Randolph counties, it is im-

possible to procure a detailed section of this group without the expendi-

ture of very much more time than was at my disposal. The whole

country is deeply buried under debris, and connected exposures are rare.

The rapid and somewhat irregular increase of dip near Rich Mountain,

and the long stretches of "concealed," along the roads and streams

render the building of a section exceedingly difficult. It is, however,

sufficiently evident that this group, barely two hundred feet thick, near

tlie Pennsylvania line, has rapidly developed so as to be-in these counties
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scai'cely less thick than on the Great Kanawha River, where it is nearly

nine hundred feet from the Conglomerate to the top of the Mahoning
Sandstone. The following partial section, beginning with the Mahoning
Sandstone, is said to have been obtained in a salt well bored on Buck-

hannon River:

1. Rock „ 60ft.

2. Coal 15 ft.

3. Shale 33 ft.

4. Sandstone 40 ft.

5. Coal 4 ft.

6. Rock : 160 ft.

7. Coal 4 ft.

8. Sandstone 40 ft.

9. Coal 3 ft.

10. Sandstone 120 ft.

Total 478 ft.

The boring clearly stopped far short of the base as it did not reach the

large and very persistent coal bed resting on the Conglomerate. As
nearly as can be determined, the thickness of the whole group is not far

from seven hundred feet.

No. 1 of the section, the Mahoning Sandstone, is ordinarily separated

from the underlying coal by from six to ten feet of shale. It is a coarse

sandstone, with numerous lines of pebbles, arranged parallel to the

general plane of bedding. Some portions show extensive cross-bedding,

and occasionally the rock is a coarse conglomerate. It is of uneven

texture, and weathers into irregular cavities. Rude casts of vegetable

stems are of common occurrence, and a thin coal is sometimes found

about forty feet from the base.

No. 2 is the Upper Freeport Coal. Its changes in Upshur, Randolph

and Barbour counties are very interesting. East from Buckhanuon, on

the Beverly road, it is first seen at the Sand Run crossing, in a deserted

opening. The shale above it is dark, fissile, and about seven feet thick.

Above this is the Mahoning Sandstone. The first satisfactory exposure

is on Roaring Ci-eek, at the foot of Rich Mouutain, where the coal is

worked and shows the following section : ^

Ft. In.

1. Shale, drab, argillaceous 10

2. Coal ; 4

8. Shale, dark, argillaceous 2 4

4. Coal 10

5. Clay, carbonaceous i 1

6. Coal 10

7. Clay I
8. Coal...: 9
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Ft In.

9. Clay , i

10. Coal, semi-cannel 1 1

11. Clay i

13. Goal, Taostly semi-cannel 3 2

13. Clay, slickensided 4

14. Coal 1 9

15. Shale, drab 4

16. Coal, poor, seen 1 11

Total

Of this section, the portion from No. 4 to No. 14, inclusive, yields a

coal, fairly good, but of very uneven quality. It is a good fuel, and care-

lessly examined, appears to be quite clean. Under a glass it shows many
minute crystals of pyrites, and when exposed to the weather, soon be-

comes streaked with copperas, so that its commercial value is at least

doubtful. On Sand Run, several miles south from the crossing of the

Beverly road, a remarkable expansion of the bed is exposed in the bank

of the stream. The section is as follows :

Ft. In.

1 . Bituminous shale 5

2. Coal 7

3 . Cannel, poor 2 6

4. Shale, slightly carbonaceous 4

5. Coal, slaty 1 10

6. Shale, slightly carbonaceous 1 3

7. Coal, partly cannel 2 2

8. Clay, drab 8

9 . Coal, bony 6

10. Clay 8

11. Coal, slaty 1 1

12 . Clay, with streaks of Coal 1 2

Total 21ft. Gin.

In all this, the only coal which is fit for any purpose is No . 7, and even

that is good for fuel only in case nothing else can be had. Yet this

enormous mass of bituminous shale and bad coal has aroused great ex-

pectations throughout Upshiir county. Its vastness, as reported on by a

voluntary committee of the Legislature, is said to have caused a number

of the legislators to look with favor upon Buckhannon as the site for the

State Capital. The prevailing opinion respecting this bed is that its

value is incalculable, whereas it is utterly worthless. Passing over to

Grassy Run, another tributary to Buckhannon River, we find this bed

mined on the property of Mr. G. Marple. Only a portion is exposed,

giving the following section :
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Ft. In.

1. Arenaceous shale 4

2. Bonj Goal 3

3. Parting |

4. Coal 11

5. Clay parting ^
6. Bony Coal 6

7. Slate 11

8. Bony Coal 1 4

The coal from this bank is not very highly esteemed. About a mile

farther down the run, an exposure in a bluff is as follows:

Ft. In.

1. Cannel, very poor 4

3. Coal, houj 1 11

3. Clay, fclickensided 2 2

4. Coal, semi-cannel 8

5. Shale, carbonaceous 8

6. Sandstone 3|

7. Coal ' 4

8. Cannel, poor 1 1

9. Coal, slaty 11

10. Coal, good 1 4

11. Clay 9

12. Coal,'bonj 4

IB. Clay 6

14. Coal 5

15. Shale, drab 8

16. Coal 1 6

17. Clay, slickensided with remains of plants

and streaks of coal, seen 1

Total...! 18 ft. l|in.

A similar section occurs on Buckhannon River about ten or eleven

miles above the village of Buckhannon, but it is unnecessary to give it

here. The coal is visible at many points along Roaring Creek to Tygart's

River, and on that stream to within a few miles south from Grafton. On
Roaring Creek, Mr. Jabez WooUey has measured it at three exposures,

where he found the thickness eight, twelve and twenty feet respectively.

Wherever it falls below twelve feet, it contains coal in sufficient bulk to

be workable. The quality seems to be quite inferior throughout this

region. Ex-Gov. Pierpoint informs me that some years ago it was i^ro-

posed to mine this bed on Tygart's River, seven or eight miles above

Grafton. The coal exhibited was very handsome, and to the naked eye

showed no evidence of pyrites, but as soon as it was put under a glass it

proved to be loaded with minute crystals of that mineral. It was thought

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2x
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unnecessary to resort to chemical analysis for further information, and

the enterprise was abandoned.

Near Weston, in Lewis county, this coal is said to occur in the bed of

West Fork River, which is very probable, as the river cuts through the

Laurel Hill anticlinal north from Weston. Following this anticlinal

northward, we find it rapidly increasing in sharpness, so that at Valley

Falls, where it is cut by Tygart's River, the Great Conglomerate is in

the bed of the stream, and the Mahoning Sandstone barely crosses the

crest unbroken. Near this point, at Nuzum's Mills, probably forty miles

from Weston, the following section of the Lower Coal Group is ob-

tained:*
Ft. hi.

1. Sandstone 60

2. Goal 3

3. Sandstone 30

4. Limestone 3

5. Sandstone 30

6. Goal, U. Freeport 5-6

7. Sandstone 45

8. Goal 2

9. Fire-clay, compact 1

10. Sandstone and shale 65

11. Gual 6

12. Shale 15

13. Goal ,
0-8

14. Fire-clay, compact 8 to 6

15. Iron ore 2 to 6

16. Shale 15

17. Great Conglomerate

Total

The Upper Freeport here shows, Cannel, 1 ft.; Bituminous Goal, 4 to

5 ft. It is somewhat inferior owing to the presence of much sulphur,

but is a good strong fuel. On Prickett's Creek, in the same county

(Marion), the cannel is at the bottom, and in greater quantity. Exten-

sive arrangements were made here, years ago, for distilling oil from the

coal, but the discovery of petroleum brought the enterprise to premature

dissolution. On Booth's Creek, in Monongalia county, some old open-

ings are still accessible. One a little way north from the creek shows :

Clay, 1 ft.; Goal, 1 ft. 11 in.; Clay, 8 in.; Coal, 2 ft. 9 in.; Clay, 2^ in.;

Goal, 1 ft. 1 in.

A deserted opening near the old fiirnace on this stream gives:

Cannel, 1ft.; Carbonaceous shale, 11 in.; Coal, slaty, 4in. ; Clay, 7in.

;

Goal, 2 in. ; Clay, 4 in. ; Goal, seen, 4 ft.

* This section and the remaining notes on the Upper Freeport Coal were dropped by
the printer in making up my previous paper on West Virginia.
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The coal at the base is certainly much thicker than is stated. The old

props lying in the deserted entry are somewhat moi'e than five feet long.

Another exposure near the mouth of the creek shows the bed much de-

graded, giving the following section :

Coal, 1 ft. 9 in.; Clay, 3 in.; Coal, 6 in.; Shale, 2 in.; Coal, 1 in.

The roof here is sandstone. Elsewhere upon the creek it is shale,

which abounds in vegetable impressions. The coal from these openings

is said to be veiy good fuel though it contains considerable proj^ortion of

sulphur. It contains much volatile combustible matter and cokes

readily in heaps.

Returning to Upshur county, we find underlying the Upper Freeport Coal

a sandstone about fifty feet thick, more or less flaggy, and apt to change

into arenaceous shale. Below this is a thin tough limestone, not very

pure, which seems to represent the Freeport Limestone. It was seen on

the Staunton pike near Roaring Creek and on Sand Ruij. Between the

limestone and the coal below, the sandstone is coarse and flaggy. The
interval varies from twenty to thirty feet.

The next coal, No. 5, of the salt-well boring, was seen at only two
localities, one on Roaring Creek, near the Staunton pike, and the other

on Sand Run, near the great exposure of the Upper Freeport. It is a

persistent bed arid quite regular in thickness, varying little from four

feet throughout this vicinity. The coal is irised, exceedingly rich in

bituminous matter, and containing not a large amount of sulphur. It

burns nicely and cokes well. No regular workings were found, and only

"crop" coal could be examined. This is extremely brittle, so that,

unless it improve greatly under the hill, it will hardly prove tit for ship-

ping.

The beds, No. 7 and No. 9, of the boring have not been identified at

any locality. Three miles east fi'om Roaring Creek, and five hundred
feet higher than the opening on the Upper Freeport, the blossom of a

ciial-bed occurs at the roadside. This is probably one of the lower beds,

but the question cannot easily be determined, as eastward the dip in-

creases rapidly in steepness, and the whole western slope of the moun-
tain is so deeply buried under shingle and so thoroughly paved with

fragments of sandstone and conglomerate, that connected exposures can-

not be found.

East from this blossom, almost two-thirds of a mile distant along the

pike, and very near the crest of the ridge, a coal-bed is worked. The
mouth of the mine is three hundred feet higher that the blossom in the

roadside. In the interval along the road everything is concealed except
occasional exposures of sandstone. The bed near the crest is dipping
northwestward at twelve degrees, so that the space between it and the

coal above would be nearly five hundred feet, provided the dip does not
vary. It is perhaps better to regard the interval as about four hundred
feet. The coal is within a few feet of the conglomerate, but the inter-
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veiling rock is concealed. At the opening made by Mr. S. B. Hart, near

the pike, the bed exhibits the following structure :

Shale, . ; Goal, sulphurous, 4 in.; Black clay, 1 in.; Coal, 3 ffc. 6 in.;

Clay, 1 in.; Coal, 1 ft. 7 in.; total, 5 ft. 7 in.

The bottom coal is very inferior, being about one-half slate, and con-

taining a notable proportion of pyrites. The bench next above it is a

good fuel, though rather soft and toward the base somewhat sulphurous.

It is extensively mined to supply Beverly and the adjacent country. I

made as careful search for other outcrops as is possible in a wild region,

covered with loose rocks and a dense forest. No other was found, unless

the bed exposed at the head of Casseday's Fork of Buckhannon River

be the same. This occurs near the crest of the ridge on the west slope,

about ten miles south from the Staunton road. It is a large bed, and is

most likely this coal. There is no doubt that this is the same with that

found on the conglomerate in Marion and Monongahela counties. If it

be as irregular in thickness here as in northern West Virginia and Ohio,

its outcrop will be traced only with great difficulty.

Aside from the Freeport, itself reduced almost to nothing, no lime-

stones were seen in this group. As in the other groups, the limestones

disappear southward. They occur in Pennsylvania, but thin out rapidly

after coming into West Virginia.

The Great Conglomerate.

This rock forms the crest of Rich Mountain for nearly sixteen miles,

within the region examined. For the most part it is a coarse sandstone

loaded with pebbles from ^ of an inch to 2 inches in diameter. Along the

Staunton pike it shows some layers of slightly micaceous and very com-

pact sandstone near the bottom. Here it is greatly increased in thick-

ness. Near the northern line of the State it is barely three hundred and

fifty feet thick, but in Randolph county, it is not less than six hundred.

This expansion continues southwardly, as shown by the observations of

Professor Fontaine, in the New River region. On Rich Mountain it con-

tains no fossils, but in portions there are vast numbers of quartz crystals,

some of them three-fourths of an inch long, and beautifully terminated

at both extremities.

On the Staunton pike, along the eastern slope of the mountain, there

was seen midway in the conglomerate, what appeared to be the blossom

of a coal-bed. As I had observed no evidence of coal in the conglomerate

northward from this locality, this exposure was studied with some care,

but nothing definite could be ascertained. Six miles farther south, on

the same side of the mountain, a small coal-bed occupies this place on

the property of Mr. Bradley. There it is three feet thick, quite soft,

but of excellent quality, and being almost free from sulphur, is highly

prized by blacksmiths. Another opening has been made on the ridge

near the bridle path, seven miles south ftom the Staunton pike, and a
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third is seen near the same pith, three miles farther south. These

openings hardly deserve the name, as only a few sackfuls of coal have

been taken from each. In all of them the coal shows the same character.

This little bed is of much interest. Here in the vicinity of the Staun-

ton pike is the northern termination or better, perhaps, the beginning of

the important group of "conglomerate" coals so fully described by

Prof. Fontaine, in West Virginia, which farther southward become the

main source of supply in Tennessee. In the northern portion of the

State no coal occurs in the congloouerate. The local geologist, quoted by

Prof. Fontaine and myself, who asserted that two beds occur in this

group, is an ignorant man, who regarded the Tionesta Sandstone as part

of the conglomerate, and so placed the Tionesta coals in this group.

Lower Carboniferous.

My observations in the Lower Carboniferous were made along the east

slope of Rich Mountain at tsvo or three localities between the Staunton

pike and the Huttonsville bridle-path, a distance of somewhat more than

ten miles north and south. The results therefore are not of much im-

portance.

The red shales were seen on the Staunton pike. Thei-e they are in

part quite arenaceous, and are almost a thinly laminated shaly sand-

stone. Their thickness cannot be accurately determined at that expo-

sure, but I take it to be little more than fifcy feet. They do not appear

to contain any important deposit of iron oi-e, such as occurs near the

Pennsylvania line. Six miles south from the Staunton pike, the shales

are entirely wanting, and the conglomerate rests directly on the lime-

stone. The line of contract is finely exposed at several localities but at

none better than at a placs nearly two -thirds of a mile north from Mr.

Bradley's house, where the limestone and conglomerate are seen in con-

tact along a bluif for about thirty feet.

The shales are of a deep red color, and the micaceous sandy layers are

almost as deep red as the pressed brick on our house-fronts. As a whole,

this series bears very close resemblance to the red shales of the Lower
Barren Group, and might easily be mistaken for them. About fifteen

miles north from the Staunton pike, at the gap made by Tygart's River

on its passage through Rich Mountain, Mr. J. Woolley found these shales

two hundred feet thick ; their identity being certified by the conglome-

rate above and the limestone below. Within twenty miles south from

that locality they have wholly disappeared.

The rapid thickening of the limestone is remarkable, contrasting

strangely in this respect with those of the Coal Measures. Near the

State line on Cheat River the limestone mass is barely one hundred feet

thick, as ascertained by boi-ing. In Randolph county, I saw a continu-

ous exposure of nearly four hundred feet. A space of two hundred feet

is concealed, and below that a calcareous shale occurs, so that the thick-

ness is not less than seven hundred feet. In Pocahontas and Greenbrier
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counties, the expansion is greater, reaching in the former to eight hun-

dred feet. On the Staunton pike the topmost layers are exceedingly

pure and very compact. They yield an excellent lime, and are the

source of supply for the whole region to a distance of nearly twenty

miles. Farther south the upper layers are quite impure, and are nearly

calcareous shale. On the property of Mr. Bradley, a seam of coal occurs

amid some shales in this mass, about two hundred and fifty feet below

the conglomerate. It is two inches thick, quite impure and very sul-

phurous. It is seen in a little run below Mr. Bradley's house.

The fossils obtained from this limestone were found chiefly in the

upper layers and are similar to those procured in Monongalia county.

The most common are Spirifer Leidyi, Athyris subquadrata, Productus

e'egans, Productus pileiformis, Hemipronites crassus, Allorisma sp., and

Straparollus planidorsatus. These show the rock to be of the same age

as the Chester group of the west. I had in my possession several fine

specimens of Lithostrotion canadense, which were said to be from Ran-

dolph county, and I expected to find the St. Louis group well defined.

No species belonging to that group fell under my observation, and I

doubt whether the Lithostrotion came from this portion of West
Virginia.

The strangest feature in the Lower Carboniferous of this region is the

entire disappearance of the sandstones and shales usually found between

the limestone and conglomerate. Judging from Rogers' reports, one

would expect to find them, not merely persistent but greatly expanded,

as compared with more northern localities. At Westernport, on the

Potomac, they are six hundred and fifty feet thick, and in Pocahontas

county, that adjoining Randolph on the soutJi, they are twelve hundred

and sixty feet. Yet in Randolph county they disappear completely. A
local anticlinal must have existed here during the latter portion of the

Lower Carboniferous period.

The Disturbed Region.

By this title I designate that portion of West Virginia lyiug between

the line of the EUenboro' fault and the Ohio River, which includes about

midway between its east and west boundaries the especially broken tract

known as the " oil-break."

The line of the EUenboro' fault crosses the Stavmton pike near Webb's

Mills, on Hughes River. Northward it passes a little west from Harris-

ville and crosses the railroad about one-fourth of a mile east from EUen-

boro'. Its place is entirely concealed on the Northwestern pike, though

its presence there is indicated by the change in the character of the rocks.

How far northward it extends I am unable to say, but if it continue in

that direction, it should cross the Ohio River not far from New Martins-

ville. The best information within my reach leads me to suppose that

it disappears long before reaching the Ohio. Southward this fault cer-

tainly disappears long before reaching the Great Kanawha River, for,

according to Dr. Briggs, the Pittsburg coal shows a continuous outcrop
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across the State through Braxton, Clay, Kanawha and Putnam counties

to the Ohio River. Indeed, in every respect the disturbance from east to

west in this region seems to have been greatest in tlie vicinity of the line

followed by the railroad. Near Ellenboro' the fault is quite abrupt and

is seen to good advantage in the creek's bed, about one-fourth of a mile

from the station. On its eastern side the rocks of the Upper Barren

Group are seen turned up and dipping at 2GC>, while on the west side the

strata of the Lower Barren Group lie almost horizontally. The direction

of the fault is about IST. 10° E. Mag., and the upper rocks dip S. Sl-O F.

Mag.
From this fault westward, the strata are almost horizontal, or have an

easterly dip so slight that it cannot be determined by the barometer, until

the edge of the oil-break is reached where they are abruptly turned up

at a high angle. Within the "break," a narrow strip, nowhere more

than two miles wide, the dip is irregular, but shows traces of anticlinal

structure, and at no time exceeds 5°. On the west side the conditions

seen at the east are repeated. The strata are sharply upturned and dip

toward the west. The angle of dip quickly diminishes and soon becomes

only ten feet per mile. About five miles east from Parkersburg, another

fault occurs, quite as sharp as that at Ellenboro', with the upturned rocks

dipping westward. Beyond this, the rocks are almost horizontal to

the Ohio River.

On each side of the oil-break the strata belong to the Lower Barren

Group, as far east the Ellenboro' fault and as far west as the fault near

Parkersburg. What the rocks between this fault and the Ohio River

are, can be determined only by approaching them from Ohio. Before

entering into a discussion of the "break," it is well to describe these

rocks as they occur east and west from it.

Lotcer Barren Group outside of the Oil-break. Near Ellenboro', and

almost directly on the edge of the fault a boring was made several years

ago in search of oil. No record has been preserved, but the enterprise

proved unsuccessful. Both fresh and salt water were found, and a little

oil was obtained. The rocks appeared to be much shattered. At first

the drill descended nearly twenty feet each day, and farther down many
crevices were struck, in which the tools would drop four or five feet in-

stantly. Five hundred feet down, the drill stuck fast and the work was
abandoned.

Along the railroad, westward from Ellenboro' to near Petroleum, the

section appears to be :

1. Debris, with nodular limestone 75 ft.

2. Coal 1 ft.

3. Flaggy sandstone 40 ft.

4. Red shales 10 ft.

5. Sandstone 15-25 ft.

6. Red and blue shale 25 ft.

7. Sandstone 10 ft.

8. Red shales and sandstone 300 ft.
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The limestone and coal both were seen near EUenboro', as well as in

the hills near a deep cut three miles farther west. This coal, I take to be

the same with that whose blossom is seen in the roadside between Harris-

ville and Cornwallis Station, not far from the former place. The sand-

stones, Nos. 5 and 7, are soft, light gray, somewhat feldspathic and con-

tain much mica. The upper is the more compact and durable. Both

maybe seen near Cornwallis Station, where the upper stratum is quarried

extensively by the railroad company for building purposes. The lower

one is apt to become flaggy. No. 8 is first seen near Cornwallis, and is

the prevailing rock exposed in the cuttings from that place to near Pe-

troleum, except near Silver Run Summit, four miles east from Petroleum,

where the grade of the road brings one into the upper members of the

group. The shales greatly predominate. When freshly exposed, they

resemble a reddish shale enclosing nodules of sandstone. The whole,

however, is a mass of slightly arenaceous clay shale, without definite

bedding, of dull red color, with brownish patches, and readily breaking

up into coarse powder on exposure. The color is characteristic, and once

seen cannot fail to be remembered. No such shale occurs in the Upper

Barren Group. It does occur in the Lower Barren Group along Buck-

hannon River and the Staunton pike, in Upshur county. No other group

resembles it except the Red Shales of the Lower Carb niferous. Near

Petroleum we find under it a sandstone, which, doubtless, belongs to the

Lower Coal Group.

Along the Northwestern pike only the upper members of the group

are exposed, until one approaches the eastern slope of this "break."

Southwai'd from the railroad the rocks show the same character. At a

short distance west from Harrisville a boring was made for oil. It was

continued to the depth of five hundred feet and then abandoned. No
record of it is accessible. I am informed that for most of the distance

the drill passed through red shales, and that two very thin beds of coal

or carbonaceous shale were passed through. On the Staunton pike, these

rocks are well exposed for nearly twenty miles, by the road. They are

said to contain two very thin beds of coal. Of one of these I saw the

blossom about three miles west from Webb's Mills. It seems to be about

ten inches thick. A very notable feature just east from the break is a

sandstone, about twenty feet thick, resting on shale.

Leaving aside, for the present, all reference to the strata involved in

the slopes of the oil-break, we pass across the break to the west, where

we find a similar series of rocks, differing only in this, that the red tint

is not the only one in the shale, many jjortions along the railroad having

a bluish cast.

Upon the line of the railroad, west from Laurel Junction, we find the

rate of dip quickly decreasing to less than one degree. Before reaching

the tunnel, one mile west from the Junction, the blossom of a thin coal

is seen in a low cut. This is probably two hundred feet higher than the

rocks in the Junction cut, and is overlaid by a mass of bluish-red shale
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and sandstone. From the tunnel westward to Walkei's Station, the

grade of the road falls, and meantime the dip becomes barely ten feet per

mile. Nearly one mile east from Walker's, a thin coal is seen which may
be traced through several cuts. It is eight injhe^ thick, very slaty, and

is no doubt the same with that just mentioned. Above it, in the hills is

a succession of sandstones and red shales. Similar rocks occur all the

way to Parkersburg. "No break or fault was seen along the railroad, but

in a well bored near Claysville, the strata are said to have been found

much shattered. On the Northwestern pike the exposures are very incom-

plete ; no succession can be made out, but there are evidences of at least

two small breaks in continuity of the rocks.

Upon the Staunton pike, the exposures are quite as satisfactory as

those along the railroad, for the I'oad runs in the valleys cut by the Little

Kanawha and Hughes' Rivers. Starting up the Litcle Kanawha from

Parkersburg, we find at five miles from that city a well-marked break or

fault, very similar to that observed at EUenboro'. Up to this point the

westward dip is almost zero ; but here at once it increases to 25°. The

exposure is at the roadside, in a cut. East from this break the strata are

horizontal, at least no dip in any direction can be made out with the

barometer. On both sides the rocks are apparently the same. Sandstones

and brownish I'ed, slightly arenaceous shales. Judging from their litho-

logical characters alone, one would regard them as belonging to the same

gi'oup. At a short distance below Newark, the road passes through a

cut, in which is exposed a faeries of sandstoaes and dark-red shale«, in all

about one hundred and twenty-five feet thick. On top there is a hand-

some, light olive sandstone, which is quarried to supply material for

building the locks on the river. Though soft, it is said to be quite

durable.

At Grreenville, where the road crosses Hughes' River, the same shaly

sandstones and shales are seen la the river bluffs, and at some distance

farther on, the massive sandstone appears in the hills, twenty feet thick

and standing out as a cliff. Huge fragments of it have fallen off and lie

strewn over the hillside, and in the river channel. It has been used here

for building purposes, and serves well, as it is not very hard, dresses

easily and is quite durable. This rock is seen along the road to within

one mile of Freeport P. O., where the exposures become obscui-e, as we
are approaching the western boundary of the oil-break. It is the same

sandstone with that already mentioned as occurring just east from the

break on this pike.

The Oil-break. This name is given to an irregular tract, from one

to nearly two miles in width, having a general trend of N. 10° E. Mag.,

and with the strata on its sides, dipping N. 80° W. and S. 80° E. Mag.
I have been able to examine it along the Staunton pike, the Northwestern

Railroad, and the Northwestern pike, as well as at several points

between these lines, embracing in all about fifteen miles of its length.

The region of greatest disturbance is in the neighborhood of the railroad:

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2y
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north and south from this line the abruptness diminishes. Its extent

southward is not well determined. Col. Byrne, State Superintendent of

Instruction in West Virgiuia, informed me that he had traced it to the

Great Kanawha River, near Charleston. This seems hardly possible, for

at the Great Kanawha, in that vicinity, there is no anticlinal, certainly

there is no break. It is, however, by no means improbable that the re-

mai'kable horizontality of the strata there may result from the flattening

out of this anticlinal in that direction, so that if the flattening occur

gradually southward, the anticlinal might be traced to that I'iver.

Northward, where the break crosses the Ohio River near Cow Run,

it is said to be a gentle anticlinal, over which the upper rocks pass un-

broken ; and this belief is supported by Dr. Briggs' section along the

Ohio.* In that section the whole mass between Wheeling and Pomeroy
is referred to the Upper Coal Group, and the Pittshurg coal is regarded

as being at no point more than two hundred and fifty feet under the

river. There is certainly an error somewhere in this work, since in that

portion of West Virginia, fronting on the river, a little south from

Marietta, the surface rocks belong to the Lower and not the Upper Barren

Group, for I have found the section along the Staunton pike to be the

same on both sides of the break, and along the railroad it is practically

the same. I have no recoi-ds of borings made west from the bi'eak, but.

two on the east, one near EUenboro' and the other near Harrisville, were

driven five hundred feet and passed all the way through shales and

sandstones, cutting at most only two streaks of coal. If these rocks

belonged to the upper series, the Pittsburg coal should have been struck

at about three hundred feet from the surface near EUenboro', and at

much less near Harrisville. At Wolfe's Summit, eight miles west from

Clarksburg, the Pittshurg goes under, dipping northwestward, at the rate

'®f somewhat more than one hundred feet per mile. From that place

westward to EUenboro', the strata of the Upper Coal and Upper Barren

Groups are followed without a break, the dip continuing northwest all

the way, though gradually diminishing in sharpness. At EUenboro', the

rocks change and the dip becomes slightly eastward. From this line we
find only the characteristic red shales with the accompanying sandstones

until we reach the oil-break where the rapidly-increasing dip brings us

into the Lower Coal Group. As will be shown farther on, the rocks

within and the steeply-sloping sides of the break form a continuous and
uninterrupted series with those outside. If this series between the oil-

break and the EUenboro' fault belong to the Upper Barren Group, what
has become of the Lower Barren and Upper Coal Gi'oup? Neither of

these is found along the Staunton pike, where the whole structure is

very clearly exposed. It is absolutely certain that the Pittsburg coal

appears nowhere between the EUenboro' fault and the one a little

way east from Parkersburg, except possibly in isolated patches on tops

of the very highest hills.

* Rogers' Report Q-eol. Virginia, for 1840.
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Dr. Briggs' statement can be accounted for only by supposing that the

EUenboro' fault disappears long before reaching the Ohio, and that the

oil-brealc itself flattens out rapidly, so as to become a low anticlinal near

the river, over vphich the upper groups may pass unbroken. Still this

does not wrholly remove the difficulty. What the conditions may be

above Marietta, along the river, I do not know, never having examined

that region ; but I do know that rocks belonging to the Lower Barren

Group are found near Valley Mills, in Wood county, three miles from the

river and seven miles northeast from Parkersburg. In that vicinity, I

was unable to discover any rocks belonging to the upper groups.

The oil-break passes through Wirt, Ritchie and Pleasants counties.

Beginning at the south, let us see the structure in the vicinity of the

Staunton pike, which runs along Hughes' River. The section of the west

slope is very prettily exposed on Fox's Run, about one mile north from

the Staunton pike, where we find :

1. Red shales not measured.

2. Shaly sandstone 20 ft.

3. Red shales 105 ft.

4. Shaly sandstone 30 ft.

5. Red shales 50-60 ft.

6. Sandstone, shaly to massive 65 ft.

7. Chert 5-12 ft.

No. 1 is not far from one hundred feet thick, and on it rests the massive

sandstone already mentioned as seen along the pike west from the

"break." Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are wholly involved in the abrupt side, and
No. 3, partially so. The sandstones are all of a dull red color, and in

the wells bored just outside of the break, the whole mass was recorded

as red shale. On the east side of the break the exposure is yet more
satisfactory, as the road passes along the river bank, so low down as to

exhibit the flexure in the flint where the dip abruptly decreases from 35^^

to 3°. The sandstones and shales of the preceding section are seen in

the hill above the flint, thus proving indisputably that the rocks on
each side of the "break " belong to the same horizon.

There is no evidence of faulting on either side. The succession from
the inner portion of the abruptly tilted strata outward to the horizontal

strata is unbroken and pei'fectly clear.

Within the break the rocks are almost horizontal and not much broken.

They describe a flattened anticlinal, for beginning inside and proceeding

outwards, say on the west side we find the dip first horizontal, then 2° or 3^,

then 28°, then 56°, then 3° or 5°, and finally outside almost horizontal.

A. similar condition is found on the eastern edge. Along the line of

section the chert is the last to show the abrupt dip.

If now we ascend the hill from Fox's Run and go east about one-third

of a mile we find near Mr. Sharpnack's steam-mill, the sandstone and
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chert almost horizontal. The sandstone is the highest rock in the hill.

The section is as follows :

1. Sandstone 60 ft.

2. Chert 6-12 ft.

3. Shale and li mestone 9 ft.

4. Black shale 3 ft.

5. Goal 6-12 inches.

6. Shale and sandstone 120 ft.

7. Sandstone to river not measured.

Th6 chert is light-red to yellow, and in some cases dove colored. It is

quite compact, and forms a striking feature in both sides of the break as

well as on the hills within it. It is well exposed on the pike, where it

has been used for macadamizing the road. The limestone in No. 3,

occurs in nodules, varying from two inches to two feet in diam eter. It

is variegated and extremely compact. If a sufficient quantity could be

obtained, this would be valuable as an ornamental marble for indoor use,

since it receives a beautiful polish. The coal is sulphurous and slaty.

It can be seen on the pike near each edge of the break. The sandstone,

No. 1, is said to contain a coal, eight inches thick. The black shale

overlying the coal No. 5, is quite rich in fossils. In a few minutes, I

obtained from it a large number of individuals belonging to the following

species: Chonetes granuUfera, Solenomya sp., ScJiizodus sp., Pleuroto-

maria graymlUensis, Bellerophon montfortianus, Bellerophon percarinatus

and Euomphalus subrugosus. From this shale some very fine specimens

of a Nautilus, allied to N. occidentalis, have been procured.

Near Freeport P. O., midway in the break, a well was bored to the

depth of fifteen hundred feet, but the record seems to be wholly lost. All

accounts agree in stating that for several hundred feet before the work

was stopped, the drill passed through nothing but red shale. In a boring

made near the middle of the break, thin coals are said to have been met

at sixty, eighty and one hundred and twenty feet, respectively, from the

surface. By comparing the results of two borings made here by Mr. J.

Lillie, I make out the following partial section within the break :

1. Sandstone 60 ft.

2. Chert........ 6-12 ft.

3. Shale and limestone 9 ft.

4. Shale 3 ft.

5. Coal 6-12 in.

6. Shale : 30 ft.

7. Sandstone 59 ft.

8. Shale 41 ft.

9. Sandstone 105 ft.

10. Shale 9 ft.

11. Sandstone 76 ft.
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12. Shale 14 ft.

13. Coal ; 3 ft,

14. Shale 20 ft.

15. Sandstone 37 ft.

16. Shale 6 ft.

17. Shale, black 10 ft.

18. Shale 50 ft.

19. Sandstone 20 ft.

Total 553 ft.

Oil was found in Nos. 9 and 19. The coal, No. 13, is said to be very

soft and in appearance to resemble the Grahamite. It is not exposed

everywhere and has been found only in borings.

Respecting the horizon of these rocks there is no room for doubt. The
chert is undoubtedly the same as that found on the Great Kanawha River,

immediately below the Mahoning Sandstone. Here, as so frequently

elsewhere in West Virginia, that sandstone holds a thin bed of coal. The
shale below the chert is rich, in species of fossils, which, in the Appala-

chian region, are thus far utterly unknown at every horizon above the

middle of the Lower Barren Group. Such a fossiliferous shale is very

often found between the Mahoning Sandstone and the immediately under-

lying coal. From the sandstone down, the whole facies is that of the

Lower Coal Group, and at an inconsiderable depth the shales of the

Lower Carboniferous are reached.

Along the line of the Northwestern Railroad, the conditions are much
more complicated, and one finds some difficulty in working out the true

structure. Here the uplifting agency was exerted much more energeti-

cally than on any other line, whether north or south from the railroad.

Approaching Laurel Junction from the west, we pass through the

Lower Barren Group. The strata are dipping westward very slightly

until we approach the station, when the dip instantly changes to 30°,

and within a very short distance increases to 75°. It then declines almost

as rapidly to 2° or 3°. On the east side of the break near Petroleum, the

conditions are similar, the easterly dip suddenly increasing from a frac-

tion of one degree to twenty, and then to thirty-six degrees. On each
side of the break the uplifted rocks are certainly not far from eight

hundred feet thick, and they may possibly be somewhat more. The dis-

turbed conditions renders it difficult to make a good estimate. In these

rocks we find near Laurel Junction a thin coal bed, one foot, separated by
about ten feet of shale from a slaty coal, barely eight inches thick. Botq
coals are badly broken, fire-clay and shale having been forced into them.
From information given me by Prof. Fontaine, I am inclined to think
that this same double bed is seen a little farther east in another cut,

still sharply upturned. Near Petroleum, a similar bed is involved in the

abruptly sloping rocks, and a little east from that village a thin coal is

occasionally worked, which is said to be double and to resemble the one
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under consideration. There seems to be no room for doubting that the

coal near Laurel Junction and that at Petroleum are the same.

Prof. Fontaine, nearly two years ago, made a very careful section along

the railroad from Laurel Junction to the middle of the break, where the

summit of the anticlinal is shown. He has very kindly submitted his

notes to me without restriction. In the main, the results of my observa-

tions do not differ from those previously obtained by him. I do not re-

produce the section, as the details are unimportant here.

Within the break, that is, in that portion where the rocks lie some-

what irregularly horizontal, a coal is seen in several cuts. The section

in connection with it varies slightly, owing to crushing, while the coal

itself exhibits every evidence of having been subjected to strong pres-

sure. The following sections were obtained at different points upon the

railroad. No. I, being by Prof. Fontaine, and No. II, by myself

:

I.

1. Massive sandstone 12'+
2. Black arenaceous shale.. b"-i'

3. Coal 30"
4. Gray sandstone 3|'

5. Coal 8"
6. Black shale 3'

7. Flaggy sandstone —

II-

1. Sandstone, massive.... 35'

2. Shale 2'-4'

3. Coal 15"-23"
4. Sandstone and shale 6'

5. Cannel 10"

6. Clay 3"

^..Coal 8"-12"

8. Shale to track 6'

At the base of the massive sandstone there is a thin layer of conglome-

rate made up of rounded pebbles, one-half inch in diameter and cement-

ed by oxide of iron. The shale contains no impression of plants. This

seam is evidently the same as that mined near Volcano, about one mile

north from the railroad, where the section to the coal, as obtained in a

well, is shale 40'; sandstone, 40'-50' ; Coal, 3'-5'. The coal\& double

and very irregular in thickness. Below it the rocks are principally sand-

stone to a depth of nearly five hundred feet, beyond which are reddish

shales, which have been bored to seven hundred feet more without reach-

ing their base. Two thin coals have been found within the break above

this main bed, but they are not persistent.

Within the break the strata are thrown about in considerable confu-

sion, and well-marked faults are not infrequent along the railroad line.

One of these is exhibited in following figure, which, as well the descrip-

tion, I take from Prof. Fontaine's manuscript, the details being more

satisfactorily given than in my own notes.

The fracturing of the rocks is especially marked on the western side of

the break. The superintendent of one of the oil companies informed me
that, on that side, it has never been found necessary te "torpedo" the

wells, while that expedient is necessarily resorted to on the east side.

The anticlinal structure is well shown west from Petroleum in the first

cut which exposes the coal.

There is no room to doubt that the original structure here was that of

an anticlinal, but certainly there is no true -anticlinal now. This is easily

shown by reference to only a few facts.
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East and west from the break along the railroad, the rocks do not dif-

fer materially in character from those in similar position along the Staun-

ton pike, where the relations are very clear. They are, therefore, of

Lower Barren age. Borings made near the pike, say twelve miles south

from the railroad, show the thickness of the Lower Coal Group and the

Conglomerate to be not far from six hundred feet, and borings imme-
diately north from the railroad show about the same thickne s. In the

several cuts near Laurel Junction on the railroad, there are exposed sev-

eral hundred feet of strata dipping at angles varying from ten to seventy-

five degrees. These cannot belong wholly to the Lower Barren Group,

for by far the greater portion has no equivalent in that group, being sand-

stone clearly underlying the mass of shales. From what we know of the

Coal Measures in this portion of the trough, it is deemed impossible for

the Barren Group to increase so enormously within barely twelve miles.

The greater portion of these upturned rocks must belong to the Lower

Coal Group, and must be identical with the shattered fragments arranged

in rude horizontality between the sides of the break.

*' 'a '—rather heavy bedded gray sandstone, weathering reddish brown;
'6'—thin sandstone plates, placed on each other like saucers, and abut-
ting on 'c,' which is a bluish fine shale; '(Z' and 'e' are dark heavy
bedded sandstones "

Such being the case, it is evident that we have here the remains of an

anticlinal. All the conditions go to show that the upheaval was not slow,

but very violent, even explosive. It seems as though the rocks had been

blown ovit with such force as to fracture them on the crest of the anticli-

nal and as though the fi agments, thus produced, had fallen into the broad

gulf and keyed up the sides. In conversation. Prof. Fontaine has com-

pared the conditions with those which would result if the top of a hollow

anticlinal was battered in, and the simile is a good one. What the na-
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ture of the agency producing the disturbance was, it is difficult to deter-

mine. It cdrtainly was exerted over a broad area, extending in the re-

gion examined from the line of the Ellenboro' fault to the Ohio River.

Fissures are frequent throughout this area, the most notable one being

that containing the Grahamite. This has been fully described by Prof.

Fontaine in the American Journal of Science.

The oil is obtained chiefly from rocks, which I regard as belonging to

the Great Conglomerate. The grade, for which this region is particularly

noted, is of heavy sjiecific gravity and is known as lubricating oil.

Lighter oils are obtained, but occur at a greater depth than the others.

Appendix. Since writing this paper I have received from Dr. "W. H.

Sharp, of Volcano, West Virginia, the records of eighteen borings made
in difterent portions of the oil break. A comparison of these leaves no

room for doubt that the strata within the break, though apparently hori-

zontal, are badly broken up, in many places even dove-tailing or not in-

frequently crushed into irregular masses. This is sufficiently evident

from the variations in the interval between two well marked strata,—the

coal-bed, already mentioned, and a limestone at some distance belosv. It

is possible, however, to make an approximate estimate of the thickness

of the rocks, for several wells bored at somewhat distant localicies show

a close agreement. I give condensed sections of four borings. No. I is

near the eastern edge ; No. II is in similar position, but one mile farther

south ; Nos. Ill and IV are near the central line of the "break " and

were naade on lots 56 and 33 of the Volcanic Company's tract :

I.

Coal 3'

Shale 7'1

Sandstone 23'

Dark Shale 63'
|

Gray Sandstone 79' !

Light Shale 33'
|

Gray Sandstone 24' i

Shale and S. S 81' I

Aren. Shale and L. S. .

.

77' J

Limestone 22'

Shale 101

9.

10.

11.

12. Sandstone 32

13. Variegated Shale 388'+
III.

1. Coal and Shale 8'

2. Sandstone 80'"]

3. Dark Shale 32'
|

4. Gray Sandstone 16'
[

5. Shale 128'

6. Sandstone 170'

j

Limestone 6

Sandstone and some
Shale 12^ '+

II.

1. Coal 3'

2. Interval not given in de-
tail, but chiefly Gray
Sandstone 233'

3. Limestone 25'

4. Shale and Sandstone. ...123'

5. Sandstone 12'

6. Variegated Shale 213 '-H

IV.

1. C'oaZ and Shale 11'

2. Sandstone 17 1
3. Dark Shale 12

4. Sandstone 58 I

5. Shale 48 I

6. Shale and S. S 23 (

7. Sandstone 82

8. Sandstone and S 56 I

9. Sandstone 42 J

10. Limestone 17

11. Sandstone *&c 39 +
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Ill these sections the interval varies from 233 to 420 feet. In another

boi'ing, which passes through both the coal and the limestone, the dis-

tance is 364 feet. Two other wells were driven to a depth of 386 and 397

feet respectively below the coal, without reaching the limestone. In all

these wells the succession of strata is strikingly similar, though there is

no resemblance in the thickness of individual layers. It seems quite

probable that the interval is not far from three hundred feet, making all

due allowance for exaggerated thickness owing to ii-regular dip of the

rocks. The abrupt variations in the interval can be accounted for only

by supposing that the strata are not only broken, as they usually appear

in many of the railroad cuttings, but also actually crushed by lateral

l^ressure, as indeed is shown in one of the illustrations given above.

That this crushing is a common phenomenon appears from the frequent

occurrence of the term " floating sand " in the records.

The record of one boring gives, as overlying the limestone, " 18 feet of

sandstone and coal.'''' Since this coal is referi-ed to in no other record, I

am inclined to regard the statement as an error. AJbove the main coal

and separated from it by a thin stratum of shale, there is in every in-

stance a sandstone, whose thickness appears to vary from 20 to 80 feet.

On this in two localities and eighty-five feet above the main bed is a thin

coal, two feet thick, and, at one place, still another seam, of similar

thickness occurs sixty-three feet higher. Above are shales for a consid-

erable distance, probably two hundred feet. These borings confirm the

conclusion, previously given, that the main coal is the Upper Freeport of

Pennsylvania, the No. VI of Ohio.

Eleven of the borings pass through the limestone and five others show
by their sections that they have stopped not far short of it. In fourteen

of these, the overlying rock is described as sandstone and in the other

two as sandy shale. In twelve instances the sandstone is more or less

conglomerate. Respecting the limestone I have no direct information.

It is seen in a run near the railroad, a short distance east from Laurel
Junction, but no search has been made in it for fossils. Under the lime-

stone, sandstone occurs in ten borings and black shale in one. In four

instances the sandstone is quite conglomerate. Below the sandstone is

the variegated shale, whose thickness is unknown. Near the Staunton
pike it is more than seven hundred feet.

This succession leaves no room to doubt that the overlying rock is the

Great Conglomerate, that the limestone is the Lower Carboniferous lime-

stone (Umbral) and that the underlying rocks are the Waverly Conglom-
erate and shales (Vespertine).

Oil is found in the Great Conglomerate as well as in the shales and
conglomerate of the Waverly. The heavy lubricating oil, for which this

district has been celebrated, occurs at the upper horizon, while the lighter

oils are obtained at greater depths. Dr. Sharp informs me that extensive

*' water-veins " are seldom encountered in the borings.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 2z
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ON THE TRAPS OF THE MESOZOIC SANDSTONE IN YORK
AND ADAMS COUNTIES, PENNSYLVANIA.

By Persifor Frazer, Jr., A. M.

{Bead before the American PhilosopJiical Society, April 16, 1875.)

Chemical Properties.

All igneous rocks consist principally of compounds of some kind of

feldspar (or Nepheline or Leucite) with pyroxene, hornblende, mica or

quartz, and generally with some magnetite and other subordinate min-

erals. All these again may be divided into those poor in Silica or Basic,

or those rich in Silica or Acidic*

The average compositions of these two kinds of igneous rocks are :

PER CENT.
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of elements actually possible, and that the ratio of the Oxygen of the

Silica to that of the protoxide and sesquioxide bases is only approxima-

tive to that of a mixture of minerals representing a mean of the highest

and lowest percentages of those elements which are more commonly
found in Basic igneous rocks.

The same remark applies equally to the next following class :

ACIDIC.

PER CENT.

Silicon 33.16

Aluminum 6.38

Iron from Fe^Og say 3.80

Iron from FeO say 3.08

Calcium 2.86

Magnesium 1.33

Potassium 3.34

Sodium 3.70

Hydrogen 0.33

OXYGEN
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TRA.CHyTIC.

PER CENT. OXYGEN. OXYGEN KATIO.

Silicon 36.80 39.87 89 87

Aluminum (say 7 p. c. Al.Os).

.

3.71 3.28 )

Iron (say 7.23 FeA) 5-06 2.17) ^'^^

Calcium.... 1.03 0.41]

Magnesium 0.17 0.11 i

Sodium 2.37 0.83
j

^'^^

Potassium 3.47 0.71
j

Oxygen 47.38

Total acid and basic rad-

icals 52.61

In the Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. IX, March, 1875, is a paper

by Mr. Geo. W. Hawes, on the Trap Rocks of the Connecticut Valley, in

which a number of closely accordant analyses of dolerites are given, the

specimens being selected from various localities in the Mesozoic Sand-

stone Belt of that State.

A Dolerite taken from a dyke knovrn as West Rock, and standing west

of New Haven, gave to Mr. Hawes the following results, which have been

embodied in the form of the preceding hypothetical compositions.

ANALYSIS I, OF WEST ROCK.

PER CENT. OXYGEN. OXYGEN RATIO.

Silicon 24.86 26.94

1

Phosphorus 0.06 0.08)
'^^'^'^

Aluminum 7.55 6.65)

Iron (from FeA) 3.48 1.07)

Iron (from FeO) 6.36 1.90]

Manganese (from MnO) 0.32 0.10

Calcium 7.58 3.00 ! ggg
Magnesium 4.67 2.96 i

Sodium 1.59 0.56
1

Potassium 0.32 0.06^

Ignition 0.63

Oxygen 43.32

Acid and basic radicals.. 56.42

On comparing this analysis with the hypothetical composition of

Cotta's Basic Igneous Rock, it will be observed that the Silicon (inclu-

ding under this head the small per cent, of P. present in West Rock), is

almost the same in both, as also is the percentage of radicals in the pro
toxide bases, while the per cent, of Oxygen of both protoxide and ses-
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quioxides, and the per cent, of the radicals of the sesquioxide bases

are somewhat less in the actual, than in the hypothetical analysis.

In tabular form the proportions would stand as follows :

HYPOTHETICAL BASIC

IGNEOUS ROCK. WEST ROCK.

Silicon I
24.96 24.92

Oxygen) 27.00 27.02

Aluminum \ "^ 13.50 10.03

Iron (from peroxide) J >

Oxygen ) 10.00 7.72

Radicals of protoxide bases | 22.20 20.84

Oxygen j 10.00 8.58

A mean of 40 analyses of Labradoiite recorded in Dana's Mineralogy,

is as follows :

PER CENT.

Silica 53.09

Alumina 27.96

Ferric oxide 1.33

Magnesia 0.93

Lime 10.88

Soda 4.09

Potash 1 .08

Water 0.84

Total 99.39

Or in the simple form :

PER CENT. OXYGEN. OXYGEN RATIO.

Silicon 25.48 27.61 27.61

Aluminum 14.73 12.96
|

Iron (from FeA) 0-93 0.40 )

Magnesium 0.24 0.151

Calcium 7.77 3.11
j

Sodium 3.03 1.06}.

Potassium 0.98 0.19

Hydrogen 0.09 0.75 J

13.36

5.26

Mr. Hawes extracted enough crystals of pyroxene from one specimen
of Connecticut trap to enable him to determine its constitution.

It bears the nearest resemblance to an Augite of the Rhone, analyzed
by Klaproth :
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CHEMICAL UNITS.

Elements.
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A specimen of Dolerite was taken from Beeler's farm, 2 miles S. W. of

York, York county, Pa., and submitted to Dr. F. A. Genth for analysis,

which is as follows :

FEB, CENT.

Silicic acid 52.53

Phosphoric acid 0.15

Titanic acid 0. 32

Alumina 14.35

Ferric oxide 5.93

Ferrous oxide 5.45

Manganous oxide trace

Magnesia. — 7.99

Lime.... 10.27

Lithia faintest trace.

Soda 1.87

Potash. 0.92

Copper trace.

Sulphur 0.08

Ignition 1.23

Total 101.04

Silicon 24.51

Phosphorus.. 0.06

Titanium.... 0.19

Aluminum . . 7.65

Iron (from FeA) 4.15

Iron (fromFeO) 4.23

Manganese . .

Magnesium
Calcium. . .

.

Lithium . .

.

Sodium . .

.

Potassium.

.

Copper

Sulphur . .

.

4.79

7.33

1.38

0.76

28.24

Oxygen.

/ 28.02

8.00
-i

0.10

0.12

6.70

1.78

1.21

3.20

2.94

0.49

0.16

0.08

These constituents in chemical units give:

Silicon 3.

Titanium 0.

P -

Aluminum 0.

Iron (from sesquioxide) 0.

Iron (from protoxide) 0.

Magnesium 0.

Calcium 0.

Sodium 0.

Potassium 0.

500 \
015/

834"]

222

150
I

399 j.

366

060

019j

Difference

.

5.515

2.050

1.465

DOLERITE FROM BEELER'S.

Total units in rock 11.133

Chemical units of Si. and Ti. . .

.

" " of basic radicals.

Excess of units of Silicon, &c

{Neglecting 3ul2)7iur)

3.515

2.050

1.465
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CHEM. UNITS.

Total chemical units of oxygen * 5 .565

Excess of units of acid over basic radicals (= units of

saturating oxygen) ............... 1.465

4.100Linking oxygen

= 33.80 p. c.

Saturating Oxygen= 11.72 p, c.

Hence the conclusion that 4.09 p. c, of this rock is Silicon combined

as ortho-silicic acid, according to the formula M'^Si'^ O"^, and the re-

maining 20.51 per cent, exists in the form of the mouo-meta acid, or as

M'jSi'^ 0"3.

The excess of the chemical units of Si, over those of the basic radi-

cals, will also serve to explain the fact (mentioned to me by Mr. Hawes in

reference to the Ct. Traps, but which I have not yet sufiiciently verified

in those from our own State), that in many cases free Silica is observed

in them.

It may be added that the reduction of the analysis of these rocks to a

form which gives the measure of chemical force employed in the com-

position of their constituent minerals, and in a single unit, i. e., the

ratio of the percentage weight by the equivalence to the atomic weight,

seems a very convenient one to employ in discussing the questions here

considered.

It is interesting to observe that while the analysis of the Connecticut

Dolerite agrees very well with a mixture of one molecule of Labradorite

to one of Pyroxene, that from Beeler's farm corresponds even more closely

with a mixture of two molecules of Labradorite to one of Pyroxene. In

this table the same analyses of Labradorite and Pyroxene are used as in

the former case.

3 molecules of Beeler's

dolerite.

Si.

24,65 X 3

73,95

i 11.81X3

AI2 &«•

35.43

Dyad and 1 18.45 X 3

Monad [

Basic
I

Kadicals, j = 55.35

A. p. s.—YOL, xiT. 3a

49,40 (24.7 X 2) 2 molecules of Labradorite.

24.34 1 molecule, Pyroxene.

73,74

32.40 (16,2 X 2) 2 molecules, Labradorite.

1.88 1 molecule, Pyroxene.

34.28

23,60 (11,8 X 2) 2 molecules, Labradorite.

30.40 1 molecule, Pyroxene.

54.00
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OPTICAL properties!

Syenite (?) from Cemetery Hill, near Gettysburg. Adams Co., Pa.

Contains Feldspar, Hornblende and Magnetite, and some Biotite, with

Quartz rarely. With a single Nicol's prism, the blades of Hornblende aie

fully dichroic. Both that and the feldspar are speckled and spotted.

Between two Nicol's prisms the Labradorite polarizes through blue,

yellow, and lilac ; the Hornblende from white to brown and black ; and

the Quartz, which is sparingly present, gives brilliant colors.

Iq the thick specimen examined under the microscope the feldspar dif-

fers from that of the equally thick specimens of dolerite in being more
transparent and " icy"-looking, resembling Adularia, and here and there

are seen small grains of a transparent mineral giving the rainbow colors

of quartz.

The fine slice reveals the feldspar in a state not easily distinguishable

and of weathered appearance, and also several objects, which from their

colors, green and red, resemble small fragments of pyroxene. "While

therefore, there is no doubt of the occurrence of hornblende in suffi-

cient quantity to give the character to this rock, the question as to its

proper name will be remanded to future study.

Dolerite prom Beeler's Farm, 2 Miles S. W. of York.

This slide at 275 diameters and between Nicol's prisms, shows an ag-

gregate of irregular portions of crystals of pyroxene and Labradorite with

the accompanying magnetite. The surfaces of the crystals are rough,

but they do not seem to be so much affected by weathering as in that

inarked No. 3.

Dolerite (No. 3) from Beeler's Farm, 2 Miles S. W. of York.

The Labradorite and pyroxene of this specimen, under 275 diameters,

appear in much the same condition as those of the slide from the Mum-
per dolerite. The blades of Labradorite are twinned and sometimes gen-

iculated ; the two individuals polarizing alternately light and brown.

Certain parts of this slide are very rich in a fine rod-like crystal ap-

parently uniaxial which may be set down with safety as apatite. A very

large number of these little crystals is distributed throughout the whole

mass.

Dolerite from Mumper Shaft, 1 Mile N. of Dillsburg, York
Co., Pa.

The thin section (magnified 56.8 diameters) and with ^ in. aperture,

exhibits blades of Labradorite very finely and regularly striated, mixed

together with yellowish green masses of pyroxene irregularly cleft and

stippled on the surface like fish roe and containing magnetite, around

which is to be seen a brownish-yellow stain due to its partial conversion

into ferric hydrate. With appertures of ^^ in., |- in., and 3-16, the same

appearances are manifest, but not so clearly.
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With the Lieberkuha reflector the fragments of magnetite assume a

partially metallic lustre.

With one Nicol's prism there is a faint appearance of dichroism in

some isolated spirts of some of the pyroxene crystals but in general there

is no change.

Between two Mcol's prisms the pyroxene changes from green to pink

(sometimes giving a transient spot of deep purple), and the irregular rifts

in its mass are more plainly visible.

The Labradorite changes abru.ptly along the planes of twinning to light

brown and pale greenish-blue from white. The striation is very appa-

rent and polarization is usually complementary in two or three sections

of the single blade.

The magnetite of course remains unchanged.

Between Nicol's prisms and magniiied 275 diameters the outlines of the

constituent crystals of this rock are very sharp, and the pyroxene in par-

ticular shows very brilliant shades of purple and green.

The cleavage is quite apparent, and the whole rock seems but little

altered.

DOLERITE FROM LOGAN*S ShAFT, 1 MiLE JST. OP'DlLLSBURG.

This slide resembles the others but is less decomposed and compounded
of finer crystals than the others. It exhibits Labradorite, pyroxene and

magnetite, besides acicular crystals which appear to ba apatite.

Under 275 diameters the Labradorite and pyroxene have a rough ap-

pearance, as if covered with little bubbles, due perhaps, to incipient de-

composition. A number of small needle-like apatite crystals are scat-

tered through the mass.

The greater part of the Labradorite (which is twinned as usual) lacks

sharpness of outline.

The photographs and zinc plates from the photo-zincograph process have

been prepai-ed by Mr. Anthony Wenderoth, of this city, to whom great

credit is due for his skill in overcoming what have been hitherto co asidered

insuperable dilficulties. In the present state of photography it is im-

possible to make a picture from nature of the constituents of a complex

rock of this kind, and at the same time to preserve the identity of each

to the eye. Indeed the outlines of the separate minerals will blend more

or less into each other when the colors are such as wrill affect the sen-

sitized plate imperfectly. Another drawback is that yellow and red min-

erd.ls photograph black, and the former being one element of the color of

many pyroxenes, the black spots, which should indicate magnetite, are

sometimes extended out of all reason, when the two last mentioned min-

erals occur together. Another evil is that the same mineral may, by rea-

son of slightly diftering thicknesses in different parts of the slide, assume

totally different colors. And still another, is that part of the stippled ef-

fect is often due to the necessities of the process. Yet in spite of these

disadvantages, some of which at least experience and patience will enable
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US to overcome, these plates are among the most faithful representations

of the facts as seen through the microscope which have yet appeared.

With suitable apparatus and after some prefatory trials, I have hopes of

producfag more perfect results, and of obtaining sharp level photographic

outlines, which can be colored if necessary to correspond to five or six

positions of the analyzer during its rotation.

[Note — In connection with this paper a series of thin slices of Con-

necticut Traps, made by Mr. E. S. Dana, of Yale College, the Penn
sylvania specimens referred to in the text, as also, photographs of maps
of York County and Gettysburg, and the positive picture on glass of the

slices of 136 diameter enlargement, were projected on the screen.]

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate I.

Fig. 1. This photograph was among the first made with- an y\ micro-

scopic objective. A portion of the edge of the section was included in the

field in order that the portion represented might be more easily recog-

nized and studied under the table-microscope.

The enlargement is very nearly 34 diameters. The original is a

dolerite (No. 3) containing pyroxene (a), magnetite (b), plagioclase (labra-

dorite) (c), and some scattered needles of apatite (d).

The previous description of the dolerite No. 3 from Beeler's farm

applies to this specimen.

Fig. 2. The negative of this print was made in polarized light and is

another portion of Fig. 1, PI. IV.

The object is a specimen of dolerite from Beeler's farm marked No. 4.

The rock is seen to be a confused mass of crystal fragments consisting

of labradorite (a), pyroxene (b), and magnetite (c).

Plate II. ,

Fig. 1. The negative of this print was taken with a ^ microscopic

objective, and the enlargement is about 136 diameters. The minerals

constituting this rock, (which occurs on Cemetery Hill, Gettysburg,

Adams County, Pa., and has been provisionally called Syenite,) are more

or less weathered, as their rough appearance, caused by their numerous

cavities, sufficiently shows.

a. Crystals of feldspar.

b. Hornblende.

. c. Magnetite.

Fig. 2. This object is specimen 1 of dolerite from Beeler's farm, 3

miles S. W. of York, and is magnified 136 diameters.

a. Labradorite.

6. Pyroxene.

c. Magnetite.
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The surfaces of both feldspar and pyroxene (and especially of the

latter) are covered with small cavities.

Plate III.

Fig. 1. This is a dolerite from Logan's, a shaft contiguous to the

Mumper shaft. Besides exhibiting the relations of the light-colored slabs

of labradorite to each other, and the pyroxene which forms a matrix

for them, there are two distinct apatite crystals reproduced in the print.

a. Labradorite.

6. Pyroxene.

c. Apatite.

Central black spot, Magnetite.

Fig. 2. Thin section of a dolerite from a shaft on Mumper's property

about 1 mile N. of Dillsburg. The dyke of which this is a section cuts

the ore bed at a short distance beneath the surface.

In this print there is a labradorite of unusual size, in which is im-

bedded a small mass (of pyroxene) (?) which appears black in this light.

The sbriation of other labradorite crystals is distinctly seen, while the

outlines of the magnetite crystals are unusually sharp.

a. Labradorite.

5. Pyroxene.

c. Magnetite.

Plate IV.

The figures in this plate wex-e photographs of the same object but

under different conditions of polarized light. Figs. 1 to 5 inclusive,

were photographed in five different positions of the analyzer. A peculiar

crystal of pyroxene which exhibits a median line differing in color from

the body of the crystal was made the guide. The purpose of these ex-

periments was to see whether means could not be discovered to di^crimi-

nate between the effects of anactinic light and opacity, by the camera

alone. The object was a thin section of a dolerite from Beeler's farm,

2 miles S. W. of York, marked No. 4.

Fig. 1. This pyroxene appears of a light color and with a dark core,

which in turn contains an irregularly formed light-colored axis. The
boundary between this crystal and the magnetite at its right hand extrem-

ity is sharply defined ; and the division between this pyroxene and a

neighboring fragment just below its lower edge is also evident.

Fig. 2. In this photograph polarizer and analyzer are in the same
phase. The main crystal is still li^ht-colored, but there is less defini-

tion about the middle part of its dark nucleus, a light band extending

nearly across it at this place. The pyroxene lying below its lower edge,

which was dark in Fig. 1, has now become light, and the line of division

between the two crystals is nearly obliterated, except at one point whei-e

a small magnetite appears in relief against the light background. The
angle of the analyzer was not determined.
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In Fig. 3, the main crystal has become almost entirely black with a

light core. The upper end now blends with the magnetite alongside of

it, and the pyroxene on the lower side has become sensibly darker, but
still leaves the small crystal of magnetite apparent. The angle of the

analyzer was not determined.

In Fig. 4, with an angle of =b 135° from the first position, the appear-

ance is nearly the same as in Fig. 1 ; and in Fig. 5 as in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 6, which was taken in the same position of the analyzer as Fig.

4, a new condition was iatroduced, viz. : a thin plate of selenite was
interposed over the slide and between polarizer and analyzer. The
effect is a general resemblance to Figs. 1, 2 and 4.

These attempts to utilize the art of micro-photography, for the delinea-

tion of the facts as seen through a microscope of moderate power, are yet

crude and undoubtedly susceptible of very great improvement, and my
only excuse for offering them to the Society in their present unfinished

state, is the supreme importance of using every means in our power at the

present time to illustrate the conditions of structure of these micro-crys-

talline (once cryiito-crystalline, but now so no longer) igneous rocks
;

and the hope that the effort to enlist the pencil of the sun in these repro-

ductions, however imperfect it may be in its beginning, may be ulti-

mately successful.

It has not been attempted in this paper to specify all the constituents

of these traps ; to do this a further laborious study of many more slides

would be necessary : but only to point out those of most frequent occur-

rence and of principal importance, which can be recognized in the photo-

graphic representations.

ON CREMATION AMONG THE DIGGER INDIANS.

By W. J. Hoffman, M. D.

{Read before the American Pliilosopliical Society, April 16, 1875.)

In my last communication, I described, in part, the funeral ceremony

of that sub-tribe of Pah-Utes inhabiting the vicinity of Spring Mountain,

Nevada, and in looking over my notes made in 1871-2, I find that cre-

mation was also practiced by the Digger Indians (Pah-Utes) living around

Marysville, Cal. I would here state, that as far as I have been able to

compare the language, or rather dialects, customs, beliefs, ethnolosy

etc., I am inclined to trace the various sub-tribes of Utes, Pah-Utes (in-

cluding Diggers) and Gosh-Utes, to one common type. Their bauds are

scattered over an extent of country, from the northern interior portion

of California, southward throughout that State to Owen's Lake, thence

irregularly eastward into Utah and Colorado, making a distance between

the two limits of about one thousand miles. The dialects are similar to

a great extent, except where they have adopted many Spanish words, and

these incorrectly pronounced.
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Cremation as practised at Marysville, is very similar to the form at

Spring Mountain, but to give as clear an idea as possible, I shall repeat

it. When an Indian (e. g., a male) becomes dangerously ill, all the re-

maining ones of that rancheria move a short distance away, leaving the

sufferer to himself. The wife, or one of his relatives, supplies him daily

with food and water. In case death ensues, the male friends of the de-

funct prepare everything for the usual ceremonies. Some, wrap the

corpse into a blanket, and tie it with grass ropes to keep the body stiff

and straight ; while others gather pine wood, which they arrange into a

pile about four feet broad and eight feet long, high enough to contain

rather more than a cord, upon which the corpse is placed, with all his

favorite valuables, such as bows and arrows, blankets, gun, etc. All the

Indians then form a circle around the pile, fire is applied, and several

men are stationed near, with long poles, to stir up the coals and burning

embers, to hasten the work. When the body has been reduced to the

smallest possible quantity or bulk, (ashes or crisp) the widow approaches

and scraping up some of the resinous exudation of the pine, covers her

face and hair with it, signifying that she will not entertain any proposals

of marriage as long as any trace of the resin adheres to her person. The
remains are then collected and transferred to a piece of blanket or buck-

skin, in which they ai'e buried near camp. Their reason for burning all

the usual trinkets, etc. , of the dead, is the same as at Spring Mountain,

i. e., that when the Indian reached the better land (the white man's
hunting-ground in the direction of the rising sun), he must be prepared

to take part in the chase, as he was wont to do on this earth.
* * * ii * -X- -A-

The Modocs, now so well known, also practised this custom as late as

the year 1868, when it was discontinued, they having adopted the mode
of burial practised by the tribes living to the north of their territory.

The only differences were that the chief mourner would cover his (or

her) face and hair with the blood and,grease which ran from the burning

body, instead of using the resin ; and that the ashes were buried, usually,

in a small basket made of grass or fine roots, and shaped like a small

basin or bowl. The ashes were also buried near camp, from two to three

feet below the surface.

In conclusion, I would say, if the name Digger is applied to those Pah-

Utes who obtain their food to a great measure from the ground such as

roots, lizards, etc., etc., why not call those tribes Diggers also who are

lower in the scale of humanity, as the Seviches, who live on the Colo-

rado Plateau, near the western terminus of the Grand Canoa.. They are

decidedly the most loathsome beings who live within the limits of the

United States. (I shall i-eport more accurately upon this, and adjoining

bands in some future paper.) The Sho-sho-nees and their sub-tribe, the

Snakes, also live on roots, herbs, lizards, toads and insects, besides the

fish and fowl they are sometimes able to obtain.*******
Beading, April 5th, 1875.
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LUNAR-MONTHLY RAIN-FALL IN THE UNITED STATES.

By Pliny Earle Chase, Professor of Physics in Haverpord
College.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, April 16, 1875.)

When the Meteorological Department of the Signal Service Bureau was
first organized, I believed that the extent of territory embraced by the

observations would soon furnish material for useful generalizations, in

respect to the importance of climatic influences which many regard as

either problematical, or wholly insignificant.

If any considerable improvement in our present system of weather

forecasts should ever become possible, it will doubtless be brought about

by a fuller understanding of cyclical changes. Howard and Sabine long

ago showed that barometric pressure and magnetic force are sensibly af-

fected by the moon, and the cumulative eifect of undulations is such that

the daily atmospheric tides, though singly of small magnitude, may, by
regular succession, lead to such blendings of currents as will produce

cyclical winds and storms. By my numerous comparative investigations

I have shown that, while there is a great discrepancy in the forms of the

lunar rain curves at different stations, the discrepancy is no greater than

is found in the solar curves. I have also shown that there is a likeness

between tlie curves for difierent independent periods, at the same station,

which cannot be attributed to chance, such likeness being most striking,

and the inflections of the curves being greatest where the lunar-tidal

forces are strongest.

Any normal lunar, or planetary, wave-producing influence may be

greatly obscured by local or accidental disturbances. The daily an-

nouncements of "probabilities" often seem to fail in a given locality,

when the weather map shows that they are wonderfully verified in an
entire region. So a lunar disturbance which would ordinarily bring rain>

may be marked by cloud or wind at some stations, while, if we had re-

ports from the entire disti'ict, we should find a general prevalence of rain.

We may, therefore, look for results from observations at a large number
of stations, extending over only a few jears, analogous to those which

would be shown in a long series of yeai's, by the observations at a single

station in the same district.

The influence of the Rocky Mountains upon our storms has been well

known since the days of Redfleldand Espy. The intersections of normal

winds, near the base of those mountains, as well as the analogous inter-

sections which occur in the West Indian birthplace of tornadoes, I have

pointed out in a previous paper. In neighborhoods where there is a

natural tendency towards a blending of currents, cumulative tidal influ-

ences may be supposed to have a special efficiency.

Influenced by these views, I have examined the morning weather maps
for the past three years, tabulating, in accordance with the moon's age,

both the number of reporting stations and the reported rain-fall upon
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each map. I then divided the total rain-fall upon each day of the lunar

month by the total number of stations reporting for the corresponding

day, and took successive differences between the resulting averages, by

Airy's method. The normals thus deduced are given in the accompanying

table, together with the normals for various local curves. The curve de-

duced from 43 years' observations at Philadelphia, covers a longer period

than any other to which I have had access in the United States, and its

striking resemblance to the Signal Service curve is shown by the diagram.

The resemblance is the more significant in view of the fact that the

periods represented by the two curves are entirely independent. The flex-

ures in the Philadelphia curve average about If days earlier than those of

the general curve. On the hypothesis of cumulative tidal undulations,

this would represent a daily difference of Iff hours, or 221°, a difference

correspoading to disturbances originating in our Western territories.

Occasional breaks in my series of weather maps, the interference of

storms with the transmission of reports, and other causes, combine to

render these results imperfect, but their indications are of such a char-

acter as to convince me that a careful study of the full returns, which

are forwarded thrice a day to the Signal Service Bureau, would lead to

the discovery of important laws governing the lunar influence at various

seasons of the year, at various periods of the day, and in various sections

of the country.

Lunar-Monthly Bain-fall, from Observations of Signal Service Bureau,

and at Local Stations.
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Ltinar-MontMy Bain-fall, from Observations of Signal Service Bureau,

and at Local Stations—continued.
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stitution, London, Dec. 2, 1874, (92); the Chemical Society,

London, (92) ; the Society of Antiquaries, London, Dec. 8,

1874, (92 ; wanting 88) ; Mr. J. D. Cox, Toledo, Ohio, Dec.

24, 1874, (92); tlie Anthropological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland, London, 4 St. Martin's Place, W. C,
Dec. 1, 1874, (92).

Letters requesting (62 and 88) missing numbers of the

Proceedings were received from the Royal Geographical

Society, London, 1 Saville Row, Burlington Gardens, W.,

Dec. 3, 1874.

A letter respecting publications for 1875 was received

from Putnam & Sons, Fourth Avenue and Twenty-third

street, New York, Dec. 17, 1874, for Amherst College.

A letter from A. H. Barclay, President, Rantoul Literary

Society, Rantoul, Champaign County, 111., Dec. 26, 1874,

acknowledging receipt of (92) Proceedings and giving an

account of the progress of that Society was read.

Donations for the Library were received from the l^atural

History Society at Emclen, Royal Academy at Brussels,

Geographical Society at Paris, Revue Politique, editors of

London Nature, Boston Natural History Society, Worcester

County Medical Association, Franklin Institute, editors of

Penn Monthly, and the U. S. Department of the In-

terior.

- Prof. Frazer exhibited a new and convenient retort for

the manufacture of oxygen ; a hollow cone of copper plate,

fitting tightly down upon a short conical ring of copper

plate, mounted upon a disc or base of the same, and forming

a box to receive the residuum. Plaster of Paris is run into

an outside groove to lute the joint. The instrument is

c^.eaned with speed and ease ; the resistance is so slight as to

render an explosion little dangerous. Prof. Frazer claimed

for it the merit only of being a convenient modification of

Prof. Morton's apparatus.

Mr. Briggs described an explosion at Kirkbride's Hospital,

by which the engineer of that institution was killed,

although connection was made through a pipe 80 feet long.
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He thouglit experimenters sliould take warnino; bj the fre-

quency of these accidents. Prof. Morton, after three explo-

sions, made habitual use of a water trap.

Prof. Frazer then read a paper in defence of Prof Tyn-

dall, entitled " Criticism of the Belfast Address of Prof.

Tyndall."

Prof. Chase communicated additional results respecting

the Magnitude of Gravitating Waves. (See page 344.)

- The report of the judges and clerks of the annual election

was then read, by which it appeared that the following

officers for the ensuing year had been elected

:

For President^

George B. Wood.

For Vice-Presidents^

John C. Cresson, Isaac Lea, Frederick Fraley.

For Secretaries^

E. Otis Kendall, John L. LeConte, Pliny E. Chase, J. P.

Lesley.

Councilors for thred years,

Daniel R. Goodwin, Eli K. Price, W. L. W. Ruschenberger,

Henry Winsor.

For Curators,

Joseph Carson, Charles M. Cresson, Hector Tyndale.

For Treasurer,

J. Sergeant Price.

J. P. Lesley was nominated as Librarian.

Pending nominations 764, 765 were read.

New nomination 766 was read.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meeting^ January 15, 1875.

Present, 15 members.

Mr. Fraley, Vice-President, in the chair.

A letter resigning membership on account of his inability

to attend the meetings was received from Mr. Lloyd P.

Smith, of Germantown, Philadelphia.

A letter requesting Proc. 'Eo, 88 was received from the

London Horticultural Society, per Prof. Asa Gray, Dec. 31,

1876.

A letter requesting Proceedings January-June, 1872, pp.

225-232, was received from the Boston Athenseum, dated

Jan. 8, 1875.

A letter acknowledging Proceedings 81 to 92 and asking

for the preceding numbers of the set, was received from Mr.

R. S. Williamson, dated San Francisco, Jan. 2, 1875.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Agri--

cultural Society at Lyons, Oct. 30, 1875, (Proc. 1 to 91, want-

ing 5, 17, 21, 23, 2r;, 29 to 31, 34, 63 and 64) ; and from the

liOudon Statistical Society, London, Dec. 14, 1874 (92).

A letter of Envoy was received from the Royal Society of

Victoria, dated Melbourne, March 10, 1874.

Circular letters were read from the K. K. Geological In-

stitute, Vienna, respecting its Twenty-fifth Anniversary Fes-

tival, Jan. 5, 1875 ; from the Royal Belgian Academy respect-

ing a monument to M. Quetelet ; from the Canadian Parlia-

mentary Companion ; from the Linnean Society at Lyons

;

and from the Congres Liternationale des Americanistes.

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal

Society at Victoria ; The German Geological Society ; the

Physico-Medical Society at Erlangen ; the Zoologische Gar-

ten ; the Flora Batava ; Agricultural Society at Lyons ; Nou-

velles Meteorologiques, and Revue Politique at Paris ; Royal

Astronomical Society, Chemical Society, Victoria Institute,

and Editors of Nature ; the Cornwall Polytechnic Society

;

American Journal of Science,' ISTew Haven ; ISTew York Ly-
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ceum of jSTatural History ; Journal of Pharmacy; U. S. Sur-

vey of the Territories ; Department of the Interior ; and the

Editors of " the Western."

Mr, Wharton called attention to the fact that there seemed

to be a movement on foot to favor the inauguration of

another Arctic Expedition ; suggesting that the Society

should take the initiative by proposing to the Secretary of

the jSTavy a plan which should involve the use of the stores

of the Polaris,

Mr. Delmar, by invitation, read a memoir on the Progress

and Statistics of Spain, previous to and since 1855, the date

of the Great Reform laws. (See page 301.)

On motion, Mr. Lesley was chosen Librarian, and the

standing committees were nominated and elected for the en-

suing year

:

Finance^

Mr. Fj-aley, Mr. E. K. Price, Mr. Marsh.

Puhlication^

Dr. LeConte, Dr. Brinton, Dr. H. Allen, Dr. C. M. Cresson,

Mr. Tilghman.

Hall.

Gen. Tyndale, Mr. E. Hopper, Mr. S. W. Roberts.

Library.

Dr. Coates, Mr. E. K. Price, Dr. Carson, Dr. Krauth, Mr.

Whitman.

Pending nominations 764, 765, 766 were read.

Pending nominations 764, 765 were balloted for.

On motion the reading of the list of members was
postponed.

On scrutiny of the ballot boxes by the Presiding Officer,

the following were declared duly elected members of the

Society

:

Dr. Jared P. Kirtland, Ohio.

Mr. John B. Pearse of Philadelphia.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meeting^ February 5, 1875.

Present, 13 members.

Vice-President, Mr, Fraley, in the chair.

A letter enclosing his carte cle visite photograph for the

album was. received from Dr. Robert Peter, dated Lexington,

Ky., Jan. 28, 1875.

A letter of acknowledgment (92) was received from the

Rantoul Literary Society, Jan. 26, 1875.

A letter of envoy was received from Mr. Alex. Agassiz,

dated Cambridge, Jan., 1875, stating that missing numbers

of his father's works, for the Society's set, were sent by

express to supply the deficiency, and requesting the return

of any duplicate parts in the possession of the Society.

Donations for the Library were received from Dr. Max.

Marques de Carvalho, of Rio Janeiro ; Mr. P. W. C. Traf-

ford, of Zurich; the R. Belgian Academy; the Editors of

Revue Politique, and Nature, and the British Trade Jour-

nal ; the Royal Astronomical Society ; Mr. Alex. Agassiz, of

Cambridge, Mass.; the Franklin Institute ; Editors of

Penn Monthlj^, Medical J^ews, Journal of the Medical

Sciences, Journal of Pharmacy, and the American Chemist

;

Mr. H. C. Carey ; the Chief of Engineers of the United States
;

and the Geological and Agricultural Survey of Texas.

The death of Mr. Nathaniel Bradstreet Shurtleff, at Bos-

ton, Oct. 17, 1874, aged 63, was announced by the Secretary.

The death of Mr. Francis Kiernan, F.R.S.,Dec. 31, 1874,

was announced by the Secretary,

Mr., Coleman Sellers announced that he was prepared to

read an obituary notice of the late Joseph Harrison at the

next meeting.

A letter was received from Daniel B. Smith, of German-

town, Philadelphia, quoting a letter from Mrs. Davidson,

dated Nagasaki, Dec. 10, 1874, describing the scene of ob-

servations at the time of transit

:

To THE American Philosophical Society :

I have this morning received a letter fioni Prof. Davidson's wife,

dated. Nagasaki, Dec. 10, 1874, wliich I transcribe for tlie Society :
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**We were 24 days on the passage ov£r and remained one week in

Yokahama and Yedo, before taking the steamer for JSTa^asaki. No time

was to be lost, and at 12 o'clock, on the day of our arrival they had 30

coolies building the road up to the side of the observatory, which is 300

feet high, and about a mile and a half sout:h of the town. They have

been working night and day ever since, feeling somewhat hurried. You
can imagine with what anxiety every cloud was watched for several days

before—which had been hazy or cloudy in the mornings —blowing over

by midday.

N

A
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CHRONOGRAPH
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ri
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The preceding night was clear and beautiful until day-break,when clouds

began rapidly to form, breaking away again about 7^, and clouding over

again by 9^. The observers remained all night on the hill and the others

were at their post by 1^ o'clock. I went up in a sedan chair (carried by four

Coolies), and we were all at our posts of duty by ten o'clock and as the

time draws nearer, you can imagine our suspense. In my husband's

observatory (the large equatorial), just before the computed time, the sun

seemed to be breaking through the clouds and all was in readiness
;

George, the largest boy holding the chronometers up to his father's eye

and ear ; and I seated (where I would see my husband's face,) with book

and pencil in hand, with closed doors and perfect silence, save the regular
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beats of the clock and chronometers. It wis almost a solemn moment.

The sua broke forth with one gleam—I was almost startled to my feet

with the shout of " Commence,''^ given by my husband, as warning to the

Photographers as the instant was about to arrive. In a few seconds he

gave an exclamation of delight and the first contact was accomplished

and duly recorded. After giving us an instantaneous peep, observations

were kept up till the next critical moment of the secood contact ; the sun

growing less bright, but still bright enough for observations, the second

contact was seen and further observations as the body was passing over

the sun—growing thicker and thicker and leaving scarcely a hope for the

third contact and also for the fourth which were not visible and then the

whole thing was over, not wholly successfal, but by no means unsuccess

ful, and I think my husband is pretty well satisfied ; he certainly feels

that they made the most of the situation, everything working well and

only failed on account of the weather.

One thing strikes me as very wonderful—of course the exact spot on,

the sun's limb where the contact should appear was only known by com-

putation from our previous data, and under such large magnifying

power, which took in only about 5*^ diameters of Venus, one minute of an

arc would have been fatal. Mr. D. had gone over his calculations several

times and that same morbing had gone over them to satisfy himself,, and

then pointed his instrument and sure enough there came Venus, right in

the centre of his pointing, Z^ minutes later than the English computed

time, and Ih earlier than the American time.

I hope the Society will think this account worthy of an early publi-

cation. Respectfully,

DANIEL B. SMITH.
Oermantoicn, 1st mo., 29tJi, 1875.

The letter of Mrs. Davidson was ordered to be published

as soon as possible.

The Secretary presented a communication, entitled "Notes

on the Geology of West Virginia," No. II., by Jno. J.

StevensoQ, Prof, of Geology, University of JST. Y., and ex-

plained the author's work in that region, in connection with

the proposed occupation of a new district in Southwestern

Pennsylvania by the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania..

(See page 370.)

Mr. Fraley reported the receipts, and payment to the

Treasurer, of $152.79, being the last quarterly payment of the

interest on the Michaux Legacy.

The following report of the Trustees of the Building

Fund of the A. P. S. was read by its Treasurer, Mr. Marsh

A. p. S.—VOL. XIY 3c
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"U. S. 5-20 Bond |!1,C00 CO

"Schuylkill Nav. Co. Boat and C. loan 500 00

"Pennsylvania State 6 per cent, bonds 1,500 00

" Philadelphia City " " 6,900 00

"Stock o< the McKean and Elk Land and Improve-

ment Co., 200 shares, subscribed 1,000 00

" Cash 3 91

Total $10,903 91

Signed—" by order of the Trustees.

Be2;jamin V. Marsh, Treasurer."
Philadelphia, Feb. 5,1875.

In the absence of members of tbe Hall Committee, Mr.

Fralej stated, that the city authorities had undertaken to

make alterations in the lower stories of the Hall of the

Society, in view of another court room ; and that the Insur-

ance Companies had been consulted on the subject, and had

given perriiission to make alterations and repairs. At his

request the Secretary read from the minutes of July 17, and

Aug. 21, 1863, the resolutions passed by the Society respect-

ing the lease of said stories by the city.

Mr. J. S. Price expressed his conviction that danger to the

Society's Cabinet and Library from iire was imminent ; the

Secretary adding his testimony to that effect.

On motion, it was then unanimously

Besolved^ That the subject of the city tenancy of the two
lower stories of the Hall of the Society and the proper pro-

tection of the property, from fire, or other casualty, be referred

to the Hall Committee, the Presiding Officer, Mr. Fraley,

and the Treasurer, Mr. Price, with power to take such order

as they may think proper in the premises.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated fleeting, February 19, 1875.

Present, 18 members.

Yiee-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Im-

perial Academy at Vienna, (90, 91), Herr Tunner, Leoben,

(90, 91), Dr. Rokitansky, Vienna (90, 91), Geological Society
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at Dresden (90, 91), the Society at Freiburg i. Br. (90, 91),

the Society at Emden (90, 91), the Society at Geneva (89,

90, 91, XV. i.), the Society at Berne (89), and the Society at

Newcastle-on-Tyne (92).

Letters of envoy were received from the Natural History

Societies at Freiburg, Emden, Marburg, Berne, and Geneva.

A circular letter was received from the Linnean Society, of

ITormandy, concerning a proposed statue to Elie de Beaumont

at Caen.

A circular letter was received from Mr. W. Whittaker,

dated Geological Survey Office, Jerrayn Street, London, Jan.

30, 1875, on the part of a proposed new Geological Magazine,

entitled Geology, Mineralogy, and Palseontology, British

and Foreign.

Donations for the Library were received from the Prag

Observatory ; Vienna Geological Institute ; Royal Prussian

Academy; German Geological Society ; Dresden Geological

Society ; ITatural History Societies at Freiburg, Emden,

Marburg, Schaii'hausen, and Geneva; the Anthropological

and Geographical - Societies ; Editors of the Annales des

Mines and Revue Politique, at Paris ; the Meteorological

Committee of the Royal Society, and Nature, London ; Prof.

J. D. Dana ; Silliman's Journal ; American Chemist ; .Frank-

lin Institute ; Mr. John McArthur ; McCalla & Stavely
;

Medical News and Library ; American Pharmaceutical As-

sociation ; the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania ; Depart-

ment of the Interior, U. S.; and Mr. A. R. Roessler.

An obituary notice of Joseph Harrison, Jr., was read by

Mr. Coleman Sellers. (See page 347.)

An obituary notice of Charles B. Trego, was read, by M^
Sol. W. Roberts. (See page 356.)

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers

and Members in Council were read.

Pending nominations, JSTos. 766, 767, 768, and new nomi-

nations, Nos. 769, 770, 771, 772, 773, 774, and 775, were

read.

Mr. Roberts reported the improvements made and to be

made in the furniture of the Halh
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Mr. Fraley reported progress in negotiating a more satis-

factory understanding with the city authorities, respecting

the tenancy of the lower stories of the Hall building.

On motion, the Secretaries were authorized to place the

new Geological Magazine, London, on the list of correspond-

ents to receive the proceedings, if they thought proper to

do so.

On motion of Mr. Price, the Committee on the Hall were

authorized to obtain a new table, to re-cover the president's

desk, and see to a better condition of the carpeting and

furnishing of the room in which the members meet.

And the Society was adjourned.

Stated Meeting^ March 5, 1875.

Present, 10 members.

Mr. Eli K Price, in the chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr. J,

P. Kirtland dated Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 22, 1875.

A letter of acknowledgment (93) was received from the

U. S. Naval Observatory, dated March, 1875.

A letter of acknowledgment (93) was received from the

Eantonl Literary Society, Rantoul, HI., Feb. 27.

A letter from Mr. S. P. Langley, Directory of the Alle-

gheny Observatory, requesting the donation of Transactions

of the A. P. S. was referred to the Publication Committee.

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal

Academy at Brussels ; Editors of the Revue Politique ; Royal

Astronomical Society ; and London Nature ; Essex Institute
;

Editors of Penn Monthly ; Pharmaceutical Association

;

Medical News and Library ; and Judge Brewster, of Phila-

delphia ; Engineer Department and Secretary of War, Wash-

ington; Wisconsin Historical Society ; Wisconsin Academy
of Sciences and Arts ; and Editors of the Western.

The death of Sir Charles Lyell was announced by the

Secretary, at London, Feb. 24, 1875, aged 78 years
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The death of Dr. Geo. W. IsTorris, at Philadelphia, March

4, 1875, aged 67 years, was announced by Mr. J. S. Price.

Mr. Cope read a paper by the title, " A Synopsis of the

Vertebrata of the Miocene of Cumberland County, New
Jersey." (See page 361.)

Dr. Cresson exhibited a map or diagram arranged on a

vertical scale to represent the five coal beds mined at EUen-

gowan, near Mahanoy City, representing the thickness and

subdivisions of each bed ; and on a horizontal scale to ex-

hibit the proportions of the various chemical elements ob-

tained by analysis. Of the mammoth bed, the uppermost

group of four benches is, at EUengowan, separated from the

middle group of three benches by 150 yards of rock, and the

middle from the lower group of four benches by an equal

distance, all three groups lying together, without the inter-

vention of rock measures, in the neio-hborino; collieries on

each side ; the total thickness of coal remaining always

about the same.

Dr. Cresson exhibited and explained an American modifi-

cation of Bunsen's apparatus for determining the specific

gravity of any gas, and the obstacles to accuracy of the inves-

tigation when the given gas was either much heavier or

much lighter than the common air into which it escaped.

Prof. Chase, being referred to, said that he had been re-

quested by Dr. Cresson to experiment with the instrument

in order to discuss its eccentricities, and had used the city

gas, obtaining various curves of velocity of exit, when the

uppermost and lowermost, or the two, or three, or other

numbers of inches at the top or bottom of the tube were

paired against each other ; but without entirely satisfactory

results.

He considered it probable that the causes of irregularity

fell under three heads, viz.: 1st, the difference of density of

the medium into which the fine jet of gas issued (through a

microscopic hole in platinum foil) ; 2d, the vertical spiral

forms into wliich the currents must be thrown ; and 3d, fric-

tion, varying with condensation inside the instrument,
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whenever the general temperature of the laboratory falls.

To this latter cause he ascribed differences of results ob-

tained in the morning and evening, amounting to twenty

per cent. He thought that under favorable circumstances

£lnd with requisite care, an approximation to accuracy can

be made within two per cent., and much closer than with

the Bunsen instrument.

Professor Frazer communicated the fact of the discovery

of titanic iron, in the form of a perfect crystal and of

unusual size, half an inch on a side, associated with chlorite,

in chromic iron, at Frank Wood's Mine, in Lancaster

County, Pa. The specimen is in the possession of Mr.

Tyson, near King of Prussia, Chester County, Pa. A small

portion of the crystal was submitted to the blowpipe by
Prof. Brush. (The specimen is mentioned in Dr. F. A.

Genth's Report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania, Reports

of Progress of the Second Geological Survey, 1874.)

Prof. Chase read a letter from Gov. Rawson, of Barba-

does, in which he writes that he expects to obtain the ap-

pointment, by Government, of a salaried ofhcer, intrusted

with the duty of continuing the meteorological observations

at Barbadoes, the importance of which is made the greater by

the fact that the island is near the hypothetical cradle of the

Atlantic cyclones and tornadoes of the Gulf of Mexico.

Prof. Frazer described some microscopic sections of trap

dykes on the Mesozoic red sandstone of Pennsylvania and

Connecticut. He had taken specimens from the vicinity of

Gettysburg, both as slides and fragments, to New Haven, and

compared them with similar slides and fragments of the

Connecticut traps in the possession of Mr. E. S. Dana.

There were fine grained greenish dolerites exactly alike in

both localities. Coarse-grained gray rock, which in fragments

seemed identical, under the microscope showed differences

between the Connecticut and Pennsylvania varieties; that

of the former being merely a coarse-grained dolerite, while

that of the latter was a true syenite. He said :

—

During a recent trip to New Haven, I had the pleasure of examining the
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very large collection of microscopic slides of the traps of the Mesozoic

sandstone in the vicinity of that town.

Mr. Dana exhibited to me fragments of the traps, which when com-

pared with the fragments which I had brought with me seemed to be

identical lithologically so far as the eye, aided by a magnifying glass,

could determine. There were two varieties of this trap which had been

considered in my work essentially distinct, viz. : the doleritic and the

syenitic. Both these varieties are represented within a small area in the

immediate environs of Gettysburg, and even bear the appearance

of running together (to judge from a rough guess from the topo-

graphy). Now the finer-grained dolerite is of green color, and the speci-

mens from New England, and those I took with me, showed under the

microscope, and with the polarizer alone, the following mineral con-

stituents. Pyroxene (Augit), plagioclastic feldspar, magnitite (in fine

grains and irregular masses), and chrysolite. Mr. Hawes, of the Min-

eralogical laboratory, assures me that he has frequently found quartz in

these dolerites.

The coarse-grained rock (both the specimen from Gettysburg and that

from Connecticut,) is gray and granular, consisting of black and white

crystals so mingled as to produce the familiar granite color to the eye.

In fact the rock from Gettysburg is called "Gettysburg Granite." It

was absolutely impossible to distinguish the fragments of this rock from

the localities apart, yet under the microscope and the single Nicol the

effect was very different. The Connecticut variety showed the same con-

stituents as the other traps—was in fact a coarse dolerite ; whereas

that from Gettys'iurg showed the characteristic dichroism of hornblende,

and also under a high magnifying power crystals of biotite.

In the specimen which I took with me to New Haven, there were no

cleavage planes to absolutely settle the character of the supposed horn-

blende, bnt in others in my possession this was very marked and settles

definitely the question of the occurrence of syenite in the Mesozoic

sandstone.

Mr. Dana warns me of a possible error in this conclusion, viz.: that the

mass from which I took my slides was only a bowlder—not in place.

This would be a very serious objection were it not for the absolu'e

identity of the rock in the immense masses of slab formed rock, from the

quarry which supplies the tombstones and the walls of our national ceme-

tery, as well as cubic roods of rock in Gulp's Hill, Great Round Top,

Granite Spur, and Devil's Den—localities which must ever remain

familiar to us as connected witli the history of one of the decisive battles

of the world

.

Besides this, as the Gettysburg locality lies miles south of the extreme

southern limit of the drift, there would seem to be no adequate theory to

account for such transportation.

In order to set at rest this doubt and decide this question finally, fui-ther

sections will be made from rock without doubt in situ, and the resalts

coQimuaicated to the Society.
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Pending nominations, Is'os. 766 to 776, and new nomina-

tions, 'Nos. 777,778 were read.

On motion of Prof. Frazer, it was

Hesolved, That the Hall Committee be requested to con-

sider the propriety of placing in the ISociety's rooms one

of the instruments of the American District Telegraph
Company, and the Treasurer be authorized to pay $18.00

as the annual rental of the same.

And the Society was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, March 19, 1875.

Present, 13 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

I'hotographs of Prof. Sadtler and Prof. Thomson, of the

University of Peinisylvania, were presented for insertion

in the album.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Liter-

ary and Philosophical So'3iety of Liverpool, dated Jan. 25

(XIV^, XV., i., 90, 91, 92) ; and Smithsonian Institution

(90,92).

A letter was received from the New Jersey Historical

Societ}^, Xewark, March 12, requesting that deficiencies in

their set of Proceedings and Transactions A. P. S. be sup-

plied (Proc. I., II., Ill , 77. Transactions, all but the First

Series III., i. Cat. I).

A letter was read from Mr. Wm. Holden, Librarian of the

Ohio State Library, desiring to exchange copies of the Geo-

logical State Survey for Dr. Wood's and Mr. Cope's memoirs

on the Arachnidse and Myriopoda, in the Transactions and

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.

Letters of envoy were received from the Austrian Academy,
Sep. 30, 1874 ; the St. Petersburg Physical Central Observa-

tory, Jan., 1875 ; the Greenwich Observatory, Feb. 19, 1875
;

the Literary and Philosophic Society, of Liverpool, Jan. 28,
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1875 ; and Department of the Interior, Washington, March

10, 1875.

Donations for the Library were received from the Aus-

trian Academy of Sciences ; Belgian Academy of Sciences

Editors of the E,evue Politique ; London Chemical Society
;

Royal Institution ; Editors of ISTature ; Society of Arts and

Institutions in Union ; the (Travancore Observatory) Maha-^

raja,of Travecore ; Silliman's Journal ; Prof. 0. C. Marsh; and

the Department of the Interior, U. S.

The decease of jSTathaniel B. Browne, of Philadelphia,

March 13, aged 55 years, was announced by Mr. E. K. Price,

and on motion Mr. Robert Patterson was appointed to pre-

pare an obituary notice of the deceased.

Mr. Frazer described and discussed the origin of certain

beds and belts of limonite in Southern Pennsylvania, with

the help of a colored map of York and Adams County, and

a geological map of Pennsylvania, Dr. Konig and Mr.

Lesley spoke on the same subject. (See page 364.)

Pending nominations 766 to 779 were read.

On motion of Dr. Cresson, for the Publication Committee,

an additional appropriation of one hundred dollars was .

made to defray the expense of the illustrations of Dr. Al-

len's Memoir now being printed in the Transactions.

General Tjnidale presented the request of the Directors of

the Franklin Insurance Company that the Society permit

Mr. Waugh to make for them a copy of the portrait of

Franklin in the possession of the Society. On motion of

Mr. Chase, the curators were authorized to permit such copy

to be made, taking the usual and proper precautions for the

security and safe return in good order of the picture.

On motion of Dr. Cresson another album volume similar

to the one now tilled with portraits of the members of the

Society was ordered to be purchased.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Note By Dr. Cakson.

The picture of Franklin in tlie possession of the American Philosophi-

cal Society is by Martin, of Loudon, a copy by himself of a picture painted

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. 3d
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by him, of Dr. Franklin, for William Alexander's grandson, Henry J.

Williams, Esq., of Philadelphia. The copy was placed by Franklin,

about 1765, in the keeping of the Supreme Executive Council of Penn-
sylvania, and upon the abolition of that body at the time of the Revo-
lution came into the hands (probably) of Mr. Peale when his Museum
was in the Hall of the American Philosophical Society, and was by him
there left at the removal of the Museum to the State House. This state-

ment is made to Dr. Carson by Mr. Williams, who has the original.

Stated Meeting, April 2, 1875.

Present 15 members.

Mr. Eli K. Price, ia the chair.

Letters of envoy were received from the Meteorological

Office of the Royal Society, London, March, 1875; and the

U. S. Department of the Interior, Washington, March 19,

1875.

A letter from Harvard College Library was received re-

questing a missing signature, pages 225-232 of the Proceed-

ings, Vil. XIIL
Donations for the Library were received from the Prus-

sian and Belgian Academies ; the Editors of the Revue
Politique and Nouvelles Meteorologiques ; the Astronomical

Society ; Meteorological Committee of the Royal Society
;

the Cobden Club; and the Editors of "J^ature;" the

Chief Greologist of Canada ; Essex Institute ; College of Phar-

macy ; Academy of Natural Sciences ; and Mr. Delmar, of

Philadelphia ; the IT. S. Department of the Interior ; and U.

S. Department of Engineers ; and the Academy of Sciences

at St. LoLiis.

The death of Dr. D. Francis Condie, March 21,1875 aged

9, was announced by Dr. Bridges.

Pending nominations Nos. 766 to 779, and new nomina-

tion 780 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meeting^ April 16, 1875.

Present 16 members.

Dr. Carson in the chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the IlTatu-

ral History Society at Wiesbaden, the British Association,

and the American Ethnological Society in N'ew York.

A' letter of envoy was received from the Central Physical

Observatory at St. Petersburg.

A letter was received from the Academy of Sciences of

Chicago requesting the replacement of Proceedings of the

American Philosophical Society lost by the lire. On motion,

the request was granted.

A letter was received from the Department of the Interior,

U. S. Bureau of Education, dated March 31, calling for in-

formation respecting the Library. On motion, referred to

the Librarian.

Donations for the Library were announced from the Acad-

emies at Berlin and Bruxellcs ; the Societies at Gorlitz, Wies-

baden, and Bonn ; the Editors of the Annales des Mines,

Revue Politique, and N"ouvelles Meteorologiques ; the Royal

Institution ; Editors of JSTature ; and Mr. Robert Twining
;

the Societe Literaire et Philosophique, Quebec ; the Massa-

chusetts State Board of Health ; Silliman's Journal ; State

Geologist of New Jersey ; American Journal of the Medical

Sciences; Department of the Interior, U. S.; and editors of

the Western.

The death of Dr. Andrew A. Henderson, at the U. S.

I^aval Laboratory, Brooklyn, X. Y., on the 5th inst, aged

59, was announced by Mr. Lesley. On motion, Mr. Lesley

was lequested to prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

The death of Mr. John Henry Towne, of Philadelphia,

at Paris on the 6th inst., w^as announced by Mr. Lesley.

On motion Mr. Sol. W. Roberts was requested to prepare an

obituary notice of the deceased.

Dr. LeConte read another communication from Dr. W.
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J. Iloftruan, dated Reading, April 5, 1875, respecting the

Practice of Cremation amono; tlie Pah-Utes, or Dio-o-er In-

dians, of California. (See page 414.)

Prof. Frazer read a communication on the composition of

trap rocks and gave illustrations on a screen, from slices,

with a lime light, and various powers of lens. (See page 402

and plates 1, 2, 3, 4.)

Mr. Chase communicated a comparison between the lunar-

monthly rain-fall in the United States as indicated by the

morning weather-maps for three years, and the Pennsylvania

Hospital observations for 43 years. (See page 416.)

Mr. Lesley said that the members present might be in-

terested in the fact that he had succeeded in obtaining a

cross-section projection of the two azoic mountain ranges

which once occupied Southeastern Pennsylvania, giving for

the first time a correct explanation of the structural geology

of the gneiss and mica-slate belt commencing at Easton, on
the Delaware River, and passing through Philadelphia, Del-

aware, Chester, and Lancaster Counties toward Baltimore.

The sharp synclinal at the soapstone quarries separates an

anticlinal mass to the north from a broader anticlinal mass
to the south. The axis of the latter passes through the

Fairraount reservoir, in Philadelphia; and a careful colla-

tion and projection of the dips observed, (by Messrs. Young
and Fagen, aids on the survey,) along the Reading Railroad

track, up the west bank of the Schuylkill, upon a base line

of vertical section transverse to the general strike, namely,

N. 5° E,—S. 5° W. shows that the highest rock now seen in

that synclinal originally rode overFairmount at an altitude of

about 15,000 feet; and over the northern anticlinal at an

altitude of 10,000 feet. The dips of the northern anticlinal

swing round from south by east to north in a regular curve,

showing that the northern mountain mass declined rapidly

eastward, that is towards Easton, where the whole of the

azoic sinks beneath the Kew Red, of New Jersey. This

mountain, dying down eastward, stopped the normal course

of the Schuylkill from Reading to Chester ; and the present
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notable zio-zao; of the river towards the Northeast and then

towards the Southeast is thus explained. The ancient drain-

age passed around the eroded east end of the mountain. For

a good many j-ears he had maintained the existence of these

ancient Alpine ranges in early times, but without until now
deducing the opinion from regularly compiled structural ele-

ments of observation.

Pending nominations N"os, 766 to 780 were read, and ^^os,

766 to 779 balloted for, and the following persons declared

duly elected members of the Society

:

Mr. Wm. A. Ingham, of Philadelphia.

M. Viollet le Due, of France.

Mr. John McArthur, Jr., of Philadelphia.

Judge Joseph Allison, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Edward Penington, of Philadelphia.

Dr. Henry Chapman, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Alexander Agassiz, of Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. Frederick Prime, Jr., of Easton, Pa.

Prof. S. P. Langley, of Allegheny City, Pa.

Mr. H. S. Hagert, of Philadelphia.

Prof. C. F. Chandler, of J^ew York.

Mr. Rossiter W. Raymond, of New York.

Prof. Leonard G, Frank, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Wm. P. Tatham, of Philadelphia.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, May 7, 1875.

Present, 20 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Mr.

Alex. Agassiz, dated Cambridge, Mass , April 20 ; Judge

Joseph Allison, dated Philadelphia, April 21 ; Mr. John Mc-
Arthur, Jr., dated Philadelphia, April 20 ; Prof. Leo. Geo.

Frank, dated Philadelphia, April 19 ; Mr. H. S. Hagert,
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dated Philadelphia, May 3 ; Mr. W. A. Ingham, dated Phila-

delphia, April 19 ; Prof. S. P. Langley,. dated Allegheny,

Pa., April 19 ; Prof. Frederick Prime, Jr., dated Lafayette

College, Easton, April 19, and Prof. Rossiter W. Raymond,
dated New York, April 21.

A letter of acknowledgment was received from the Royal

Society, dated Edinburgh, Dec, 1871 (XIV. i. iii. Proc.

83-87).

A letter of envoy was received from the l^ondon Meteor-

ological Office of the Royal Society dated April, 1875.

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal

Academies at Berlin and Turin ; the Observatories at Green-

wich, Cape Town, and Oxford ; the Geographical Society

and Editors of Revue Politique at Paris ; the Royal Geo-

graphical and Royal Astronomical Societies and Editors of

" is^ature " at London ; and Literary and Philosophical So-

ciety, Liverpool ; Natural History Society, of Northumber-

land, at Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Royal Society and Royal Botan-

ical Garden at Edinburgh ; Royal Geological Society at

Dublin; Essex Institute; Museum of Com|)arative Zoology,

at Cambridge, Massachusetts ; Boston Society of Natural

History; American Antiquarian Society at Worcester; Sil-

liman's Journal ; Prof. J. D. Dana; Editors of the American
Chemist ; Columbia College School of Mines ; New Jersey

Historical Society ; Editors of the Medical News and Penn
Monthly ; College of Pharmacy ; Dr. C. M. Cresson ; Mr.

Lorin Blodget; the U. S. Coast Surv^ey ; U. S. Engineer

Department ; and U. S. Department of the Interior,

Dr. Barker exhibited the performance of his new arrange-

ment of the galvanometer for lecture illustration, describing

the successive contributions to its perfection made by Sax-

ton, Poggendorf, Sir "Wm. Thompson, President Morton, and

Prof. Mayer.

A discussion follow^ed on the galvanic currents in rocks,

and the magnetism of the earth.

Mr. Blodget referred to a former communication to the

Society on the subject of the vertical descent of air in the
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case of tlie meteoric " IsTortliers,'' and to similar views ex-

pressed bj Professor Loomis at the last meeting of the

]!:^ational Academy at Washington, regretting that he had

not had leisure to place all the facts which he had observed

and gathered in support of his views before the Society.

Pending nomination 'No. 780 was read.

Mr. Fraley reported the receipt of the quarterly interest

of the Michaux legacy, due April 1st, amounting, with the

premium on gold, to $154.48.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, 31aij 21, 1875.

Present, 15 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter acknowledging the receipt of Proceedings 92

was received from the Kew Bedford Free "Public Library.

Letters of envoy were received from the Asiatic Society

of Japan, dated Yokohama, April 5 ; the United States

Coast Survey office ; the ISTorwegian University, Christiana
;

and Mr. II. Wheatland, Salem, Massachusetts, May 5, 1875.

Donations for the Library were received from the Uni-

versity of Norw^ay ; Dr. Boekh ; the Roj^al Society at Got-

tingen ; Royal Academ}^ at Berlin ; Horticultural Society,

Berlin; Dorpat Observatory ; Imperial Greological Institute,

Vienna ; Societe Vaiidoise, Lausanne ; Editors of Revue
Politique, Paris, and " Nature," London ; Mr. H. Wheat-
land, Salem ; Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts

;

New Bedford Free Public Library ; Prof. Dana, New Haven
;

Buiialo Society of Natural History ; Editor of the American

Chemist, New York; Department of the Interior, U. S.;

and Mr. Winchell.

Letters requesting back numbers to complete a set were

received from the Royal Academy, Berlin, and Triibner & Co.

Mr. Lesley described the changes made in the theoretical
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geology of the country south of Lake Erie, suggested by the

work of the IsTew Geological Survey of Pennsylvania ; the

most important of these changes, namely, the adoption of an

east and west strike for a northeast and southwest strike,

being necessitated by the probability that most of the expo-

sures of conglomerate throughout Warren, Venango, and

Crawford Counties in Pennsylvania, and Cattaraugus and

Chautauque Counties in New York, belong to a horizon 200

feet below that of the Great Conglomerate, No. XII, the

base of the Productive Coal Measures.

Dr. Cresson referred to the discussion of thermo-electric

currents at the last meeting to state his own opinion that it

is not needful to have two metals, or an unhomogeneous

mass of one metal for the exhibition of such currents. He
had found water alone to be a sufficient medium for the pro-

duction and exhibition of the phenomena under discussion.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers

and Members in Council were read.

Pending nomination, Ko. 780, and new nominations, No.

781 and 782 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE PHYSICAL LABORATORY OF THE
UNIVERSITY^ OF PENNSY^LVANIA.

No. I.

A NEW VERTICAL-LANTEKN GALVANOMETER.

By George F. Barkeb, M.D., Professor of Physics.

{Bead before the American PJiilosopJiical Society, May 1th, 1875.)

Desiring to show to a large audience some delicate experiments in

magneto-electric induction, in a recent lecture upon tlie Gramme machine,

a new form of demonstration galvanometer was devised for the purpose,

which has answered the object so well that it seems desirable to make
some permanent record of its construction.

Various plans have already been proposed for making visible to an

audience the oscillations of a galvanometer needle ; but they all seem to

have certain inherent objections which have prevented them from coming

into general use. Perhaps the most common of these devices is that first
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used by Gauss in 1827, aud adopted subsequently by Poggeudorff and by

Weber, wbicb consists in attaching a mirror to the needle. By this

means, a beam of light may be reflected to the zero point of a distant

scale, and any deflection of the needle made clearly evident. The advan-

tages of this method are :— 1st, the motion of the needle may be indefi-

nitely magnified by increasing the distance of the scale, and this without

impairing the delicacy of the instrument ; and 2d, the angular deflection

of the needle is doubled by the reflection. These unquestioned advan-

tages have led to the adoption of this method of reading in the most

excellent galvanometers of Sir William Thomson. While therefore, for

purposes of research, this method seems to leave very little to be desired,

yet for purposes of lecture demonstration it has never come into very

great favor
;
perhai>s because the adjustments are somewhat tedious to

make, and because, when made, the motion to the right or left of a

spot of light upon a screen fails of its full signiflcance to an average

audience.

Another plan is that used by Mr. Tyndall in the lectures which he gave

in this country. In principle, it is identical with that employed in the

megascope; i. e., a graduated circle over which the needle moves is

strongly illuminated with the electric light, and then by means of a lens

a magnified image of both circle and needle is formed on the screen. The
insufficient illumination given in this way, and the somewhat awkward
arrangement of the apparatus required, have prevented its general

adoption.

A much more satisfactory arrangement was described by Professor

Mayer in 1872,* in which lie appears to have made use, for the first time,

of the excellent so-called vertical lantern in galvanometry. Upon the

horizontal plane face of the condensing lens of this vertical lantern,

Mayer places a delicately balanced magnetic needle, and on each side of

the lens, separated by a distance equal to its diameter, is a flat spiral of

square copper wire, the axis of these spirals passing through the point of

suspension of the needle. A graduated circle is drawn or photographed

on the glass beneath the needle, and the image of this, together with that

of the needle itself, is projected on the screen, enlarged to any desirable

extent. The defect of this apparatus, so excellent in many respects,

seems to have been its want of delicacy ; for in the same paper the use of

a flat narrow coil, wound lengthwise about the needle, is recommended
as better for thermal currents. Moreover, a year later, in 1873, f

Mayer described another galvanometer improvement, entirely different

in its character. In this latter instrument, the ordinary astatic galvan-

ometer of Melloni was made use of, an inverted scale being drawn on the

inside of the shade, in front of which traversed an index in the form of a

small acute rhomb, attached to a balanced arm transverse to the axis of

suspension of the needle, and moving with it. The scale and index were
placed in front of the condensing lenses of an ordinary lantern, and their

*American Journal of Science, III, iii, 414, June 1872.

tAmerican Journal of Science, III, v, 270, April, 1873.
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images were projected on the screen in the usual way by use of the
objective. This instrument is essentially the same in principle as the
mirror galvanometer

; but it cannot be as sensitive as the latter, while it

is open to the same objection which we have brought against this—the
objection of unintelligibility. In the hands of so skillful an experimenter
as Mayer, it seems, however, to have worked admirably.

It was a tacit conviction that none of the forms of apparatus now de-
scribed would satisfactorily answer all the requirements of the lecture
above referred to, that led to the devising of the galvanometer now to be
described, which was constructed in February of the present year. Like
the first galvanometer of Mayer, the vertical lantern, as improved by
Morton,* forms the basis of the apparatus. This vertical lantern, as con-
structed by George Wale & Co., at the Stevens Institute of Technology,
as an attachinent to the ordinary lantern, is shown in the annexed cut,

figure 1. Parallel rays of light, from the lantern in

front of which it is placed, are received upon the

mirror, which is inclined 45° to the horizon, and are

thrown directly upward, upon the horizontal plano-

convex lens just above. These rays, converged by
the lens, enter the object glass, and are thrown on
the screen by the smaller inclined mirror placed

above it. The upper face of the lens forms thus a

horizontal table, upon which water-tanks, etc., may
be placed, and many beautiful experiments shown.

To adapt this vertical lantern to the purposes of a

galvanometer, a graduated circle, photographed on

glass, is placed upon the horizontal condensing lens.

Above this, a magnetic needle, of the shape of a very

acute rhomb, is suspended by a filament of silk, which

jii_jgSil passes up through a loop formed in a wire, stretched

close beneath the object glass, and thence down to

Fig. 1. the side pillar which supports this objective, where

it is fastened by a bit of wax, to facilitate adjustment. The needle itself

is fixed to an aluminum wire, which passes down through openings drilled

in the scale glass, the horizontal lens, and the inclined mirror, and which

carries a second needle near its lower end.f Surrounding this lower

*Jour. Frank. Inst., Ill, Ixi, 300, May, 1871 ; Am. J. Sci., Ill, ii, 71, 153, July, Aug.,

1871; (4.uai-. J. Sci., Oct., 1871. In Duboscq's vertical attachment, which was advertised inv

his catalogue in 1870, the arrangement is similar, except that the beam received upon
the mirror is a diverging one, and consequently the horizontal lens is of shorter focus.

A total reflection prism, placed above the object glass, throws the light to the screen.

The instrument gives a uniformly illuminated but not very bright field.

t After the new galvanometer was completed and had been in use for several weeks.

I observed, in re-reading Mayer's first paper, a note stating that the idea had occurred

to him of u.=ing an astatic combination consisting of two needles, one above the lens and
the other below the inclined mirror—the two being connected by a stiff wire passing;

through holes in the condenser and the mirror. The plan of placing the coil round the

lower needle does not seem to have suggested itself to him. Indeed, it does not appear

that the arrangement he mentions was ever carried into practical effect.
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needle is a circular coil of wire, having a cylindrical hollow core of an inch

in diameter, in which the needle swings, and a smaller opening transverse to

this, through which the suspension wire passes. In the apparatus already

constructed (in which the upper needle is five centimeters long,) the coil is

composed of 100 feet of No. 14 copper wire, and has a resistance of 2o5

ohm. The accompanying cross section (Fig. 2,) of the vertical-lantern

galvanometer as at present arranged, drawn on a

scale of jV, will serve to make the above descrip-

tion more clear. A is the needle, suspended di-

rectly above the scale-glass D, by a silk filament,

passing through the loop B, close under the obj'c-

tive C. This needle is attaclied to the aluminum

wire a b, which passes directly through the scale-

glass D, the condensing lens E, and the inclined

mirror F at H, and carries, near its lower end, the

f^Tj^.^ second needle I, This needle is shorter, (its length

is 2.2 centimeters,) and heavier than the upper one,

and moves in the core of the circular coil J, whose

ends connect with the screw-cups at K. This coil

rests on the base of the lantern, enclosed in a suit-

able frame. It is obvious that when the instru-

ment is so placed that the coil is in the plane of the

Fig. 2. magnetic meridian, any current passing through

this coil will act on the lower needle, and, since both needles are at-

tached to the same wire, both will be simultaneously and equally deflect-

ed. Upon the screen is seen only the graduated circle and the upper

needle ; all the other parts of the apparatus are either out of the field or

out of focus. Moreover, the hole in the lens is covered by the middle

portion of the needle, and hence is not visible. The size of the image is,

of course, determined by the distance of the galvanometer from the

screen ; in class experiments, a circle 8 feet in diameter is sufficient

;

though in the lecture above refei-red to, the circle was 16 feet across,

and the needle was fourteen feet long, the field being brilliant.

The method of construction which has now been described, is evidently

capable of producing a galvanometer for demonstration, whose delicacy

may be determined at will, depending only on the kind of work to be done

with it. In the first place, the needles may be made more or less perfectly

astatic, and so freed more or less completely from the action of the earth's

magnetism, and consequently more or less sensitive. Moreover, an astatic

system seems to be preferable to one in which damping magnets are used,

since it is freer from influence by local causes ; though, if desirable for

a coarser class of experiments, the considerable distance which separates

the needles in this instrument, allows the use of a damping magnet with

either of them. In the galvanometer now in use, the upper needle is the

stronger, and gives sufficient directive tendency to the system to bring

the deflected needle back to zero quite promptly. In the experiments

referred to below, the system made 25 oscillations per minute.
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Secondly, the space beneath the mirror is sufficiently large to permit

the use of a coil of any needed size. Since, therefore, the lower needle

is entirely enclosed within the coil, the field of force within which it

moves, may be made sensibly equal at all angles of deflection, as in the

galvanometers of Sir Wm. Thomson. Hence the indications of the instru-

ment may be made quantitative, at least within certain limits. The cir-

cular coil, too, has decided advantages over the flat coil, since the mass of

wire being nearer to the needle, produces a more intense field. Were it

desirable, a double coil, containing an astatic combination could be

placed below the miiror, the upper needle, in that case, serving only as an

index. The instrument above described has a coil three inches in

diameter and one inch thick ; the diameter of the core being one inch.

Since its resistance is only about a quarter of an ohm it is intended for use

with circuits of small resistance, such as thermo-currents and the like.

The results of a few experiments made with this new vertical-lantern

galvanometer will illustrate the working of the instrument, and will

demonstrate its delioacy. The apparatus used was not constructed

especially for the purpose, but was a part of the University collection.

hiduction Gurrents.—1. The galvanometer was connected with a coil

of covered copper wire. No. 11 of the American wire gauge, about ten

centimeters long and six in diameter, having a i-esistance of 0. 323 ohm.

A small bar magnet, 5 centimeters long and weighing six and a-half

grams, gave, when introduced into the coil, a deflection of 40°. On with-

drawing the magnet the needle moved 40° in the opposite direction.

2. A small coil, 20 centimeters long and 3.5 in diameter, made of No. 16

wire and having a resistance of 0.371 ohm, through which the current of a

Grenet battery, exposing 4 square inches of zinc surface, was passing, was

introduced into the centre of a large wire coil, whose resistance was 0.295

ohm, connected with the galvanometer. The deflection produced was

20°. The same deflection was observed on making and breaking contact

with the battery, the smaller coil remaining within the larger.

3. A coil of No. 14 copper wire, sixty centimeters in diameter, and con-

taining about 40 turns, the resistance of which was 0.85 ohm, was connected

with the galvanometer, and placed on the floor. Raising the south side

six inches, caused a deflection of 4°. Placing the coil with its plane ver-

tical, a movement of two centimeters to the right or left, caused a deflec-

tion of 30, and of twenty centimeters, of 10°. A rotation of 90° gave a

deflection of 12° and one of 180°, of 24°. These deflections were of

course due to currents generated by the earth's magnetism.

4. Thermo-currents.—Two pieces of No. 22 wire fifteen centimeters

long, were taken, the one of copper, the other of iron wire, and united at one

end by silver solder. On connecting the other ends to the galvanometer,

the heat of the hand caused a deflection of the needle of 20°.

5. A thermo-pile of 25 pairs, each of bismuth and antimony, was con-

nected to the instrument. The heat from the hand placed at five centi-

meters distance caused a deflection of 3°.
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6. Two cubes of boiling water acted differentially on the pile. At the

distance of five centimeters, the deliectioa was 20° ; moving one to ten

centimeters, the deflection was reduced to 5°.

7. Voltaic current.— A. drop of water was placed on a zinc plate.

While one of the connecting copper wires touched the zinc, the other was
made to totich the water. The deflection was 16°.

The claim which is here made for the instrument however, is rather for

the general principle of its construction, than for the advantages possessed

by the individual galvanometer above described which was constructed at

short notice, to meet an emergency. The comparatively small cost for

which it may be fitted to the vertical lantern, the readiness with which it

may be brought into use, the bi'illiantly illuminated circle of light which
it gives upon the screen, with its graduated circle and needle, the great

range of delicacy which may be given to the instrument by varying the

coil and needles, so. that all experimental requirements may be answered,

and finally, the satisfactory character of its performance as a demonstra-

tion galvanometer, all combine to jvistify the record which is here made
of it.

PMladelpMa, April, 1875.





ERRATA.

The following are tlie Errata in "List of North American PlatyjUerices

&c.," by A. R. Grote, Proceedings No. 93, page 256 :

Page 263, line 1 : Mr. Lintner states that Crepera is the female of Robini«e,

Page 263, line 21 : for " (1793) " read " (1775).
"

Page 263, line 30 : for "qnadrigottatus" read " quadrigMttatus."
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THE GEOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF THE LIGNITIC GROUPS.

By John J. Stevenson,

FROFESSOB OF GEOLOGY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Jihne 18, 1875.)

The principal lignitic areas of our country are two ; one on the Pacific

Coast, extending in all from Alaska to Lower California ; the other in the

Rocky Mountain Region, stretching from the Arctic Ocean to New ]\Iex-

ico. Between the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains no lignites

have been discovered.

Within a few years the controversy respecting the geological relations

of these lignites has become very keen, some regarding them as Creta-

ceous, others as Tertiary. In many instances, the conclusion reached by
investigation of the flora is directly contradictory of that reached by
study of the fauna. Over a considerable portion of the Rocky Mountain
Region the rocks of the Great Lignitic Group are barren of animal re-

mains and only plants are found. Where the fauna is seen the genera

and species are usually Cretaceous, and where they are not clearly so

they are fresh-water, and therefore of little value either way. The flora

is very closely allied in general character to the Tertiary flora of Europe,

many species in each being apparently identical.

During my connection with Lieut. Wheeler's Expedition, I passed over

a portion of the disputed ground, and so became involved in this contro-

versy. I have thought it necessary to study with care all the material

within my reach which seems to bear upon the subject. While this study

has shown me that the question at issue is by no means so simple as I

supposed it to be, when I rendered my report to Lieut. Wheeler,* yet it

has confirmed me in my conclusion there given, that the Great Lignitic

Group, or the Fort Union Group of Hayden, is Cretaceous and not Eo-
cene.

It is essential here to determine the value respectively of the various

forms of geological evidence, for all have been cited in this discussion,

and in some respects they seem to be contradictory.

In every case where applicable, stratigraphy is final. So long as we
can trace a rock continuously we have no doubt of its identity. But
stratigraphy in this simple form is not often available to any great extent.

So variable are the rocks in large areas, owing to the different conditions

under which matter may be deposited synchronously at distant localities,

that direct comparisons of sections by lithological characters, or even by
tracing, becomes impossible. We are compelled, therefore, to resort to

palasontology in addition. Our geological column is based upon the suc-

cession of the marine invertebrata.

The stratified rocks, with the exception of comparatively insignificant

portions, were deposited under the ocean, and of those which contain the
remains of terrestrial organisms, by far the greater proportion was formed

* June, 1874.

A. P. S.—VOL. XIV. 3f
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along the sea-border, exposed to frequent irruptions of sea-water. The

lacustrine, or purely fresh-water deposits, are small both in extent and

duration, and are confined chiefly to the later portions of geological time.

As the sea always covered the greater part of the earth and afforded an

easy medium of migration for water-breathing animals, one would expect

to find in the rocks of marine origin the most satisfactory record of

changes in animal life. This would be a close record of changes in physical

conditions, for animals are of a high type of organization, and, therefore,

very sensitive to alteration of circumstances. The record is remarkably

complete. From the base of the Silurian to the present time the gaps are

few and usually of limited extent. In our country there is no group of

rocks, excepting one, which does not yield a plentiful supply of inverte-

brate remains over perhaps the greater part of its area. Even the Trias-

sie, usually so barren in America, is at many localities rich.

So distinct is the succession of invertebrate life, so sharp .the breaks at

the close of many periods in the world's history, that geologists by com-

mon consent have adopted this form of life as the foundation-stone of our

system. By sti-atigraphy the succession of the rocks was determined,

but by the succession of invertebrate life the great mass was divided

into groups and geological history could be written. Rocks containing

a certain fauna were called Silurian, others with a different grouping

were termed Cretaceous, and others Miocene. These divisions were made

on the basis of the fauna and on no other basis. This should be borne in

mind.

The same succession is employed in making the minor divisions. In

the Upper Missouri Region a mass of rocks is found, possessing a fauna

closely resembling that of a series in Europe, termed Upper Cretaceous.

This, all accept as proving that the two series occupy equivalent positions

in the geological succession. Closer investigation shows that the Upper

Missouri series is made up of five distinct groups, each characterized over

an immense area by a peculiar assemblage of invertebrate remains. These

groups make the section. If in any portion of the whole Western region

we find the fossils of any one of these groups in a mass of rocks, we may
legitimately expect to find the others over or under it, as the case may
be. It may occur that over large areas a group thus established is per-

fectly barren of animal remains. This does occur in the Cretaceous

groups. The Dakota Group is often barren, and can be identified only

by its previously determined stratigraphical relations. The Fort Pierre

and Fox Hills Groups, we are told by Dr. Hayden, show extensive zones

of barrenness, whereas they are generally prolific. To explain this varia-

tion is not always easy, but we cannot do it by any assumption that the

prolific portions mark the site of lagoons held by elevation and contain-

ing a few relics of a past age. In some instances these "lagoons " would

involve us in difficulty, as the fossiliferous layers in different zones occupy

different horizons, so that the past age, whose fauna was preserved in

the "lagoons," would need to be "jDast" and "present " alternately for
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a long period of time. Tlie lagoon theory is quite ingenious, but unfor-

tunately cannot accommodate itself to the facts.

Some species of invertebrates showed remarkable tenacity of life. Thus
Stropliomena rliomboidalis reaches from the Lower Silurian quite to the

base of the Lower Carboniferous. Atrypa reticularis existed from near

the beginning of the Upper Silurian to near the close of the Devonian.

In each group they show marked peculiarities which almost suffice to

mark the horizon from which the specimens were obtained. But no pa-

laeontologist would be reckless enough to determine a horizon with these

shells as his only data. While we find instances of this kind passing up-

ward, we have never found characteristic Carboniferous species in lower

formations. But if we should, we must yield to the superior evidence.

Spirifer cameratus associated with a strongly marked Devonian fauna in

rocks occupying the Devonian position, would be a worthless witness.

So, if the thing were possible, should we find Ammonites at a Silurian

horizon, we would reject the testimony in favor of Mesozoic and accept

the stronger testimony for Silurian. Even invertebrate life must yield to

stratigraphy, if the two contradict.

Vertebrate life is too imperfectly preserved to be ordinarily of much'

service alone. The succession is not fully given. Yet it may be service-

able. If certain reptilian forms are found constantly associated with a

certain invertebrate fauna, as, for example, certain forms in the Creta-

ceous, we may accept those as evidence where other evidence is wanting,

for their horizon has been definitely fixed. This, however,- applies only

to marine forms. To terrestrial forms, the same objection applies as to

plants. In every case, however, the horizon must be fixed for a conti-

nent, not for the world, since the conditions affecting such life may have

been different in America from what they were in Europe.

Vegetable life shows no such history as to entitle it to much considera^

tion. So patent is this fact that little use has been made of vegetable re-

mains in determining the succession of rocks. Fucoids are worthless ex-

cept in limited areas, since their organization is so low as to enable them
to withstand changes which would be fatal to higher organisms. Land"

plants are unsatisfactory, because they are preserved in disconnected

fragments, and because the areas on which they grew were so widely

separated and formed so small a portion of the earth's crust. Let us look

at the succession as we find it.

Until a very short time ago the existence of land plants during the Si-

lurian and early Devonian of America was denied, and some told us why
no such fiora could exist. Two water-worn logs of coniferous wood,

found in the Corniferous Limestone, changed our belief, but gave us little

information. Respecting the fiora of the Middle and Upper Devonian
and of the Lower Carboniferous, we have but limited knowledge, and the

localities yielding specimers are few indeed. Of the Coal Measure vege-

tation we know quite well that portion which grew in the swamps, but
of the upland flora we have only fragmentary information, in the shape of
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stray logs which floated down to the marshes. From the Carboniferous

to the Trias, a great change is shown by the fossils, but we have no evi-

dence to prove that this change is a true exposition of the actual change.

For aught we can tell to the contrary, a flora closely allied to the one

termed Triassic may have existed during the Carboniferous. In the Cre-

taceous the condition is little better. In the lower portion, leaves of

dicotyledonous plants occur in prodigious numbers, but they are not of

plants growing where the leaves occur. For the most part they are single

leaves, washed in by streams from the land. Between this sandstone and

the Lignite Group, there is an interval mostly unrepresented at the East,

but at the West occupied by a mass of shales, limestones, and fine-grained

sandstones, one thousand to two thousand feet thick, and absolutely

barren of leaves everywhere. This was a long period, during which,

under the sea, nothing but fine-grained materials were deposited. In the

Lignite Group, leaves ai-e numerous, but so far as has fallen undei* ray

observation, they are in the same condition as those at the base of the

Cretaceous.

Such is the record of plant-life—a record little better than a blank, with

here and there a few markings, many of which are too indistinct to be

deciphered. In each horizon which yields relics of plants by far the

greater portion of the area is barren—even in the Carboniferous age, how
small a proportion of the rocks are leaf-bearing in the most favorable

localities, while the whole vast area west from the Mississippi has yielded

but a beggarly array of specimens. At best, the specimens are fragment-

ary. The same frond on a fossil fern, when broken up into its pinnules,

may yield two or three genera and half a dozen species. When only

fragments are found, it is impossible for the palaeontologist to resist the

temptation to make species. Describing fossil ferns from fragments, is

almost as accui-ate work as making genera and species out of fossil teeth

of sharks. In the case of leaves of dicotyledonous plants, the matter is

evidently worse. The limit of variation of a species has never been ap-

proximately determined among living plants, where one has the whole

tree at hand. With only imperfect and separated leaves to study, it

would seem almost impossible to determine this matter respecting extinct

plants.

Like vertebrate remains, vegetable relics may be made serviceable.

The character of the coal flora has been so carefully studied for many
years that it is quite well understood. Here, indeed, the matter in many
cases is quite simple, for the roof of a coal-bed as exposed in the tunnel

of a mine, not infrequently exhibits the material for the reconstruction

of an entire plant. Unfortunately, attempts at re-construction are not

common, and the investigator is usually satisfied to describe fragments

as species, in preference to carefully studying their relation. But the

horizon of these plants is now fixed, their general type is well understood,

and they can be used as evidence when the animal remains are absent.

The day may come when dicotyledonous plants will have been studied to
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the same extent. As it is, tliey are of some local service. The flora of

the Dakota Group serves to identify that formation at many localities,

east from the Rocky Mountains when the rock is barren of animal re-

mains. The position of this flora has been fixed by means of its position

in and below rocks containing the ordinary Cretaceous types of animals.

But why do we call one flora, Cretaceous, or another Triassic, or a

tliird, Tertiary ? Simply because it is found in rocks belonging to such

a group. Let it not be forgotten that we do not call the group Creta-

ceous, or Tertiary, because of the flora. Stratigraphy determined the

general succession of rocks ; animal life determined the division into

groups.

The floras of our later geological eras cannot afford a satisfactory basis

for generalizations looking to a determination of equivalent horizons in

Europe and America. The conditions on the two continents were widely

different. This general statement has been practically accepted as true

by our palseo-botanists, Dawson, Lesquereux, and Newberry, all of whom
have acknowledged that the testimony of plants is inferior to that of in-

vertebrates. This story is a brief one.

In 1858, Mr. Meek and Dr. Hayden submitted to Dr. Newberry a col-

lection of dicotyledonous leaves which they had obtained from the Da-

kota Group, of Nebraska. Dr. Newberry found great resemblance

between these and the Tertiary flora of Europe, but regarded them as of

Cretaceous age, being convinced by the stratigraphy and the testimony

of invertebrate remains in the overlying rocks. Sketches of some of

these were sent to Prof. Heer, who, in a letter to Mr. Lesquereux,* very

positively asserted that Newberry erred in his conclusions, and that the

plants are all of Tertiary forms. His language is as follows :

"It is true that I have seen only some drawings which were sent to me
by Messrs. Hayden and Meek, but they are all Tei'tiary types. The sup-

posed Credneria is very like Populus leuce, Ung. of the Lower Miocene,

and the Ettinghausiana seems hardly rightly determined. Besides, it is

a genus badly founded, and as yet has no value. All the other plants

mentioned by Dr. Newberry, belong to genera that are represented in the

Tertiary and not in the Cretaceous. And it is very improbable that in

America the Cretaceous flora had the characteristic plants of the Tertiary^

and this would be the case if these plants did belong to the Cretaceous."

To this the editors of the Journal append a note, stating that similar

leaves had been collected by Prof. Cooke, from the base of the Creta-

ceous, as well as by Dr. Newberry, from the same horizon, in New
Mexico, so that if the leaves are Tertiary, our Cretaceous is abolished.

Dr. Newberry replied,! stating that he had collected such dicotyledon-

ous leaves from the Lower Cretaceous sandstones at Galisteo Creek, in

New Mexico, where the Upper Cretaceous sandstones also are exposed,

and at various localities further east to the Canadian river where charac-

*.'lmer. Journal of Sci., 2(1 series, Vol. 28, p. 88.

. fAmer. Journ. Sci., Vol. 29, p. 299.
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teristic Cretaceous 2 and 3 are seen resting upon the sandstones. This

statement afforded peculiar gratification to the editor, who takes occa-

sion in another portion of the volume to rebuke Messrs. Marcou and

Heer very severely for considering these plants as Miocene. If these

plants are Miocene, the editor thinks the roof of our geological house

vras put on before the foundation was laid. This is a very proper and

judicious conclusion.

Ml'. Lesquereux's rejoinder* was quite keen, defending Prof. Heer's

conclusion and fully endorsing it. So that he, as well as Profs. Marcou

and Heer regarded these plants and the including rocks as of Miocene

age.

In 1863, Profs. Marcou and Capellini undertook a journey to Nebraska,

to effect a final determination of the question. Evidently, the testimony

of the plants was of little value in their eyes, for on their I'eturn they pro-

nounced the Dakota Group Cretaceous, and not only Cretaceous, but at

the base of that series as developed in America. In his work describing

the leaves collected by these gentlemen, Prof. Heer confessed the superior

value of the faunal evidence, and placed the leaves in the Cretaceous. In

1868, Mr. Lesquereux did the same, describing a number of Cretaceous

plants from the Dakota Group. In this paper he announces that a re-

markable generic affinity exists between the Cretaceous and Tertiary flora

of America. In 1874 he published a quarto volume on the Cretaceous flora

of the Dakota Group. It is sufficiently evident, then, that j\Ir. Les-

quereux regards his jjlants as affording by no means positive grounds

for generalization respecting equivalence of horizons in Europe and

America.

Mr. Lesquereux has claimed that the determination of Miocene charac-

ter, made by Prof. Heer and endorsed by himself, should not be regarded

as in any way affecting the question of testimony, because the material at

their disposal was so imperfect. Such a plea is unfortunate, and the excuse

is worse than the erroi', if error it was. If the material was too imperfect

to justify a positive conclusion, why was the conclusion so emphatically

stated ? Either the material was sufficient, or the interpreters are untrust-

worthy because of rashness. That the material was sufficient is clear,

because the general statement of close resemblance to Tertiary forms still

holds good. This whole discussion very fairly exposes the value of palaeo-

botauy as an aid in the determination of equivalent horizons on discon-

nected continents.

The plants of the Great Lignite Group are no better. Of these, Mr.

Lesquereux has described a great number of species. Of those identified

with European forms, the relations, with hardly an exception, are Mio-

cene, yet they are placed in the Eocene. One very eccentric feature here

is, that in some localities the group is Lower, and in others Upper Eocene,

while the stratigraphy seems to show that both epochs may belong to the

same horizon, and that the difference in the flora is local and synchronous,

*Amer. Journ. Sci, Vol. 29, p. 434.
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Why the palseo-botanist should put these plants into the Eocene, rather

than into the Miocene, is not known, unless it be done in deference to the

stratigraphy.

Other illustrations might be given, such as the occurrence in the Ameri-

can Carboniferous, of types which in Europe are Triassic or Jurassic, but

it is hardly necessary. It certainly seems clear to me from the showing

of the pala30-botanists themselves, that the plants have nothing to do

with the matter ; that the fact that certain forms occur at a certain hori-

zon in Europe is no evidence, pro or con, that their horizon in America

is equivalent to that in Europe, The dicotyledonous leaves of the Lig-

nitic Groups, i. e., the Dakota and Fort Union, are locally of service, in

that by them we may not infrequently trace the formation on both sides

of extensive areas, from which the rock has been eroded, or in localities

where the stratigraphical relations are d oubtful.

It appears, then, by the common consent of all, that we must determine

the European equivalents of our strata by means of animal, not by means
of vegetable remains. This being understood, we may look at the facts

as we have them.

The Lignitic areas are two, one on the west coast, and the other in the

Rocky Mountain Region. The history of these is different, and they re-

quire to be taken up separately.

Lignites of the Pacific Coast.

According to Mr. Gabb, the lignites occur at three horizons in this re-

gion. At the lowest line are the lignites of Vancouver and the adjacent

portions of Washington Territory ; higher up he finds the lignites of

Monte Diablo, in California. These contain all the workable lignites.

But at a still higher horizon there occurs an extensive deposit of lignitic

beds, none of which are of economical value. The last group he regards

as of Miocene age, but the others he places in the Cretaceous.

The California lignites have been sufficiently discussed by the geolo-

gists of that State. I do not know that the reference of these to the Cre-

taceous has ever been seriously called in question, so that it is unneces-

sary to speak of them here. The deposits possessing chief interest for

us are those of Vancouver. These have been carefully studied by a num-
ber of geologists, and the fossil remains, both animal and vegetable, have

received close attention from palseontologists of the highest standing.

The deposits of Bellingham Bay, Birch Bay, atd other localities on the

continent, can hardly be regarded as fairly coming within the range

of this discussion, as the animal remains have not yet been worked up
thoroughly.

According to Richardson, the coal deposit of Vancouver is divided into

two distinct fields, one on the east coast, known as the Nanaimo Field
;

the other on the west and northwest coast, named by him the Comox
Field. Both of these have been examined by him, but his more el aborate

work was done in the latter.
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The Nanaimo Field was examiaed by Dr. Hector, ia 1859. He suc-

ceeded ia working out a section of the region, which is practically as fol-

lows :
*

1. Purple clays not measured.

2. Conglomerate and sandstone 500 to 600 ft.

3. Coed, "Douglas" seam. 3 ft. 6 in.

4. Conglomerate 60 ft.

5. Ooal, "Newcastle" seam 6ft.

6. Sandstone ~|

7. Conglomerate [

8. Green sandstone. \ about 400 ft.

9. Tufaceous rock I

Greenstone conglomerate J10

11. larneous rocks.

No. 8, is richly fossiliferous, containing as determined by Mr. Ethe-

ridge, Trigonia Emoryi, CytTierea Leonensis, Exogyra two species. Area

three species, Ostrea two species.

The sandstone of No. 3, contains a thin coal, accompanied by plant-

bearing shales. Yew-like fronds occur in the arenaceous shales associa-

ted with the larger coals.

No. 1 is a thick mass of shale somewhat variegated in color and con-

taining great numbers of "nodules or septaria " enclosing fossils. From
these nodules there were obtained liioceramus Grispii, (Conrad), I. Tex-

amcs, I. Nebrascensis, 1. unduloplicatus, 1. confertim-annulatus, I. myti-

loides, Baculites compressus, Baculites two species undt.. Ammonites

geniculatus, Ammonites two species undt.

Mr. Brown'sf observations at Nanaimo, coniirm those of Dr. Hector.

In the shales accompanying the coals, he obtained great numbers of leaf

impressions, both mono- and di-cotyledonous ; while from the associated

sandstones, he procured various species of Ammonites, Baculites, Inoce-

ramus, Exogyra, Ostrea, Pecten, Area, Trigonia, (Jytherea, Psammobia,

Tellina, Mactra, Natica, Bostellaria, etc.

In the northwestern or Comox field, he found a grouping of conglom-

erates, sandstones, fire-clays, and coals similar to that observed in the

vicinity of Nanaimo. Throughout the series there are fossiliferous

beds. Dicotyledonous plants are most frequent among the leaf impres-

sions, while among the animal remains there occur Ammonites, Baculites,

Pectunculus, Plagiostoma, Inoceramus, Trigonia, Hippurites, Astarte,

Natica, and Paludina.

Mr. Richardson^ examined the Nanaimo field in 1871, and the Comox

*Journal of G-eological Society, 1861

tTransactions Edinburgh Greol. Society, Vol. I.

{Reports Canada Geol. Survey, 1871-2 and 1872-3.
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field in 1872. His report for 1871 is not in my possession. In the Comox
field the rocks fall naturally into seven well-marked groups as follows :

G. Upper conglomerate 320 ft.

F. Upper shales 776 ft. 6 in.

E. Middle conglomerate 1100 ft.

D. Middle shales 76 ft.

C. Lower conglomerate 900 ft.

B. Lower shales 1000 ft.

A. Productive coal measures ' 736 ft. 6 in.

Total 4912 ft.

Below these come at once the crystalline rocks, so that the fossiliferous

sandstones found below the Nanaimo coals must be absent, or, if present,

overlapped by Division A.

Division A, consists of shales, sandstones, and coals, the latter very

irregular. The rocks contain no animal remains, though vegetable im-

pressions are abundant. B is made up of brownish-black argillaceous

shales with thin layers of gray sandstone and arenaceous shale. The
argillaceous portions are rich, both in individuals and species of

animal remains. Mr. Richardson obtained Ammonites, 7 sp., Ancyloceras,

2 sp., Inoceramus, 4 sp., undetermined Lamelli-branchiata, 15 sp., and

Natica, 1 sp.

Division C is composed of coarse pebbles, held in a brownish-gray

sandy matrix, which contains wood and occasional shells. The fossils

from this division are rare, as would naturally be expected, but Mr.
Richardson obtained one species of Ammonites and one of Area. Division

D resembles B, but is rather more arenaceous. Thin streaks of coal are

common. Lenticular patches of limestone are of frequent occui-rence,

and yield Ammonites, Baculites, Nautilus, Ostrea, Inoceramus, Area,

Nueula, together with numerous undetermined fragments of Lamelli-

branchiata and Gasteropoda.

Division E is an exceedingly coarse conglomerate, and its matrix is a

coarse sand. No fossils were observed in the matrix, though some were
seen in the included fragments of limestone. Division F resembles D,

but is much more arenaceous. Near the top it contains thin streaks of

coal and many fragments of fossil wood, which show the structure dis-

tinctly. For the most part G resembles E, but contains no fragments of

limestone. At the base it usually exhibits a mass of gray sandstone,

with thin seams of coal and occasional Belemnites.

During 1872, Mr. Richardson examined also the deposits in the Queen
Charlotte Islands, north from Vancouver. The section shows the follow-

ing succession, but the groups were not measured :

1. Upper shales and sandstones.

2. Coarse conglomerates.

3. Lower shales with coal and iron ore.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 3g
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Organic remains, bofh animal and vegetable, occur abundantly
throughout Division 3. No. 1 is lighter colored and more arenaceous
than 3. Near its base thin layers of argillaceous dolomite occur, and
near the top a fossiliferous layer was found.

No doubt those readers to whom these facts are new will feel aston-

ished to learn that any person has ever disputed the Cretaceous age of

these coals. The whole trouble has arisen from the finding of some
vegetable fragments which have been so far affected by prolonged mace-
ration as to be readily identifiable with almost anything. The interpre-

ters of these impressions are not entirely agreed among themselves,

Mr. Lesquereux* has examined a large collection of plants from Nanaim o

and the adjacent portion of Washington Territory. Out of the specimens

he made a number of new species, while he recognized a number identical

with species previously described in Europe. So closely allied to the flora

of the European Miocene are these that Mr. Lesquereux refers both Na-
naimo and Bellingham to the Miocene. Somewhat laterf he published a

letter from Prof. Heer fortifying his position by showing the identity of

several of his species with those known in Europe. Bot h of these palaeo-

botanists agreed in referring Vancouver to the Miocene. The editor of the

American Journal of Science felt it necessary to append to this letter an

apology for Prof. Heer, in which he stated that the Professor had not had

access to the paper by Meek and Hayden on the Vancouver fossils.

The collections made at Nanaimo, Bellingham Bay, and other localities

in the vicinity, by Mr. Geo. Gribbs, were submitted to Dr. Newberry,:): who
regarded the Bellingham Bay deposit as most probably Miocene. He had

in fact thus announced it in 1856. Some moUuscan remains obtained with

the leaves, induced Dr. Newberry to regard the Nanaimo coals as Creta-

ceous. It is evident from his language that nothing in the plants would lead

one to suppose that they belong to a Cretaceous horizon, but, on the con-

trary, that enough was shown by them to cast doubt upon any such con-

clusion, were satisfactory evidence lacking. His words are as follows :

"The evidence now before us—if the specimens in the collection were

obtained in the circumstances reported—shows conclusively that all the

plant-bearing strata about Nanaimo are of Cretaceous age ; indeed, so far

as at present known to us, all the fossils collected at Vancouver's Island

are of that formation."

The vegetable remains obtained at Nanaimo, in 1871, by Messrs.

Selwyn and Richardson were submitted to Dr. Dawson. Among these

were Taxodium cuneatum, Newb., Sequoia Langsdorfii, Heer, Sabal, Pal-

macites, Populus, Quercus, Platanus, Cinnamomum Heeri, Lesqx., Taxi-

teg, Cupressinoxylon.

"Dr. Dawson states that the plants led Lesquereux and Heer to

refer the beds to the Miocene, but that Newberry has shown that the

*American Journal of Science, 2d series, Vol. 27.

tibid., Vol. 23.

t Boston .Journal of Natural History, Vol. 7.
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evidence of the associated marine fossils makes them Cretaceous, which

is the opinion now generally accepted, the species including Ammonites,

Baculites, etc."*

The 1872 collections of Mr. Richardson were submitted to Dr. Dawson
for examination. The results as announced are quite positive, somewhat

contrasting in this respect with those already given. f Possibly his con-

clusions may have been affected by the presence of so great an abundance

of animal remains. Be this as it may, his language is open to no charge

of obscurity.

"The fossils from the Queen Charlotte Islands, consisting entirely of

Pines and Cycads, while decidedly Mesozoic, would indicate a somewhat

older stage than the others, siy the Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous.

"The fossils from the coal-field of Vancouver, embracing in addition

to coniferous trees, both wood and leaves of several species of angio-

spermous exogens, coincide with those of the Cretaceous of other parts

of America, for example of Nebraska.

"The fossils from Hornby Island, in shales believed to overlie those of

Vancouver Island, are also Cretaceous, and there is nothing to preclude

their belonging to the upper part of that system."

It should be mentioned here that Dr. Dawson refers to the Upper Creta-

ceous of Europe, the only portion of that system represented in America,

east from the Rocky Mountains. The Lower Cretaceous of Europe is

probably represented on the Pacific Coast by the Charlotte Island coals

and the Shasta Group of the California geologists.

The evidence given by the animal remains is indisputable. The coals

at Nanaimo are at the horizon of the Niobrara, or Fort Pierre Group,

probably not far from the dividing line. The coals of the Comox field

ai'e lower in the system ; while the Queen Charlotte coals may belong to the

Lower Cretaceous (of Europe), or to the Jurassic, being on about the

same horizon as the Shasta Group of California.

It is certainly very strange, after the publication of facts so convincing

as those given years ago by Meek and Newberry, and later by Gabb,

Selwyn, Richardson, Dawson, and Billings, that Mr. Lesquei-eux should

still maintain his original statement, as he does in the Seventh Annual

Report of the Geological Survey of the Territories. It is the more i-e-

markable because, in a volume pub]islied simultaneously with that report,

he places his Miocene flora of the Dakota Group at the base of the Creta-

ceous for no reason except that the Dakota rocks clearly underlie others

containing characteristic marine fossils of Cretaceous. This inconsis-

tency may be explained, however, by the fact that he has seen the rela-

tions of the Dakota Group in Nebraska, while he has never visited Van-
couver.

The Rocky Mountain Region.

In this region there seems to be two horizons of lignitic rocks ; one at

the base of the Cretaceous, extending probably from the far north in

American Journal of Science, 3d series, Vol. 5, page 478.

t Report of Geological Survey of Canada, 1872-3.
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British. America southward, with more or less irregularity, into New
Mexico, along the eastern and southern borders of the mountains, with
an occasional lignitic bed in the interior of the region ; the other reaching

barely beyond our northern line into British America, and extending

southward to New Mexico, covering a vast area east from the mountains,

as well as within the disturbed region and beyond it at the south in New
Mexico.

For a proper understanding of the conditions here, it may be well

to give a brief description of the various formations as they are exposed
along the east flank of the mountains.

Silurian sti-ata rest upon the metamorphic schists, and above them come
the Carboniferous, the Devonian being absent, or not satisfactorily iden-

tified. Frequently overlapping and concealing these formations, there is

a very persistent mass of red beds, more or less conglomerate, and con-

taining inarls and beds of gypsum. These have been referred to the

Triassic, principally, however, because of negative evidence. They
are succeeded by shales containing limestone, which frequently yields

Jurassic fossils. Upon this last rests the Cretaceous, of which five well-

marked divisions have been ascertained in the upper Missouri region.

These are, ascending,*

No. 1. Dakota Group, sandstones, shales, and lignites.

No. 2. Fort Benton Group, usually argillaceous shales.

No. 3. Niobrara Group, limestones and calcareous shales.

No. 4. Fort Pierre Group, shales with nodules of clay-iron stone.

No. 5. Fox Hills Group, sandstones, more or less calcareous.

In Colorado and New Mexico, especially in the latter territory, it is not

always possible to make out the groups accurately, and some of those who
have worked in that region are satisfied to use the following classifica-

tion :

Lower Cretaceous, equivalent to No. 1.

Middle Cretaceous, equivalent to Nos. 2, 3, and 4.

Upper Cretaceous, equivalent to No. 5.

The lower Cretaceous yields animal remains at few localities, and these,

in many cases, are of such a character as to render its reference to the

Cretaceous a somewhat doubtful one. It contains vast numbers of vege-

table impressions, strikingly resembling the Miocene flora of Europe.

The Middle Cretaceous is quite variable in composition, but there are

few exposures of the lower portions which will not yield fine collections

of animal remains. The ferruginous nodules of the upper part are in-

variably fossiliferous. It occasionally contains thin beds of lignite, one

having been observed at Sage Creek, Wyoming Territory, by Dr. Hay-
den, and a similar one at Canon City, Colorado, by myself.

The upper boundary line of No. 5, is very indefinite. Indeed it is th®

matter in dispute. The rock is sometimes a rusty arenaceous shale but

*Thi8 succession was elaborated by Mr. Meek and his co-laborer, Dr. Hayden.
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ordinarily a not very compact sandstone, rusty yellow in color and con-

cretionary in structure. lu parts it is calcareous, and where it shows

such a composition, is very fossiliferous. Dr. Hayden notes the interest-

ing fact respecting the Fort Pierre and this group, that there are zones

or belts in which they are almost non-fossiliferous. This feature, ob-

served in the Upper Missouri Region,! found to be quite chai-acteristic of

the Upper Cretaceous in Colorado and New Mexico. The group is marked
by a rich fauna, largely of Cretaceous forms, but mingled with many
types of more recent character.

Above the unquestioned Cretaceous, there comes the great lignite series,

termed by Dr. Hayden, the Fort Union Group. This is an immense mass

of sandstones, shales, and beds of lignite, having a maximum thick-

ness of not far from four thousand feet. Marine organic remains are com-

monly found in the lower portions, but over a part of the area, as one as-

cends in the series, he finds the traces of marine life disappearing, while

land and fresh-water shells occur associated with vast numbers of leaves

of dicotyledonous plants. The northern and southern portions of this

group have never been joined by direct tracing. At the north it under-

runs the White River Group near Fort Fetterman. From that point

southward it is concealed for about three hundred miles, re-appearing

from under the same group in Colorado, twenty miles south from Chey-

enne. A careful study of Dr. Hayden's reports leaves no room to doubt

the correctness of his conclusion that the formation near Fort Fetterman

and that south from Cheyenne are the same.

The Lower Lignitic Group.

For convenience in this connection I thus designate the Dakota Group,

Cretaceous No. 1. This yields lignites over an enormous area, reaching

from the Arctic Ocean into New Mexico, but for the most part the beds

are thin and the lignite itself is very impure.

The only detailed reference to this group in British America, which I

have at hand is that of Dr. Hector.* Sir J. Richardson's "Journal of a

Boat Voyage through Prince Ru]Dert'sLand," is not within my reach, and

his statements in the Appendix to Franklin's Expedition are very unsat-

isfactory. Dr. Hector's observations were made upon the Saskatchewan

River and its tributaries. He found a well-defined series of coal-bearing

strata on the North Saskatchewan, or Red Deer River, and on Battle

River. On Red Deer River he obtained the following section, descend-

ing,

1. Sandstones and dark clays.

2. Banded marlites, clays, and limestones.
3. Shell conglomerate.
4. Clay.
5. Banded clays with clay-iron stone.

6. Coal, three feet thick.

7. Clays.

8. Silicified wood and brown coal.

9. Sandy clays.

Total thickness of section, 600 feet.

* Journal of the G-eological Society, 1861.
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The shell-conglomerate contains vast numbers of Ostrea cortex, while

the overlying banded clays exhibit Ostrea cortex, O.vellicata and Gytlierea

Texana, and one of the limestone layers yielded Ostrea anommformis,
Mytilus, 2 sp. Cardium multidriattim, Crassatella, Venus, Rostellaria, and
Paludina. In tracing this group from Red Deer to Battle River no
change was observed in the section, but at the latter locality, and some-
what higher in the series, a concretionary sandy limestone was found
containing Avicula, Cardium, CytTierea, and BacuUtes compressus.*

On the North Saskatchewan the relations of the coals are not shown
fully beyond cavil. In that region the formation was traced over a great

extent of country and diligently searched for»fossils, but without much
success. The coals underlie a mass of variegated marly clays, many of

them containing comminuted fragments of vegetable matter. These are

similar to those of the Red Deer section. In the immediate vicinity of

Fort Edmonton, on the North Saskatchewan, there are found fi-agments

of silicified wood, the same as those occurring near the base on Red Deer.

In the absence of the higher and fossiliferous strata. Dr. Hector regards

the silicified wood and the remarkable lithological resemblance as proving

the identity of the two sections as far as compared.

East from the Rocky Mountains, within the United States, the lignite

of this group is small in quantity and of very poor quality. A number
of localities have been given by Dr. Haydeu and others. The lignite is

never really workable; and, except at one locality in Wyoming, mentioned

by Dr. Hayden, it is not useful for fuel. At one locality, midway be-

tween Denver and Colorado Springs, in Colorado, I saw a deserted open-

ing upon a thin bed. It had proved of no value.

In the interior of the Rocky Mountains this group seems to carry lig-

nite very rarely. Prof. Marsh, in 1870, discovered a bed of coal on

Brush Creek, a tributary of Green River. Overlying it is a sandstone

containing a layer full of Ostrea congesta, and further up, another which

yielded a crinoid, evidently allied to Marsupites. Below the coal, copro-

lites, cycloidal scales of fish, together with teeth resembling Megalosaurus

were found. This locality was afterwards visited by Mr. Emmons, who
ascei'tained that the rocks belong to Cretaceous, No. 1.

I regret that the reports of Messrs. Gilbert and Howell to Lieutenant

Wheeler are still unpublished. They contain important details respect-

ing the distribution of the lower lignitic series. The report of Dr. New-
berry upon the San Juan Expedition has never been printed. It thus

happens that, although a large portion of New Mexico has been very

closely examined, none of the results are accessible except those ob-

tained by Dr. Newberry on the Ives Expedition and by Dr. J. L. Leconte

in 1868.

Dr. Newberryf found this group at many localities in New Mexico,

carrying thin beds of lignite. At Camp 92, there is an alternation of

* These fossils were identified by Mr. Etheridge.

t Ives' Expedition. Report on Geology, pp. 81, 85, 87, 89, 94.
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coal and shale, twelve feet thick, resting almost directly upon Triassic

marls, and underneath a yellowish sandstone filled with dicotyledonous

leaves. At Camp 96, and at Oraybe, he found above this bed, green and
blue shales two hundred and fifty feet thick. Toward the base this series

contains Ammonites percai-matus, Inoceramus Crispii and GrypJuea navia,

while toward the top it shows Pinna (?) lingula, GrypluBa Pitcheri, with

beds of lignite, above which are impressions of Platanus, Alnus, Quercus,

etc., along with SpJienopteris. From the Moqui country eastward for

about twenty miles, these beds are continuously in sight ; but, at length,

they under-run a mass of Tertiary rocks, which Dr. Newberry thinks

may prove equivalent to the White River Group of the Upper Missouri

Region. At Camp 100, beyond the eastern border of this Tertiary basin,

a group of lignites and brown sandstones is found between the Triassic

and Cretaceous, but it is not persistent. Near Fort Defiance, the Lower
Cretaceous Series is seen resting on the Triassic and consists of "green
and dove-colored shales, brown and greenish sandstones, brownish-yellow

concretionary limestone containing Oryplicea Pitclieri, and beds of lig-

nite." The section here is about the same as at Oraybe. At Campbell's

Pass, the section is as follows :

1. Cretaceous sandstones, shales, and lignites 700 ft.

2 and 3. Marl Series. , "i 750 ft.

V T^riSiSsic

4, 5, and 6. Salt Group ) 520 ft.

7. Carboniferous limestone.

The shales in No. 1 contain Gryphcea Pitclieri.

The same section was traced by Dr. Newberry directly to the Rio
Grande, and at Galisteo Creek, not far from Santa Fe, the section is :

1. Cretaceous sandstones and shales with beds of lignites.

2. Red and white marls, all somewhat indurated, with silicified wood.
3. Soft red sandstones of the Salt Group.

Above these are the Santa Fe marls which rest unconformably upon
the Cretaceous.

Dr. J. L. Leconte's notes* give few details respecting this region, but
they serve to confirm the earlier observations by Dr. Newberry.

In 1869, Dr. Hayden visited Santa Fe and its vicinity. His notes are

given in his report for that year. The section obtained by him at Santa
Fe is certainly eccentric. On Galisteo Creek, he identifies No. 2 and 4
of the Cretaceous, The remainder of the section is as follows, ascending,

1. Coal Groitpf-with. abundant impressions of deciduous leaves, resting

conformably upon well-marked Cretaceo.ua strata.

2. The Galisteo Sand Group, consisting of variegated sands and sand-
stones, overlying conformably the Coal Group, and concealing it on the
east and northeast flank of Placiere Mountain. This group shows pecu-
liarities here, not seen in the lignite series elsewhere. The color varies

* Notes on the Geology of the Smoky Hill Koute.
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from light-red to deep brick-red, dull-purplish, deep-yellow, white,

brown, drab, etc. The only fossils are silicified trunks of trees.

3. Santa Fe Marls, which rests unconformably upon the Galisteo Group,
and are of much later date.

Dr. Hayden of course refers this whole section to the Tertiary. Mr.
Lesquereux does the same, in consideration of six species of leaves, four

of which are peculiar to the locality, and two occur elsewhere, also. But
a careful comparison of this section as given by Dr. Hayden, with the

details of the geology along Dr. Newberry's route from Santa Fe west-

ward, as given in Ives' report, will, I think, satisfy anybody that Dr.

Hayden has by some oversight inverted the order, and that the Galisteo

Group underlies the Coal Group. The Galisteo Group is unquestionably

the Triassic, as abundantly appears from the descriptions of that system
in New Mexico, by Newberry and Leconte.

In Utah and New Mexico, Messrs. Gilbert and Howell have found coal

beds of much economical value at about the horizon of this group, but

their work, being unpublished, is not accessible.

The Uppek or Great Lignitic Group.

This is the Fort Union Group of Dr. Hayden. Its relations to the

Upper Cretaceous are so intimate that the description of the one requires

constant reference to the other.

This group, so far as our present knowledge extends, seems to pass but

little beyond our northern boundary. For information respecting its

character at the north, I have consulted the writings of Messrs. Hayden,

Meek, Lesquereux, and Emmons, while for the southern extension in

Colorado and New Mexico, I have drawn from the observations of Hay-
den, Lesquereux, Leconte, Cope, and myself.

Dr. Hector observed some lignites at La Roche Percde, not far north

from the United States boundary line, which he regards as the northern

extension of the Missouri lignite basin, and therefore places them in the

Tertiary, though he thinks they may possibly be Cretaceous. Prof. Hind
thinks that they belong to the Fox Hills Group of Meek and Hayden.

Throughout the JJ'p'per Ilissouri Eegion, this Lignite Group is perfect-

ly conformable to the Upper Cretaceous, and the line of separation can-

not be determined. During many years of exploration, only one case of

unconformability, that between Spring Canon and Bridger Peak on

Laramie Plains, has been found.

On the Yellowstone, below the mouth of Big Horn River, the Upper
Cretaceous (5) passes upward into a dark-gray sandstone, containing many
Cretaceous species. This, in turn, changes into a coarse-grained friable

ferruginous sandstone, containing many concretions. This latter rock

yielded a few indistinct bivalves, which were evidently of marine origin.

At a locality between Big Horn and Powder Rivers, No. 5 is composed of

clay and marls, with layers of concretionary, ferruginous, calcareous sand-

stone, containing several Cretaceous species. It passes almost imper-
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ceptibly into the Lignitic Group above. On Powder River one of the

lower sandstones of the latter group has layers hardened by the presence

of calcareous matter, so that the rock weathers into architectural forms,

the pillars being protected by a cap of the harder rock.

On Gardiner's River the intimate relations of the two groups are well

shown. At one locality, where 1200 feet of strata, belonging to them are

exposed, it seems impossible to draw any line of division, "this great

group of beds, simply alternate beds of sandstone and arenaceous clays,

passing down into the dark sombre clays of the Cretaceous." At Cinna-

bar Mountain, above the mouth of Gardiner's River, "the dark, laminated

clays of the Cretaceous, passing up into the Upper Cretaceous, are well

shown with perfect continuity, then passing up into a great thickness of

the sombre brown sandstones of the Coal Group. There is a great uni-

formity between the Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary series. "We can de-

tect some variations in color and texture, but they are of minor import-

ance and could not easily be described in words."*

On Box Elder Creek, not farfrom Fort Fetterman, the lignite series con-

sists of rusty sands and sandstones and arenaceous clays, with some seams

of lignite. On Deer Creek, twenty-seven miles from the Fort, the black

clays of No. 4 are capped by a thin bed of ferruginous arenaceous clays,

above which are two beds of sandstone. The lower one of these is concre-

tionary throughout; being filled with sandstone concretions imbedded in

an indurated clay, which also shows a tendency to concretionary struc-

ture. In the harder portions, a few specimens of Baculites, Inoceramus,.

etc., were found. The upper bed has a similar rusty-yellow color, but

yields no fossils. Both rocks, but especially the lower one, tend to weather

into architectural forms. Near old Fort Casper a yellow ferruginous

sandstone, containing Inoceramus and huge concretions, is seen res ting-

on black shaly clays which Dr. Hayden assigns to the horizon of Creta-

ceous, No. 2.

On the North Platte River, from Sage Creek to Medicine Bow, and

thence to Bridger's Pass, the sandstones and the associated clays lying at

the base of the Lignite Group, are almost continuous. They rest direct-

ly upon Cretaceous clays. The sandstones are irregularly concretionary

and occasionaly yield an Inoceramus or Baculites. Some rusty calcare-

ous beds contain Ostrea. Along the Platte, four beds of the sandstone can

be distinguished. The first, second, and third, beginning at the base, are

in all fifty to eighty feet thick, drab-brown, and quite massive. The
fourth is yellowish-gray, full of large rusty-brown concretionary masses,

which ai'e laminated, and in reality are arenaceous limestones. Between

the beds are thin layers of sandstone and sandy limestones. At Cooper's

Creek the rusty arenaceous beds of No. 5 pass up gradually into the coal-

bearing layers without any perceptible bi*eak, and without any marked

change in the sediment. The latter series is from 1500 to 2000 feet thick

and consists of rusty-yellow sandstones, alternating with greenish-gray

* Hayaen. Report for 1871, p. 62.

A. P. S.—YOL. XIV. 3h
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indurated sands and clays. In the neighborhood of Fort Steele the sand-

stones, seen at Medicine Bow, are found resting on Cretaceous clays, and

passing up into the coal-bearing strata. These contain a characteristic

fucoid, which Mr. Lesquereux has designated by the name of Halymenites

major.

Along the Union Pacific Railroad, from Como to St. Mary's, nearly fifty

miles, the lignitic rocks prevail and the heavy sandstone at the base

is traceable to Carbon, where a coal overlying it is mined. This is

the fucoidal or lignitic sandstone, showing the fucoid just referred to.

The overlying rocks contain vast numbers of deciduous leaves. Beyond

Rawlings' Springs this series is again seen, overlying Cretaceous clays, and

at Separation a coal, probably the same as at Carbon, is worked. At this

locality leaves and fresh-water shells are found in the upper portion of

the group which appears to be not far from two thousand feet thick.

From Separation to Bitter Creek Station horizontal Tertiary beds pre-

vail, but occasional borings have demonstrated that the coal-strata are not

deeply buried. These Tertiary beds are of fresh-water origin and con-

tain TInio, Melania, and other fresh-water species. They are unconform-

able to the lignite series and occupy a synclinal trough formed by these

rocks.

According to Messrs. Meek and Bannister, there occurs between Bitter

Creek Station and Green River an enormous accumulation of coal-bear-

ing rocks, not much less than 4000 feet thick, and underlaid by about

1000 feet of sandstone. The greater portion of the upper series is clear-

ly of brackish-water origin, as it contains layers at various horizons, from

which Ostrea, Corbula, Melania, and Goniobasis were obtained. Many
layers are rich in deciduous leaves, and from one in the upper portion of

the series the remains of a saurian were obtained. These were after-

wards desci'ibed by Prof. Coj)e, under the name of Agatliauimis sylvest7'is.

Before reaching Green River, these rocks under-run, unconformably, a

later series, known as the Green River shales.

Messrs. Meek and Bannister made no examination at Point of Rocks

.

At this locality Mr. Lesquereux found an anticlinal which exposed the

shales of CretaceouSj No. 4, underlying conformably the great fucoidal

sandstone. This rock is 185 feet thick, and contains Halymenites major,

Lesqx. This sandstone has a striking lithological character, which is

widely persistent in the Rocky Mountain region. It is a little strange

that these Cretaceous rocks do not appear under the Bitter Creek series

at Salt Wells, where Meek and Bannister found the great mass of sand-

stone.

From Green River westward to Bear River the coal rocks are not seen,

and the same is true respecting the region between Bear River and Coal-

ville. These areas seem to be utterly isolated. Mr. Emmons finds them
surrounded on all sides by the Tertiary beds in such a way as to prevent

any junction by stratigraphy with other areas.

At Bear River, the strata have been so distorted that it is not easy to
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construct a satisfactory section, but on Sulphur Creek, a tributary of

Bear River, Messrs. Meek and Bannister found exposures affording an

interesting series of disconnected sections. The following shows the suc-

cession, ascending, as far as it seems to have been worked out satis-

factorily :

I. Shales and sandstones, not well exposed, about 500 ft.

3. Two or three rather heavy beds of yellowish-gray

sandstone, with sonae clays. Near the base, two
layers of sandstone occur, containing Ostrea soleii-

iscus, Trapezium micronema., etc., about 100 ft.

3. Greenish and bluish-gray sandy clays and some dark

shale. 100 ft.

4. Goal. 7 ft. 6 in,

5. Massive sandstone, light-colored, with sandy clay at

base , 95 ft.

6. Sandstones, clays, and arenaceous shales 275 ft.

7. Not exposed, a horizontal distance of about. 2100 ft.

S. Light-gray sandstones and clays, including a Coul bed,

7 ft. 6 in,, sandstone, over coal, containing Inoce-

ramus prohlematicus, Cardium and undetermined

univalves. . , 150 ft.

At Coalville, in Utah, the same gentlemen obtained the following mag-
nificent section. The order is ascending :

1. Sandstones, clays, and arenaceous clays. . 163 ft.

2. Clays and thin sandstones, with Inoceramns problem-

aticus, Cardium subcurtum, Lucina, Macrodon, Mo-
diola muUiUnigera, Corbula, Arcopagia, Martesia,

Neritina pisum, Turritella, etc 150 ft.

3. Clays and sandstone 80 ft.

4. Coal. 13 ft.

5. Yellow-gray sandstones, roof of coal, containing In-

oceramus and Ostrea soleniscus ?.... 25 ft.

6. Very dark clay with Inocerainus problematieus 80-100 ft.

7. Clays and sandstones, not well exposed 100 ft.

8. Sandstones, rich in fossils, Halymenites major, Avic-

ula, Cardium, Trapezium, Tellina, etc 100 ft.

9. Clays and sandstones 80 ft.

10. Clays and sandstones, with Ostrea soleniscus, Avicula,

Gdrdium, Tellina, Arcopagia, Oyrodes, Cyprimera,

etc 190 ft.

II. Clays, sandstones, and some conglomerate 250 ft.

12. Not well exposed, shales and clays 600 ft.

13. Shale and sandstone 37 ft.

14. Coal 2^ ft.

15. Clays and some sandstone, with mixed fauna, Anomia
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Inoceramiis, Unio, Cardium, Gyrena, etc 48 ft.

16. Coal 5^ ft.

17. Concealed 60 ft.

18. Massive sandstone 220 ft.

19. Sandstone and sandy clay with 0. soleniscus 14 ft.

20. Sandstones and clays, not fully exposed 775 ft.

21. Gray sandstone, with Inoceramus, Cardium, Ostrea,

etc 30 ft.

22. Sandstones and clays, with fragments of Ostrea 191 ft.

23. Concealed 380 ft.

24. Conglomerate, more or less coarse 860 ft.

25. Great Echo Canon Conglomerate, more than 700 ft.

Mr. Meek is inclined to regard this whole section below No. 25, as not

only Cretaceous but as belonging to the Middle Cretaceous, not higher

than No. 3. This conclusion appears to be quite improbable. This, it

is true, lies very near the western shore-line of the Cretaceous sea, for

no rocks belonging to that system have been found west from the

Wasatch Movintains at this latitude, which explains sufficiently the

coarseness of the sediments toward the base of the section. It certainly

seems proper that all above No. 6 should be placed in the Upper Cre-

taceous, for the fauna approximates the fauna of that horizon. The
succession of the rocks below No. 6 fully favors this view.

Mr. Emmons, who has studied this region elaborately, maintains that

the Coalville and Bear River areas are but fragments of the great lignite

series seen further east, and that they are the western portions of the

Bitter Creek Group. That the Coalville section above No. 6, is equiva-

lent to the Bitter Creek Group, and therefore to the Fort Union Group, is

rendered very jjrobable when we consider the enormous thickening of the

rocks, shown alike by both sections, the general lithological resemblance,

and the presence of the fucoid, hitherto unknown below that horizon.

Of Mr. Emmons' work nothing has been published, except a brief resum§

in Volvime III, of Mr. Clarence King's reports. Mr. Lesquereux regards

the two groups as iDractically equivalent.

Retvirning now to the east face of the mountain, we reach the Colorado

and New Mexico portion of the area, about twenty miles south from

Cheyenne. In Colorado and eastern New Mexico, the Lignitic Group

shows the following section:

1. Sandstones, yellowish, ferruginous, more or less conglomerate.

2. Sandstones, shales, and coal-beds. The sandstones, gray to light-

yellow.

3. Sandstone, rusty-red to yellow, brown, and gray, containing thin

coals, more or less concretionary, and passing downward into

a mass of clays and argillaceous sandstones.

In many localities the clays and argillaceous sandstones seem to be

almost absent, but where the section is complete, as at Caiion City and
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Colorado Springs, they form a perfect and imperceptible transition from

the Sandstone No. 3, downward to undisputed Cretaceous. With possi-

bly one exception, the Lignitic and Cretaceous series are everywhere per-

fectly conformable. Mr. Marvine found distinct unconformability between

them in Middle Park near Mt. Bross ; but this must be quite local, for

Dr. Hayden states respecting Middle Park, in the same vicinity , that the

Tertiary rocks are found in great thickness and perfectly conformable to

the underlying Cretaceous. At many localities east from the mountains

a conglomerate occurs resting unconformably upon the lignitic rocks.

About twenty miles south from Cheyenne, this group is exposed. The

Cretaceous passes up imperceptibly into the fucoidal sandstone, which is

ninety-five feet thick. At a few feet above the sandstone is a coal-bed,

four to six feet thick, roofed by clay, containing an oyster like 0. subtri-

gonalis. On Boulder Creek, the same Ostrea is found above the coal.

Near Golden, the sandstone is separated from the Cretaceous beds by

only a few inches of clay, and contains dicotyledonous leaves along

with Halymenites major. Near Colorado Springs this rock contains a

a variable seam of coal, and affords the fucoid and dicotyledonous leaves.

Below it are layers of clay and shale, yielding Baculites with other Cre-

taceous forms, and passing downward into Cretaceous dark shales.

In the vicinity of Canon City, on the Arkansas, the succession is clearly

shown. The dark Cretaceous shales gradually merge into a mass of

clay and argillaceous sandstones which passes upward imperceptibly into

the fucoidal sandstone. In the upper portion of this loose-grained rock

there are many impressions of fucoids and, in some of the more compact

layers, indefinite impressions of mollusca. In the upper portion of the

clay-beds Dr. Hayden found an imperfect Inoceramus. From this locality

southward, the sandstone is easily followed, standing out like a wall for

long distances. Near Trinidad, on the Purgatory River, Mr. Lesquereux

found it 200 feet thick, resting on the dark shales of the Middle Creta-

ceous. On Raton Creek it is 178 feet, resting on the Cretaceous shales,

and overlaid by 300 feet of coal-bearing rocks. On Yermejo Creek, the

sandstone contains three thin seams of coal. At Caiion City it contains

certainly two.

Respecting the relations of the Cretaceous and the Lignitic Group, east

from the mountains. Dr. Hayden says, "These black shales pass gradu-

ally up into rusty arenaceous clays, which characterize No. 5 ; and No. 5

passes up into the Lignite Tertiary beds, where they can be seen in con-

tact, without any well-defined line of separation that I could ever dis-

cover."*

In its southern extension and near the mountains the fucoidal sand-

stone is for the most part of a texture unfavorable to the preservation of

organic remains and seldom contains any other than very rude specimens

of fucoids. Dr. Hayden states, that he has searched it over an area of

many miles, but has succeeded in finding no fossils excepting "one

* Reprint of Reports, p. 121.
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obscure fragment of a marine bivalve, like the clam, while in the mud-
beds and shales below, species of Inoceramus are common."* In the

Raton Pass, Dr. Leconte found a small Inoceramus, badly preserved, as

would naturally be expected by any one familiar with the rock. Major
Hawn, in his report to Lieiit. Ruffner, says that he obtained Cretaceous

fossils near Canon City at only a few feet below the coal. Above this

sandstone, in the shales among the coal-beds, there are several layers

crowded with an Ostrea of undetermined species.

Along the South Platte, about forty miles north from Denver, there

occurs a great mass of sandstone which, in my report to Lieut. Wheeler,

I have regarded as the great fucoidal sandstone. Mr. Arnold Hague, who
explored this region with much care in connection with the Geological

Survey of the Fortieth Pai-allel, maintains that the sandstones belong

not at the base, but at the very top of the Lignitic Group. He is doubt-

less correct. The section, as I followed it, begins at the mouth of St.

Vrain's Creek and continues without a break to Evans and Greeley, a dis-

tance of about twenty miles. The dip in this direction is quite small,

as the road crosses the true dip. My examination here was a hasty one,

and I had no opportunity to follow up either St. Vrain's or Thompson's
Creek, so as to ascertain what underlies this rock. The whole mass cer-

tainly overlies the thin lignites of Platteville. The clays and sandstones

seen below the sandstones at the mouth of St. Vrain's bear much resem-

blance to those below the fucoidal sandstone at Canon City, and this in-

duced me to regard the section as the same. But a careful comparison

and summing up the sections, shows me that the total thickness, several

hundred feet, is far too great to permit us to suppose it the fucoidal sand-

stone, and we must therefore regard it as belonging much higher in the

series, f

These sandstones are several hundred feet thick, light-bluish-gray to

reddish-brown and yellow, and rest on a mass of clays and shaly sand-

stones. They are all friable and yield readily to the weather, wearing

into immense cavities and breaking down into loose sand. In the red-

dish ferruginous sandstones, which form the top of this group, there are

many thin argillo-calcareous layers, which are prodigiously rich in fossils.

Some of these are simply masses of the fucoid, Halymenites major, Lesqx,

while 'others contain characteristic species of Cretaceous No. 5, such as

Ammonites lohatus, Gardmm speciosum, Nucula cancellata, Mactra alia,

Mactra Warrenana, Lunatia Moreauensis, and undetei'mined species of

AncTiura. The same species were obtained from this vicinity in 1874, by

a party under the direction of Dr. Hayden, to whom I had minutely des-

cribed the locality.

From the interior of New Mexico we have but little information re-

specting this group. Much material has been gathered, but it is unpub-

* Reprint of Reports, p. 154.

1 1 understand that Dr. Newberry proposes to visit Colorado this year. He will ex-

amine this vicinity closely.
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lished. Prof. Cope* has given a brief statement of its relations in the

region northwest from Santa Fe, and lying between the Chama and San

Juan Rivers. This region had been visited previously by Dr. Newberry

in 1859, and by myself in 1873, but the trails followed merely crossed the

region, and only skirted that portion referred to by Prof. Cope. The

Tertiary lake mentioned by Prof. Cope is evidently the same with that

crossed by Dr. Newberry, when with the Ives Expedition. The Cretaceous

here consists of Lower Cretaceous, sandstones, Middle Cretaceous, mostly

dark shales and limestones, Upper Cretaceous, sandstones. Throughout

the whole series Cretaceous species occur. In the Upper group Ammo-
nites, Baculites, and other indisputable forms occur in great abundance,

associated with Halymenites major. The following is Prof. Cope's state-

ment :

" The shore of this lake was formed by rocks of the Cretaceous forma-

tion of an age near the No. 3, of Meek and Hayden. In approaching it

from the east we traverse the sandstones of Ci"etaceous No. 1, both hori-

zontal and tilted at various angles, and find No. 2 resting upon it, fre-

quently unconformably, and tilted at higher angles, frequently 45°, some-

.times 50°, to the west and southwest, and containing numerous fossils, as

Inoceramus, etc. The upper sandstones of this formation pass into a

brackish or fresh-water formation, which includes a bed of lignite, of

sometimes 50 feet in thickness. Above this rests, conformably, where seen,

a moderate thickness of rather soft marine rocks, containing numerous

shells, Acephala, Gasteropoda, and Cephalopoda, including Oysters, Bacu-

lites, and Ammonites resembling A. placenta most, with sharks' teeth.

Resting unconformably upon these, with a much reduced dip, is a mass

of brown and reddish sandstone, some 1500 feet in thickness, inclining

perhaps 10° south and southeast. These pass continously into the super-

incumbent red and gray marls, alternating with brown and white sand-

stones of the fossiliferous beds of the Eocene. The observed part of

these beds is about 1500 feet in depth."

Having been within not more than fifteen miles from the verge of the

Eocene basin, I feel assured that Prof. Cope is inaccurate in his reference

of these I'ocks to Nos. 1, 2, and 3, of the Cretaceous. They are the Lower,

Middle, and Upper divisions of the Cretaceous and represent the whole

series.

Prof. Cope's mistake was a natural one in his circumstances, as he had

devoted no time to the study of the Cretaceous in New Mexico, though

he had examined that formation quite closely at the north.

Respecting the. geological position of this group there has been great

difierence of opinion. On one side the statements have been for the most
part very positive, while on the other they have been uncertain and more
or less compromising. Those who have studied the plants, throw the

beds into the Tertiary, while those who have studied the fauna and the

stratigraphy regard the greater portion of the mass as Cretaceous though

^ * Lieut. Wlieeler's Eeport of Pi-ogress for 1873. Appendix.
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they are generally inclined to admit that the highest portions may be

Eocene.

After a carefal study of plants collected by Dr. Hayden in the Upper
Missouri Region, Dr. Newberry referred the Fort Union Group, as there

exhibited, to the Miocene. This conclusion was based upon the close re-

semblance of this flora to the so-called Miocene flora of Greenland and its

intimate relation to the Miocene flora of Europe. Dr. Newberry still

holds this opinion respecting the Upper Missouri Region, though he shows

some inclination to dispute the assertion, that the southern portion is as

recent as the Eocene. The stratigraphical evidence, however, is so strong

to pi'ove the identity of the group throughout the Rocky Mountain Re-

gion, that all parts of the area must belong to the same horizon. If one

part is Miocene the other is Miocene also.

Mr. Lesquereux has published several elaborate and very able papers

upon the flora of this group. Though it has close affinity to the Miocene

flora of Eui'ope, he does not regard it as Miocene throughout, but divides

the series containing it into Upper and Lower Eocene, the former repre-

sented at Garbon, Evanston, and 8age Greek, and the latter at Raton

Mountains, Golden, Black Butte, Spring Ganon, and Fort Union. As a

whole, he regards this vegetation as Oligocene. Above the Lignitic

Group he finds the Miocene at Oreen Biver, Elko Station, South and Mid-

dle Parks.

Dr. Hayden has long halted between two opinions. He looks upon the

Coalville and Bear River sections as Cretaceous beyond doubt, but con-

cerning the rest of the Great Lignite Group he is by no means so de-

cided. Sometimes he speaks of the Lignite Tertiary, at others he seems

to regard the group as partly Cretaceous and partly Tertiary, while for

the most part in his more recent publications he is disposed to regard

the whole as, in great measure, beds of transition. From the beginning

his inclination has been to favor the Tertiary hypothesis. Under such

circumstances one cannot fail to admire the frankness with which all the

facts are given in Dr. Hayden's reports, many of them bearing directly

against the deductions previously published by the Doctor himself. Judg-

ing from his readiness to receive the truth even at the expense of discard-

ing cherished opinions, there is every reason to hope that before very long

Dr. Hayden will be one of the most energetic expounders of the doctrine

that the Lignitic Group is Cretaceous.

Mr. Meek refers the Coalville and Bear River areas as well as a portion

of the Bitter Creek Series to the Cretaceous but thinks the upper portion

of the Bitter Ci'eek section may be Tertiary. He is quite positive that

the Black Butte portion of the section is Cretaceous ; but this lies far up

in the series.

Prof. Cope is very positive resi^ecting the Cretaceous age of the Black

Butte section, because Agatliaumus sylvestris occurs there. Prof. Marsh

is equally positive regarding some other localities. Dr. Leconte, Mr.

Arnold Hague, and myself have referred the Colorado beds to the Cre-

taceous.
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CONCLUSIONS.

As the Lower Lignitic Group underlies a great mass of strata, contain-

ing abundance of Cretaceous species, its geological relations have long been

regarded as definitely settled. For precisely the same reason there is no

longer room for dispute respecting the Vancouver beds.

In the matter of the Great Lignitic Group the evidence is not so easily

obtained as in the other cases, nor, when obtained, is it so absolutely

convincing as to stop all discussion. Looking over the facts already

given, one finds

First, That the Cretaceous, No. 5, and the Great Lignite Group are

everywhere comformable to each other, and that the latter is conformable

within itself and unconformable to the fully recognized Tertiaries above it.

In an area of many thousands of square miles, which has been closely ex-

amined in almost all its parts, only two instances of unconformability be-

tween the groups have been recorded, both of which are very local, while

one of them is, to say the least, of uncertain existence.

Secondly, That from the beginning of Cretaceous, No. 5, to the close

of the Great Lignite Group, there was no change in the general condi-

tions, which would be of more than merely epochal value. The Upper
Cretaceous (No. 5), is a rusty yellow sandstone, usually concretionary

when compact, which passes upward imperceptibly into the rusty-yellow

sandstones at the base of the Lignitic Group, themsel ves more or less con-

cretionary. Ordinarily the gradation from one to the other is so perfect

that they cannot be separated. At few localities indeed is it possible to

define any line of separation. In Colorado, the fossils of No. 5 are

usually absent from the lower sandstones, so that the Lignitic Group
appears to rest directly upon the shales of the Middle Cretaceous. The
only fossils characteristic of No. 5, ever obtained from Colorado, were

procured from rocks, which are most probably among the very highest

strata of the Lignitic series.

The variation in character of the strata above the fucoidal sandstone,

giving us shales, sandstones, coal beds, and local limestones, is hardly

sufficient to be of even epochal value. The marine conditions remained

the same, for the fucoid Halymenites major passes through the series, and

the land conditions could have undergone but little change, for of the

plants, whose leaves occur in the great sandstone, many occur higher up
in the group. The sandstones themselves exhibit a very remarkable re-

semblance to each other. The changes in structure are no greater or

more abrupt than those in the Coal Measures. It is quite evident that

the relations of the great sandstone (in which I include also that portion

termed Cretaceous, No. 5), to the main series of lignites, is precisely the

same with that held by the Conglomerate to the Coal Measures. In each

case the underlying mass contains thin beds of coal, and is part of the whole
series, distinct yet not separate. No one would think of placing the

Conglomerate and the Coal Measures in different periods, much less in

different ages.

A. p. s.—VOL. XIV. 3i
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Thirdly, That the conditions observed in the Great Lignitic Group, are

but a repetition or continuation of those commonly observed in the Lower
Cretaceous and less frequently in the Middle Cretaceous. The sandstones

of the Lower Cretaceous, when unaltered, can hardly be distinguished

from those of the Lignitic series ; coal beds occur at both horizons ; while

on the Pacific Coast coal beds frequently occur in the Middle Cretaceous.

Fourthly, That the fauna consists for the most pai't of marine or

brackish-water species. At the base of the series, in the great sandstone

(including No. 5), the species are all marine ; among the coal beds they are

usually brackish-water, while at the highest horizon found in Colorado

and New Mexico, they are marine. Here and there the fauna is a mixed
one, and at times, over no inconsiderable area, it consists solely of fresh-

water forms. There would be room for surprise were it otherwise. A
shore deposit, such as this must have been, would be exposed to the influ-

ence of salt and brackish water alternately. The slow subsidence might
be interrupted so as to permit the silting up of portions of the area,

where fresh-water ponds of considerable extent might be formed.

Such evidently was the case during the formation of the Coal Measures.

Dr. Dawson has found a mixed fauna in the South Joggins Coal Field, and

Mr. Meek obtained shells, closely allied to Piqya, from the upper coals

near Wheeling, W. Va. Unfortunately our knowledge respecting the

distribution of land and fresh-water forms during geological time is so

limited that we cannot trace out the history of genera with any degree of

satisfaction. No positive argument, bearing upon age, can be based

upon their presence in any group of rocks.

FiftJily, That the fauna, wherever found, is Cretaceous, or of such a

character, as to render it neutral testimony, affecting the issue neither

in one direction nor the other. Throughout a large portion of the area

the fauna is lacking. That barren zones occur in the Upper Creta-

ceous was observed years ago, by Dr. Hayden, in the Upper Missouri

Region. The same is true of it throughout the whole Rocky Mountain
Region, north from New Mexico. But we must determine fauna by what
we have, not by whatwe have not. Thiswe do in the Coal Measures, where

the barren zones are quite as remarkable as those of the Upper Cretaceous

in the Rocky Mountain Region, In the Anthracite area, animal remains

are rare ; in West Virginia, south from the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,

where the Coal Measures are exposed to a thickness of not far from two
thousand feet, there is not a single stratum which is fossiliferous ; and in

the northern portion of the Great Bituminous Group, where the Coal

Measures are nearly three thousand feet thick, there are but two strata,

which jjersistently contain the fauna. Yet west from the Cincinnati axis,

over a vast area, animal remains occur profusely at numerous horizons

in the series.

A similar condition seems to have existed during the formation of the

Lignitic Group. Near the old shore line, animal remains are rare, but as

we pass from that line, they become more numerous. It should be re-
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membered, that at no great distance from the mountains, this group is

no longer within reach, having been removed by erosion, or buried under
later deposits. Let us look at the succession of the whole series, Cre-

taceous and Lignitic, in New Mexico and Colorado :

New Mexico. Colorado.

1. Bright-yellow to red and gray 1 . Same as in New Mexico,

sandstones, more or less con^

glomerate and concretionary,

with lignites, containing

many mollusks, and ifaZ^/"^^'^-

ites major throughout.

3. Shales, limestones, variegated 2. Same as in New Mexice.

marls, some of the shales

sandy.

3. Bright-yellow to gray sandstones 3. Same as in New Mexico.

with shales and lignites.

No. 2 is the Middle Cretaceous representing Nos. 2, 3, and 4 of the

Upper Missouri Group, while No. 1 represents the Lignitic Group and
Cretaceous No. 5. There is no difficulty in proving the identity of the

two sections ; it is simply a matter of tracing. In the New Mexico
region. Dr. Newberry found at occasional exposures many characteristic

Cretaceous species, while in its uppermost layers, Prof. Cope found a

rich profusion of specimens.

East from the mountains, at rare localities. Dr. Leconte, in Colorado,

and Dr. Hayden, further north, have found Cretaceous species in the

lower portions, while in the topmost portions Mr. Arnold Hague and
myself have found a grand profusion of species characteristic of Creta-

ceous No. 5. Far in the interior, Messrs. Meek and Bannister have
found the undoubted Cretaceous forms at various horizons in the series.

Sixthly, That there is an u.tter lack of any positive evidence to show
that the series is of later date than the Cretaceous. This statement may
seem strange in view of Mr. Lesquereux's very emphatic assertion that

the flora proves Tertiary age beyond all doubt.

The reasons given in a previous portion of this paper, are certainly

sufficient to show that, in our present stage of knowledge, the testi-

mony of plants can have no bearing upon the discussion. If a witness

be shown utterly unworthy of credence in an important case, he cer-

tainly cannot be received as trustworthy in a similar and equally impoi't-

ant case. Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus. "We have seen already that

the plants showed the Dakota Group to be Miocene, and the Vancouver
Coals to be of the same age. Yet everybody concedes that their testi-

mony was invalid in the former instance, and everybody, excepting Mr.
Lesquereux, concedes the same in the latter case.

But Mr. Lesquereux points out that the flora of the Great Lignitic

Group is very diff'erent from that of the Dakota Group. This is not won-
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derful. There would be room for wonder if tlie upper flora were not very

different from tlie lower one, since the length of time represented by the

Middle Cretaceous must have been enormous. Its rocks are limestones,

fine shales, and very fine grained sandstones. These certainly were not

deposited in haste. What changes in the vegetation were going on

during this great period, we have no means of ascertaining, for not a

leaf remains to tell the story. We know only that great changes did

take place during the interval, since after its close the forms are different

from those prevailing before its beginning. But it is very difficult to see

how this difference in character is an argument to show that the rocks

are Tertiary and not Cretaceous.

But the plants of this group are insufficient witnesses. Their testi-

mony is as bad as that of the Dakota plants. The fucoid, Halymenites

major, which Mr. Lesquereux does regard as diagnostic of the Tertiary,*

is not a Tertiary fossil. It is Cretaceous or nothing, for whenever it is

associated with a marine fauna, whether in New Mexico, Colorado, or

Utah, that fatma is Cretaceous. Mr. Lesquereux acknowledges this as

satisfactory evidence in one part of the series—why not in the other ?

The land plants are in some instances so eccentric in their range as to be

of little service. In the Rocky Mountain region there are found seven

species which occur also at Nanaimo. Their distribution in the Rocky

Mountain region is as follows, according to Mr. Lesquereux :

Sequoia Langsdorfii, A. Br. Lower Eocene, Upper Miocene.

Salisburia polymorpJia, Lesqx.

,

Upper Miocene.

Satal Qrayana, Lesqx., Lower Eocene.

Populus mutaMUs, A. Br., Lower Eocene.

Cinnamomum Reeri, Lesqx., Dakota Group.

Andromeda Qrayana, Lesqx., Lower Eocene, Upper Eocene.

Diospyros lancifolia, Lesqx,, Upper Eocene.

So in the Rocky Mountain region we find the Nanaimo species floating

about from the base of the Cretaceous to the top of the Miocene. No
doubt the distribution of these species shows that the Nanaimo beds and

the Rocky Mountain beds are on the same horizon, and that they are both

Lower Eocene as Mr. Lesquereux would have us believe. If they do, the

fact must be taken by faith and not by sense.

As already stated, the occurrence of fresh-water shells or of land shells

in any portion of the group is not satisfactory evidence, either for or

against the Cretaceous or Tertiary age of the deposit.

In view of these facts,

1st. That the series above Cretaceous No. 4, to the top of the Great

Lignite Group, is conformable within itself throughout,

2d. That no change of importance occurred in the general conditions

during the formation of this series,

* See his remarks on " Coalville" in Hayden's Report for 1872, p. —

.
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3d. That the Cretaceous from the beginning was a lignite-producing

period,

4th. That the fauna, whenever of a chai'acter to be compared with

known standards is Cretaceous, even to the top of the series,

5th. That the hypothesis that this group or any portion of it is Ter-

tiary is unsupported by definite evidence,

I am compelled to regard the Great Lignitic Group as Cretaceous,

simjDly a renewal of the conditions marking the period of the Dakota

Group.

ON THE EEMAIKS OF POPULATION OBSERVED ON AND
NEAR THE EOCENE PLATEAU OF NORTH-

WESTERN NEW MEXICO.

By E. D. Cope.

{Bead before tlie American PMlosopMcal Society, June 18, 1875.)

While encamped on the Gallinas Creek, at the point where it issues

from the Sierra Madre, with the party detailed by Lieut. Wheeler for

purposes of geological exploration, I occupied intervals of time in the

examination of the traces left by the former inhabitants of this portion

of New Mexico.

Had time permitted, the exploration of these remains might have been

much extended, but under the circumstances a mere beginning was made.

The observations show that the country of the Gallinas, and the Eocene

plateau to the west of it, were once occupied by a numerous population.

Now, there are no human residents in the region, and it is only traversed

by bands of the Apache, Navajoe, and Ute Tribes of Indians. The in-

dications of this ancient i^opulation consist of ruined buildings, pottery,

flint implements, and human bones. Broken vessels of baked clay are

frequently found, and the fragments occur in all kinds of situations

throughout the country. They are usually most easily discovered on the

slopes of the hills and hog-backs of Cretaceous and Tertiary age, and

where abundant, generally lead to a ruined building standing on the

elevation alone.

The hog-back ridges which I have described in my geological report,

extend in a general north and south direction on the western side of the

Sierra Madre, south of Tierra Amarilla. They vary from two to four in

number, and stand at distances of from half a mile to three miles from

the mountain range. The Gallinas Creek flows between two of them
near their southern extremities for perhaps fifteen miles. At one point

the hog-backs of Cretaceous Nos. 3 and 4 approach near together,

and the creek flows near to the foot of the eastern front or escarpment of

No. 3. The rock of this ledge is a hard sandstone, and resists

erosion hence its outcrop forms continuous sharp ridges, with distant

interruptions, which are termed by the Mexicans the Cuchillas or Cris-

toues. The hog-back of No. 4, being composed of softer material, is

worn by erosion into a succession of sub-conical eminences.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 3j
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My attention was first called to the archseology of the region by

observing that the conic hills just mentioned, appeared to be in many
instances crowned with stone structures, which on examination proved

to be ruined buildings. These are round, or square, with rounded angles

and from fifteen to twenty-five feet in diameter, and composed of stones

of moderate size, which have been roughly dressed or built without

dressing into solid but not very closely fitting masonry. The walls re-

maining measure from ten feet high downwards. The floor inside is

basin-shaped, or like a shallow bird's-nest, and frequently supports a

growth of sage-brush {Artemisia) of the same size and character as that

growing on the plains below, and other shrubs. Sometimes they con-

tain piiion trees {Pinus cemhroides) of one and two feet in diameter,

which is the average and full size to which they grow on the adjacent

ridges and plateaus. Within and about them, fragments of pottery

abound, while flint implements are less common. As these are similar in

all the localities examined, they will be subsequently described. A build-

ing more or less exactly agreeing with this description, was found on the

summit of every hill of a conical form in the vicinity. Their form is

probably due to the shape of the hill, as they were differently built on

the level hog-backs. None of the circular buildings were found to be

divided, nor were any traces of such buildings observed on lower

grounds.

The hog-back of Cretaceous No. 3 i^s, at the locality in question, only

one or two hundred yards distant from the eastern crest of the hills just

described, from which it is sei^arated stratigraphically by a bed of lignite.

At some points this stratum has been removed by atmospheric erosion,

leaving a ravine between the hog-backs. Near the middle of a section

of the hog-back of No. 3, a portion of this formation remains, form-

ing a narrow causeway, connecting it with the ridge just behind it. The

eastern face is a perpendicular wall of sandstone rock, of about three

hundred feet in elevation ; the western face is the true surface of the

stratum, which here dips about 45^' to 55° west by north. The top of

the ridge varies in width from four to eleven feet.

In riding past the foot of the precipice, I observed what appeared to

be stone walls crowning its summit. Examination of the ridge disclosed

the fact that a village forming a single line of thirty-two houses extended

along its narrow crest, twenty-two of them being south of the causeway

and ten north of it. The most southern in situation is at some distance

from the southern extremity of the hog-back. I selected it as a position

from which to sketch the country to the south and west ; see figures 16

and 17 of the geological report. It is built on the western slope of the

rock ; a wall of twelve feet in height supporting it on that side, while

the narrow ledge forming the summit of the ridge is its back wall. It is

square, 3.355 metres on a side, and has a floor leveled with earth and

stones. Two stout cedar posts probably once supported the roof ; their

stumps remain well cracked and weathered. Bushes of sage, similar in

size to that of the surrounding plain, are growing within the walls. 'The
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second house is immediately adjoinitig, and is surrounded by an inde-

pendent wall, that on the lower side of the ridge being still twelve feet

in height. The length of the enclosure is 4.69 metres, and the width

2.68 metres ; full sized scrub-oak and sage-brush are growing in it. The
stumps of two cedar posts remain, one live, the other eight inches in

diameter. The third house adjoins No. 2, but is surrounded by a dis-

tinct wall, except at the back or side next the precipice, where a ledge of

rock, completes the enclosure. The latter is 4.02 metres long ; it con-

tains a scrub-oak of three inches diameter, which is an average size for

the tree.

Beyond these ruins is an interval of sixty-nine metres, where the sum-
mit of the rock is narrow and smooth, and the dip on the west side 55°.

The walls of an oval building folio 77 (fig. 1), which enclose a space of

4.69 metres. They are two to two and a-half feet in thickness and stand

eight feet high on the western side ; the eastern wall stands on the sheer

edge of the precipice. A building adjoins, with the dividing wall com-
mon to the preceding house. Its east and west walls stand on parallel

ledges of the sandstone strata, whose strike does not exactly coincide

with the axis of the hog-back. Diameter of this enclosure 5.37 metres.

A space of 15.4 metres follows with precipices on both sides when we
reach house No. 6. The eastern wall stands five feet high on the sum-
mit of the precipice, from which a stone might be dropped to the ground

perhaps three hundred and fifty feet below, only eight feet of the western

wall remained at the time of my examination. The enclosure is 6.04

metres long, and not quite so wide, and is divided transversely by a wall

which cuts oS less than one-third the length of the apartment. In one

of the opposite corners of the larger room is the stump of a cedar post

five inches in diameter. This house can only be reached by climbing

over narrow ledges and steep faces of rock. House No. 7, follows

an interval of 42.30 inetres. Its foundation wall encloses an irregular

square space 4.70 metres long and 3.69 metres wide ; it is eleven feet

high on the western side, and very regularly built, and well preserved
;

on the east side it is eight feet high, and is interrupted by a doorway of

regular form. From this a narrow fissure offers a precai'ious hold for

descent for a considerable distance down the face of the precipice, but

whether passable to the bottom I could not ascertain.

The crest of the ridge is without houses for 52.34 metres further
;

then a building follows whose enclosed space is an irregular circle of

4.70 metres diameter. A transverse summit-ledge forms its southern

wall, but the remaining portion is remarkably massive, measuring three

feet in thickness. Its western wall is twelve feet high , and contains many
huge stones, which four or five men could not lift unaided by machinery.

Several scrub-oaks, of tliree inches in diameter grow in this chamber,

and stumps of the cedar posts that supported the roof remain. Here
follows a row of ten similar ruined houses, measuring from 3.35 to 6.24

metres in length. Of these, No. 13 is remarkable for containing

a scrub-oak of thirteen inches in diameter, the largest that I have
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seen in the country, and the sijecies is an abundant one. In No.

14, the remaining part of the western wall is fifteen feet in height.

There was a good deal of pottery lying on the western slope of the rock,

but of flint implements and chips, I found but few. All of these ruins

contain full-grown sage-bushes. No. 18 is the largest ruin ; tlie

length of its enclosure is 8.62 metres, and the width 6.71 metres; its

west wall is six feet high ; the floor is overgrown with sage of the

largest size. This building stood 51 metres from No. 17 ; 12.80 metres

northward, the ridge descends slightly to the level of the causeway

already mentioned. Here are five more ruined buildings of the sanre

average size as the others, interrupted by but one short interval.

From this depression, that part of the hog-back which is north of the

causeway rises abruptly in a perpendicular face. It is composed princi-

pally of two layers of the sandstone dipping at 4o°W. which are sepai-a-

ted by a deep cavity from a point fifteen feet from the base upwards.

This niche has been appropriated for a habitation, for it is walled across

to a height of six feet from its base. The foot of the wall is quite in-

accessible, but by climbing round the eastern face of the precipice, a

ledge is found at the base of the projecting stratum which forms the east

wall of the enclosure. This was scaled by means of a staii'case of stones,

a number of which were in position at the time of my visit. The re-

maining portion of the hog-back is elevated and smooth, and the founda-

tion stones only of several houses remain. One of these contains two

stout posts of which four feet remain above ground ; the last is near the

end of the ridge, and is bounded by a wall of ten feet in height which

forms its western side.

The walls of these houses are built with a mortar of mud, mixed in

many cases at least with ashes, judging from the abundant specks of

charcoal which it contains. It is not of good quality, and has weathered

much from between the stones. I could not discover any indication of

burning of the houses by fire, either on the stones or the cedar posts. The

latter doubtless lost, by weathering, such indications had they existed,

and the combustion of the entire contents of such small edifices could

,have affected their stone walls but little. I found uo remains of bones of

.animals or men about them.

This town I called Cristone. The same hog-back recommences a little

more than a mile to the north, rising to a greater elevation, say six or

seven hundred feet above the valley. The east side is perpendicular,

while the dip of the west side is 60°, and sometimes even a higher

angle. On this almost inaccessible crest, I could see from the val-

ley the walls of ruined stone buildings such as I have described, but

unfortunately my limited time prevented me from making a detailed

examination of them. In the opposite direction, I observed a similar

ruin on an outlying hill adjacent to the southern portion of the southern

hog-back. This one is of larger size than any of the others ; but I was
unable to visit it.

The position of these buildings is susceptible of the same explanation
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as that of the still inhabited Moquis villages of Arizona, so interestingly

described by Lieutenant Ives in his report on his s^^rvey of the Rio Colo-

rado of the "West, and of the route from its cailon to Sante Fe. They

were doubtless jjerched on these high eminences for purposes of defense,

and they were conveniently located near a perennial stream, which per-

mitted them to carry on a system of agriculture, no doubt similar to that

now practiced by the Moquis. The inhabitants of Cristone felt, how-

ever, one disadvantage not known to the Moquis ; they were, so far as

present indications go, without water on their elevated rocks, but were

dependent for their supply oa the Gallinas Creek. I found no indications

of cisterns which should furnish such supply in time of siege, although

they doubtless could depend for a considerable length of time on rain-

water which they caught and preserved in the many vessels of pottery

whose fragments are now so numerous about the ruins.

At this point the bluffs of the Eocene bad-lands are from nine to ten

miles from the Gallinas Creek. Here also the slopes are in places covered

with broken pottery, and on the summit of some of the less elevated

buttes, circular walls indicate the former existence of buildings similar

to those crowning the conical hills along the creek. The latter contains

the nearest water to these ruins. In other localities ruined stone build-

ings occupy the flat summits of mesa hills of the bad-lands, often in very

elevated and well-defended positions. It was a common case that the ero-

sion of the faces of these bluffs had undermined the fouodation of the

houses, so that their wall stones, with the posts were mingled with the pot-

tery on the talus below. At one point, foundation walls stand on an isth-

mus connecting a butte with the mesa, of which a width of twenty feet

remains, but which is furrowed with water channels. Here Eocene fossils

and crockery, including a narrow-necked jug, were confusedly mixed

together. At another point the narrow summit of a butte of nearly two

hundred feet elevation is covered with remnants of stone buildings

which extend for a length of two hundred yards. The greater part of

them had been undermined, and the stones were lying in quantities on

talus at the time of my visit. At one end of the line, the bases of two

rectangular walls, perhaps of towers, appeared to have been placed as

supports to the terrace. Very dry cedar posts occur among the ruins,

and. three such, standing upright on the summit of the butte, mark a spot

as yet unaffected by the disintegration of the cliff. In another portion of

the ruins, a row of large earthenware pots was found buried in the earth;

the slow moving change of level of the marl had already fractured

them. At another locality I took from a confused mass of ruins, the tem-

poral bone of an adult person, the ilium of a child, ribs and other bones.

At a remote portion of the ruins on a remaining ledge, I found a square

enclosure formed of stones set on edge, three stones forming each half of

the enclosure. I excavated this for the depth of a foot, without finding any

indication of its use. In some of these localities, I found chips, arrow-

heads, and thin knives of chalcedony, with similar implements of obsi-
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dian. The obsidian knives are similar to those which I have seen as

commonly found in Mexico.

At the head of the Caiioucita das Heguas there are numerous low

hills of the Eocene marl, covered with piiion forests of adult trees. On a

low slope of one of these, I found the burial place of one of the inhabit-

ants, as indicated by his bones, and trinkets doubtless buried with him.

His tibia was a marked example of the platycuemic type. Close to them
were some good quartz crystals, of course intruded in such a formation,

a piece of chalcTiuitl, an apparently transported scaphite, some implements

of obsidian, flint, etc., and a single perfect lower molar of a large mam-
mal of the genus Batlimodon, attached to a piece of the jaw, which looked

as though the ancient proprietor had not been ignorant of the peculiar

products of the neighboring bluffs.

In traversing the high and dry Eocene plateau west of the bad-land

bluff's, I noticed the occurrence of crockery on the denuded hills for a

distance of many miles. Some of these localities are fifteen and twenty

miles from the edge of the plateau, and at least twenty-five miles from

the Gallinas Creek, the nearest permanent water. In some of these

' localities the summits of the hills had been eroded to a narrow keel,

destroying the foundations of the former buildings.

In no locality did I observe inscriptions on the rocks or other objects,

which were probably the work of the builders of these stone towers ; but

I give a copy of figures which I found on the side of a ravine near to

Abiquiu, on the river Chama. They are cut in Jurassic sandstone of

medium hardness, and are quite worn, and overgrown with the small

lichen which is abundant on the face of the rock. I know nothing re-

specting their origin.

It is evident that the region of the Gallinas was once as thickly inhab-

ited as are now the more densely populated portions of the Eastern States.

The number of buildings in a square mile of that region, is equal to, if

not greater than the number now existing in the more densely populated

rural districts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Whether this is the

case to the south and west, I do not know, as I was unable to devote the

necessary time to the examination. I found, however, that without in-

vestigation, it is very easy to pass the ruins by unnoticed, since their ele-

vated position, ruinous condition, and concealment by vegetation, ren-

der them almost invisible to the passing traveler. In general, I may say

that the number of ruins I found, was in direct proportion to the atten-

tion I gave the matter ; where I looked for them I invariably found them

in suitable situations.

Perhaps the most remarkable fact in connection with these ruins is

the remoteness of a large proportion of them from water. They occur

everywhere in the bad-lands to a distance of twenty-five miles from any

terrestrial source of supply. The climatic character of the country then

has either undergone material change, or the mode of securing and pre-

serving a supply of water employed by these people, differed from any

known to us at the present time. I found no traces of cisterns, and the
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only water holders observed were the earthenware pots buried in the

ground, which did not exceed eighteen inches in diameter. There is,

however, no doubt that these people manufactured great numbers of

these narrow-necked globular vessels, whose principal use must have

been the holding of fluids, and chiefly of water. Nevertheless, it is

scarcely conceivable that the inhabitants of the houses now so remote

from water, could have subsisted under the present conditions. Pro-

fessor Newberry (Ives' Report) is of the opinion that a diminution in the

amount of rain-fall over this region has taken place at no very remote

period in the past, and cites the death of forests of pine trees which still

stand, as probably due to increasing drought. It is of course evident,

that erosive agencies were once much more active in these regions than

at present, as the numerous and vast canons testify, but that any change

sufficient to affect this process should have occurred in the human period,

seems highly improbable. In other words, the process of cutting can-

ons of such depth in rocks of such hardness is so slow, that its early

stages which were associated with a different distribution of surface

water supply, must have far antedated the human period.

Nevertheless, if we yield to the supposition that during the period of

residence of the ancient inhabitants the water supply from rains was
greater than now, what evidence do we possess which bears on the age of

that period ? There is no difference between the vegetation found grow-

ing in these buildings, and that of the surrounding hills and valleys

;

the pines and sage-brush are of the same size, and to all appearances of

the same age. I should suppose them to be contemporaiy in every re-

spect. In the next place, the bad-lands have undergone a definite amount
of atmospheric erosion since the occupancy of the houses which stand

on their summits. The rate of this erosion under present atmospheric

influences is undoubtedly very slow. The only means which suggested

itself as available at the time, was the calculation of the age of pine

trees which grow near the base of the bluffs. These have, of course,

attained their present size since the removal of the front of the stratum

from the position which the trees now occupy, so that the age of the

latter represents at least the time required for the erosion to have re-

moved the bluif to its present position. But how much time elapsed

between the uncovering of the position now occupied by the tree and its

germination, there is, of course, no means of ascertaining. My assistant,

an educated and exact man, counted the rings in a cut he made into the

side of a piiion {Pinus cemhroides) which stood at a distance of forty

feet from a bluff, not far from a locality of ruins. In a quarter of an

inch of solid wood he found sixteen concentric layers, or sixty four to an

inch. The tree was probably twenty inches in diameter, which gives

six hundred and forty annual growths. The pinon is a small species,

hence the closeness of the rings in an old tree.

At present it is only possible to speculate on the history of the builders

of these houses, and the date of their extinction. The tribes of Indians

at present inhabiting the region at irregular intervals, can give no account
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of them. But it is not necessary to suppose tbat tlie ruin of this popula-

tion occurred at a very remote past. On the Rio Chaco, not more than

thirty miles from the Alto dos Utahs, are the ruins of the seven cities of

Cibolla, the largest of which is called Hungo Pavie. These have been

described by General Simpson,* vrho shows that each of the towns con-

sisted of a huge communal house, which could have accommodated from

1500 to 3000 persons. Their character appears to have been similar to

that of the existing Moqui villages. The "cities of Cibolla" were

visited by the marauding expedition of Coronado, in 1540, which captured

them to add to the vice-royalty of Mexico. In his letter to Mendoza, the

viceroy, Coronado, states that the inhabitants on the fourth day after the

capture "set in order all their goods and substance, their women and

children, and fled to the hills, leaving their town as it were abandoned,

wherein remained very few of them." There can be no doubt that the

Eocene plateau and hog-backs of the Gallinas offer hills of the greatest

elevation in the entire region, and it is highly probable if the account

quoted be correct, that some at least of the exiled Cibollians found a

refuge in this region, and may have been the builders of Cristone. This

would place the age of the ruins described, at three hundred and thirty-

five years. Of course, it is possible that they represent villages con-

temporary with and tributary to the seven cities.

The inhabitants of the rock -houses of the Gallinas, necessarily

abandoned the communal type of building generally employed by their

race, and appear only to have considered the capacities of their dwellings

for defense. Yet the perils of life in Cristone, due to the location alone,

must have been considerable. Infant spoi-ts must have been restricted to

within doors, and cool heads were requisite in adults to avoid the fatal

consequences of a slip or fall. Intoxication must have been rare in

Cristone. There is no trace of metal in any of the ruins of the Gallinas,

and it is evident that the inhabitants were acquainted with the use of

stone implements only, as was the case with the builders of Central

America. I have already alluded to their pottery. It is usually of a

bluish-ash color, but is occasionally black, brown, and more rarely red.

It is never glazed, but the more common kind is nicely smoothed so as to

reflect a little light. This pottery is ornamented with figures in black paint,

which are in lines decussating or at right angles, or enclosing triangular

or square spaces ; sometimes colored and uncolored angular areas form a

checker-board pattern. The coarser kinds exhibit sculpture of the clay

instead of painting. The surface is thrown into lines of alternating pro-

jections and pits, by the .use of an obtuse stick, or the finger nail ; or it

is thrown into imbricating layers by cutting obliquely with a sharp flint

knife. Thus the patterns of the ornamentation were varied according to the

taste of the manufacturer, although the facilities at their disposal were few.

With these observations, I close this sketch of a glimpse at one

locality of the earliest civilization known on the American continent.

* Report of St. Jas. H. Simpson, of an expedition in tlie Navajoe Country in 1849. Ex.

Doc. 1st Sess. 31st Congress.
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OlSr THE

II^DIAN TRIBES AND LANGUAGES
OF COSTA RICA.

BY WM. M. GABB.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society, August 20, 1875.)

Chapter 1.

GENERAL ETHNOLOGICAL NOTES.

The Indians of Costa Rica, with, the hardly probable exception of the

Guatusos, all belong to one closely allied family. I only make this possi-

ble exception in deference to the almost absolute ignorance which yet

exists in regard to this isolated tribe.

Before entering on the consideration of the better known peoples of the

southern part of the Republic, it maybe as well to make a brief summary
of what is known of the Guatusos up to the present time. They occupy

a part of the broad plains noi-th and east of the high volcanic chain of

North-Western Costa Rica, and south of the great lake of Nicaragua, espe-

cially about the head waters of the Rio Frio. I have fortunately fallen in

with various persons who have entered their country, and who have had an
opportunity of seeing the people and their mode of life. The stories of

some are so evidently exaggerated that I shall suppress them ; but by
carefully sifting the evidence and giving a due preponderance to the testi-

mony of those whom I consider most reliable, I have arrived at the fol-

lowing results.

Thomas Belt, the author of "The Naturalist in Nicaragua," says he

has seen of them, five children and one large boy, *
' and they all had the

common Indian features and hair ; though it struck me that they ap-

peai-ed rather more intelligent than the generality of Indians." He also

says that "one little child that Dr. Seeman and I saw in San Carlos in

A. p. S.—^VOL. XIV. 3k
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1870, had a few brownish hairs among the great mass of black ones ; but

this character may be found among many of the indigenes, and may result

from a very slight admixture of foreign blood." All the persons with

whom I have conversed assert that the name Guatuso, as applied to the

tribe, is given on account of a reddish or brown tint of their hair, resem-

bling the little animal of that name (the Agouti). This is also denied by

Mr. Belt, who says that the names of animals are often applied to Indian

tribes by their neighbors, to distinguish them. Allowing full weight to

this opinion, supported by analogy as it is in North America, (e. g.

Snakes,) I do not think it fully warranted in this case.

Of half a dozen persons with whom I have conversed
;
people who have

been on the upper Rio Frio, all, with one exception, distinctly assert that

they have seen people of light color and with comparatively light hair

among them. One pei'son went so far as to assert, that in a fracas in

which he nearly lost his life, his most valiant and dangerous opponent

was a young woman, a mere girl, "as white as an Englishwoman," (tan

rubia como una Inglesa). Another, who had a more peaceful opportunity

of seeing a party of two or three women, himself unseen, used the same

words in describing one of them. I believe, however, that these were ex-

aggerations. Still another x^erson told me that they were of all shades
'

' from a rather light Indian color, to nearly white, the same as our-

selves" (referring to the varying shades in the mixed blood of the Costa

Rican peasantry). However, in an interesting conversation with Don
Tomas Guardia, President of Costa Rica, I learned that when, some years

ago, he headed a party passing through their country for military purposes,

they encountered one or more bodies of these people and had some

skirmishes with them. He says they are ordinarily of the color of other

Indians, although rare exceptions exist, of individuals markedly lighter

than the others, and really possessing a comparatively white skin and

brownish or reddish hair. This is in keeping with the statements made

to me by others whom I consider reliable, and must, I think, in defer-

ence to the authors be taken as final.

The origin of light complexions among an isolated tribe of Indians has,

of course, been the source of much speculation, but General Guardia, and

Don Rafael Acosta, an intelligent gentleman of San Ramon, not far from

the borders of the Guatuso country, both suggested to me, independently,

the same theory. They claim that when, a couple of centuries ago, the

town of Esparza was sacked by the English freebooters, many of the in-

habitants took refuge in the mountains, and were never afterwards heard

of. These refugees were many of them pure whites, men and women.

Now from Esparza, it is only about three or four days' journey to the

borders of the Guatuso country, and it does not seem improbable that

some of these poor wretches may have found their way there. If this is

really the case, the admixture of blood, and consequent lightening of

color is satisfactorily accounted for.

In consequence of almost uniform bad treatment, robbery and massacre
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included, to whicli these people have been subjected by the rubber hunters,

who enter their country from Nicaragua, and their not possessing fire-arms

to repel the aggressors, they have become so timid that they fly on the

first approach of strangers. The few who have been captured are either

young children, or persons taken by sur^irise. I have been unable to

learn of any in Costa Rica, although a boy, now dead, lived for a while in

Alajuela. A few are said to have been taken to Saa Juan del Norte,

(Greytown,) and to Grenada, Nicaragua. The Alajuela boy, although he

learned the meaning of some Spanish words, so as to know what was

meant, when spoken to, was represented as sullen. When asked the

names in his language of things that he was familiar with, like plantain,

banana, &c., he always remained silent, and neither coaxing nor threats

could extort a word.

The people are invariably represented as of short stature, broad, and of

enormous strength. They live in neighborhoods ; they cannot be called

villages, the houses being scattered over an extensive area and at dis-

tances of from one to several hundred yards apart. The houses are low,

consisting of a roof, pitching both ways from a ridgre pole, and resting on

very short but very thick posts. This is thatched with palm leaf and is

entirely open at the ends and sides, under the eaves. Their tools are

stone axes set in wooden handles, good steel machetes (all agree that

they have seen these, but where do tliey get them?) and planting sticks

similar to those used by the Bri-bris. With these tools they cultivate

great quantities of plantains, bananas, yuca, coco, [Oolocaaia esculentum,)

besides possessing large plantations of the pe/w' bulla palm and of cacao.

Of the furniture in their houses, I was told of cord hammocks and net

bags, similar to those of Bri-bri, and of blocks of light wood for seats.

They seem to sleep on the ground floor of their houses, simply spreading

down a layer of plantain leaves. Their bows and arrows are described as

similar to what I have seen elsewhere, except that the arrows are not sup-

plied with any harder points than those furnished by the pehi balla wood.

The dress is described as identical with the old styles in Talamanca
;

mastate breech cloths for the men, and the same material, in the shape of

short petticoats for the women.

The country of the Rio Frio is said to consist of broad fertile plains,

unsurpassed in beauty and fertility by any lands in the Republic. The

Rio Frio itself is large and is navigated by the large canoes of the huleros,

or rubber huntei'S, to a point within three days' walk of Las Cruces on the

Pacific side. But the poor inoftensive people who inhabit this region are

now so intimidated by the "Christians" who have visited them, that

they can only be approached by a foreigner by stealth. If they can

escape they do so, but if driven to bay, or think they can overpower the

strangers, they greet them with a flight of arrows. They are especially

afraid of firearms, and a pistol shot is sufficient to depopulate a set-

tlement.

I believe the above short statement contains the most reliable informa-
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tion ever yet accumulated with reference to tlie Guatusos. I have care-

fully rejected many wonderful stories told me by persons claiming to tel^

what they saw, and have only availed myself of the accounts of those who
seemed to exaggerate least, or whose position forbade me to doubt their

assertions.

The tribes of Southern and South-eastern Costa Eica are better known.

The Terrabas, living on the Pacific slope, and their neighbors, the Borucas

or, as they call themselves, Bruncas, live under complete subjection to

the laws of Costa Rica, and the rule of a missionary priest. They may
be strictly called civilized. But those on the Atlantic slope have had a

powerful ally in the forces of nature, in resisting the civilizing efforts of

the Spanish invaders. The heavy rains of the Atlantic seaboard produce

a luxuriance of vegetation that may well nigh be called unconquerable.

Broad swamps, dank and reeking with malaria threaten the European

with bilious fever, fatal to energy if not to life. Three centuries ago

Columbus sailed along the coast from the Bahia del Almirante, and in his

usual florid style called this the Rich Coast, and yet it has never yielded

to the conqueror or paid him tribute. Two centuries ago a little colony

was planted far back in the mountains and one or two outlying missionary

posts were scattered among the then powerful tribes. But a just retribu-

tion fell on San Jose de Cabecar. The hardy mountaineers did not submit

to the oppressors' yoke like the gentle and hapless victims of Cu.ba and

Santo Domingo. Even now the traditions are well preserved among them,

and I have listened to more than one recital of outrages which I dare not

believe to be exaggerated. Father Las Casas tells of even worse oppres-

sions. In 1709 the people rose and massacred all who fell into their power.

A pitiful remnant escaped from the colony, to wander for weeks in the

woods and finally a handful reached Cartago. The Viceroy of Guatemala,

in retaliation sent forces by way of the forest trails from Cartago and others

across the mountains byway of Terraba. They surrounded, killed, and cap-

tured all the Indians they could, and carried their prisoners to Cartago.

Some of these were divided among the settlers as servants, and have left a

strong tinge on the cheeks of many a would-be high-toned Costa Rican.

The remainder were settled in the villages of Tucuriqui and Orosi, where,

though partly civilized, they still retain their original language, badly

corrupted with Spanish. Since this disastrous ending to the colony, both

parties have kept up a wholesome dread of each other and no further ef-

forts have ever been made to found a colony on the Atlantic side of the

country. At the same time, the Indians not only dread, but hate the

Spaniards and even a trace of Spanish blood, or fluency in the language

on the part of a dark-skinned or dark-haired person is a warrant for sus-

picion. It is not a hatred of the white race. Englishmen, Americans,

and Germans are invariably respected and treated well, by the same peo-

ple who are either insolent to the Spaniard or treat him at best with

restraint.

On the Atlantic slope, there are three tribes intimately allied socially,
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politically, and religiously, but differing markedly in language. The
Cabecars occupy the country from the frontiers of civilization to the

western side of the Coen branch of the Tiliri or Sicsola River. Adjoin-

ing them, the Bri-bris occupy the east side of the Coen, all the regions of

the Lari, Uren, and Zhorquin and the valley lying around the mouths of

these streams. The Tiribris, now reduced to barely a hundred souls, live

in two villages on the Tilorio or Changinola River. It is said that on the

head waters of the Changiua, a large fork of this latter stream, there are

yet a few individuals of the Changiua tribe, but the other Indians report

them as implacably hostile and their very existence is only known by
vague reports of their savage neighbors. The Shelaba tribe, formerly

living on the lower part of the same river is now entirely extinct. A few

half-breeds are all who perpetuate the blood, and their language is utterly

lost. Still further down the coast, beyond the Costa Rican boundaries is

another allied tribe, partly civilized, in so far as that they trade and work
a little and drink a great deal of bad rum, spending most of their earnings

on that bane of the race. They are called by foreigners Valientes. Cross-

ing over to the Pacific slope, the Terrabas are tribally identical with the

Tiribis. The tradition still exists in a vague form, that they are emigrants

from the Atlantic side ; but wh^n or why the emigration took place, is

forgotten. The home of the tribe is in a very narrow, rough canon,

traversed by a river that might better be called a torrent, a country

strongly contrasted with the fertile plains and broad savannas of Terraba,

and it is not improbable that under the press of a crowded population

several migrations took place. They still tell how, twenty or thirty years

ago, a priest came over from Terraba, bai^tized all who would submit to

the rite, and by glowing stories of the abundance of meat and other in-

ducements that he shrewdly imagined would tempt them, carried off over

a dozen of their best men, who never i-eturned. A glance at the vocabu-

lary will show how little separated are these two branches of the tribe in

language. The Borucas or Bruncas, who occupy a little village, not far

from the headquarters of the Terrabas, are apparently the older occu-

pants of the soil
;
perhaps crowded into a corner by the invaders.

Other tribal names are mentioned by various authors, such as Bicei-

tas, (fee. The name Biceita is not known in the country, and, although

used to the present day outside of the Indian country, is unknown to

them, or at best, is supposed to be a Spanish word. The district of that

name is probably the western part of Bri-bri, the most eastern point to

which the slave-hunting expeditions from San Jose Cabecar penetrated.

The Blancos are properly the Bri-bri tribe, but this word is rather loosely

used, and is often applied alike to the Cabecars and Tiribis.

But little can be gathered of the history of these people. What hap-

pened in the times of their grandfathers is already ancient history and
partly forgotten. All recollection of the first arrival of the Spaniards is now
lost. They have no traditions of the use of stone implements before the in-

troduction of metal. When asked what they did for axes before the traders
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came among them, I could get no more satisfactory answer than that

they went to Cartago to buy them. I have been told a vague story, how-
ever, that long ago there were two bands living in the country now occu-

pied by the Bri-bris. Those living in the valley, around the junction of

the branches of the Tiliri were more powerful than the mountaineers,

and forced the latter to pay tribute when they descended to hunt, or cut

the material for their bark-cloth clothing. But gradually the lowlacders

died out ; the highlanders, becoming the more powerful, rebelled against

these impositions, and eventually emigrated in such numbers to the

country of the former, that the distinction became lost by an amalgama-
tion of the two parties. Even now the Bri-bris, who occupy the lowlands

and most of the hill regions of the Sicsola, look down on their neigh-

bors the Cabecars and treat them as inferiors. The Cabecars, on the other

hand,- tacitly acknowledge even a social supremacy, and in a mixed party

submit to assume the more menial occupations, like bringing water and

wood ; and are always obliged to wait until the last when food or drink

is being served. Few of the Bri-bris speak the Cabecar language, but

there are few of the Cabecars who do not speak Bri-bri, and they usually

use it in the presence of strangers. The Cabecars have no chief of their

own, but are entii'ely under the rule of the Bri-bri chief, and have been,

from time immemorial. Their subjugation is, in short, complete. At
the same time they have the honor of religious supremacy, ia so far as

that the high priest, the "C7seA;ar«," whose office will be explained fur-

ther on, belongs to their tribe. The ordinary priests, the " Tsicgurs,^'

who, like the " Usekara,'' are hereditary, come from a group of families

on the Coen River, but belong to the Bri-bri tribe.

About the beginning of this centuiy there was a bitter war between the

Bri-bris and the Tiribis.' The youngest members of the war parties are

now mostly dead, and the few remaining survivors are very old men.

The last of the warriors proper, mature men at that time, died about

1860, at an extremely advanced age. I have heard the traditions from

both sides the question, and of course each party throws all the bla,me

on the other. The Bri-bri story is that some people, a whole family,

living on the 'extreme eastern portion of the Ui'en district, were found

murdered, and no clue discovered to the perpetrators of the act. Not
very long afterwards other murders occurred in an equally mysterious

manner, which threw the whole country into a state of excitement.

Afterwards a small party was attacked by some uuknown Indians, a

portion killed and some left to tell the tale. The tracks of the stran-

gers wex'e followed through the woods, always kiaeping to the east,

until they were lost. Following this clue, the chief of the Bri-bris sent

out a party of armed scouts, who climbed to the summit of the divi-

ding ridge, overlooking the Tilorio. From here they discovei-ed for

the first time that they had neighbors ; seeing their houses and corn-

fields in the distance. A large war party was fitted out ; they passed

the mountains, and -without warning descended on the unsuspecting
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enemy, killing large numbers. After this a desultory warfare was kept

up ; each party striving to take the other unawares, and to capture as

many heads as possible. This went on until the Tiribi, reduced to a

handful, sued for peace and submitted as a conquered people to the

Bri-bris. Since then, the chief of the Bri-bris has always retained the

right of final choice of chief of the Tiribis, after nomination of the can-

didate by his own people. Beyond this, no actual control has ever been

exercised. The Tiribi story does not differ from the above, except in

the origin. It throAvs the blame of the first aggression on the Bri-bris.

In some respects the Tiribis are superior to the Bri-bris. The children

are more respectful to their parents; the women are more modest in dress

and behavior, and the men are more industrious. This is their boast, and

while they look down on the Bri-bris, the latter despise them as a con-

quered people. A^ery little communication occurs between the two tribes,

and I could learn of but two cases of intermarriage between them

.

I have already said the Tiribis and Cabecars are under the political rule

of the Bri-bris. The form of government is extremely simple. One family

holds the hereditary right of chieftainship, and up to 1873 the reigning

chief had theoretically full powers of government. The succession is not

in direct line, but on the death of the incumbent, the most eligible mem-
ber of the royal family is selected to fill the vacancy. Often a son is

passed over in favor of a second cousin of the last chief. The present

chief is first cousin of his predecessor, who was nephew of his predecessor,

who was in turn a cousin to his.

Formerly the chiefs held only a nominal control over their people. The
principal advantages derived from the position were rather of a social

than a political nature. The chief was conducted to the best hammock
for a seat on entering a house. He was treated to their great luxury, cho-

colate, when persons of less note were fain to be content with chicha. But
in case of a quarrel the chief had to defend himself from the blows of the

long, heavy fighting-stick like any ordinary mortal. Within the last

decade or two, the traders, by throwing their influence on the side of the

chief, have caused him to be treated with more respect, and endowed him
with the attributes of a judge over his people, in all ordinary disputes.

About 1870 or 1871, Santiago, the then chief, paid a visit to Cartago and
San Jose ; was well treated, and received an appointment from the Gov-
ernment, for the position which he already held, with the full approval of

his tribe. It had been customary for the heir-apparent, the future suc-

cessor, to hold a position as second, or subordinate chief, with little or

no authority. One Lapiz was at that time second chief, and claimed

that he was more entitled than the other to the chieftainship. Exagger-

ated ideas of great mineral wealth in "Talamanca" have been long held

in Costa Rica and the Commandant of Moen, a little settlement on the

Atlantic coast, used principally as a penal station, conspired with Lapiz

against Santiago. This individual, named Marchena, advised Lapiz to

assassinate his chief, and thereby place himself at the head of the tribe.
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It seems that Marcliena's plan was to put a creature of liis own over

the Indians, so as to gain access to the supposed rich mines and thereby

benefit himself. Instigated by a " Christian," the savage, nothing loth,

conspired with his people, but Santiago learned of it and made efforts to

arrest him. Learning of this, he fled to the mountain fastnesses of

Bri-bri where, broken down by disease and hardships he died, leaving,

Indian like, his revenge as a legacy to his adherents. Santiago, who was

a drunkard and, when intoxicated, a tyrant, gradually eustranged his

people from him, and his relatives, Birche and Willie, placed themselves

at the head of the opposition. The occasion sought for was not long in

being found, and one morning Santiago was shot in the woods by an am-

bushed party, who at once took j)ossession of the government, burnt their

victim's house, appropriated his effects, including his three wives, and

defied his friends. Birche, as the oldest of the two cousins and claimants

to the chieftainship, took precedence and Willie became second chief.

Mr. John H. Lyon, an American from Baltimore, who had lived in the

country since 1858, had acted as secretary to Santiago, and only their re-

spect for an upright man who had always treated them justly, coupled

with the fact that he was not a " Spaniard," prevented them from vent-

ing their resentment on him, in common with the other friends of the

murdered man. He remained at his house for some weeks despite the

storm. But at last, thinking discretion the better part of valor, he left

the country with his Indian family and remained absent some months.

On his return he found matters settled after a fashion : the Birche party

in power, but by no means secure against an outbreak from the friends

of Santiago, who only wanted a leader. They urged Lyon to head them

but his better couocil prevailed, and they perforce accepted the situation.

I visited the country first in March, 1873. accompanied by the Command-
ante of Limon, Don Federico Fernandez. He then formally approved of

Birche as chief, Willie as second, and re-appointed Lyon as Secretary.

This was a great step in advance for Birche who now, for the first time,

felt himself secure. The assassination of Santiago was practically ig-

nored, but they were told "to be good and not do it again." This was

succeeded by an infinite number of petty quarrels between the two

chiefs ; each disliking the other, and each wishing the other out of the

way. By dint of constant interference on the part of the foreigners, they

were prevented from coming into actual collision, although one attempt

was made by the friends of Willie to kill Birche, Lyon, myself and my
assistants at a blow by planting an ambush for us on one of our journeys.

However, in December, 1873, business taking me to San Jose, I induced

Birche to accompany me. On my advice, Don Vicente Herrera, the

Minister of Interior, gave to Birche a formal commission as " Jefe Polit-

ico " of Talamanca, confirmed Willie as second chief, and appointed Mr.

Lyon "Secretary and Director of the tribes," fixing suitable salaries for

each. This was the first time that the tribe had formally submitted to

the Costa Rican government. The action of Santiago was purely an in-
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dividual iiffair, and looked on with great disfavor by the tribe. Matters

went on very wtllfor a few months nuder the new regime. But Birche, a

man of little capacitj^, at the sam3 time a coward and a tyrant, could not

be content with his position. He began a system of ill treatment against

which the people grumbled, but which they feared to resent. At first

both Lyon and myself tried to quiet the complaints, believing that pun-

ishment had been justly inflicted, and knowing that

" No man e'er felt the halter draw
With just opinion of the law,

Or held with judgment orthodox

His love of justice in the stocks."

But it soon became apparent that his majesty (they are always calhd

king) was abusing his power. The Indians dared not quarrel with

Birche, for fear of offending the government, but came to Lyon almost

daily with complaints. At last we decided to effect a change. Birche

went to Limon to draw his salary, and at the same time to comijlain of a

purely personal quarrel with Willie, in which he had fared worst. I ar-

rived there a few days later, having completed my exploration, and being

on my way to the Capital. On being asked for information and advice by
the Commandante, I told the story and urged his removal. This could

only be done by the minister, but he was suspended until the decision of

that officer could be obtained. In a few days I saw Mr. Herrera, and
after a conversation he decided to endorse the Commandante's action.

Birche was accordingly removed, Willie was given a nominal chieftain-

ship, and Lyon instructed to assume all responsibilities. Taus in less

than two years the people have, without knowing how it happened, been

deprived of their hereditary chiefs, and a foreigner placed over them.

Willie remains with the empty title of chief without even the power to

issue an order or punish an offender, except when ordered by Lyon. This

gentleman has their entire confidence and I'espect, and many of the In-

dians begged to have even the title taken away permanently from the

"royal" family. I have been thus prolix on this branch of the subject,

because I was an eye witness, a participator, in the latter part of the

events I relate. Trivial as they are, they may interest some, throwing

light on the manner in which one tribe after another is subdue 1.

A strange fatality seems to hang over these Isthmian Indians. Even
when not brought iuto contact with the debasing influences of civilizition,

the tribes are visibly diminishing. Less than two centuries ago, the

population of Talamanca, as Costa Rica calls her southeastern province,

was counted by thousands, now barely 1200 souls can be found. The
Shelaba tribe is extinct ; the Changinas are at the point of extermination,

the Tiribis number but one hundred and three souls, and Lyon tells me
that the Cabecars of the Coen have diminished fully one-half within the

last seventeen years, while the decrease in the Bri-bris is hardly less

rapid.

During my travels in Talamanca I collected in each district an accurate

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 3l
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enumeration of the population. Mj ^jrocess was to get together several

of the most intelligent and well-informed men in the district ; cause them

to compare notes and then to tie a series of knots in strings as they ai e

accustomed to do ; different kinds of knots distinguishing the sexes. Each
house was counted separately, so that I obtained an exact census of the

whole country with the following results. This cord census is now in the

museum of the Smithsonian Institution, with many other articles, illus-

trating the life and customs of the people.

The population of each district is as follows :

Tiribi 103

ITren 604

Bri-bri 172

Cabecar 128

The Valley 219

Total 1226

This covers all of the water-sheds of the Tilorio and Tiliri rivers ex-

cept two small bands ; the Changinas on the Changina branch of the

Tilorio and a refugee remnant of the Cabecars on the extreme head of

the Tiliri. Probably an additional hundred would cover all of thtse.

On the North or Estrella river, and on the Chiripo, there are a few

more Cabecars who have little communication with the headquarters of

the tribe, but who are in the habit of going out to Limon or Matina for

what little trade they require. These are probably in all, not more than

200 or 300 in number. Nearly all speak Spanish and they are giadually

;approximating to civilized or semi-civilized ways.

The cause of the rapid decrease in the population is their extreme in-

'dolence. With a country fitted to produce all the fruits of the tropics
;

where maize grows luxuriantlj^, and where cattle and pigs increase with-

out care or labor ; they are content to make plantains their staple, and

almost their only food. Cliicha the form in which most of their maize

is used, is a beverage very slightly intoxicating, if drank in large quanti-

ties, but the amount of nutriment derived from it is unimportant. Meat,

whether of domestic or wild animals, is a rarity and a luxury, and the

banana or plantain make up all deficiencies. The natural consequence

of a bulky and comparatively innutritions diet is a low physical state.

The system has little resisting power against disease, or healing ijower

over wounds. A slight attack of coast fever, which, with an ordinary

strong man of our own race, would be comparatively harmless, is very

apt to terminate fatally with these people. Indolent idcers are so com-

mon that perhaps a full fourth of not only adults, but even children

have them, usually on the legs, originating in some slight scratch or

bruise ; and very few of the elderly persons are without their scars.

These ulcers often last for years, and I have seen them as broad as the

two hands opened side by side. Although the Ipcal diseases are few, the

entire absence of medical treatment, the ignorance of the first principles
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of hygiene, and the universal negligence of the sick, on the part of the

well, all contribute to shorten the average life-term of the people, so that

very few old men or women are to be found, and the mortality is so great

among the young that the deaths more than counterbalance the births.

Unless some gieat change takes place, the whole of the tribes of Tala-

manca will have disappeai-ed within two or three generations more. The
Tiribis, who like the others have strict rules about marriage, within cer-

tain degrees of consanguinity, are now so reduced that several young

men and women are to-day forced to rema'n unmarried for want of propar

mates sufficiently removed in relationship. But at the beginniog of this

century they were powerful enough to give battle to the Bri-bris. The

Changinas and Shelabas have disappeared and the fate of the other tribes

requires no prophet to foretell.

Physically, the people of all the tribes bear a strong resemblance to each

other. They are of short stature, broad shouldered, heavily built, full

in the chest, with well-formed limbs, and well muscled throughout. Their

color is similar to that of the North American Indians, or, if anything

different, perhaps a little lighter. There seems to be but little, if any

admixture of foreign blood among them. Their history would hardly

lead us to expect it. They have lived very exclusively, and it has hardly

been half a century since they have ceased to live in a state of open war
with all intruders from the coast side. The Spanish occupation closed so

disastrously over a century and a half ago, was of too short duration, and

and the whites were too few, to make a permanent impression on a then

populous country.

The following measurements taken from my servant, a full grown man,

who is not more than an inch, if so much, under the average height, will

give a fair idea of their build. He measures in height, 5 ft. li in., cir-

cumference of chest, under the arms 35.f inches ; of hips 34 inches, of

waist 33.J inches, length from axilla to tips of the fingers, 2ih inches ; leg,

from the groin to the ground, 29 laches. Both sexes are marked by an

almost perfect absence of hair from all parts of the person except the

head ; where there is a dense growth of coarse, straight black hair. This

the women plait with considerable taste. The men wear theirs cut mod-

erately long and of an even length all round ; or a few retaining an older

fashion, have it a little over a foot long, apparently its entire natural

length, and either let it stream loosely over the shoulders, gather it iuto

two plaits, or twist it into a roll, bound with a strip of niastate, and

coiled at the back of the head in a round flat mass.

The breasts of the women are not conical, as occurs with many, if not

most of the Indian races ; but are fully as globular as those of the

European or African. Nor are they directed laterally. They are not

generally large, though some marked exceptions occur to this rule. But
they have one strongly marked peculiarity. The entire areolar area is

developed into a globular j^rotuberance, completely enveloping and

hiding the nipple. The development of this part begins with, almost
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before, that of the mammary gland proper, on the approach of puberty,

and is more obvious then, than after the gland has acquired its full

rotundity. After marriage, the areola gradually sinks, leaving the nipple

standing out prominently in its centre.

In treating of the manners and customs of these people, T shall include

the three tribes of Tiribi, Bri-bri, and Cabecar as one, and shall only

mentiju them separately where points of difterence occur. First in the

order comes the birth of the young savage.

All the world, or rather all the ignorant world, and even a part of that

which considers itself reasonably enlightened, entertains a belief in the

influence on the child, of certain impressions made on the mother during

pregnancy. Doubtless the general mental state of the mother has an in-

fluence on her progeny. But the belief exists among these Indians, in

its full force, that the sight of certain objects by the mother will influence

her child physically. They go further. The mother is given to wearing

certain charms to that end. The eyes of the fish hawk give the future fisher

the power to see his prey beneath the water ; the teeth of the tiger (also

worn by both sexes for purely ornamental purposes), when used as an

amulet makes the future hunter swifd and strong in the chase ; the hairs

of a horse make him strong to carry loads, and a piece of cotton pushed

inside of her girdle by a white man, is certain to make the child of a

lighter complexion.

When the time of parturition approaches, the father goes into the woods

and builds a little shed, at a safe distance from the house. To this the

woman retires as soon as she feels the labor pains coming on. Here,

alone and unassisted, she brings forth her young. Difiicult delivery is as

rare as among the lower animals. As soon as ihe delivery is effected, the

mother of the woman, if present, and in her absence, some other old

woman approaches the mother and, with great circumspection to avoid

the defilement of hu-ku-ru^, of which I shall speak further on, places within

her reach a piece of wild cane, so split as to make a rude knife. The mother

ties the iimbilical cord and severs it with this knife. No other kind is

permitted. She is also supplied in the same manner with some tepid

water in a folded plantain leaf, in which she washes the child. She then

collects the after-birth, »&c., and buries it, after which she goes to the

nearest water and bathes herself. An awa, or medicine man then ap-

pears on the scene. He causes the mother to theoretically wash herself

again, by dipping her fingers into a calabash of water, which he forth-

with drinks. He then lights a pipe of tobacco, blowing the smoke over

her. He then purifies himself by washing his hands, after which, and

not before, all are permitted to return to the house. The recovery of the

mother is so prompt that it may be more properly said, she has nothing

to recover from. I have seen a young mother, with her first child not

yet a week old, attending to her ordinary duties as if nothing had hap-

pened.

The matter of names is very loose and arbitrary. It is almost impossi-
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ble for a stranger to learn the true name of an Indian, directly from the

person himself, although his friends may divulge it, and this is looked

upon almost in the light of either a breach of confidence, or a practical

joke. After long acquaintance, they may be prevailed upon, but even
then are more apt to give a false name than to tell the truth, so great is

their reluctance. One fellow, v^^ho v/as my servant for over three months,
after alvs^ays denying having a name, at last told me a pet name, or

"nick-name " that he had had as a child. It is customary for children

to have provisional names, or to be called only '
' boy " or " girl " as the

case may be, until the whim of an acquaintance or some equally arbitrary

circumstance fixes a title to them. Besides the native name, generally

derived from some personal quality, or not seldom the name of some ani-

mal or plant, almost all of the Indians possess a foreign name, by which
they are known, and which they do not hesitate to communicate. Among
themselves, when the name is unknown, a person is called by the name
of the jjlace where he lives. Mr. Lyon says all the women have names,

as well as the men. But my experience with them is never to have heard

them called by other titles than "girl," "woman," "wishy^' (applied

familiarly to young married women), or "so-and-so's wife" or daugh-
ter, except in the case of a few of the more civilized men, who have given

Christian names to their families.

Children are not generally weaned early. In case of the bii-th of a se-

cond child, the first is weaned perforce. But it is nothing strange to see

a child well able to walk, say even two years old, go to the breast as a

matter of course, although sufficiently accustomed to more solid food.

Small babies are carried on the back, astride the hips of the woman,
and supported by a broad strip of bark or cotton cloth, passed around

both, and secured in front by a dexterous tucking in of the ends. When
they become larger, they are carried on one hip, supported by the arm

;

or are placed on top of the load, if the mother is traveling. They sit

pei'ched on the bundle, with a foot dangling either over or behind each

shoulder of the mother, and soon learn to hold on like monkeys.

The training of the youth is left almost entirely to themselves. Among
the Tiribi they are taught to respect and obey their parents, but in the

other tribes they are more insolent and disrespectful to their parents than

to other persons. I have seen a boy of ten years old absolutely refuse to

obey some trifling command of his mother, and she seemed to have no

power to enforce her order. The little girls learn early to accompany the

older girls and women when they go out to bring water. Their usual

station, in the house, is at the side of the fire, where, as soon as they are

large enough, they assist in fanning the fire, preparing plantains for the

pot or watching the cooking. The boys will sometimes deign to hunt

fire-wood, but they are more apt to be playing by the side of the river

with mimic bow and arrow, learning to shoot fish under water. Their

toys are mostly diminutive copies of the tools and weapons of more ad-

vanced age. The machete of the man is represented by a good sized
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knife, often the only article worn by the boy ; the long hunting and fish-

ing bow is foreshadowed by one a yard long, perhaps made of a simple

piece of wild cane ; the blow gun, a tube longer than the person, is in

constant use ; and I have seen some few actual toys such as a top made

of a large round seed with a stick through it ; and a rattle diifering only

in the degree of care in the making, from those used by the priests in

their iccantations.

The arrival of puberty is the signal for marriage, at least on the part

of the girls. The courtships, if such they can be called, are carried on

principally at the chicha drinkings, and I am assured that very few young

women retain their virginity until marriage. A plurality of wives is

allowed at the option of the husband. Many have two, and some three

women. When a young man wishes to marry, having arranged with the

girl, he applies to the father. The consent is practically a foregone con-

clusion ; but the details of the bargain must be arranged. In most cases,

the groom goes to live at the house of his father-in-law, becomes, at least

for a time, a member of the family, and contributes with his labor to the

common support. Girls are thus available property to their families.

But in case the man already has a wife ; is in short, settled in life, and

has his own home, he may not want to change his residence. He then

compounds with the family
;
giving a cow, a couple of pigs, or other

equivalent for the woman, in place of his services. No form of cere-

mony is required, and the marriage lasts as long as it suits the conve-

nience of the parties. In case of infidelity on the part of the woman, or

undue cruelty on the man's part, they may separate. Sometimes, if the

woman is unfaithful, the man whips her severely, and perhaps returns

her to her family, or she, in a fit of resentment, leaves him. This may
be for a year or so, or may be final ; but du.ring such separation either

party is at liberty to make new connections, thereby remaining perma-

nently apart.

Probably there is no better place to mention kissing than in connection

with courtships and marriages. This agreeable custom seems to be

entirely unknown. I have never seen one person among them kiss an-

other, not even a mother her child.

There are certain limits within vphich parties may not marry. The

tribes are divided into families, or something analogous to clans. Two
persons of the same clan cannot marry. This is now a source of difficulty

among the Tiribis. The tribe is so reduced that a number of marriage-

able persons of both sexes are unable to find eligible mates. I could not

ascertain exactly how the question is settled as to which clan a person

belongs, whether he inherits from father or mother, but so far as I could

gather, I think from the father. Cousins, even to a remote degree, are

called brother and sister, and are most strictly prohibited from intermar-

riage. The law, or custom, is not an introduced one, but one handed

down from remote times. The penalty for its violation was originally

very severe ; nothing less than the burial alive of both parties. This
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penalty was not only enforced against improper marriage, but even

against illicit intercourse on the part of persons within the forbidden

limits. Mr. Lyon related to me a case that occurred since he has been

living in the country, where the power of the Chief Chirimo was insuffi-

cient to protect a man who married his second or third cousin. Fortu-

nately for the delinquents, they succeeded in making their escape, though

with difficulty, being followed two or three days' journey by the aven-

gers.

Infidelity is not rare, and the husband has the redress of whipping the

woman and dismissing her if he desires, and of whipping her paramour

if he is able. But so cautious are the people about the blood limit of in-

termarriage, that a woman on giving birth to an illegitimate child, for

fear that it will not know the family to which it belongs, will usually

brave the punishment, and at once confess its paternity.

As cousins are called brother and sister, so are not only the brothers

and sisters, but even the cousins of a wife or husband all called indiscrim-

inately brother and sister-in-law ; so that a person may on a single mar-

riage find that he has annexed fifty or a hundred of these interesting

relations.

On the death of the head of the family, the next oldest brother, or in

default of a brother, a cousin or uncle assumes his place, and is then

called father by the children. This does not involve any especial mate-

rial duties, such as the support of the family
;
but is rather a sort of

honorary title; giving him, however, the ruling voice in any family

council or discussion.

On the death of an individual ; if a young person, a woman, or a per-

son of but little consequence, the body is prepared as soon as possible in

the manner described below, and carried to the forest ; but if a person

of more consiiei-ation, there are some preliminary ceremonies. These I

had the opportunity of witnessing in the case of an old man who died on

the Uren when I was present. He belonged to one of the distinguished

families, an ancestor, perhaps his father, having been one of the leaders

in the war with Tiribi, and he the heir fo, and possessor of, one of the

few gold "eagles," or insignia of rank. He died in the night, and next

morning, the body being in his hammock, covered with a piece of bark

cloth ; all of the chicha, chocolate, and food that the poor people of the

house could get together on short notice were prepared. A fire was

lighted, amidst singing, by twixiing a pointed stick in a s "cket on the

face of another. This was the sacred fire, which was communicated to a

small heap of wood placed on one side in the house. This could be used

for no common pur^iose whatever. No ordinary fire could be lighted

from it ; not even could one use a stick of it to light his pipe. It must
burn continuously for nine days. In case of its accidentally going out

before that time, it must be relighted in the same manner as at first ; and

at the end of that time, only a priest could extinguish it, and he only with

a calabash of chocolate, and during, or at the end rather, of the suitable

incantition.
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The custom of burying or otherwise placing with the dead all of his

valuables, evidently existed at one time with these people. The Tiribis,

who bury their dead, did so, up to within the memory of persons still

living, and all matters that could not be buried, like live stock, fruit trees,

&c., were ruthlessly destroyed. A more practical method has grown up

with the present generation, and they now divide the property of the de-

funct among the heirs, with as much avidity as in more enlightened com-

munities. So do the Bri-bris and Cabecars, but these compound with

their consciences. Whether the Teribis have a similar custom, I am not

prepared to say, not having seen a funeral, and having no information

that I consider sufificiently trustworthy.

The next step after lighting the fire, was for the master of ceremonies,

appointed by mutual consent, to cause to be collected some small scrap-

ings of a peculiar wood, called Palo Cacique, by the Spaniards. It is a

wood used only for walking sticks, and will be again referred to in that

connection. He also obtained a large lump of cotton wool, some seeds of

a species of pumpkin, and a small root of sweet yucca. All the male friends

of the deceased present, seated themselves on low benches in a double

line, facing each other, with another bench between. A part of the cot-

ton, spread out so as to make a bulk about the size of a man's hand, was

placed in front of the principal pel son, who then began in a sing-song

tone between a recitation and a chant, to relate the merits and deeds of

their departed brother. As he proceeded, and mentioned for instance that

he had planted much corn, he laid carefully on the cotton a piece of shaving

which he said was the " planting stick " used in that operation. Another

laid aside of it a piece of pumpkin seed, which represented the corn.

Another taking up the song, related how he had shot fish, and another

shaving was the arrow. An impromptu string a couple of inches long,

twisted out of the cotton, and stained red with the powder from some

annatto seeds, was a rope with w^hich he had led a cow, bought years be-

fore in Terraba. This lasted for an hour, until every tool or weapon he

had ever used was represented by a little pile of seeds and shavings on

the cotton. But he was a great man and his "eagle " was not to be for-

gotten. A very rude imitation of it was cut out of the skin of the yucca

root and placed on top of all his other property, and then the edges of the

cotton were doubled over making all into a ball. This wis placed on his

breast, next his body, and he was thus armed and equipped with all he had

u.sed or owned in this world, ready for use in the other ; and his heirs

none the poorer.

The body was then enveloped in the piece of *' mastate " or bark cloth

that he had used as a blanker, to^^ether with the hammock in which he

swung. A quantity of "platanillo " leaves, a leaf not unlike that of the

plantain, but only half the size and much tougher, were placed on the

ground, two or three deep.' The bundle was laid on this, the edges of the

leaf envelope, doubled over, and dexterously tied by strips of bark string

and the whole turned out a very respectable Egyptian mummy done iu
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green. By means of three strings, this was swung under a pole, ten feet

long, raised on the shoulders of two men, who trotted off unconcernedly

to the woods a mile or so distant. They were accompanied by two or

three more, armed with machetes.

A little boy whom I had for a servant for a few months, died on one of

my journeys. We watched by him and did all in our power to save him,

and were assisted by two of our men, one of whom was an ^'atoa'^ or

doctor. As soon as we saw that he was dying, and I had given up the

last hope, the aica took charge. He motioned us all off. Fi"om that mo-
ment the moribund becomes unclean and only the awa can touch him.

As soon as we pronounced him dead, the doctor covered him up. Next
morning, the death taking place about midnight, without ceremony he

was bundled up in his blanket and the usual leaves, and carried off in the

same manner to the bush. But he was of no consequence. Only a boy

who was nobody and had done nothing. I mention this case to show the

difference in treatment, according to the jDerson.

Next to a woman in her filrst pregnancy, the most bu-ku-ru' (unclean)

thing is a corpse. An animal that passes near one after it is placed in its

temporary resting-place, is defiled forever, and must be killed, as unfit for

food. Accordingly, an unfrequented spot is selected, where tame pigs or

cattle never go. Here a low bench is made of straight sticks, about the

size of a coflin, raised a foot or two from, the ground ; it is carefully fenced

in ; the corpse is laid on it, and the whole is then covered with another

horizontal layer, making a sort of box, carefully bound together with

vines. Over all, a pile of branches and brush-wood is thrown so that

buzzards and other carrion-eating animals cannot obtain access to the

body. The body remains here about a year, to allow complete decompo-

sition.

In the meantime, the family, or next of kin, on whom devolves the re-

sponsibility, proceeds to secure a sufficient number of animals, pigs, or

beeves, according to the importance of the defunct. He also plants a

corn-field, to supply the material for the chicha. About- a year, more or

less, after the death, one or more priests ai'e engaged. Generally one is

sought and he selects his assistants. For an ordinary person, one is suf-

ficient ; while for a chief, or person of distinction half-a-dozen are hardly

enough. The chief fixes the time when he will be ready. Another offi-

cial, a steward, called Bi-ka'-kra is also engaged. This latter personage

takes entire charge as commissary and master of ceremonies. Under his

direction, the corn is ground for the chicha. The number of bunches of

plantains that he orders, is obtained ; the animals are killed and cook ed

as he directs ; and the food and drink are served to whom, and in what
quantities he designates. The host resigns all to him and becomes thence-

forth merely a guest, until all is over.

When the day approaches, a party goes to the place where the body
was deposited. One person, set apart for similar unclean work, opens

the package, cleans and re-arranges the bones and does them all up in a

A. p, s.—VOL. XIV. 3m
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bundle about two feet long ; enveloped in a piece of clotli of native make,

prepared by being painted in an allegorical manner.

These cloths, about four feet long by tw^o wide, are painted -with a led

vegetable juice, in figures two to four inches long. The devices vary ac-

cording to the cause of the death of the individual ; whether it be from

fever or other disease, old age, snake bite, wounds, &c. One of these

cloths, in the Smithsonian museum, is painted for a person who is sup-

posed to have died from snake bite.

The bones, having been tied up in the new bundle, are carried, again

under a pole, to the house where the feast is to be held, and are there

placed on a little rack overhead, out of the way of persons passing under-

neath.

Everything being ready, the first installment of food cooked, the chi-

cha brewed, and chocolate boiled, the feast begins.

I had the rare good fortune, not only to witness the ceremony at the

death of the persons mentioned above, but also to be present at the death

feast of the chief Santiago. That is to say, I saw all that happened on

the first and the last days ; the intervening thirteen or fourteen being all

alike ; a succession of eating, drinking, dancing ; a disgusting scene of

carousal and debauch that did not possess even the merit of variety.

The feast was held in a large house, adjoining the residence of the

chief Birche. The house is about seventy-five feet long and forty wide
;

the ends being round, and the only light entering by the large doorway

left opeii at one end. A little rack, made of wild cane was tied up to the

sloping side of the house, about eight feet from the floor, and on this was

laid the bundle containing the disjointed skeleton of the murdered chief.

At a given signal, the principal singer or priest took his position on a low

stool, flanked by the other priests and some volunteers. All were regaled

with chocolate served in- little gourds. The priest began a low chant and

two men started twirling the stick to light the fire. As fast as one tired,

another took his place until the sparks glowed in the pit bored in the

lower stick. A yell from the priest announced this, and a piece of cotton

wool was ignited from the burning dust ; with this the fire-wood, pre-

viously prepared, was lighted and the fire placed under the remains.

Here it was kept up until the end of the feast. After the lighting of the

fire, singing and dancing began in earnest, interrupted occasionally by

eating and drinking.

The dances are very similar ; the principal differences visible to an ob-

server are in the disposition of the dancers, whether in a circle or in one

or two straight lines. In the latter case, the two lines are parallel, and

the dancers face each other. The dancing is kept up to the " music " of

small drums, carved out of a solid piece of wood, with a single head,

made of the belly skin of the iguana ; the other end is open. The drum

is held under the left arm, and is beaten with the tips of the fingers of

the right hand. The drummers, ranged in a line, sing a monotonous

song, with a chorus ; the time being beaten on the drums. Sometimes a
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dried armadillo skin is scraped with a large bean-like seed ; in the same

manner as I have seen the negroes of the West Indies scrape arongbened

calabash with a bone. The dancers clasp each otber over the shoulder,

around the waist, or hook arms ; both sexes taking part in the dancing,

but not in the singing or drumming, these being the especial province of

the men. The steps are usually about three forward and to one side, and

then the same number backward. When arranged in a circle, this carries

them gradually around the musicians. When in a straight line, they keep

on the same spot. The songs are a sort of recitative, sometimes im-

promptu, sometimes of fixed words ; the chorus a sort of "fol-de-rol," a

series of meaningless syllables. These songs for dancing must not, how-

ever, be confounded with the sacred songs of the priest«, of which I shall

have occasion to make fuller mention in the proper place.

The dances are kept up nearly all, and sometimes all night at the

funeral feast ; the participants retiring from time to time and sleeping an

hour or two when exhausted, and returning with renewed vigor to chi-

cha drinking, eating, and dancing. It is particularly on these occasions,

when the older people are too drunk, or too busy to keep strict watch,

that the younger folks manage to evade their vigilance and . These

eminently practical courtships almost invariably precede the asking of

the father's consent by the would-be bridegroom.

After more than two weeks of this license and debauchery, during

which three cows, about a dozen pigs, hundreds of bunches of plantains,

several quintals of rice, and hundreds of gallons of chicha had been de-

voured, the M-lia-lcra or steward announced that the commissaiy had

given out and the riot must come to an end. I was notified according

to previous agreement and went at the time appointed. As distinguished

guests, our party of four were shown to the best hammocks, where

we were seated, and in a few minutes served with cups of chocolate. In a

little while, all of the priests seated themselves on low benches, the leader

in the middle. The lay chorus singers were ranged in a double line

facing each other and below the priests. The fire was carefully carried

from its place under the corpse and piled almost between the feet of the

principal priest. All drank chocolate and the priests sounded their

rattles. The leader began a low dirge-like song in the sacred jargon,

which I was told described in detail the journey of the defunctto the other

world. It told of the dangerous rivers he had to cross, where alligators

lay in wait to devour him ; of the great serpents who disputed his path
;

of the high hills he had to climb with weary steps ; of the fearful preci-

pices he mu.st scale ; of the beautiful birds with sweet songs, compared

with which even the flute-like silgiiero was as a crow ; of the gorgeous

butterflies that lightened up the path like flying flowers, and finally of

his safe arrival at the country of the great 8i-bu, where he would have

nothing to do but eat, drink, sleep, and enjoy himself.

The song was divided into stanzas, and the priests all followed the lead

of their chief, the words being a series of set phrases, but in a language
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in part unintelligible to the uninitiated. At the end of each stanza was

a chorus, where the priests, who during the stanza kept time with their

rattles, now gave a peculiar twirl, and the lay singers joined in the chorus.

As the song approached its end, the leader was furnished with a

big goui'd of steaming chocolate, holding about a quart. As he finished,

landing the dear departed safe beyond further troubles, he announced it

with a most unearthly yell, in which all hands joined ; he at the same

time turning the chocolate over the tire, totally extinguishing it. The
party at once arose and for a minute or two all was bustle and confusion

of preparation.

A person, whose office it is to handle the dead, endeavored to lower the

bundle but it was a little out of his reach. Nobody else could touch it,

for fear of defiling himself. To lend a hand would have cost an Indian

three days of purification. I drew my long knife, which all learn to carry

in this country, as an actual necessity ;
and with a couple of blows cut

the fastenings and brought the little cane rack, bundle of bones and all,

tumbling into the outstretched arms of the official, with much more haste

than solemnity. Nobody seemed shocked, and being a foreigner, and

withal a medicine man, who had made cures where their best doctors had

failed, I was of course impregnable to hu-ku-rii,' . The aforesaid official

now lashed the package to its stick, and two long slender strings of loose-

ly twisted cotton were tied to the head of the package.

Santiago had had three wives. One of them had re-married to his suc-

cessor ; but there were two remaining in widowhood. A procession was

formed. First came the priests with their rattles. Next the chorus

singers with their drums. Next the corpse, borne by two men, and pre-

ceded by the two widows, each holding the end of one of the cotton

strings, leading the dead, as it were, to his final i-esting-plaoe. Next

ourselves, as the most distinguished persons present, and escorted by the

two chiefs. Behind us came the older men, and following them the usual

rag, tag, and bob-tail of young men, women, boys, and persons of no ac-

count generally. Some of the boys however, true to boy nature, were

as usual irrepressible, and instead of keeping decorously in place, skir-

mished ahead, and on the flanks of the procession, mounting stumps,

logs, or other commanding points to take in the general effect of the

pageant. As the procession filed out of the house, some old chicha jars

were carried out and ostentatiously broken ; but I observed that nothing

of real value was destroyed. As soon as the line got fairly viuder way, the

priests struck up another song which was kept up until the procession

halted.

Everybody had been on so long a debauch that it was decided to take

a rest of three or four days before the party started off. But it was

necessary that the bones should be removed from the house. A tempo-

rary ranch had therefore been built a few hundred yards distant ; and to

this the remains were carried and deposited until the bearers were in a

fit condition to proceed.
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The final disposal of the remains is a matter of great care. The whole

of the tribe goes to the district of Bri-bri for this purpose. The recepta-

cle is a square pit, about four feet deep and ten feet square. This is

paved on the bottom with stones, and is roofed over from the weather,

by a series of heavy hewn slabs of a very durable wood, open on the front

and ends, and sloping to the ground at the back. Each family possesses

one of these pits and here, after the funeral feast, the bundle of bones is

carried and deposited. After the rest, the remains of Santiago were

carried to the "royal" pit and deposited without further ceremony.

The Cabecars, according to Mr. Lyon, have about the same ceremony,

but their pits are mere holes, not paved, and covered by planks laid on

the ground level.

The Tiribis have a death feast, but it differs in some respects from the

others. The body is buried immediately after death, but no longer with

the property of the deceased, and, of course, the defunct is not present afc

his final feast, as with the Bri-bris.

Mr. Lyon, to whom I owe much of the infoimation in the present

memoir, has described to me one circumstance, in connec ion with these

death feasts, that I have not witnessed. The warriors among the Bri-

bris, who fought in the war with the Tiribis were honored with a little

different ceremonial. They are now all gone, and the ceremony is ex-

tinct. At the death feast, a person entered, clad in a long gown, wig,

and mask. The gown and wig were made of mastate, or bark cloth,

covered with " old man's beard " moss, sewed all over it, making a shaggy

and nearly shapeless mass . The mask was made of half a '
' tree calabash, '

'

j)roperly fixed up with a wax nose, &c. A copy of this entire dress was
made for me by an old Indian, and is now in the Smithsonian museum.
The person thus accoutred, took part in the dance, made free with the

women and scared the children without let or hindrance. Mothers with

young children took them to him and placed thein for a moment on his

shoulder, "to prevent the evil spirit from doing them harm." Neither

Lyon nor the Indians could give me a very clear account of what spirit,

whether good or evil, this represented. But the people seemed to regard

him as rather of the malevolent sort ; to be classed under the general

head of " J5« " or Devil. Doubtless this, at one time had a distinct mean-

ing, now lost.

No strictly religious belief can be said to exist among these Indians, in

the sense that it is usually understood among us. They have, however,

a series of ideas or beliefs which affect their daily lives and are never lost

sight of. In connection with the funeral feast, described above, I have

referred to their idea of a future state.

During the year that the body lies in the woods, the disembodied spirit

prowls around, living on wild fruits, of which the wild cacao is the only

one of which I know the name, although others weie also pointed out to

me. At the end of that time, when the funeral fire is kindled, the spirit

is thus attracted to the feast, whence it departs on i!;^ final journey.
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When I asked an Indian where it went, he responded, to the country of

Si-h'u', and in reply to the question; where is that? he pointed un-

hesitatingly to the zenith. On inquiring where the road was, he told me it

was invisible to the eyes of the living, but tint the spirit [wig'bru) couli

see it.

In the other world there are no troubles, no cares. There is plenty to

eat and to drink, of those things that the Indian loves most here. Plan-

tains and corn are never wanting ; meat and chiclia are always to be had
;

and chocolate, the luxury, jjar excellence of the Costa Rican Indian never

runs out, or becomes scarce as, alas too often, it does in Talamanca. He
needs all his arms and imi)lements, but it does not seem that he will be

obliged to work. These little discrepancies, the wisest Tsu-gur does not

attempt to explain. After death, the soul remains wandering about near

the corpse until the burial feast. Then, by means of the songs of the

Tsu-gurs or priests, it makes its journey to the "promised land."

Their superstitions are however, somewhat more definite and tangible

since they affect their every day actions. There are two classes of uu-

cleanness, nya and bu-ku-ru' , Anything that is essentially filthy, or that

was connected with the death of a person is " ni/a,^' anything unclean in

the Hebraic or Hindu sense is bu-ku-ru'. But ba-kto-ru' is even more

powerful than it is supposed to be by the Orientals. It suffises not only

to make one sick, but even kills. In a party where bu-ku-ru' is excited,

it does not affect all alike, but only attacks the weakest. Bu-ku-ru'

emanates in a variety of ways ; arms, utensils, even houses become affected

by it after long disuse and before they can be used again must be puri-

fied. In the case of portable objects lefc undisturbed for a long time, the

custom is to beat them with a stick before touching them. I have seen a

woman take a long walking stick and beat a basket hanging from the

roof of a house by a cord. On asking what tliat was for, I was told that

the basket contained her treasures, that she would probably want to take

something out the next day and that she was driving off the bu-ku-ru'^

A house long unused must be swept and then the person who is purifying

it must take a stick and beat not only the movable objects, but the

beds, posts, and in short, every accessible part of the interior. The next

day it is fit for occupation. A place not visited for a long time or reached

for the first time, is bu-ku-ru'. On our return from the ascent of Pico

Blanco, nearly all the party suffered from little calenturas, the result of

extraordinary exposure to wet and cold and of want of food. The Indians

said that the peak was especially bu-ku-ru', since nobody had ever been

on it before. Even we foreigners were sick from it, and had any of them
gone to the summit, they would have surely died. On one occasion, while

buying some implements, I pulled down off a rack, two or three "blow
guns" that, from the dust on them, must have lain there undisturbed for

weeks, perhaps months. As I reached out my hand, I beared the warn-

ing cry of '^bu-ku-ru' " from all around ; laughingly disregarding it, and

telling them that bu-ku-ru' couldn't hurt us, I began examining them.
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Some of the peojile looked very serious and shaking their heads, said I

would see before long, that somebody would pay for it. Two or three

weeks after, a fine little Indian boy whom I had with me as a servant,

poisoned himself by eating excessively of a kind of wild almond called

variously the" bri-bri," or " eboe " nut. There was not an Indian in that

party but who firmly believed that it was the bu-ku-ru' of the blow-guns

that killed him. From all the foregoing, it would seem that bu-ku ru' is

a sort of evil spirit that takes possession of the objects, and resents being

disturbed; but I hive never been able to learn from t'le Indians that they

consider it so. They seem to think of it as a property the object acqaires.

But the worst bu-ku-ru' of all, is that of a young woman in her first

pregnancy. She infects the whole neighborhood. Persons going from the

house where she lives, carry the infection with them to a distance, and all

the deaths or other serious misfortunes in the vicinity are laid to her charge.

In the old times, when the savage laws and customs were in full force, it

was not an uncommoa thing for the husband of such a woman to be

obliged to isay damages for casualties thus caused by his unfortunate wife.

Nya (literally filth) is a much less serious affair. As soon as the woman
is delivered of her child, she ceases to be bu-ku-ru', but becomes nya and

has to be purified in the manner already described. All the objects that

have been in contact with a person just dead, are nya and must be either

thrown away, destroyed, or purified by a 'doctor.' He can handle them,

but must purify himself afterwards. The persons who assist in prepar-

ing the corpse, who carry it to the temporary resting-place, or who even

accidentally touch it or the unclean things, are all nya and must be

purified.

Purification from this latter uncleanness is a simple matter. The per-

son washes his hands in a calabash of warm water, the "doctor" blows a

few whiffs of tobacco-smoke over him, and the thing is done. But the

former is much more serious. For three days the patient eats no salt in

his food, drinks no chocolate, uses no tobacco, and if a married man,

sleeps apart from his wife. At the expiration of that time, the warm
water and tobacco smoke are called into requisition and the cleansing is

complete.

Of Gods, deities, spirits, or devils, there are as follows ; the " great

spirit " or principal superhuman being is called Si-bu' by the Bri-bris and

by the Cabecars ; by the Tiribis he is called Zi-bo', by the Terrabas Zu-bo'

and by the Borucas, Si'-buh. A good spirit, from whom nothing is to be

feared, he receives a sort of passive respect, but no adoration or worship.

He is rather looked on as the chief of the good country, of the future

state, but as not troubling himself much about mundane matters. It

will be seen, therefore, that in their theology, the entire family of tribes is

essentially monotheistic, although they have taken the first insensible

step towards a plurality of gods; in the manner so admirably indicated

by Max Miiller, in his " Chips from a German Workshop." They believe

in but one God, and assert his unity with an emphasis worthy of Moslems
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and yet their priests give him twenty names, in their songs. Tliese

names, so far as I could ascertain, all refer to his qualities. One Bri-bri,

whom I had with me as a servant for over half a year, and from whom I ob-

tained much valuable information, particularly in regard to the language,

said to me, "Why do you foreigners ask us how many Grods there are ?

There is only one, and that is Si-hu'."

The Devil, or devils, are minor personages, who receive no worship of

any kind. They are called, Bi, by the Bri-bris and Cabecars, Au in

Tiribi, AuJi in Terraba, and Ka-gro' in Boruca. The devil is generally

malevolent, but does not seem to be specially feared. Bi amoDg the Bri-

bris is a term also used for a variety of lesser devils, or evil spirits who
have special missions, like making peojple sick, &c. Some of these in-

habit the less frequented parts of the forests and mountains, and are

very jealous of their domains. Peoijle entering an unfrequented region,

make as little noise as possible. If they make the local Bi angry with

their noise, he will revenge himself by a shower or by causing somebody

to fall and hurt himself, or to be bitten by a snake, &c. A person who
has once been in these places can return with less risk, but all new-comers

must keep at least a comparative silence. Another class of beings inhabit

the rocks on the summits of certain mountain peaks. They live inside

the rocks, not among them, consequently their habitations are undis-

tinguishable to mortal eyes. They seem to have the same habits as

ordinary humans. One of these peaks, a mile or two across a caiion, in

front of a place called Sar-we, is thus inhabited according to the accounts

of the people of Sar-we. They told me of hearing singing, the beating

of drums, &c., coming from that direction. The configuration of the

hills is such that a glance showed me, that a drum beaten at certain of

the houses in the canon of Uren, would echo back from this hill to Sar-we

and thus account for the sounds. These people of the TT-jums, as the

naked peaks are called, are said to be the owners of the tapii-s whicli

I'oam through these solitudes. They are very jealous of their domains

and cause, by some occult means, the death of any one who dares ap-

proach their homes. I could not induce an Indian to accompany us to

the summit of Pico Blanco, partly on account of iu-ku-ru', and perhaps

more still for fear of the people of the JJ-juvi or peak. In addition to

these beliefs, they also believe in the efficacy of incantation by their Awas
or doctors, of whom more immediately ; and further in certain ceremo-

nies or observances of their own. I have seen a woman carefully collect

a bunch of some weed and taking it to the river wash her face, nock,

breast, and arms with it. This was to bring good luck to the men who
were at the time at work turning a stream to dry its bed, for the purpose

of catching fish. She had her reward ; hundreds of fish of 2 to 4 pounds

weight were captured, and of a quality as fine as shad.

There is a peculiar wood, of which I shall have occasion to speak

further on, used only for walking sticks for the chiefs and more eminent

persons. The growing tree is unknown and it is only obtained by the
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accidental discovery at rare iatervals, of a half-rotten trmk in the woods.

It is prized principally for its color, which is between that of old mahog-

any and rosewood, and which is probably in part due to seasoning, or to

some change in the heart, consequent on the decomposition of the sur-

face. When an Indian finds one of these sticks, he marks tbe spot, but

dares not take possession immediately. He must purify himself by a

three days fast before he can begin work on it. It is believed that these

sticks are under the protection of a poisonous snake, and if the person

has not properly prepared himself, the guardian will revenge the outrage

by biting him.

The priifileged classes, apart from the chiefs, ai'e three. Two of these

are' hereditary. The U-se'-ka-ra is a sort of high priest, and is of nearly

as great importance in the eyes of the people as the chief. In fact, the

time was, and not very long ago either, when the chiefs themselves made
journeys to visit him as suppliants. The present incumbent is a youth

of perhaps twenty-five years of age, and is not yet full fledged. His pre-

decessor, his father, died recently, and, until after the funeral feast, he

cannot enter fully into the exercise of his functions. The family lives far

back in the hills of Oabecar, and, although a member of that despised

tribe, has from time immemorial held undisputed sway over both it and

the Bri-bris.

The former U-se'-lca-ra was very arrogant, and would hold no commu-
nication with foreigners. He claimed supernatural powers, and held fre-

quent interviews with spirits. On these occasions he went alone to a cave,

several miles from his house, and spent days together there. On his

return he would not converse even with his own family. Nobody but his

familial*, now a very old man, was allowed to serve him, or even to speak

to him for a certain number of days after his return from one of these

mysterious journeys. He rarely traveled about, or visited his neighbors.

He lived by levying contributions on the people, or by voluntary presents.

His only beverage was chocolate, and the cacao was contributed as

voluntary gifts from people far and near. If he entered a house, and

offered to buy, or expressed even admiration for anything, whether a

chicken, a pig, or any other object, it was at once presented to him. It

was considered as good as forfeited. If not presented, it would be sure

to die anyhow, and his ill-will would be gained besides. In case of any

public calamity, like an epidemic disease, or a scarcity of food from

drought, the chief only must visit him, and beg his intercessions with the

spirits. He would pay no attention to private appeals. In case he felt

inclined to be gracious, he would retire to his cave, and in due time after

order a fast. The young man who now holds the position, is one of

the finest looking men in the country. He is tall and well formed, his

good-natured looking face bears an expression of seriousness hardly in

keeping with his youth ; and his whole bearing is grave and impressive.

I was forcibly struck by his manner, being so strongly in contrast with

the light-hearted, talkative character of most of the people. When in

A. p. s.—VOL. XIY. 3^'
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Cabecar lie visited us twice, and on neither occasion did he speak, except

•when spoken to, unless it was to make some remark, in very frw words,

and in a low toae of voice, to some of his attendants. His dress consisted

of a white shirt, not over clean, a woven cotton breech-cloth, a bright-red

handkerchief, tied ia a roll around his head, aiid a magnificent necklace

of four strands of large tiger's teeth. He sold me two of the strings for

half-a-dollar, and I presented him with some trifles, among which was the

rather suggestive article, a bar of soap. He accepted them without any

acknowledgment. But then they don't know how to say, "thauk

you."

Next in imf)ortance are the Tsu'-gurs. These are the ordinary priests,

and their duties are confined to officiating at the feast for the dead. Like

the preceding, they are hereditary ; only members of one or two families

can become priests, and these seem to have all descended from a common
ancestor. I have already described the performances of the Tsu'-gur at the

death-feast of Santiago, and there is nothing to add in that coauection.

Other feasts only differ in the less degree of profusion and the shorter

time they occupy. But there is one circumstance of which I have said

little, and that has always seemed to me mysterious. Unfortunately, from

no want of effort on my part, I was not successful in investigating this

more thoroughly. The songs of these priests are in a language, dialect,

or jargon, whichever it may be called, in great pai't unintelligible to,the

uninitiated. Some words used are in the vernacular, but many of the

nouns are peculiar. Si-bu, or God, has at least twenty names ; many na-

tural objects have names peculiar to the priests, and the diffei'ence is so

great that not only I, with my imperfect knowledge of the language, but

Mr. l^yon, who speaks it as well as au Indian, could not understand even

the purport of the songs. These songs are taught by rote to the young

candidates to thei priesthood, and are always rehearsed by the priests

apart, before being sung. I made several efforts to obtain a vocabulary, but

in each case was defeated, rather by the want of understanding on the part

of the priest, than from any unwillingness to impart what they knew. At

las-t I made an agreement with the most intelligent and best informed of

them. He was to visit me at a certain time and answer all my cxuestions

—for a consideration. But a severe attack of rheumatism prevented his

coming and lost me the last chance. I have no theory to offer as to the

origin of this singular fact. Bat two explanations however, seem pos-

sible. Either the whole thing is an invention, which I think hardly proba-

ble, or the system is an exotic, and the songs are in the original language

of the missionary who introduced it. I can hardly express my regret at

failing to obtain some clue to so interesting a problem.

Finally come the Awas, sorcerers, or doctors. This is an open profes-

sion, and since it requires but little preparation, gives certain privileges

and standing, and brings occasional emoluments, it is pretty numerously

filled. The fellows are an arrant set of quacks, and I do not believe there

is a single one who acts in good faith. Nevertheless, the people as a rule
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believe in them. Some of the more intelligent or more civilized of the

Indians, those v?ho have been most in contact with foreigners, take for-

eign medicines when sick, but they are the exceptions. Their method of

purifying an unclean person has already been described under the heads

of child-birth and uacleanness. They also claim to bring or drive away

I'ain. To do this, the doctor must have a pipe full of tobacco, or a cigar.

He goes into the open air, smokes, blows the smoke in certain directions,

calling out in an imperative tone of voice, "Rain, go to—" whatever

place he may see fit to designate. Once when prisoners between two

swollen rivers, forced to wait for them to fall low enough for us to ford
;

one of our few means of amusement was to give one of these fellows, in

our suite, a pipe full of tobacco, and set him to clearing up the weather.

He would go outside of our little hut, and between the puifs of smoke
would call out, "Rain, go to Panama," "go to Chiriqui," "go to Car-

tago," in short, to every remote place of which he happened to know the

name. It took him ten days before his efforts were crowned with success,

and when ultimately the blue patches did begin to appear in the sky, he

had the effrontery to calmly claim it as his doing ! They also claim to

"blow" a proposed route of travel, so as to drive away snakes and bring

good luck on the route. In this case, the modus operandi is practically

the same as for the weather. But their master efforts are when charming

away sickness. To see the process, two of my companions feigned sick-

ness and called in the services of one the doctors. He caused each one

to procure a live chicken. Catching the animal by the neck and heels he

made passes all over the body of the patient, in every direction. Any
sm^ll animal will answer. Sloths, opossums, even young alligators are

used, and are said to be equally efficacious.

After some minutes of this manipulation, he lighted a pipe and blew

tobacco-smoke at them. Having given them numerous injunctions about

diet, such as forbidding the use of coifee, tobacco, pepper, and salt for a

day or two, he went outside the house, and spent half the night seated

under an orange tree, singing a doleful ditty, enlivened at irregular

periods by unearthly howls and groans. His fee for all this was, in addi-

tion to the two fowls, used in the ceremony, and which was all he would

have received from an Indian, sixty cents from one and forty from the

other ; the fees being graduated by the gravity of the supposed infirmi-

ties. These doctors claim that their powers are based on the magic

merits of certain charms they carry about with them. These charms are

supposed to be calculi, extracted from the viscera of animals. Our friend,

who tried to change the weather, possessed three of these. One pur-

ported to be from the liverof asloth, anotherfromthebladder ofsome other

auimal, &c. I examined them with a glass, and am convinced that they

were mere fragments of little calcareous veins, common in the metamor-
phic rocks of the country, and which had been ground smooth by friction.

My little knowledge of medicine, and a moderately well-supplied medi-

cine-case, enabled me to make numerous cures, and of course I soon
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acquired the title of Awa. When asked by my brother professionals to

exhibit my charms, I always gravely produced my little pocket compass,

which, by its mysterious movements, never failed to impress them. I

never could persuade the boldest to touch it.

Three kinds of fasts are observed. The first is only when ordered by

the U-se'-kara on great public occasions. This is general and simulta-

neous over all the country. Sufficient food is prepared beforehand to last

for three days, the usual time fixed. During those three days, no fires

are lighted ; the food is served and eaten in silence ; no unnecessary

conversation is allowed ; the people stay strictly inside their houses, or if

they go out during day time, they carefully cover themselves from the

light of the sun, believing that exposure to the svm's rays would "turn

them black " ; no salt or other condiment is used in the food ; no chocolate

is drunk, and even tobacco is forbidden. The second kind is similar,

though less rigid than the first, and is voluntary; the same restrictions

are observed with reference to fires and food, but the people may talk

and go out, avoiding, however, carefully all chance of contact with

bu-Jcu-ru'. The third is still more limited, and is the individual fast

already referred to for cleansing from bu-ku-ru'.

The feasts are of two classes ; the death feast already described, and

re-unions for labor. In the latter case ; when a person wants to do an

extraordinary piece of work, like clearing a piece of forest for a planta-

tion, he provides a suitable quantity of food, and especially of chicha.

On the day appointed his neighbors unite early at his house, or at the

spot designated, and work industriously until about noon. All then re-

pair to the house, and, after a good round of chicha drinking, food is

served, followed by more chicha. After a while dancing begins, and is

kept up as long as the chicha holds out. Sometimes the work is con-

tinued for two or three days, but always ends early in the day, the after-

noon and evening being devoted to eating and especially to drinking.

No labor can be accomplished without liberal allowances of chicha, and

the man who is the most profuse in this respect is the best fellow. A
man will sometimes undertake to make his own clearing, unassisted, but

it is very slow work, and drags on at the rate of two or three hours' work

a day, with many days of rest. The trees once cut down, the man will

burn off the brush, assisted by his sons, or sons-in-law, if he has any, and

then plants his crop ; usually corn for making more chicha. After that

it has to take care of itself. He goes out occasionally to hunt, fish, or some-

times to bring a bunch of plantains. When the corn is nearly ripe, the

boys have to watch it to scare oflf the parrots and pigs. If there are no

boys in the family, then all hands usually go and occupy a little shed in,

or on the edge of the cornfield. They feast on the green and ripening

corn until it is too hard to boil, and then collect what has been left to

ripen.

The labor of the women is to bring plantains and vfater, and to cook

and wash. They are never required to do work in the plantation, unless
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it be perhaps, to help gather and to help carry home the corn. All the

serving is done by the men, even of the little shirts or jackets worn by

the women. In carrying loads, the women rival the men in power and

endurance. It is nothing uncommon to see a woman, with a big load on

her back, and her year old baby seated on top, with his little legs dang-

ling over the front edge of the load. Tiie little monkeys ride securely

there through the bush and dodge the overhanging vines and branches as

expertly as could be done by an old horseman. When Avorking for each

other the people use their own machetes and axes, as a matter of course
;

but when hired by a foreigner, they invariably expect to be furnished with

tools by their employer.

Domestic industry is at the very lowest ebb. Manufactures can hardly

be said to exist. The only articles made, beyond furniture, arms &c., are

hammocks, net bags, cotton cloth, and pottery. All of these are coarse

and inferior in quality. None of the skill exhibited by the Guatemalan
Indians exists here. The hammocks are made of a coarse twine, derived

from the leaves of a species of agave, and are loosely woven in a frame?

with a needle. They are hardly long enough for an ordinary person to

lie at length in them with comfort, and are used more for seats than for

sleeping. They are swung between the posts of the house, near the door,

and at a height of from a foot to a foot and a half from the floor. Every-

thing is carried in net bags. They are made with a needle of bone and

"meshed " like our fish nets. Pome of them are very fine and they are

of all sizes, from three inches to two feet deep. They are suspended by
a string made of the same material, usually an inch wide and woven
openly, in the same manner as the hammocks. The material of the finer

and ordinary bags is the fibre of a species of aloe, or agave, much finer

than that used for hammocks, and naturally nearly white. It is usually

dyed of various colors to suit the fancy of the maker. The colors are

obtained from several of the native plants and are very durable. A
coarser kind is made of the same fibre as the hammocks. These are made
with larger meshes, and are used to carry plantains, corn &c., from the

field to the house.

The people of Tiribi procure all their bags from the Bri-bris, and I

believe, their hammocks also. The Valientes, living beyond the Tiribis,

in the adjoining parts of the District of Chiriqui, make similar bags, but

much finer and more elaborately wrought. The colors in the Bri-bi'i nets

are always arranged in simple bands, Avhile the patterns of the Yaliente

nets are often complicated and exhibit considerable taste.

Belts, breech-cloths, cloths for wrapping the bones of the dead, and

women's petticoats are woven of cotton. The cotton is raised with no

care beyond planting a feAV seeds and allowing the plants to take care of

themselves. They grow to the height of ten or twelve feet, and almost

every house has a few in its vicinity. The yellow flowers, buds, and open

bolls are seen all the year round, together on every tree. The women
collect the ripe cotton, pick it from the seeds with their fingers and spin
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it. The loom is a simple frame of four sticks, the two upright ones are

planted iu the ground ; the other two rudely tied to these. The warp is

wrapped around the two horizontal bars and a simple contrivance of

threads is arranged to open and reverse it. The thread for the woof
wound on slender sticks is then passed through in the usual manner and

driven tight by blows of a smooth stick. The process is exceedingly slow

and tedious and I have never seen it performed except by the men. The
belts are usually two to three inches wide and four or five feet long.

Breech-cloths are about four feet long and a litle more then a foot wide.

The cloths for the dead and the women's petticoats are wider and a trifle

longer. Except the cloths for the dead, which are woven white and after-

wards i^ainted, most of this cotton work is ornamented with colors. Be-

sides native vegetable dyes, the people of Bri-bri buy cotton dyed a dirty

purple with the blood of the onurex. This is procured from the people of

Terraba on the Pacific. They also now occasionally buy colored threads

of foreign production, especially a rich bluish purple, of which they are

particularly fond. All of this weaving is with very coarse thread, nearly

as thick as the finer twines used by shopkeepers in the United States for

tying small packages. The cloth is consequently coarse in texture and

rough in appearance, but closely woven and soft to the feel. It makes
excellent towels, though rather heavy for that purpose. The largest

piece of work of this kind I ever saw, was a blanket lirge enough to cover

a good sized double bed. It was in p ^ssession of an old woman who
wanted to sell it to me for a cow, and refused ten dollars cash;

The pottery now made is the coarsest and poorest I have ever seen.

None of the finely made and elaborately ornamented vessels found in the

huacas or gr.ives are made at present. The use, for half a century or

more, of foreign cast-iron pots and kettles has restricted this industry,

and possibly helped to injure the character of the work. But two or

three vessels taken by me from Tiribi graves, certainly not less than fifcy

or sixty years old, are in no respect superior to those made at the present

day. Native earthenware is now only used for receptacles for chicha. The

jars are large—say from ten to twenty gallons capacity. The form is very

simple, the workmanship is rough, the clay is coarse and badly mixed,

the burning is almost always imperfect, and they are always without the

slightest attempt at ornament. The jars are moulded by hand, the clay

being added sijii'ally, and moulded by the fingers and trimmed witli a

smooth stick, in exactly the same manner as I have seen done by the

negi'o women in Santo Domingo. After a certain amount of drying, they

are burnt in the open air, in a fire of sticks heaped over them. Each jar

is buint separately.

Although not given to unnecessary exertion, these people travel occa-

sionally from house to house, and even make journeys to Terraba and

Limon. The laziest will gladly walk for two days to a dance. They also

occasionally go off into the less frequented regions to collect sarsaparilla,

with which to buy whatever of foreign manufacture they may want, like
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axes, machetes, cotton cloth, &c. They never travel alone; always two

or more going in company. This is a very prudent measui'e, since acci-

dents are liable to happen, like snake-bites, or a bad fall, and a person

alone and disabled in these wilds, vs^ould be more than apt to die before

he would be discovered. The preparations f >r a trip into the forest are

simple, but require time. If there are no plantains to be found in the

neighborhood to which they are going, a large supply is collected. They

are skinned, boiled, and dried hai-d in the smoke of a slow hre. This is to

diminish the weight. A sufficient supply of corn is ground and made
into a paste, either with or without the admixture of ripe plantain, for

chicha. This is done up in bundles of about a gallon and a half in bulk,

carefully wrapped in large leaves and tied with strips, torn from the foot-*

stalk of the plantain leaf. At last, all being ready, every person loaded

with all he or she can carry, they start out, the loads done up in as com-

pact a bulk as possible and carried on the back, suspended from the fore-

head by a strip of mastate, or bark cloth. Each person also carries in the

hand a staff, four or five feet long, made of some tough wood. For ordi-

nary purposes, the entire trunk of certain slender palm trees is used.

This makes a stick about as thick as an ordinaiy civilized walking stick,

but very strong, and sufficiently elastic to yield a little without breaking.

The chiefs and a few other persons of consequence, like the priests, u'-ually

carry a stick of the red wood described above. Tliis is neither so strong

nor so light as the palm stick, but it is a privilege of rank, and is pre-

ferred in consequence. If the party is going on a trading trip—while the

stronger members carry the load of sarsapaiilla or rubber, still there are

always some, either women or boys, who carry the inevitable bundles of

chicha paste. Even when going from one house to another visiting, or to

a dance, the chicha is not forgotten, unless the distance is so short that

they are not liable to become thirsty on the road. On arriving at a house,

the party enters without a word, and each person seats himself where

most convenient, but as near the door as possible. The owner of the

house, or in his absence, his wife or the next most responsible person

approaches the new arrivals and salutes with, "You have come;" "I

have come;" "Are you well?" "I am well, how are you?" "lam well." If

a particular friend, or a person of consequence, he is invited to seat him-

self in a hammock. The people of less importance are allowed to take

care of themselves. In a few minutes the women of the house approach

with calabashes or vessels made of folded leaves full of chicha. If choco-

late is to be had, it is prepared at once, and offered in place of chicha.

This is a delicate attention, only shown to friends or persons of considera-

tion. Common folks must be content with chicha. Whether chocolate or

chica, it is served at least three times, at very short intervals, and at last,

when you cannot swallow any more, the polite thing is to say to the per-

son offering it, "drink it yourself," an advice usually followed, and which

stops the supply. If the peo^^le are particularly iuclined to be hospitable,

and are fortunate enough to be well supplied, it is not iincommon for the
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visitor to be overwhelmed with little presents of food. I have been pre-

sented within half an hour, in one house, with live calabashes of choco-

late, at least half-a-dozen quarts of chicba, a dozen or more ears of green

corn, and a dozen ripe bananas. The little boys, with whom I made
friends, fared sumptuously, for it wasn't polite for me to refuse any-

thing.

The houses of the Bri-bris are iisually circular, from thirty to fifty feet

in diameter, and about the same in height. They are composed of long

poles, reaching from the ground to the apex. These rest on a ring of

withes or vines, tied in bundles, eight or ten inches thick, and resting on

a series of upright crotched posts, set in the ground in a circle about a

third smaller than the outer circumference of the house. Above this ring,

if the house is large, are one or two more, according to its size, not rest-

ing on posts, but tied to the sloping poles. The whole is thickly thatched

with palm leaves, and finished at the apex by an old earthen jar, to stop

the leaks. There is but one aperture to the house, and this is a large,

squarely cut door, left on one side. Over the door there is sometimes
made a little shed, to keep the rain out. The interior is always very dark.

Sometimes, among the Bri-bris, instead of building the house in a circular

form, it is elongated and has a ridge-pole, but the ends are rounded, and
the door is in one of the ends.

Formerly the Cabecar houses were built in the same style ; but now
most of them are mere sheds, sloping to one side only and open at the

ends and in front. The most pretentious house I saw in Cabecar was a

roof sloping to both sides from a ridge pole to the ground, but open at

both ends. The Tiribi houses are simply a roof raised on short posts,

sloping both ways from the ridge but open all around below. Mr. Lybn
told me that formerly the Tiribis as well as the Cabecars had round houses

like the Bri-bris, but that the present style is due only to carelessness.

The tribes are dwindling so rapidly that they seem to have lost heart even

in so important a thing as building comfortable houses ; and are content to

put up with any make-shift that will shelter them from the weather. The
Bri-b]-i houses are not only better constructed but are much better fui'-

nished than those of their neighbors. Beds are placed aroiTnd the house
in the space between the posts and the sloping sides. These are made
by planting in the ground two sticks, forked at the upper ends ; cross-

sticks are laid on these, the other ends being lashed with vines to the

sloping rafters. Over these two horizontal sticks are placed boards made
of the outer shell of a species of palm ; or wild cane is lashed close together.

In front of the beds are slung hammocks, between the posts, or to the ends

of horizontal sticks projecting a little beyond them. The tire is placed

opposite the door near the back side of the house. It is kept up by plac-

ing close together, the ends of three large logs which are pushed up as

they burn off. Over the fire is a barbacue or frame, sufficiently high to

let people pass under it. On it is placed food to keep it out of the way
of the dogs, pigs, chickens, and ants. The smoke of the tire is sufficient
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protection from tlie latter. Back of the fire-place are ranged tlie cbicha

jars, two or three in number. Being round bottomed, they stand on the

floor propped up by stones. Scattered around the house ai'e stools or

benche?, rarely more than six inches high, each carved out of a solid

block of wood. They generally have four feet, though occasionally a

small, roughly made one is seen, with but two feet, and which is only

kei^t in upright position when somebody is sitting on it. The pots and

kettles about the fire are all of American cast iron, and vary in size from

less than a quart to ten gallons capacity. Hanging from the barbacue

over the smoke, is generally seen a cocoanut shell or a leaf bundle full of

salt. It is kept here because it is the only place where it will remain dry.

Suspended from the roof are baskets of from one to three cubic feet

capacity. They are usually made of a peculiar, very hard, and very flex-

ible vine. These are the trunks of the people, and in them are kept their

clothing and all of their little personal treasures and ornaments. They are

also used for storing corn or other seeds, like baans, the basket, being then

lined with leaves to prevent spilling. The women also use them for

carrying water calabashes. These are either gourds or the shells of the

fruit of the calabash tree, with a small round hole cut in one end. One
other use of the baskets is to carry loads when the net bags are scarce.

These nets are also often suspended about the house in the pame manner

as the baskets. Axes, always of the make of Collins, of Connecticut,

and long machetes, either of this or of some inferior make, are to be

found in every house. Collins' hardware has gained a permanent reputa-

tion among these people, who will give twice as much for a leather

handled machete of this brand, as for any other kind. Of other tools,

the most noteworthy is a heavy stick sharpened to a chisel edge at one

end and beveled on one side. This is used for making holes in planting

corn or plantain sprouts, and the edge is used to beat down high grass.

It works almost as effectually as a scythe. Hooked sticks for lifting the

iron kettles, others cut with short radiating branches at the end, like a

five or six pointed star, for stirring chocolate, and paddles for stirring

food are always found near the fire. Calabashes and gourds with small

holes cut in one end for water bottles, and other calabashes cut in half

for drinking cups, are also found in every house. Food usually, and even

drink sometimes, are sei'ved in leaves, called in Spanish "platanillo,"

smaller and tougher, but otherwise resembling those of the plantain.

These are dexterously folded so as to hold a quart or more of fluid with-

out spilling.

Of arms, besides the inevitable machete and very good double-barreled

guns, they possess hows made of a very tough kind of palm wood. They
are straight and usually about five feet long. The string is made of the

finer kind of agave fibre. The arrows are of three kinds. All have a

butt two and a half to three feet long, made from the light flower stalk

of the wild cane. This is a mass of pith, with a thin hard shell on the

outside, giving the requisite stiffness. They are not feathered. The
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front end, from two to even four feet long, is made of the same wood as

the bow. For fish this is sharpened to a point and is barbed oa one, two,

or even three edges, or is made round. For quadrupeds, the wood is

shorter, not barbed, and is tipped with a lance-like head made by
laboriously grinding down an old knife blade to the requisite form. For
small birds, the head ends in a broad round button, flat on the face._ The
Tiribis use also a little arrow, endiu>? in a slightly open bunch of small

reeds. These are for killing a fish, conunon ia the Tilorio, never more
than five or six inches long, and which rests attached to rocks by a sucking

surface. The fish is so small that several points are necessary to the

arrow, so that if one does not strike another may. No poison is used on

the arrows, and, in fact the people seem to know of none. In their

quarrels, a stick is used over six feet long, nearly an inch thick and

about two inches wide, and made of the same wood as the bows, arrows,

and planting-sticks. It is very heavy and is grasped by the fingers and

thumbs of both hands in such a manner that they are guarded from a

blow. They guard and strike an "over-blow" always holding by both

hands. They are going out of use now that the people have discovered

the easier, but more dangerous process of litigation. Cracked heads and

broken arms give way to damages. For killing small birds the blow-gun

is used. This is a tube seven or eight feet long, made by punching and

burning the pith out from the heart of a palm trunk, nearly two inches

thick. They are made very straight and true inside, and are provided

with a double sight on top, made of two glass beads placed half an inch

apart : when finished they are covered with some resin or a species of

pitch to keep them from cracking or wai'ping. The missiles are clay

balls. These, previously prepared are carried in a little net, with them

there are two bone implements. One, simply a straight heavy piece of

bone used to drive alall out of the tube by its weight, incase of sticking.

The other is similar in appearance, but the end is worked into a I'ound

pit with sharp edges, for trimming the balls to the proper size and shape.

During the war between the Bri-bris and Tiribis, at the beginuiag of this

century, the principal arm used was an iron-headed lance fastened to a

shaft barely four feet long. For defense, round shields were carried on

the arm, made of the thickest part of the hide of the tapir. I was

fortunate enough to secure specimens of both, together with nearly all

the other implements, &c., described in the present paper. They are all

in the Smithsonian Museum.

All people have some kind of music which doubtless gives pleasure to

them, although to our unappi-eciative ears it may sound riide and dis-

agreeable. The Marimba, an African instrument, found all over semi-

civilized Central America, is unknown here. I cannot understand the

surprise of an eminent African traveler, who writes wonderingly of the

coincidence, of finding this instrument in use in Africa and among the

Indians of C ntral America. It wa-i introduced with the African slaves

and has been retained among their descendants and neighbors. The
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savage Indians do not possess it. The drum is their greatest favorite.

It is from twenty inches to two feet long, cylindrical for half its length,

with a diameter ^f six or seven inches ; it then tapers convexly to near

the other end and then widens out a little. The pattern is always the

sime, and the size varies but a few inches. The larj^er end is tightly

covered with the skin from the belly of the iguana lizard. It is glued on

by fresh blood, being held in place with string until dry. A cord tied

around each end suspends it loosely from the left shoulder, and it is held

under the lefc arm, being beaten with the tips of the fingers of the ri^ht

hand. It is used principally to accompany and keep time to singing and

is an indispensable part of every feast or gathering of whatever kind.

To accompany the invigorating music of the drum and help the din, an

armadillo skin is sometimes used. This is scraped over the rings with a

large hard bean-like seed. It at least helps to add to the noise, if

it does not contribute melody. A little flute, about as musical as a penny

whistle, is sometimes added to the concert, though it seems rather to be

locked upon as a toy. These flutes are made of a bone of some bird, per-

haps a pelican. The bone has half-a-dozen holes drilled in it, and the

end is plugged with wax, so as to direct the air to the larger apertuie

near the end. I bought one from a Tiribi made of a deer's bone. The
priests use in their songs a rattle, made of a small pear-shaped tree cala-

bash, lashed to a bone at the small end. This contains a few seeds of the

" shot plant," or Canna. It is held upright and solemnly hhaketi in time

with the song until the end of the stanza, when, as a signal for the chorus

to strike in, it is given a dexterous twirl, throwing the seeds rapidly around

inside. On very solemn occasions a curious box is also used. It is about

eiyht inches long by four square on the end. It is carved out hollow, with

a long tongue on one face, isolated by a U-shaped slit. A he^vy handle

is attached to one end, also carved out of the same block. When used, it

is simply struck on the above-mentioned tongue with a bone or piece of

hard stick. This is only used on the death of a chief. There is but one

in the tribe, and no bribe that I could oifer sufficed to buy it-

Fashions in dress change even among savages, at least as civilization

api^roaches. Formerly the dress of the men consisted only of a breech-

cloth. It was made of mastate, or bark cloth, about a foot wide and seven

or eight feet long, tapering at one end. The cloth is made by taking the

inner bark of either the India rubber or another tree and beating it with

a roughened stick over a Ing. This loosens the fibre, and renders it sofc

and flexible. It is then carefully washed until all the gummy matter is

washed out. After drying, it is rubbed a little and becomes soft and

smooth to the feel. To apply the breech-cloth, the wide end is held

against the belly, the remainder being passed between the legs ; it is then

wound around the waist and the iDoint tucked in ; the broad end then

falls over in front, for about a foot long, like an apron. When cotton

cloth is used, it is simply caught up in fi'ont and behind u' der a cotton

belt, with a similar apron in front. Sometimes, for warmth, a shirt of
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mastate was worn ; simply a strip with a hole in the middle for the head,

and tied under each arm with a piece of string. Now many of the men
have discarded the breech-cloth, and wear cotton shirts and pantaloons,

buying the stuff from the traders and sewing them themselves. Othei's,

not so far advanced, wear a shirt and' a breech-cloth. Formerly the hair

was worn as long as it would grow, sometimes rolled up and tied behind

in a knot. Some of the conservatives still stick to the old style and follow

this custom yet ; others of the men wear their hair in two plaits, but the

majority cut it to a moderate length, and either confine it by a bright

-

colored handkerchief tied round the head in a roll, or wear a hat.

The dress of the women originally consisted of a simple petticoat (b.ina)

of mastate. Very few now use this material, preferring the softer cotton

cloth of the traders. The favorite color is a dark indigo-blue, with figures

five or six inches across, in white. The bana is a simple strip of cloth

wrapped round the hips, with the ends overlapping about six inches in

front. It is suspended at the waist by a belt, and reaches more or less to

the knees. When on a journey in rainy or muddy weather, I have seen

a simple substitute. It was made of a couple of plantain leaves, stripped

to a coarse fringe and wound round the waist by the midribs. AVith

nothing above nor below it, it is the nearest a]oproach to a fig leaf one

can imagine. Only of late have the women begun to wear anything

above the waist, and even now it is considered hardly necessary.

Some of the women wear a sort of loose little jacket, or chemise, very low
in the neck and short in the sleeves, that barely reaches the waist and
only partially conceals the bosom. I have frequently seen a woman, in

the habit of wearing one of these, either take it off entirely, or fan

herself with it, if warm, in the i>resence of a number of men, and evi-

dently innocent of improper intentions, and unaware that she was
doing anything remarkable. With this scanty dress, I must do these

people the justice of saying that they are remarkably mo.iest, both

men and women. In a year and a half of life in their country, travel-

ing constantly with a body of them, bathing, fording rivers, living in

their houses, and seeing more than strangers generally do of the inti-

mate domestic life of the people they are among, I can only recall a

single instance of carelessness, and not one of a wanton exposure of

those parts of the person, that their ideas of modesty required to be

kept covered.

The dress just described is that of the Bri-bris and Cabecars. The
Tiribi men, where they do not wear pantaloons, always use the native

cotton breech-cloth, never the mastate. The women wear a long strip

of cotton cloth, made with a hole in the middle, like a poncho, and
reaching before and behind, nearly to the groand. It is gathered up at

the waist by a belt, and the edges are caused to overlap at the same
time, so that the whole person is securely covered. I was also told that

under this they wear a species of breech-cloth or drawers. They are

much more retiring in their manner than their Bri-bri sisters ; never speak
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to a stranger except when spoken to, and then letply in as few words as

l^ossible and with apparent baslifiilness.

For ornaments, all wear necklaces. The favorite ones are made of

teeth, of which those of the tiger are most highly prized. Only the

canine teeth are used. Small strings are sometimes made of monkey,
coon, or other teeth, but are not much thought of. I have seen one of

these made of five strings of tiger teeth, gradually diminishing in size, and
covering the entire breast of the wearer. The women i-arely, almost never,

wear these. If they wear teeth, they are of some very small animal. In place

of them, they use great quantities of glass beads. I have seen fully three

pounds of beads around the neck of one old woman, and she was the envy

of all her friends and neighbors. Even little girls are often so loaded

down that the weight must ba irksome to them. Money is often worn by
the women. On one occasion I paid a man six dollars, all in Costa Rican

quarters, for his month's work. After a few days I went to his house

and saw the entire sum strung on his wife's neck. Shells are also some-

times, though rarely used. The men sometimes carry, suspended from
the necklace, the shell of a small species of murex, with the varices

ground off and a hole drilled in it to make a whistle. These are bought in

Terraba, and are highly prized.

The men sometimes wear headdresses made of feathers. The most
highly prized are the white downy feathers from under the tail of the

large eagle. Others are made from chicken feathers, or are worked in

rows of blue, red, black, yellow, &c., from the plumage of small birds. I

have seen one head-dress made of the long hair from the tail of the great

ant-eater, in the place of feathers. The feathers are secured vertically to

a tape and extend laterally so as to reach from temple to temx^le, curling

over forward at the top, the tape being tied behind, so as to keep the hair

in place.

Painting is somewhat in vogue, to assist in the adornment of the per-

son, but is not confined to either sex. The commonest manner is to color

each cheek with a square or ijarallelogram, about an inch across, either

solid or made up of bars. This is done with the dark reddish-brown sap

of a certain vine, and the pattern resists wear and tear, and water for a

week or more. Anatto is also used, but more rarely, and is applied in

bars or stripes to the face, according to the skill or taste of the artist.

Besides, a hideous indigo-blue stain from a fruit, is sometimes smeared
on the face or body, but even savage taste does not seem to approve of

this, since it is very unusual.

Formerly the Tiribis tattooed small patterns on their faces or arms ; hut
the younger people have not kept up the custom, and the Bri-bris and
Cabecars say they never did it. The chiefs on great occasions wear gold
ornaments, similar to those now found in the Ruacas, or graves of Chiri-

qui. Whether these have been recovered from some of these graves, or
whether they have been handed down from time immemorial is not
known. There are but four or five in the tribe, and two of these belong
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to the reigning chief. The others were formerly also property of the

chiefs, but are said to have been given as rewards of merit to the most

successful leaders in the Tiribi war. The two belonging to the chief, as

well as one belonging to the descendants of one of those warriors, all

represent birds. The people call them eagles. The largest is between

three and four inches across
;
the smaller of the chief's two, is double-

headed. In connection with these "eagles" another royal emblem might

be mentioned. It is a staff of hard black palm wood, over four feet long.

The top is carved ia the shape of an animal, not unlike a bear sitting on

his haunches. But there are no bears in this country, and it must have

been intended for some other animal. Below this figure, the stick is

square, and is carved out into four pillars several inches long, with spaces

between them. In the interior, between them, is a cavity in which a

loose xJiece of the same wood can be shaken about. It was evidently left

there in the carving, after the fashion of the Chinese. Below this, the

stick is plain. I tried every means in my power to obtain this, but could

not buy it.

Games of chance or of skill are equally unknown, and even when

brought into contact with civilizition, they do not seem to take kindly

to gambling. In fact, they have so little to win or lose, and that little

is so easily obtained, that the inducement does not exist.

Their food is simple in material and there is but little variation in the

manner of preparation. Of meats, besides chickens, they have beefand pork,

which are however rarely used except at feasts. They know nothing of salt-

ing meat for future use and can only consume one of these animals when a

large number is together. Besides the scarcity of beef is so great that

probably no Indian possesses more than one or two animals at a time.

Wild meat, like peccary, red monkey, (the other species are rarely eaten,)

tapir, tiger, even oiter, armadillo, and some other small animals are oc-

casionally shot. In this case, all of the meat that is not eaten at once is

dried as hard as a bone, and perfectly black, in the smoke of a slow fire.

Larger species of birds like curassow are also treated in the same way.

It is an interebting fact, universally attested, that the bones of this bird

are absolutely poisonous to dogs, while the meat, though tough, is not

unpalatable and is perfectly innoxious to man. After a meal it is the

never-failing custom to gather all the bones carefully, and either burn

them or place them out of reach of the dogs. I do not know whether the

flesh would be equally dangerous, though I doubt if it was ever wasted

on a dog. This property is said to be due to some fruit or seed they

eat. Of vegetable food, plaintains are the staple. In times of scarcity,

bananas take their place, besides being eaten raw when ripe. The In-

dians also occasionally eat a raw ripe plantain, although they are coarse

and the flavor is inferior. The methods of preparation are, roasted

green, when they make a poor substitute for bread ; roasted ripe, when

they are eaten with chocolate, with the idea of sweetening it. They are

also boiled green, with meat, with green corn, or even alone. Ripe plan-
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tains boiled and mashed, ai*e mixed in eqnal quantities of corn-meal paste

to make cbicha, or to bake in cakes. They are also, when ripe, boiled,

mashed into a paste, and mixed with water into a gruel. This is drank

under the name of mis?i'-la. Maize is raised in considerable quantities,

aud this really involves four-fifths of all their agricultural labor. The corn

is of a variety of colors ; white, yellow, red, purple, blue, and almost per-

fectly black. Sometimes the ear, rarely more than six or seven inches

long, is of a uniform color, but more generally the grains are of two or

more colors. It is boiled green and eaten from the cob, and is thus con.

sideied a great delicacy. It is, when ripe, ground for all other purposes.

The process of grinding is rude and simple in the extreme. If possible, a

stone, three feet long and two wide, with a flit upper surface, is procured.

In default of this, a broad slab of wood is used. For this purpose, a piece

cut from one of the plank-like buttresses of the Ceiba tree is procured,

and one side dressed smooth. The remainder of this primitive mill, is a

stone, about a foot or fourteen inches long, a few inches less in width

and three or four inches thick. One side must be regularly curved. The
corn, soaked over night to soften it, is placed on the flat surface and the

stone last mentioned is rocked on its edge, from side to side. This is

always doue by the women. When the corn is sufficiently ground, the

paste is put into an iron pot and boiled to mush. If it is intended to

make cakes, a part of the i-aw paste is mixed with an equal quantity of

boiled ripe plantain paste, to sweeten it. It is then rolled in plantain

leaf and baked in the ashes. When the paste is boiled, sometimes a part

of it is separated, thinned to the consistency of gruel, and drunk hot. If

it is intended to make chichi for the road, the thick mush is at once

mixed with an equal part of ripe plantain paste as before, and tied up in

leaves. This will keep sweet for two or three days, but gradually fer-

mentation takes place, and at a week old, it has a not unpleasant sweet-

ish acid taste. When ready for drinking, it is dissolved in cold water to

a thia gruel. The taste for it is easily acquired, and I admit, I be-

came very fond of it. It certainly does possess intoxicating properties,

but I cannot conceive how any civilized stomach could accommodate a

sufficient quantity to produce exhilaration. Still I have seen Indians

very happy from its effects. But since I desire these notes to be believed,

I do not dare to state the quantity I have seen one of these fellows drink.

AVere only half the truth told, it would appef(,r incredible. The method
of preparing the chicha for use in the house is slightly different. The
paste is thinned at once, while yet hot. The plantain paste, also thinned,

is poured into the earthen jar with it, and sufficient water is added to

bring it to the proper thinness for drinking. To produce rapid fermen-

tation another process is yet necessary, which I saw once at Dipuk on
the Uren. A young girl (young girls only, with sound teeth perform this

operation,) having previously rinsed her mouth with a little water, sat

down on a low stool, with a pile of tender raw corn beside her, and a

big calabash in her lap. She chewed, or rather bit the grains from the
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ear and ejected them from her mouth into the calabash. The rapidity

of the process was marvelous. She seemed to shave all the grains from

an entire ear almost without stopping. There did not to seem be much
chewing done, but of course the object was to obtain the sali ra secreted

during the operation. As fast as her calabash was full she emptied it

into the jar of chicha, and proceeded to refill it. I lay in my hummock
fully half an hour watching her until she had finished. The next day

that chicha Avas drank and pronounced excellent. I never tried this kind.

Such is the force of prejudice. I learned early to prefer doing my own
eating.

Beans are also used to some extent, but the quantity planted is gene-

rally small, and the people soon have to return to their regular plantains

and chicha. I do not think I ever saw half a bushel of beans together in

one house. They are large, dark, and generally mottled. They never be-

come very hard, and are of a very good flavor. Small quantities of sugar

cane, of a very excellent quality, are raised, but it is only for the puri^ose

of chewing. They never attempt to make sugar or syrup, although some

of the foreigners in their country as well as the negroes on the coast make
the hxtter, and the Indians are perfectly familiar with the process. Of the

foreigners in the country, perhaps a dozen in all, sambos or mulattoes,

with the exception of Mr. Lyon, all raise rice as one of their most import-

ant food-s.taples. The Indians are fond of it, frequently buy it, but never

attempt to cultivate it. Of the less important items, they have the fruit

of a species of palm called cla-lco' (pejiballe of the Spaniards). This is a

small pear-shaped fruit, growing in great clusters ; it has a thin skin on

the outside, and a small round seed in the centre. It may be compared

to a diminutive cocoanut, the edible portion corresponding with the

fibrous husk of that nut. The seed corresponding with the cocoanut

proper, is solid and very hard, but has a pleasant flavor. The fruit is

very easily raised, requires no care beyond the first planting, and a little

weeding for the first year or two, and yet, except at Sarwe, it is very

scarce. It is from the wood of this tree that the bows, the arrow tij)S,

the planting and flghting-sticks, &c., are made. Another species of

palm furnishes a food, agreeable to the taste, an excellent salad when
properly dressed, a perfect substitute for cabbage when cooked, but

withal, as my party discovered on one hard journey we made, not very

nutritious. It is the bud" of tender, half-formed leaves at the top, and

can only be obtained by cutting down the tree. It is similar to the

deservedly famous palm cabbage of the West Indies, and diifers prin-

cipally in being only about half as large. We found, after living on it

almost alone, for nearly a week, that it was good principally for de-

ceiving one's self into starving on a full stomach. Kiliti, or ''greens" is

a favorite dish, probably not much more nutritious than the last. It is

made from various tender leaves, put into a pot with little or no water,

and gradually steamed into a iiaste with their own juice. This is efiteu

with salt when they have it ; otherwise, without.
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Cacao is in great demand. The delicious sub-acid pulp is first sucked

from the beans, which are roasted and ground on the chicha board, or

stone into a coarse paste. It is the greatest luxury they possess. And
still, I have never seen a young cacao tree belonging to an Indian. They
depend for their supply on the old trees, planted by past generations.

I have known an Indian make a two days' journey to collect a little cacao,

when less labor would plant him fifty trees near his house.

Fishing is rarely performed with hook and line. They have two
methods. One is to shoot the fish from a canotj (all the canoes belong to

foreigners), or from the shore, or a rock. They use very long arrows,

described previously, and are quite expert. Another method is to select a

channel of the river beside an island. A frame-work is built at each

end, of sticks and cane, which extend completely across the stream.

When everything is ready, the people stationed at the upper end rapidly

cover the frame-work with the leaves of the cane, so as to stop the water

running through. Those at the lower frame, also spread" on cane leaves,

but thinner, only so as to keep the fish from passing through. Both pai'-

ties must work at the same time, and as rapidly as possible, because as

soon as the fish find the level of the water lowering they attempt to

escape, and I was told that it has sometimes happened that every fish

has gotten away before the dams were finished. In the course of a

few hours the water is so low that the fish congregate in the deeper

pools and are shot with arrows, or even taken out by hand.

The only divisions of time known are the natural astronomical ones :

the day, the lunar month, and the year. A glance at the vocabulary

will show that special words are used for day in the abstract as distin-

guished from night, and for to-day, to-morrow, day after to-morrow, &c.

,

and for yesterday, &c. The month is called by the same name as the

moon, "sj." The year is counted from dry season to dry season, and is

recognized by the ripening of the flower-stalks of the wild cane, on

which they depend for arrow-shafts. It is called da-was' from this con-

nection.

The local diseases of the country are fevers, acquired by going to the

coast; or by the hill people, by going down to the low lands. They some-

times seem to become epidemic, due to an unusually wet season, or to

the continuance of the rains throughout what shoiild be a dry season.

The summer of 1874 was particularly fatal in this respect. Rheumatism
is common, especially with the older men. It is brought on by much
exposure to rain, and by wading rivers when heated, on journeys. But
the commonest infirmities are indolent ulcers, usually on the legs. They
originate from any little scratch or bruise, and are the result of the low
vital state of the system, due to a bulky but innutritious diet. A
wound which, in a person in good health, would heal in a week, may
result with one of these people in a sore lasting years, and perhaps at

times involving an area twice as large as the hand.

Of remedies, they may be safely said to have none. They are learning

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 3p
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to apply to the traders for medicines for fever. All go to Mr. Lyon in

case of snake-bite, and when taken in time, he s^ys he has never failed

to cui-e a case with either ammonia or iodine, as seemed to be indicated.

It may be interesting to note that after obtaining no relief with one of

these medicines, he has given the other, and with immediate good results.

He gives the iodine in the form of alcoholic tincture in 10 to 15-drop

doses, every 10 to 15 minutes. Some of them seem to believe in the in-

cantations of the Awas or doctors, but foreign medicines are gradually

gaining ground over sorcery. For rheumatic pains, headaches, &c.,

there are two remedies used. The simplest is counter-irritation by whip-

ping with nettle leaves. The other is bleeding. The lancet is made usually

from the tongue of a jew's-harp, broken off at the angle and sharpened to

a point. This is set at right angles in a little stick for a handle, and is

used by holding it over the affected part and striking it briskly with a

finger. They never regularly open a vein and draw off a quantity of

blood, but every stroke makes a separate puncture, from which only a

few di'ops exude. At Borubeta I saw a man bled to relieve the aching of

fatigue in his arms. He had been scraping agave leaves, to extract the

fibre for hammocks. He had at least fifty punctures made over his two

arms.

The natural products of the country are principally sarsaparilla root

and India rubber. The sarsaparilla vine is green, angular, and covered

with thorns. It grows very long and climbs over bushes and even trees

in the more open parts of the forest. At short distances it is jointed, and if

it touches the ground every joint sends out a new set of roots. The leaves

are large and acuminately oval and have three longitudinal ribs, the mid-

rib and two parallel ones, half way between the middle and the edge. The

fruit is round and grows in a cluster something like grapes. The vine

has a tap-root, and besides sends out a large number of horizontal roots

near the surface of the ground, and from six to ten feet long. The sarsa-

parilla hunter first clears away carefully all the bushes and undergrowth

with his machete. He then, with a hooked stick, digs into the ground

at the base of the vine until he loosens the earth and finds where the best

roots are. The tap-root is never disturbed, and it is customary to dig up

only half the roots at a time, to avoid killing the vine. Having selected

those that look most promising, he places his hand under one or two and

gently lifting them, follows their course with his hooked stick, loosening

the soil and lifting them out, following them to their ends. They are

then cut off, the dirt carefully replaced around the vine, and the roots

laid in the sun, or hung up to dry. A vine yields generally from four to

nine pounds of green roots. When dry they are tied into cylindrical rolls

a foot long and four or five inches thick, weighing about a pound.

India rubber is obtained by scoring the bark of the trees obliquely.

Several cuts are placed one above another and in pairs converging down-

wards ; the sap being directed in its fiow by a leaf placed at the bottom,

which serves as a spout, to direct it into the vessel placed to receive it.
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When collected it looks like milk. It is caused to coagulate and turn

black by the juice of a species of convolvulus. It is generally made into

cakes a little over a foot long, about eight inches wide and an inch thick.

It is with these two articles, and an occasional deer skin, that all the

purchases are made from the traders. They buy various kinds of cotton

cloth for clothing, colored handkerchiefs, needles, thread, machetes,

axes, knives, iron kettles and pots, a few medicines, and powder, shot, •

and caps. Their intertribal trade is still more limited. The Bri-bris sell

net-bags and hammocks to the Tiribis, and formerly made the large cot-

ton blankets, already described, for sale in Terraba. They buy in Ter-

raba cows and dogs, murex-shell whistles, murex-dyed cotton, and beads

made by rubbing down a small sjiecies of shell of the genus Conus.

Sometimes both the Bri-bris and Cabecars, but especially the latter, carry

sarsaparilla or rubber a hard ten-days' journey to Matina, to exchange it

for cicio, of which they might have euough and to spare for the mere

trouble of planting it. But Indians are, almost without exception, a lazy,

miserable, and unimprovable race.

It i« perhaps advisable to state that the whole of the present memoir

was written in Costa Rica, and it was not until my return to Philadel-

phia, that I encountered the elaborate compila,tion of Bancroft, on "the

Native Races of the Pacific States." At the date of the present writing,

but three volumes of the promised five have made their app^ai-ancp.

While I regret that the information in that work, on the present field is

so meagre, and in some respects so different from my own observations,

I have said nothing which I wish either to retract or modify. I state

nothing but what I have seen and learned while living among the people

whom I describe. At the same time I trust that I may not be accused

of a spirit of antagonism, in pointing out some of the more serious errors

in the work in question, and which, if not corrected, might seriously

mislead future students.

Vol I. Chapter VII. p. 684, et seq. is devoted to "the wild tribes of

Central America," and the Indians living below Lake Nicaragua, and

the San Juan River are here designated as Isthmians ; an apjjropriate

name, since the family seems to cover all of Costa Rica and most, if not

all of the State of Panama. But the map, facing p. 684 is utterly incor-

rect in so far, at least, as it px'ofesses to give the distribution of the In-

dians of Costa Rica.

The region of Talamanca described by me, as containing the three

tribes of Cabecars, Bri-bris, and Tiribis, and known to the Spaniards

under the generic term of Blancos, is here given up to the Valientes, who
should be placed to the south and south-east of the Chiriqui lagoon ; and

the Ramas, who live in Nicaragua, back of the Mosquito coast. The

centi'al plateau, in which are situated the cities and towns of Atenas,

San Ramon, Alajuela, Heredia, San Jose, Cartago^ &c., in short, that

occupied by practically the entire Hispano-American population of Costa

Rica, is here given to the Blancos, and on the shores of the Gulf of
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Nicoya, where at present no Indians live, are placed Orotinans and

Guetares. Further, no tribes are placed in South-western Costa Rica,

where the semi-civilized Terrabas and Brunkas live ; but on p. 748, the

author states that "dwelling in the western part of the state are the

Tei'rabas and Changuenas, fierce and barbarous nations, at constant

enmity with their neighbors." Now the Terrabas, as well as their neigh-

bors the Brunkas, or as the Spaniards call them, the Borucas, live in one

or two little villages, and are under the complete control of missionary

priests, both ecclesiastically and municipally, and are rapidly losing

their language, as they have their savage customs, and are approaching

the civilized condition of the villages of Pacaca, Coa, Quiricot, &c., in

Costa Rica, where the Indians speak only Spanish, and have even lost

the traditions of their former state. Again, the Changuinas formerly

occupied the valley of the Changutna or Changina River, the main
branch of the Tilorio, on the Atlantic slope, and are either entirely ex-

tinct, or only represented by a handful of individuals, swallowed up by

the neighboring Tiribis on one side, and the Valientes on the other.

In the proper place I have noted what can be said of the Guatusos

;

there is nothing to add, until a responsible observer has the good fortune

to penetrate their country, and survive to tell his tale.

On p. 793 of Vol. 3, is a very short vocabulary of "the language of the

Talamancas, " copied from the publication of Scherzer. This traveler

did not visit Talamanca, but from internal evidence I believe the

words to have been obtained from some of the half-civilized Cabecars of

Tucuriqui or Orosi, little villages not far from Cartago. In evidence of

its unreliability, I note two or three of the most glaring ei-rors of the

list.

"Man signa-kirinema. Woman signa-aragre."

Here signa, clearly a clerical error for sigua, means foreigner, and the

word given for woman

—

sigua erakur means foreign woman. So, the

prefix sa and su before the names of parts of the body is the personal

pronoun—our. Siihu is saTiu "our house." "I he-he,^^ is really tliou, the

error arising from the Indian answering thou, when he was asked, "how
do you say I," the interlocutor doubtless pointing to himself. Fortun-

ately the vocabulary is very short, but I am sure there are not more than

three or four words in it that would be intelligible to a Costa Rican In-

dian.
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Chapter IL

the languages of southern costa rica,

Section I.

—

the bri-bri language.

In the following notes, I have endeavored to embody such ideas and
conclusions as I have arrived at while studying the language and com-

piling the vocabulary. From the difficulty of obtaining information from
ignorant people, and from my own, by no means perfect knowledge of

the language, possibly errors may have crept in, but while I do not think

any important ones will be found, I do not venture to claim infallible

accuracy. For a year I labored to find some rule for conjugation, and was
obliged, as it were, to educate my informers up to the point of being able

to give me information about a subject they had never thought of, and
could see no use for. Not content to accept their statements categorically,

I watched carefully the use of the verbs in their inflexions, and by dint

of cross-questioning a number of people, and rejecting everythii g that

was contradictory, I think the few verbs I have selected are correctly

given. I have had the advantage not only of a year and a half in the

country, in daily contact with a fellow-countryman who spoke the lan-

guage fluently, enabling me thereby to leai-n it ; but for two months, iu

the meantime, while absent, I had several iatelligent Indians with me
who understood Spanish, and finally, after returning to civilization, I had

with me for eight months a native, with whom I talked habitually in his

own language, and from whom I obtained many corrections of the errors

that a stranger must necessarily make. This boy became an apt teacher

and voluntarily set me right whenever he heard me use an incorrect ex-

pression.

Counting the few abstract words vphich have doubtless escaped me,

and all the specific names of animals and plants, and many of the latter

are made up of an adjective, or the name of some plant, combined with

wak (tribe), I do not think the language can contain two thousand

words, and perhaps not fifteen hundred. In preparing the vocabulary

I have rejected most of these specific names, because there is no corres-

ponding English word, and a c )niplete natural history collection, careful-

ly studied by competent students, would be required, so as to obtain an

equivalent. Even then it would have been useless, because the names
vary locally as much as similar words do in English.

In compound words, I have in most cases pointed out the roots, and

separated the component parts by a + sign. Although so much detail

may have been unnecessary, the study was interesting to myself, and

some of the curious results may also interest others.

There can be no doubt but tliat this and its allied dialects, like all

unwritten languages, are undergoing gi'eat changes. The language

spoken in Terraba was formerly, and probably not long ago, the s.ane as

that of Tiribi. There are marked diffei'ences between the Cabecar of

Coeu and that of the Estrella or North River, and even local differences

in the use of r, I, and d, can be observed between the half of the Bri-bri
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tribe living on the Uren, and the others scattered over the rest of the

country. In different districts "a little," wi-ri-wV-ri is also pronounced

bi-ri-bi'-ri and wi-di-wi'-di, and many other words especially those with

r or d before a vowel, vary fully as much. As has been justly observed by

Max Mtiller, laziness often helps this. The present name for rain kon'-ni

for instance, is clearly derived from koiig'-U. In fact the proof exists in the

form of the word for dust koiVg'-mo-li. But kon'-ni is easier to pronounce

than koiig'-li, and has taken its place.

It would be an interesting study to trace out the ideas which have in-

fluenced the formation of compound words. In Bri-bri, a hill is koiig'-

be-ta, the point of the country ; in Cabecar it is koiig-tsu', the breast of

the country, from tsu, a woman^s breast. Again in Bri-bri a sharp knife

is said to be a-ka'-ta, toothed (that it may bite, or cut), the beak of a

bird is called its tooth ; and the same I'oot (kioo) is used for a finger-nail,

a fish-scale, a bird's feathers, the bark of a tree, or the rind of a fruit.

Bome few words are used in such varied connections that they warrant

special notice. Among these are wo, kong, l-tu, kin, &c. Koiig is a part

of nearly all words relating to the earth, the sky, the atmosphere, in

short the general surroundings. It means the country, the day, the

weather. In composition it forms part of the word for a hill, valley, &c.

Wo means originally round, either circular or globular. It is also ap-

plied to almost all masses or lumps ; it further forms a component of

words having a reference to etitirety or completeness ; thus alone, it

means the human face, in compounds it forms a part of the names of the

sun and moon, of many parts of the human body, of a drop of water, of

a knot, of fruits, seeds, &c ; and of verbs, such as to make, to close, to

open, to extinguish, to tie, &c. ; i-tu' means originally to chop, but is

applied to shooting, striking with intention of wounding (in contradis-

tinction to i-pu' to whip). It also forms part of the verbs to shut, to ex-

tinguish, to lie (or throw one's self) down, and, in the latter sense is

also used for to pour (to throio out of a vessel). Kin means a region, or

district, and is always used in connection with some qualifying word
;

thus Lafi-Mn, the country or region of Lari ; de-je'-kin the salt region or

sea ; tsong'-kin the sand region, or beach ; but nyo-ro'-kin means in or

on the road, and be-ta'-kin on top (of a hill or mountain). Ki-clia' means

originally a' string ; derivatively a vine to tie with is tsa' ki-clia, or a

string vine. Veins and tendons are called by the same word on account

of their resemblance to striugs, while the joints of the limbs are called

ki-cha'-wo or the lump of strings. Pa and jje, mean people ; the former

combined with the 3d person, singular, personal pronoun ye, makes ye-pa,

the 3d person, plural. It is also used combined with wak, tribe ; thus,

Lari-wak, means the people of Lari ; sa tcak-i-pa, our people ; in this

case used probably as much for clearness as anything else, since tsa wak,
(^' vine-tribe^') means ants! TIa-wak-i-2ya, your people. Pe, used alone

means somebody; whose is it? ^^pecha;'" "somebody's," cAa being the

sign of possession.
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There are several words wliicli change their form, or which are even

substituted by others, according to the sense or connection ; thus u'-te-ldn,

sometimes pronounced liu'-te-kin, means out or outside of tlie house or of

anything else in all ordinary cases ; but for a person to go out of the

house is not mia u'-te-Tcin or mia Tiu'-te-Mn, but mia Im pa'-gl. This pa'-gl

is used in no other connection ; and the sound occurs nowhere else in the

language except as imgl-cM-ka (sugar) and "pagl, the numeral eight with

either of which, it is obviously not related. But the numerals illustrate

this most markedly. For instance three is m-nyat, and as such it is used

in counting all things ; three houses, Mb m-nyat ; but three men are pe

m-nyal and three days are koiig m-nyar. Bit, how many, becomes bil,

how many persons, &c. Old, fat, to grow, pregnant, &c., change in a

similar manner when applied to animate and inanimate, or to human and

lower objects.

It is remarkable that in a language otherwise so poor, at times it should

go to the other extreme. In civilized languages, notably in Spanish,

there -is a great variety of words to express the shades of colors of ani-

mals, particularly the horse. These words, originally adjectives, are

often used as nouns. But in Bri-bri we have eight nouns to distinguish

pigs, six of which are for color ; viz.

:

white, mu-l'ush'.

black, do-losli'.

gray, bisli'.

red, mash {a as in far)

.

half-white, half-black. bi-tsus'.

black, with white face, ku-jos'.

with throat appendages, bu-lish'.

short-legged, na'-na (Spanish enana, a dwarf).

These words are in every sense nouns only, and are just as correctly the

names of the respective animals as the generic term "coc7i6." Chickens

and dogs have similar distinguishing names, but I have never been able

to learn that horned cattle [vaca, whether bull oi cow,) are so honored.

Horses are comparatively unknown. The only representative of the

race in the country being Mr. Lyon's old yellow mare, there has never

arisen the necessity for the additional tax on their inventive powers.

Words expressing physical qualities of matter are as abundant as in more

civilized languages, and their use is as strictly limited. Hard, strong, or

stiff, is de-re'-re. Soft, like a cushion or fi-esh bread, is h-jo'-h jo, while soft

like cloth it is a-ni'-a-ni or a-ni'-ni-e. Weak or fragile, like a string, or a

vessel, powerless like a weak person, or tender like meat, are to'-to or to-

toV . Elastic, like caoutchouc, is ki-tsung'-ki-tsung ; when like a switch,

it is kras'-kras. Plastic, like mud or putty, is i-no'-i-no. Pasty, like

dough, is i-tu-wo'. When more fluid, like very wet mud, it is a-bas'-a-

bas. Viscid, like syrup or honey, is ku-nyo'-ku-nyo ; yrhiie very fluid,

waterv, is di-se-re-ri.
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Plantains, bananas, maize, and beans must have been in use by tbe In-

dians before the arrival of Europeans, since they have specific names for'

all of them , but all domestic animals have only the names that came
with them.

I have found very few words that I can trace clearly to foreign sources.

The names of introduced animals, mentioned above, articles ofclothing, and

foreign utensils makeup almost the entire list. We have ar'-roz, Spanish

arros' ; sombre'no, Sp. sombrero; zapato, pure Spanish; pana, English

pan, all hollow vessels of thin metal, of whatever form ; cucliara,

Spanish ; M-ioo, English bead, wo native word for anything round ; tigera,

Spanish; pussy, English ; cM-cM, Aztec tecMcM, the edible dog of Mexico

{fide Belt), a word used all over Spanish America, and adopted by the

Bri-bri and adjoining tribes in the Spanish form; cacldmba, vulgar

Spanish ; da-wa', probably corrupted from tabaco; ko-no', corrupted from

canoe ; vaca, cahallo, and coclie, Spanish. Alma, a corpse, bears a suspi-

cious resemblance to the Spanish alma, the soul. Doko-ro', a chicken,

seems to be derived from the crow of the cock ; i-e'-na, is probably not

the Spanish llena, with which it corresponds in meaning, but is derived

from e'-na, finished. Ese, that, and es-es (= Spanish eso es) are probably

derived from the Spanish.

The enumeration is decimal, and is simple in structure. Few pretend

to count beyond ten, and in counting loose objects if the number is con-

siderable, they are set apart in groups of ten; thus forty-six would be four

tens and six. In speaking of numbers the fingers come into play. It is as

common to see three, four, or more fingers held up, with the remark "so

many" as to hear the numeral mentioned. Beyond ten, the toes are called

into service, and the surplus over the ten toes is counted on the fingers, held

downwards in this ca^e. The word for five, skang, is clearly [u-ra) ska,

the fingers. Beyond ten we have "ten more one," &c., but from twenty

ujjwards I found so much coufusion of ideas and contradiction that I

strongly suspected my informers of politely trying to invent compounds

to i)lease me. By careful questioning, and still better, by watching con-

versations, I found that twenty is "ten two times," &c., after which the

form of the " teens" is repeated; so that twenty-one is "ten two times

more one," d'bob but juk M et. There is no word for one hundred unless

we use d'bob d^bob juk, which would be legitimate and intelligible, al-

though I confess I never heard it used.

Wa, ka, ke, and ta added as suffixes are equivalent to the English ed.

Thnsl-da-wo', to die; i-da-woiig'-wa, dead; Z««,'-a, crazy; yalin'-a-ka, he is

crazed
;
pat'ye, to paint

;
pat-yet'-ke, painted; su-taP, flat ; sut-tat'-ke, flat-

tened ; boi, good ; boir'-ke, healed ; be-ta', a point; be-ta'-ta, pointed, &c.

Kli used as suffix is equivalent to our isli; thus boi, good; boi-kli, goodish

(J,, e. pretty good or well); tyng, large; tyng'-kli, largish; mat'-ke, red;ma<'-

kli, reddish. Ting and ong, which in Terraba and Tiribi are almost the

universal signs of the active verbs, are represented by the termination
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ung in nearly a dozen Bri-bri verbs, where it Las about the same value as

Englisli affix ate.

Ai'ticles and conjunctions do not exist in the language, the other parts

of speech being however present.

Nouns have no inflections f'T gender, number, person, or case. If it is

desired to express sex,the word male or female is used; thus my daughter is

called je la e-ra'-lcur, my woman child ; a bull is vaca we'-nyi or male cow.

The only exceptions to this rule are the few wor-ds referring to the

human race, like man, woman, and some of the family relationships.

Beyond this no distinctions of gender occur.

Number is always indicated by a numeral or by such words as much,

many, &c. Two or three words occur that may be considered as apparent

exceptions. Di-cha' means a bone ; di die' is bones. Di-ka' is thorn

and di-lie' is thorns, not two or three, but all the thorns on a tree, in a

collsctive sense. U-ra'-ska (^u-ra arm) is a finger, while n-ra-shkwe'

(? fingers) is the hand. The coincidence in the termination of these iso-

lated plurals, if they can be so called, is worthy of note.

Person is only indicated by the addition of a personal i^ronoun. The
only semblance of inflection for case, is the addition of cha, the sign of

possession, alike to nouns and pronouns ; or of the prepositions, wa, ta

(with), &c., as suffixes, making an ablative.

The personal pronouns are all monosyllables except yepa (they), a

compound of ye (third per., sing.) and j)a people. Although normally of

one syllable, they are often used with the termination re (excei^t ye-pa}

for either emphasis or euphony ; thus it is equally correct to say j« ov je'-

re. Me (yourself) is used only in connection with a verb, like me-sku,

move yourself; me tu is, lie (yourself) down. The sign of possession, as

stated above, is added alike to the pronoun, or to the name or title of a

person ;j;e-c7/ a, mine. Ese (that) is probably derived from the Spanish, and

with i (literally what) does duty for the neuter. "Where the nouns in a

language are so simple, it is hardly to be expected that the adjectives and

adverbs should suffer many changes. Boi, good or well, used either as

an adjective or adverb, becomes boi-na, better, and a sort of superlative

is formed by adding very ; boicliukli. Tyng, large, is in an increased de-

gree either tyng chukli, very lai-ge, or tyng hru ; bni, meaning also large

but adding emphasis when the two words ai-e combined. To boi and tyng,

Mi is added as a suffix to qualify the sense, like isli in English ; boi-kli,

goodish, pretty good, and tyng-kli, largish, or somewhat large.

The short i which begins most of the Bri-bri verbs, is not specially the

sign of the infinitive, but is almost universally used where the verb is not

preceded by another word, and is sometimes used even then for

euphony.

There are four well-defined moods : the infinitive, the indicative, the

subjunctive, and tlie imperative. The subjunctive is as simple as in Eng-

lish, being formed from the indicative by mi-ka-re' (if) jilaced at the be-

ginning of the sentence.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 3q
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Humboldt,* in speaking of the language of Venezuela, says: "The
Chayma and Tamanoc verbs have an enormous complication of tenses,"

and adds that "this multiplicity characterizes the rudest American lan-

guages." It certainly does not apply to the Costa Rican family, which

is equally remarkable for the simplicity of its inflections. The present

tense does duty for the present participle, and the perfect for the perfect

participle ; besides which we have the past and but a single future.

Tl^ere is no variation for number or person.

The auxiliaries used are not constant. For the imperative, ju is some-

times prefixed, and mia is often the sign of the future. It is generally a

prefix, but in i-hatc-na, to fall, it is added to the end of the word. Etso

(from etso-si, to be,) is the sign of the present tense in pat-yu, to paint.

The following examples will give a better idea of the conjugations than

a lengthy explanation. They were selected from a large number, and

have been verified with as much care as the difdculties of the case would

admit. I believe they may be safely trusted, inasmuch as they are words

that I have heard in constant use for over two years, and not trusting to

categorical information, have watched their habitual use in conversation.

The first example, i-mi'-a, is the most variable verb in the language. The
forms given in each tense are usable interchangeably. It is equally correct

to say, "jfe mit-ka,'''' or, "_/e mi-at'-ka,'' '' I go. The past re, and ra'-re, are

used everywhere except by a few people on the Coeu River, where the

more regular form, mi-a'-na, is used.

Conjugations.

To go.

Inf. i-mi'-a.

Ind. Pres.,
I

.

'
j- used interchangeably.

(re, -^ from the verb, ra'-tski;

ra're, / the forms ordinarily used,

mi-a'-na; used only on the Coen River.

Perf., mi-cho'.

_,
I
mi'-a, affirmative.

"'
I (ke) mi'-na, negative {ke, not.)

Imperative, ju. "When in combination with an object expressed;

5e JU j-^tt, "thou go shoot." This is the al-

most universal auxiliary sign of the imper-

ative mood,

ju-shka, j/m, as above; shka (shku), to walk,

mi'-shka, confined to the first person plural. It

means, "let us go," or, "come," andean

be used as an auxiliary to almost all the

other verbs ; mi-sJika du tu, ' ' let us go

birds shoot."

* Trav., vol. i., p. 327, Eng. Ed.
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To eat.

Inf.
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To lose (animate objects).

Inf.
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The place of the accent is strictly determined by the structure and

etymology of compound words. In words composed of a noun and an

adjective, the accent is placed on the adjective; thus di+ki-bi', large

water, i. e., river ; chi-ka-{-tyng', large substance, i. e., stout ; sa-toi' -{-juk,

cotton substance or raw cotton. This applies equally to the emphasis in

a similar phrase like fe liow'-ri, other, or different people. When the

word is composed of an adjective or adverb, with a verb, the accent goes

with the verb ; thus, i-s'hutig ^pu', to spread ; i-wo+ iu', to shut. When
composed of a noun and a verb, it follows the same rule ; thus,

be-ta^on'-te, the remainder {i. e., the end stays or remains). When com-

posed of two nouns, one in an adjective sense, the accent is on the quali-

fying noun, like mo'^too, navel ; du'-\-hu, nest or bird-house ; tsu'-\-di-o,

milk or teat-juice; Uu'-\-wo, a woman's breast; Uu-wo' -{-ie-ta, nipple.

This rule is almost universal in Bri-bri, and obtains generally in the

other languages ; the greatest number of exceptions being in Terraba.

In the simplest sentence, the noH|inative begins, followed by the object,

and the verb comes last. When a noun is qualified by an adjective, the

adjective follows the noun. In tlie same way the adverb follows the verb
;

and the verb closes the sentence, unless it is accompanied by an adverb,

or adverbial phrase. In case there are, in addition to the nominative,

object, and verb, another noun, governed by a preposition, these latter

close the sentence. I strike you
;
je be pu, I thou strike. I strike you

hard
;
je be pu derere. The strong man chops the wood well ; weioi derei^e

kar tu boi. Will you go with me? ; be mia je-ta, thou go I with. Ta,

wa, and wetig (see notes on the nouns) are always added as suffixes to

the nouns or pronouns whicli they qualify, and form a sort of ablative

case. But where iveiig is used in the sense of "where is," it begins the

sentence. Whose hat (is this)? j/7 somftrewt?.^ Mine
;
je'-c7ia. How many

people are there in your house? j)e biltsosi be hu-weiigf people how many
are thy house-where ? Where is he? we'iig yeHso? vfh.ere\iQ \s>^ He re-

mained in the middle of the road
;
ye onte nyoro sJiong, he remained road

middle. Give me a chair (or bench), kru-ioa' mu'-nya ; chair give me.

Give him, mu'-ye. Reach me my hat
;
je sombreno be ura reska, my hat

thou hand reach. Heat the water ; di ba-ung, water make hot. The

water is hot; di ba ba-na, water warm heated (is). Put out the tire;

bowo tco-ttt', fire extinguish (or close). The fire went out; bowo i-to'-ioa.

Shut the door; hu sliku wo-tu', house door shut. Unfasten the door; hu

shku wo-jet'-sa. Open the door ; hu Wcu ico-hu'-ioa. Where is my knife?

wengje tabef where my knife {et so, to be, understood)? Your knife is there;

be tabe tsosi diya, thy knife is there. Give lae my knife
;
je tabe munya, my

knife give. My knife is very sharp
;
je tabe akata boi, my knife toothed

good. Go shoot a bird, or go shoot birds ; be ju du tio, thou go bird

shoot. What with ? i-wa ? With a gun ; mokkur wa, gun with. What
kind of a gun? mokliur uf gun what kind? Our country gun (blow-

gun) ; sa konska mokkur, own country gun. There are no balls (the

clay balls or pellets) ; mokkur wo ke ku, gun round (things) no more
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{are underst iod\ Why do you not make some? i IcuenTce he lie mokkur

icojuwo? why thou not gun round (things) make? There is no clay (or

material) ; mokkur wocMka ke ku, gun round (things) material no

more. Is your gun a good one? be mokkur boi? thou (thy) gun good?

Does it shoot well? Uu boif shoot well (or good)? Good morning ; he

sJike'na f thou art awake, or arisen (literally, straightened up). Reply;

je (I) shke'na. Be ratski ; thou hast arrived (salutation on a person

entering a house). Je ratski, I have arrived. How are you? is he Hso?

how thou (et-so'-si) art? I amwe]l;je Hso boi. Where did you come

from? weiig be hete'? where thou sta't? Who went with— ? ji re ta?

who went with? I did not see; ke je wai suna, not I {wai idiom)

saw. I do not know ; ke je loai uplichen. This wai occurs nowhere

except in these two instances. What did you go for? iub be re? why
thou went? I went to call my people

;
je re je loakipa Ikiu, I went I

(my) people to call. Are they coming? yepa ratski? they come (or

aiTive ? No ; I think they have gone away ; au; je Mtibeku ye miclio,

No; I think they have gone. Let us go too ; mii^lika Itekepi, let us go alike.

AVhere is— ? weiig— ? He has gone ahead
;
ye H-katke, he has walked

ahead (see note on l-shku, in conjugation). Put on your clothes;

be sa-wi' i-u, thou clothing (cotton) put into.

Section II.

—

miscellaneous notes.

Although the tradition exists that the people of Terraba are a com-

paratively late emigration from the region of the Tiribis, and although

the tradition is sustained by the general resemblances of language, and

by the fact that the Brunkas (or Borucas), evidently older occupants of

the soil, are crowded into a corner like the Celtic tribes of Europe
;

yet there are marked differences between the idioms spoken in Tiribi

and in Terraba. The Dialects of Southern Costa Rica can be divided

into three groups: First, the Bri-bri and the Cabecar; second, the

Tiribi and Terraba ; and lastly, the Brunka. The three divisions possess

many roots and even entire words in common, and may well be com-

pared in their resemblan ;es and differences with the Latin languages.

The first group is strongly marked by the short « before nearly all verbs

and by a generally more musical sound ; while the second is harsh, in

consequence of the frequent repetition of sound of z. The Cabecar ^

before the verb is not so persistent as in Bri-bri, but is more strongly

pronounced, approaching more nearly the ordinary Latin or Spanish i.

The terminations ung and ong are as marked as the sign of the verb, in

the second group, as I is in the first. The z which almost invariably

accompanies this termination, is rarely a part of the last syllable, but

is trsually sounded at the end of the penultimate, unless when abbrevi-

ated into zu or zo.

A gradual process of change is clearly discernible in these languages.

As yet the Bri-bri and Tiribi have been but little affected. But the Cab-
ecar of Coen is absorbing many Bri-bri words because the people of the

Coen, although they use their local dialect among themselves, all speak Bri-
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brialso, while the latter, as the conquerors, despise the Cabecars and never

attempt to learn their language. The Cabecars of Estrella rarely speak

Bri-bri, but nearly all understand it, as well as Spanish and some speak

English, and words of both these latter languages are gradually being

adopted. The Tii'ibis are too isolated to acquire many foreign words

;

but their near relatives the half-civilized people of Terraba as well as the

neighbors of these latter, the Borucas, are rapidly acquiring Spanish at

the expense of the corresponding words of their own language. In a party

of five Borucas, there was not one who could count except in Spanish
;

and one of my Terraba friends could remember no word for girl, ex-

cept mihclmclia (Spanish), until I suggested (supported by analogy) the

word wa-re' (woman), when he remembered that he had heard some

of the old people use wa-wa-re' ! In like manner, he persisted in giving

me the Spanish, '^lucero''^ for star, besides many other words.

Many roots run through the entire group of languages unchanged, or

with changes so trifling that they are not worthy of note. Again some-

times the root varies while the ruling idea is the same. An illustra-

tion of this last case is the following: In Bri-bri, to forget is hen-i-

cho ; to remember is ke lien i-cho, from ke not, Mn the liver, andii-cho to

lose. To think is also Mn be-ku (probably from be ket-ke, ready). Liver in

Tiribi is wo, in Terraba wo, and in Cabecar lier; while to thiuk is, in

Tiribi wo tnizung, in Terraba woi-du, and in Cabecar her-icik. The acts

of thought, memory, &c., have been attributed to the liver, with about as

good reason as we yet place the seat of sentiment in the heart.

In Bri-bii, to lie down is tu is, to throw down ; imperative me (yourself)

tu is. In Terraba tush ko (down) is used in the same manner
; fa tush

ko, thou sit down, and /a bu tush-ko,He down (bu) long.

Changes of roots are illustrated by the following. In Bri-bri, kl-puk' is

to sleep, and a hammock is ki-pu'. In Cabecar a bed is kd-pu'-gru, in

Tiribi and Terraba it is hu'-kru ; and in Brunka kap is to sleep.

In Brunka a ghost is i-ioik, and a shadow is ka-xoik' , and a devil or evil

spirit is kag'-bru. In Bri-bri, a ghost, or spirit of a dead person is wig'-

hru. In Cabecar, a shadow is wig'-ra, while in Tiribi it is ya'-gro, and

in Bri-bri, si-ri-u'-gur, thus connecting the word in Bri-bri for ghost, or

departed spirit, with that for shadow by means of the allied idioms,

although without the intermediate changes of the root, it would not have

been demonstrable.

It is evident that the Cabecar mog-i', straight, and the Bri-bri maio'-ki,

true, are identical. Although the Bri-bri word si'-gita, foreigner, has been

replaced in the other languages, by other words, it remains in the

Terraba, as a compound, in the name of the banana, bin-sigua, evidently

"foreign plaintain," from bing, a plaintain ; because it may have been

introduced at a later date than the larger fruit, and when the word sigtia

was yet in current use.

Again, the idea changes, and with it, words from other roots come in,

thus : lightning, in Bri-bri is ara wo'-nyn, " the thunder flashes ;
" the
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Tiribi zligu-ring' and the Terraba shu-ring', seem to be specific ;
but the

Cabecar, hong-ico-liov'-kn is "the atmosphere burns," while the Bruuka

ji'-kra is simply " fire."

Like the two or three cases of imperfect plural in Bri-bri, already men-

tioned, the Terraba has a single plural word ; or rather only an approach,

a sort of transitional form. Zhgrmg is a rib, and zhgring'-ro, the ribs in

their collective sense, rather as the bony case of the thorax, than as the

several bones.

As stated above, the compound words in the vocabulary of Bri-bri are

divided by a -f- sign between the component parts. In the other lan-

guages, there are doabtless many that have not been propeily separated,

because I have not ventured to make theoretical divisions, and have only

separated those that were obviously compound. My less perfect acquaint-

ance with them has not warranted me in this step, nor in the probably

unnecessary detail of analysis to which I have subjected the language of

Bri-bri.

In Terraba the 3d person, singular, pronoun kioe, while not varying

for gender or number, has three forms which always appear according to

a peculiar condition, thus :

he, she, (sitting or lying down) so'-kwe.

" " (standing) shon'-kwe.

" " (going) her-shon-kwe'.

In Brunka, I, thou, he, (or she) and we, (a-de-bi', &c.,) are used with

the termination de-bi' whenever they occur alone. When combined with

other words in a sentence, the first syllable only («, ba, i, and ja) is used.

The termination is almost an integral part of the word and must be used

when alone. This is the reverse of the termination re in Bri-bri, which

is rarely used except in a seatence, and then only for euphony or emphasis,

and at the option of the speaker.

Chapter III.

VOCABULARY OF THE LANGUAGE OF THE BRI-BRI INDIANS.

[Note.—In this, and in the accompanying vocabularies, the vowels

have the same sounds as in Spanish, unless marked with a special sign
;

e is pronounced as in English met ; ^ as in pin ; u as in mum. J has the

sound as in John ; ng as in thing ; iTg like the French nasal 11 ; S/i like ch

in the German ich ; h is aspirated as in English. A few words having

unusual vowel sounds are noted separately, not to add unnecessary com-
plication of conventional signs ; like si-ai', blue and ka-ku', ear.

Compound words are written with a + sign between the component
parts. Accent is of great importance, the change in position of the ac-

A. P. s.—VOL. XIY. 3r
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cent sometimes charging the sense of the

drink, i'-juk earth, soil.]

word entirely like l-juk' to

to ache
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to arise

arm

to arrange

541

i-ku'-ku

u-ra'

ii-ra+krong'

u-ra-j-uya'-we

i-sliun'-lu

i-mu boi'-kli-na

to arrive
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bean

to bear

beard

beast

beveled

bird

to bite

bitter

a ' -til+wo
svi'-na

,
pa'-na

ka'-luk

du
bi

bi'-wak

to beat l^-P'^'
t- i-bu-ra'-|-ung
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black
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buoc

ko-ku'

calabash
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clean

to clean

clearing

close

to close

54.5

me-ne'-ne

i-sliung-j-boi

i-pa'+^kw'O

i-tu'+skwo

te'

f tsi'-net

I ku-ku'-ni

i-wo+tu'

tsi

i-kwo'

[Gabb.

Also smooth.

I-shung, inside; boi, good.

I-sJcwo, to wash ; the out-

side of anything.

The inside of a vessel.

A cleared space in a forest.

• Near.
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darkness koiig-|-tu-i'-ua

daughter je-t-la-|-ra'-kur

daughter-iu-law jak'+e-ra

f nyi'-f-we

day <!

koiio;

" Tlie day darkens"
(either from clouds or

towards night).

Je, my, la {la-la) son
;

era'-hur, woman. For

note on je, see mn.

See father-in-law. e-ra,

ie-ra'-kur.)

Contradistinguished from

night.

Used in all other connec-

tions; as koiig se, a cold

day.

to-day
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to depart

to descend

devil

dew
to die

different

direction

dirt

disordered

to dissolve

district

to disturb

to dive

doctor

done

door

double

to double

down

to drag

dragon-fly

to di'eam

to drink

to drive

drop

drum

dry

548

mi-l-cho'

i-u'4-J3ii

bi

ino'-|-wo-li

i-da-wo'

hau-'ri

weiig

ka'-mu-ni

clio-|-ri'-li-e

di-|-a'-na

kin

kofig

tiug'-we

tsant'-kuk

a-wa'

o-ro'-ui

e'-na

hu'-|-shku

bit-|-ung'-|-wa

i-wo+puiig'

fis

t. is'-j-kin

i-ku'-j-mi

ki-bi'-a

kab'-j-sueng

i-juk'

T-be+ku'

wo'-li

se-bak'

si

si'-na

po-poi-"

, mong'-mok

[Aug. 20,

Also perfect, indie, of

verb, i-inia to go.

l-u, to put in ; i-mi'-a, to

go.

Also ghost, or evil spirit.

Mo, cloud ; wo'-U, drop.

See where.

Di, water.

See region.

See country.

Applied to a completed

business.

"There is no more."

Hu, house.

Bit (fiut) two ; ung, to

make.

In compounds.

Kin, region (used alone)

.

Mi {mi'-a) to go.

Ka-puk' , to sleep ; siieng,

to see.

I Ml,, see to drag.

Like wood, fit for burning.

By evaporation, like
clothes after washing.

Wiped dry.

f In a less degree than the

other words ; but more
or less applicable in all

cases (partially dry i.e.

damp). The above are

the common usages but

are not absolute, the

various words being

sometimes used inter-

changeably.
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dung

dust

5^9

ego

nya

kong'+mo-li

eagle
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to feed
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to fold



1875.]

glad

to go

God
good

to gi-ab

grandfather

grandmother

to grasp

)53

ish-tsin'-e

f i-mi'-a

\ i ju

si-bu'

boi

i-krung

re-wu'-|-je-ke

nu-wi'-f-je-ke

i kruug

kong'-j-chi-ka

[Gabb.

fFor notes on this word
-j I see introduction, and

J j
especially the conju-

[
gation.

Also clean, pretty. Em-
phatic boi'-lii.

Je-ke; see old.

GM-ha, material, is here

used contrary to the

sense explained, (see

material) because kortg

-Yjuky having the same
etymological meaning,

i is applied to forest.

grasshopper
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liard de-re '-re

r This word has as many
significations as its

I equivalent in Englisli.

It applies to substance,

strength, rapidity, and

difficulty.

to have
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bot

ba

ba'-ba

ba-|-sliki-i'i'-i'i

- pa-j-li'-na

[Gabb.

But one syllable is u?ed

wlien ill combiuation

with another word, as

hoiig ba , hot day ; when
used alone the syllable

is repeated.

ShJd-ri-ri, (tski-ri'-ri) yel-

low ; this is used in ex-

aggeration, "yellow
hot," as we say "red
hot," and is often ap-

plied to the weather,

food, &c.

r {Ba-\-i-H'-na) " boiling

hot," similarly used

when one is perspiring

L freely.

house
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inside

instead

instep

to interpret

intestines

wesh'4-kin

hu'-j-sbung

i- sbunej

ske'

klu-ftsing'

ju-ste'-fcbu

nya'-|-ke-bi

ta-be'

' These two words ai-e ap-

plied to the inside of a

house ; while i-shung

is restricted to the in-

side of a vessel, the in-

terior of the body, of a

hollow tree, a box or

any other comparative-

ly small space.

I-c7m, to say.

Nya, dung ; see belly ; Tie-

M, snake.

Also knife; anything
made of iron ;. see jpot.

it
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large

leaf

to let

to lick

to lie

to lie down

fki-bi'

tyng
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to lift

lifflit

55S

little

to loose

to lose

i-ku'-kn

f su-ru'-ru-i

I

I lu
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many

how many,

so many
marsh

material

tsin

(bit

t-bil

ish'-ke

doch'-ka

juk

chi-ka'

See muc'"'.

Impersonal.

Personal.

See mud, hog,

'Any fibrous, or not
compact material ; as

cotton, sa-iDp -\-juk ;

leaves of a tree, or

hair of the head ^£»-(-

' Any homogeneous svib-

stance; as si-ru'-[-cM-

ka, cake chocolate •

su-ni'-\-c7ii-ka, deer
meat; si-ni'-\-c7ii-ka,

caoucchouc. Only one

exception to this rule

j
exists, see note to

I grass.

meadow
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mine



1873 ]
561

how much
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needle
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6

7

9

10

11

13

13

20

21

oil

old

once

or.e, at a time

only

open

to open

563

f terl

i ter'-i

f ku'gl

I ku'gu

j
pai

tpa

su-ni'-to

d-bob'

d-bob+ki-f-et'

d-bob+ki+but'
d-bob-[-ki-|-ni-nyat'

d-bob-j-but'-juk

d-bob-|-buL'-juk-f ki-|- et

ki-u'

ke'ji-ke

be-ta'-j-kiu

et'-j-S-kur

et-fket'-ke

e'-mi

ket

ha'-si

i-shku-j-ku'-ka

i-wo'-)-wa

{
i-sliung-|-pu'

i-pu

[Gabb.

L i-wo+pa'

Counting days.

Counting days, future.

Counting days, futui-e.

Counting days, past.

Ki, more ; et, one.

Butj'uh, twice.

Old and worn out, or de-

cayed.

Old person.

Be-ta' summit ; Mn,
region.

~Et, one ; e'-Icur, alone.

See only.

See alone.

M-\-ket, only one; iui-\-

ket, only two,

To i;ncover a vessel, to

J open a book ; see to

[ cover.

To open a door ; see to

shut.

To spread, to unfold.

Also to strike, to pu-^li.

Tbey so.netimes say Jni.

shkupu, literally, "pusb

the door (open)," but

i-wo-iDa is blotter.

to oppose

other

iu-mu'-ka

I sa-ka'

\ hau'-ri

y. et'-j-e-kur

otter ha-wa'

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 3u

Also. \ There is no

Different, )- nearer way
Once, J of approach-

ing the idea.

Lutra Braziliensu ?
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oat

outside



1875.]
565 [Gabb.

To gather.
to pick up



Gabb. 5GG

to prepare
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kin

to remain
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rotten
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to send

569

i-pat-ku+mi

[Gabb.

l-pat-ku , to push ; i-mi-a

to go.

to sew

shadow

to shake

shallow

sharp

to sharpen

she

shell

shield

shin

to shine

shirt

to shoot

i-wo-|-ju-|-wo

si-n-u'-gur

i-wo-l-ti'-u

i-woiig-j-ju

bu-litk'

r

a-ka'-j-ta

be-ta'-fta

( a-ka'-j-ung

I be-ta'-j-ung

ye

jok'se-ro

pu-li'

su-ri'

sa-ra'

so'gur

taiig'-^wo

[ du-r'u'-ru-i

I i-lu'-j-gur

pa'+yo

i-tu'

Wo, besides round, means
in this and similar con-

nections, whole, to-

gether, complete or

closed. See to close;

i-jti-wo, to make, "to
make closed," or "to
make together."

A violent motion like

shaking dust out of a

cloth.

A gentle motion, like

leaves in a breeze.

Applied to water ; di-\-si

a shallow sti-eam or

pond.

A shallow vessel, like a

pan or dish.

A-Jca, tooth, sharp tooth-

ed or edged ; like a

knife edge.

Sharp pointed.

Also lie.

Flat univalves ; helix,

cyclostoma, lielicina, etc.

Long univalves ; melania,

bulimus, glandina, etc.

Donax.

Large bivalves.

Lu, light ; to shine like a

fire, to give light.

Pa, skin, covering ; see

pantaloons

.

To cut, to chop.
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short
r hu'-ye

I hu'-shi-a

shoulder
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smooth

snail

snake

fji-ji

I

I

jis-jis

1
u-ris-u-ris'-i

Ipu-li'
jok'-se-ro

ki-pe

ke-be'

to sneeze
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to sj)it

spleen

to spoil

spotted

to spread

spring

sprit

spy

square

stop

stout

•wii-ri-)-tu-[-wo'

tak

i-nu'-ne

kro'-ro

i-sliuiig+tsu

I i-shung^-pu

jol

su-re'-j-wo

i-tut'-kuk

shki-shki'-a

pa-pa'

chi-ka-J-tyiig'

See saliva.

See fever.

See old, rotten.

Loose objects, as grain,

cacao, &c. ; also to un-

roll.

A cloth, &c. ; see to open.

Also a cataract.

This word applies equally

to a triangular or a

polygonal surface, and

means rather angular.

There are no specific

names for figures of

different numbers of

sides, the exact shape

being designated by

such phrases as "four-

sided," &c.
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straight

to straiffhten

to strike

shke-(-we'

i-sliuug'-lu

' i-pu

I-tu

To beat.

To strike with tlie inten-

tion of cutting or

wounding ; see to chop,

to sJiout, &c.

string

strong
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teeth a-ka'

While other tribes have

special names for the

molars, the Bri-bris call

them a-ka-\-di-u'-shent

(back teeth).

temples
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aabb.l
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weak

well

to weep

wet

what

577

f to'-to

t to-toi'

fble

tboi

ma-iu'

/ iiu-ue'-ga

I tse-bat'-tse-ba

ed-i'

[Gabb.

See tender ; fragile.

Noun.
Adjective and adverb

;

good.

The person, as in a rain.

See green ; applied to in-

animate objects.

"What is it," or "what

is the matter."

"What did you say?"
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to wi'ap

to wring

wrinkled

wrist

year

i-be-ku'-wa

i-wo-j-be-tru'

ju-ku-nu-j u-ku-nu'

u-ra+wo'+l^a-k

da-was'

yellow
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cS
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^



June 18,1875.] bVO [Cresson.

THE EFFECT OF MAGNETIC AND GALVANIC FORCES UPON
THE STRENGTH OF, AND DESTRUCTION OF IRON AND

STEEL STRUCTURES.

By Charles M. Cresson, M.D.

(Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society, June 18, 1875.)

Bai's and Structures of Iron and Steel when allowed to remain at rest

for a considerable time acquire measurable magnetic polarity.

Moderate percussion, alternations of heat and cold, exposure to the

rays of the sun, especially with a long axis of figure parallel, or nearly

coincident with a magnetic meridian of the earth, have a tendency to de-

velop and strengthen magnetic polarity.

Thus, Iron Bridges, Iron Vessels upon the stocks in ]3rogress of con-

struction, and Iron Railway Tracks are particularly liable to acquire

magnetic polarity.

It is asserted that the relative position of the long axis of Iron Ships

with reference to the magnetic meridian materially affects their polarity

and the facility of the correction of their compasses.

If the keels of such vessels be laid on a North and South line, they are

supposed to acquire greater polarity, and to retain it more steadily than

when laid East and West.

The evidence of an iron ship's polarity is exhibited to the greatest de-

gree, by comparison of its effects upon its comjDasses when the vessel is

sailing in an easterly or westerly direction.

A consideration of the following facts seems to favor the conclusion

that magnetic bars of Iron should be better able to resist tensile strain

than those which are not magnetic.

A thoroughly magnetic bar is one of which each end repels a pole of a

magnetic needle. The centre of such a bar is neutral, that is attracts

either end of a magnetic needle and repels neither.

If we break such a bar in half, we are possessed of two magnetic bars
;

that end of the original bar which attracted the south end of a magnetic

needle continues to attract it, that which attracted the north end continues

to do so, whilst the two new ends which had formed the neutral centre of

the original bar, each acquires a polarity opposite to the other, and also

opposite to that possessed by its own opposite end. A continuance of this

process, that is, the fracturing of each half until we have obtained such

minute fragments of the bar as can be examined only under the micro-

scope, still produces perfectly polarized bars, possessing all of the mag-
netic characteristics of the original bar, with varying, attracting, and

repelling force according to some ratio of the relative length and thick-

ness of the fragments.

Arguing upon this, we are led to the conclusion that a continuance of

this process must produce molecular magnets.

If we place magnetic bars in contact with each other, the north and

south poles alternating and in contact with each other, we obtain a metallic

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 3z
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chain of considerable strengtii, althougli its component parts are not

mechanically connected together. The closer the contact of the ends of

the bars the stronger will be the chain.

If with isolated bars we can obtain a connecting force equal to many-

pounds by close contact, how much stronger must be the connecting force

when exerted between molecule and molecule.

Such an argument undoubtedly leads to the conclusion that bars satu-

rated with magnetic force should certainly be stronger than those that

are not.

Faraday announced that "there existed lines of force within the mag-
net of the same nature as those without. What is more they are exactly

equal in amount with those withoiit. They have a relation in direction

to those without ; in fact are continuations of them, absolutely unchanged

in their nature."

To determine the effect of magnetic force upon the tensile strength of

Iron and Steel,* bars of each were selected and cut into suitable lengths

for use in the breaking machine and numbered.

Nos. 1, 3, 5, &c., were broken in the usual manner.

Nos. 2, 4, 6, &c., whilst in the breaking machine were suri'ounded by
a suitable coil of copper-wire, through which a current of galvanic elec-

tricity was passed during the operation of breaking.

The results obtained from the magnetic Steel bars were about one per

cent, less than those obtained from the non-magnetic, and from the mag-

netic soft Iron bars about three per cent, less than fi-om the non-magnetic.

Both the Steel and Iron bars became heated whilst within the influence

of the current of electricity, the soft Iron more so than the Steel.

It occurred to me that the depreciation of strength might have been

caused by the rise of temperaturef in the bars, and I accordingly prepared

permanent magnets from alternate sections of a steel bar and repeated

the experiments comparing the cold magnets with the unmagnetized sec-

tions of the same bar. The results showed no appreciable difierence in

strength between the magnetic and non-magnetic sections.

To test the matter still further, bars of Steel were so magnetized as to

present a j)ole at one end, the other in the middle of the bar, with one

end neutral, that is, one end of the bar attracted the North or South pole

of a magnetic needle and repelled the South or North, and the other end

of the bar attracted either pole of a magnetic needle.

* The Steel employed in the experiment was " Jessop's Round Machinery," }^ inch

rod

—

and hvol^p nt \
maximum, 127,934 lbs.

ana DioKe at
^ n-,iniQ,um, 125,C94 lbs.

per square inch of section.

The Iron broke nt $
maximum, 59,948 lbs.

1 ne iron DroKe at
^ miajj^uDj^ 56^887 lbs.

per square inch of section,

t For effects of temperature upon the tensile strength of Iron, see Report of the Com-
mittee of the Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania,—"upon the strength of materials

employed in the construction of Steam Boilers." Experiments made at the request

of the Treasury Department of the United States (Jan'y 4th, 1831—Jan'y 5th, 1837).
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Under these conditions if there was any effect to be had from the in-

fluence of the magnetic force, the bar should incline to break either at

the central pole or at the neutral point between the poles.

The resuUs of the experiments showed that there was no inclination to

a choice of either location as the place of fracture.

The conclusion arrived at, is, that the condition o^ magnetic polarity

does not in any way influence the strength of steel bars. With refer-

ence to the soft iron bars the comparison was not made, for the reison

that they would not remain magnetic unless surrounded by the galvanic

coil, in which case they became heated by the action of the current.

How far a change from fibrous to crystalline structure is effected by the

influence of magnetism has not baen ascertained, or whether there is any

deterioration of the strength of iron or steel on such account.

Iron telegraph wires, in the course of time become brittle, and to such

an extent that if the usual method of uniting them by winding each upon

the other is attempted, they are frequently broken in the process.

From this it would appear that the passage of a strong galvanic cur-

rent produces some molecular change affecting the strength of iron.

Sach conducting wires, however, are not necessarily or even usually mag-

netic. There can be no doubt, however, as to the deteriorating effect of

galvanic force as an accelei-ator of oxidation or the solution of a metal.

Observations upon Iron Bridges and structures subjected to atmos-

pheric influences and upon Boilers exposed to the action of heat and the

chemical agents contained in ordinary waters lead to the conclusion that

galvanic force is usually as great, and frequently a far greater cause of

deterioration than mechanical wear. Indeeed all of the operations of

nature, oi'ganic and inorganic, both constructive and disjunctive, involve

the production of more or less galvanic force or are the results of its

action.

Motion, unaccompanied by any other apparent change than that of

place, is a disturber of electric or galvanic equilibrium, and the converse

is equally true. If it were possible to produce perfectly pure and homo-

geneous iron, then the generation of destructive galvanic currents by the

contact of sheets or bars would not take place.

By exercising care in the selection of iron, especially that used for

steam boilers, the deterioration from galvanic action can be reduced to a

minimum.
Many steam boilers have come under my observation in which the cor-

rosion was but slight, and affected all parts equally, others in which the

metal of a single sheet only was attacked, the corrosion of which sheet

protected the remainder of the boiler almost as ef6.ciently as if the sheet

had been replaced by one of the metal zinc

.

The most striking instance of the effect of introducing a sheet of metal

of greatly differing electro-condition, that occurs to me, is that of a

boiler which had been in use for a considerable length of time without

showing any unusual tendency to corrosion, when from some cause it be-

came necessary to replace a sheet by a new one.
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The result of the introduction of a new sheet was to set up at once a

strong galvanic action by which every sheet in the boiler was corroded

except the new one.

Samples of iron cut from the edges of the old and from the new sheets

were placed in a bath to which a few drops of dilute acid were added and

a connection made with a galvanometer, resulting in the production of a

strong current ; the purer iron corroding, and protecting that which con-

tained the greatest amount of carbon.

The inciting cause of the galvanic action was therefore judged to be

the introduction of a sheet of iron electro-negative to those already in

the boiler, its position in the electro-chemical scale depending upon the

amount of carbon it contained.

The injurious effect consequent upon the junction of masses of wrought

iron of varying electro-chemical properties, is, therefore, increased when

steelis joined to wrought iron, as is frequently the case in locomotive

boilers in the tubes and tube sheets.

Again by the junction of cast iron to steel or to wrought iron, the de-

structive effect is greatly intensified, and at times becomes quite as vio-

lent as when copper is made an element in the galvanic circuit in con-

nection with wrought iron.

The necessity for the selection of iron with reference to its electric con-

dition, applies equally to the material employed for Bridges or Vessels or

Boilers or any structure which is to be built up from separate sheets and

bars of iron.

It is or ought to be the habit of careful constructors to cut sample

pieces from every sheet or bar of metal worked, and to make a trial of

their quality by bending hot and cold, and to make frequent tests of ten-

sile strength. Examinations as to electro-chemical condition can be

made with equal facility. Determinations of the composition of the

metal or of the percentage of carbon in it by chemical analysis are un-

necessary ; an ordinary workman furnished with a coarse galvanometer

and a weak acid bath can ascertain the exact electro-condition of each

sheet or bar more rapidly than he can examine the quality by the ordinary

tests of bending on an anvil, hot and cold. With the metal of Bridges,

Vessels, and especially Steam Boilers, the deterioration by corrosion is

more to be feared than is mechanical wear.

Galvanic corrosion acts with greater vigor in loca.tions that are usually

inaccessible, such as the interior of joints or defective sheets or parts that

are closely approximated, and the mischief is only suspected when it has

progressed to such a degree as to become evidently dangerous and the

parts are in condition to require immediate attention and repair.

Attention to the precautions enumerated for secui'ing mechanical and

chemical fitness of the metal to be used for structures of iron, will un-

doubtedly promote economy and safety.
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FURTHER RELATIONS OF MAGNETIC, GRAVITATING, AND
LUMINOUS FORCE.

By Pliny Earle Chase,

Professor of Mathematics in Haverpord College.

(Bead before the American Philosopliical Society, June 18, 1875.)

Ohm's law is a particular case of the general principle that an impul-

sive force may be measured by the product of resistance overcome, by

velocity communicated. Illustrations of this principle may be found

In General Physics, Mass X Velocity = Momentum
;

In Electricity, Resistance X Current = Electromotive force

:

In Chemistry, Atomic weight X Specific heat = Chemical cocstant

;

In Cosmogony, Inertia-resistance X Gravitating impulse^ Centripetal constant

Since all these expressions refer to actions from or towards given cer -

tres, they are governed by the same mathematical relations, and the diff-

erent names by which the activities are designated, do not necessarily

imply any differences in the nature of the forces themselves.

Clerk Maxwell asks,* " Is it possible that the attraction of [tlie Sun and
Moon], by causing strains in the interior of the earth, produces changes

in the magnetism of the Earth, and so by a kind of tidal action causes the

semidiurnal variations?" Eleven years ago, in the paper which received

the Magellanic gold medal, and in other communications, f I anticipated

the question, and gave reasons for answering it in the affirmative.

If the primary disturbance is of a tidal character, it does not involve

the entire force of \_M], but merely the differential force [i¥Z"^]. If we
1 1 _3

regard the electric \_M^'\ as really representing \_M-L "'\, each of the

mass-factors in Maxwell's table of electrostatic and electromagnetic
_3

dimensions should be multiplied by [L ^]. This multiplication produces

Zj precise correspo7i(?e7ice between the electrical and gravitating fields, both

in extent, and in many suggestive details.

In my communication on the "Velocity of Primitive Undulations,":): I

showed that the present numei'ical value of the velocity-i-atio, It , at its

upper limit, or the limit between total solar dissociation and incipiect

aggregation, is the velocity of light, and that the planetary ratios are

also in close accordance with the ratio between the radius of gyration of

the solar system when nebulously diffused, and Sun's radius of gyration

about the centre of gravity of the system. If we wish to extend our

comparisons to the lower limit, or the limit between total aggregation

and commencing dissociation, the directions of «/ and Vn should be taken

tangentially instead of i-adially. Designating the symbols for the lower

limit by enclosures we have («y) = -y^ -f- i/2
; (»//) =„ Vn; (It ) =

/n a
V * -1 -1

(»/ -^ v,i) ^=- -^ U
;
(vg) = (v/) X, (It )= «o

-=- -. Therefore the maxi-

* " Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism," ii, 127.

fProc. Amer. Philos. Soc, ix, 356, 397, 427, 487, &c.

I Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., xsiii, 99.
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mum velocity of possible cohesion in our system, is to the minimum velocity

of complete dissociation {or the velocity of light), as the diameter of a circle

is to its circumference. This relationship points to a kind of circular

polarization, induced by the resistance of centres of inertia, as the medi-

ate cause of aggregation by the primitive undulations.

In the following table the principal harmonies -which I have pointed

out are synoptically shown. It should be remembered that («) = (It )

cc l"^ oa t^ ; n --=-[/ 2 ^^ 7i ; the variants in the right-hand column are

symbols of electric dimensions. I have adopted Maxwell's notation with

the addition of an accent to mark the symbols of the electro-magnetic

system :

M = - «"* (M) oc {vy oc (^,

(^ ^ r.n^ (a) a (vf cc i^'

2r = t: n^ (2r) oc (vy cc (E', ||

l3
=^ n' (,3) cc (vy oc (g, g', §', R/, §

«o = -^° («o) oc (vy oc E', C, g, K, §', iJ^Q

vj = 7tn> (v,) cc («)"' cc E, C, %', R, r< i2'

«,/ = - n^ («//) cc («)' o: L', ^t, K', (?,
ij.

y = t: V? (y) (X (vf^ cc m', e, p', r

«//. = - n^ (»///) oc («)"* oc m, L, e', p, q'

In this table, M = the primary modulus = twice the virtual fall, or the

height of a homogeneous sethereal atmosphere at Sun's surface, which

would progagate undulations with the velocity of light, the time of vir-

tual fall being half a solar rotation.

2r = Sun's diameter.

•zjq =; velocity of light.

«/ = maximum velocity communicable by solar attraction = 1/ '^gr ^*

Sun's surface,

(»/) =: maximum velocity of orbital revolution in our system = V^gr'
at Sun's surface.

till = mean equatorial velocity of radial oscillation with reference to

the Central Sun, producing solar rotation.

(Vii) = equatorial velocity of solar rotation.

V/ii = falling velocity communicated, at Sun's equatorial surface, by

virtual fall through the half-radius of a circumference
^

equivalent to a red wave-length.

If all the internal resistances of the Sun were converted into motion,

the values of (») and of all its powers would become unity, and all of the

above tabular values would become equivalent to the velocity of light.

In one of my early papers on the correlations of gravity and magne-

tism,* while seeking experimental evidence of their mutual interde-

pendence, I called attention to the fact that only about jIq of the poten-

tial energy of gravity can be converted into actual energy, the re-

* Proc. A. P. S., ix, 356-7.
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mainder being opposed by the reaction of molecular elasticity. Maxwell*
has suggested a crucial experiment of a similar character to the one I

then sought. The velocity of his electrified disc bears nearly the same
ratio to Earth's orbital velocity, as the diminution of terrestrial attrac-

tion by equatorial centrifugal force (or actual energy of superficial

gravity) bears to the total attraction. The magnetic disturbance of the

disc : Earth's horizontal magnetic force : : the molecular vis viva f of

equatorial rotation : the molecular vis mva of orbital revolution.

The molecular oscillation, in alternate approach to and recess from the

orbital centre, continues for a half-rotation or a half-revolution, while

the terrestrial antagonism lasts only-^as long. If we distinguish the
t

terrestrial from the solar units by subscript accents, Z^ ==: Z ; t/ = —
?

and, if magnetism and gravitation are tidally related, Maxwell's data:}:

may be represented by the following proportionate tensions :

??^/2 Z/ t,-^ : mHH-^ : : m^V* : m^ : : .128 : 140 X 144 X ^000 : : 1 :

1102500000. Then to/ : to^ : : 1 : 11025000007rS and m = 327710 m,.

a/ 109
This gives a solar parallax of VTToo^ =^ 8". 83, which is i of one per

cent, less than Cornu's parallax.

PLANETARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE CREATIVE FIAT.

By Pliny Earle Chase.

(Bead before the Afnerican PMlosopldcal Society, Aug. 20, 1875.)

In various communications to the American Philosophical Society and
to the American Association, I have shown that—

1. The same principles of inertia which cause the Foucault pendulum to

record the Earth's rotation, also register the Sun^s influence, in sound

waves, barometric waves, magnetic variations, mean temperatures, nas-

cent velocities both chemical and cosmical, solar and planetary masses

and moments, and stellar and planetary harmonies of relative position,

rotation, and I'evolution.

2. Various independent inertia-estimates of solar distance may be thus

obtained, differing from Cornu's final estimate in amounts varying be-

tween :j% of one per cent, and ^'^^ of one per cent.

3. All the physical activities which I have tested, seem explicable by

setherial waves, propagated with the velocity of light.

4. Between a Centauri and the Sun a parabola can be traced, governed

by the solar modulus of light, and determining planetai-y positions..

* Op. Cit., ii, 370.

t The influence of molecular vis viva was shown in my discussion of barometric tides,

(ante, ix, 287). Imray also recognizes its importance in elevating the centre of the
molecule, in wave movement, above the normal level, (Proc. Roy. Soc, No. 153, pp.
352-3).

t lb., ii, 258.
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5. In studying the phenomena of exploding hydrogen and oxygen, in

order to determine the comparative reaction of Eartli and Sun upon the

disturbed inertia, and their consequent relative masses, it is necessary to

consider the "centres of explosive oscillation," at | and f of the total ex-

cursion of particles from either extremity.

6. In all perpetual movements of mutual alternate approach and I'e-

gress, there is a double tendency towards centres of gravity and centres

of linear oscillation, due to the action of centripetal and centrifugal

equilibrating forces, analogous to the tendency in simple explosion,

7. Consequently the ratios | and f, [(|)^ and 1-(|)-], are found largely

prevalent in planeto-taxis.

8. Rotation and orbital revolution are due to the operation of the same
forces, rotation being merely revolution retarded by internal pressure.

9. The velocity of rotation varying inversely as radius, while the velo-

city of revolution varies inversely as the square-root of radius, the two

velocities, in a cooling and shrinking mass, tend to approximate equality.

If matter were infinitely divisible, or if the theory of Boscovich were true,

they would finally become equal, and, if shrinkage still continued, the

preponderating centi-ifugal force of rotation would lead to disintegration.

10. Whatever may be the ultimate constitution of matter, the internal

resistances of heat-volume, mass-inertia, and other interferences of known
and unknown forms, must be the same in the aggregate as if the theory

of Boscovich were true. Therefore, by finding the limits of equality in

accordance with that theory, we may find the limiting velocities of the

primitive force.

11. Those limits may be studied tangentially, by comparing the equa-

torial velocity of rotation, with the velocity of circular revolution at the

same point (i/m*) 5 radially, bycomparing the velocity acquired through

fall from an infinite distance, (i/2 gr )> with the mean velocity of radial

oscillation due to rotation and synchronous with it i'^ of the velocity

of rotation]. At the points of equality, the former limit marks the

boundary between complete aggregation and commencing dissociation
;

the latter, between complete dissociation and commencing aggregation.

12. Calculating these limits for the principal bodies of the solar sys-

tem, we find that complete dissociation would take place in all the sub-

ordiuate planets before their rotation-speed had increased to the limiting

velocity of aggregation in Earth and Jupiter ; complete dissociation

would take place in Earth and Jupitei", when their rotation-speed had at-

tained the present limit of possible circular revolution, at the centre of

gravity of Sun and Jupiter ; the limit of solar aggregation is _ of the

velocity of light ; the potential of solar attractive force would give the

velocity of light ; the limit of solar dissociation is the velocity of light

;

the limit of planetary dissociation would carry a particle around the Sun

while a ray of light was passing from the orbit of Uranus, through Sun,
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to Earth's orbit, a distance equivalent to | Neptune's mean radius vec-

tor, or to tlie true length of the linear pendulum of Sun's outermost

planet ; the time-ratio of Earth's rotation to Jupiter's revolution, is the

same as the ratio of Sun's radius to the primary pendulum.

Combining these several results with the accordances of electrical velo-

city and chemical affinity, which have been discovered by "Weber and Kohl-

rausch, Thomson, Clerk Maxwell, and Edlund, and with the explosive en-

ergy of hydi'ogen, which brings all chemical attraction into simple corre-

lation with gravitating attraction, we find a profound scientific truth in the

doctrine that the first act of creation was the Divine command, Let
THERE BE LiGHT.

La Place's calculation that gravitating action involved a velocity at

least six million times as great as that of light, may, perhaps, as Presi-

dent Lovering well suggested in his Hartford address, requii-e revision in

order to make allowance for additional data. In a substance, either of

infinite elasticity, or of no density, (and, therefore, spiritual?) undula-

tions would be propagated with infinite velocity. It is easily conceivable,

either that the transverse vibrations of luminous waves, which have been
studied, are accompanied by co-ordinate undulations of much greater

speed, which have hitherto escaped notice, or that there is some other

kind of motion to be considered than that of simple undulation. In a

medium for the transmission of force, endowed with immense elasticity

and with such slight mobility of particles as Fresnel supposed, may there

not be a quasi rigidity in "lines of force " when compared with such low
stresses as those of tidal influence, which will account both for the rapid-

ity of gravitating action, and for the more than steel-like firmness which
Sir Wm. Thomson attributes to the Earth's mass? The greatest possible

manifestation of gravitating velocity in the solar system, ^^2 gr, is equiv-

alent to that communicated by virtual fall, at Sun's surface, in 2255 sec-

onds. Since this velocity is only ^s^.y as great as the velocity of light,

and since there are 103 (10)1^ waves in 2255 seconds, only of the
501 (lO)^**

velocity of its own transmission need be imparted by each wave for pro-

ducing the ultimate aggregate of gravitating motion.

Looking still further into the internal constitution of the solar system,

we find that the angular velocity of revolution at twice Neptune's distance,

equals the angular velocity of rotation due to a solar i-adius extending to

Mercury's mean distance, a coincidence suggesting probable asteroidal or

planetary masses beyond Neptune in a way similar to my harmonic indi-

cation of matter within Mercury's orbit, revolving in a time, which was
subsequently confirmed by the Sun-spot observations of De La Rue, Stew-
art, and Loewy. Inasmuch as the velocity communicated by infinite fall

to any radius vector, equals the velocity of circular revolution at half

that radius, this accordance seems to have fixed the limits of the planet-

ary belts. Within those limits, planetary positions may be referred to

simple circular pendulums, which are so related that their harmonic vi-

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 4a
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brations tend to maintain the stability of the system. The pendulum

unit is f Sun's radius, Sun's surface being at a centre of explosive oscil-

lation.

The time of rotation for a given radius varying as the | power of the

time of revolution for the same radius, the theoretical distance of each

planet may be found by multiplying the | power of its number of pendu-

lum units by the value of the unit. Symbolizing each pendulum by its

planet's initial letters, the following table gives a compai'ison of theoreti-

cal and actual mean distances. The second column exactly represents

planetary positions, although, on account of orbital eccentricities and

mutual perturbations, it only represents mean positions with a very close

approximation.
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YEARLY RAINFALL IN THE UNITED STATES.

By Pliny Earle Chase,

Pkofessok of Mathematics in Haa^erford College.

{Read before the American PJiilosophical Society, August 20, 1875.)

At the Society's Meeting, on the 16th of April last, I submitted a com-

munication on the Lunar-Monthly rainfall in the United States, as de-

duced from an examination of the morning weather maps issued by the

Signal Service Bureau. The maps extended over a period of about three

years, and as the average number of reporting stations was about sixty,

the results represented an average of at least 2000 observations for each

of the thirty lunar-monthly days. For various reasons, enumerated in

the communication, the derived normals should be regarded as only pro-

visional ; still, the regularity of the curve, its magnitude, its resem-

blance to the Philadelphia curve for 43 years, and the indications of dis-

turbances originating beyond the Mississippi river, seem to justify my
estimate of the importance of such general comparisons as our National

Bureau has for the first time made possible.

In oi'der to provide still further material for future use, I have tabula-

ted the same observations with reference to Earth's annual course around

the Sun. The rainfall for each year is divided into 30 periods of 12 or

13 days each, always dividing to the nearest day, the first division em-

bracing the last six days of one year, and the first six days of the follow-

ing year. The total fall for each period was divided by the total number

of reports for the same period, and the normals were deduced from the

resulting averages in the same manner as in my previous meteorological

papers. These normals, as given in the accompanying table, indicate an

average solar disturbance about 2.3 times as great as the lunar. This

suggests some kind of reciprocal tidal action, and it seems also to point

towards an important cosmical law, but more extended observations and

comparisons are needful in order to justify any conclusive decision.

There are some resemblances between the present curve and the corres-

ponding lunar-monthly curve which seem worthy of study, but it is

perhaps better to postpone their critical examination, until their signifi-

cance is either confirmed or changed by the observations for one or more
additional periods of like duration. For the convenience of those who
may desire to make comparisons without waiting for further data, I

copy the lunar normals alongside of the solar.
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Yearly and LiLnar-Monthly Bainfalls in the United States, from Obser-

vations of the Signal-Sermce Bureau for Three Tears :

Solar
Yr. -- 30.
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CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE LABORATORY OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

No. V.

ON A NEW OCCURRENCE OF TARTRONIC ACID, WITH SOME REMARKS ON
THE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OP GLYCERIC ACID.

By Samuel P. Sadtler.

{Bead ^before the American PliilosopMcal Society, September 17, 1875.)

In the Propyl series, nine normally formed acids ai-e possible, besides

several isomeric unsymmetrically formed ones. They are :

—

I. IV. vri.

C.HgO, CsHeOa CsH.O,

CH3 CH2.OH CO.OH

CH, CH. CH„

CO.OH CO.OH CO.OH

IL V. VIII.

C,H«0. C,H«0, C,H,0,

CH3 CH2.OH CO.OH

(^H.OH CH.OH 6h.0H
60.OH (^o.oH ho.on

TIL VI. IX.

C3HA - C3H,0, C^H.Oj

CH3 CH2.OH CO.OH
bo CO 60
60.OH bo.OH bo.OH,

and the following are the acids considered as having the molecular struc-

ture just given :

—

I. Propionic Acid.

II. Lactic Acid (of Fermentation).

TIL Pyruvic or Pyro-racemic Acid.

IV. Ethylene Lactic Acid.

V. Glyceric Acid.

VI. Carbacetoxylic Acid.

VII. Malonic Acid.

VIII. Tartroaic Acid.

IX. Mesoxalic Acid.

In one or two of these cases however, there is still a difference of
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opinion as to whether the acid named is the one possessing the normal

molecular structure given above, or is only an isomer of it, having its

carbon atoms differently united. Notably with glyceric acid is this yet

an open question. Some results lately obtained in the course of a study

of this acid appear to me to be of value for the solution of this question.

The other view of the molecular structure of glyceric acid makes it

unsymmetrical, two of the carbon atoms being doubly united. The
formula given is CHj.OH.

/C.OH
O I

\CH.OH.

As will be seen, this formula does not contain the Carboxyl group

hitherto supposed to be the invariable characteristic of an organic acid.

The author of this theory is Prof. Wislicenus, of Wiirzburg, and the

following are the reasons given in support of it. If lactic acid be

acted upon with hydrogen iodide, a iodo-propionic acid is formed,

according to the following reaction :

CH3 CH3

CH.OH + HI = bfl.I + H.OH
(JO.OH bo.OH.

This when heated to 150° with strong HI is changed into propionic

acid. If, on the other hand, glyceric acid be acted upon with hydrogen

iodide, /? iodo-propionic acid is formed. If this had the formula

CH,I

CH2

(JO.OH,

on treatment with moist silver oxide, it would pass into ethylene lactic

acid. It does not, however, do this, but a new acid isomeric with

ethylene lactic acid is formed—hydracrylic

—

CH2.OH

/(JH
I

\CH.OH.

That the molecular structure of this acid is essentially different from

that of ethylene lactic acid is proved by the oxydation products of the

two. Ethylene lactic acid yields malonic acid, while hydracrylic does

not yield a trace of this, breaking up into glycolic and oxalic acids and

carbonic dioxide. Moreover, hydracrylic acid on heating yields acrylic

acid, a derivative of allyl alcohol, instead of the lactid yielded by the

lactic acids.

Prof Wislicenus, however, frankly gives one experiment made by him-

self, the result of which tends the other way. He reduced the [i iodo-

propionic acid by sodium amalgam and obtained what appeared to be the

normal propionic acid, showing the regular molecular structure.
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In favor moreover of the normal structure for the molecule of glyceric

acid is the formation of pyruvic or pyroracemic acid

CHo

CO
CO.OH

from glyceric acid upon heating this to 140°, explained by the following

reaction

:

CH^-OH CHg

CH.OH — H.OH = bo

CO.OH CO.OH.

The structure of this pyruvic acid is known from the fact that acted

upon by nascent hydrogen it gives normal lactic acid.

A strong additional argument would be had, if we could show a con-

nection between glyceric acid, CHj.OH

CH.OH
CO.OH

and tartronic acid, CO.OH

CH.OH
CO.OH.

Hitherto tartronic acid had not been formed from glyceric acid, but

only in an indirect way, by the spontaneous decomposition of nitro-

tartaric acid, according to the following reaction :

CO.OH CO.OH
CH.O(?^0,,) CH.OH
CH.OCNO,,) = CO.OH + -^^Os + CO2

io.OH
However this mode of formation was interesting as tending to show its

symmetry of structure. For that matter a dibasic, triatomic acid could

hardly exist, exceist by the assumption of two carboxyl groups.

I have been fortunate enough to find tartronic acid associated with gly-

ceric acid in the oxydation products of glycerine. The preparation of

the two acids was as follows : One part by weight of glycerine is

mixed with one part of water, and to the mixture is added, by means

of a long funnel tube reaching to the bottom of the cylinder, about

one and a quarter parts of red fuming nitric acid. After allowing

them to rest until all gas evolution has ceased, (which usually takes some

six days,) the solution is evaporated down at a gentle heat until the

fumes of nitric acid are no longer perceptible. It is then very thick

and syrupy. It is now diluted with water, and plumbic carbonate is

added in excess. The oxalate and undissolved carbonate are filtered off,

and the solution slightly concentrated and allowed to crystallize. The
glycerate of lead deposits in thick crystalline crusts. These are separated

from the mother-iiquor, dissolved, and the lead precipitated out from the

solution by sulphuretted hydrogen.
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The colorless or light straw-colored filtrate is somewhat concentrated,

and calcic carbonate is added to neutralization. The solution is filtered,

if necessary, and to the filtrate is added an equal volume of 95 per cent,

alcohol. The calcium salts present are all precipitated, in greater part

at once, and completely on standing twelve hours.

If the solution had been very concentrated the calcium salt is precipi-

tated in a granular condition. If, on the other hand, it was more dilute,

the salt only separates gradually, and has a beautiful micaceous and scaly

appearance.

I had at first considered this precipitate to be pure calcium glycerate,

but found on dissolving it in water, in order to free it from the lime and

obtain the glyceric acid, that while the greater portion dissolved readily

in warm water, a considerable portion, although not more than one-tenth

of the whole amount, remained and dissolved only on continued boiling.

This, when filtered off and washed in cold water, appeared as a dull

white almost impalpable powder, contrasting in appearance with the

crystalline glycerate.

It was dried carefully at 100° until constant weight was obtained.

Calcium determinations were first made. Weighted portions were

ignited in a platinum crucible once or twice with excess of concentrated

sulphuric acid until the weight remained constant.

.5755 grms. salt yielded .4925 grms. CaSO^ equal to 25.22 per cent. Ca.

.1759 grms. salt yielded .1505 grms. CaSOj. equal to 25.16 per cent. Ca.

The theoretical per cent, of calcium in calcium tartronate is 25.33,

while in calcium glycerate, allowing for two molecules of water of crys-

tallization, it is 13.99.

I had analyzed the micaceous preparation of calcium glycerate about

the same time and had gotten in two determinations, 14.03, 14.07 per

cent, of calcium respectively. The difference was so great that I could

not imderstand it. On reckoning up the molecular weight, however,

assuming one atom of calcium to be present, I got 159. The molecular

weight of calcium tartronate is 158. Being dibasic, the molecular

weight of the calcium compound is of course much less than the weight

of the calcium compound of glyceric acid, a monobasic acid.

I endeavored twice to make a combustion of the salt in order to get the

per cent, of hydrogen and carbon. Each time calcium carbonate re-

mained undecomposed at the heat of the combustion. I therefore gave

them up.

I then took the remainder of my salt, grown rather small, to my great

regret, and neutralizing the lime with oxalic acid, obtained the free

acid. This, on concentration, deposited out crystals. On examination

with a lens they were seen to be of tabular form, well agreeing with the

appearance of tartronic acid obtained from nitro-tartaric acid. A com-

bustion was made of these, and here, unfortunately, an accident to the

potash bulbs lost me the carbon determination. The hydrogen determi-

nation however, is given.
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.4348 grms. salt yielded .1323 grms. H^O equal to 3.38 per cent,

hydrogen.

The theoretical per cent, of hydrogen in C:5H^05 is 3.33.

An important test that I wished to make but was compelled to forego

for the time, was to act upon this tartronic acid with hydrogen iodide.

Were its structure symmetrical, it should yield « iodo-malonic acid,

which by further treatment with HI or with reducing agents would yield

malonic acid.

Wishing to obtain larger quantities of the tartronic acid for further

examination, I have since oxydized another portion of glycerine and

treated the products in the same way. This time I got no tartronic acid

whatever, at least only a trace of calcium salt remained undissolved on

heating with water. Evidently here the oxydation had proceeded some-

what differently as no tartronic acid formed. This result is not sur-

prising on reflection, as the oxydation by nitric acid is not capable of

much control, and a product once formed is liable to be still further

oxydized. Thus glyceric and tartronic acids are both liable to be
oxydized into oxalic acid, which always forms in considerable though
varying quantity. Indeed the oxydation of glycerine by nitric acid is

now known to yield a variety of products, of which, however, no doubt
some ai'e secondary ones.

Thus Heintz* has proved that racemic, formic, glycolic, and glyoxalic

acids are all found associated with the glyceric and oxalic acids in this

product.

The tartronic acid just found, therefore, is only one of several smaller

side-products. The known symmetry of structure of the molecules of all

these side products, however, certainly argues in favor of a similar sym-
metry in the glyceric acid molecule.

There is one way of reconciling these two views of the structure of

glyceric acid, and that is the assumption of the existence of two isomei'ic

acids, of which one is normal and the other an unsymmetrical acid.

Some results that I have just obtained in ijurifying the calcium gly-

cerate seem, indeed, to point this way. Should the unsymmetrical gly-

ceric acid pi'eponderate in this mixture, Wislicenus' reactions with hydro-

gen iodide are readily understood. Another fact, which should not be

lost sight of, is that in the decomposition of /5 iodo-propionic acid by
moist silver oxide, Wislicenusf obtained not hydracrylic acid alone, but
three other products accompaning it, so that the decomposition was not

so simple.

I am now engaged upon a study of this question and hope to be able to

give more information upon it, in a short time.

* Ann. der Oh. und Ph. 152, p. 325.

t Ann. der Oh. und Ph. 168, p, 41.

A. F. S.—VOL. XIV. 4b
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NOTES ON GLACIAL ACTION VISIBLE ALONG THE KITTA-
TINNY OR BLUE MOUNTAIN, CARBON, NORTHAMPTON,
AND MONROE COUNTIES, PENNSYLVANIA.

By Chaiiles E. Hall.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society, September 17, 1875.)

My attention was first called to the fact of glaciers having existed along

tlie Blue Mountain and south of it, from the vast deposits of boulders and

pebbles south of the Lehigh Gap, and along the course of the Lehigh

River. My observations have been limited, not having had time to de-

vote to the subject.

South of the Lehigh Gap, about one-half mile below the chain bridge,

on the east side of the river is a railroad cut through the slates of the

Hudson River group, overlaid by a large bed of sands, gravel and

boulders, having all the characteristics of a glacial deposit.

The slate has a dip to the southeastward,* the upper edges of it are

broken and crushed over to the southward, thus showing a force and

weight moving in a sou.therly direction and obliging the slates to con-

form to it.

A similar exposure was observed three-fourths of a mile below Bow-

man's (second station above Lehigh Gap). Here in a railroad cut

through the shale of VI, on the east side of the river, the rock is ex-

posed for more than a hundred feet.

The rock dips S.30OE., the line of the exposure isS.40OE,, and parallel

to the exposure, or diagonally aci-oss the strike, are the edges of the shale

overturned and broken, in some places to a depth of five or six feet.

Here, too, the broken edges all incline to the southeastward, indicating

the direction of the moving mass to be towards the Gap. The shale is

very much crushed near the surface ; above it is a heavy bed of fine sand,

angular fragments of rock, and large boulders, most of them are from the

Oriskany, some from the Chemung, but none from the Medina of the

Blue Mountain.

Two hundred yards back of the Hotel at Bowman's, on the road to

Fireline, the slates of the Hamilton present a similar appearance. The

upper edges overturned and broken, and here show a movement to the

southeastward.

We may conclude from these facts that the bed of the present river

marks, to a great extent, the course of the glaciers.

To the east and west of the Gap, north of the mountain is a broad flat

valley extending from the Oriskany Ridge to the base of the mountain.

This valley is intersected by a barrier of debris extending from the

Oriskany Ridge to a rounded hill of Clinton Shale and sandstone, a few

hundred yards north of the Gap.

My attention was first called to this fact by Mr. H. Martyn Chance,

who was then making a survey of the Gap.

The only explanation I can give of this, is, that it is a moraine formed
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by the glaciev after it had receded through the Gap, possibly a lateral

moraine.

Wind Gap.

From the few evidences observed, I concluded that here, too, the gla-

ciers had crossed the Blue Mountain Range. North of the Gap I observed

nothing remarkable. South of the Gap are great numbers of boulders of

Oneida conglomerate and Medina sandstone. They are strewn along for

some distance in a direct line with the Gap, and apparently mark the

course of a moving body.

Not having observed Oriskany sandstone associated with the boulders,

I attributed to the fact of it being more easily disintegr^ited.

Delaware Water Gap.

The first notice I took of decided glacial action in this vicinity, was

about four miles from the mouth of Marshall's Creek, on the road to

Craig's Meadow, where there are extensive exposures of the Oriskany

sxndstone, undulating and pitching gently to the northward.

These beds, often quite level, are scored and scratched wherever ex-

posed. Often several hundred squai-e feet are laid bare by the road.

The direction of these grooves is S.280W., showing the direction of the

moving mass to be towards the Gap. That the motion was to southward

can clearly be seen wherever there are slight rises in the rock, the north-

ern side is more deeply grooved, and more polished than immediately

south of it. The full weight of the mass being forced against the rise

would not act with the same force till it had passed some distance

beyond.

The same fact as remarked in the White Mountains by Agassiz,(?) where
the northern slopes of the mountains are scored and grooved to their very

summits, but the scratches do not appear till near the base on the South-

ern slopes.

There are evidences of a moraine about one mile north of the mouth of'

Marshall's Creek, near the mill-dam.

In the neighborhood of Craig's Meadows are large deposits of drift,

probably glacial.

West and southwest of the Gap, about two miles, I observed polished

and grooved surfaces of the Medina.

South of the Gap are large deposits of gravel and boulders, evidently

glacial debris.

Between the Gap and Broadhead's Creek I observed some beautifully

defined terraces, but was unable to trace them. These facts tend to prove

that the Gaps existed before the glacial epoch, and that the present rivers

mark, to some extent, the courses of the ice, at any rate, towards the close

of that period.
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THE BEGINNINGS OF DEVELOPMENT.
By Flint Earle Chase,

Frofessor op Mathematics in Haverford College.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society^ 8e])temher 17, 1875.)

Ill speculations upon the nebular hypothesis exclusive regard has
jjsually been paid to action at the limit of possible atmosphere, or the

f)oint at which the velocity of rotation becomes equal to the velocity of

:revolution. Hence many popular text books state that, if the Sun vrere

expanded untjLit reached the orbit of each of the planets in succession,

Its times of rotation jvould correspond with their respective times of revo-

lution. This stateruent is generally understood as referring to the expan-
sion of the nucleus^ and with such reference it is false.

The times of rotation vary as the squares of the nucleal radius, while
*he times of revolution yary as the f power of the radius vector. The
rotation-radius, or the radius of a nucleus which would have a rotation

synchronous with orbital revolution, therefore varies as the | power of

the radius vector.. In my eommunication on " Flanetary lUustratioos of

the Creative Fiat," I represented the rotation radii by approximate cir-

cular pendulums, the pendulum.-unit being | of Sun's radius, because the

centrifugal force, as Alexander has stated,* varies as — ; and the distance

at which the velocity av^quired by infinite fall would equal orbital velocity

1 --

at d, being 3d, — ^ |. The unit of orbital distance is | r, or {^Y of the

fP're^-jeiit height of possible solar atmosphere,

I;m fclie following table, the actual values of the rotation radii for the

• several planetary mean distances are given, for comparison with the theo-

retical p.endulums and for further study. An inspection of the numbeis

of penduium-units shows three simple nodal groupings, with a br* ak be-

tween Bartii and Mercury, and Venus serving as a link. If we extend

the nodal .divisions, we find that Earth appears to have established a

. secondary -system of its own, drawing the larger portion of the nodal

material from iS to Venus, and uniting with Sun, Venus, and Venus-

Mereury iii.cajrrpjjg the rest to Mercury.
Theoretical.

Prime Multiple 504
112

Neptune,! 392
112

•Uranus, 280
112

• Saturn, 168
63

Jupiter, 105
63

Mars, 42
* " statement and Exposition of Certain Harmonies in the Solar System, by Stephen

Alexander, LL.D.,' (Smithsonian Contributions, 280,) p. 17.

t The names of the Planets will be used to denote their rotation-radii throughout

rthe present ,pa,per, unless otherwise expressly stated. The unit of rotation-radius is %

Actual.
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locities of rotation and revolution being the same, we may i-egard her dis-

tance as a rotation-unit ; and the distance of Venus's orbit from Earth's,

measured in Earth's radii, corresponds with Neptune's distance from Sun,

measured in Sun's radii, (6453 at mean distance, 6518 at mean aphelion).

Venus's mean distance from Earth being .27667 of Earth's mean radius

vector, San's distance is found by dividing Venus's distance by .27667.

392 X Moon's distance — 93,155,000 miles.

6453 X Earth's radius -- .27667 = 92,470,000 "

6518 X " " ^ -37667 = 93,395,000 "

Before any physical phenomenon can take place, there must be a physi-

cal force to which it can be traced. The first step in creative develop-

ment should therefore be the creation of force. The potential energy of

a body represents the difference between its present, or actual energy,

and the greatest energy of which it is capable. In gravitation it is often

referred to the results of a possible fall from the present position to the

centre of attraction. If such reference were strictly true, the potential

energy would always be infinite ; if it is not true, it is desirable to find

at what point increase of energy must cease, and all the energy must

become actual. Various essays towards this determination have been

made in Electricity and Chemistry ; if all force is unitary in its origin,

the most encouraging field for investigation would seem to be the one in

which force is manifested on the largest scale—the astronomical field.

The energy which acts with reference to the Sun as a centre, is shown

in two prominent ways ; in planetary revolution, the velocity of which

in a circular orbit I will represent by v and in solar rotation or retarded
a,

revolution, « Let v be the velocity towards which they both tend,

and to which they would both be equal if all the potential energy of revo-

lution, rotation, and internal resistance could be changed into actual

energy, v varies inversely as the square root of radius, while v ^ varies

inversely as radius, so that if the potential is expressed in units of the

radius at which the velocities would become equal, v r, = V'~v~ v ^o

always being a mean proportional between v^ and Vy This, however, is

not the limit of possible energy, for the velocity communicated by infinite

fall = ^2 v and a body approaching the centre with that tangential

velocity would immediately recede, never to return. /2 v^* may there-

fore be called the velocity of dissociation.

If we suppose a circular orbit to be flattened until it becomes a linear

ellipse with the solar focus at one end, the mean orbital velocity through

2
twice the diameter = — ® . If shrinkage or fall continues after v .j^v

the greater centrifugal force of rotation destroys rotation proper, giving

* The superscript line denoting the greatest velocity possible.
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the particles in the equatorial plane of the nucleus orbits of increasing

2 - _
eccentricity, until they ultimately become linear, and, when — "^"o

—
TT P

y^ *'«, the velocity of dissociation is reached, and all the energy be-

comes actual. This velocity, as I have already shown, is the velocity

of light.

If we consider Sun as a molecule in infinite space, in a trochoidal

wave-stratum, every particle alternately approaches a given point and
recedes, during a half-rotation. The projectile or attractive force, at

or near Sun's surface, which would give this alternate approach

and retreat, may be represented by gravity acting for a half-rotation, .j-

which would also give the velocity of light. As the time of rotation

gt
varies inversely as gravity, -- has been, and will be constant, however

much Sun may have been exx^anded or may hereafter contract.

In order that there may be such "mutual interchange of relations" as

is needed for life and phenomenal change, there must be both resem-

blance and difference. There must be space and time, and also position,

with some degree of fixity in space and time. A universally undulating,

homogeneous sether, could manifest no variety, unless its undulations were
in some way intercepted, and directed to definite points for definite pur-

poses. There must be both elasticity and inertia, and differences of elas-

ticity and inertia. In an expanded nebulous disc, with tendencies to

nucleal aggregation at different points, those conditions would all be

supplied. Every point of gross inertia, intercepting undulations from
every direction would set up centripetal actions and centrifugal reactions,

with tendencies to mutual compensations and equilibrium, which would
give rise to physical forces in great variety.

In the second volume of Gould's Astronomical Journal, published in

1852, Prof. Stephen Alexander gave numerous nebular expositions, one
of which treated of the Milky Way as a spiral with four branches. In

the Proceedings of the Royal Astronomical Society for December, 1869,

Proctor gave a paper entitled "A New Theory of the Milky Way,"
which also described it as being a spiral. In a paper read before the

American Philosophical Society, September 20, 1872, 1 called attention to

the following, among other facts :

"In the solar-focal parabola which passes through a Centauri and has
its directrix in a linear centre of oscillation of a solar diameter,' twenty-

seven successive abscissas may be taken in regular progression.

r ^,^(^^'').^±Wc('^')l

between the Star and the Sun's surface, nine of which will be extra

planetary, nine will be in simple planetary relations, and nine will be
iutra-planetary.

" The upper extra-planetary abscissa bears nearly the same ratio to the
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modulus of light, as [the limit of possible solar atmosphere] bears to

solar radius.

"The limiting abscissas of the planetary series are determined by com-

bining diametral centres of oscillation (2 X f); with centres of explosive

condensation (|), and of explosive oscillation (f).

"The planetary series, between these limits, is ^ 9,1©) | d^i I mean

asteroid, | 2/, f b> I 6-

"No probable values can be assigned to the cardinal abscissas {a Cen-

tauri and * L), which will produce deviations of the theoretical from the

observed values of a higher magnitude than the planetary eccentricities."

A manifest connection is thus shown between our solar system and the

stellar systems, the parabolic pathway, and the relations of the modulus

of light both to the solar atmosphere and to the parabolic co-ordinates,

suggesting an identity of undulating and harmonic iuflu.ence, which ex-

tends the significance of the first creative fiat beyond the limits of our

planetary sisterhood.

2 -
We have seen that— ^ ==

'^^^^a is the limit of total dissociation,
" P

/2
therefore — ^'o

~
^a ^^ ^^^ 1^°^^* ^^ possible circular revolution. Planet-

"
• V ^

ary ^ at Sun is 80.35 times as great as at Neptune ;
— X 80-35 = 36.18

;

therefore at 36.18 solar radii the reactionary v r. bears the same ratio to «,

at Sun's surface, as the accelerated -y^^ at Sun beai's to «^ at the outer

limit of the system. This represents a rotation-period of 25^.2388, cor-

responding very closely with the Sun-spot estimates which have been

least influenced by the unexplained acceleration"^ of the spots near the

equator, and differing by less than 2^ per cent, from the estimate which is

the most reduced by allowance for that acceleration.

The range of uncertainty is as follows :

Laugiei", Bianchi, and Herschel, ..25<i.3250

" Lighf'-force, Theoretical 25.2388

Petersen 25.1875

Faye 25.0747

Lelambre ; 25.00C2

Carrington 24.9711

Kirkwood 24.8259

Sporer 24.6245

Stockwell has foundf that the mean perihelion longitudes of Jupiter

and Uranus differ by exactly 180°, while the mean node longitudes of

*I know of no attempt at explanation but the one which I have already given,

based on the hypothesis that the velocity is due to combined orbital and rotational in-

fluences.

t Memoir on the Secular Variations of the Eight Principal Planets (Smithsonian
Contributions, 232) p. xiv.
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Jupiter and Saturn also diifer by 180°. These accordances seem to point

to a primitive nebular arrangement of alternating nucleal points, as

represented in the accompanying figure.

W 224 h 168 Q 105 2i ITo (^
^^ ^^ compare the rotation-radii

I 1 1 1 1 for Neptune's mean aphelion and

Uranus, we find the ratio of -velocity from infinite fall to orbital

velocity ; the mean radius gives us the ratio 7:5; Uranus : Saturn : : 5

: 3 ; Jupiter : Saturn : : radius of spherical gyration : radius of homo-

geneous mass; the difference between Uranus and Jupiter : Jupiter : :

Uranus : Saturn, The four exterior planetary orbits therefore furnish

the folio vying harmonic series : yj |> | ; f, f? fj f ] h h f*

Having shown that the limit of equality, from or towards which the

rotating and orbital velocities of a solar equatorial particle both tend, is,

like the ratio of the electric units, a quantity of the same order of mag-

nitude as the velocity of light, let us start from that velocity, and see

how nearly our results agree with those already given.

Let the velocity and time of describing radius at Sun's equator be

represented by

a^, i ,, in solar rotation

;

V r) t^ in equatorial revolution
;

i-'i
P^

t)y ty by the velocity of light

;

V . = the velocity of light
;

Then t^ oc r' ; v^ = gt = oc
' a '

J_
tp CC r2 ; «^ = gt^ = ^ OC /,,

t OC ?•; « = gt^ — — , constant

Taking Sun's radius as the unit of length, and a second as the unit of

214.86 385.2584X86400 ^ ^^^
time, V = ^9^-^ = .4316 r per s ; t = i" = 1595 s.;v =

^
'

A • 2- (214.86)
- 1-'

r — .000627r: »„ = w^ _^ ^ — .000000911?-; time of rotation =
T'593" ^ C- p I

2-r -T- v^ = 25.409 days. The rotation-radii of the several planets,

/ound by dividing the square roots of their orbital times by the square

Jtoot of the time of solar rotation, are as follows :

Neptune 48.6693 Mars 5.1997

Uranus 34.7531 Earth 3.7915

Saturn 20.5777 Venus 2.9738

Jupiter 13.0581 Mercury 1.8607

These values, being given in solar radii, should be multipled by eight

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 4c
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to reduce them to the centrifugal units wliicli are given in the first table.

Majcing the reduction, we find that the values found by the two methods
differ by less than three-quarters of one per cent.

Let us take the differences between the perihelion planets of successive

two-planet groups.

Neptune 392.1344

Uranus 280.0496

Jupiter 105.2344
1^4-8152

Earth 30.5480
'^^•6864

Sun 0.0000 30-^480

^Yenus 11.9800
l^-^^OO

i Mercury 7.4956 ^"^^^^

If we then divide Neptune by the first difference, the first difference

by the second, and so on, we get the harmonic series f|, ff, f|, ||-, ff

;

the numerator being the quantity which is contained 9 times in the

prime multiple, 7 times in Neptune, 5 times in Uranus, and 3 times

in Saturn, and the greatest error in any of the theoretical denomina-

tors being less than one-half of one per cent. As the relative values of

the rotation-radii depend on the square-roots of the orbital times, which
have been determined with more precision than any other astronomical

elements, these harmonies are known with great exactness.

The harmonies of which Earth forms a constituent seem, as I have re-

peatedly shown,* to be moi'e numerous than those in which other planets

are exclusively involved. Is it because we are best fitted for observing

things with which we are most nearly concerned, or because Earth is

really of more present importance and is therefore purposely provided

with more various adaptations for the nurture of intelligence than either

of its sister orbs, or is it for merely aesthetic reasons, the harmonies

being chords in the eternal hymn of praise which ascends from every por-

tion of the created universe to its Creator ?

A new modification of the harmonic law, in the case of Venus and

Mercury, is shown, not only by the fact already mentioned, that the half-

radius is introduced, (as if through a renewed operation of the relations

between the radii which equalize the velocity of infinite fall and circu-

lar orbital velocity), but also by the intervention of Sun, which may per-

haps be taken as an additional evidence that the parabolic connection of

the solar system with its proper stellar system has produced a parabolic

spiral, and may therefore be regarded as a further confirmation of Prof.

Alexander's views. If we suppose, in accordance with the analogies of

organic development, that the orderly processes were going on simul-

taneously throughout the universe, we may readily conceive that the

assignment of the interior planets to their appointed places was not only

the completion of our own Cosmos, but that it was also synchronous with

the completion of the stellar-nebular group to which we belong.

* Perhaps the most important of those harmonies may be the retention by Earth of

one-half Sun's angular rotation enerj<y; Sun's superficial gravity giving the velocity

of light in a half-rotation, Earth's, in a whole revolution.
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The connection of the two-planetary with the single-planet series,

which adds to the general harmony the local harmony of equal differences

on each side of the respective perihelion planets, is initiated by the rela-

tion of Uranus to Neptane, in other words by the simple harmonic which

most nearly denotes the ratio of circular orbital velocity to the velocity

from infinite fall. The repetition of the harmonic couplet, ?, f, both in

the Jovian and in the Telluric belt, is also a consequence of the same

initiative. If we look merely to the differences between the mean and

the harmonic positions, Saturn and Earth are most disturbed by the ac-

tion of Jupiter, Mars has fallen slightly towards Earth, Jupiter towards

Saturn, Venus and Mercury towards Sun. Even the greatest differences

are less than half of the mean eccentricities, so that the harmonic posi-

tions are exactly rex^resented, and traversed by each planet in each orbital

half-revolution. Moreover, since the geometrical mean of the actual

mean radii, differs by less than jV of oi^e per cent, from the geometrical

mean of the harmonic radii, the evidence of primitive harmonic influence

modified by mutual perturbations, seems irresistible. Deviation within

prescribed limits, allowing liberty in subordination to law, pei-vades all

nature, and is the source of manifold supplementary harmonies and

aesthetic gratifications, which would be impossible under a more rigid

code.

Although the harmonic action is most simple and most striking in the

rotation radii, in consequence of the greater determining influence of the

nucleus, the action does not cease even after the withdrawal of all the

immediate effects of nebular condensation. We accordingly find such

additional rhythmical relations as are indicated by "Bode's Law,"
"Kirk wood's Analogy," Peirce's Phyllotactic Planetotaxy, Alexander's

radial ratios, and the various accordances which I have hitherto commu-
nicated to the Society. Perhaps the most important exemplification of

varied influence may be found in the mutual relations of the principal

planetary masses ; Neptune and Saturn being of such magnitudes as to

equalize their inertia-iuoments near the lower nebular, or nucleal radii;

Saturn and Jupiter having equal moments near the upper nebular, or

vector-radii ; Saturn and Uranus having equal momenta with reference to

Jupiter, in the primitive arrangement of nticleal points ; and Jupiter

balancing Sun, in a linear pendulum, of which the geometrical mean
planetary rotation radius represents a centre of oscillcition, and Sun's

surface represents both a centre of suspension and a fulcrum.

The first break in the Jovian belt appears to have separated the three

outer planets from Jupiter, the mass of Jupiter being such as to give the

same moment of inertia at a centre of spherical gyration as the remain-

ing mass would have at the corresponding spherical surface. The outer

belt subdivided in such manner that its middle planetary moment was

determined by Satiirn, while Saturn's was determined by Sun, the mo-

mentum depending on Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn, as already stated. The
equality of the Saturuian and Neptunian rotation-moments completed the

harmony of Chladni aggregation.
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According to the latest estim ates* the masses of the four exterior

I)laiiets, taking Sun as the unit, are

Jupiter 0009543269 Uranus 0000454545

Saturn 0002855837 Neptune 0000507614

the aggregate being .0013361265. Tlie distribution of the aggregate, ac-

cording to the hypothesis here given, involved the following steps :

—

1. The squai'e of the radius of spherical gyration being .4, in order that

mr^ may equal mjr^^ the masses must vary inversely as the square of

radius. This gives .0009543761 for Jupiter, and .0003817504 for Saturn,

Uranus, and Neptune. 2. Taking Saturn and Neptune as secondary

centres of rotation for the remaining mass, and taking a nodal division

midway between Saturn and Uranus, tlie Saturnian rotation-radius

= 7.1402 solar radii, the Neptune-Uranian radius = 21.1508, and the

masses varying inversely as radius, we obtain .0002854019 for Saturn and

,0000963485 for Uranus and Neptune. 3. The equal moments of Neptune
and Saturn requiring that their masses should be inversely as the squares

of their rotation-radii, Neptune = f ^'^•'^'^^L] ^x Saturn = .0000510257,^
L 49.0168 J

leaving for Uranus .0000453228. The closeness of coincidence is shown

below :
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2. Urauus is to Saturn, as the time of describing radius in a circular

orbit is to the time of orbital revolution.

3. Neptune is to Saturn, as the time of describing radius in direct fall

to the centre is to tlie time of orbital revolution.

While thus using the convenient language of the nebular hypothesis, I

have looked merely to the known laws of centripetal and centrifugal

forces which are now operative, withovxt feeling bound by any special

theory. Whether planetary aggregation has sprung from gaseous or

vaporous clouds, or from meteoric fall, or from explosive nucleal action,

or from all combined, is immaterial ; in any case the equilibrating forces

would be called into play, and, if they act through the intervention of au

elastic medium, the law of harmonic differences should be traceable in

any resulting arrangement. "Subsidence, and the central aggregation

consequent on subsidence, may go on quite as well among a multitude of

discrete bodies under the influence of mutual attraction, and feeble or

partially opposing projectile motions, as among the particles of a gaseous

fluid."*

Among the most important consequences of such conservation of force

as is indicated by the gravity-potential and its relation to light-velocity,

may jjerhaps be reckoned the provision which they seem to involve for the

perpetuation of physical activity. In the common interpretations of the

nebular hypothesis and of most of the modern thermodynamic theories,

continual contraction and heat-radiation have been supposed to tend

towards ultimate stagnation and universal death. In the almost ex-

clusive regard which has been paid to centripetal influences, the increasing

energy of the centi-ifugal force and its final preponderance have both been

overlooked. To this general bias of speculative thought Prof. Alexander

furnishes a weighty exception. In his Note on the origin of clusters and

nebuliB, he refers to appearances "as if, when they were released from

superincumbent pressure, by the rupture of the outer portions of the

spheroid, or other primitive form, their feeble central attraction could no

longer preserve them in form; and so their centres are always broken up."t

In illustration of the alternating destructive and conservative changes,

he closes the Note with the following words :

" For the growing leaf is fed by the exhalations which it finds in the

atmosphere ; and the leaf, in its decay, nourishes the vegetating tree
;

the roots of that tree are embedded in the debris of a comparatively an-

cient earth ; the earth itself, in view of the nebular hypothesis (of La-

place), has beeU detached from the sun; and the sun and other stars

would now seem to be but the comparatively small fragments or drops of

greater masses : the one great plan pervading the whole, being, by means
OF A PERMITTED DESTRUCTION, TO PROVIDE FOR A MORE PERFECT ADAP-

TATION AND DEVELOPMENT."

*Hersehel, Outlines of Astronomy, §871.

t Op. cit. p. 92.
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN ON THE NILE
BETWEEN CAIRO AND THE FIRST CATARACT, DURING
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1873.

By Lieut. -Col. R. S. Williamson,

UNITED STATES COEPS OF ENGINEBES.

{Read before the American PMlosopMcal Society, September 17, 1875.)

San Francisco, Cal., July 26, 1875.

To the Secretary of the American Philosophical Society :

Dear Sir :

I send you two sheets of Meteorological Observations which I made
during January and February, 1873, on the Nile, thinking that they

might be considered of sufficient interest to find a place among the i>rinted

Proceedings of the American Philosoijhical Society.

Wliile tlie general character of the climate of that country is wtll

Jinown, I have not heard of there having been pviblished any regular

series of observations of the wet bulb from there ; and the large number

of tourists who annually visit that river, the majority of whom are

Amei'icans, makes facts concerning it of more than usual interest.

I had had made in Cairo, before starting uj) the rivei', a box two feet

square, four sides of which were of lattice bliuds, so that the instruments,

when suspended in it, were perfectly protected from the direct rays of the

sun, while the wind i:)assed freely through it. One side of the box was pro-

vided with double doors, one or both of which could be opened or closed

at pleasure. The box was placed on a table on the upper deck of the

boat, and securely fastened to it. The bulbs were about ten feet from

the water. Usually there was an awniag above. From frequent experi-

ments I faund that there was no difference between the readings of the

instruments when the doors of the box were open or closed.

The principal instruments were two sensitive identical Thermometers,

which read alike when the bulbs were dry. They were made by James

Green, of New York, and were of the best construction. There was also

a minimum Thermometer, but not of so nice a construction.

The reductions were made by means of the tables in Profession Papers

of the Corps of Engineers, No. 15, a copy of which is in the library of the

Society.

The boat went up the river as far as Assouan, at the foot of the first

Cataract, and six degrees of latitude south from Cairo, and returned.

Yours very truly,

R. S. WILLIAMSON,

Lieut.-Col. United States Engineers.
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ON GLxlCIA-L DEPOSITS AT WEST PHILADELPHIA.

(with a map.)

By Charles E. Hall.

(Bead before the American PMlosopliical Society, November 5, 1875.)

In a preceding paper on Glacial Deposits in Carbon, Northampton, and

Monroe Counties, published in the Proceadiugs of the Philosophical So-

ciety, I proved that the glaciers passed through the gaps of the Kitta-

tinny Mountain and followed somewhat the courses of the present river

beds, at all events toward the close of their existence.

The southern boundary of the Glaciers is a question which will require

much careful study to determine. It is, however, probable that they

reached much further south than generally supposed, and it would scarce-

ly be probable that a mass of ice, great enough to pass over the highest

ranges of the White, Green, and Adirondack Mountains, to suddenly end

at so short a distance as the Blue, or Kittatinny Mountain.

I will take this opportunity to speak of the double systems of Glacial

scratches so plainly marked in the more northern country. I have ob-

served on the shores of Lake Champlain, the polished surfaces indicating

a movement of the ice in a line nearly parallel to the lake, or a south-

erly movement, while a few miles back from the lake, many of the

valleys are crossed by moraines, which indicate Glaciers moving in an

easterly and south-easterly direction towards the lake, and polished

surfaces and scratches indicating the same. I concluded from this that

one system of scratches indicate the course of the moving ice when it

was so great as not to be influenced by the topographical features of the

country. And the second system, formed after the mass had so melted

away that it followed the depressions of the surface.

It is my object, in the following, to show that we have Glacial deposits

within the limits of the City of Philadelphia. Since my residence in this

City the alluvial deposit has occupied my attention. It is composed of

sand, rounded quartz pebbles, and gravel, of sandstone and conglomerate.

It varies in depth from two and three feet to twenty-five. Intermingled

with the rounded quartz pebbles, are found everywhere, angular pieces

of softer sandstone, as Medina and New Red, which would necessarily

have been worn into rounded pebbles and sand had they been associated

with the quartz when it was being foi-med into pebbles. The conclusion

I therefore come to is this, that the quartz pebbles of this region, perhaps

also, of the Atlantic coast, is the debris from the decomposition and disin-

tegration of the older rocks as the Oneida conglomerate, coal conglomer-

ate, etc., and brought here principally by the ice and water of

Glacial time. About the first of October, I made the first critical

examination of the land lying between Spruce and Walnut streets

and west of Forty-fifth street, where the sand and gravel has bsen ex-

cavated to, or within a short distance of the bed-rock. Here are exposed
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many large angular and rounded blocks of Oneida conglomerate, Me-
dina sandstone and probably Clinton and Oriskany sandstone. These

blocks vary from one or two cubic feet to twenty- five, many of them still

preserving their sharp angles ; on sevei'al blocks I could clearly define

Glacial scratches.

Flat and angular boulders which I have observed still imbedded in

their original position, are lying at different angles to the horizon. Toward

the lower part of the bed of sand, gravel, and boulders, I have noticed

frequently a la^ge amount of angular and broken bed-rock or mica schist.

A few boulders of Oneida and Medina just south of Pine street and west

of Forty-fifth street were also observed. The average line of deposit of

these large boulders is N. 42° E. or at right angles to the average course

of the Schuylkill River.

Iq carrying this line northeastward it crosses another similar deposit

between the tracks forming the Y at the junction of the P. C. R. R. and

N. Y. branch, about the corner of Thirty-eighth and Button streets,

and another more extensive deposit near Thirty-eighth street and Girard

avenue. The excavation is now going on near Girard avenue, and I was

enabled to see many of the larger blocks still in position ; the average

of these are deposited at angles to the horizon.

Among those at Thirty-eighth and' Hutton streets are blocks of Oneida

conglomerate and Medina sandstone. Large quantities of New Red sand-

stone, and a few blocks of trap rock were also observed. From all these

evidences I have concluded that this belt of drift deposit is no other than

a Glacial moraine, formed by the Schuylkill Glacier receding from the

site of the City. It is very possible that we have here a complicated system

of moraines formed as the scratches in the North by the ice at different

stages of its existence. J. H. Harden, M.E., procured some specimens of

conglomeratic sandrook, with casts of Spirifer which I have been unable to

determine. Mr. J. C. Smith afterward obtained a specimen of Oriskany

sandstone with Spirifer arenosus, from a deposit west of Forty-fifth street

and north of Walnut.

I am indebted to Mr. J. H. and E. B. Harden for the accompanying map,

on which they have carefully located all the principal boulders observed

in the locality first mentioned. One fact I will add is, that the surface

of the gneiss where laid bare is comparatively smooth, and shows evidence

of having been polished, though so soft as not to retain the marks of

Glaciation.
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Stated Meeting^ June ISth, 1875.

Present, 17 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the R. R.

ZooL Bot. Gesel]schaft, Vienna (XV, i, 90, 91) ; the R. Bel-

gian Academy (XV, i, 89, 90, 91) ; the Imp. Austrian Acad.,

{XV, i, 90, 91) ; the N. J. Hist. S., (94).

Postal card acknowledgments of the reception of Xo. 94

of the Proceedings, January—June, 1875, just published and

distributed, were received from the University of Toronto,

Canada ; J. B. Francis, Lowell, Mass.; Buffalo Social Science

Ass. ; U. S. Hospital, X. Y".; Astor Library; Acad, of Science,

St. Louis ; Chicago I-Iistorical Soc, Maine Historical S.

;

and from the following members : S. Alexander, Prince-

ton, X. J. ; D. Gr. Engleman, 3003 Locust Street, St. Louis
;

J. S. Haines, Haines Street, Germantown, Philadelphia

;

Charles Hale, 22 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass. ; C. H.

Hitchcock, Hanover, X. H.; W. C. Kerr, Raleigh, X. C;
Leo Lesquereux, Columbus, Ohio ; Walter H. Lowrie, Mead-

ville, Pa. ; J. S. Xewberry, Columbia College, X. Y.; Robert

Peter, M. D., Lexington, Ky.; Theo. C. Porter, Easton, Pa.;

P. W. Sheafer, Pottsville, Pa.; Ch. M. Wheatly, Phoenix-

ville, Pa.

Postal cards acknowledging the receipt of copies of Part

2, Vol. XV, Transactions, just published and distributed,

were received from Mr. Wheatly ; the Xew York Hospital,

8 West Sixteenth Street, X. Y.; West Point Academy
;

Astor Library ; and Xew Jersey Hist. Soc , Xewark.

Letters of envoy were received from the Academies at

Vienna and Brussels ; the Board "of Commissioners of the

Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania ; and Mrs. Caro-

line E. G. Peale, bestowing upon the Society's Library a

number of elegantly bound volumes of ethnological me-

moirs and works from the library of the late Mr. Franklin

Peale.

A. p. S.—VOL. XIY. 4d
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Other donations for the library were received from the

Academy and Observatory at St. Petersburg; the Prussian

Academy ; German Geol. Society; Austrian Academy, and

Zoo. Bot. Society ; the Frankfurt ZooL G-arden; the Physical

Societies at Geneva and Bordeaux ; Geographical Society

;

Anthropolog. Society, Annales des Mines, and Pevue Poli-

tique at Paris ; the P. Inst, of Luxembourg ; the Belgian

Academy and Observatory ; the Congres Internationale de

Statistique ; the Poyal, P. A.stro., and R. Geog. Societies at

London ; N'ature ; American Academy at Boston ; Silli-

man's Journal ; American Chemist ; Mr. Josiah P. Cooke of

Boston ; the Medical News ; Journal of Pharmacy ; Penn

Monthly, and Water Department of Philadelphia ; the Com-
missioners of the Second Geological Survey of Pa., Harris-

burg ; the I] nited States Engineer Department ; Coast Sur-

vey; Peabody Institute, Baltimore; and the Zoological

Society, Philadelphia,

On motion, Mr. Roberts asked to be relieved from the duty

of preparing an obituary notice of the late member, Mr.

John Henry Towne, and that Prof. Lesley be substituted in

his place ; which, on motion, was so ordered.

A communication " on the Geological relations of the

Lignitic Groups," by J. J. Stevenson, was read by the Sec-

retary.

Prof. Cope read a communication on an exploration of

Architectural Remains on and near the Eocene Plateau of

JSTorthwestern New Mexico.

Dr. Genth communicated the corrections of an error in

his recent paper On Tellurian Minerals, and announced some

novel and interesting indications recently found by him in

some of the minerals there described.

Dr. Cresson read a communication on the influence of

magnetic forces upon iron and steel under strain.

Prot. Chase made some remarks in continuation of the

subject of Dr. Cresson's paper.

Dr. Cresson offered the following resolution which was

unanimously adopted.
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Resolved^ That the thanks of the Society be presented to

Mrs. Caroline E. G, Peale, for her liberal and welcome con-
tribution to the library of the Society of books belonging
to her late husband, Mr. Franklin Peale.

Mr. Roberts called the members' attention to the improve-

ments that had been made by the Hall Committee.

Pending nominations 780, 7S1, 782, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, July 16th, 1875.

Present, 3 members.

Dr. C. M. Cresson, in the Chair.

A letter was received from Dr. D. Penard, Y. P. Soc.

!N'at., Moscow, June 19th, 1875, concerning the semi-centen-

nial of the doctorate of M. Alex. Fischer de Waldheim,
Pres. S. 1^. M., which, on motion, was referred to the Board

of Officers.

A letter was received from Mr. Edward Thornton, British

Ambassador at Washington, June 30, 1875, respecting the

next Albert Medal of the Society of Arts, which, on motion

was referred to the Board of Officers.

"^ Letters acknowledging receipt of Proceedings No. 91 were

received from Col. Williamson, San Francisco ; the New
York Historical, and 78 other Societies and members, by
postal cards returned and signed.

Acknowledgments of the receipt of the Transactions, Yol.

XY, part 2, were received from the New York Hist. Soc. by
letter, and 22 other Societies and subscribers, by postal

cards.

Acknowledgments of the receipt of packages of back
Proceedings, due since election, were received from Col. Wil-
liamson, (81 to 92) ; Prof. Traill Green (81 to 92) ; Miss Maria
Mitchell (81 to 92) ; Prof. C. H. Hitchcock (81 to 82) ; Prof.

Trowbridge (86 to 92) ; Mr. Dupont (86 to 92) ; Prof. Abbe
(86 to 92) ; Prof. Kerr (86 to 92) ; Mr. Haupt (86 to 92) ; Dr.
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Peter (86 to 92) ; and Mr. Eothermel (92) ; the Providence

Franklin Society (93) ; Philadelphia Numismatic Society

(93), and Prof. Henry (93).

Donations for the Library were received from the Ob-

servatories at St. Petersburg!! and Barcelona ; the Academy

at Berlin ; the Met. Inst, at Vienna ; J. Korosi, of Pesth
;

the Society at Bremen ; Nouvelles Met. and Revue Politique

at Paris ; P. S. at Tasmania ; Astron. Geog. and Chem.

Societies at London ; Victoria Institute ; N"ature ; Essex Insti-

tute ; Boston S. N. H.; U. S. Postal G-uide ; Am. Journal Sci-

ence and Art ; Yale College ; New York Lyceum N. H.; As-

tor Library ; Philadelphia Academy Natural Sciences

;

Franklin Inst.; American Journal Medical Sciences ; News

and Library ; Journal of Pharmacy ; Penn Monthly ; U. S.

Engineer Department, and the St. Louis Western.

The death of Sir W. E. Logan at London, June 28th,

1875. age 77, was announced by the Secretary.

Dr. Cresson communicated the result of further experi-

ments on the influence of magnetic force on the tensile

strength of iron and steel. He announced the fact as new

that in the aerial magnet, or zone of magnetism in the empty

space within the coil, there is a considerable elevation of

temperature.

Prof. Lesley communicated the recent discovery by Mr.

Ashburner, aid on the survey of the State, that the White

•Catskill (Vespertine Sandstone of Mr. Rogers) No. X is a

true coal-measure formation, 19 distinct coal beds hav-

ing been counted, one of which is one foot thick and ap-

p)ears to be persistent, for a similar bed outcrops in a gap a

few miles distant. These beds were cut in the tunnel of

the East Broad Top Railroad through Sideling Hill in Hun-

tingdon County, Pennsylvania. This discovery explains the

Peak Mountain coal-measures below the red shale in Wythe
County, Virginia, as well as the presence of coal-beds in the

Upper Devonian on the Potomac, and of coal-beds about

700 feet below the Millstone Grit (conglomerate No. XII)

in the Allegheny mountain ravines back of Tipton and Ty-
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rone in Blair County, Pennsylvania. It has nothing to do

with the still older coal measures in the Lower Devonian on

the Juniata river in Perry County, Pennsylvania.

On motion, the Laws of the Society were ordered to be

re-printed.

Pending nominations ISTos. 780, 781, 782, and new nomi-

nation 783, were read. On motion, No. 781 was postponed on

account of the absence of nominees. ISTos. 780, 782 were

balloted for, and the following were declared duly elected

members of the Society

:

Dr. Thomas M. Drown, Professor of Chemistry in Lafay-

ette College, Easton, Pa.

John L. Campbell, LL.D., Professor of Mathematics in

Wabash University, Indiana, and Secretary of the United

States Centennial Commission.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, August 2Qth, 1875.

Present, 8 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

The death of the Hon. Horace Binney, the oldest member
ol the Society, and the oldest and only surviving graduate

of Harvard College of the last century, at his residence, in

Fourth street, Philadelphia, August 10, 1875, aged 95 years,

was announced by Mr. Fraley.

The death of Mr. AVilliam E. "Whitman, in Philadelphia,

August 27th, 1875, aged 74 years, was announced by Mr.

Fraley.

On motion, Judge Hare was appointed to prepare an

obituary notice of Mr. Binney.

On motion, Mr. Ed. E. Law was appointed to prepare an

obituary notice of Mr. Whitman.
Mr. GTabb presented a communication On the Indian Tribes

and Lano;uao;es of Costa Rica.
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Dr. Konlg read a paper On tlie occurrence of Perowskite

at Magnet Cove, Arkansas.

Mr. Chase communicated notes on the Signal Service

weather maps, and on newly-discovered planetary harmo-

nies.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of officers

and members in council were read.

Nominations jSTos. 781 and 783 were read.

Mr. Fraley announced that he had received the quarterly

interest on the Michaux legacy, due July 1st, last.

The meeting was then adjourned.

Stated Meeting^ September 17th, 1875.

Present, 15 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Dr.

Thomas M. Drown, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., July 23d,

and Prof. J. L. Campbell, Centennial rooms, Philadelphia,

July 31st, and a carte-de-visite from Mr. Birch, in a letter

from the British Museum, London.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the R. A.

d. Lincei, Rome, Dec. 8 (XV, i, 90, 91) ; the New York

Hist. Soc, June 18th (XA^, ii, 94) ; the U. S. Naval Obs.,

Washington, July 23d (XV, ii) ; the Victoria Institute,

Loudon, July 6th (93) ; the Statistical Society, London,

July 19th (93) ; the Leeds Philos. and Lit, Society, July

14th (93) ; the Society of Antiquaries, London, August 4th

(93) ; the R. A. S., Lisbon, July 22d (XV, i, 90, 91, 93) : the

]Sr. H. S., Northumberland, New-Castle-on-Tyne, August

31st (94) ; the R. Geog. Society, London, July 20th (62, 88,

93 to complete its set) ; the Verein flir Vaterl. Naturkunde

at Stuttgart, Nov. 24th, 1874 (92, 93). Dr. Kraus^

librarian, writes that a complete set can be sent only in ex-

change for a complete set.
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Postal card acknowledgments of the receipt of Proceed-

ings were received from Mr. Birch, London (81 to 91), and

from various corresponding Societies and members.

A letter of envoy was received from the Netherland Bo-

tanical Association, per Mr. W. Hunter, Ass. Sec. Dep. State,

Washington, August 4th, 1875.

A postal card circular was received from the Society of

Biblical Archaeology, London.

Donations for the Library were received from the Acade-

mies at Berlin, Copenhagen, and Brussels ; the Geographical

Society at Paris ; Revue Politique ; MM. I'abbe Ducroix

and Arcelin, at Macon ; Nouvelles Meteorologiques ; San

Fernando K. Observatory; Meteor. Office; London ISTature
;

Pev. O. Fisher, of Cambridge, England ; Silliman's Journal

;

Prof. P. Pumpelly; Prof. 0. C. Marsh; Prof. E. D. Cope;

Dr. J. S. N'ewberry ; Prof. E. B. Andrews ; Prof. E. T. Cox
;

Boston IsT. H. S. ; Franklin Institute ; Journal of Phar-

macy ; Penn Monthly ; M. H. Y. Louderbach ; Medical

ISTews ; Mr. Trantwine ; Dr. Ellicott Cowes ; American

Chemist ; Buffalo I*^at. Hist. Society ; Argentine Observa-

tory and Meteorological Office ; and from the University of

California.

Lieut. Col. P. S. Williamson communicated by letter,

dated San Francisco, July 16th, Meteorological Observations

taken by himself on the i^ile during January and Febru-

ary, 1873.

Mr. Chas E. Hall communicated, through the Secretary,

Kotes on Glacial action along the Kittanning or Blue Moun-
tain, in Carbon, JSTorthampton, and Monroe Counties, Penn-

sylvania.

Prof. P. E. Chase read a communication On the beo;innino;s

of Development.

Prof. Sadtler communicated his recent researches in the

laboratory of the University On the Molecular Structure of

Glyceric acid.

Mr. Briggs expressed certain fundamental views in Me-
teorology, and announced his intention of communicating at
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a proper time the results of exact calculations of the influ-

ence of evaporation on the circulation of the atmosphere

and the production of storms.

The minutes of the last stated and special meetings of the

Board of Officers and Council were read.

Pending nominations JSTos. 781 and 783 and new nomina

tions 784 to 790 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting^ October Ist^ 1875.

Present, 13 members.

Secretary, Dr. Le Conte, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledo-ment were received from the R.

Observatory at Brussells, August 9th (93) ; and the Rantoul

Literary Society (94).

Letters of envoy were received from the Geological Bu-

reau of Sweden, October 27th, 1874 ; the Observatory at

Batavia, June, 1872; the Meteorological' office, London,

August and September, 1875 ; and the U. S. Department of

the Interior,

A letter was received from the B. and C. Masoni^ Acade-

my, Milton, Florida, soliciting books.

A letter declining his appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of Mr. "Whitman, but offering assistance to any one

preparing such a memoir, was received from Mr. E. E. Law,

Philadelphia, September, 24th, 1875.

Donations to the Library were received from the R. and I.

Academies at St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, and Berlin ; the

Geological Societies at Vienna, Berlin, and Dresden ; the

Geological Bureau at Stockholm; the Observatories at St.

Petersburgh, and Batavia ; the Societies at Ulm, Bor-

deaux, and Batavia ; the Antiquarian Societies at Copen-

hagen and Worcester ; Herr Riitimeyer of Basel ; the An-

thropological Society ; Ecole des Mines, Revue Politique, and
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!^[ouvelles Meteorologiques at Paris ; the London Chemical

and Geographical Societies ; Victoria Institute and Nature
;

the R. Cornwall Polytechnic Institute ; the L. and H. Society

at Quebec ; Mr. Putnam, of Salem ; Prof. H. H. ITewton
;

and Silliman's Journal ; the College of Physicians and Penn

Monthly, of Philadelphia ; The Louisville Printing House

for the Blind ; St. Louis Western ; Mexican Gr. and S. So-

ciety ; and the Smithsonian Institute.

The death of Dr. I. A. Lapham, at Milwaukee, Septem-

ber 4, 1875, age — , was announced by the Secretary, with

remarks by Dr. Le Conte.

On motion, Dr. Brinton was requested to learn by corres-

pondence with Dr. Philip Valentini of Mexico, more fully,

the probable value of his memoir on the Aztec Calendar

Stone. Dr. Brinton communicated to the Society the fact

of Dr. Valentini's new interpretation of the stone in a his-

torical sense, as opposed to the astronomical interpretation

of Humboldt, G-allatin, and Gama, and that his MSS. would

make about eighty pages of the Transactions, with illustra-

tions ; and that Dr. Valentini would be pleased to have it

submitted to a committee of examination.

Pending nominations ISTos. 781, 783 to 790, and new

nomination, 'No. 791, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, October 15th, 1875.

Present, 17 members.

Vice-President, Mr, Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the

Academia dei Lincei at Rome, and Linufean Society, Lon-

don, August 25th, (92, 93).

Donations for the Library were received from F. W. C.

Trafford, of Zurich ; the French Geographical Society and

Revue Politique ; the Linnsean Society, London ISTature, and

A. p. S.—VOIi. XIV. 4e
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Meteorological Committee ; the Boston Natural History

Society, Industrial Aid Society, and the Rev. Jas. F. Clarke
;

the 'New York Historical Society and American Chemist

;

the Mayor of Philadelphia, Franklin Institute, Journal of

Pharmacy, Medical News and Journal ; the Historical Society

of New Jersey ; and the Engineer Department of the United

States Army.
A letter heing read from Judge Clark Hare declining to

prepare an obituary notice of Horace Binney, and proffer-

ing aid to any one preparing such a notice, it was, on motion

of Mr. E. K. Price,

JResolved, That the Society concur with the Philadelphia
Bar in requesting Judge Wm. Strong to prepare an obituary
notice of the late Horace Binney.

On motion, Mr. Edward Hopper was requested to prepare

an obituar}^ notice of Mr. Whitman.
Prof. Chase communicated an additional co-ordination of

the ratio of heat under constant pressure to heat under con-

stant volume.

Mr. Lesley gave a preliminary notice of the recent discov-

ery by Mr. Charles E. Hall, of sub-angular blocks of large

size, lying on the surface and in gravel, at the new cutting

of Locust Street in West Philadelphia beyond Forty-fourth

Street. Some of these blocks seem to be from the outcrops

of the Laurentian gneiss at Reading or Easton ; others of

Oneida Conglomerate from the Delaware or Schuylkill water-

gaps, 70 miles distance ; and one was afterwards found by

Mr. J. H. Harden of the University of Pennsylvania, carry-

ing hundreds of fossil shells, from the lowest Devonian out-

crops a few miles still further north.

Mr. Lesley said that Prof. Houpt, of the University, had

kindly promised to survey the locality so as to place all the

data on record, before the destruction of the stones by the

rapid improvements of that part of the city area, and when
this is done a further report would be made to the Society.

If we are to look on these blocks as moraine, it would but

extend the glacial phenomena recently noticed in and in
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front of the Lehigli and Delaware Water-Gaps, as far south

as AUentown, over the South Mountain, and across the Trias

plain, to the mouth of the Schuylkill.

Mr. E. K. Price suggested the possihility of iceberg

carriage, and should prefer that exj^lanation.

Dr. LeConte said that the agencies were allied.

Mr. Lesley replied that if the iceberg was broken from

the glacier as it passed through the gaps, it is hard to see

how it could pass the barrier of the South Mountain, unless

it was very small and followed substantially the present

river valleys. But it was too recent a discovery to justify

much discussion.

Pending nominations 781, 783 to 790 were read, discussed

and balloted for.

Pending nomination 791 was again read.

After scrutiny of the ballot boxes the following gentle-

men were declared duly elected members of the Society :

Dr. Stephen Smith, of New York, President of the Ameri-

can Public Health Association.

Mr. William Blasius, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Gideon E. Moore, of Jersey City, Chemist of the Pas-

saic Zinc Works.

Mr. Furman Sheppard, District Attorney for the City of

Philadelphia.

Mr. Russell Thayer, Jr., Superintendent of the Fairmount

Park, Philadelphia.

Mr. G. Clark Maxwell, F.R.S., Professor of Experimental

Phj'sics, Cambridge, England.

Mr. Charles E. Hall, of Philadelphia, Palaeontological

Assistant of the Second Geological Survey.

Mr. John F. Carll, of Pleasantville. Venango County, Pa.,

Assistant on the Second Geological Survey.

Mr. Andrew Sherwood, of Mansfield, Tioga County, Pa.,

Assistant on the Second Geological Survey.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meeting^ November 5ih, 1875.

Present, 12 members.

Vice President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Mr.

Russell Thayer, dated Fairmount Park, Phila., Oct. 19th
;

from Dr. Stephen Smith, dated Amer. Pub. Health Associa-

tion, New York, Oct. 20th ; Gideon E. Moore, Ph.D., dated

Passaic Zinc Works, Jersey City, Oct. 21 ; Wm. Blasius,

dated Phila., Oct. 25th ; John F. Carll, dated Pleasantville,

Oct. 27th, and Mr. Furman Sheppard, Philad'a, Oct. 28th,

1875.

A letter was received from M. Penard, of Moscow, ac-

knowledging the letter of congratulation voted July 16th

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the P.

Geog. Society, London, Oct. 23d, (Tr. XY, ii ; 94 ; wants all

Yol. XTII and XY, ii.) ; Astronomical Society, London,

(XY, ii, 94) ; P. Observatory, Greenwich, Oct. 22 (94) ; B.

S. K H., Oct. 25th (XY, i, 91, 92, 93).

A letter asking for Proceedings 'No. 88, was received from

the Philosophical Society pf Glasgow.

A letter concerning that part of the will of the late Mrs.

Caroline E. G. Peale, concerning her husband's cabinet of an-

tiquities, was received from her executor, Mr. Robert Patter-

son, and at a subsequent stage of the proceedings, was, on

motion, referred for consideration and report to the Curators.

Donations for the Library were received from the R.

Prussian and Belgian Academies ; the Societies at Lausanne

and Leyden ; the Geog. Society, Nouvelles Met. and Revue
Politique, at Paris ; London ligature ; B. S. N. IL ; Mr. Scud-

der, and Mr. Hyatt, of Boston ; Penn Monthly ; American

Journal of Pharmacy ; Smithsonian Institute, and the W est-

ern.

The death of Dr. Kingston Goddard, at his residence on

Staten Island, Oct. 14, aged 62, was announced by Mr.

Fraley.
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Mr. C. E. Hall exhibited specimens from boulders in West
Philadelphia, and specimens from outcrops in and behind

the Blue (Kittanning) Mountain, to enable the members to

compare and identify them. He exhibited, also, a local map
on which each boulder was exactly placed and numbered.

In the collection was one piece of trap, and several of Trias

sandstone. The rest were Oneida conglomerate, and Oris-

kany sandstone (conglomerate). Mr. Hall expressed his

conviction that most of the Philadelphia gravel was merely

disintegrated conglomerate the pebbles of which had been

set free in their original rolled state and not re-rolled to

any extent. Many pieces were flat and yet in an erect atti-

tude, showing ice rather than water transit. The trend of

the belt of boulders, so far as studied, was roughly at right

angles to the bed of the Schujdkill at tbe Zoological Garden.

Mr. Hall had noticed a sort of smoothing oS of the surface

of the upturned mica schist country. In some cases the bould-

ers were of large size, and grooved as well as polished. One

of them contained many Silurian fossils.

Mr. Price invited Mr. Hall's attention to quantities of

boulders being uncovered in the sand cuttings at 25th street

and Fairmount avenue, on the eastern side of the Schuyl-

kill.

In the discussion which ensued the possibility of iceberg

action and the existence of gravel mounds across the interior

valleys were brought into view.

Prof. Frazer wished to record the fact that he had met

with considerable numbers of glaciated (grooved) pieces of

Rogers' jasper-rock. Hunt's orthophyre, or as he preferred to

call it, felsite porphyry rock of the South Mountain, along

the low pass (partly a gorge) through which the Gettysburg-

Chambersburg road leads. He suggested, for a cause, a thin

glacier coming across from the Path Valley, west of Cham-
bersburg.

Mr. Lesley described Mr. John Harger's (of Oxford, Conn.)

method of obviating parallax in reading the vernier on the

dial plate of a transit instrument or surveyor's compass ; viz.
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by using two verniers, one inside and one outside the grad-

uated circle. If the observer finds a parallax error between

the outside vernier and the scale, he will find tioice that er-

ror between the scale and the inside vernier, and can thus

easily correct his observation.

Mr. Cope offered the following resolution, with appro-

priate remarks :

Resolved^ That the American Philosophical Society recom-

mend to the attention of Congress the proposed scientific ex-

ploration of the River Beni of Bolivia and the adjacent

regions, by Prof. James Orton, believing that the intrinsic

importance of the object, as well as the experience of Prof.

Orton, render it deserving of aid from the Government of

the United States.

The resolution was passed, with instructions to the Secre-

taries to transmit copies of it to the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States, and to Prof. Orton.

Mr. Fraley reported that he had received the quarterly in-

terest of the Michaux Legacy Fund, due Oct. 1st last.

The Minutes were then read and the meeting was ad-

journed.

Stated Meeting^ November 19/A, 1875.

Present, 12 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr.

Charles E. Hall, dated Philadelphia, N'ov. 13th, 1875.

A letter acknowledging receipt of diploma was received

from Mr. James Freeman Clarke, Jamaica Plains, Mass.

Letters acknowledging receipt of Proceedings and Trans-

actions were received from the Observatory at Munich,

July 9 (92, 93); the Royal Society at Gottingen, June (92,

93) ; the Academy at Lisbon, Oct. 14, 1875 (92) ; the Statis-

tical Society, London, I^Tov. 4 (XV ii, 91); and Triibner &

Co., London, Nov. 3 (88).

Donations for the Library were reported from the Societies

at Moscow and Liege; Geographical Society and Revue
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Politique at Paris ; Astronomical, Geographical, Asiatic, and

Antiquarian Societies, and Editors of ISTature, London ; Rev.

0. Fislier ; Boston Society of N'atural History ; Mr. Samuel
Batclielder ; Yale College, and Professor Marsh, New Haven

;

Franklin Institute, Medical Il^ews, and Board of Public

Education, at Philadelphia ; Library of Congress, War
Department, and Engineer Department, at Washington

;

Buffalo Society of jN"atural Sciences ; and Editors of the

Western.

Dr. Le Conte announced that he had been engaged for the

past three years, and Dr. Horn for the past eighteen months,

on a revision of the Rhyncophora of the United States.

The memoir will make from 500 to 600 printed pages of the

Proceedings. On motion a committee was appointed con-

sisting of Dr. Leidy, Mr. C. E. Hall and Mr. Lesley, to whom
it was referred.

Mr. Lesley called attention to the valuable papers on

glacial drift at Washington and Richmond, read before the

Boston Society of Natural History, last Spring, by Prof.

W. B. Rogers.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers

and Council were read.

Pending noniination No. 79 1 was read.

On motion, it was
Resolved^ That the Society accept the bequest of Mrs.

Caroline E. G-. Peale under the conditions expressed in the
communication of Mr. Robert Patterson, executor.

On motion, it was

Resolved^ That until otherwise ordered by the Society,

this collection be deposited in the office of the Philadelphia
Saving Fund Society, and the Curators be authorized to

make arrangements with said Society for its safe keeping.

On motion, it was

Resolved, That, upon the recommendation of the Board of
Officers and Members in Council at its last meeting, the
edition of the Proceedings be increased from 750 to 1250
copies ; and that the Librarian be authorized to sell copies
at 50 per cent, above the actual cost price of publication.

The meeting was then adjourned.
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The Letter of Mr. Robert Patterson referred to above.

329 Chestnut Street, - \
Philadelphia, October 30, 1875. j

Bear Sir:—I beg leave to commuuicate through you to the American

Philosophical Society the following extract from the will of the late Mrs.

Caroline E. G. Peale, viz :

"I give to the American Philosophical Society held at Philadelphia for

Promoting Useful Knowledge, the collection of relics illustrative of the

Stone Age, with the descriptive catalogue thereof made by my beloved

husband Franklin Peale, in trust to preserve the same as a separate

collection within the Hall Building of the Society, or in some suitable

place, and open to the inspection of all visitors, under such regulations as

may be proper for the security thereof ; the collection to be designated so

as to distinguish the object and the name of the Collector as follows :

"Implements of the Stone Age from various parts of America, Europe,

Great Britain, and the British Isles, collected and arranged as impres-

sively confirming the unity of the Human Race, by Franklin Peale."

"Provided that said collection shall not be placed within the building

of said Society until the same shall be fire-proof, and until then or there-

aftei', if deemed expedient by said Society, the collection shall be deposited

in such fire-proof building, public or private, as they may designate.

And if said Society shall decline or neglect the trust imposed on them, I

direct my Executor to see to the execution thereof in such manner as to

pi'ovide a place of secure deposit for the collection, open to the inspection

of visitors ; and in case of his death or disability, I request that the

proper court will direct and take care of the due execution of this trust."

The character and value of this collection are known to some of the

members of the Society, and were fairly exhibited in the "Memorial

Volume," embracing photographs and descriptive matter, which was
some two years since submitted for inspection.

The collection at present is deposited in the building of the Philadel-

phia Saving Fund Society, and I presume can remain there awaiting the

orders of the Society and myself. The specimens are carefully packed,

and at the proper time can readily be arranged in the cases. The Society,

if accepting the trust, will be put to no expense in the arrangement or

labelling of the collection, or for the collateral inheritance tax on the

same.

As the conditions of the bequest require, among other things, that the

collection shall be only placed in a fire-proof building, with which at this

time the Society is not provided, the designation of a suitable place will

have to be determined by the Society at its convenience.

Very respectfully yours,

[Signed.] ROBERT PATTERSON,
Executor of Caroline E. O. Peale,

Dr. Geo. B. Wood, President of the American Philosophical Society,

Philadelphia.
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FURTHER DYNAMIC CO-ORDINATIONS.

By Pliny Eakle Chase,

Professor of Mathematics in Haverpord College.

{Bead before the American PMlosopMcal Society, October 15, and December

3, 1875.)

A further extension may be given to my co-ordination of the great
natural forces, by means of the thermodynamic rehxtions which subsist

between constancy of pressure and constancy of volume.
In central forces, varying inversely as the square of the distance, a

perpetual oscillation through a linear ellipse

AC, with foci at the centre of a circle and at

2?', would be synchronous with a perpetual

revolution around the circle. The complete

linear-elliptical orbit being = 2d, the mean
velocity of linear oscillation, or the velocity of

2
constant mean gaseous pressure = — of the

velocity of revolution ; a velocity which would
be attained, both in the centripetal and in the

centrifugal phase of the oscillation, at lA2d2r
o

2- r
The ratio of heat under eon-

stant volume to heat under constant pressure, as experimentally deter-

mined, is 1 : 1.421.*

Let f = radius of a gaseous nucleus which is sufficiently condensed to

allow of chemical combinations, or the radius of constant volume ; r =
radius of constant mean pressure. The vis viva of free revolution in a

circular orbit varying inversely as radius, the ratio of the mean nucleal

and atmospheric forces riiay be represented by the proportion

r : r : : 1 : 1.4232

In elastic media, as the distances from the centre increase in arith-

metical progression, the densities decrease, in geometrical progression if

the central force is constant, in harmonic progression if the central force

varies according to the law of inverse squares. Whatever may have

been the beginnings of cosmo-taxis, whether through nebular condensa-

tion, meteoric accumulation, explosive rupture, or other unknown pro-

cess, the secular mean actions and reactions between opposing forces

should lead to similar numerical and harmonic results. In the lan-

guage of Herscheljf " Among a crowd of solid bodies of whatever size,

animated by independent and partially opposing impulses, motions oppo-

site to each other must produce collision, destruction of velocity, and sub-

*Tynclall, Heat a Mode of Motion, 4th Ed., Sect. T4.

f Outlines of Astronomy, Sect. 872.

A.. P. S.—VOL. XIV. 4f
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sideuce oi' mean approach towards the centre of preponderant attraction
;

while those which conspire, or which remain outstandiri<2^ after such con-

flicts, must ultimately give rise to circulation of a permanent character."

In the earliest stages of nucleal aggregation, when the primitive

oscillating velocity subjects all particles to nearly equal impulses from

every direction, but with a slight preponderance towards special nucleal

centres, the variation from constancy of force may be so slight as to in-

troduce a geometrical progression based on the above thermal ratio,

1 : 1.4233. Since the nucleal radius of a Sun which would rotate syn-

chronously with planetary revolution varies as i/~J, while the planetary

radius-vector, or radius of possiile nebular atmosphere, varies as (ijS, the

atmospheric radius varies as (nucleal radius) s. "We have thus a basis for

the geometrical series, r, rj, n . . . r'"^. Now 1.42333 = 1.6009, or

almost precisely the fundamental radius (1.6007) which Professor Alex-

ander has pointed out in the arrangement of the Jovian system.*

It is also very nearly represented in the ratios between the nucleal

radii of the inner pairs of planets, of the two principal planetary belts
;

9 : ^ = 1.598 \ \i \ % = 1.576.t The next term of the series is

1.42323 = 1.8008, which is remarkably coincident, both with Professor

Alexander's fundamental ratio:}: for the solar system (1 : 1.8), and with

the "centre of explosive oscillation," or the linear centre of oscillation

between a primitive centre of oscillation and a linear centre of gravity

(I and %). If the involution is carried to the fifth quadrangular pyra-

midal number, 1.4233^^ = 331390, which is within less than three per

cent, of the half-modulus of light at Sun's surface, measured in solar

radii. The pyramidal exponent, 35, is also within less than three per

cent, of the possible solar atmosphere measured in solar radii ; within

less than five per cent, of the half-modulus of light measured in Nep-

tunian vector-radii ; and within less than three per cent, of the nucleal

radius of a nebulous Sun which would rotate in a year of Uranus.

If these accordances are dependent upon the mutual interactions of the

five principal masses in our system (0, 2/, Ij
, §, \P), we may reasonably

look for still further accordances between the products of masses, which

enter as factors into expressions of joint gravitating action. We accord-

ingly find the following equation between the triangular powers of plane-

tary masses, designating mean perihelion,mean, and mean aphelion,by sub-

.6
-3

ftp
script figures 1, 3, 3, respectively :

|

—

^

1^3

' ^^3
X -3 X

* statement and Exposition of Certain Harmonies in the Solar System (Smithsonian

Contributions, 280), p. 15.

The simple ratio, 1.4232 is approximated in the nucleal radii of the outer pairs

;

C^ ^ © = 1..373 : t|; -^ g = 1.4.

I Op. cit., p. 4. I am informed by Prof. Alexan er that he announced this ratio be-

fore the American Association in 1857.
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or, if we introduce all of the five great masses:

f^sl
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The difference between the actual value of loof. I2 r. vec, and the value

10
as found by the foregolnop equation, tp X S X 2/ = I2 ^"5 is therefore,

only .000049, representing a numerical difference of only gL of one per

cent.

When the hypothetical nebular condensation had proceeded so far as to

show the controlling planetary influence of Jupiter's mass, the mean peri-

helia of Saturn and Uranus were so fixed as to establish the following

relationships of harmonic powers :

?3
§lJ

X
S3

»21J
X Is

1;

Stockwell's logarithmic values are

Neptune,

Uranus,
a

Saturn,

Jupiter,

tp.

'^2

SlJ
X U

^2
•^1

=1

1.473337

S3

^1
2/3

^3
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Bode (T). Actual (O). (T-Oj -^ O.

28 726.16 Asteroidal

52 1070.06 2/i 1069.62 +.000
100 2057.78 12 2

2049.51 +.004
196 4033.25 §2 4121.76 —.022

[292 6008.71] ^^ 6388.25 —.063
388

It will be observed that I have interpolated the Neptunian term, but

this modification of the Bodeian law, as I have, in part, previously' stated,

increases its harmony, by giving three equal differences at each extremity

of the series, by placing Earth's pei-ihelion in a geometrical mean posi-

tion between the I2 nucleus and its limit of jjossible atmosi^here, and

by marking centres of linear oscillation of successive pendulums.

After the hypothetical detachment of the several two-planet belts, and

their independent revolution preparatory to cosmical division, the har-

monic should replace the geometric ratios. In order to remove the in-

fluence of the theoretical planetary pendulum unit (|^3?') and the slight

uncertainty as to the precise period of solar rotation, let us examine the

ratios of the several planetary rotation- (or nucleal-) radii, and the con-

sequent harmonic differences, according to the above equation of varia-
j.

bility, p oc t'^.

t p
^ .2408 .491 ^ ^ 9 z:= 5 -- 7,

9 .6152 .784 0-^(5^ =^5 ^6.;

© 1.0000 1.000

<^ 1.8808 1.374 §— :^=r5.722

% 11.8618 3.444 2/ — © = 2.444

\ 29.4565 5.427 ©—©^1.000

§ 84.0190 9.116 0—19= .392

^ 164.7791 12.837 ^9 —i^ = .147

By comparing the radii of aethereal nebulosity ;
of synchronous central

and circular oscillation (2r : ?) ; of incipient aggregation, or constant

c nr -\

pressure (1.4232/-) ; and of nebular rupture I ~~XT J
1 we find the fol-

lowing accordances :

1. An aethereal atmosphere, rotating with planetary velocity at Sun's

present surface, would have the equatorial velocity of light at 088. 33r.

3 X 688.33 2064.99 \^ 2049.51

6 X " 4129.98 §2 4121.86

9 X " 6194.97 Wi 6388.25

2. If the radial oscillation and the radius of nebular rupture are spe-

nr 2?" -^ •,.

cially regarded, r = \ radius vector ; ?i = 2 ;
—

~Tr'\
—

"o"
— ^ raaius

vector.

99
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i % 1.6594 cJ^a 1.6444

J ^^ 10.0113 l2
3 10.0000

i ©2 .3333 ^1 .3187

3. Substituting the orbital radius for the radius of linear oscillation,

nr 2
we have ;

—

~ =r -tt.w + 1 3

§ tp 20.0226 §3 20.0442

f ©3 -6763 9i .6978

4. Substituting the radius of incipient aggregation and its correspond-

ing radius of linear oscillation, we have

nr 1.4232 r
T-T = —1—\ .

•
. n^ 2.467

2 n 4.934 [^/^ 4.978

The combined influences of Jupiter and Earth over the asteroidal belt,

especially as shown in the second and fourth accordances ; the tendency
of their mean radial velocities (at 1.4232 r) and the limiting satellite

velocities, to equality at Sun's present limiting planetary velocity
; the

indications of uniform primitive velocity, furnished by the general pre-

dominance of geometrical ratios and the introduction of harmonic values

in the minute details ; the a fviori probability of such primitive uni-

formity ; the relations of mass and position to orbital times, as well as

to atmospheric and nuclear-nebular radii {t, r, and p)-^ all point to origi-

nating undulations, propagated, as inferred from the ultimate limit of

equality towards which the parabolic cometary and mean radial centrif-

ugal velocities both tend, with the velocity of light.

La Place {Mecanique Celeste, II, viii, 65-69 ; VI, ii, 12-16 ; etc.) investi-

gated a number of inequalities depending on the squares and products of

the disturbing forces. In his discussions of the Jovian and Saturnian sys-

tems he introduced terms containing the 3d and 5th dimensions of the
eccentricities and inclinations. The closeness of the agreements here
presented may, perhaps, lead to important considerations involving still

higher powers.

If we substitute for the theoretical primitive exponential ratios (1, 1+
2, l-|-2-(-3), the present actual vector radii, (« = tj;^

; /^ =^ S2 ; ^ = 12 2

;

8 ^ 2/2)) we find an equation for Saturn's mean perihelion :

—

^^XS'^-^X2/«=)2«+'^ (1)^2^2 21 ^ ^ '

If a, /9, 5, represent the mean aphelion vector-radii, we find an equation

for Saturn's mean distance :

—

tp^X §^-^XT^^=l2^+'^ (2)

If we take powers of the masses, instead of powers of the vector-radii

equation (2) gives two values for Saturn's mass, according as we use

Newcomb's greatest value of Neptune's mass, d^jj-J, deduced from its

satellite (3)

or the least, (1^^00)5 deduced from perturbations of § (4)
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These equations are immediately suggestive of the numerous familiar

equations between tlie sums of periodic times. The substitution of 'pro-

ducts for sums, and powers for products, indicates the early organizing

activity of constant forces, acting with reference to given centres, in

elastic media.

The solution of equations (1) to (4) is as follows :
—

(1)

Log. 30.033865-202798 7.687713
" 19.18358119-183581-5.20279S 17.936362
" 5.20279830-o?386 21.511361

47.135435
•' 9.07764530-033864-19. 183581 47.148979

.013544 ^ 49.217441 = .000275 = log. 1.00051

(2)

Log. 30.335515-^2 735 1 8.043068
" 20.04418320-044183-5.427351 19.030955
" 5.427351'^o-3355i 22.284102

49.358125
" 9.53885230-3351+ 20.044133 49.346714

.011411 -^ 50.379693 = .000227 — log. 1.00050

(3), (4)

If log. == 10, the logs, of the assumed masses are :

—

tp (Newcomb, from satellite) 5.712646

t|; ( " " perturbations) 5.705534

§ ( " ) 5.645892

l2 (Bessel) 6.455734

2/ ( " ) 6.979689

Substituting these logs, for the aphelion logs, in equation (2), we get

for log. \i , by using for log. tp

Satellite value . (3) 6.458198

Perturbation value (4) 6.456439

6.458198 — 6.455734 = .002464 = log. 1.0057

6.456439 — 6.455784 ~. .000705 ~ log. 1.0016
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Stated Meeting, December Sd, 1875.

Present, 14 members.

Yice-Presideiit, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Visitors. Mr. Schwartz of the Detroit Scientific Associa-

tion, and Mr. Morgan Hart.

A letter acknowledging the receipt of Proceedings iTo.

94, was received from the Victoria Institute, dated London,

Nov. 8th, 1875.

A communication respecting a so-called Calendarium per-

petuum mobile, to be exhibited in 1876 bj M. Kesselmeyer,

was received from Mr. C. H. Meyer, Consul for the German
Empire at Philadelphia.

Donations for the Library were received from the ISTether-

land Botanical Society ; Cobden Club ; Glasgow Philosophi-

cal Society ; Silliman's Journal ; Academy of Natural

Sciences ; Penn Monthly ; Journal of Pharmacy ; Mr. Nys-

trom ; and Prof. Kerr of North Carolina.

Mr. Britton exhibited and explained certain improvements

in his laboratory burettes.

Mr. Lesley described the occurrence of certain Carbonifer-

ous valleys of erosion, discovered by Prof. Stevenson and

Mr. White during the field-work season just closed, in

Washington and Greene counties, Pennsylvania, on the hor-

izon of the great sand-rock of the Lower Barren Measures,

below the Pittsburg coal.

Mr. Price communicated a memorandum of the places

around Philadelphia recently visited by him, where boulders

may be seen. This list of points in the present limits of the

city may be of historical interest at a future day.

I have lately visited the following excavations through gravel outside

the built area of the city. In all are found pebbles and stones rounded

by the action of water, and stones of all sizes up to some hundred

pounds, unrounded, angular, and but slightly rubbed. Where the gravel

is purest and deepest, and undisturbed, stratification is seen, and at a

depth of eight or ten feet a black band of cemented gravel divides the

gravel from the fine sand below :

South side South Street east of new bridge ; south side Woodland Ave-

A. P, S.—VOL. XIV. 4g
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nue, botli east aad west of Woodlands Cemetery; 46th Street, both

south and north of Woodland Avenue ; 45th Street, south and north of

Kingsessing Avenue, and north of Spruce Street ; Chestnut Street, west

of 45th and 47th Streets ; intersection of Pennsylvania and Connect-

ing Railroads ; Grirard Avenue, west of 48th Street ; Elm, west of Girard

Avenue ; Girard Avenue east of the bridge, ia the Park ; in the Park

east of Connecting Railroad bridge over the Reading Railroad ; Jeifer-

son and 28th Streets ; Cumberland Street and 15th ; and 12th and Cum-
berland Streets ; also east of Reading Railroad bridge over the Schuyl-

kill, and around the basin in the East Park.

The "erratics" are foand at all heights, twenty to one hundred feet

above tide, both side? of the Schuylkill.

Prof. Chase described some indications of Saturn's import-

ance in inHuencing the early planetary aggregations of our

system when the Sun was in a nebulous condition. He in-

troduced an equation between the masses and distances of

the four outer planets, which accorded with other present

indications of nebular activity in Saturn.

The Treasurer's annual report was, on motion, postponed,

on account of his serious illness.

Pending nomination No. 791 was read.

Mr. Price presented the following report on the applica-

tion of the funds of the Michaux Legacy

:

Decemher 3, 1875.

To THE American Philosophical Society :

I respectfully make report in relation to the expenditure of the income

of the Michaux Fund placed at the disposal of the Fairmount Park

Commission.

The Botanical Committee of the Society, Aubrey H. Smith, Chairman,

revised the list of trees proposed to be imported last spring
;
and nine

hundred and ten trees were imported from James Booth & Sons, Ham-
burg, Germany, and arrived and were planted early in May last. They

were fine, healthy, well-grown trees, and were generally in good order

when received. There were one hundred and forty-five species and

varieties of Maple, Horse-Chestnut, Ailantus, Alder, Birch, Horn-

beam, Spanish-Chestnut, Catalpa, Beech, Laburnum, Ash, Larch, Pop-

lar, Prunus, Pterocarya, Pyrus, Oak, Lorbus, Linden, Willow.

There are now growing of this and the previous importation by the

same Michaux Fund, one thousand one hundred and seventeen trees and

shrubs, of two hundred and sixty seven species and varieties. These

are all in the nursery, where they will remain until of a size to be planted

out in the " Michaux Grove" and elsewhere over the Park.
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I have collected from the Woodlands Cemetery, formerly the seat of

William Hamilton, and from the Marshall Garden, and with the aid of

Dr. George Smith of Delaware County, and Aubrey H. Smith, Esq.,

from other places, considerable quantities of acorns and seeds without

cost, and had them planted in the Nursery of the Park, in furtherance

of Mr. Michaux's purpose, to wit : of the European Oak, the English

White Oak, Red, Scarlet, White, Black, Post, Willow, Swamp, Chestnut,

Rock and Overcup White Oaks ; and the seeds of the Sweet Gum. The
Bartram acorns came from Humphrey Marshall of Marshallton, Chester

county ; and a lot of them, separately planted, were procured by Dr,

Leidy from a forest tree, near Columbus, N. J. Mr. A. H. Smith, in

sending these says, "If these, or any of them, germinate we shall have

an authentic specimen of the Bartram oak at last."

In addition to the duty of making the Society acquainted with the

manner in which its funds have been used, I have in view the purpose to

invite through your publication, the contribution to the Fairmount Park
Nursery, of acorns and seeds of all rare forest trees that will stand our

climate, by friends of the Park, and lovers of trees and science whereso-

ever they may be, with the expectation that the Park will ia the future

become a point of distribution of rare trees to other Parks and of their

fruits.

The Park Commission stipulated with this Society, March 12, 1870,

that after planting the Michaux Grove, any surplus of the income of the

Michaux Fund "shall be devoted to the cultivation of Oaks of every

variety capable of cultivation in our climate, in the Park Nursery, which

Oaks, to the extent of two of each kind cultivated, (shall) be hereafter

distributed to other Public Parks in the United States." Of acorns and

seeds the only limitation would be in the production of the trees.

ELI K. PRICE,
Chairman of the Committee of Fairmount Park upon Trees and Nurseries,

and Chairman of the Committee of the Society on the Michaux Fund,

On motion of Mr. Price, it was

Resolved^ That Thos. O'Donnell and Albert S. Allshause

be respectfully invited to furnish this Society, at each of its

meetings, a report of their borings on the south side of Elm
Avenue, near the Centennial buildings, and to furnish the

museum of the Society with specimens of the rocks bored

through.

On motion of Mr. Price, it was

Resolved^ That a committee of five be appointed to make
arrangements for the delivery of the address of the Hon.Wm.
Strong on the life and character of the Hon. Horace Binney.
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Mr. Price, Mr. Fraley, Mr. H. J. Williams, Mr. Hopper

and Judge Sharswood were appointed tlie committee.

On motion of Mr. Lesley, the Secretaries were authorized

to complete the set of the Society's Proceedings and Trans-

actions in the Library of the University of Pennsylvania,

receiving in return such duplicates as are in that Library.

The Secretaries were instructed to prepare a reply to the

communication of Herr C. Kesselmeyer, transmitted to

this Society by Mr. Chas. 11. Meyer, German Consul, and

member of the Centennial Commission of the German Em-
pire (224 S. Fourth street, Philadelphia), stating that the

regulations of the Society will not admit of a compliance

with his request.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting^ December 11th, 1875.

Present, 10 members.

Yice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Donations for the library were received from M. Donisotte

of Turin; the Royal Prussian and Belgian Academies; Revue
Politique; London N"ature ; Boston Natural History Society

;

Cambridge Museum ; Franklin Institute ; Medical News, and

the U. S. Department of the Interior.

The committee on the paper of Drs. Le Conte and Horn,

entitled " On the Rhyncophora of North America," reported

in favor of its publication as a separate Volume (XV, No.

96, of the Proceedings). On motion, it was so ordered, with

an appropriation of fifty dollars f ">r ilkistrations ; the Secre-

tary being authorized to commence the minutes of 1876

as No. 97,Vol. XVI.
The Committee to -whicli was referred the Memoir on the Rhyncophora

of N. America by Drs. LeConte and Horn, report that they have exam-

ined the MSS. and find tlie following facts.

The memoir consists of about five hundred MSB., equal to about four

hundred j)rinted pages, and require a few simple wood cuts in the text,

costing about twenty-five dollars, and one lithograph plate costing about

twenty-five dollars. Dr. Horn proposes to draw on the wood himself.
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The subject is of great scientific interest, being a new classification of

eleven families of Coleopterous insects in thi-ee series, upon the basis of

a wider and closer study of all their features than has yet been made
;

and after personal inspection of the cabinets of Europe. The families of

insects described belong to the class of weevils in the language of agri-

culture.

We recommend that the memoir be printed separately as No. 95 and

Vol. XV of the Proceedings, with the necessary appropriation of fifty

dollars fi>r illustrations ; and that the Secretaries be authorized to com-

mence the publication of the Proceedings of 1876 with No. 96, page 1,

Vol. XVI.

Dr. Brinton communicated the results of his correspond-

ence with Dr. Yalentini, oi Mexico, and read a statement of

Dr. Valentini's tlieory of the Calendar Stone, as a votive tablet

to the SunGrodjdeducingimportant historical data therefrom.

Dr. Brinton reported that the MSS. had been sent to him,

and moved the appointment of a committee to report

whether it deserved publication. Dr. Brinton, Prof. Ken-

dall and Mr. Lesley were appointed the committee.

The author, in the introductory pirt of his memoir refutes the theory

prevalent on the meaning of the Mexican Calendar Stone. This theory

was advanced by Don Leon y Gama, in the year 1490, and may be con-

densed into the following :

The stone is a sun dial, and has the additional function of showing :

1. The two transits of the sun by the zenith of the City of Mexico.

2. The two equinoctial days.

C. The day of the Summer Solstice.

The way of ascertaining thess days has been to set above the stone an

apparatus, constructed of eight vertical poles, whose points were con-

nected by threads ; and the shadows of these threads, on the above said

days, would fall i;pon the surface of the dial, and cut the figure of the re

spective hieroglyphics and thus determine the day of the celestial phe-

nomenon.
The day of the Winter Solstice is supposed to be sculptured upon

another stone of the same kind, which is still to be discovered.

The author shows that the stone lacks all the requirements necessary

for representing a sun dial ; he doubts, whether the Mexicans had been

acquainted with the existence of the named astronomical days ; he further

pi-ovas that the two hieroglyphics, or the pretended equinoctial, and the

two for the pretended Transit days, simply refer to the four tablets that

represent the four destructions of the world, and that they designate the

days on which the Mexicans were accustomed to celebrate a feast in order

to commemorate those pre-historic events ; and, finally, that the day for

the pretended Summer Solstice turns out to be the hieroglyphic for the
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five Mexican supplementary days, called the nemotemi (5 -{- 360 days).

Hence, the premises of this theory being incorrect, the conclusion must

be incorrect also.

The theory of the author is the following :

The Mexican Calendar Stone is avotive monument dedicated to the Sun God

in the year XIII Acetl. As in the series of the fifty-two years, which form

a Mexican cycle, the year of the name XIII Acetl was the last one, the

people looked at it with fright. For they believed that the Sun God, at the

lapse of each cycle would destroy the world, and, therefore, the happy

entrance of a new cycle was considered by the people to be a special in-

dication of his mercy. The motives of the dedication thus explained, the

author transcribes the year Xtll Acetl, which is sculptured in a tablet at

the top of the stone, into that of 1479 of'our era, and gives the reasons for

doing so. He then proceeds to ascertain the person to whom the stone

was dedicated, and from the central position of an image, from its orna-

ments, and from a hiei'oglyphic sculptured on its frontlet, ha comes to the

conclusion that this image is that of the sun god, Atoniatuh.

These preliminai'y questions settled, the author passes to the minute

description and final definition of all those hieroglyphics which in suc-

cessive and c 5ncentric zones surround the image of Atoniatuh. He says,

as the intention was to glorify the Sun God, the great giver of time, the

artist chose to sculpture in the spaces of the concentric zones all those

symbols by which the Mexicans used to represent time and its division.

In the immediate vicinity of the image the artist placed the zone of the

Aeons, in the form of four tablets upon which the four destructions of the

world, the most ancient deeds of the Sun God, are found to be sculptured.

Next comes the zone of the twenty days, which constitute a Mexican month.

Each of these twenty days has its special image. Then comes the zone of the

two hundred and sixty Lunar days, divided into weeks, each of these being

subdivided into five days ; and around this zone lies that of the one hun-

dred Solar days ; for, accoi-ding to their j)eculiar way of computing time

the circle of the ancient Mexican year was split into those portions. The

five days icanting to make their year a more correct one will be seen to be

intercalated within the space between the tablets of the two last destruc-

tions of the world. The sixteen hoitrs of the Mexican day are represented

by gnomons, which at proportionate distances intersect the zones. The

last zone, girdling the whole monument is occupied by the symbols for

the cycle. Thus, every kind of symbols representing division of time will

be found to ba sculptured on the monument and brought into symmetri-

cal relation to the image of him whom they considered to be the primeval

origin of all time.

Special attention has been paid by the author to the Zone of the Cycles,

which he calls the Chronological Zone. It is divided into twenty-four

tablets. Each of these is like the other and contains the picture which

was employed for designating the lapse of a cycle of fifty-two years. It
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sliows a shaft, vertically placed upon a disk, rom wliich four flashes of

smoke aud fire curl up. By this picture was

expressed the solemn act of re-kindling the

sacred fire ; a ceremony which took place before

the assembly of the whole people in the last

hour of the cyclical year. The identity of this

pictiire, sculptured, with that painted in the

Mexican Codies is exemplified by copies taken

from the large collection of Lord Kingsborough,

aud its correct interpretation is warranted by

referring to the authentic text. The author

now says : That, if the stone evidently was consecrated in the year 1479 :

if further, the tablet containing the sign for this year not only is fixed at

the top of the monument, but also, within this cycle-zone and at its top :

and finally, if two large pointers are seen to lead the two halves of this

zone toward this same tablet of 1479—the artist's intention has been to

give to understand that the Mexicans, in the year 1479, had counted the

sum of twenty-four cycles elapsed, or twenty-four festivals celebrated

in honor of their Sun god. Twenty-four cycles represent the sum of one

thousand two hundred and forty-eight years. This sum subtracted from

the year 1479 leads back to a year of our era equivalent to 231 A.D.

Hence, the stone not only shows division of time, generally, but alsa a

definite quantity of time, which the benignant Deity had granted to his

people. To find a chronological record of this kind sculptured upon this

monument appears to be in full concordance with its votive character.

The author is of the opinion, that by the year 231 A.D. the date has

been expressed from which the civilized races of Mexico and Yucatan

began to reckon a new political or religious era. His computations of

the chronologies written by Satlilxodritl, Veytia and Chimalpopoca, and

of that of the Maya-people, have given him an almost identical result.

The variations are : 231 A.D., 242 A.D., and 245 A.D.

Dates prior to these, and mentioned in Mexican history, can now be

correctly determined. Thus, the year X Calli, that of an universal

eclipse of the Sun, is equivalent to our year 137 A.D. = Lapse of the

great Sothic period in the Orient, and coinciding with the Mexican date

of the departure of the civilizing races from the distant Tiilapan. The

year 1 Tecpatl proves to be equivalent to 29 B. Cr. = Introduction of the

Julian calendar in Asia Minor by Cgesar Octavianus, and it is called by the

Mexicans : the meeting of the Astrologers in Huehuetlapallan for the

purpose of correcting the calendar.

These latter suggestions do not enter into the memoir, but will be

more extensively treated in a later paper, if that of the Mexican Calendar

Stone should meet with a favorable reception.

Mr. Walter presented to the library of the Society, as a

srift from Mr. John Mc Arthur, Jr., architect of the New
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Public Buildings of Philadelphia, several photographs of

ornamental portions of the work, remarking that lie consid-

ers the style of ornamentation inaugurated in these build-

ings, as surpassing in design and modeling, any esthetic

embellishments in architecture ever before attempted in the

United States. lie called the attention of the members

especially to a head of the late Hon. Horace Binney sculp-

tured in high relief on the keystone of the arch-way lead-

ing to the Judiciary, remarking that it was modeled from a

photograph of Mr. Binney taken about a year before his

death, and furnished for the occasion, by his daughter, Mrs.

Montgomery.

Allegorical faces in high relief, representing Remorse,

Sympathy, Knowledge, Commerce and Liberty ; also the

head of a buffalo, the head of a lioness, and other devices

adorn the various keystones, no two being alike, and each

representing an apparent idea or association.

As the ornate portions of the buildings are modeled and

photographed, the Society will be furnished with copies for

the library.

Mr. Blazius read a paper On the influence of Air on Life,

and the connection of the westward growth of cities with

modern meteorology. A discussion ensued in which Mr.

Price, Mr. Walter, Mr. Lesley, Mr. Fraley, Mr. Briggs and

Dr. Horn took part.

Pending; nomination 791 was read.

The stated business of the evening was postponed on ac-

count of the continuous ilhiess of the Treasurer.

The Committee on Judge Strong's address reported that

it should be delivered on the 5th of January next, at 8

o'clock P. M., in Musical Fund Hall.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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SOME REMARKS ON THE CONNECTION OF METEOROLOGY
WITH HEALTH.

By William Blasius.

{Bead before the American PhilosopJiical Society, December lltli, 1875.)

Sometime ago an architect asked me the question whether I could

assign a philosophical reason for the well-known fact, that during all

ages, cities, where topographical impediments do not interfere, extend as

a general rvile from east to west, and that the wealthiest people are al-

ways in the advance. As an instance of this kind, I will remind you of

the West End in London, and of our fashionable Chestnut, Walnut,

Spruce, and Pine Streets, which have grown steadily in this manner from

the Delaware to the Schuylkill.

I had before paid some attention to this question under a somewhat
different form, namely : What influence in reference to aerial currents

has the position of a city or a dwelling house on the health of the in-

habitants ?

In speaking of a healthy or unhealthy location of a city or a house we
hear frequently, in the reasoning on these points, the remarks made that

it is on high or low ground, indicating thereby that a house is respectively

healthy or unhealthy. This generally conceived impression has doubt-

less been derived from the idea that low ground must necessarily form a

swamp, ia which malarial gases are generated. Although this may be the

case in many instances where no drainage exists and the ground is im-

pervious to water, it is not always so ; for the formation of a swamp de-

pends more upon the geological formation than upon the altitude. I have

seen swamps on mountains as well as on low ground, and houses close to

a swamp on low ground perfectly healthy, while those standing on high

ground and far off from a swamp wei'e most unhealthy. The cause of

malarial diseases must then be found in some other conditions, also.

Twenty or thirty years ago, when geology became more fully developed,

medical men tried to find the cause of many diseases in the nature of the

soil or in geological conditions, and I have no doubt that this has, indi-

rectly, something to do with our health. A little later some diseases

were traced dii-ectly to impure drinking-water. But it is only recently,

that physicists began to suspect the air as the principal mischief maker.
And if we consider that we eat only three times a day, drink water but
twice as much, but drink or breathe air about fifteen times every minute,

it becomes at least very probable that the air is the chief culprit that

smuggles the poisonous matter into our system. For we inhale eighteen

cubic feet of air every hour, or four hundred and thirty-two per day:
and three-fourths of our weight has been built up of its material. This
enormous consumption of air is performed almost unconsciously, at least

without paying any attention to its quality, as we would naturally do ia

drinking-water. Because the air is invisible and tasteless the majority
of people are scarcely aware of its existence, much less of its impurities

A. p. S.—VOL. XIV. 4h
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in certain localities, particularly in large cities. The most wonderful

discoveries have been made in this direction by Ehrenberg, Schroeder,

Pasteur, Dr. Saaitli, Schwann, Cohn, Dr. Bastian, Tyndill, Pettenkofer,

aud others.

Schroeder succeeded first in filtrating air by letting it pass through

chemically pure cotton into a glass cylhider, from which the air had been

exhausted by an air-pump.

The eminent French chemist, Pasteur, by using chemically pure gun
cotton, which he, after the filtration, dissolved in ether, succeeded in

ollecting all impurities of the filtrated air, and subjecting the fluid to a

microscopic investigation, he observed myriads of fungi and still smaller

living organisms as Bacteria and Vibriones in it. He says: "It appears

that our knowledge of contagious diseases, especially at periods when
epidemics rage, would be increased by work carried out in this direction."

Following his own suggestions, he was enabled to prescribe a means of

jireventing the disease known as "pebrine," which made such havoc

amongst the silkworms in France.

Schwann showed that a fluid which produced myriads of such lower

living organisms if left in contact with ordinary air, would keep free of

them if first boiled and then brought in contact with air pi'eviously

heated to redness
;
proving thus clearly that the germs of life came from

the air. It also was proved that meat, fruit, etc., will pi-eserve in pure air

from one to two years and that fermentation and decomposition is carried

on by the assistance of such minute organisms in the air. The conclu-

sions, then, are not so far off fi-om the truth that such minute parasites

if in sufficient numbers, may, in entering on the wings of the air into

our system, attack delicate or diseased organs, producing fevers, such as

diphtheria, scarlet fevex", etc. In the fall and spring, the times of sudden

weather changes, we see an ordinary cold or catarrh in children change

frequently into diphtheria, or other similar diseases.

Blackley considers he has proved that hay fever is caused by the in-

halation of air containing pollen in considerable quantity, which adheres

to the membranous lining of the larynx and air-passage and causes secre-

tion from these parts. A solution of quinine, which is destructive to

minute forms of life, has been shown by Ilelmholtz to be an effective ap-

plication in cases of this disagreeable malady.

Tyndall, in 1870, gave us a means of investigation supplementary to

the microscope, and of extreme delicacy. He proved that particles,

which in a liquid are quite invisible under an object glass readily show-

ing bodies of too^doo of an inch in diameter, were revealed with greatest

ease by means of a beam of light. If the air were pure, a beam of sun-

light traversing a darkened room would be invisible except where it

struck upon the wall. The scattering of the light by floating dust and

living organisms makes the track luminous to the naked eye. We may,

to a certain extent, see these impurities dancing in a beam of light

which enters through the shutters into a darkened room.
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Dr. Smith made an experiment witli a bottle holding five litres, which

was refilled five hundred times with Manchester air. Dancer in examin-

ing this quality of air with magnifying powers from 120 to 1, 600 diameters

of an inch found the following bodies :

1. Particles of vegetable tissue, many of them partially burnt and quite

brown in color.

2. Fragments of vegetation resembling in structure hay, straw and hay

seeds.

3. Hairs of plants and fibres resembling flax.

4. Cotton fibres both white and colored.

5. Starch granules.

6. Wool white and colored.

7. In greatest abundance fungoid matter, spores and sporidia varying

in size from j^^ lyo to 50 Voo of an inch in diameter.

Many of the spores were living and developed forms resembling rust and

mildew. A calculation was made as to their number in the following

manner :

Under each field of the microscope there were more than one hundred

spores. In each drop of liquid there were over 250,000 ; the whole quan-

tity consisting of one hundred and fifty drops there were in this water no

fewer than 37| millions of spores visible. This quantity of air is the

amount respired by an average sized man actively employed during

ten hours in Manchester.

There is then hope that science soon will trace the source of many if not

all of those mysterious deadly diseases and epidemics, and in finding their

source, the remedy and preventive will be furnished at the same time. So

much, however, is now already known that those destructive minute or-

ganisms in company with the well-known poisonous and noxious gases,

originate principally in localities where vegetable and animal matter are

decomposing ; in thickly populated cities, on and underneath the pave-

ment, gutters, yards,—in swamjjs and rivers into which sewers throw

their contents. Here the air must become, so to say, saturated with

these deadly poisons. We, therefore, understand that thoughtful people

abhor such places, and flee away from them. But as the air loaded with

these deadly poisons, does not stay where it generates, nor flow promis-

cuously in all directions, it becomesof some importance toknow where we

have to go, soasnotto meetit; and here comes the youngest of the physical

sciences, Meteorology to our assistance. In a lecture which I had the

honor of delivering before you some two years ago, I showed that air

in its motion follows strict laws the same as water, and that the direc-

tion and nature of its currents are dependent upon the season, the configu-

ration and nature of the surface of the earth. According to these laws we
experience in our latitude during Summer a prevailing current from the

southern semi-circle principally from the southwest, south or west ; in the

Winter a prevailing current from the northern semi-circle, jDi'lncipally from

northw3st and north. Air of the same temperature or currents flowing in
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the same direction do not mix mucli. Thus an offensive air-current

coming from the opening of a large culvert would be perceived over a

distance of 5 to 6 blocks, but only in space corresponding in vridth and

depth to the opening from whence it issues. As the development of or-

ganized life, as well as of other noxious elements, in the air takes place

principally during the warm season, when the prevailing wind in our lati-

tude comes from the southwest, it follows that a house or a city to the

north, northeast, or east of a source of such disease-brewing miasmas

cannot be healthy, whether they lie high or low, or even if they are far

off from this source ; but if they are situated to the south, southwest or

west, of such a hot-bed of miasma, they will not suffer from such locali-

ties, even if it is close by and on low ground. As the miasma carrying

southern current is warm and rises over the highest mountains, it certainly

will reach a house or a city lying 10 or 100 feet higher than a swamp, I

know hovises close to a swamp or river, those southwest of them are per-

fectly healthy, while those much further off, higher and to the north-

east of them are uninhabitable on account of malarial fever. Illus-

trations of this apparent anomaly are frequent. Aloog low swampy

rivers in summer you will find the eastern shore unhealthy, while

the western shore is healthy. To bring matters home to us, I

would say that West Philadelphia generally, even the Almshouse and

Pennsylvania University, so close to the swamps of the Schuylkill,

enjoy, during the dangerous warm season, the purified air from ag-

ricultural Delaware county, while the fashionable residences along

the eastern shore of the Schuylkill are most exposed to the mi-

asmatic air from the Schuylkill, into which the sewers throw

their contents, from the swamps alqng its western shore , and from the

lower portion of the city. Camden, situated to the east of two such rivers,

with their swamps, and an artificial swamp between them, this ci:y has still

more to suffer. A friend wishing to buy a house upon the western slope

of Brooklyn Heights was advised by physicians to choose rather the

eastern side ; since upon the western slope, even at the summit, malarial

fevers are more numerous and more virulent. The reason for this is obvi-

ously that the wind which brings the miasma from the river and the low

lands to the west and southwest is a warm one, and thus reaches the

highest point west of Brooklyn Heights, but passes high above the lower

laud to the east. As little as any of us would like to drink the water of

a river in which decomposition from vegetable and animal matter is go-

ing on, so little would we like to drink out of an air current saturated much

more with poisonous gases and destructive organisms, if our eyes and

tongue were sensible of it. This is the reason why a house in the west-

ern portion of a city is more healthy than one in the eastern or northern

portions, and why cities extend to the west, not to the north, except

where impediments determine their direction ; in this case those living

most to the north will have to pay the penalty in the rate of death. This

is also the reason why in a well regulated city no noxious factories should

be allowed on its western or southern side, such as the limekiln above
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Chestnut street, the gas works above Market street, cemeteries, etc.

Any one who wants practical illustrations of the different effects of the
' same air current on the western and eastern side of the Schuylkill, may
pay attention to his breathing before and after passing the Chestnut

street bridge. It is also a reason why the streets of a city should run from

southwest to northeast, and from northwest to southeast, in order that

during the warm season the prevailing currents could ventilate them and

change the poisonous air which generates in the sti'eets and yards. It is

probably the reason why in cities certain diseases become epidemic as it

enlarges, which before are comparatively unknown.

How the direction and nature of prevailing air currents affect the

health of cities can be seen by comparing the rate of death in two suc-

cessive years, of which one brings quite a tropical, the other a more are-

tic climate, during summer. • This would seem to be due fully as much
to miasma as to the direct effects of the heat on the system.

The Public Ledger of July 14, 1874, had an article comparing the

health of Philadelphia for the period June 15th to July 15th, of the years

1872, 1873 and 1874, in which the writer seems to ascribe the improvement

manifested to better aiTangements in city government. This of course

would have its effect, but the difference seems to me unquestionably due

in large part to the difference in the prevailing air-currents.

From the data the Ledger article furnishes, I have compiled the follow-

ing comparison of mortality in the principal diseases, which is very strik-

ing in view of the fact that in June and July of 1872, the prevailing cur-

rents were from the southern semi-circle, and in the same time of 1874,

from the northern semi-circle :
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Discussion.

Mr. Walter remarked that he considered the imperfect construction of

ewers, cess-pools and traps connected with sinks and water-closets as

the great source of many of our worst diseases. We have, it is true, a

very general under-ground drainage throughout our city, but that is not

all we need ; our sewers and ducts may all be well enough, as far

as they go, but unless it is rendered absolutely impossible for the foul

air they contain being forced back, through imperfect traps, into our

dwellings, we had better have no underground drainage at all.

Carelessly-jointed pipes, inferior fittings, badly-constructed traps, and

unventilated soil pipes cannot fail to admit the sewer gas into our houses,

which becomes a prolific source of disease and death. Pipes which drain

bath-tubs and washstands are often introduced into soil pipes without

trapping, and thus become conduits to convey the worst of sewer gases

into our chambers ; and even when such pipes are trapped the work is so

unskillfully done as to render the traps liable to be siphoned out by de-

scending water from above. He stated that he had a case of this kind to

happen in a house of his own, where the plumbing was admirably done

—

it was an oversight, soon corrected, but there should be no oversights

in the plumbing of a house. jSTothing about house-building demands our

consideration more seriously than the work of the plumber.

Another evil exists in the imperfect construction of sewers, and a want

of skill in their design and location. Many sewers discharged into tide-

water with their openings so much depressed as to bring the top below

high tide ; this causes a flow when the tide is up, which forces the air

back through traps and cess-pools with great power, and if sufficient

vent is not found the sewer will rupture in its weakest spot. He re-

marked that he knew of a case of this kind, where the water and filth

were forced several feet above the pavement—nothing will make a

sewer so located safe, but an ample ventilating shaft, properly con-

structed.

Besides these sources of disease and discomfort there are others, many
of which were alluded to in the interesting paper just read to the Society

by Dr. Blazius. This subject may well engage the most careful

study of the scientist.

Dr. Horn said :

While there are atmospheric influences affecting the health of the

masses generally, in cities, which are at times troublesome or next to im-

possible to obviate, there are causes within the dwellings of our population

no less potent, and which are entirely within our control.

It has been noticed by many not members of the medical profession

that typhoid fever, scarlatina and diphtheria prevail with great frequency

among the better classes of our population (especially typhoid fever);

and to such an extent has this prevailed that scarcely a family is found in
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which no one of the members has been affected, while in many several

cases have occurred. This prevalence may be thought all the more re-

markable when we consider the great external and internal cleanliness of

the houses of our better classes of citizens.

There can be but little doubt that our house-drainage has contributed

more to the detriment of the health of the above-mentioned citizens than

those causes which are generally complained of. Owing to faulty con-

struction of the drain-pipes, sewer gases find ready entrance into our

houses and in certain directions of the wind and during a high tide these

gases are di'iven backward from the mouths of the main sewers, and the

offensive odors are perceived in the rooms in which are water-closets or sta-

tionary wishstands. These gases force themselves through the usual

tra.ps because there is no other means usually provided for their exit.

Every house provided with a system of under-drainage should have a

draft-pipe of large size leading from the drain upward, in a straight line

above the roof of the house and open at the top so that a free draft may
be allowed. Into this all water-closets or other waste-j)ipes should enter

at a right angle, after a proper trap, and no waste-pipe should empty

into any conductor unless the latter extend above the roof and be open

at the top. Any attempt at obviating the evil, such as small draft- pipes

from each water-closet to a chimney, etc., has been proven practically to

be of no. value.

The fault in the constructioa of the water-closets consists in placing

that of the upper story, practically on the end of the main conducting

pipe, and it is for this reason that it has been noticed that water-closets

which are highest in the house are most offensive. Thus no external

draft for gases is allowed for, and their entire volume must be discharged

in the house, greatly to the detriment of the health of the inhabitants.

The remedy suggested is easy of accomplishment, cheap, and effectual.

The ordinary methods of warming our houses by means of heaters of

varying construction in the cellars, have without doubt some effect on

those who breathe the air sent through the house /rom the cellar. Cellars

are not usually the cleanest portions of dwellings, and are too often left to

the care of servants, to become the respositories of rubbish, and at times

filth, which accummulate, and the usual dampness of cellars together

with the even temperature maintained are favorable to slow putrefactive

processes, which yield germs by no means harmless. There can be but

one remedy for this evil. All air to be distributed in a heated form should

be drawn from the external atmosphere, and as hot air is distributed by

means of pipes so also can pure air be obtained from the outside and

taken directly to the hot chamber of the heater.

These remarks are necessarily short, but will, I hope, serve to call the

attention of architects, and builders to at least two very serious defects in

the "better class" of houses.
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On West Virginia Geology 425

( In the Lignitic Coals of the West 636

Stokes.
On the Peach Growth 175

Stubbs.
On Indian Sculpture 13

Walter.
On Causes of Disease in Houses 672

Wharton,
On Artie Expeditions ; 422

Williamson.
On the Meteorology of the Nile 22

Subjects Discussed at the Meetings.

Agassiz Medalion 16, 17

Albert Medal of the S. of Arts 637

Amazon Expedition of Prof. Orton 618

Archaeology of New Mexico, Cope 475

Atmospheric Circulation, Blodget 150

Attractive Force. Chase Ill

Bald-friar Indian Sculx)ti<res 13

Bismuth. Genth 181

Boiler Explosion. Cresson 180
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Boulders In "West Philadelpliia 647

Brontotlieriuin Injens 2

Bunsen Qas Apparatus. Oresson 429

Burette Valve. K5nig. Britton 181,188,191

Coal of Somerset. Fulton 157

Coal of Ellengowan. Cresson 175, 429

Coal of Eocky Mountains. Britton 187, 191, 358, 361

Coal of Eocky Mountains. Stevenson 447

Coal Beds Discovered in No. X. Ashburner 638

Coal of BigSewell Mountain. Harden 177

Coal Beds of West Virginia. Stevenson 370-402

Cold, Cause of Unusual. Blodget 150

Color of the Moon. Frazer 2,155

Colorado Prehistoric Eemains. Cope 139

Corundum. Genth 180

Cosmical Evolution. Chase 159

Cosmical Thermodynamics. Chase 141

Costa Eiea Ethnology. Gabb 483

Cremation among the Pah-Utes. Hoffman 191, 414

Development, Origin of. Chase 622

Egypt's Population, &c. Delmar 184

Electrical Spectra of Metals. Outenbridge 162

Elie de Beaumont's Statue 427

Ellengowan Coal Analyses. Cresson 429

Eobasileus Galeatus. Cope 17

Exfoliation of Granite. Frazer. ... 192

Explosion at Kirkbride's HosiMtal. Briggs 419

Fault at Port Clinton. Chance -. 300

Formulae for Mineral Species. Frazer 180

Fossil Ore at Tyrone. Lesley 102

Galvanometer for Lectures. Barker 438

Geology of Spruce Creek. Lesley 19, 83

Geological Survey of Pennsylvania 185

Geology of Lake Erie Shore. Lesley 440

Geology of West Virginia. Stevenson 370, 402

Glacial Drift beneath the Virginia Shore 18

Glacial Action at the Water Gaps. Hall 620

Glacial Moraine at Philadelphia > 633, 644

Glaciation in the South Mountains 647

Glyceric Acid. Sadtler 615

Gneiss Mountains Formerly at Philadelphia 436

Gold in Nova Scotia. Poole 189

Granite Exfoliation. Frazer 192

Gravitating Waves. Chase 344, 420

Heating Power of Coals. Cresson 175

Ichthyology of Utah. Cope 129

Indian Sculpture at Bald-friar 13
Indian Tribes of Costa Eica. Gabb 483
Iron and Steel Under Magnetism. Cresson 603

Langdale (W. Va. ) Coal Land Model 177
Languages of Costa Eica. Gabb 483
Lntent Heat of Meteors. B. V. Marsh 114
Lepidopterae of North America. Grote 189
Lignitic Beds of the West 187,447
Limonites of York County. Frazer 364. 370, 433
Lunar Monthly Eainfall. Chase 416-418
Magnetic Forces. Chase 612
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Magnetism on the Strength of Iron 603

Mammoth Coal Bed 175

Map of the Schuylkill "Water Gap 300

Mesozoic Traps. Frazer 402

Metal-Spectra. Outenbridge 162

Meteorological Observations on the Nile 632

Meteorology Blodget, 439 ; Briggs, 641

Meteorology of New England. Ohanning 154

Meteors, Latent Heat. B. V. Marsh „ . . . 114

Microscopic Sections of Trap. Dana 430, 432

Miocene Vertebrata. Cope 361

Moon's Color. Frazer 2, 155

Moraine at West Philadelphia. Hall 633, 644

New Mexico. Extinct Race. Oope 475

Nile, Meteorological Observations 632

Orton's Expedition to the Amazon 648

Pah-Ute Cremation 191

Papyrus Shai-n-sinsin, for sale 182

Peach Belt Movement. Emerson 175

Peale's Collection of Indian Relics 174

Perowskite in Arkansas. Konig 640

Philadelphia G-eology. Lesley 436

Philadelphia G-laciers 633, 644

Phosphorus, Allotropie Form 108

Photographs 13, 174, 298

Plagopterinse. Cope 129

POebrotherlum (Leidy). Oope 110

Port Clinton Fault. Chance 183, 200

Rainfall. Chase 416, 614

Retort. Frazer 419

Rhynchophora of North America , 649

Saving Fund Life Insurance 148

Shai-n-sinsin Papyrus , 182

Signal Service Maps 175, 640

Somerset County Coals. Fulton 157

Spain's Population, &c. Delmar 301,344,422

Spruce Creek Geology. Lesley 19,83

Symborodon Trigonoceras 2

Tartronic and Glyceric Acids. Sadtler 615

Tellurium and Bismuth Minerals. Genth 181, 636

Thermo-electric Currents. Oresson 440

Transit of Venus. Goodfellow 191

Transit of Venus. Davidson 423, 326

Trap. Frazer. Dana 402, 414, 430,436

Tyndall's Address. Frazer 420

Tyrone Fault. Lesley 3

Vernier. Harger's 647

Vertical Lantern Galvanometer. Barker 440, 445

Walrus from Accomac Harbour 17

Warrior Mark Valley Geology 3, 19--83

Water Gap Glacier. Hall 620

Welsh's Copy of Franklin Picture 433

York County Limonites and Traps 364, 370, 402, 433

Zoology of a Pool in Colorado. Oope 139
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